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PART ID SECTION A 
NOTES ON THE COMPILATION AND USES OF THE CHECKLIST 
The drawing up of a bibliographical list of early Egyptian 
publications based on information derived from a number of scattered 
sources of uneven quality presents several problems, amongst which is 
the difficulty of establishing the author and the subject of the 
printed work, and indeed even its title and the language it was 
written in. In view of these difficulties, the following list of 
Egyptian publications has been drawn up in strict alphabetical order 
according to the title. Under every established title, there will 
be several entries to comprise the essential bibliographical and 
publication data, such as the author-, language, work-classification, 
subject-matter, date and place of publication, in addition to other 
notes on source-references, volume(s)/part(s), page-numbers, prices, 
and copies printed/consumed (i. e. distributed and /or sold), which 
will be given as sufficient and correct as possible for the purpose of 
serving as a checklist and of providing this study with information to 
be used for surveys and statistics in order to gain a better 
understanding of early Egyptian book production and trade. The 
principles and methods adopted for the entry are as follows: 
1. TITLES: Owing to the lack of a uniform system of 
titling Arabic-character works and the lack of title-page in many 
early printed works, it is not uncommon to find that a work is given 
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various title-names in different editions/sources or in different 
sources referring to the same edition of the work. As a general rule, 
a certain title-name is adopted here as the filing-title for an 
identified work without regard to other title-name(s) it may have in 
sources or in editions. The principlesand methodsadopted for 
deciding the filing-title are as follows: 
(1) Priority is given to the literary name, 
e. g. "Amia-r al! -Ta=ll wa-Asrir al-Tali; ll", instead of the 
well-known name of "TafsIr al-Baydlwl" in the case 
of work No. 013, and 
"Al-Aqwal al-Mur4iya fi cllm Bunyat al-Kura al-Ardiyya", I 
instead of the descriptive name of "Kitib 
al-Jiyi! l5jiyP, or that of translatioa "The Globe", 
(as in No. 015). 
But when no literary name is known, then 
(2) a well-known or a co=only-accepted name is taken into acount, 
especially in the cases of poetic works, epistles, and many 
commentaries etc., 
e. g. "Dlw7an AmIr al-Mulmin7in cAll B. Ab! Tilib" (as in No. 042), 
"Inshal al-cAttir" (No. 144), and 
1113ilhiyat cAbd a3. -Vaklm al-Siyglkiltl (d. 1067/1656-57) 
Cali 4ilhiyat r-Abd al-Ghafiir al-t-arl (d. 912/1506) Calg 
al-Fawilid al-piyiliyya [Sharh cAbd al-RatLman al-JEml 
(d. 898/1492) Cala al-X-afiya li-cUthian Ibn al-Ugjib 
(d.. 646/1249)1" (work No. 117). 
If both of the above-mentioned title-names are not known and no 
extant copy of the work in question is available, other names will 
be 
adopted in the following order of preference: 
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a transliteration according to the source origin of greatest 
authority, 
e. g. "Asakiri Piadegiani Chafifenun Seferde Olan Chidmetlerini 
Mubin Risale" (as in work No. 017), and 
"Ruda Rabbim" (No. 123); 
(4) a descriptive name, 
e. g. "BatUlUjiyya yatni [that is) Risila fl al-Tibb al-Basharl", 
(No. 029); 
"Le Diwan de Nesimi" (No. 063); 
a translation, 
e. g. "Kalender Hir das Jahr 1831" (No. 167). 
But when an extant copy of the printed work is available, then 
(6) the incipit (i. e. the first few words of the text) will be taken 
as the filing-title of the publication, 
e. g. "Ishbii Fihrist-Mahrilsa-t' Mi; rda ... etc. " (No. 151). 
4 Apart from these above-mentioned rules, where a work has &F 
been published more than once without a literary or a well-known/ 
commonl7-accepted title-name, the title of the first edition is 
usually taken as the filing-title of the various editionst such as 
"Kitab f! Sin-Vat 4ibi&hat al-Harlr" (No. 185). Other title-names of 
a work, which are not taken as the filing-title, may be mentioned in 
annotations or notes (i. e. under the boxed-heading "contents-note" and 
"N. B. " respectively,. cf. below, pp. 189- 90) for reference and 
comparison, and are not filed as the filing-title for cross-reference 
except in the case of collection-edition (cf . below, pp - 182 - 83 
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These title-names taken as the filing-titles are underscored and filed 
according to the capitalized letters only. Some parts of the title 
are not taken into account as the letters/words of filing order, such 
as the Arabic article "al-"O the Persian i4ifa (i. e. "-i" or "-yi")q 
and certain words and names of persons which either do not form the 
essential part of the title, such as "kitab", "tarjama", and "tacrIb" 
in the cases of No-1380 No. 502j and No. 183; or the distinctive part of 
the author's name which is being used in the title, such as "B. ", 
"Sulaymin", and "Kamil al-Din", in No. 042, No. 111, and No. 115 
respectively. 
2. AUTHORS: In general, the Turkish and Persian names are 
given and transliterated according to the Arabic method. For the 
purpose of further filing, those authors who have given-names in a 
style adopted by most contemporaries, consisting of two or three 
names, will have their surname, by which they are best known, 
capitalized, e. g. 
"Mu4ammaa Pasha ek=", and "Rifica Rifi- al-TARTKWI". 
While with others whose names consist of a chain of various parts, 
only the well-known/distinctive part of the name by which they are 
knowa by most people will be capitalized, e. g. 
"Muslih al-DIn SAýDl SHLI-AZI", and 
"Mu4ammad 4idiq B. rAbd al-R#m-an al-Arzanjin-i known as 
MUFTI-ZADA! '. 
But in some cases, the author's names are given without capitalization 
when their names are known in that form and are filed in that way as 
a whole, e. g. 
"All B. Abli Tilib". 
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In addition, the translator's names usually come in parentheses after 
the author, and in the case of anonymous authorship the abbreviation 
"anon. " is given. The date of birth and/or death, if unknown then 
the approximate date, is added after the author's/translator's names 
with the exception of most western authors, thus: 
"Muýammad Pasha C; MF, 1202-64/1787-1848"l 
c All B. Abi Tiilib, d. 40/660", 
"Antoine B. CLOT Bey (tr. anon. )", 
"anon. (tr. YuhannZ CANM. MI, fl. 13th/19th)", and U 
'vanon. 11 only (in the case of. the author, or both the author and 
the translator, being unknown). 
R. EMARy_%: The language, work-classification and 
subject-matter of the work in question will be specifically noted 
here after the entry of the title and author, owing to their 
importance in conducting literary and statistical surveys. The 
principles and methods for their entry will be separately noted as 
follows: 
(1) Language (the first sub-entry), noted for example as: 
"Arabic" for an Arabic work, or 
"Turkish (French)" for-a Turkish work translated from French, or 
"Persian" for a Persian work, or 
"Unknown (? )" for a translation in an unknown languages the 
language from which it was translated also being unknown, or 
"Arabic-Turkish (Arabic)" for a bilingual work of the same text 
printea in Arabic and Turkish, of which the latter virsion 
is a translation from the Arabic original; in this case, 
the work figures only as an Arabic work in the survey and 
statistics of the study. 
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(2) Work-classification (the second sub-entry), noted either as: 
"Contemporary Writing", for a work written/composed after or 
in the year 1200 A. H. (i. e. 1785-1786), or 
"Translation Work", for a work translated after or in the year 
1200 A. H., or 
"Classical Literature", for a work or translation written/made 
before the year 1200 A. H. 
The adoption of the Muslim year "1200 A. H. " as a dividing line in 
the classification of works, especially between contemporary 
writing and classical literature, is based mainly on the fact 
that there was around this time a significant development in 
Arabic-printing within the domains of the Ottoman Empire. The 
art of printing was used, after this date, by the government as 
a means of modernization, and there began to be produced 
significant quantities of original works and translations of 
new subjects. However, in some cases we have works whose 
work-classification cannot be determined owing to lack of 
information, in which case a question-mark "? " is added to the 
work-classification to denote doubt, e. g* 
"Contemporary Writing ?" which is given, in most cases, to 
works dealing with subjects in social sciences, pure 
sciences and technology, and 
"Classical Literature ?" which is often given to works dealing 
with subjects in philosophy, religion, language, literature, 
and history. 
Nevertheless, there are several exception in the classification 
of certain works, such as work No. 506. 
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(3) Subject-matters (the third sub-entry), noted under the 
abbreviation of the DDC's (- Dewey Decimal Classification) ten 
main classes of subjects and the proper notation of the 
subject-matters allocated in the modified schedule of DDC for 
early Egyptian publications. For example, 
"Phil. 160" stands for a work on the subject-matter of 
logic which is classified in the second main class of the 
DDC, i. e. the subject of philosophy and related sciences, 
and is allocated to that notation in the DDC; 
"Rel. 297(l)" stands for a work on the subject-matter of the 
Qurlin and its sciences, which is allocated to the 
notation in the modified scheme of the DDC (as shown in 
Table 32), but under the same subclass of Islam as given 
in the original DDC; 
"SocS. 351" stands for an administrative publication which is 
classified in the third main classes of the DDC, and is 
allocated to the subclass given under the notation of "351". 
These three pieces of information on the language, work- 
classification, and subject-matter of a work will thereafter be noted 
(after the word "Remarks") within squAre brackets, and separated by a 
diagonal "/", e. g. 
"[Remarks: Unknown Classical Literature ?/ Gen. 0941", or 
"[Remarks: Arabic Contemporary Writing / Lang. 492(5)1". 
These two remaria-entries above stand for: (a) a work of which the 
language is not known and which has been arbitrarily classified in the 
Checklist as "Classical Literature" and allocated to the notation of 
"Gen. 094" owing to its subject-matter being unknown, and (b) an Arabic 
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work which has been classified as a contemporary writing on Arabic 
grammar* These remarks-entries will also be abbreviated, within 
parentheses, in the form of "(U-CL. 0)" and "(A-CW. 4)" respectively, as 
in the case of the above two examples, with the "U" representing 
"Unknown", "CL" "Classical Literature", 110" the notation "000" (i. e. 
the first of the DDC's ten main classes "Generalities"), "A! ' the 
language of "Arabic", "CW" the "Contemporary Writing", 114" the 
notation '1400" (- the fifth of the DDC's ten main classes "Language"), 
and so on. This abbreviated form of the remarks-entry is preceded by 
a basic number referring to the order of appearance of the work's 
filing-title in the Checklist, and then to form a code-number which 
will precede the filing-title in the Checklist and be cited, 
especially in the third part of this study, to avoid the repetition of 
titles. 
For instance, the order of appearance for. the title 
I'DIwin-i Hifiz" is 49th on the Checklistt and its basic number of 
appearance is thus "No. 049"; while the full remarks-entrys that is 
"Persian / Classical Literature / Lit. 891(l)"t is abbreviated and 
bracketed as "(P-CL. 8)". Thus, the code-number of Dlw'a-n-i Hifiz is 
"No. 049(P-CL. 8)" which indicates that the work in question appears as 
the 49th (No. 049) on the Checklist, and is classified as a Persian 
work (P), as classical literature (CL), and as literature (8) in 
regard to its language, work-classification and subject-matters 
In the same way, the code-number "No. 428(T-CL. 8)" 
indicates that the work in question appears as the 428th on the List, 
which is, Lharb-i blwin-i Hifi; -i Shlrizl, written in Turkish (T), 
regarded as a work of classical literature (CL), and classified in the 
ninth of the DDC's ten main classes under the notation "800" (8), i. e. 
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a work of literature. However, the full remarks-entry of the work is 
given as "Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 891(l)" in which the 
third sub-entry "Lit. 891(l)" indicates that this is a work on Persian 
poetry, despite being indicated as a Turkish classical literary work 
from its code-number. This apparent contradiction is based an two 
interpretations of the work: One is based on the language of the work, 
the other the subject-matter. As a result of the two interpretations, 
the figure denoting the works' subject-matter (as shown in Table 32) 
will be different from that denoting the language and subject surveys 
(as shown in Tables 36-56). In the former survey, the work in 
question is classified as a work on Persian poetryt while in the 
latter, it is only regarded as a Turkish literary work. 
In this study, when the code-a=ber referring to a work is 
quoted, it will sometimes be followed by the date of publication with 
the Muslim year, such as "No.. 049(P-CL. 8): 1256" and "No. 428(T-CL. 8): 
1250" to denote the edition of the work. The denotation of edition(s) 
will also be made by using the basic number of a work, such as 
No. 049" and "No. 428", followed by a numeral set on a space-lower than 
the basic n=ber to denote the edition concerned, e. g. 
"No. 0491" - Ednj of work No-049 
(i. e. the edition published in 1256), and 
"No. 4281" - Edn, of work No. 428 
(i. e. the edition published in 1250). 
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4. EDITIONS: Under this entry, there are several sections 
concerning the edition (including the date and place of publication), 
source-references, and annotation of the work/edition in question. 
In the followingt they will be discussed separately as: 
(1) The entry of edition (abbreviated as "Edn"): It 
comprises three sub-entries: (a) the denotation of the total number of 
editions listed in the Checklist, by the use of "Edn, ", "EdnZ", 
"Edn 3 19, "Edn4" and so on, each of them being followed immediately by 
(b) the date of publication and (c) the place of publication of the 
edition/work in question. For instance, in the case of work No. 049, 
we have two editions listed under this work up to 1850, i. e. 
it Edn, : 1250 (1834-35) / Alexandria: Maýbs, Oat Sargy Ra's 
al-fln, and Biiliq (see under: No. 443 )", and 
"* Edn2 : 1256 (1840-41) / BElgq. " 
We can see from the above examples that there are two main 
kinds of editions listed in this Checklist. One is asterisked (i. e. 
preceded by T 'W' before the abbreviation "Edn", as shown in the above 
exampled "Edn2 of No. 049"), and is termed "distinct edition" which 
will figure in the literary and statistical survey of this study as it 
figures in other general modern bibliographies, to show the frequency 
of the work in question being published as a printed edition. The 
other bears no asterisk (as shown in the above-exampled "Edn, of 
No. 049"), and is termed "text-edition" which does not figure in this 
study as a printed edition but acts as an aid to research to show the 
frequency of the work's publication during the period of study in a 
work which contains more than a work/text in the form of separate 
texts or interliner texts. 
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The asterisked edition will in turn consist of two kinds: 
(a) a one-asterisked edition which indicates that it contains only a 
single text/work in it, and (b) a double-asterisked edition which 
indicates that it contains more than one text/work and is also called 
a "collection-editioa", such as "Edn, of No. 428" , which is listed as: 
Edmj.: 1250(1834-35) / Alexandria: Matba0at Ra's 
al-Tin and B615q. " 
However, if the collection-edition is entered in the 
remarks-entry as having a bilingual status, i. e. "Arabic-Turkish" 
or "Turkish-Arabic (French)", in the first sub-entry of that section 
dealing with its language, the work will be listed only under a 
filing-title-without the listing of another version under a different 
filing-title to contain the text-edition, such as No. 319, and No. 313 
etr-, P- Otherwise, the texts/works included in the collection-edition 
will be listed under the title-name of each with a non-ast7erisked 
edition for cross-reference. In this case, the title'-names chosen 
for these texts/works will follow the principles set in the above 
title-entry, 'and the filing-title chosen for the collection-edition 
will. be listed either under: 
(a) a title-name specifically-adopted for it, such as Majnru'cat 
aI-MuaqddimZt fl al-Nahw, as in the case of No. 237, where 
the work is marked with two asterisks as a collection-edition 
while the three texts/works contained in it are each listed. 
under its own title, namely, Al-cAwimil al-Jadida (No. 020), 
Izh9r al-AsrIr (No. 153) and Al-Kifiya (No. 166) respectively, 
with a non-asterisked edition under these filing-titles, i. e. 
Ednj. for No. 020, Edrý. for No. 153, and Ednj. for No. 166 
respectively; or 
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(b) a title-name coinciding with one of the titles of the text3 
and, works included, such as ýharh-i DIwan-i__Iýgfi; -i. ShIr! zI, 
in the case of No. 428, where SUdI BEsnawl's (d. c. 1006/1598) 
commentary on ahams al-Din Muhammad 4ifiý §hlrizl's (d. 992/ 
1390) divan was published in 1250 A. R. with the text. The 
1250 A. H. edition of the same commentary (i. e. Edn, of No. 428) 
is listed not only under its own title but also with two 
asterisks to figure as a collection-edition, as the collection- 
edition in question is listed under that titlet while the divan 
is listed under its own filing-title, DIwan-i Hifiz, with a 
non-asterisked edition (i. e. Edn, of No. 049) to figure as a 
text-edition. 
Certain sources sometimes mention these various kinds of 
editions without distinguishing them, as we do here as a "distinct- 
edition! ' (or "collection-edition") and "text-edition", and this often 
leads to confusion. The listing of these various kinds of editions 
will allow us to perceive the popularity of a work in a given period. 
In the*Checklist, the listing of editions has been carried down to the 
end of the thirteenth century Hegira (i. e. 1299/1881-82) in order to 
provide a comparison between the first thirty, years (i. e. 1238-1267/ 
1822-1851) and the second thirty years (1268-1299/1851-1882) of the 
first Muslim century of Arabic-printing in Egypt. Because there may 
still be editions which have not come to our attention, the entry of 
"Edn, 11, "Edn, ", and "Edn3 " etc. does not denote the specific' 
edition (i. e. the notation does not refer to the first, second, or 
third edition of the work in question), and various editions of the 
work may also be referred to as "No. 049,11 and "No. 049 2 ", instead of 
"Edn, of No. 049" and "Edn2 of No. 049" respectively. 
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The en=erated edition (i. e. Edn, , EdrL2, and Edn3) will be 
thea followed immediately by: 
(a) the date of publication- The dating system is that the year is 
given either according to the Muslim calendar or the Christian, 
depending on the style adopted by the source reference, with the 
full corresponding year(s) of its counterpart in parentheses, 
e. ge 
"1240 (1824-25)" and "1826 (1241-42)". 
If there is doubt or an uncertainty, the date is given as: 
"1250 (1834-35)? ", or "c. 1252 (1836-37)", or 
it c. 1834 (1249-50)? ". 
When a work (mostly in several volumes) was printed/published 
over a period of years, and the various volumes are listed with 
an edition under a filing-title, the date is given as: 
it "1258-60 (1842-45) 0 
But in some cases, the work may be listed under different filing- 
titles with editions for its various volumes/parts. The 
approprfate date will in such cases be given separately for the 
edition concerned under which each volume/part'is listed, for 
instance, the date "1251 (1835-36)" is given to Edn, of No. 018, 
Edn, of No. 316, and Edn, of No. 339, while "1252 (1836-37)" is 
given to Edn, of No. 333, although these four works are parts of 
a collection of works on cavalry. In this case, these four also 
figure as four different printed works in surveys and statistics. 
As a general rule, both corresponding years of the counterpart 
are given even when sources mention a specific year. This is 
done because the precise date of publication of many works is not 
ascertainable and in order to eliminate the confusion which 
arises when different sources convert the same year differentlyq 
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e. g. "1254 (1838)" and "1254 (1839)" in the case of work No. 039. 
The precise date (including month and even date), if known, will 
however be noted in the "contents-note" section (cf. below, p. 189) 
using such expressions as "Printing finished: ... ", or 
"Printing executed: ... " according to the Arabic wording 
11tamma ýabc ... " or "ýubica/ýubicat " as found either in 
the colophon or in sources, e. g. Noý. 039 where the precise 
date is mentioned as: 
Printing executed: RabIc 1,1254/May-June 1838. " 
Although the date of publication is given in both Muslim and 
Christian years, only the figure of the Muslim calendar is taken 
into account as the determining element in respect of annual 
surveys and statistics. If Muslim years are given, either 
within or without parentheses, only the last figure of the 
calendar is regarded as the determining element for the date of 
publication, e. g. 
"Edn I of No. 039" 
figures as being published in "1254 A. R. " as 
the date of publication is "1254 (1838-39)", and 
"Edn, of No. 152" figures as being published in "1266 A. H. " as 
the date of its publication is "1258-66 (1842-50)", but 
"Edn, of No. 064" figures as being published in '11257 A. R. " as 
the date of publication is given as "1841 (1256-57)". 
Works whose dates of publication are not known are categorized 
as "no date" (abbreviated to "n. d. ") in surveys and statistics, 
whereas their date of publication may be given in the Checklist 
as: 
"no date (before 1262/1845-46)", (as in No. 0371)or 
"no date (between 1830/1245-46 and 1842/1257-58)" (No. 1802) 
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Although the full corresponding years of the counterpart are 
given in many places, elswehere in the List or in the study, 
"A. R. " is always added to the Muslim year when it is mentioned 
without the corresponding conversion, e. g. "1250 A. H. ", but not 
in the case of a Christian year which is only mentioned in 
figures, e. g. "1836". 
(b) the place of publication- Generally, the place-aame "B7111q" is 
given to works printed/published or, in some cases, attributed 
to the printing-press of BElgq. With non-BUlgq imprints, the 
press-name, if known, is given after the name of city/place, e. g. 
"Cairo: MaVbacat Dlwiin al-JihZdiyya"q or 
"Cairo: Ma#acat al-Tibb bi-Ab! Zacbal". 
Otherwise, only the city- /place- name is given according to the 
source of origin, i. e. "Cairo (or al-Qahira)" or "Miqr", the 
latter usually referring to the city of Cairo, and in this case 
an effort has been made to identify the press responsible for the 
printing of the work in question. Though the listing of various 
distinct/text editions has been carried down to the year 1299/ 
1881-82, only those editions/works appearing during the period 
under study, i. e. 1238-67/1822-51, will be marked with asterisks, 
or be provided with source-references. The principles and 
methods of entering the source-references are as follows: 
(2) The entry of source-reference: Owing to the uneven 
quality of the sources, they will be classified as three kinds and 
noted under different square-boxed headings: 
(a) "Ibibliog. ref. /.. "- for bibliographical references, such as 
catalogues and lists of collections, in which the location of the 
extant copy of a work/edition in question can be found; they 
will be arranged here according to alphabetical order. 
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(b) ''/lit. ref. /''-- for literary references, such as lists of 
publications, studies, and reference works etc., which make 
mention of the printed work/edition in question, and in most 
cases give no location of any extant copy of the work/edition 
in question. They will be arranged here according to the 
chronological order of their appearance. 
(c) "/comp. ref. /"-- for comparative references which refer to 
a work which cannot be satisfactorily identified, due to 
lack of information or other difficulties, as being 
identical to a work mentioned by other sources and listed 
under an established title. -Such dubious works are not 
listed under separate filing-titles as independant works, 
but are listed under the established work to which they 
appear to be similar, with their source-reference(s) being 
listed provisionally under this boxed-heading. 
(ii) a work/edition which is mentioned by a source without the 
date of publication, and whose edition status (i. e. which 
edition it is) cannot therefore be determined but is known 
to have been published more than once during the period of 
study, i. e. 1238-67 (1822-51). Such a doubtful edition 
will be arbitrarily attributed to the edition whose date of 
publication is closest to the date-of-appearance of the 
source in question, and the source-reference will be listed 
under this boxed-heading. In, cases where only one edition 
of the work in question is known to have been published 
during the period under discussion, edition(s) mentioned by 
source(s) without date is/are attributed to the only-known 
edition, and the source-reference(s) in question is/are 
' 
listed accordingly in the boxed-heading fýr literary or 
bibliographical references. 
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(iii) a work which is mentioned by one or more sources and cannot 
be positively identified or its existence ascertained, due 
to lack of corroborative evidence. Such a work is listed 
under a similarly identified work for comparison, with its 
source-reference(s) being at the same time listed under this 
boxed heading. 
In this section, the source-reference is quoted in the 
full abbreviated form for sources (as given in the "Abbreviations", cf. 
pp, xiVl_x: ýJi), i. e. the abbreviated title of the source-to be 
preceded by the name of author or of place, e. g. 
"Bianchigg! ', "RidwinQMB; 'p "CairoFW', and "IstBK", etc., but 
"I'Ll" IIBIV, and "GAVI Ra I- onI7, when no person- or place- name is 
given. 
The full abbreviation of the source will be then followed by the 
volume, part, page, and line number of the source, thus: 
"CairoFK±-28"- indicating that the reference is to page "28" 
(of the source "CairoFKT"); 
"GAL-s. II/4960 z. Il/485"- indicating that the reference is to 
page "496" in part 'Is. II", and to page "485" in part "z. IVI 
(of the source "CAL") respectively; 
"Alexa-X. g. ii/29"- indicating that the reference is to page 
"29" in section "ii" of the part "g" of the volume "X" 
(of the source ''AlexMB'); 
"Bowringg-142: 4211- indicating that the reference is to line 
"4211 an page "142" (of the source "Bowringgg"); 
IIBEl9qLM-2: 13-15"- indicating that the reference is to lines 
"13 to 15" on page "2" (of the source "Billiqtgý'); 
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"BianchiCG-51 161"- indicating that the reference is to the 
work enumerated as number "161" on page "51" (of the source 
"BianchiQg"); and 
"BM(g. AB-II/806): 14546. d. 51'- indicating that the reference is 
to the work with the call-number 1114546. d. 5" noted on page 
"806" in volume/part '1117 (of the source "BM(qAB)"), but when 
the work is only available through the card-catalogue of the 
library, then it will be quoted as "BM: 14546. f. 11' 
Elsewhere in the Checklist, either only the capitalized 
letters of the source, such as "=', "-GAL", "n't 9 "RE ", 11=t, llý' 9 
and "W', will be quoted, if it has been already referred to in the 
source-reference section of the work under discussion; or the full 
abbreviation of the source will be given, if it has not been referred 
to in the source reference-section of the work in question. In the- 
case of the latter, ýhe volume, part, page and line number will be 
given in parentheses e. g. "CairoFKA (11/125, or vol. II, p. 125)11, 
and "ViliqLY (p. 9, line 24). The reference to the volume, part and 
page number etc. will also be given in parentheses, in the case of the 
former, e. g. "GAL (vol. II, p. 496)" and "GAL (vol. z. II, p. 485)", if 
the source referred to in the source-reference section contains more 
than one reference to the source-origin of the work in question, e. g. 
"GAL- s. II/496, z. II/485" for the example above. 
Information drawn from the above source-references has 
been treated with care and sometimes with caution, and is given in the 
following three sections: 
(1) "'/contents-noteP', to give brief information on the nature of the 
work as well as the number of volumes/parts and pages; the 
precise date of publication, if known, is also noted here. In 
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case of a collection-edition, the texts/works included will be 
also noted here. 
(2) II/N. B. P', to give annotations or remarks which differ from those 
given in the "contents-note" section for comparison and further 
identification; or to note errors in information given by some 
sources; or to detail doubts of certain sources which are in 
particular listed under the above-mentioned boxed-heading for 
"comparative references". 
"/price, copies printed/consumedl", to give information on 
the price(s), copies printed/consumed (i. e. sold and/or 
distributed) for a better understanding of book production and 
trade. They are tabulated under three main boxheadings of: 
(a) "work/edition concerned", (b) "price", and (c) "copies 
printed/consumed (%)". Under the first boxheading, the work/ 
edition in question is cited in the fo= of "No. 0221" (- EdnL of 
work No. 022, cf. above, 'pp. 181- 84), which is followed, after the 
colon ": ", by the date of its publication, and then by the source 
in which'the price, copies printed and consumed are mentioned, 
e. g. in the case of work No. 144, InshV al-eAttir, we have: 
Work/Vition Concerned Price Copies printed/consumed (Z) 
No. 1442: 1250 [NL-12531 10.00-q. 
do. (RE-1254] 10.00-q. Go* 000 
do. (CG-1258) 6.00-q. 06* so* 
do. [IF-12601 4.00-q. 000 746 (74.6%] 
do. [ný-1262] 13,000 19000 100%) 
No. 1443: 1266 (MK-12621 see 250 
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Although the capitalized letters of the sources, such as "NL", 
"PLE11 "CG11 , "IF" , and "=', is given here in the table of price & 
copies printed instead of the full form of "M6demNV', "BowringRE" 
"BianchiCG", "B-ul3qjZ" and "Vilgqjgý', they are, however, added 
with the date of its appearance in order to draw a comparison 
between prices and copies printed/consumed given at different 
times. - Both the source and its date of appearance will be in 
parentheses, if the source in question is listed in the source- 
reference. section under the square-boxed heading of "bibliog. 
ref. " or "lit. ref. ", and in square-brackets if listed under that 
of "comp. ref. " These round- and square- bracketed sources will 
be arranged in chronological order of their dates of appearance 
under the same work/edition as they are listed in the Checklist, 
each of them is then aligned with the price, and copies printed/ 
consumed, which it refers to, under the second and third 
boxheadings respectively. In thesi two latter cases, the 
Egyptian piastre (qirsh) is given as the unit of the price and is 
abbreviated as '1q. " here. The copies printed will be separated 
by a diagonal 'T' from the copies consumed (and the percentage 
represented) under the third boxheading, in which the former is 
given on the left side of the diagonal and the latter on the 
right. In some cases, the number of printed copies of a work is 
not known, and only the copies still in store are given, in which 
case they will be given in square-brackets on the left side of 
the diagonal. and be treated as the number of copies printed, 
such as the figure "1,054" in the following example (p. 194). 
The copies printed/consumed are taken mainly from two lists of 
publications, i. e. "BilliqM' and "BEliqW', issued by the 
Egyptian government around 1260 A. H. and 1262 A. H. respectively. 
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Given the many similarities between these two lists, it would 
seem that the second list was issued shortly after the first in 
order to supplement it with more items referring to publications 
and their printed copies and to give further notification of 
prices and copies still in store. However, the first list only 
gives the prices and copies left in store and does not mention 
the number of copies printed. In view of the fact that'only the 
total number of copies still in store is given by BUlIqTjZ, the 
total number of copies consumed for the works listed in it up to 
that point (i. e. 1260 A. R. ) is calculated from figures taken from 
separate sources, i. e. the number (of copies still in store) as 
given in IF is subtracted from the-number (of printed copies) in 
when the work listed in these two sources is identified as 
the same. In such a case, the percentage represented will be 
given in square-brackets, as compared to the figure of percentage 
given in parentheses which is calculated from figures given in 
the same source,. i. e. in most cases of works listed in BrIl9qtLK. 
Also under this section dealing with price and copies printed/ 
consumed, there will be several works/editions given together in 
one table for comparison, in this case, different works/editions 
are divided off by a line of spaced hyphens it -------- vie 
When neither price or number of copies printed/consumed is 
available, three full stops are substitued in these 
columnar matters. This will be further explained after the 
following example which consists of a complete entry embodying 
all of the above features. 
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EXAMPLE: - 
NO. 022(A-TW. 5)- Al-AZHXR al, BADIOA F1 CILM &I-TA314A. 
AUthor NLCoL&S PERRON (tr. Manna : ANýDaj, fl. 13th/19th). 
Xemarkst Ar&bLc (FrenCh) / Translation work / PureS. 5347 
Edn 1 1254 (1838-39) / B; I; q. 
/bIbIioc. --r-ef-. 7: - Bh(GLBý11/470ý719806)& 14546. d. 5; LN-III/357; 
C&LroFKA-V/375; Shurbaj!. O_AM-68 229* 
/11. t. ref. /: - BL&nchLCC. -51,60; B; L; qLF-5: 20; B; L; qýK-5s231 
ZonkerBO-1/156,2go; UnDyckj2-440-41; SarklshMA-LI/1389; 
! Sh yy; IQK-1650; aidwangftB-468 ShattLFAMT. 107. na 
-e 1671*0 
/-co-m, -P-. -r'eT. -7-- Bal; qLF-SiV. 
/contents-notah- A work an elements of natural phiLosophy, one voLumes 
12 +6+ 330 pp., with 15 plates. Pciating executed: ZOth Rabic 
1254/13th June 1839. 
IN. 3-7: - This work is mentioned by Sm under the tLtle'of KLt; b 
al-Tabi ca (AL-Azh; r al-8&dlca ... etc. ), while CC, BO, and QMB 
mention a work as AL-Tabrca maca Ashk; I which is probabLy the 
---j- 
same as this work. However, BN mentions a work as Al-Tabl"ca 
Kitab by the same author and translator, but the date of publication 
as "1252 A. H. " which is not ascertained to be another work/editLon 
or a mLstake. In addLtLon, both MMA (Vol. 11, P. 1390) and 
FAMT (p. 107) mention, apart from this work (i. e. No. 022, ), another 
work, under the title 010 Kit3b aL-TabVca, by the same translator 
and the same data of publication, but without givin& the author. 
It is uncertain whether this latter work mentioned by MMA and FAMT 
is the same as this work in question. Owing to this uncertainty, 
these two latter sources (i. e. SarkipsMMA-11/1390 and ShattlFAMT-107) 
are listed together with that of BN-111/357 and IF-5: 17 (cf. below 
"Note b") under the boxed-heading of "comp. ref. " for comparison. 
Edn2 1269 (1852-53) / B; Iiq. 
Edn 3 1291 (1874-75) / BGL; q. 
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/orice & cooies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies printed/consumed 
No. 012 1254(CG-1258ý ZS. 00-q. 
do. (IF-1260) 23.00-q. 6t2/; Oo 
. 
7%7 







Note a: IF mentions the work under the description of ýLkmat-i 
Tab! C iyya jhakl&LI ... 4tc- which is similar to that m4ntioned 
by t_K. 
Note b: Another work of th4 kind Ls mentioned by LF only as ýikmat-i 
Tab'xciyya CArabldur. 
In the above example, we are informed that a work on 
natural philosophy by N. Perron was translated by Yii4 . anna cA#Url from 
French into Arabic, and was published in 1254 A. R. which is listed 
in this Checklist under the edition enumerated as "Edný' under the 
filing-title of Al-Azhir al-Badica f! CTlm al-Tabica, preceded by the 
code-number "No. 022(A-TW. 5)". While the other two editions published 
in 1269 A. H. and 1291 A. H. are listed under the enumerated editions of 
"Edn2" and "Edn 3" respectively. Apart from the sources which refer 
to this same work (i. e. No. 02Z 1 
), there are several sources, eg. 
Sark! sMMA-II/1390, ShattlFAMT-107, BdliqLF-5: 17 and BN-III/357, which 
mention a work which is not ascertained to be the same as the work 
(No. 022, ). Owing to this uncertainty, these four latter sources are 
therefore listed under the boxed-heading of "comp. ref. " in the 
source-reference section for comparison. 
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Furthermore, we observe from the table of price and copies 
printed/consumed, that the work published in 1254 A. R. ( i. e. Edn of 
No. 022 - No. 0221) was offered for sale at "29 qirsh" in 1258 A. R. as 
indicated by the source BianchiCG-51 160 which appeared in 1258 A. H. 
i. e. "(CG-1258)", and then "23 qirsh" in 1260 A. H. and "22 qirsh" in 
1262 A. H. as indicated by the sources "(IF-1260)" and "(MK-1262)" 
respectively. We may also observe that the source "BilliqIE-5: 20" 
indicates that there were "396" copies of the work still in store in 
1260 A. H., while there were "278" copies still in store in 1262 A. R. 
as given by the source "BillgqjM-5: 23", which also gives the figure 
71,008" as the number of its printed copies. With this information, 
we may now establish that eight years after the publication of the 
work (No. 022), "732" copies (or 72.4Z) of the work had been sold 
and/or distributed-(or "consumed" as termed here); if both the sources 
"BUliqIE-5: 20" and "BilliqILK-5: 23" are referring to the same work/ 
edition, the number of the work consumed is "612" copies (or 60.7Z) 
in six years' time. However$ the latter percentage is given in 
square-brackets as the number of copies consumed is calculated from 
the figures taken from separate sources, e. g. "612" - "1,008 - 396"; 
i. e. the figure has been arrived at since the figure "1,008" is given 
in MK as the number of copies printed and the figure "396" is given in 
IF as the number of copies-still in store (cf-.. - above pp. 191 - 92 
). 
In addition, there is a similar work which is mentioned by 
BUl! qjZ (p. 50 1.17), apart from the work No. 02Z,, with the figure 
111,054" (at 12 qirsh each) being given as the number of copies still 
in store. This latter work is probably a different work/edition, 
however, it is not listed separately under its own filing-title as a 
different work but is listed under this work/edition (i. e. No. 0221) 
for comparison$ with its source under the boxed-heading of "comp. ref. " 
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As the result of this, the source and its date of appearance are 
square-bracketed as "[IF-1260]" in the table of price and copies 
printed. In additiong the n=ber of its copies still in store, i. e. 
111,05411 is also given in square-brackets and on the left side of the 
diagonal owing to the number of its printed copies being unknown; this 
is to show there were at least that number printed. As the work seems 
to be a different work/edition from the work No. 022,, it is therefore 
separated with a line of spaced hyphens in the table. 
Finally, we may observe that this Checklist may contain 
defects in many places, which are common to many bibliographies.. H. 
F.. Hofman, the bibliographer of Turkish materials was. to sum up this 
problem when he-noted by way of introduction to his own work (Turkish 
Literature, A Bio-bibliographical Survey, section 111, vol. 1, p. viii): 
"No absolute-guarantee, however, can be-given of the 
soundness of the-data supplied by catalogues, since 
cataloguers are fallible, as. are we all Continuous 
checking, which, after all, was beyond the power of 
those-great bibliographers, has not been attempted. 
Tt is therefore-only as a kind of 'researchers' aid and 
'Verarbeitung in die Forschung' that these present-day 
catalogi catalogorum. must be considered and judged.. " 
Tn view of this, it is hoped that the bibliographical and publication 
data in this Checklist will have some value for bibliographers and 
students of this period in general, and it is also hoped that it will 
act as a stimulus for-further study in this field. 
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PART II: SECTION B 
THE CHECKLIST 
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No. 001(A-CL. 4)-- AZWXB 
Author anon. 
_/Remarkst 
Arabic / Classical Literature ? Lang. 492(4)/ 
Edn 1 1246 
(1830-31) / B; IIq (see under: No. 234 
/biblioq. ref. /: - DoruCO-197 126' 
/contents-notei: - On Arabic morphology, printed in the grammatical 
compilation (No. 2341). 
/lM. -. 7%- Compare No. 012 and No. 032, one of which may be the same as 
this work to which CO does not give any proper title. 
NO. 002(T-C-o'. 6)-- AHOM al-AMRAD. 
Aubhor Anov- 
/Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing ?/ Tech. W7 
* Edn 1 1252 
(1836-37) / BL; q. 
/bibliost. ref/: - AlexMB-Xl/&&. 
/con; -&-nt3-noce/-. - A medical work. 
LN. 3. /: - The author is unknown and the work is tentatively 
classified as a contemporary writing with reservation. 
No. 003(A-CL. Z)-- AHKýh aL. DALILA 
CAL! TARRIR al-RISILA /aL-, QUSHAYRIYYA/. 
Author Ab; Yah ; Zakariyy; al-ANSIRI, SZ6-916 or 926/1422-1511 or 1520. 
.y 
/'Femarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Ral. 297(8f/ 
Edn, 124a (1832-33) / Cairo. 
CAL-s. I/771. 
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/contents-note/:. Commentary on Ab; &I-q; sim &I-Qu.! hayrT's (d. 465/ 
1072-73) treatise on mystical philosophy known as Al-ais; La 
al-Qushayriyya. 
L! L. 3-1: - This is the second work for which only the place of 
publication (Cairo) is given, rather than the printing press; this 
could suggest that the book was published either by an official 
press or by a private establishment. Howevert the possibility of its 
printing having been executed by 3; llq cannot be excluded for CAL 
sometimes gives Cairo as place of publication for a work which may 
be printed at Býi; q but bears UO Pr43S-n&MG, for instance, Edu 3 and 
Edu 4 of NO-425- 
Edu 2 1284 
(1867-68) / 3; 1; q. 
Edn 3z 1290 
(1873-74) / B; L; q. 
Cf. the Edn I and Edn, of this work 
(i. 4. No. 003), as 
mentioned by = in the same source. 
No. 004(A-TW. 6)ý- AHSAN &I-ACHRID F! al-TASHKHIS WA-MUCILAJAT al-AMCkD. 
Author anon. (tr. Muhammad al-SHAF1011, d. 1877). 
/Remarkst Arabic (French) / Translation work / Tach. 61! 27 
Edn 1 1259 
(1843-44) B; I; q. 
/bib BM(CAB-11/367): 14537. d. 9; BN-aVI/291; CairoFKA-VIIZ; 
Shurbajr2AM-89 305' 
ý=lr=ef. h- SarklsMMA-1/1093; Lhayy; lQK-2l, l; jhaýt! 
FAMT-124. 
/comv. ref-7: - B; l; qLF-6: 7; B; liqMý. -5: 28. 
/oontents-note/i- A work on diagnosis and treatment of diseases, 
printed in two volumes. 
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Mentioned under the title of Kit; b al-Tashkhls (Ahsan al- 
A hrld... ate. ) byn and BN, while MMA vemark3 that the first Part is 
on IftashkhIs &I-amr; d wa-ta'ylnh; " and is called KLt; b and 
the second part Ls on " cilm &I-amSao al-b!; Lniyya'*. In addLtion, the 
work is mentioned by FAMT as in four parts. 
/price &_cooies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned price Copies printed consumed 
,a No. 004 1259 ZIF-1260/ 15.00-q. L_1031 
do. QhK- 12677 28.00-q. . 1,000 676 (67.6%) 
t 
Note a: Both IF ancrhK mention a worit urd4r the same aopellation of 
Tashkhrs &I-Amrid which. are li3ted here for --omparison owin; to lack of 
informatim to suggett that they are the SaMe as this work in question 
(I. e. "NO-004). It is also uncartaia whether the work tentioned by 1F 
at 15 qirsh each copy is the Sam* work mentioned by tK at 28 qirsh each 
COPY- If 30, the information given by IF is probably on the first part 
of the work which had been SOld/di3tributed with 103 copies being still 
In store by 1260 A. H. The number of Copies printed is given by MK as 
V OCO, but it is not known whether by the total Was meant the bound 
c: pies containing only one part (i. e. the. second) or both parts; the 
same applies to the prices and the 324 copies Still in Store given by MK. 
No. 005(A-CL. 4)-- Al-Muqaddima &I-IJURRNIYYA (FT al-N&ýW). 
Author Ab; c Abd All; h huhamad lbu huhamad D&$Zd &I-Sanhiji known as IBN 
XJURRUM, 672-723/1273-1323. 
/Remark3: -Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(517 
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1239 (1823-24) / B; l; q. 
/bibLioq. ref. /: - Alex-hB-XVII/105-6; 
/lit. ref. t- LuinardNO-334 ; Hammer=-519 ; BiatichiCC-32 91 6 
ZeakerBO-1/191,,; Sark! sMMA-1/25-26; Rijw; hýMB-447, - 
/contents-noteh- An Arabic grammar, one volumet 11 Pp.. PTiUting 
execut*di Ramaj; rL 1239 / ApriL-May 1824. 
1252 (1836-37) / B; l; q. 
/_lit. ref. /: - BianchiCC-46 - ZenkerBO-1/19 121, - 126; 
SarkTsMMA-1/25-26; aijwIn2, jB-463 126, 
/como. ref. :- BovringjE-143: 9,143: 71; 3; l; qLF-9: 9-10; 3%; QrX-a: ZZ2-Z3. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, one volume. 
=. B. /:. Apart from these two above-mentioned editions, this work 
may also have been printed with various commentaries which appeared 
during the period of Study, such as Nos. 435 and 423. 
1273 (1856-57) / Cairo. 
1276 (1859-60) / Cairo. 
1282 (1865-66) / Cairo. 
1291 (1874-73) / hisr. 
1293 (1876-77) / B; I; q. 
1297 (1879-80) / Cairo: hatba c at Hasan aI-T; khl. 
1297 (1879-80) / Cairo: hatba c at K; 3tLllI (Castalli). 
1298 (1880-81) / B; Ilq. 
1298 (1880-81) / Cairo: Matba c at Hasan al-Týkhl. 
1298 (1880-81) / Cairo: haýba c at Sharaf. 
/price & cooies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies priated/consumed M 
No. 005,: 1252 JRE-125j/ 1.50-q. ... 
do. (CC-1258) 1.50-q. 
do. ll*f-126o7 1.00-q. ... 
5.058/? 6.6171 
do. /iTK-12627 1.00-q. 6,438 5,45304.7%) 
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Note a: Amongst 985 copies still in store mentioned by MK 
there are 81 used copies at 0.20 qLrsh each. The edLtion mentioned 
by REO IF and MK ha3 not been ascertained to be the Edn2 under which 
they are all listed for comparison. 
N, o. 006(T-CL. 1)-- AEHýlq-L CALIII. 
cC Author Al; ' al-Din All Chalabl QINALI-ZIDA, 916-79/1510-72. 
LRemarkst Turkish / Classical Literature / Phil. 1701 
* Edu 13 1248 
(1832-33) / B; liq. 
/biblioit. ref/: - BM: 144ZZ. f. 1; BrownetiTB-1; CarioFKT-28; 
DornCO-183, Z; IstSK-111/6; VO**fykC3-59664' 
I =e: - MedemNL-33: 12; Bowrit; M-142z42,143: 43; UT-77 
Bianch'SC-4068 ; B; l! qIF-8: 2; B; Jiqý677: 24j Zank&rSO-1/166 1357; 
RLdwarC ýLB-456 73 ; 
OzegeTEK-23 
239* 
/contents-cote/: - A well-known treatise on ethics, three parts in 
one volume : 236 + 127 + 52 pp. Printing executed: Shaww; l 1248 / 
February-march 1833. 
-c. -to LN. B. /*. - The title is wrongly given as*Akhlaq Alami by SC, j0p 
and QMB. 
/price & copies arinted/consumed/1- 
Work/Edition Concorned prica Copios printad/consumed 
No. 006 1248 (NL-1253) 32.00-q. ... 
do. (RE-1254) 29.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1258) 24.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 18.00-q. ... /2,90OL773.27.7 
do. (MK-1262) 18.00-q. 3,961 /2,990(75.47. ) 
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No. 007(T-r, j. 3)-- AI; Y TACLL%INA DI'IR ASKK; LU-N SHARý WA TAFSIRI. 
Author : anon. 
LRemark3: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / SocS. 35-5/ 
Edn It 1241 
(1825-26) / B; I; q. 
/bibliot. ref. /: - AlexmB-XIV. h/77; CaLroFKT-281; DornCO-18848. 
/lit. ref. -7: - HammerGOR-VIII/5201,; jhayy; I_gK-30 137. 
/contents-noto/: - A military work, out volume: 30 pp., with 40 plates. 
Printing executeds 9th Muharram 1241/24th August 1825. 
IW. -B. 7-- The title is given variously, and it is regarded by certain 
sources as the &pp*ndiX/3ecoud voLume of work No. 481 I. 
"o. 008(A-CL. 8)- AU LAYLA WA-LAYLA. ,y 
Author anon. 
jEtemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lit-892(4f/ 
Edn 1251 (1835-36) / 3; 1; q. 
/bibliot. ref. h- BM(CAB-1/290)t 14582. e. 5-6; DornCO-197 1231 
IstMA-1/183; Lhurbaj! 2AM-56 186 ; Vtfyý0-1084* - 
/lit. ref t- MedesnNL-31: 12; Bowring! Lý142s66,143: 61; Bisnchi=ý45 108; 
B; 1; qtK-9s8; ZankerBO-1/78 659; lbrahimLES-1/343; Sarkis, 4MA-11/1993-, 
aL-s. 11/60, z. 11/72; Ridwln_TB-461 - 113* 
/contents-noteh- The Arabian Night, Entartairunents, two voLumes: I- 710 pp. 
Ila 6ZO pp. Printing executed: Ist &&jab 1251/3rd October 1835. 
Edn 2 1279-80 
(1862-64) / B; llq. 
Edu 1297 (1879-80) / Cairo: Matba c at al-Wahbl. 3 
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/orice & cootes orinted/consumed/%- 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies printed/cousumed (7. ) 
No. 008 1: 1251 
(NL-1253) 105.00-q. ... 
do. (RE-1254) 100.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1258) 100.00-q. 0.. ... 
do. (MK-1262)a 100.00-q. 1,000 1,000(100%) 
NOte a: A Privataly-contractad Publication. 
No. C09(A-CL. 4)-- AL-Khul; sa at-ALFIYYA. 
Author : AbZ ý'Abd All; A. huh. &=ad IBN M; LIK, 600-72/1202-1274. 
/Temarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(517 
Edn 1251 (1835-36) / B; L; q. 
/biblioq. ref. /: - CairoFKA-IV/50; UiroMh-11/106-7; jhurb&jr2, AM_58,93, 
/lit. ref. /: - Sark: rsMMA-1/233; ý2LL-s. 1/522. 
/contents-note/: -- A well-known Arabic &ramatical work, in verse, 
one vol=e: 56 pp. 
LN. 3.1: - There is probably another edition printed in work No. 431 
which was also published in this year. 
Edu 1252 (1836-37) / BGlIq (see under: No. 431 2) 
/bibl oz. ref. /t- BM(SA-11/117): 14594. b. 7. 
Edu 3 1253 
(1837-38) / BGI! q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlexMB-V. b/15; BM(. SLB-ll/l17): l4593. b. 4. 
Eef. /: - BL&uchLCO-48 ZenkerBO-1/2 - SarklsmMA-1/233; 135; 1143' 
RidwanCMB-465 
- 142* 
/-comp. rei. /: - hedemNL-31: 24; BowringjE-142: 71-72,143: 72; 
BG11; ýK-8: 26-27. 
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/contents-note/: - Another edLtLon, one volume: 56 pp. (or 53 pages 
as mentioned by MZMA). 
Edn 4 1264-65 
(1847-49) / 6; 1; q (set under: No. 4314)* 
Edn 9 1273 (1856-57) Hifr. 
Edn 6 
1276 (1859-60) hijr. 
Edn 
7 
1290 (1873-74) Cairo: hatba, c at aL-Mad; ris. 
Edn 1297 (1879-80) Cario: 44atba 
c 
at Hasan &I-Tukhl. 
/orice & cootes orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerned ? rice Copies printed/consumed 
"(0.009 3: 1253 LNL-12531 4.20-q. ... 
do. /iCE-12347/ 4.00-q. 
do. (CC-1238) 3.20-q. ... 
do. &,, K-126fa I 3.10-q. 2,018 1,038(51.4%) 
Note as it is unknown to which edition the information &ivon 
by 11, U, and Z, & rafers, they are therefore listed under Edn 3 
for comparison. 
NO. 010(A-Cd. 3)-- ILIF, Bil TV ... atc- 
Author anon. 
LRem&rk39 Arabic / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 37.1/ 
Edn c. 1834 (1249-50) ?/B; l; q. 
/bibliost. ref. /: - Bh(ýýL-1/307): 14586. a. 7. 
/content3-noteh- An Arabic primer intended for the US4 Of students 
at the new schools of Muhammad 
c All, treating various subjects from 
the alt phabet to arithmetic in addition to a number of reading lessons, 
one volume: 110 pp. 
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\, o. oll(A-rJ. 6)-- Kitib 
"&, AL al-BIROD. 
Author anott. 
/Femarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Toch. 62f/ 
Edn 1252 (1836-37) / Bal1q. 
/Iit.. Eef. /t- Shayy&IC&34 171. 
/content3-nOte/'. - Atranslation, on the subject of pyrotachny (or 
&unpowder), out volume. 
LN The translator is said to have been the interpreter to the 
1241 A. H. educational mission. 
No. 017-(4-CL-4)-- All-AKTAILA &I-MUKHTALIFA. 
Author : anon. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature ? Lang. 492(41f 
1240 (1824-25) / B; Ilq (see under: No. Z38 
/biblio%. ref. /: - BM(CAB-11159): 14593. c. 3. 
/lit. r4tf. : SarkIsMIMA-1111978. 
/content3-noteh- On Arabic morphology. 
EdU2 1244 (1828-29) Baliq (see under: No. 2301). 
/bibLiog. ref. CairoDKM-11/50-51; CarioEKA-IV/15; j_hurbajlýOAM-43 139. 
/lit. ref. %- SarkIMMA-11/1978. 
Edn 
3 
1247 (1831-32) / BIIlIq (304 under: Nb. 236 I 
/bibliox. ref. /: - BM(. ýLB-1/159): 14593. c. 4. 
Edn4 1251 (1835-36)/B; llq (see under: No. 236, ). 
/biblioq. ref. h- DornQ-197 1Z7* 
Edn 
5 
1257 (1841-42) / B; lIq (see under: No. 239 1 
/Rbliog. ref-. 7-. - 
Bh(CAB-wILI59)% 14593. c. S. - 
t- UnDyckLq-310. 
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Edn 6 1262 (1845-46) / Baliq (see under: No. 2311). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CarioDKM-11/50-51; CarjoiYA-IV/13; 
ShurbajýQAN-105 362' 
/lit. ref. /: - Sarkls". A-11/1978. 
Zdn7 1264 (1847-48) /BGllq (see under: No. Z27 P. 
/bibLioz. ref. Btl(M-1/159): 14593. d. 6. 
Edo 1267 (1850-51) Bal; q (see under: bio. 232, ). 
/biblioz. ref. C-arioMM-11/50-51; CarioFKA-IV/12-13; 
Shurbajl. qAM-130 430 
/lit. ref. /: - Van. Dycklo-311; SarkiStIMA-11/1978. 
Edn 9 1268 (1851-51) 3; 1; q. 
Edn 10 S 1269 
(1852-53) B; I; q. 
Edu 11 : 1280 (1863-64) Bal; q. 
Edu lz : 1232 (1865-66) B; l; q. 
Edn 13 IZ98 
(1880-81) Cairo: hatba. c at Sharaf. 
Edn 14 1299 (1881-8z) Cairo: hatba. 
c at al-;; ahbl. 
No. 013(A-CL. Z)---ANWIR al-TANZIL WA-ASR;. P. al-TA'WIL. 
Author c Abd All; h B. cUmar &I-BAYD; W1, d. 685/1282, or 69111291. 
LRemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Ral. 297(i). / 
Edn 1 1263 
(1846-47) / B; l; q (see Under: NQ. 116 
/lit. ref. :- SarklaMMA-1/617-18. 
/contents-noteh- A well-known commentary on the Qur*ln, also known 
as Tafs1r &I-3&yj! w1. 
LN. B. I: - It is uncertain whether this edition, mentioned by MMA as 
being in two V0lUMe3-i3 published as a distinct edition or is part of 
work No. 116 I which. appeared 
in SiX VOLUM63 in the 3aMG year. Owing to 
this uncertainty, it is being treated as the latter. 
Edn 1279 (1862-63) / Cairo. 2 
Edn 3 
1282-83 (1865-67) / Bill1q. 
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No. 014(A-C, 1.3)-- AQD alnAJ; Lls. 
Author : anon. 
/Remarks: Arabic I Contemporary Writin& / SocS. 35-17- 
Edn 1243 (1827-28) / 3; 1; q (see under: No. 511 I 
/bibliz, ref. /: - CairarKT-246. 
/contents-note s- Administrative publication. printed (in 38 pp. ) 
with No. 5111. 
Al-AQW;. L al-MURDIYA ?I "ILh 3UNYAT &I-i(URA &I-ARDIYYA. 
Author N. BOUBEE (tr. At=ad Ef. FPID, d. 1300/1882-83). 
/Temark3: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Pures. 5507 
Edn 1 
1257 (1841-42) / gallq. 
/bibliog. ref. /tw AlexMB-XIV. i/84; BM(ýLB-11208,416): 14533. &. Z; 
BN-XVI/968; CairoFKA-V/220,376; DornCO-193-94 ; ShurbajIQAM-82 91 282; 
WingateMB-17. 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCG-57 - ZenkerSO-1/157,, g,; VanDyckjj-442; 210, 
SarkIsMMA-1/395; Ehayy; l_qK-19 RidwinQ! 8-476 72i 226' 
/comp. ref. /: - B; L; q2K-4: 38. 
/contents-note/: - Translation of Boubee's Ciologie olimentaire 
appliquee a llagriculture at a Vindustria, one volumes 174 pp. 
LN. 3.1: - Mentioned by LG, 10, IQ, MMA and QMB under the title of 
Kitib al-JiyGlGjiy;, and by OIB as The Globe. The translator is given 
by CC and BO as "Ahmed Qalid-effendi", and by MA (p. 376) as Ahmad 
Nadi. The page-number is given by IN as "180". 
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/price & cooies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies prLnted/consumed (t) 
No. 015 I: 1257 Lv7. &-jj62r 4.20-q. 604 68(11.3%) 
Note AS MK describes a work as "Zij; l; jiya Kitlbl5Arabich&... etc. " 
which is not ascertained to be the same work (i. e. NO. 015). 
N'o. 016(A-rv;. 6)- Al-ARBITA &I-JWHIYYA. 
Author anon. (tr. lbrihlm Bey al-NABARM, d. IZ79/186Z-63). 
ZRemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation ';; ork / Tech. 61f 
Edn ! 234 (1838-39) / B; l; q. 
/biblioiz. ref. h- BM(SA-1/724)%14537. c. 13; CairoFKA-VI/2; 
DornCO-192 79; LhurbajIOAM-7 2242* 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCC-51 I B; l! qMK-5: 32-32; Z&nkerBO-I/I56 1651 1279 
V&nDyckjl-441; SarkIsMMA-11/1837; 2h&yy; lLK-l6 ; RidwangMB-469 51 172; 
ShattIFAMT-52. 
/contents-note :-A medical work an surgical bandages, one volumei 8+ 
4. + 179 pp. Printing executed: 25th Dh; al-Kijja 1254111th March 1839. 
LN. 3.1: - The work 13 also known as Al-Ajhiza &L-Jirahiyya. J. Zayd; n 
(T; rlkh aL-1d; b, p. 32) states that it is the last of tan works printed 
by the press attached to the School of medicine at Ab; Za c bal. This 
statement is not only rather doubtful, but is also challenged by Ridw; n 
(T; ripkh Matba c at B; L; q, p. 356) who claims to have examined a copy of 
it and confirms that the book was printed at B; Liq as its imprint 
indicates. The number of pages is given differently by =& as "265" 
and by LK as "365" respectively. 
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/orice & cooies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies printed/cons=ed (I. ) 
No. 0161: 1234 (CC-1258) 14.30-q. ... 
do. (MIX-1262 )a 12.00-q. 11009 400(36.6%) 
Note a: Thar* are fourtatn used copies (at 8.20 qir-sh each) 
among 609. 'copLas still in store mentioned by hk. 
No. 017(T-CW. 3)-- ASAKIRI. PIADEGTANI CWIFENUN SEFERDZ OLAN CHILIZETURINI MUBIN 
RISALE. 
AUthor anon. 
/1, Temarks: Turkish I Contemporary writing ?/ SocS. 3537/ 
Edn c. 124Z (1826-27) / Bal1q. 
/lit. Lef. /: - HamerGOR-IX/690 4' 
/contents-note/: - A military work describ*d as "Abhandlung Uber den 
Dienst der leichten Fussvolkes im Kriege", one volume: 39 pp. 
No. 018(T-rd. 3)-- ASHKIL-L SWIRL 
Author KInIJ (or Kany) Bey (tr. anon. ) 
/femarks: Turkish (French) / Translation '; ork / SocS. 35rl 
Edn 1251 (1835-36) / B; l; q. 
/biblioz. ref. /: - DornCO-188-89 57* 
/Tit. -ref. /: - %edemNL-32: 24; Bowrin&LE-143: 31; BianchiCC-45 112 
B; 1; qjF-3: 6-7-, B; llcdK-3: 17,18; ZenkerBO-1/138 1129; 
Ihayyil(LK-33 Ridw; n(ýIB-462 166; 117* 
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/contents-note,,: - A military work dtscribed as "? lanches ou Figura3 
pour llinstructLan de la Cavalari*", one volume. 
LN. B. I. - CC mentions it as part (or the fourth part) of a series of 
workson cavalry under the title of Suwlrl Ta clIm-INIM; -ST ... etc. The 
date of publication of othef three Parts (i. e. Nos. 316,339, and 333) 
are SiVtn a3 between ShawwIl 1251/January-Ftbruary 1836 and 26th 
huýarram 1252/13th May 1836, while the fourth part. i. e. this work 
N . 018) is mentioned by it as Suw; rl Ta-'llml Ashkill ... ate. but ý "'a 
without the data and page-number. Nonetheless, the data of publication 
is probably after the third part (i. e. in IZ52 A. H. ), a= other sources, 
such as CC, BO, 2j and ZIB, give it as "1231/1836". 
/DriCe & COOie3 OriUted/COn3UMftd/t- 
'Jork/Edition Concerned 
I 
Price Copies printed/consumed 
NO-0181: IZ31 (NL-IZ53) 45.00-q. 











do. (IF-lZ60) 15.00-qo fl', 2807 
doo (MK-1262)a 15ooo-q. 1,200 118(9.8%) 
Nate &: MK mentions two bindingi of the work under the descriptioti 
of "Ashkal-i suwarl bi-Mujazza 
Coe and "AAhkil-i Suw; rl bi-%i; ' al-_Lhahab" 
respectively. The latter is probably the same as that mentioned by IF 
as "Ashkil-i Suw1ri" with the same price of 15 qirlh. The number of 
copies still in store is, however, mentioned by IF as. "1280" which is 
higher than the figure(i. e. "1200") of printed copies-given by KK for 
the binding in question. If the figure given by M is correct, it 
could probably mean that the number of printed copies is given wrongly 
by IF. Owing to this uncertaintys the number and percentage of copies 
consumed up to 1260 A. H. are not given here. 
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Sheikh Muhammad B. Ahmad al-i(H. A&BLTI, fl. 13th/19th. 
ffemarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / Lit. 392(lf/ 
1260 (1844-45) / B; Ilq. 
/biblioc. ref. /: - Bh(aB-11/254): 14573. c. 4; CariorXM. III/251; 
Caria? KA-IV/282. 
/=-ra-T-. 7: - SarkIsMMA-1/819. 
/contents-notei: - Commentary on the weLl-known poem, qafldat &I-aurds. 
(No. 175), which is in praise of the Prophet huýsmmad & printed with 
this work in one volumet 183 pp. Text includeds No. 175Z. 
$at No. 439, another commentary on the same poem, for further 
information on prices and copies printed and consumed. 
1271 (1854-53) hi#r. 
IZ91 (1874-75) B; liq. 
No. 020(A-CL. 4)-- Al-CAW; AIL &I-JADIDA (or 
Author Huhaamad B. Bir (or Pir) cAll huhy-i al-Din known as 31RKAWI (or BIRGILI), 
929-81/1523-73. 
/lemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(51.7 
Edn 1241 (1825-26) / B; lZq (see under: No. 2371). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Bm(CA. B-11/727)t 14593. d. 29; DormCO-199,4, * 
/lit. Lef. /: - 2AL. s. 111657. 
/contents-noteh- On Arabic grammatical regents, printed in No. 237 
as part of the collection. 
Edu2 1255 (1839-40) / B; I; q (see under: No. 2291). 
/bibliox. ref. /: - AlexmB-V. b/38; &%(SLB-11/727): 14594. &. 31. 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkIsMA-1/72; 2LL-s. 11/637. 
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Edn 3 1262 (1845-46) 3GIZq (see under: No. 1641). 
/bibLiog. re BM(CAI-11/727): 14593. b. 7; CairoDU. -Il/ 141-142; 
Cairoi"KA-IV/94; LhurbajlOAM-104 357* 
Sarkl&"A-LI/1986; CAL-s. 11/657. 
F. dn4 1279 (1862-63) / 3; llq. 
%o. 021(A-CL. 4)-- Al-OAW; AIIXL al-MI'A. 
Author t Aba Bakr eAbd &I-. q; hir B. C Abd al-Ral=; u &I-JURcj; NI al-Mahwj, 
d. 471/1078-79 ? 
/lemark3s Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(3f/ 
idu 1247 (1831-32) 3; 1; q (set under: No. 2331). 
/bibLioz. ref- CairoWl 11/142; Qurb&JT2&%-67 j =2.1 153* 
s- SarkrS"A-1/681; g&-s. 1/503. 
/concent3-notels- Treatise an grammatical regents. 
=. 3. /:. The author of the edition is probably mentioned wrongly by 
OAM as 11. uhacmad B. BIr CALI BLrkawl. 
NO. 622(A-rJ. 3)- Al-AZHXR al-&AD14A Fl CIIIl &I-TA. 81CA. 
Author i Nicolas PERRON (tr. Yahann! 
CAKHORI, fl. 13th/19th). 
Liremarkst Arabic (French) / Translat: b a ; iork / PureS. 53-07 
Edn 13 1254 (1838-39) 
/ 3; 1; q. 
/bibliot. ref, 7s. BM(LAB-11/470-71,806)s 14546. d. 5; LN-III/357; 
CaizoFKA-V/3751 ShurbajlgAM-68 229, 
I' B'Anch'C2-51160; BZI; qlF-5s2O; B; l; qtK-5t23g 
ZonkerSO-t/156 1280; VanDyck; 
J. 440-41; SarkISMMA-II/1389; 
jh&yyILPK. l6SO; Aidw; nUiB-468 jh&FFrFAhT-l07. 167*9 
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/co-m-, o. -r-e7-. 7: - 3Wq. I: i-5: 17. 
/contents-nota/: - A woric an elements of natu-. al philosophy, one volume: 
-: c , 12 +6 -o- 3311 pp., with 13 ; latas. Priatin; exacuted: ZOtt Rabi .9 
IZ54/13th June 1839. 
L=14-3. :- ThLs work is mentioned by 8.4 under t!: t title"o! Kit; o 
al-Tabl'ta (Al-Azh; r al-cladV-a ... 4tc. ), while C:;, 30, and QNS 
c Mention a waric as Al--LabL a ma a Ashkil which is ; rooably Lha 
same as UUs work. However, 6.4 mentions a work as Al-Tablca 
KLt; b by the same aut! %or and tzanslator, but cze, data o. -' puoLLcazion 
as "IZ52 A. H. " whLc-h 'Is mot ascertained to be anot! her worki4dL-ttom 
or a mistaim. ir. addition, both (voL. U. p. 1390) and 
UýZ (P. 107) aeation, &part from this woelt (.,. a. %0.0217 1 
). anothor 
work, undar thhe tltla of ;; _1 t1b alýTabl. 
4ýoaq by tha same translator 
and the sama 'ata. of pubLication, but wil-ý, ouc giving tha author. 
:t Ls uncartain whather Chis latter wark zancl-amad by and YAýj 
is t., %* sace as eas work La cuestilon. Owing to Cý-. is ameartaincy. 
t. h*so two lattar sourcas (L. a. S&rklsr.! A-t. '6/1.390 and Sh&ttrj':,; Z. T-. 107) 
&ca listed topthar with that of S%L-Ul/357 and 1, --5&17 (r-. '. baLow 
Note b") uncer ths, boxed-heading of "coop. ref. " tor compariosa. 
EdnZ 1169 (18., 2-33) / 0; Ilq. 
Edn 33 1291 (187"75) / BGL; q. 
/price & cootes orinted/conjumed/s- 
work/EdLtion Concerned PrIcs Tcar9-L es 
printed/consum4d, 
No. 0221l 1234(CC-1258) 29.00-q. ... 
do. . (IF-L260) Z3.00-q. 6i2/Tb. 7t7 






Note as IF mentions the work under the description of HLkmat-L 
Tablr'Lyya Shaklalr ... etc. which is similar to that mentioned 
by ? X. 
Note bt Another work of the kind is mentioned by a only as Hikmat -L 
Tabr'cLyya cArabrdur. 
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t*o. 323(A-CL. 4, )-- Al-euqaddima al-AZHAAIv-YA F! CILN al-r-AP. ABIYYA. 
Author 0; lLd B. CAbd Allih B. Ab! 3akr al-AMkll, d. 405/1499. 
LIkemarks: Arabic / Classir-aL Literature / Lang. 492(5)/ 
Zdn 1 1152 
(1836-37) / 3; 1; q (see under: No. 4Z6 I 
). 
/bibLiog. ref. /: - SM(CAB-t/845). - 14593. d. 4. 
/EIEE. fer. /: - GAL. 2.11/34. 
/contents-notef: - Ott Arabic gra=a-., printed with %, 0.4261* 
:- It is uncertaia whot-ler this work was also publishea with 
other co=entarles which appeared in the period of stuay, such as 
'No. 109t. 
EdU2 1270 (1853-54) / 3; L; q. 
Edu 3 1290 (1873-74) / 6; llq. 
No. 024(A-CL. 8)- BAWý &I-INSHI' VA-&L-SIFIT PI &L., MUTABIT ', lA-aL-MUa! SAIlT. 
Author s SheLkh MAA cIB. Y; suf 3. Ahmad &I-Varlm Zzyn &I-Ola al-? i&qdls3?, 
a- 







ffem arks: Arabic / Classical Literatur* / Lit. 89277 
1241 (1826-27) / BZI; q. 
/bOllog, ref. s- BM(ýLB-U/40)s 14597. c. 1; CairoWi-111/33-34; 
CAiroMA-IV/211; DornCO-19496; jhurb&JIOAIi-36,,, * 
/-17.7'et. t- WnaudtO 338 Hammer(; CR-VIII/522,,; Medemmt. -33s4; 'j- 271 
SowringLE-142s469 143: 47; aianchiCC-33-34 23; 3aL; qjF-7tZI, 
SaLlqME-7: 23; ZonkerBO-1/42 336; SarkIStIMA-11/1738; 
aL-s. LI/496, a. 11/485; Rjdw; nCmII-449 23' 
/conteints-noce/s. A manual of epistolary composition, oner volume: 90 pp, 
Printing finishadt DhG &L-. qa c da 1242/hay-June 1827. 
1273 (1858.59) Cairo. 
1231 (1864-65) Cairo. 
1297 (1879-80) C&Lros hatba c at &I-4stL111 (Castalli). * 
1298 (1880-61) CALros Matba c at Sharaf. 
1199 (1381-82) CALros Matbacat CUthm; n CAbd &I-R; ziq. 
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/orice & conies orinted/conswned/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies printed/cons=ed 
No. 024 1242(NL-1233) 7.00-q. ... 
do. (RE-1254) 7.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 5.00-q. .... / 1,817 /T0.9-7. 
do. (M-1262) 5.00-q. 2,000 / 1,936 (96.8%) 
Al-3AHJA &I-"NITYA El Ach; A &I-iiAYAW; NIT &I-AriLIYY. 4,. 
Author : 
* Un I 
Joan GIARARD (tr. Muhammad Ef. CAbd al-Fatt-' ,f1. l3th/l9th). 
JRemarks: Arabic Uranch) / Trauslation. '.; ark / Toch. 636/ 
1260 (1844-45) / B; I; q. 
/bibLiot. Tef. /1- AI*XMB-XI/8; C&Lrot-KA-VI/7; IstLKA-11/449; 
Shurbajl. 2AM-96 328' 
/lit. ref. s- B; L; cr. K-6: 20; Sarklst. MA-11/1676; j_hayy! ljzK-2395* 
/contents-note/: - On domestic animals, on* voLumes 4+ Ill pp., with 
4 plates. 
/price & cocies orinted1con--su-m*a7s- 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 023 11 1260 (M-1262) 
a 
... 300 300 (100%), 
Note as No number of copies still in store is given and we could 
assume that they had all been disposed of in one way or another. 
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No. 026(A-r, i. 6)-- BAHJAT 41-it'jOASX' Ei 
Author anon (tr. Ahr3ad &I-MEHID!, d. L282/1865). 
jemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 61F 
Edo 1 1260 
(184"45) / B; l; q. 
/bibLiog. ref. /: - W. ('ELB-1/162): 14537. d. 12; CairoFKA-VI/6-, 
DorUCO-191 73; Lhurb&jIOAM-95 327* 
/lit. ref. :- VanDyckjj-45L; SarkIshMA-1/937; Ahayy; l1j. K-22 89; 
ShattiFAr. T-55. 
. 
Lcontent3-notel: - Oh the diseases of women, one volume: ZI + 651 pp, 
Printed executedt 15th Jum; d; 1,1260/2nd July 18". 
/IT. 77.: - Th* date of publication is given by FAMT as "1261/1845". 
See No. 309 I for further information and the prices and copies 
printed/consumod. 
No. 027(A-CL. 2)- Al-aA&IQA al-MAMCD": YYA Fl SHAaH aL, TARIQA aj,, ftUHX4UDIYYA* 
Author s Aba S& c id luhammad B. 1: 11uhammad S. 
CUthmin &I-4HIDIhl, d. 1176/1762. 
JRemarkst Arabic / Classical Literature / Ral. 297(8)7 
Edn 1257 (1841-42) / BaLlq. 
tbOlloit. ref. /t- BM(aB-11/113)t 14540. a. l; C&LroFKA-II/70; 
Shurbajl. 2AM-83 283* 
t- SarkfstMA 1/808; (JAL-S. 11/655. 
/comp. ref. /t- BaL; qr. K-10: 24. 
/contents-note/j. Commentary on Muhammad B. 3Ir Birkawl's (d. 981/1573) 
Al-T&rTq& &L-muý&=adiyya, a work an piety and ethics, printed in two 
=N. B. s- Mentioned by QAIi as two volumes/parts in one. 
Ldn2 s 1268 (1851-52) / h1jr. 
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/orice & cooies printed/conswedh- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Priated/Consumed %ý, ) 
No. 027 I: 1257AC-12627a 606 606(100'. 
) 
Note a: IIIK mentions a work as II-itib al-Vhldimi P", a privat*ly-contracted 
publication, which is listed under this work for comparison. 
N, o. 028(T-C.;. 3)-- BAR&L-iZ (or COMPTZS FAITS). 
Author &Mon. 
/Temarks: Turkish / Contemporary 'Writing / Socs. 3517 
'Un no date (before 1831/1246-47) 1 B; Ilq. 
Ait- ref- :- ReinaudEO 339 30* 
/come. 
-ref. 
t- Ha=errCR-IX/690 16' 
/contents-note/s- Administrative publication, one volume. 
LN. 3.1: - GOR mentions a work as "aachnunisfaulemzer (BarrOme)", 
without giving the language and the date of pubLLcation, which Ls 
listed here for comparison. 
. 40.029(A-r. 1.6)-- BATCLCJIYYA (yacnl /T. e. 7 itisILA FT al-TIBB aL-USHARD. 
r, Author Antoine L. J. SAYLE (tr. YGhann; 'ANHOid, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarkis Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 6107 
Edn 1 1250 
(183"35) / BZL; q. 
t- BianchiCC-42 - BU; qLF-5: 6-7; BZIIqMK-5: 8; 87, 
UnkerBO-1/155 
1270; ýLhayy; 
IOK-12 23; ýidw; n! MB-459,,. 
/come. ref. /: - BowringIE-1430. 
/Contents-nocah- A work on pathology, one volume. 
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Lý, j_3_-h- 
_RE mentions 
a work as "Pathology". 
/price & cooies printed/consumed :- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 029 1250(CC-1258) 54.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 45.00-q. ... 619L59.7-, / 
do. (, %K-1262) 45.00-q. 1,037 668(64.4%) 
No. 030(A-C.;. 3)-- IIAYU &I-&'IAWXDD ALLATI SXYAU CANKI al-LSTIIDH; N 81-al-DI"a'XN 
Al-KHIDI'. 11 rX CAD! al-DAWXWIN. 
Auhtor : ancM. 
jaemarkss Ar&bLc-Turkish (Arabic) / Contemporary Writing / Socs. 3311 
Zdn S 1260 (1844-45) / B; l; q. 
/bibLioc. ref. /: - Shurb&J12A . 
ýM -96 330' 
/contents-note/: - Administrative publication, one volume: ZZ pp. 
(Arabic) + 22 pp. (Turkish). 
NO. 031(A-rw'. 9)-- 3IDXYAT alýQUDMXI WA-HIDXYAT al-ýMQIIP. 
Author t anon. (tr. hustafi S&yyid Ahmed &I-ZARR; Bl, fl. 13th/19th 
lRemarkst Arabic (French) Translation Work / Hist. 930/ 
Edn 8 1254 (1838-39) / 3; 1; q. I 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlexMB-11/19; BM(aB. 11/309,403,521): 14549.0.4; 
IWIU-11/ý33. 
/lit. ref. :- Bi"ChSO-501541 8ý1; qZ79: 2; B; I; qLX-6s36; 
zankerBO-1/100 842; lbr&himLES-11/1581 
V&nDyckjq-409; 
SarklarlIA-1/943; ý2ýL-s. II/732; jhayy; lq%-15 48; RLdw; n! jtl. 1.468 161* 
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/contents-cote/: - A work an ancient history compiled by Rifica aific 
&I-Taht1w? from various sources in Franc-%, with an addendum of 
geographical nazes translated by huhammad Ff. C Abd al-a; ziq and of the 
abstracted Greek mythology translated by c Abd All; h if. Abý al-SucU, 
one volume: 29 -r 8+7+ 271 pp. Printing executed: 29th aabic II, 
1254/22nd July 1838. 
/r. -T. 7t- The work mentioned by LG, BO -IF ==, 
LES and CMB as 
'*Tlrrkh &L-MLsriyyIn" is probably the same or contained in it as noted 
by CK. While MA and CAL both mentiong apart from this work (i. t. No. 031)9 
a work as "TIrTkh Qudamis aLýMlsriyyln" which is probably the same as 
that knova as T; rlkh &I-MisriyyIn but regarded by these two latter 
sources as a different work from the work (i. e. No. 031) listed above. 
The date of publication is given by Abu-Lughod (Arab Rediscovery, pp. 50, 
173) as 1636. 
Edu 2 1287 
(1865-66) / 3; 1; q. 
/price & cooies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies ? Tinted/Consumed 
No. 0311: 1234 (Cr.. 1258) 21.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-iZ60) 16.00-q. Z60 11.5. S%l 
do. (MK-1262) 16.00-q. 1,008 324 (32.1Z) 
No. 032(A-CL. 4)-- BINX' al-AFCIL. 
Author c Abd All; h &I-OUNQUZI, fl. c. 1038/1628. 
L7Rem&rksi Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(4f/ 
Edn 3 1240 (1824-25) / BWq (see under: No. 238 I 
). 
/btbLLoq, ref. /s- BM(CAB-1/159): 14593. c. 3. 
Mt. ref. 7s- Sarkls=-11/1978. 
/contents-note/: w Treatilse on the Conjugation of Arabic verbs. 
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Edn 2 1244 (1828-29) / 3; 1; q (see under: No. 230 I 
). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFkA-IV/Z; DornCC-198 138' 
SburbaJIUAMS-43 138* 
/lit. ref. /: - VanDyckla-311; SarkiseliA-11/1977-78,1998. 
Edn 3 1247 
(1831-32) / B; L; q (set under: No. 226 1). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - 14593. c. 4. 
Ed04 1251 (1835-36) / B; lZq (see under: No. 236 I). 
/bibliox, ref. /i- DoruCO-197 127' 
-da 3 1257 (1841-42) / 3; 1; q (see under% No. 239 I). 
/biblioc. ref. /: - 14593. c. S. 
LT-i-t. -r-e-r-7: - VanDyckla-310. 
Ed% 1262 (1845-46) / B; L; q (see under: No. 231 1). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CaLrOMM-11/51-52; Uftor-KA-IV/13; ýLhurbaj! (LA-M-105 361* 
/T-it. ref. /. SarkishiiA-II/1977-78. 
Zdn7 s 1264 (1847-48) / B; Llq (see under: NO. 2271). 
/bLbliot. 
-ref. 
/t- Al*xMS-V. a/3-, Bti(aB-1/159): 14593. d. 6. 
Edu 2 1267 (1850-51) / 3; 1; q (see under: No. 232 1). 
/bibliot. 
-ref. 
/: - C&LroMM-11/51-52; CairoFKA-IV/12-13; 
Shurb&JIO, AM-l 30"90 
_, 
MA-II/1977 L =it- rIe=f/: - VanDyckLq-311; Sarklsr -78. 
Edng 1268 (1831-52) / BGI! q. 
F. dn lo I L269 (1852-53) / B; I; q. 
Edn 11 1276 (1859-60) 5; 1., tq. 
Edu 12 1280 
(1863-64) B; L; q. 
Edn 13 1282 
(1865-66) B; L; q. 
Edn 3 1297 (1879-80) Utfos Matba 
c at Hasan &I-T; khl. 14 
c Edn 1298 (1880-81) / Cairos hatba, at Sharaf. 15 
Edu s 1299 (1881-82) / CaLro: hatba 
c at &I-Wahbl. 16 
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NO. 033(A-rJ-5)-- SUCHYAT al-rULLXB F! QAit- al-AeJZK 
kuthor anon. (tr. S; lih MajdI, 1242-98/1826-81). 
/iemarks: Arabic (French) Translation 'work / PureS. 5107 
Edn 1 1270 
(1853-54) / Cairo: Matba c at &I-muhandiskh; na. 
/bibLiog. ref. /: - C&LroFKA-V/209; jhurb&j'-qM-l50,, 2' 
/lit. ref. hm SarklsrMA-11/1187. 
kontents-note/: ý A mathematical work, one volume: 8+ 171 pp., 
with 25 plates. 
%o. 034(T-C.;. 8)- DAFTAR-L CiidQ. 
Author F; dL1 Husayn Bey. d. 1225/1810. 
/Remarkst Turkish / Contemporary ;; rLting / Lit. 894(i). / 
Edn t 1258 (1842-43) / 3; 1; q (see under: No. 044 I 
). 
/bibUoz. ref. /t- LM: 14472. a. 115; BrownedTB-20. 
/contents-noteh- A masnawl whose title ILteraLly means "love's 
Register", printed with ho. 044,. 
No. 035(A-C-J. 3)- OkHILIYYA. 
Author i anon. 
/aemarkst Arabic / Contemporary 'iciting SocS. 3537 
Edn 1257 (t841-42) / B; L; q. 
/TT-t. -re"Mt- BianchiCC. -5721,; ZenkerSO-1/133,, 721 KLqwIr.,:., N3-475,,, 
/-C-OM-P:,, -re;, r7, - B; L; qM! ý-3t15. 
/contents-note/:. A military work described as "Reglament et instruction 
pour Vinfanterie 1 I$interi*ur", one volume. 
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ý' N 
, _. 
B. /: - Mentioned by _BG as 
the second edition of a work under the 
same tLtle but descrLbed as "Alglement pour les manoeuvres de 
I'LnIanterie 1 Isinterieur", this latter description is however givem 
by a to a dLf f arent work (L. e. No. 376 1 
), cf. below p. 
/orice & cooies orinted7consumed/: - 
Vark/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Covis=od (Z) 
No. 0351: 1257 
do. 
(CC-1258 




3,000 22 (0*73"A, )
Note a: *- mentions the woric as "B; khLliyy& Radif"' which is not 
accartained to be the same work (i. e. No. 035), but is listed here 
for comparison. 
Mo. 036(A-Cl. 2)-- DALI'LL al-KHAYR7AT WA-SHAW; AIQ &I-ANWIR FT DHIKR Al-ýALIT 
CALI &L-NABI &I-MUKHTIR. 
Author AbO CAbd All; h 3. Abl 3&kr &I-JUZCLI &I-5111LILI, d. 870/1455. 
fie-arkst Arabic / Classical Literature / del. 297(71.7 
Edo 1256 (1840-41) / C. L.., matbac&t Dlw; n al-tl&d; ris bi-al-Azbakiv &. 1Y 
/bLblLoit. ref. /t- Wl(ag-11/263); 14519. b. 41 C&LroFkA-11/194; 
illurb&JIQAK-78 266* 
/Ut. ref. s- ZZL; qýLF-9: 18; BZL; qtK-8: 32; SarklstiMA-1/697; 
CAL-s. 11/359. 
/contents-note/&- A workof prayers for the ? rophet muhammad, 
Lithographed in *no voLume (166 pp. ) by the press attac hod to the Dlw; n 
&I-had; ris at &I-Azb&kLyya (Cairo). 
LN.. 13.1t- The work is probabLy printed for a certain governmental 
institution as mentioned by QAM in the foLlowLng terms: "tubLcat bL-rasm 
dir aL-kutub &I-ona'n; sa bL-al-Q; hLra". 





Eda 10 3 
£da 11 3 
Edu 12 , 
Idu 13 
Edn 14 
Edn 13 3 
/orice & cooies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned 
I 
Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 0361: 1256 (IF-1260) 
I do. (MK-1262) 
25.00-q. 
25.00-q. 
/ 32 J6. - 4ý%7/ 
/ 332 (66.4%) 
1277 (1860-61) / Cairot Matba c at al-kistilll (Castalli). 
1281 (1864-65) / Cairo. 
1237 (1370-71) / Cairo. 
1239 (isn-73) 3; l; q. 
1239 (1672-73) Cairol hatba c at Muhammad A61 Zayd. 
1289 (1372-73) Cairot Matbacat al-T; khl. 
1289 (1872-73) Cairo: Malba. c at Widl &I-Nil. 
1291 (1874-75) Cairo. 
1294 (1877-78) Cairo. 
1296 (1878-79) CAirot Matba%t Muhammad AbI Zxyd. 
1297 (1879-80) / Misr. 
1298 (1880-81) / Cairo: Matba c at al-Tahl. 
1299 (188142) / Calrot natba c at Muhammad AbI Zayd. 
1299 (1881-82) / CaLros matba c at Sbaraf. 
No. 037(U-CJ. 3)- R-KAYL-L Q; NOZI-NIMA* 
Author i snon. 
SocS. 35 LRemarkst Unknown / C*tltikmPOTa'Y Writin 
Edu I no date 
(before 1262/1845-46) / B; I; q. 
IT-It-. re7-. 7t- B; L; qMI-11: 26. 
/comp. rat. /j- Ridw&nTMB-294-5. 
/contents-note/s- Administrative publication. 
LN. 3.1t- Tma mentions the printing of a work Dhayl-L Q; n; n-n; m&-L 
. 4&lakiyya as cited in a correspondence (from NZzir Dlw; u &I-Madiris to 
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Nizir hatbacat B4jq) which was issued on 9th aabl-' 1,1261/18th larch 
1845. 
irce & ýmoies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cousumed 
No. 0371. ud. (MK-1262) ... 458 458 (100%) 
No. 038(T-CL. 2)- RKAYL-L SIYAR-L NAUWI. 
Author Yýsuf NIBI, d. 1124/1712. 
ffemarks: Turkish / Classical Literature/ Ral. 297(717/ 
Edu 124a (1832-33) / B; Llq. 
/biblioz. reL. J: - AlaxMB-i/7; LM: 14406. c. 9; CairoFKT-15; 
DornCO-184 
19 
/lit. ref. :- Me 'damML-33: 31 Bo-wring! E-142: 39,143-. 56; 
Bj&nChjC. ̂-40 B; JlqjF-<3: 6; 3; 1; cpK. 7: 17; Zenderso-1/117 - 70; % 964; 
RieuCT, 4-37; Rldw; nýMB-456 6ze36Mr'-2l2C)23725* - 75; 
/contents-note/t- A continuation of Uways Ibn Muhammad's (d. 1037/1627- o 
1627-23) work on the life of the Prophet Mu"ad known as Sly; r-i 
Wayst ('No. 44a I ), starting f rom the 3rd year of the Hegira till the 
death of the Prophet. This work is also known as Rhayl-L N; bI, in 
one volume: 268 pp. Printing finisheds 29th Jum; d! 11,124a/23rd 
Novembtr 1632. 
=. B. :- Mentioned by CO and CTM as Dh&Yl Siyar &I-Nabiyy. 
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/orice & cooies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies PrLnted/consumed (t) 
No. 038 I: 1248(NL-1253) 25.00-q. ... 
do. (R. E-1254) 25ooo-q. of. .. o 
doo (IF-1260) 13.00-q. o. o IP-4 61 /30.2-, -/ 
do, (MK-1262) 13-OO-q. 3,1,10 196Z9(52.4%) 
No. 039(A-rrl. 9)-- AI-DIRXSA al-AwWALlyyA. Fj al-JUGHRUlYl al-TABICIYYA. 
Author Jean V. F. LAMOURCUX (tr. Ahmad al-RASHID41, d. 1282/1865). 
/! Camarks: Arabic (French) Translation Work / Hist. 9167 
Zdn 1234 (1838-39) / BZI; q. 
/bibliog. re; -f7.: - AleNMBý111/11, XIV. d/38; BM(aB-1/934): 14565. c. 4 
and 14566. c. 9; LN-1/374; CairoCKM-VI/28; CAiroFKA-V/222; 
ShurbajIQAM-70 236' 
/-1I-t-. reK7: - BianchiCO-51 - ZankerSO-1/129 VanDyckIO-413; 161,1038; 
SarkishMA-1/937; SýL-s. 11/74,8; Lhayy1l.! E-15 Ridw; nCMB-468 47; 168* 
/como. ref. 7: - B; l; ce! K-7-. 15. 
/contents-noteh- A work on physical geography, one volume: 8+ 236 pp. 
Printing executed: RabV- 1,1254/hay-juue 1838. - 
ý, BO, and: 21 LN. B. /: - Mentioned by CC -_ B as '*Julhrifiyyat al-Tabi 
C a. 
/arice & cooies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price 
I 
COPiG3 Printed/consumed (%) 
No. 039,; 1254 (CG-1258) 





1,000 341 (34.1". ) 
--. i 
Note a: A work meutioned by jK as "Jughr; fLyya Tab! 
C tyya c Arabehadur 
0- 
which is not ascertained to be the same as this work in question, but 
is only listed hare for COMPari3OU. 
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No. 040(T-CW. S)-- Le DIWAN doAINI. 
Author anon. 
i-Remarks: Turkish / Contemporaty Writing ?/ Lit. 894(117 
Edn 1842 (1257-58) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. :- ZankarBO 1/74. 
/COntent3-; 7o-te/: - Poetical works, one volume. 
/N. B. :- The author's full name is not mentioned by the source of origin. 
This "ALni" is not ascertained to be &I-Sayyid Va3an B. ýasan 
al-cAyntibl (d. 1253/1837); this latter's divan is mentioned by TDEA 
(vol. 11, pp. 248-49) as being published in 1842 but without the place of 
publication. Cf. also KZ-z. 1/520. 
. A- 
NO. 041(T-CW. 8)-- DIWU-i '-; YIF. 
Author Huhamad Pasha CIKIF, d. 126411848. 
. 
LRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lit. 894(3f/ 
Edn 126Z (1845-46) / B; Ilq (see under: No. 282 1). 
/bibliog. ref. /t- CairoEXT-145,306. 
/lit. ref. /s- 6zegaTEK-732. 
/contents-note/'%- Poetical works, printed (in 40 pages) with No. 2821. 
NO. 042(A-CL. 8)-- DIWU Aalr al-t\lu9ziin 
CALI 3. AB! TUIB. 
C- Author Ali B. Abi T; Iib, d. 40/660. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lit. 892(lf/ 
Edn 1251 (1835-36) B; I; q. 
/bib BM(CAB-1/231): 14573. c. 281 Cairoggi-11/1401 
CairoFKA-IV/249; 13tBK-1/104, III/71; IstUKA-1/1431 lhurbaj! QAM-58 195, 
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/lit. ref. :- Bawringa-142: 43,1440; B; llqM! ý-9: 14; 
SarkisMA-11/1354; LAIL-s. 1/74, z. 1/39. 
/conteut3-tlOte/: - Poetical works, one vol=e: 76 + 12 pp., with some 
notes on Turkish words in the margin. Printing executed: Ist 
Ramadin 1251/21st December 1835. 
Edu 2 1276 (1859-60) / Cairo. 
/price &-copies printed/consumed t- 
Wo rk/Edirion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cous=od M) 
4, o. 0&21: IZ51 (Rv--LZ54) 10.00--j. 
l 1 
do. (MK-1262) a *.. 1,714 1,714(100%) 
Note a: A privately-couttactad publLcation. 
No. 043(T-CW. 8)-- DIWXN-L CIRIF. 
Author cirif R&Ors al-Kutt; b, fl. 13th A. H. 
/Temarks: Turkish / Contemporary Uriting Lit., 894(lf/ 
Edn 1238 (1842-43) / B; I; q. 
/bibliot. ref. /t- Ale3d4B-jV/61-62-, M: 14472. e. 18 and 14472. &. 154l 
CairoFKT-120. 
/lit. ref. /: - B; I! qtK-10: 36; 
5zageTEK-2854,2, 
/contents-noteh- Poetical works, one volume: 32 + 51 + 25 + 25 + 78 pp. 
_/NB. 
/: - Two editions are mentioned under the same title of 
"Dlw; n-i 
r-Irif Ralls &L-Kutt; b by BM. One (i. e. BM: 14472. a. 13) is remarked 
on as by "Irif (AbdUlbaki), aumeli Kadiaskari" but fasely ascribed 
in the book to "Arif aeisulkuttab" and edited by ", hulpfa eL-Hurevi(? )" 
and "Nahmud el-Dagastanl", with the above-mentioned psgt-aumber but 
the date as "1267/1$42" (probably with a wror.; Muslim year). The 
other (i. e. BM: 14472. e. 154) is &iven the author as "Arif, aells 
el-KUttib" but the ; age-number only as "78" pa&es. 
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/arice & cooies_orinted7-c-onsumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price CQpi43 Printad/Consumed 
No. 043 1: 1258 (M-1262) 
a 
... 303 / 303 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication. 
No. 044(T-CW. 8)-- D! UXN-L PIDIL 3aksyJ ANDAPC1!. 
Author Vusaym Bay PIPIL, d. 122-4/1810. 
ffesparics: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / LLt. 894(1)7 
Edn 1258 (1842-43) B; Ilq. 
/bibliog. ref. B_M: 14472. e. 1151 Brown*HTB-20. 
/1-i-t-. r-ar. 7: - BUIOK-1007-, UzapTat-28741.15' 
/contents- mo teh - P'Oetical works, one volumes 32 + 159 +56 + 50. + 23 + 
20 pp. Text includeds No. 0341.. 
LN. 3.1: - The page-number is given by BM as "139 + 30 + 36 + 20". 
/cries & copies orinted/consumed :- 
Vork/EdLt Lon Concerned Price 
I 
Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 044,,: 1258 (MK-1262) a . 0. 404 404 (100%) 
Note as A privately-contracted publication. 
No. 045(T-CL. 8)-- DIWIN-L FITNAT KHINIM. 
Author Fituat KhInim, d. 1194/1780. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(117 
Edn no date (between 1830/1245-46 and 1842/1257-58) / B; I; q. 
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/biblio7,. 
-ref. 
/t- DoraCO-196 112* 
/lit. 
-ref. 
/: - MedemNL-32: 1; Bowring! &-142s68,144: 19; BianchCC-60 236; 
B; liO. Lm9: 15; ZanikerNml/73 ; RLdwZuQMBm478 . 620 0 24 
/contents-cates/: - Poetical. works, one volume: 31 + 26 pp. 
Edn 1869 (1285-86) Ilifr. 
jorice & covies nrinted/consumed/: - 
Vark/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/ consumed (%) 
NO-0451: m. d. (NL-1253) 12.110-q. ... 
do. (RE-1254) 10.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1258) 12.00-q. 0.. 
do. (MK-1262) 507 507 (100%) 
Note as A privately-contracted publication. 
No. 046(T-CL. B)- DIWXN-L FU? CLI. 
Author : Muhammad El. lbtt Sulaym; n known as FUDOLI &I-3&. %hdidl, d. 96311555-56 
or 970/1562-63. 
/-Remarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(lj 
Edu 1 
1254 (1838-39) B; Llq. 
/bibliog. ref. CairoFKT-121-22; DornCO-196 1180 
/lit. ref. /: - BiauchiCG-51,59; ZankerBO-1/7 Ridw; nCMB-46 2606; 8166; 
UzegiýTEK-287 
4138' 
/content3-note/: -. Poetical works, one volumot 122 pp. Printing 
executed: Safar 1254/April-MLay 1838. 
Edu 2 1256 (1840-41) 
/ B; lZq. 
/biblioc. ref. /: - Ale3diB-IV/63. 
/lit. ref. :- RieuC-14M-207. 
/como. ref. /: - BallcjMK-901. 
/COntent3-WtSh- Another edition. 
- 231 - 
/price &-cooies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Pric. 4 Copies Printad/COU3UMed (%) 
No. 046 I: 1254 
(CC-1258) 
------------- 






415 415 (100%) 
Note a: MK mentions the work as being a p; ivataly-contracted 
publication, although it is not known to which of the above-cmentioned 
two editions it refers. It has been arbitrarily listed under the 
edition (i. e. Eda. Z) most closely dated to the source reference. 
No. 047(T-CW. 8)-- DION-L CHI=. 
Author Sheikh Muhammad U. As c ad knova as CHkM DABA, 1171-1213/1757-99. 
/Femarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lit. 894(lf/ 
Edn 1252 (1836-37) / B; I; q. 
/biblioR. ref. /t- BM% 14472. *. 291 CairoFKT-143; 'DoraCO-196 115* 
/lit. ref :- MademNL-33: 35; BianchiCr.. 49 148 
B; l; q, ýK-9: 9; 
ZankerBO-1/72 RieuCTM-2051 RidwZ2(JIB-467. UzageTEK-295 602; 0-5; . 6.0 4233* 
/contents-noteh- Poetical works, one volume (three parts): 124 + 164 + 
92 pp. Printing executed: Shacb; u 1232/November-Decamber 1836. 
Containing No. 1281* 
L=N-B- :- The date of publLcatLon Ls gLven by ýLC, 20 and 2LB as 
"1253 (1838)". 
/price & copies arinted/consumedh- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed M 
No. 047 I: 1252 
(NL-1253) 75.00-q. ... 
do. (MK-1262)a 506 506 (100% 
Note a: MK mentions it as being a privately-contracted publication. 
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No. 048(T-CW. S)-- DIWIN-L GULSHAN-L AFKIR. 
Author c Uttaa; n Bay WISIF &I-Andar; ni, d. 1240/1824-25. 
LRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lit. 894(l). / 
Edn 1259 (1843-44) B; l; q. 
/bibliox. ref. BM: 14472. &. 19. 
/content3-nOt* Poetics, works, one volume: 138 pp. 
LN. B-/: - Compare No. 074, , another poetical work by the author. 
No. 049(P-CL. 8)-- DIWIN-L 
Author Khw; ja Shams al-DIn Muhammad known as HIFIZ al-ShTr; zI, d. 792/1390. 
-jemarkst 
Persian / Classical Literature Lit. 891(117 
Edn 1250 (1834-35) / Alaxandrias Matbacat Sar; y Ra's &I-TIn and B; l; q (see 
under: No. 428 1). 
/biblioR. ref. j: - BM(jPB-467): 757. L. 29-31. 
/lit. ref. : -- LondIOP-719-20. 
/contents-note, /: - The poetical work of the famous Persian poet, printed 
With its Turkish commentary (No. 428) in three volumes. 
/N. B. /: - See No. 428 (below pp. 470-71) for further information on 
its printing and prices ate. 
Edu 2 1256 
(1840-41) / B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(CPB-467): 757. &ol6; CairoFKT-450; 
IstBK-1/260,111/71. 
-ref, /: - BianchiCC-55 - B; l! qtK-10: l1; ZonkerBO-1/69 199,573; 
LonIOP-719-20; Ridw; n(Z! B-473 206' 
/contents-noteh- A collection of H; fiz's poems, one volume: 284 pp. 
Edu 3 1273 
(1856-57) / B; llq. 
Edn4 1281 (1864-65) / B; I; q. 
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/price & cooies orinted/consumed t- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 049,: 1256(CC-1258) 35.00-q. 00. .. 0 
do. (MK-1262)a 303 303 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-contr&ctad publLcation. 
No. 050(T-C.;. 8)-- La DIVAN Da HALET Elfandi. 
Author &Mon. 
jaemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing 7/ Lit. 894(j). / 
Edu 1842 (1257-58) / Bal1q. 
/lit. ref. :- ZenkeriO-1/74. 
/contents-note/: - Poetical works, - one volume. 
_/N. 
B. /: - The work of a certain poet known as "Halet Ef. " who may be 
Sayyid Muhammad Sa-*Id Hilat Ef. (1760-1823), whose divan (under the 
title of Zinat al-, 4aj; lis) is said by I_A. (vol. V, p-125) to have been 
published in "1258/1842", but no place of publication is given. 
NO. 051(T-CJ. 8)-- DIW; N-L ýALIMGIRXY SULT; N. 
Author Halim GLriy, d. 1239/1823-24. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lit. 894(j). / 
Edu 1 1842 
(1257-58) / B; Ilq. 
/lit. ref. /: - ZenkerBO-1/73 619, 
/contents-noteh. Poetical work3, One VOLUMe. 
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No. 052(T-CL. 8)-- D! Wb-L HISMAT. 
Author Hishmat U., d. 1: 8211768-69. 
lRemarks: Turkish / Classical Literatura / Lit. 894(-111. /
Fdn 1257 (1841-4Z) B; I-&q. 
/bibliog, rof. Al4xKS-IV/55; BM-141672. e. 13. 




/coutent3-mota :- Poetical woziLs, one vol=e: 62 +U -4- 13 1- 78 + ZO pp. 
Containizg the author's pros& work, ll%t-'SZb Ll--MUIýk (No, 146 I 
). 
LL. 3- /: - MT mentions the author's divan as being publLsbed Ln one 
volume ( 62 + 13 + 78 + ZO pp. ) and La "12,14 A. H. ", this latter edition 
is not listad as a diflarent edition but probably a wrongly dacad 
publication. 
/Dricw& copies orinted/consumedis- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Coms=ad (", ) 
No. 0521.1237'(MK. 1162)a' ... 4! 0 410 (100%) 
Nota as A privateLy-contractad publication. 
No. 053(T-C. J. S)-- DIW; X-L ISKVIL H. AQql- 
Authoc Ismi c 11 Haqql, d. 1137/172"25. 
fRemarkst Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(127 
Edul 1257 (1841-42) / B; l: q. 
/bibLioc. Tef. /t- Cair*MT-1j3_L4; tst3K-111/75. 
/Ti-tre"i". -h- 3GlIqftK-LO: 31; 6zageTEK-290 4163' 
/contents-notq/: -. Poetical works, one volume: 161. + 55 pp. 
the author's maqIlIt (No. 2481). 
contains 
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/price & cooies-orinted/consumed :- 
Work/Edition Concerned ? rice Copies Printed/Consumad (%) 
No. 053 
t: 1257 (, %K-lZ62)a ... 300 300 (100%) 
Not4 &: A Privately-contractad publication. 
No. 054(T-CW. 8)- DIIWAN-L CIZZAT. 
Author Kachajl-Z; da Muhammad cIZZAT, 1785-1829. 
ff6a&3: Turkish / Contemporary, Writing, / Lit. 89 4(1). 7 
* Edu 1 1255 
(1839-40) / B; Iiq. 
/51511oz. rei., '. - 3h; 14472.;,. G. 
1-i t. 
. 
reffi: - Biauchi=ý-, 54,, q; BillegK-10: 9; Unk4rBO-1/72-73,11; 
aiclwZ21B-472 196; 
5zelem- 2904167. 
/contents-note :- Poetical works., ons, volume% 20 + 21 + 14 + 46 + 50 + 
23 +, ZI + 187 *82 pp. 
/N. B. t- Mentioned by TEK as in one volume (7 + ZO + 35 + 46 + 94 + 
187 + 8Z pp. ). Printed with ta'-Ilq types (BO). 
/orica, & copies printed/consumedi: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 054- 1 : 1235 (Cc-1258) 73.00-q. ... 
do. (MK-1262)" 500 500 (100%) 
Note as A private ly-contractad pubLication. 
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DIW; N-L LAYLI KH; SIM. 
Author LaylZ K%; uim, d. 1264/1847-48. 
Te. narks: TurLish / Contamporary Writing 
Edu 1 1260 
(1844-45) Bal1q. 
. 
/biblioc. ref. Cairc)FKTAý-113. 
/lit. ref. /: - BaIL;. ýK-11s6; OzegaýTZK-290 4170* 
/contents-aoteh- Poetical works, one volume: 43 +. 59 pp. 
/orice & cooies orinted/consumed :- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 
6NO-0531: 1260 (MK-1262) & 300 300 (100%) 
Nota a: A. privately-cciatractad pubLication. 
No. 036(T-CL-8)-- La, DIWAN Da MOKAMM MIN. 
Auttxlr anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Classical. Literature ?/ LLto 894(lf/ 
* Edul : 184L (1236-57) / B; Llq. 
/lit. ref.. It- ZenkerSO-1/74- 
/Contants-aota/: - Poetical works. 
Tbe author's identification is not known. 
No. 057(T-CL. S)- DIW; S-L NW Afandr. 
Autbar : YZsuf Nbl, d. 112411712. 
ffi'emarkS: Turkish / Classic4L Literature / Lit. 894(lf/ 
Edu IZ57 (1841-42) / 3; 1; q. 
/biblioe. AlexMB-IV/6T-6a; Eli 14472. &. 117-, CairoFKT-1241 
A 
Vef7KQ-54595* 
/-lit. ref. /: - BallqLK-lOs29;, OzagoýTEK-292 4199' 
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/coatents-aoteh- Poetical works, one volume: 140 + 46 + 284 + 43 + 
23 + ;9+ 80 pp. 
LN. B. 1 :- rhe date of publication is given by C3 as "1258 A. H. " and 
by EXT as "1259 A. H. ". 
/price & cootes orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price To pLes Printad/Consumad 
No. 057 1: 1257 
(MK-1262) a ... 
1 
304 304 (1007. ) 
Nota a: A privataly-contractad publication. 
No. 058(T-CL. 8)-- DIWIN-L NADIM. 
Author Ahmad UDIM, d. 1143/1730. 
LRemarks: Turkish / Classical Litarature / Lit. 894(lff 
Edn 1 1255 
(1839-40) B; lZq. 
/bibliog. ref. V'fyEM-53. 
/lit. ref. :- Bianc: iCC-53 Zenk, &rBO-I/ RidwZnCKS-470 177; 
72609; 
184* 
/comp. ref. /: - CairoFKT-125,143; hademEL-31: 26; 
Bowringa-142z64,144: 11; B; l! qtK-9t2Sj dzegeTEX-1314 15313* 
/COntaUt3-nOtG/: - Poetical works, One V01UMG: 107 + 59 pp. 
A work is mentioned by EL as "Mouan Chaleb N4dimi", 
and by a as "Diouan. Nadim, Various Poetry, by NadLm" (p. 142, line 64) 
or *N, edim Divani" (p. 144, line 11). It is uncertain whether the work 
mentioned by both NL and RE is another edition of Aýmad Nadim's 
P04tiCAl Works. If so, it was probably published in or before 
1253/1837-38. Although, the d&ta of Publication is not given by 
both FKT (p. 125) and TEK; FKT (p. 143), nevertheless. menvions the 
author's two works of (1) Qaf; 'Ld Nadim Afandl'(Lu 107 pages) and 
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(2) Al-2. hazaliyy; t wa-al-RubicLyyat" (in 59 pages) as being contained 
in a collection which includes, apart frim these two afore-mentioned 
works by Ahmad NadIm, another work "Tahrlrit OAzIz Afandl" (probably 
No. 145). The date of publication is, however, &iven by FKT to this 
collection as "1249 A. H. " which is the same date in which the work 
No. 143 was published. It is uncertain whether these three works 
contained in the collection in question were all published in that year. 
/price & copies printed7consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 058 : 1255 f1f, -12537/ RL 45. OO-q. oo 
-r do. LRE-1234 40.00-q. 
do. (CC-1258) ZO. 00-q. ... 
b doo LK-12627 710 710 (100%) 
Note at Although the work mentioned by both NL and RE is listed 
under Edn I for comparison, it probably raf6r3 to another edition. 
probably wrongly gives the language as "Persian". 
Note b: A privately-contracted pUblication. 
No. 059(T-CL. 8)-- DIWU-i NAFýT. 
Author : CUMar NAF'-!, d. 1044/1634-35. 
lRemarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(l). / 
* Edu 1 1252 
(1836--37) / Bal; q. 
/bibliog. ref. -. - DornCO-196 ill, 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCC-60 - ZankerBO-1/73 RieuCTM-193; 2381 623; 
Ridw; n. TB-479 W; 
Uzegeý ýEK-292 4202* 
/comp. ref-7t- MedemNL-31: 29; Bowrin&RE-143: 6,144tlS; B; 1ZOK-9: 12. 
/contents-note/: - Poetical work3, OUG VOlUMe: 149 + 39 +I pp. 
Printing executed: 30th Rajab 1252/12th October 1836. 
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N. -B-. 7: - The date of publication is not given by CS 10 and 11B. 
/3-r-ice & copies orinted/con3umed/t- 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed W 
No. 059 1252 fNL-125f/a 33. OO-q. ... 
b do. fFLE-iz347 25.00-q. ooo 400 
do. (CC-1258) 40.00-q. ... 
do, f. K-12627- 308 508 (100". ) 
Note &: NL mentions a work as "Dicuan Napheki" which is not 
ascertained to be the same. 
Note b: Two works mentioned by RE are listed hare for comparison. 
One has tha title of "DLouan Nafzi, Nafzits poetry" (a. p. 144, Line 
18) which is however regarded by Lh . ýukrl 
(Bin; 8 D&wLat Misr, p. 679) 
as "Drw7m-i H; fiz"; the other is a Turkish poetical work "Nefi Divani" 
priced at 23.00-q. (i. e. REV p. 143,1.6). 
Note c: MK mentions a privataly-contracted publicatIon as 
"Al-Naf a &I--Sharit" which is not ascertained to be the same but is 
listed here for comparison, owing to the fact that no other similar 
work is available. 
No. 060(T-CL. 8)-- DIWIN-i N;. 'ILI. 
Author mustaf! N; I Llr,, d. 107711666-67. 
LRemark. st Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(11. / 
Edn 1253 (1837-38) / B; l; q. 
/bibliolt. refj: BM: 14472. e. 14; CairoMT-124; DornCO-196 117* 




/coco. ref. /: - MedamNL-32: 4. 
/contents-note/: - Poetical works, one volume: 125 pp. Printing 
executed: Ramad; n 1253 / November-December 1837. 
- 240 - 
/N. B. :- NL mentions a work under the title of "Diouan Nab-imi 
(soit Vers tu turc)" which is unlikely to be DIw; n-L N! bI (published 
in 1257 A. H., three years after this source) and Ls not ascertained 
to be this work (i. e. No. 060 1 
); as it is listed here for comparison. 
Edu 2 1255 (1839-40) / B; I; q. 
Fl-it-ref-h- BianchiCC-53 ZankerBO-1/72 Ridw; nCtIB-47 180,603; 1187' 
/coma. ref. ): - BulaqKK-900. 
/colatents-notah- Another edition in one, volume. 





Capi&3 Pri%Lttd/Co=umtd (. ) 
i 





.. 0 #0. 
--------------- 
No. 060 23 1235 (ccm1258) 19.00-q. ... 00. 
1 do. 
jrK-1162r 
, ... 305 1 305 (100«») 1 
Note a: It is not known to which edition the information given 
by KK is referring though it is listed under Edn.. 
No. 061(T-CW. 8)- DIWIN-i NASH'AT Afand. 
Author KhW-&Ja Sulaym; n NASHIAT Ef., 1148-1222/1735-1807. 
/Rematics: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lit. 394(117/ 
Edn 1252 (1836-37) / B; L; q. 
/bibliot. 
-ref. 
/: BH(CPS-677): 757. &. 17; Browu*HTB-22; DornCO-196 116; 
IstUKT-590. 
/Iitýref. :- MidemNL-32: 3; BowringRE-14305; BL&nchiCC-60 2340 
B; l; qaK-9tI3; UnkerBO-1/73 Ridw; nCMB-478243; 6zageTEK-293 622; 4205* 
/contents-note/: - Poetical works, one volumet 90 + 49 pp. 
Printing executads Shaww; l 1252/January-february 1837. 
P. B. /: - The date of publication is not given by SC, 30, and CMB. 
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/*rice & covies priiated/consu-med7: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned 
I 
Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
NO. 061 1: 1252 (NL-1253) 27.00-q. ... 09. 
do. (CG-1258) 36.00-q. .. 0 oo. 
do. (MK-1262) a 
1 *00 1 
' 505 505 (100%) 
Note a: A privataly-contracted publication. 
No. 062(T-CL. 8)-- Lt DIWAN Dt NASIK. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Classical Literature I/ Lit. 894(lf/ 
Edu, 1841 (1256-57) / BZI; q. 
/lit. ref. :- ZonkerBO-1/74. 
/contents noteh- A poetical work of a certain poet known as "Nasim" 
whose identification is not known. 
No. 063(T-CL. 8)- Le DIWAN De NF. SIMI. 
Author soon. 
ZRemarks: Turkish / Classical Literature 7/ Lit. 892(l 
Edn, 1844 (1259-60) / B; l; q. 
/77 re-f. 7-. - ZankerBO-1/74. 
/contents-note/; - A poetical work by a certain poet known as No- 
simi whose identification is not ascertained to be Sayyid Clm; d 
aL-Diii Nesiml. (d. 820/1417-18) whose d1w; n is mentioned (TA9 vol. IX, 
pp. 206-7) as being published in Istanbul in 1260 A. H. and 1298 A. H 
respectively. 
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No. 064(T-CL. 8)-- La DIWAN Da NICMNI. 
Author anon. 
. 
LRemark3: Turkish/ Classical Literature ?/ Lit. 894(l). / 
* Edn 1 
1841 (1256-57) / B; I; q. 
/lit. ref. :- ZankerBO-1174. 
/c5ntent3-nOt7G: - A poetical work of a certain poet known as Mchaml. 
No. 065('r-CL. 8)- DIW; N-L NIY;. Zl. 
Authok Sheikh Muhamad NIYW, d. 1105/1694. 
/-Remark3: Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(lf/ 
Edu 1 
1234 (1838-39) / Bal; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKT-127; IstBK-111/741 V4'kfykCB-54 6-_ 601' 
/lit. ref/: - BianchiW-50 I"nkarSO-1/72 RIjw; n=-468 607; 164; 
dzegeTEK-2934207' 
/dontent3-nOt&/Z- Poetical works, one volume: 84 pp. 
Edn2 1259 (1843-44) / Bal; q. 
/bibliog. reýL. /: - CairoEVT-127; IstBK-111/74; VefykCS-54 597' 
UegeTEK-2934207* 
/como. ref. -7: - 
Bal; (41K-10: 39- 
/contents-note :- Another 4dition, one volume: 84 ppo 
/Drice &-cooies arinted/consmadli- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price CopL63 Printed/Con3umed M 
No. 0651: 1254 (CC-1258) 
------------ 
: 





304 304 (100%) 
Note &: A privataly-contracted publication which is not kMOWU to 
be either Edu I or Edn,, 
but is listed under the latter for comparison. 
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No. 066(T-CW. 8)-- Dl'n, '! N-L PARTAW. 
Author Muha=ad Saeld PARTAW Pasha, d. 1253/1837-38. 
lRemarks: Turkish / Contamporary Writing / Lit. 894(117 
* Edu 1 1253 
(1837-38) / B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM: 14472. d. 26,14472. a. 8; C&LroFKT-144, 
/lit. ref. :- hedemNL-M2; BawringRE-144il5l Biaucht, ýý49 142; 
B; I; cmK-9t22; ZankerBO-1/72 Ridw; nCMB-446,, g; 
UageTEK 
604; --2934209o 
/contents-nota/: - Po4tical works, aima volumat 91 pp. 
/orice & tooies orimted/COWUMSd :- 
Work/Edition Coýcarued Price Copies Printad/C4nsum4d 
No. 066 I; 1253 (NL-1253) 22.00-q. 
do. (RE-1234) 20.00-q. 
do. (CC-1258) 16.20-q. .. 0 ... 
do. (MK-1262)4L I 520 520 (100%) 
Note a: A privataly-contractad publication, mtntLon*d by ML as 
"Diouan Bardou". 
No. 067(T-CL. 8)-- DIW; LN-L RXCHIB. 
Author Muhamad RIGHIB Pasha, 1110-1176/1698-1763. 
ZRamarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(11/ 
Edn 1 1232-53 
(1836-38) / B; Liq. 
/biblioq. ref. /: - BM: 14472. d. 201 DornCO-196 113* 
/lit. ref. /: - hademNL-31: 27-28; Bowring! E-144tV; BiauchiCr. -48 133* 
BalIcItK-90; ZankerSO-1/72600; Ridvin. 91B-465 8zageTEK-293 138; 4210M* 
/contents-no-t-M. - ftettCal works,, two parts (in one volume); the 
first part: 71 pp., printing executedt huhar-ram 1252/kpril-May 1336; 
the second part: 122 + 61 pp., printing finishadt 15th Jum; di II, 
1253/16th September 1837. 
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/N. B. 
`/: - 
The work Ls generally &Lven the date of pubILcation as Lu 
"125Z A. H. ", its first part is mentioned by TEK as being published 
in another edition dated as "1276/1859" in 64 pp.. prob&bLy at B; Llq. 
BO mentions that it was printed with the auth4r's. *pLstle. 
/orice_& cocies printed/cousumed/i- 




No. 067 I: 1253 
(NL-1233) 22.00-q. 0.. ... 
do. (RE-1254) 30.00-q. 
do. (CO-1258) 27.00-q. 
do. (MK-1262)a --- 
1 1,010 11010 (100%) 
Nota at A privataly-contractad publication. 
No. 068(T-CW. 8)--DlVXN-L RIFrAT Afandl. 
Author al-Hajj AO Bakr &IF'-AT Ef-, d- 1830/1245-46. 
/Remarks: Turk13h / Contemporary Writing / Lit. 894(lf/ 
Edn 1 1254 
(1838-39) / B; I; q (see under: No. 283 d. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlaxhB-IV/145; CairoFKT-146. 
/lit. ref. %- Zank*rBO-1/72 610; 
daegaTEK-1263 
14824: 
/contents-2. ote/: - Poetical works, one volume (52 + 25 pp. ) printed 
with No. 283: Lo 
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No. 069(T-CL. S)-- DIWIN-L S141. 
Author Mustaf! SIMI Bty, d. 1146/1733-34. 
LRemarkst Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(11/ 
Edn 1253 (1837-38) / B; I; q. 
/biblioS. ref. /t- BM-14472. e. 301 CairoFKT-118; DornCO-196,191 
V'&*fYkCB-52. 
/lit. ref. :- Bowringa-144tlOg BianchiCC-48,, 4; B; I! qpK-9sI3; 
ZonktrBO-1/72,99; RidwZnCMB-46 aze&*TEK-294 5139; 421a, 
_/ccntants-qote/: 
- Poetical works, three parts in one volume: 104 + 
47 + 67 pp. Printing executed: Rabl 
c 11,1253/July-Au'gust 1837. 
N. B. :- The data of publication is given by SO, LO and QMB as 
"1252/1837". 





Copies Printed/ Cons=ed (. ) 
No. 069 I: 1253 
(RE-1254) 45.00-q. 
do. (Crl-1258) 23. OO-q. ... 
do. (MK-1262)" . 00 1 1,509 11509 (100%) 
Note as A privateLy-contractad pubLLcation. 
No. 070(T-CL*8)-- DIWXN-i SAZX'I-yi GULSHANI. 
Author SAZI'I Ef. at-Gul3hauli, d. 1151/1738-39 
/Famarks: Turkish / Classical Litarature / Lit. 894(11.7 
* Edn, 1236'(1840-41) / B%1q. 
/bibliog. 
_ref. `/: 
- CairoiXT-118-19; IstBK-111/75. 
/Lit. ref. -/ - 
BLanchiCr--56200; Zanker-B0-1/736 14; Rid. w; nCMB-473 207; 
dzegeTM-294 4224* 
/content -note/: - Poetical works, out vol=et 10 + 135 + 11 pp. 
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/price & covies printed/consumed/t- 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price CopLas PrLnted/r4tuumed (%) 
No. 0 70 1% 1256 (CC-1258) 30.00-q. *00 *00 
No. 071(T-CL. 8)-- La DIWAN Da SEXAKI. 
Author anon. 
/r&M&rk3: Turkish / Classical Literature ?/ Lit. 894(11.7 
* Zdn, 184Z (1257-58) / B; I; q. 
/lit. raf. a- ZankerBO-1/74. 
/contents-moteh- Poetical works of a certain poet Itnown as 
"Sekaki" whose true Ldentity is not known. 
No. 072(T-CJ. 8)-- DIWIN-L SURCRI. 
Author Sayyid c Uthman SURURI, 1752-1814. 
/Femarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing Lit. 894(1). 7 
Edn 1255 (1839-40) / B; llq. 
/biblioR. ref. :- CairoEXT-118. 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCr, -60 * B; I; qtK-10: 6; Zank*rBO-1/73 2351 
RidW; n2tB-478,44; 8zegeTEK-295 4223* 
/contents-note/: - Poetical works. one volumei 322 + 76 + 55 pp. 
Tha date of publication is not given by CC, 10 and O-B. 
FKT ascribes the work toMustaf; B. Shath; n &I-Sur-url (d. 969/1561); .0- 
this is probably a mistake. 
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/price & cooies orinted/consumed/s- 
Vork/EdLtion Concerned Price 
I 
CopLes Printed/Cwtsum*d (%) 
No. 072 1: 1255 (CC-1258) 100.00-q. . 0. . 00 
do. (MK-1262)a 307 307 (100%) 
Note at A privately-contracted pubILc&tLon. 
No. 073(T-CL. S)- DIVIN-i 'wAHBI. 
Author &I-Sayyid %Iuh--ad Ef . '.; AH31 known &s SO 3LL-ZIDA, d. 12.2411809). 
/! *marks: Turkish / Classical Litarature f Lit. 894(l IJ 
Edu 1253 (1837-38) / B%1q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Al&)imB-1V/68; M-14472.4.10; CairoEXT-129; 
VefykCB-52. 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCO-49 146; B; 1; qLK-9t29g ZankerBO-1/72 600, 
Ridw; n2LB-467 3zelerIK, 296 153; 4242* 
/e-Ontent3-nOte/: - Poetical works, one volumes 20 + 17 + 43 + 131 + 
16 + 97 +? + 61 pp. Qmtains In the last part the author's work 
Luýfiyya-i Wahbl (No. 217 
larice & copies printed/cotisumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printad/Consumed (Z) 
No. 073 I: 
1253 (CC-1258) 37.00-q. - 
do. (MK-1262)" ... 41 41 (100%) 
Note a: A privattly-contracted. pubILcation, it is uncertain whether 
the figure "41" is given correctly as the printed copies. 
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No. 074(T-Co'. 8)-- Dll;! N-L lj;. -. SIF- 
Author i Andaruni 
c Uthm; n WISIF Biy, d. 1240/1824-25. 
LRemarks: Turkish Contemporary Writing / LLt. 894(117 
Edn 1 
1257 (1841-42) B; l; q. 
/bibliox. ref. UiroFKT-128. 
/lit. ref. :. B%IqeK-lOs25; 8zageTEK-287 41390 
/contents-note/t- Poetical works, on& volumes 11 + 35 + 71 + 35 + 16 
130 pp. 
LN. 3. /: - TM mentio 
- us the work under the title of "Dlivan-L CUI#en 
EfIcar-L Vlsif-i Eaderun! " which is not ascertained to be the same 
work mentioned by a a-s "Dl-w; n-i Kulsh n-L Afklr (No. 048 The 
latter is however ramariLaa am a& being pubLished LM "12.39/1843" 
in 138 pp. 
/Orico & Copies ulintadlconsumed/j- 
Work/EdLtion Concarntd Price Copies Printed/Consumtd (Z) 
No. 074 1257 (MK-1262) a 1,004 1,004 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-coutracted publishcation. 
No. 075(A-TW. 6)-- PIY;. ' al-NAYYIRAYN Fl MUlaIJIT al-CAYNAYN. 
I 
Author : C.. M. BILLARD (tr. Ahmad Ef. &I-RASHIDI, d. 1282/1865). 
fR'emarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Vork / Tech. 6107 
Edu 1256 (1840-41) / B; llq. 
/biblioR. ref-/: - Ale3cMB-XI/25; Bh(. SLB-1/940): 14537. d. 6; 
CairoEXA-VI/23; Lhurbaj! (ZAM-79 270* 
BianchiCC-55 ' 3aj; qF-5jj8-j9j B; L; clr. K-5: 21-22; 197 
ZankerBO-1/157 1288 ; Sarkl&. MA-1/938; Lhayy! 10K-17 59; 
Ridw; uoB-473204; I-haýýIFAMT-55. 
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/contents-note/: - A medical work an the diseases of the eye, one 
volume: 10 + 465 pp. 
C. c 
/N. B. /: - Mentioned by LC: p IF., MK. LO and CMB as "hu alajat &L-A yun 
The date of publication is given by MMA probably wrongly as "1246 A. H. " 
torice & cooits printed/consumed/t- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cousumed 
No. 0751: 1256 (CC-12! 8) 30.00-q. . 00 ... 
do. (IF-1260) 25.00-q. . 00 /323 
f3 2.3". - j 
do. (IIK-1262) 
I 
22.00-q. 1,000 / 354 (33.4%) 
No. 076(A-C. 4.4)- DIZIONARIO ITALIANO Z ARABO, MM CONTI'-r4E IN SUCCINCTO TUTTI 
I VOCABOLI CHE SONO PIU IN USO Z PIV NECZSSARI PER 
IMPARAR A PARLARZ Le DUE LINGUE MRRr6TTAMEM. 
4 
Author Don Raphall de Monachis, 1758-1831. 
/TeMark3: ItalLan-Arabic / Contemporary Writing / Lang. 492(3f/ 
Edn 1 1238 
(1822-23) / B; l; q. 
Jbibliog. ref. /: - Shurbajl_q. AM-30 93' 
/lit. ref. :- RainaudNO-355 ; HammerGOR-VIII/519 BianchiCO-31 1411 
ZankarBO-1/10 SarkIsKMA-1/986; jhýqyLa-8,; Ridw; nOMB-446,. 64; 
/contents-noteh- An Italian-Arabic dictionary and one of the first 
group of books printed by B61lq press, One VOlUMQ3 266 +6 pp. 
/N. -B. M. - The. claim that it is the first book printed by the B; 11*q 
press is rather doutful, cf. above pp. Owing to its special. status, 
this work is classified here as an Arabic wojk rather than Italian 
as regards the linguage survey and Statistics. It also has an Arabic 
title-page with the title-aam* of Q; m; s Jtjliy; nj wa-cArabl. 
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No. 077(A-TW. 6)-- Al-DURAR al-CHAWL ?I MUCIEAJAT AMR!? al-ATFIL. 
Author Antoine B. CLOT Bey (tr. Muhamad &I-SHIrl"T, d. 1877). 0- 
* Edn I 
LRemarks: Arabic (Franch) / Translation Vork / Tech. 6107 
1260 (1844-45) B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /s- BM(. SA-1/453,11/367)t 14537. b. 2; LN-CXVI/291; 
Cairot-XA-VI/14; Do=CO-191,4; IstLIKA-1/1981 jhurb&jI. LAM-97 332' 
/lit. ref. :- VanDyck; J-439; Sarkl3MMA-1/1093; lhayy; lCK-2292; 
Shatt! FAMT-116,124. 
/como. ref. /j- BýJL; LK-5: 36-37. 
/contents-notah- A work an the traa=ent of the diseases of children, 
one volume: 8+ 13Z pp. Printing executed: RabIc 11,1260 / April-May 
1844. 
Cf. No. 495 I the Turkish translation of this work. 
v F77a & covies 3rintad/con3umed/t- 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumod 
No. 0771: 1260 §K-126i7 










Note &: hK mentions, under the description of "'kllud; w; t we 
Tarbiyat &I-Atfil Haqqiada 
c Amin al-Nafr- bir Kit; bdur", two worksi 
one is Arabic the other Turkish with the above-citod copies still 
in store. Although the identity of both cannot be ascertained, they 
are listed under this work (i. e. No. 076) and work No. 495 I respectively 
for Comparison. However, the fi&ura "1,004" is ; iv*n by .K as the 
combined tot3l of printed Copies for both works mentionea by 
and the number/ p ercen tags of copies consumed for them are, therefore. 
"192 (19.1%)". 
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No. 076(T-CL. Z)-- Tarjamat DURAR &I-HUKK; A F1 SHARH GHURAR &I-AWiN. 
Author l'uhamad B. F&r; MUrZ knOwU AS MULU KHUSRAW, d. 885/1480 (tr. Suliym; u 0- 
Ef. Ibn Wall al-Anqarawl, fl. ? ). 
/-Remarks: Turkish (Arabic) / Turkish Literature ?/ Ral. 297(317 
* Edn 13 1258 
(1842-43) / B; l! q. 
Jbibliom. ref. /: - BM(C&B-11/178): 14528. d. 61 C&L. -oFXT. 63. 
/lit. t- CAL-s. 11/317. 
/coma. ref. /: - B; lIctE-1008. 
/canterts-note/: - A. Turkish translation of hull; Kh, sraw's (d. S83/ 
1480) work Durar al-ýukk; m, a co=ontary an t1he author's own work on 
Hataf! law known as Churar al-Ahk; m, printad in two vol=est I- 449 pp., 
11 - 342 pp. 
LN,. B. /: - Hentioned by I& as Sharý &I-Durar wa-al-Churar. 
/oric & copies/orinced/consMed/: - 
Work/EdLtion concerned 
I 
Price CopLas Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 078 1258 BIK-126j/&ý 804 804 (100%) 
Note a*. MK mentions the work, as a privately-contracted 
publication, under the appellation of 'Aitib &I-Durar" only. 
No. 079(A-TW. S)--- Al-DURR al-L; Me PI al-WWIT WA-Ml FIHI MIN al-KHAW; Q 
WA-al-MANIFT. 
Author : Antonio FIGARI (tr. Hasan Ef. Ch; nim al-RASHIDI, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: ArabLe (ilre=h) / Translation Work / Pur*S. 38d/ 
Edu 1257 (1841-42) / B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref-/: - AlaxMB-VI/4-5, X11/6; Bti(ý; A-1/533,11/268): 
14533. d. 2; CairoEVA-V/380, VI/14; Do=CO-194 92 1 IstLIKA-11/433; 
Shurbaji2AM-83284* 
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/lit. ref. :- BianchiCC-58 Bul! qjF-3t22j B; l; qtK-5j24j 219, 
ZenkarBO-1/157,294* VanDyckM-440-41, Sark1shMA-11/1390,16841 
jr-,! ALL-s. II/749; Ihayy; IZ-18661 Rijw; nCMB-477 235; Lhaý; 
TFAMT-75,107,128. 
/contents-n : -' A work an the subject of botany, also called 
KLt! b al-Nabit, printed in one volumes 7+4+ 298 pp. Printing 
finishod4 1st Muharram 1258/12th February 1842. 
LN. B. 7t- Mentioned by CCO IF., MK, 30,10, =A (vol. 11, p. 1390), aLB 
and FAMT (p. 107) uuder the title of c'llm &I-Nab; tlt; and by FY'A 
(vol. IV, p. 14) as being published in "1256 A. H. " CK also remark. & 
that the translator is &Lven wrongly by hKA as huha=sd S. c Umar 
al-Týnusl and by CC 0 and QMB etc. as Y; hann; 
c Amh; rT. The identity 
of the translator is thus comfused. 





Copies Printad/Cowumed M) 
No. 079 1: 1257 
(CC--1258) 20.00-q. .. 0 1 00. 
do. (IF-1260) 
ýl3.00-q. 000 
1 231 ci3.0f/' 
do. 1,003 333 (35.4%) 
No. 080(A-TW. 5)- Al-DURR &I-MMTHOR Ff al-ZILL WA. &l-"NZOR. 
Author.: anou (tr. ý! Liý MAJDIq d. 1298/1880-81). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / PurGSo3lO/ 
Edn 1269 (1852-53) / Cairottlatb&cat al--huhand13kh; na. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlaxMB-XIV. c/29; Cairo FKA-V/ 20 8. 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkIsMMA-11/1187; lhayy; l K-26 . 
2- 126* 
/contents-note -. - A mathematical work, one volume: 148 pp. 
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LN. B. /: - Voted by MB as beLng the titla-aame for the second part of 
the work known as AI-Handasa al-Wa! fiyya which is not ascertained to 
be either Al-MLaha &1-Ladumiyya fl al-Handass. &I-Wasfiyya (No. 266 
or Al-Rawda al-Zahriyya fl &I-Handasa &I. Wasfiyya (No. 385 These 
two latter works were also pubILsbad/printad by the haýba c at 
al-, 4uhaudLskh; m& in 1269 A. H. and in 1268 A. H. respectively. How4ver, 
the first of them is also remarkad an as beLng only this first P&rt/VCIUMG. 
N, o. 081(A-CL. Z)-Al-DURR &I-MUKHT; l PI SHARH TAWIR &I-ABR;. &. 
Author Muhammad B. c All B. Muhammad known as &I-K&SWI, d. 1088/1677. 
lRemarkat Arabic / Classical Literature Ral. 297(3). / 
Edn JZ54 (1838-39) / B; l; q (set unden No. 119 1 
). 
/bibliot. ref. /: - BM(SA-1/171)s 14528. d. 1-4; CairoFKk-111/39. 
/contents-nota/t- A commentary an Muhammad Ibn CAbd Allih Ibn 
TizurtIsh's (d. 1004/1595) work of Huhamadau law according to the 
Hau&f I school, printed in work (No. 119 
Edu2 1272 (1855-56) B; I; q. 
Edn 3 1282 
(1865-66) B; Llq. 
NO. 082(A-Col. 6)-- Al-DURR &I-THMIN FT FANN &I-AQRABXDHIN. 
Author Hasan Ch; nim al-RASHIDI, fl. 13th/19th. 
/Remarks: ArabLc / Contemporary Uriting /-Tach. 610ý-/ 
* Edu 1 
1258 (1842-43) / B; l; q. 
/biblioit. ref. I-- AlaxtiB-XI/16-, Dor=CO-190 69* 
/comv. ref, /: - B; l; qlF-6: 2-3; lhurbaj! OAM-59 al-ShaýJILAMT-59 194; 74* 
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/contents-noteh- A medical work on pharmacology, one volumet 422 pp. 
F-rintin& executeds 19th Jumid! 11,1258/28th July 1842. 
LN. B. /: - OAK mentions that the work is published in "1231/1835" 
with the page-number being given as "12 +4+ 422 pp. ", while FAMT 
remarks that the work is published in 1260 A. H. in two volumes/parts. 
These two sources should be further checked for ascartaLament, as the 
writing is said to have been completed in 1258 A. H. by MMA Un Edn 2 
below). In addition, IF mentions a work as ". kqrab; zi'fsic. 7 Jadld 
.. ate. " which is not ascertained to be the same work (i. e. No. 082 
but is listed here for comparison. 
Ed% L266 (1849-50) / B; I; q. 
/bibliox. ref. j: - AlexMB-XI/Ifil CaLroFKA-VI113; Lhurbajl(LAM-124 425* 
/tit. ref. h- UnDyck; a-451; SarkIsMMA-1/939. 
_jcontent3-BEteh- 
Another edition, printed in one volume (two parts): 
24 +4+ 445 pp. 
LN. B. /: - The data of publication is given by M andt'11A as 1265 A. H. 
work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies PrLuted/CatLsumtd (Z) 
No. 082 I: 1258 
fIF-12667 22. oo-q. fi667 
No. 083(T-CJ. 2)- DURR-L YAKTI. 
Author 11uhammad Ef. As c ad known as IM; M-ZIDA, fl. 13th/19th. 0 
jemarkst Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Ral. 297(3). 7 
Edn 1245 (1829-30) / B; Ilq. 
/lit. ref :- RainaudNO-33719; Hammercog-VIII/522331 ftanchi=-3752; 
ZankerBO-1/181148,; RidwZnýB-454 55* 
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/contents-note7: - A-roligious work of "nafj law, one volume. 
Ptinting executedt. 2hacb; n 1245/January-February 1830. 
Edn 2 
1253 (1837-38) B; I; q. 
/biblioR. ref. CairoFKT-651 DornCO-182 3* 
/lit. 
-ref. 
s- BiabchiCC-46, ig; UnkerBO-1/181 Ridw; n. ZB-463 1482 0 124' 
/comp. ref. /: - BowringRE-142: 57,143s8O; B; l; qLF-9t6-7; BGI; qLK-8: 19. 
/Cont :- Another edition in one volume (57 pp. ) Printing 
executed: 25th Rabic It 1253/29th June 1837. 
LN. B. I: - The data of publication is given by CC, !0 and SMB as 
"1252 (1837)". 
/price & copies-prin ed 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Print*d/Consumed (%) 
- -a No. 0831: 1253 JELE-125! j/ 5.50-q. .... 
do. (CC-1238) 5.00-q. ... 
do. fl*F-126f/ 4.10-q. ... / 1,608 
f49.9; 7/* 
do. LMK-126f/ 10-q. 3', 220 / 1,949 (60.5%) 
Note a: Whether the edition referred to by REý, LF and MK is Edn 
or Edn 2 is not known, 
but they are listed under the latter for 
comparison. It is also not ascertained whether the copies printed 
and consumed given by IF and HK are meant to refer to either one or 
the both of the two listed editions.. 
No. 084(A-TW. 5)-- Al-DURRA al-SANIYYA F1 aL-HISXB; LT al-HANDASIYYA. 
Author anon. (tr. Ahmad Ef. Fi9id, d. 1300/1882-83). 
fR'emark. s: Arabic (French) / Tran3lation vork / PureS. 51f/ 
Edn 1269 (1852-53) Cairo: Matbac at al-Muhandiskh; na. 10- 
/biblioz. ref. 1 CairoFKA-V/216. 
/lit. - ref. /: - SarkishMA-1/395; Ihayy; l_qK-26 125' 
/content3-n=Ot6 :-A mathematical work, one volume. 
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No. 085(A-C, 1.2)-- DURRAT &L-N; 41UIN. 
Author Sheikh C Uthmin B. A&3aU B. 1--hmad &I-Sh; kLr al-KNOBOWI, d. 1224/1809. 
j-Remarks: Arabic Contemporary Writing / Ral. 297(717 
Edn 1264 (1847-48) B; I; q. 
/bibliot. ref. CairoFKA-11/155; Shurb&JTCLAM-117-18404* 
/lit. ref. :. SarkIsKMA-1/842; ýjLL-11/489, -z. 11/641. 
/contents-note/t- Sermons, out volumes 3+ 14 + 315 pp. 
Edn2 1279 (1862-63) / B; l; q. 
Edu 3 1297 
(1879-80) / B; I; q. 
No. 086(A-TW. 6)-- DUSTOR al-Ae'lý al-AQRAB; -DHINIYYA. LI-HULU410 &I-DIY; A &I-MISRIYYA- 
Author : &noU. (tr. Ya 
c qýbq fl. 13th/19th). 
LRemarkst Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tach. 616/ 
Edn 125Z (1836-37) / B; Ilq. 
/biblioz. ref. :- Ale)dIB-XI/17; BM(SA-1/453)i 14537. c. 10; 
BN-CXVI/301; CairoFYA-VI/14-15; Dor*CO-190,,; jhurb&j! OAM-62,,,. 
LEE rer"M- Sarkl3MMA-1/4ZOI Lbayylla-14 ShattiFAMT-60. 39; 
/como. ref. /: - BianchiCC-47 - B; l; q_IF-5tl3g hallcjtK-5: 16; 1291 
ZankerBO-1/156 1275; VanDycka-"'; Sark1shMA-11/1947; 
Lhayy;! Cý-15 Rjjw; n22B-464 - jhq; IFAMT-l41. M 43; 1341 
/contents-noteh- A work on pharmacology, out volume (four parts): 
126 + 59 pp. Printing fiUi3hGd: 27th Dhil al-HIJja 1232/4th April 1837. 
P. B. /: - Although the work is said to have contained four parts, the 
page-u=ber of each part is not precisely known e3ccept that BM 
mentions it as "126 + 59 pp. " It is uncertain whether the work 
mentioned, under the appellation of "Aqrab; dhIn", by those sources 
listed under the boxed-headin& of "comp. ref. " is the same work or 
part of this work (i. e. No. 0861). 
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/orir-e & cooies printed/consumed/t- 
Work/Edition Concarnad Prica Copias Printad/Consumad Om) 
No. 086 1: 125Z 
Lcr, -12511 22.00-q. 0.0 
do. JUP-1260/ 18.00-q. ... / 1,108 
f73.6-. 7 
do. SK - 12 k2: 7, 1 I 18.00-q. 
- 
1,51106 / 1,197 (79.5%) I 
Note a: Both IF and MK mention Lt as Aqrab; zi Zz-ij. 
c 
No. 087(A-C, 1.5)-- DUSTU& (HUBLUX) IlUf-M AN SMAT 1263 Hn.! LIYYA HIJRIYYA 
C- c AM al-NAP F1 al--4ý &I-MISRI WA-CHAYRIHI. 
Author MaýmZd Ms. Aývad, fl. 13th/19th. 
LRemark3S Arabic / ContaxporarT Writing / PureS. 3; ff 
* Edu 1 
1263 (1846-47) / B; Ilq. 
jbibL oz. ref. -/: - 
Cairo FKA!! V/ 246; 1hurbaJ12AM-112 385* 
Icoma. refj: - T; s; uBI-453. 
/contents-note/%- A. 121sauac, one volumes 82 pp. 
LN. B. tz An almanac is mentioned by BI as published in 1846 under 
the title of "'racwlm '-Arabl'o, which is not ascertained to be the same. 
No. 088(A-Cw. 5)- DUSTÜR (MUBIRAK) MUCRIB r»AN SANAT, 1265 HILZLIYYA HIJRIYYA C; MM 
al-NAFC H a1-4QUTR al-hIeR1 WA-CHAYRIHI. 
Author liahmU Ibn Ahmad, fl. 13th/19th. 
/RemaTk3: Arabic /Contemporary 'Writing 
Eda 1264 (1847-48) / B; I; q. 
/bibIj ý. reLf_-/: - CairoEYA-V/247, Lhurb&JIOAM-116 403 
/contents-noteh- 'ALmanac, one volume: 91 + 56 pp. 
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No. 089(T-CL. Z)-- FA?! 'IL al-JIHID. 
Author Shams &I-Din Ahmed B. 1br; h1m B. 11uhammad B. al-NAHHIS &I-D1MqHQ1, 
d. 8L4/1411 (tr. Maý: mad. c Abd &1-3; ql BIQ1 El. d. 1008A. 599). 
'Femarkas Turkish (Arabic) / Classical Literature / Ral. 297(3 
Edu 1251 (1835-36) / 3; 1; q. 
/lit. ref. j: - BLanchiCC-45 B; ILLIF-2: 9l B; I; ce. K-2&12; 
ZankerSO-1/174 -- t'T"/9 1-921 Rijw; nMB-46Z 116* 14201 Sk 
/contents-notah- Turkish translation of the krabic work on the 
merits and duties of JLh1d (or sacred war) known as hashiri 
c 
al-Ashw; q ill Mas; r1FaI-cUsh3h; q wa-MuthIr &I-Charla ill D; r al-Islim, 
printed in one volume. 
L! L. B. /: - The work is mentioned by CC, LO and CMB as being in Arabic. 
it is unknown whether the work in question contains the text, LeJo. 254,. 
/orice & copies arinted/consumed/1- 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed W 
No. 089 I: 1251 
(Cr--1258) 10.00-q. . 0* . *. 
do. (IF-1260) 13.33-q. ... / 1,649 /62.5%/ 
do. (MK-1262) 
I 
13.33-q. 2,000 / 1,694 (84.711. ) 
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No. 090(T-C. J. 3)- ? ANN al-ýAn. 
Author aaCM. 
LR*mark3: Turkish / Cautempoary Writing / SocS. 3 325 
Edn 1238 (1822-23) B; I; q. 
/biblioc. raf. AlaxKB-XIV. h/80. 
/contents-aotel: - A military work. 
ALthoujh this work is zentioned as haviaj been c=6posed by 
"N, LzIrat al-iiarbiyya aL-iLsr. yya", however. it cannot be Ldenciftec 
with other military works pubLished in the same year &ad be &it 
ascertained to be one of them. Therefore, this work is : aZard4d 
here as one of the first books ; rintad/publishad by the 3Wq press 
during the first year of its functioning. 
, 4o. 091(T-CL. Z)- FARAý al-; L(ý. I 
Author IsmVII ýaqql, d. 1137/1724-Z5. 
. 
Rýmarks: Turkish / Classical Litaratura / R*L. Z97(4f 
Edu IZ52 (1836-37) / Bal1q. 
/bibliog. ref. /t- BM: 14420. f. 3; CairaMT-42; DornCO-182,. 
/lit. jef. /: - MadentHL 33s19,30; Bowriaga-143US, 144tl6; 216-1 
azageTEK-165ZI88690 
/content3-moteh- Comentary on the work of axpoundLng the traditions 
and doctrinas of Islam by huýamad Yalljl Zida Ef. (d. 855/1451) 
entitled Al-ais; la al-Mq&Madiyya (No. 402), two parts: 615 pp.; 
Un Z41 pp. Printing executed& Muoarram 1252/April-May 1836. Text 
includad: No. 402, o 
LN. 3.1: - Mantioned by TEK as in two volumas (I a2+ 215 + 2ý6 pp., 
=- 241 pp. ). 
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Edu 2 1235 (1839-40) / Bal; q. 
/bibliog. ref/: - CairoFKT-42. 
BianchiCr. -55 - ZankerBU-1/72 1919 598; 
RLdw; nOB-472 198; 
6zageTEK-1652 
18869* 
Lcontants-note/t- Another edition, two volumes: II+ 296 + 320 pp-p 
11 -2+ 326 pp. Text includ4d& No. 402,. 
I7N-3. /%- The date of publication is mentioned by M as "1253-56/ 
1839-40". 
*- Edn 3 IM 
(1842-43) / Bal; q. 
/bibligit. ref. /: - Alem43-X. b/26-27; BM-14420. f. 2; ýAiror-KT-42. 
/lit. ref. :- Uzagel"EK-1652 18869* 
/comp. ref. /s- BulitK-9: 6. 
/contents-noteh- Another edition, two volumess 1 11 -2+ 563 pp. 
Text included: No. 402 3' 
/arica & cooies printad/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerned 
- F- 
Price Copies Printad/Consum4d (%) 
No. 091 I: 1252 













No. 091 3: 1258 
§K-1260 
... 1,115 1,115 (100%) 
Note as A privataly-contracted publication. It is unknown if the 
copies printed as mentioned by MK refers to any or all of the three 
editions (i. e. Edul, Edn2 and Edn3)* 
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. No. 
092(T-CL. 2)-- FARPID al-FAWPID Fl ZAY;. N &I- c AQ!, ID. 
, kuthor.: Ahmad Ef. lba Muhammad AmIn al-Istlub; ll known as QIDI-ZIDA, 
1133-? /1720-? 
jReMark3: Turkish / ClaS3LcaL Literature / Rel. 297(4.1/ 
Edu 1262 (1845-46) / BýI; q. 
/bibliot. ref. /%-. CairoMT-24. 
i-lit. rof. /: - dza&*TEK-54,,,, 
Lima. --ref. 
7-. - B; l! qMK-lOt35. 
/Contents-notah- A religious Work On 
" Llm &I-tawhld", also knowu as 
Sharh Lamm bi-All1h, one volume: 324 pp. 
/arice & cocies crinted/consumed/: - 
'wo-. k/Edit-'ou Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 092 1262 4MK-126i/ 600 600 (100%) 
Note a: A privataly-contracted publication and mentioned under the 
appellation of Shart Imantu bi-All1h. 
I No. 093(T-CJ. 4)- F; RISI TAKALLtjj FLIS;. LASI. 
Author anon. 
lRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lang. 491/ 
* Edn 1 
1266 (1849-50) / B; l; q. 
/bibliox. ref. /: - IstUKT-207. 
/ --7- lit. ef. /-. - dzegaTEK-384 5400* 
/colatents-note/: - A work on Persian language, out volume: 55 pp. 
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No. 094(T-CL. 2)-- FATIWI ': ALI al-JATIWAWI. 
Author : : at; ljawl 
"All Ef. Ibn huhammadv d. 1103/1691-92. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / Rel. 297(327 
Edn I: 1257 
(1841-42) B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. CiLiroEKT-69. 
/lit. ref. : B; l; qtK-10: Z6. 
/coiatent3-noteh- A work of fetvas by the lh&yLh al-Islim. k=wn as 
a All al-Jat; ljawl (or Chatilja-ll),. with some additions by 
Ef. 3. Aýmad al-KafwT (1) NiqalZ compiled from various well-k=wn 
wozts, cue volume (two parts): I- 320 pp., 11 - 283 pp. 
LN. 3.1: - li*utioued by MT as being tdited by hat=; d If. 1bu . 4uh; a=ad 
al-kallb; -Ll in 1104. A-H. /1692-93 (or 8th MuharTas 1104 A. H. ), and 
with some addition by ; ZILD Lf. lbu, Ahmad al kafvi- (? ) NLq; l;. 
/arice & CoDies arinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition C; oncarned Price Copies Printad/Unsumed 
No. 094 1257 (, %K-1262)a ... 203 203 (10(: 
ý. ) 
Note a: A privately-coutracted publication. 
No. 095(T-CL. S)-- FITIý al-ABYIT- 
Author S Rus; ýh al-Din Ismaoll B. Aýmad al-ANQARAW!, d. 1041/1631-32. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / LLt. 891(lf/ 
Edu 1 
1251 (1835-36) / B; I; q. 
/bibli z. ref. /: - AlwdiB-X. b/Z5; Bli(SPS-423): 14787. K. 12; CairoFYT-41; 
DornCO-195 103; IstUKF-31; 
13tUKT-114; 13tBK-111/270. 
/lit. ref. /: - hademNL-32: 14-16; Bowriu&RE-142: 54-55,143t441 
BLanchiCC-45 B; I; cr. K-7: 31; Ridw; aCMB-462,13; 113; 
6zageTIX-385,413, 
- 263 .- 
/-contents-note/t- A turkish commentary aim the famous Persian post 
JaIll al-DIn Rýml's (d. 672/1273) poetical work, hathnawl-yi ha 
c nawl 
(No. 256), six parts in six volumes: I- 24 + 341 +I pp., 11 a 296 pp., 
III - 416 pp., IV m 459 pp., V- 458 pp., VI a 554 pp. Text Lnelud4di 
NO. 25610 
LN__. B_. J: - Another two editions are mentioned by LIKT as being publish4d 
by B; l; q in 1221/1806-07 and 1247/1831-32 respectiveLy. This seems 
ver7 doubtful and should be, further checked. Also, thLs co=4ntary 
is saLd wrongly b)r LandIO(CP4-630) and EdinAPM(pp. 249-50) to have 
been. published with No. 256 in. 1268/1851-52. U0. No. 2361, 
Ed=Z 1289 (1972-73) / BZI! q.. 
lorice_& copies ariatea/consume7dt- 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 095 11 1251 
(NL- M 3) 310.00-q. ... 
do. (RE-1254) 310.00-q. ... 
do. (03-1258) 300.00ý, q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 250. OO-q. 00. / 749 
L6-9.47 g 
do. (hK-1262) 1 250. OO-q. 1,079 837 (77.67. ) 
No. 096(A-CL. 4)-- Al-FAWPID al-DIYI'IYYA JBARH 
cAbd &I-Rahm; n &I-J; hl (d. 898/ 
/1493) c All KIFTTAT IBN al-t-ZJIB (d. 646/1249f/. 
Author c Abd al-Pahm; u Ibn Ahmed &I-J; Al, 817-98/1414-93. 
/Ramarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(5). 7 
Edn 1 
1256 (1840-41) / B; I; q. (sat uudert No. 114 I). 
lit. ref. /: - Sark! sKMA-11/1621. 
/contents-coteh- A commentary on Aba c Amr 
cUthmin Ibn &I-j; jib's 
(d. 646/1249) work of Arabic grammar known as Al-Kliiya (No. 166), 
printed in No. 1141. 
- 264 - 
LN. B. /s- It is uncertain whether. thLs. vork was also published with 
other co=autari*slsuperco=ent&rLas which appeared during the 
period of study, such as No. 1121, NO. 1171. 
4ýo. 097(T-TV. 6)- F! TACMIR &1-ASL1eA. 
Author i anoll. 
JRemarkst Turkish (French) / Translation Work / Toth. 623/ 
Edu no data (before 1842/12,57-58) B; I; q. 
/lit. ref. /s- BianchiCC-60 BZI! qLz: -3s2t B; I! qtK-3: 23; 2411 
? mnleerSO-1/138 Lhayy; ICK-361,88; Rid ; nCMB-479.. 1139; P- 450 
/contents-noteh- A work described as "De I& reparation et de 
l0entratien des armes". 
/price & copies arinted/consumed/t- 
Vork/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consum4d (I. ) 
No. 0971: n. d. (CO-1258) 18.00-q. . 0. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 12. OO-q. / 3711.36.9%7 
do. (MK-1262) I 12.00-q. 1,004 / 364 (36.3"A. )
No. 098(T-CW. O)-- Al-FIHRIST Ff BAYIN IIIQDXR WA-ANWV WA-Fl'! T &I-KUTUB ALUTI 
KINAT MAWJODA Ff &I-KUTUBKHXNA &I-KPINA 31-JIW; A al-RAýKAMA 
al-SHAR'-'IYYA al-MISRIYYA al-liATBUcA BI-MATBA 
cA BDUQ. 
Author : &non. 
/Remarkst Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Gen. 010/ 
Edn 1 1266 
(1849-50) 3Gllq. 
/biblioR. ref. CairoEXT-288. 
- 265 - 
/Contents-notah- A list of publications, which were printed by the 
BýI; q press, published Ln 17 pages. 
Pl.. -Jt- This is probably the third List of publications issued by 
the press in addition to the tWO Others, i. e. No. 151 I and No. 
224, # 
since the middle of the L840s. 
No. 099(U-CJ. 4)- FRANKUff USUME OZARA ALFITTA MATNI. 
Author anon. 
LRemark4: Unknown/ Contemporary Writing ?/ Lang. 401/ 
Edu no date (before 1260/1844-45) / B; I; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - B; LlqllP-aill. 
/contents-note/: - A work an gram4r. 
/price & copies arinted/consum*dt: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumtd (%) 




No. 100(A-CL. 2)-- FUýOS al-HIKAK 'WA-KHUSCS al-KILAM. 
Author t Muh 1 &I-Din Muhammad Ibn 
c All IBN &I- c ARABI, 560-638/1165-1240. 
.y 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Rel. 297(s). 7 
Edu 1252 (1836-37) / B; l; q (see under: No. 459 I 
). 
/bibliot. ref. /: - BM(M-111173): 14521. d. 3. 
/Tlt. rar. /: - Biaur-hiCC. -48 - B; l; q, ýK-9: 171 ZankerBO-1/181 1371 1486; 
SarkIsKMA-1/177; aL-I. 442, z. 1/572; Ridw! nCHB-465,4,4. 
/contents-note/: - Mystic sayings of the Patriarchs and Prophets 
. 
prittted with a Turkish commentary (No. 459) in one volume. 
- 266 - 
IN. B. I- Mentioned by LC AMB under this title but giving the =BO . Q, and 
C 
language as Turkish which is probably meant for the Turkish commentary. 
No. 101(T-CL. 8)-- =JINA-i VIMAT (PI &I-IIK; YIT WA-MAN; QIB A. Bl 
r*ALI IBN SINX 
WA-AKHIHI ABI &I-HXRITH). 
Author s al-Sayyid Yaýy; Ef. Diy; ' &I-DIU, fl. 1038/1628-29. 
lRemarkss Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(4). 7 
* Edu 1 1254 
(1838-39) / B; I; q. 
/bibliost. ref. /t. CalroMT-217. 
/lit. ref. t- BianchiCC-60 233 ; B; I; q, ýK-9081 ZankerBOftl/86 7361 
aidw; n, ZB-478 , UegeTEK-449 2421 6175' 
Icomp. ref. /t- MOdemNL-34: 1. 
/contents-note/:. A literary work an the adventures of Ab; 
cAll SIn; 
(Avicenna) and his twin brother Ab; al-H; rith, one volumes 137 pp. 
LN. B. /&- NL mentions a work as "SLroussi Hicayi" which could possibly 
be another work, but is listed here for comparison. The date of 
publication is not given by BO. 
/price &-copies printed/consumed/i- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed M 
No. 101 1254 LNL-12; 3/ 23.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1258) 30.00-q. ... 
do. (,, -, 2,, )a 
--. 
... L- 
614 614 (100%) 
-. j 
Note &: Mentioning the work as "Kitib AbG cAll STnI"q and as a 
privately-contracted publication. 
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No. 102(A-TW. 6)-- ! 2ýkYAT &I-MAR; A Fl ADWIYAT &I-ASQ; 11. 
Author : anou. (tr. Y; Suf FIR c AWN, fl. 13th/19th). 
jRemark3: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 636/ 
Edu It 1255 
(1839-40) / B; I; q. 
/bibliox. ref. /t- BM(SAB-11/820)t 14537. d. 3 
/lit. Mf. ji- BianchiCC-531SI; B; l; q1F-6Sl8j B; j; qmK-6gl4j 
ZankarSO-1/136,,,,; VamDyck. 12-439; SarkISMMA-11/14,46; 
jhayy! l K-16 
-q- 55-56* 
/coutsntsýa te/: ý A veterinary mataria medLc4q ona, YoLumej 8+3+ 
Z10 pp. Printing exacut4ds 30th Jum; d; 1,1235/11th August 1839. 
/N. B. :- The title. is given, 4.3 "Al-M" al-TLbbiyya (2hý-&yat &I-, Mar; m 
... ttc. )" by = which remarks that the work is entitled ýh: ayat 
al--har; m and is also called &I-M; dda al-TLbbiyya; while other sources 
listed in the above give the title as Al-h; dda &I-Tibbyy& al-Bayýariyya 
with the exception of CK w. ho considers them, probably mistakanLy, as 
two, different works. 
Edu 2 1263 
(1846-47) / B; Llq. 
/lit. :- Sarkis". A-II/14461 jh&yyilM-25 110, 
/coutants-n te/%- Another edition. 
This Edu 2 is only mentioned by =A and CK. 
/price covies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLo. u Concerned Price 
-Co -P 
Lres P- rinted/Consumod 
NO. 102 1: 1255 
(CC-1258) 17.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 13.00-q. ... / 129 
J25.7,61 
do. (MK-126Z) 1 13.00-(1. 502 / 252 (50.27. ) 
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CHUM al-HAJ; x Ff k'-ML 
Author Muhsn=ad &I-aAQL!, d. 1193/1876-77. 
LRemarksl Arabic / Contamporary Writing / T4ch. 610/ 
* Edn, 1 1263 
(1846-47) / 3; 1; q. 
/bibliox. ref. :- AlaxMS. XI/32; 14537. d. 16; 
CairoFKA-VI/251 LhurbaJ12AM-U. 2 386' 
/lit. ref. /: - UrkistIMA-1/376; IhattIFAMT-127. 
/comp. ref. /: - BaLiqtK-3: 29,12: 7. 
/contentj-aota/: - A manual of surgery, printed in two volumes. 
LN. B. It- Th4 work is mentioned by n(A and QAM as in two volumes, 
while BM remarks that the first volume (15 + 503 pp. ) is published 
in 1845 without mentioning the sec4nd volume but only notes "no 
move published, ? ". Cf. also below note a. 
/price & copies printed/consumalls- 
Work/Edition Concern*d Prica Copies Printad/Cansumed (". ) 
No. 103 1263 /a-126f/ 
do. &K-I, ýý2/ 
35.00-q. 
... 
1,008 / 584 (57.9%) 
-------------- 300 
Nota, a: MK mantions two, works as "Amaliyyic. L JLrihiyya ... eta", 
wad "C Amaliyyat. il-JiAh. a. " respectivelyo The latter is described 
as the second YoLume and was at the press when the list of 
publication was issued. It is uncertain whether the former is the 
first VOlUM4 and the latter the second YoLuma of the work in 
question, both being listed here for comparison. 
No. 104(P-CL. S)- CMIST; S. 
AUthor Sheikh Muslih, &I-Din SA"Dl SHIRIZI, d. 691/1292. 
/Remarks: Persian / Classical Literature / Llt. 391(41.7 
Edit, 1243 (1827-28) / BGI; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /t- CairoEKT-467.8; Dart(=-195 - 13tUKT-155. 1060 
- 269 - 
/lit. ral. /: - R&LnaudNO-338 23 ; Ha=*rCOR-IX/6905; Bianchi-CG-37 46; 
ZenkerBO-1161 . RidwZnCMB-453 5061 - 48' 
/contents-note/: - A well-known Par31JLU WOTk Of anacdotas in rhymed 
prose, one volume: 194 pp. Printing executed: Rajab 1243/January- 
February 1828. 
IN. 3.1: - The data of publication is given by 10 as "1244(1828)". 
* Edn 2 1249 (1833-34) / B; l; q. 
/bibliot. ref. h- AlexhB-IV/115; BM(SPS-556): 14749. f. 12; 
CairoFKT-467-681 Dor=CD-195 106; ISM-11/130. 
jeomo. ref. t- hedemNL-330; Bowrizg&ýZ-142: 32,14300. 
/conta=3-note :- Another edition, one volumes 279 pp. Printing 
executed: lst Safar 1249/ZOth June 1833. 
/N. B. :_ CO mentions the page-mumber as "275", while BK mentions that 
it was published in 1248 A. H. Although the date of publication is 
not-mentioned by Mt and RE,, the edition referred to by these two 
sources is arbitrarily listed hora-Ln accordance with the principles 
set out above (pp. 
* Edn 3 1257 
(1841-42) / BGliq. 
/biblioz. ref-h- BR(jPB-556): 14787. c. 12; Do=CO-195 107; 
IstBK-1/268. 
/lit. ref. / - BianchiCC-57 - ZarkarBO-1/61 Rilw; nOMB-47 2091 - 507; 
5216* 
/contants-note/: - Another edition, one volumes 168 pp. Printing 
finished: 10th Rajab 1257/28th August 1841. 
Edn 4 
1259 (1843-44) / B; I; q. 
/bibliot. ref. :- BM(SPB-556): 737. d. 27. 
i-couro. ref. t- B; I; qjF-7tI5. 
/contents-note :- Another edition, one volume: 168 pp. 
Zdu 1261 (1845) / Cairo (B; l; q ? ). 
/bibliox. ref. t- BM(LPB-556)s 757. &. 23; IstBK-1/268,111/129. 
/comp.. Eez. 7 I s- BZ1! (#jK-7tI7. 
/contents-note :- Another edition, one volumet 161 pp. Printing 
executed: 23rd Ramad; n 1261/Z5th September 1845. 
/N. B. /: - At the expeuca of Muhammad Ef. known as Kimil. 
- 270 - 
Edn 69 1266 (1849-50) / B; I; q. 
/biblio$. ref. /t- CiLitoEXT-467-68. 
/conteats-note/: - A= ther edLtioa, cao vol=el 161 pp. 
Edu7 t 1281 (1864-65) / B; I; q. 
Edu 8 1289 
(1372-73) / B; I; q. 
/price & cooies arinted/consumld7: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cousumed M 
No. 104 : 1249 JNL-1233/ 2 27.00-q. 
do. -123il LR. E -- 
27.00-q. 
----- --------------- 
NO. 104 3: 1257 (CO-1238) 12.00-q. 0.. 
-- -- --------- 





No. 1045: 1261 ffk-1262-jrb 
I 
4.20-q. 3,436 3.37408.2%) 
Note as The year of the edition referred to by both 1, (L and RE as 
wall as by U'are not unknown but they are listed under Edn2 and 
Edn 4 respectively for comparison as the prices are different. 
Note bt It is not known whether the n=b4r of copies printed and 
consumed refers only to t4e. Edu 5 or to other editions as well. 
No. 105(T-CL. Z)-- ýJQIQA al-SU c Ma'. 
Author z Muhamad Ef. lbu SukaymZu known as FUDOLI al-BACHDIDI, d. 963/1555-56 
or 970/1562-63. 
. 
LReMark3: Turkish / Classical Literature / Ral. 297(9). / 
Edu 1253 (1837-38) / B; Ilq. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKT-198-991 DornCO-183 150 
Z=lir=et. /-. - Bowringn-143: 119.144t=-, BianchiCC-49 1449 
ZankerBO-1/118 RidwinMB-466 ozagelzu-481 971; - 151; 6380* 
/content3-aote/: - A history of the holy cartyr3 Of the Prophet's 
family, one Volume: 2+ 359 pp. Printing executedt 5th Jumid! Is 
1253/7th August 1837. 
- 271 - 
Edn 1261 (1845) / B; I; q. 
tbibliog. ref. : C&LroFKT-198-99 
/lit. 
_ref. 
/-: - RituCT, 4-40. 
/comp. ref. B; lIqtK-9t2O. 
/content3-note/: - Another edition, one volume. 
Ed'13 1271 (1854-55) t B; Ilq. 
/-price & cooie3 arintediconsume`37: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printad/Consumed (". ) 
NO. 105 I: 1253 
(RE-IZ54) 40.00-q. 00. 
do. (CC-1258) 
- - - 
23.00-q. 
---------- 
52: 1261 LM-1266P 
F-14 
-O- 10 1,008 / 1,008 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-contractad publicatiom. It is not known to 
which edition the number of copies ptinted/consumed mentioned by -MK 
refers. 
No. 106(U-CL. O)-- KITXBI. 
Author : anott. 
/Remarks: Unknown / Classical Literature?. / Cen. 0947 
Edu no date (before 1262/1845-46) / 3ý11q. 
/lit. ref. /: - B; l! qtK-8: l4. 
/contents-note/: - The subject-matter of the work is not precisely 
known other than the fact that it is listed by MK in the section of 
literary works; it has been arbitrarily classified as "Con. 094". 
/price & cooies orinted/consumed t- 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price COPLG3 Printad/Con. 3umed 
No. 106 I: n. 
d. (MK-li62)a ... 3,050 3,050 (100%) 
Note a: Only the number of printed copies is &iven; the work was, 
therefore, probably all con3umed (i. e. dLstributed/301d) at that time. 
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No. 107(T-C. J. 5)-- H. ANDASA WA MISW RISILASI. 
Author z anou. 
LRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing pures. 5lo/ 
* Edu 1 1241 
(1825-26) / B; Ilq. 
/lit. ref. :- RainaudNO-3393,; BianchiCC-33,,; ZenkerSO-1/136 1108; 
RLdw; nCMB-449 20, 
/contents-nota/z- A mathematical work described as "Geametria at 
Arpentage", out volume with lithographic plates. 
LN. B. h- The date of publication, is given, by M, as "1240/1825". 
NO. JOS(A-C, J. 4)--, HLHIYAT CABD ALILJ B. SULIH 
al-DIY;. 'IYYA CAbd al-Rahmlim al-ilal (d. 898/1492-93) 
C-Aa 
KXFIYAT IBN al-ý; JIB (d. 646/1249f/. 
Author c Abd AIM B. SIM, fl. 1237/1821-22. 
fiamarks: Arabic Contemporary Writing / Lang. 492(517 
Edu 1256 (1840-41) / B; l; q (sea under: No. 114 I 
). 
/biblioz, ref. /: - CairoMQ4-II/981 Cairo EY. A-IV/43; IhurbajlOAM-77-78264' 
/lit. ref. :- Sark! sKMA-11/1621; SI-s. 1/533. 
kontent3-00tah- Suporcoamentary on al-J; ml's commentary, known as 
Al-FawZtid &I-Diy; *Lyyag on Ibn 4Ll-H; Jib's Al-K; fiya (manual of Arabic 
grammar), printed with Muýarram Ef. 's suporcommautary as the latter's 
continuation in one volume (i. e. the second volume of No. 114 I). 
LN. B. /: -. See No. 114 for further information on prices and copies I 
prin, ted/con3umed. 
Edn 2 1277 
(1860-61) / Cairo. 
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No. 109(A-CJ. 4)- HISHIYAT Hasam al. CATTIR (d. 1230/1834-35) CALI JHARý Kh; lLd 
&I-XMARI (d. 905/L499) CALI &I-KUQAODIMA al-AZWIYYA. 
Author : Hasan B. Muhamad &I- 
c ATTIA, d. 1180-1230/1766-1834. 
LRemarks: Arabic / Contemporary writing / Lang. 492(51/ 
Edu 1131 (1835-36) / CiLirot Matbacat &I-Afandl. 
JbIbliox. 
-ref. t- 
C-LiroCKM-11/99-100; Lhurb&JIQAM-57 191' 
/contents-notah- A suparcomantary on XhIlid &I-Azharl's co=antary 
an his AL-Muqaddima &I-Azhariyya (Arabic gra=er, i. e. No. 023), one 
vol=e: 164 pp. 
LN. 3.1:. The press-ama is mentioned by 2AM &a the "MaSba 
c 
at al-Afandl" 
which could suggest that this is a publication 11thographed under 
private patron, age. What is really unknown is the true nature of the 
press in question. However, it is so far the first known work bearing 
press-nama other than those of official printing tstablishment3 of 
Egypt, and this may be regarded as the first venture of a private 
Arabic-printing. im Egypt according to extent evidence. However, 
only gives "Misr" as the place of publication. Cf. below pp. 
Edu 2 
1270 (1853-54) / B; l; q. 
Edu 3 
1275 (1858-59) / Cairo. 
Edu 4 1281 
(1864-65) / Cairo. 
Edu 5 
1284 (1867-68) / B; I; q. * 
Edu 1291 (1874-75) / Misr. 6 
Edn7 1297 (1879-80) / Cairo: Matba c atMustaf; Wahbl. 
Edu 1299 (1881-82) / Cairos Matba c at Sharaf. 8 
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NO. 110(A-CL. 2)-- eAýSHIYAT Vasan Jalabl al-FANARI (d. 886/1481) c ALI SHARe 
CAII 
B. huhaaaad al-JURJINI (d. 816/14L3) cAj-Z &I-MAWIQIF P! cILM 
&I-KAL; I4 (IL- 
c Adud &I-DIn al-IJI, 'd. 756/1355). 
Author Hasan Jalab! B. Muhamad Sh1h IBN &I-FANIRI known as H&sAn &I-Fanarl, 
d. 886/14al. 
ffemarkst Arabic Classical Literature / Ral. 297(41.7 
Edn 1841 (1256-57) / BZ1; q (see under: No. 486 I 
). 
/lit. ref. VanDyckLq-200; SarklsmmA-1/6aOg ELL-s. 11/290. 
/content3-note7: - A supercommentary on &I-Jurj; *I's commentary on 
&I-IJI's work on principles of theology, known as Al-haw; qLf f! 
CUM 
&I-Kal; m, printed with No. 486 
Edn2 1272-73 (1855-57) / Cairo. 
No. III(A-CL. 2)--ýHISHIYAT Sulaym; h al-IZMIRI (d. 110211690) CAU KIR'IT al-USOL 
ILI MIRQXT al-WUSOL. 
Author : sulaym; n al-1211al, d. 1102/1690. 
LRamarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Ral. 297(3). / 
** Edn 1 1258 
(1842-43) / 
/bibliox. ref. i- BM(SA-11/178): 14529. d. 1-2; CairoEYA-11/244; 
Shurbaj! OAM-86 295' 
/lit. ref. Sarkl3MMA-1/429-30; Lkh-S. 11/317. 
/contents-note :-A 3upercommentary on Muhammad B. Far; murz (known 
&. 3) Mull; KhU3r&w'3 (d. 885/1480) hir*; t &I-Us; l, a commentary on his o 
hirqit al-Wuf; l (a work an the principles of law according to the law 
Hanafi school), two volumes. Text Lacludedt No. 2731- 
/N. B. /: - The first and second volumes are cited by FKA and MMA as 
having been published in 1262 A. H. and in 1258 A. H. respectively; 
the3e two latter. volume3 are not ascart&Ln4d to be the same edLtion. 
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** £da 29 1262 
(1843-46) / BGliq. 
/biblioit. ref. s- CairoMA-11/244; 
/lit. ref. /: - S&rk! SMMA-1/429-301 
/comp. ref. t- B'ul; q, ýK-1003. 
IstMA-11/444; lhurbajl_q,. kM-106 364* 
CAL-t. 117293. 
/Content3-aotah- Anothat adLtLon, two volumes. Text includedt No. 2732. 
/price & covits arinted/consumed/1- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed M 
.1 No. 111Z. 1162 Z. K-1262/ ... 1,300 1,800 (100%) 
Not& a: A privately-contracted publication, mentioned as Hishiyat I-, 
&I-Izalril, whose identification is not ascertained to be Edn I or Edn2. 
No. 112(A-CL. 4)- HASHIYAT Abd al-ChatUr &1-1; £l (d. 91211j06) Cla al-FAWI'ID 
al-PIYI'IYYA £%äAM CAbd al-Rato; n al-JÄMI (d. 898/1492-93) CAL-A 
KUIYAT IBN al-eL1B (d. 6461124927, - 
Author c Abd al-_Ghaf; r &I-LIRI, d. 912/1506. 
/Ramarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(5)/ 
Edu 1250 (1834-35) / B; liq. 
/lit. ref. /: - CAL-s. I/531-33. 
/contents-; oteh- A supercommentary on Al-Fawl'id &I-PLy; 'Lyya 
(No. 096), a commentary of &I-J; AI on Ibu al-H; Jib's Al-K; fiya 
(manual of ArabLc grammar L. a.. No. 166). 
/N. B. /: - It is uncertain whether there is another edition published 
Ln 1256/1840 wLth work No. 1171. 
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No. 113(A-CW-8)-- HISHIYAT Muhamad Sidiq al-Arzanj; nI MUFTI-ZIDA (d. 1223/1808-9) 
c AI-1 SHARH ': Isim al-DIn Ibrihlm al-ISFARXIINI (d. 944/1537) 
c AU al-RISILA al-SAMARQANDIYYA (LI-AbG al-Qitim 41-SAMARQANDI, 
fl. 888/1483). 
Author huoammad §; diq B. c Abd al. Rahm; n. &I-Arzanj; nl known as HUFTI-ZIDA, 
d. 1223/1808-9. 
iRemariC3 . ArabLc / Contamporary WrLtLn& / ILLt. 892(9j. / 
* Edn 1 1254 
(1838-39) / Cairo. 
/lit. ref. /: - Ca-s. Il/259. 
/contents-noteh- A supercommentary on &I-IsfarVInlOs commentary 
on al-Samarqandils work on rhetoric known as Al-Ris; la al-Samarqandiyya. 
Zdn 2 1275, 
(1858-59) / Cairo. 
No. 114(A-CW. 4)--HXSHIYAT MUHARRAH Afandl (fl. 13th/19th) CAL! al-FAWPID 
al-DIYX'IYYA c Abd &I-Rahm; n al-J; Al (d. 898/1492-93) 
CALI KXFIYAT IBN al-ý; JIB (d. 646/1249). -/. 
Author : MUHARRAM Ef., fl. 13th A-H. /19th A. D. 
/Remarkst Arabic / Contemporary Uriting / Lang. 492(5j. / 
** Edu 1: . *1256 
(1840-41) / 
/bibliott. ref. /: - Ale. 4MB-V. b/13; C&LroCKM-11/101-2; CairopyA-IV/46-47; 
IstUKA-11/522; lhurbai! QAM-78 265* 
/lit. 
-Lef. 
/: - Bi-nchiCC-56 - B; laclIK-10: 21; ZankerBO-1/42 2079 3341 
VanDyck, l 
. 
1-468; SarklsKMA-11/1621, -s. 1/533; Ridw! nZB-4742j4'* 
/contant, s-note/: - Supercommentary on &I-j; ml's Al-Faw; 'id &I-Diy; 'iyya 
(No. 096), a commentary on Ibu al-H; Jib's Al-K; fiya (manual of Arabic 
grammar i. e. No. 166), printed with No. 108 (i. e. the continuation of 
this supercommentary) in two volumast Ia 747 pp., 11 a 708 pp. Taxt 
included: No. 0961; No. 1081. 
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IN. 3.1: - Cf. BO-1/189 uo. 117 where a work is mentioned under the 
title of Kit; b &I-Muh&rT&m fl H; shiyat J; mI as being published in 
1224/1811 Lu Ist. inbul. 
Edn 2: 1277 
(1860-61) / Cairo. 
/price & cootes orinted/consumed/t- 
Work/Edition Concerted Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 113 Is 1256 (Cr. -1258) 1234 ̂ O-q. ... ... 
do. (, %K-1262) 1,012 1,012 (100%) 
Nota ju A privately-conmetad publicatLam. 
No. Ilß(A-CL. 4)-- HASHIYAT Kamal &1-Dla WA DADA (d. 975/1367-68) ALZ SHARH 
S&ýd al-Din MascU a. Cttmar al-TAn; aXNI (d. 791/1389) 
CAU 
ßl-TAgRI1P &1-'IZZI £I-i-lbrihlo al-ZANJINI, fl. 7thllJtgi. 
Author Kam; l &I-Din Dad& Khallfa kuown as QA2-k DADA or DADA GUMI, d. 975/1567-68. 
JRemarks: Arabic / Classical Litaratura / 492(4). / 
* Edu I :- 1255 
(1839-40) / B; I; q. 
/bibliaR. ref. /: - BM(1/736): 14594. b. 9; CairoDKM-U/54; CairofKA-1V/3; 
IstUKA-11/279-. Shurbajl(LAM-74 2520 
/lit. 
-ref. - 
BianchiCr. -54 - B; 11OK-100; ZankerBO-1/22 188, - 155; 
SarkISKMA-11/1507; g&-s. 1/498, z. 1/336; Ridw; ngiB-472 195, 
/COUt*Ut3-UOte/: - A supercommentary an al-Taftizial's commentary on 
al-Zanj; n7i's Al-TasrIf &L- 
c Izz! (a work an the conjugation of verbs 
i. e. No. 514), one volume: 248 pp. 
/N. B. 7: - The title is mentioned by CC, BO and CZMB as Dad& Gunk! and 
the author as "Darendevi". The place of publication is however given 
by GAL, (z. 11336) as CairO, it is uncertain whether there are two editions 
editions published Lu the year of 1255 A. H. as listed in GAL (-4; rl]i_h 
al-Adab al-cArabl- vol. V, p. 181) with one at BZI! q and the other in 
Cairo. 
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/price & tootes pritited/consumed/t- 
Work/EdLtion Coacarned Price CopLas PrLated/Consumed (%) 
NO. 115 I: 1255 (CC-1258) 23.00-q. . 00 
do. (14K-1262)4k 0.. 506 506 (100%) 
Not& as A privately-contracted publication antLtled kit; b DADa 
Gunk!. 
No. 116(A-CL-Z)- ý! ýHIYAT Mqyl al-Dlu huha=ad B. hustafi SHAYKH-ZIDA (d. 950/ 
1543 ?)c ALI ANW; A al-TANZIL WA-4SRIEL al-TA'UIL. 
Author t Muhyl al-Din Muha=ad B. Must-af! al-QýJawl known as SHAYKH-ZADA, 
864-950/1460-1543. 
lRemarks: Arabic / Classical Litarature 
Edu 1 
1263 (1846-47) / B; llq. 
/bibliog. refl`- CairoFKA-1/1691 IstMA-1/16; ýLhurbaj! OAM-112 384' 
/lit. ref. /: -. VanDyckIa-167; Sarkl3KMA-11/11661 B; llqýK-12317. 
/content3-nOL*ji- A 3upercommentary on Anwir al-Tanz11 wa-AsAr al-Ta*wT1 
(No. 013), a well-known commentary of al-3&yj! wT on the Qurlin, six 
volumes: I- 699 pp., 11 - 699 pp., III - 360 pp., IV - 520 pp., 
V VI a 720 pp. Text included: No. 0131. 
Mentioned by MMA as in five volumes, by 12. as in thrte volumes 
in addition to UKA mentioning it as one to three volumes. Howaytrg 
the above volume/page numbers are given by EA. 
/price & cooies/printed/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printad/COU3UMed 
No. 116 1263 (MK-1262)a ... 500 
Note a: MK mentions it under the appellation of Hashiyat 
al-BayOMI as being published at the expense of Kimil Ef., and was 
at the press at that time (i. e. 1262 A. H. ). 
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n, o. 117(A. CL. 4)-- HISHIYAT 
CAbd al-Raklm al-SIYXLKUTI (d. 1067/1656-37) 
c Au 
HISHIYAT CAbd al-ChafUr al-LIRI (d. 91211506) CALI al-FAWI'ID 
al-plyl, IYYA JLM (d. 89811492) 
CAL. Z U r»Abd al-Rein al-JXMI 
KIMAT IBN &I-gJIB (d. 646/1249f/. 
Author c Abd al-Hakim B. Shams &I-Din &I-Hindl &I-SIY; LKOTI (or &I-SILIKOTI), 
d. 1060 or 1067/1650 at 1656-57. 
fRemarkss Arabic / Classical Literature / Lani. 492(51.7 
* Edn, 12-46 (1840-41) / B; Ilq. 
/bibliag. ref. / - BM(SA-1/33): 14593. d. 31 Uiro=1-11/98; 
CjLLroz--KA-IV/43g jhurb&jI. LAM-77 263* 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCC-33 198; B; L; q! K-j0: 14; Zenk4r60-1/ 
22156; 
Sarkl: sKMA-111069; EAL-s. 1/533; &Ldw! nCHB-473 - 205 
/contents-noteh- A suparcommentary (or annatations) on, al-LIAs 
supercommentary (notes) on Al-Fawl'id &I-piyl'iyya (No. 096), a 
commentary of al-Jiml an Ibu al-ý; Jib's Al-K; fiya (a manual of Arabic 
grammar i. e. No. 166), two volumes: 412 pp. + 
LN. 3. /:. Mentiontd by MA and RA. M as in two volumes/parts, but by LM 
as in one volume of 412 pages. 
/orice & cooies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printad/Cousumed (%) 
No. 117 1: 1256 
(CC-1258) 61.00-q. 0.. 
do. (MK-12.62)' ... 1,006 1,006 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-contractad pubLication given an KLtIb 
Hishiyat al-Salik; tl. 
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No. 118(A-CL-. $)-- HISHIYAT CAbd al-Haklm &I-SIYXI. KDTI (d. 1067/1656-57) CAL; 
al-SHAAH &I-MUTAWWAL &, " Sa cd &I-Olm hascad B. cUmar 
al-T»'TIZXNI (d. 79311390) 
c ACA TALKZIe al. %'lllrT4 (Ii-Mueammad 
KLUJIB DLIý. SHQ, 666-739/1267.13391/. 
Author f-Abd &I-Haklm B. Shams &I. Dja &I. Hindl &I-SjYXtY, 5Ti (or &I-SILIKOTI), 
d. 1060 or 1067/1650 or 1656-57. 
/gemarks: Arabic / Classical Literaturt / LLt. 892(9j. / 
* Edn 1 1266 
(1849-50) / B; llq. 
/bibliog. ref. :- CairoDV. M-U/190. 
/contents-aote/t- A supeccommentary an &I-Taft; z!: nI's AL-Sharo 
&I-ilutawwal, a commentary of the longer version of Khatrb Dimqhq's 
Talkhl-! &I-Mift1h (manual of rhetoric, abridged from Yýsuf 
al-Saik; k? s MLft! h al-CUI; m. ). 
Edia 2 1286 
(1869-70) / B; Ilq. 
14o. 119(A-CW. 2)--, HISHIYAT Ahm&d B. Muhammad. al-T., M. ZWI (d. 123311818) 
CALI 
al-DURR al-MUKHTU F! SHAM TAWIR al-ABSIR. 
Authoc Ahmad B. Muhammd B. Isma'll d. 1233/1818. 
LRemarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / RaL. 297(3). / 
**-Edu 1 
1254 (1838-39) B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. - 
BM(, SA-11/171)t 14523. d. 1-4; Cairo FXA- 111 /39; 
istLIKA-11/384; Lhurbaj! (LAM-69 233' 
/lit. ref. /: - BLanchiCC-51-52 166; ZenkarBO-1/177-781448; 
VanDyckLq-146-47; SarkIsKMA-11/1234; aL-s. Il/428; Ridw; n218-469 173' 
/comp. ref. /: - B; l! qMK-9: 35. 
/contents-note/: - A supercommentary an al-ýafkafl's commenCary an 
Muhammad Timurtashl's Tanwir al-Absir (a handbook of Hanafl law), 
known as Al-Durr &I-%MujLht! r fi. jSjjarh Tanwir al-Absar(No. 081). 
Text included: No. 081 I 
_/NB. 
/: - The volume/part number is &iven differently as one volume by 
but as f ive by a cc, Lo ard MB , and as 
four Yolumas by M and OAM A. 
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Edu 2 
£da 3 
fiýrice & coptes-orinted/consum*d/3- 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned PrLce CapLss PrLnud/Consumed M 
No. 119 1: 1254 
(CC-1238) 




505 505 (100%) 
Not& at A privately-contracted publication, mentioned as "Hishiyat 
al-Taht; wl"; the price given by SO is for one part, probably the 
first part, only. 
1268 (1851-52) / 
1282 (1865-66) / 3ý11q. 
NO. 120(A-Cd. 2)-- HISHIYÄT c Abd Allih 3. Huaa al-USIUMW (11.13th/19th) 
cAa 
K; -SHIYAT Abmad 3. Mýz1 al-KFAYXLI (d. 86211437-38) 
cAa SHARH 
S& cd al-Din Zliascýd S. 
tUaar al-TtXr! ZINI (d. 79111389) 
cAa 
AQVID al-NAWIYYA (IL-Ab; eall Xajm al-Oln al-XLASat, 
d. 537/1142-43). 
Author : cAbd Allih B. H. asan al-U=UDW &L-Klaqarl, fl. 13th/19th. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writing 
* Edu 1 1244 
(1828-29) / B; Ilq. 
/lit. ref. :- CAL-s. 111/1231, Z. 1/548-49. 
/contents-note/: - A supercommentary an &Lzjh&y; jj's supercommautary 
an the commentary of al-Taftiz; nl an &I-Nasafl's work on the principles 
of faith in catechism, 
CAq! 'id . also known as Al-rAqVid al-Nasafiyya. 
Edn IZ54 (1838-39) / B; I; q. 
/Viblioig. ref. /: - CairoMA-11/14; Lhurbaj iQAM -69- 70 Z34- 
ref. /: - SarkisKMA-1/437-, 
/coma. ref. /: - B; lIqt. K-9: 36. 
/contents-noteh- Another edition, one volume: 724 + 91 pp. 
LN. B. h- Maut16ned by 9AM under the title of H. Ljbiyat al-Kingarl cal; 
.- 
yet &I - Y; 
11 Cal; 1- 
. 
H; shi -Kha harh al-Sacd LL-I-cAqVid aL-Nasafiyya. 
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/-Price I cooles printed/consGi-*Us- 
Vork/Editi= Concerned Price Copies/Priated/consumed (,. ) 
No. 120 2t 
1254 105 100%) 
Note a: M mentions a work as a ptivately-contracted public&- 
tion under the title of 
_ 
ý; Ihiyat &17ý. han4jrlj which is not 
ascertained to be this work. ( i. a. No. 12.02 ) or the o ther (No. 4Z61) 
but is listed under this Work 'NO. 120 2 
for comparison. 
No. 121(A-C#;. Z)-- ýMYAT 
Author hustaf; B. Muhammad B. Mustaf! GOZAL-HISUI, fl. 1241/1825-26. 
LRemark, s: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / Ral. 297(3). / 
* Edn I-- 1251 
(1835-36) / B; Ilq. 
/biblict. ref. :- BM(SA-1'1/402)t 14519. d. 14; Cairor-KA! -111/42; 
DO=CO-18271 lhurb&JIOAM-38 1920 
/lit. ref. :- Bowrin&RE-144: 13; BiamhiCC-46 - K. UP Býllctl 9151 
ZankerBO-1/174 14191 VamDyckj2-t48j Sarkl&MA-11/1578; 
CAL-s. I/660-61; Ridw; nCtiB-462 - 122* 
/contents-note :-A suparcommentary an lbrlhlm B. Muhumad 
&I-Halibl's (d. 95611349) Mukhtasar Ch nyat &I-Mutamalll, a shorter 
version of co=entary on Munyat al-husaIll wa-Chunyat &I-Mubt&dL' 
(a work an the law governing ablution and pcayer) by Sadid al-DIn 
&I-K; shjtharj'(fl. 13th A. D. ) One volumet 6+ 562 pp. Printing 
executad: 30th Rajab 1251/Zlst November 1835. 
IN. 3.1: - Mentioned by CC, BO, and CMB as in two volumes. 
/price & covies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price 
ý 
Copies Printed/Cans=ed 
No. 121,: 1251 (CC-1238) 35.00-q. 
do. (MK-1262)a 
6- ... 
1,009 1,009(100%; 1 
Note a: A privately-contracted worIL financed, according to COO by 
the author of the 3upercommentary. 
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4o. 122(A-TW. 5)-- ýISIB al-TAM; M 'JA-al-TAF; r. UL. 
Author anon. (tr. ha]ýOd qmad, fl. 13th/19th). 
jamarks: Arabic (French) / Translation work / Pur*S. 5if/ 
Edn 1 1257 (1841-42) / Cairot Matba 
c at &I-t1uhandiskh; na. I 
/lit. ref. : RanchiCC-59z, q; UnkerBO-1/1331070; VanDyckU-4561 
Ridw; ngMB-475 - 222* 
/como. ref. : Shayy; ILK- 26127' 
jCOUtGnt3-nOtG/: - A mathematical work described as "Calcul integral 
at differential", one volume. 
p. B. I:. The place of publication is given by LO and U as Bal; q, but 
OK does not give the date nor the place. 
4, o. l23(T-CL. Z)- HUDA aABBiM. 
Author IbrWim Haqql ArdurGmT, d. 1195/1780-131. 
/Temarkst Turkish / Classical Literature / Rel. 297027 
Edn 1260 (1844-45) / 3GLIq (see under: No. 136. ). 
/lit. ref. :- 6zageTEK-584 7720* 
/content3-note :-A religious work, printed in No. 136 I 
(pp. 27-38). 
Edn 1Z65*(1848-49) I 3ý13q (&44 under: No. 1371). 
ref. /j- dze%eTEK-ZZ'4S... j(). if. 
Icon tant-3-no teh - Another edition mentioned as 'javing been printed 
in the work "Llm-L hil kitaoi" which Is probably work So. -137,. 
4o. 124(T-CW. 3)-- VUDOD-NIKA. 
Author s aucim. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing 
Edn, 1265 (1848-49) / 3; 1; q. 
/biblio%. ref. /: - C. Lirot-KT-283. 
/lit. ref. /: - OzageTEX-588 7767' 
/contents-notah- Administrative publication, one volume: 41 PP. 
Edn2 1270 (1853-54) / B; I; q. 
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No. 125(T-CL. 2)-- UUJJAT al-SAmV. 
Author Sheikh IsmicIl B. Ahmed al-ANQARAWI, d. 1041/1631-32. 
LRemarks: Turkish Classical Literature / Ral. 297(81/ 
Edn 1256 (1840-41) / B; I; q (see under: No. 270 I). 
/bibliox. ref. /s- CairoFKT-49. 
OzegýTEK-1474 
16916* 
/conteats-noteh- A religious work published with No. 270 I in 27 pages. 
No. 126(T-CL. 8)-- HLMIYCN-N; AA. 
Author z Bldp; 'i (tr. 
cAlV al-Oln c All Jalabl SIM al-Rýml known as c ABD 
al-WISI' c ALISI or W;. SIc CALISI, d. 950/1543-44). 
jRemarks: Turkish (Persian) / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(41/ 
Edn t 1251 (1835-. 36) Bal; q. 
Ibiblioz. ref. VefykCB. 6l 691' 
/lit. ref, :- MademNL-32: 9-10; Bowrin&RE-144M; BL&nchiCC-44 102; 
ZenkerBO-1/86-87 ; Ridw; nOB-46 1107; 6aegelEK-6188084' 738 
Icontent3-note/: - A Turkish version of the well-known fables by Bldp; 'I, 
Panchatantra or better known in Arabic as Kalil& wa-Dimna (ho. 169), 
made from the Per31An version Anwir-i Suhayll by ýusayn 
&Lf Kishifl 
(d. 910/1504), one volume: I+ 555 pp. 
Eda 2 1254 
(1838-39) BG1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. M-14469. f. 15; C&LroFKT-162; DornCO-196-97 121' 
/lit. ref. :- dzegeTEK-618 8084* 
/comp. ref. /: - BGJ; qýK-9s24. 
/contents-noteh- Another edition, one volume: 512 pp. Printing 
finished: 21st Safar 1254/14th April 1838. 
0 
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/price & coates printed/consum*d/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 126 
1: 





- -a No. 1262s 1254 Lto. K-1262/ 
I 
... 806 806 (100%) 
Note as A privataly-cantractod publication. 
No. 127(A-TW. $)-- FS4. al-D-MIRV F1 j-HA! LF4 QADAR al-ýUBV- 
Author t anon. (tr. 44awad Ibn 
c All, fl. 13th/l9th). 
iRemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation work / Lit. 892(417/ 
* Edn 1 
1261 (1845) / B; Ilq. 
/bibliog. ref. t- BM(SAB-11/170,520): 14586. &. 11. 
/lit. ref. !-B; l; qMK-8slO. 
/contents-note :- Translation of the tale known as the Adventures of 
Tom Thumb, also called AL-Qawl al-Arfac fl Hik; yat &I-Isba c, one 
volume: 60 pp. 
/orice & copies arinted/coasumed/:. 
Vork/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cousumed 
No. 127 I: 1261 
(hK-1262) 4.00-q. 504 / 125 (24. rft) 
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c 
, lo. j2S(T-CW. 8)-- UUSN al- IIH. Q. 
Au,. ýor Sheikh Muhammad Ef. As c ad known as CHLIB DADA, 11%-1213/17! 7_99. 
jRem&rk3: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lit. 894(117 
Edu 11 1252 
(1836-37) BZ1; q (see undert No. 047 I). 
/bibliot. ref. &4114472. *. 29; CaLroFKT-143. 
/lit. ref. 7: - 
azageTEK-621 
8121 
jcont*ntj-note/%- An allegorical m"nawl, printed with No. 0471* 
o. i2g(A-w. j)-- uu. -b, &4 al-gANICA Ei 
r»IL'i al-TalcA. 
Author : anon. (tr. f'All Ef. 
CIzzat, d. 1279/1862-63). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French ?)/ Translation Work / Pures. 3007 
Edn 9 1270 (1853-54) Cairot Matba 
c at &I-Muhandiskh; na. I 




/contents-note t- A translation on the subject of natural science, 
lithographed in two volumes. 
e ai-TABICA. . 4o. 130(A-TW. 
5)-- PSN al-eANICA F! U§CL 
Author :c All Pasha MUB; 2LAK, 1239-131111823-93 (tr. by &I-Sayyid 
c Um; r&q, 
fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / PureS. 5qO7/ 0/ 
Edn 1268 (1851-52) / CaLrot Matba c at &I-MuhandLskh; na. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - SburbajiqAM-14O 485* 
/COatent3-nOtd/: - On natural scLonce, one volumet 139 pp. 
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No-. 131(A-r-. 5)-- 1CROLIK. ay Z-i. *. 7 CM ýARAKAT WA-MUWIZANAT &I-MIY; H. 
Aut. hor DIAUBUISSON .1 (tz. Ahmed DAQALAH or DACHALAH, fl. 13th/19th). 
lRemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / PureS. 530/ 
Edn 1257 (1841-42) / C&irot hatba c at &I-, 3uh&ndLsM7&n&. 
/lit. ref. :- BLanchiCa-59 2241 Zonkerso-1/132 10661 VanDyckja-456; 
SarklsMMA-1/362; lhayy; L. Mml9 711 Ri1w; n=-475 217* 
/contents-notej: - A work described as "rr&ita do I'Hydraulique", 
ona V01=4. 
No. 132(A-TW. 5)-- IFIDAT al-AXHHIN El RlYbAT aL-SIBY; N. 
Author anon. (tr. huhamad Ef. al-ShIml, fl. 13th/19th). 
jRemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Wock / PureS. 510/ 
Edu 1 1259 
(1843-44) / B; I; q. 
/bibliot. ref. /: - AlexMB-XIV. &/3; BN-CXV'L/294-951 CairoFKA-V/177; 
ShurbaJ12AM-89 ýLagateCm 306; ' B-50, 
SarklsrMA-11/1666; jhayy; ILK-Z134* 
/coo. ref-7: - B; l; qlF-4tZ3; B; I; qtK-4s36-37. 
/contents-tiote/1- A mathematical work for youth, on4 volum4t 154 + 11 pp. 
/N. B. /: - Mentioned by CIB under the title of "hathomatics for Young 
S tuden t3 ". 
/arice & cooies orinted/consumed/a- 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 132 1259 LIF-1260/ 6.00-q. ýC83fl 






No. 133 1t 1239 
M-126ff 12. OO-q. /7037- 
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Note a: IF mentions an Arabic mathematical work under the description 
of "Ta 
c lim-i Atfil: %&bidi'-L H&ndasa-y! Lhimil bir Risiladur cArabldur", 
while MK mentions tw; (one Arabic the other Turkish) under the 
description of "Atfil TA 
c 11mims. Nife Handasads, lukhtasar Ris; ladur", 
each with the above-citad copies La store. However the first two works 
in Arabic are listed under this work (i. e. No. 132). and the last work 
in Turkish is listed under Ho. 133 for companson respectively. The 
figure "1508" is however given by 14K as the combined total of printed 
copies for the two works mentioned by it; the number/percantage of 
consumed copies up up to 1262 A. M. for them are therefore "523 (34.7-0", 
while the numb, ar/percentage of consumed copies up to 1260 A. H. is tot 
assumed as only one work is mentioned by IF. 
%Llo. 133(T-rJ. 5)- Tarjamat IFZDAT al-ACHHki F! RjylDAT &1-SlßyXN. 
Author z &Mon. (tr. 
c Alr U. Jl'zall, fl. 13th/19th). 
LRemarkV Turkish (Arabic) / Translation Work PuraS. 510/ 
Edu 1 
1259 (1843-44) / BZI; q. 
/bibliox. ref. /: - CairoFKT-254. 
/lit. ref. /-. -, lhayyll. CK-2185* 
/como. ref. /: - B; l; qtK-4t36-37. 
/contents-note/t- A mathematical work translated from the Arabic 
version No. 132, one volume: 179 pp. 
P B. /: - See No. 132 I for further imformation on prices, and the copies 
printedlconsumed. 
No. 134(T-CL. Z)-- KLt! b 
CILM al-ý7Q. 
Author : anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Classical Literature ?/ Ral. 297(4f/ 
* Edn 1 
1239 (1823-24) / Ballqo 
/biblioz. ref. /: - DarmCO-1821. 
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/comv. -ef. /: - 3awrin&LE-L43t8l. 
/contents-notah- Religious work an faith and dead, act volumet 14 pp 
Printing -macuteds lit Jumid! 11. L239/2=d Februarl 1424. 
IN. 3.11: - see No. 137 1 
for further information on the prices &ad copies 
print ad/cons um4d. No comparison can be mad4 between several works/ 
edition. s published under this titIG-d&MG, and they are Ustad separately 
as different works. 
'-TLI-L H; I. 
Author t &=TL. 
Remarks: Turkish / Classical Litarature ?/ Ral. 297(4)-/ 
*'Edn 1235 (1839-40) / BalZq. 
/bibLio%. ref. /: - CairoFKT-23. 
/lit. ref. /: - Bianchicc-53 ZaukerAO-1/181,,,,; &idw; nOB-A70,,,. 176; 
/contents-note/: - Religious work, one voLumes 16 pp. 
3. /: - Mentioned by FKT as "4TIma H; L SathIr fI Taf sir Lantu bi-All; h". 
Ste No. 137, for flurther Lnformation. on the prices and copLes printed/ 
consumed. Remarked by BO as & ce-LmprassLon of the work prayLously 
pubLished Lz istanbul 1241 k. H. /1825-26, which Ls described as 
"La science da L'itat reLizieux at moraL. Expos! des orinciles de 
la religion musulmane at de morale, avac un sommaire an vers. 
Extrait du Maarifat-n=4 d'Ibrahim Hakki. " 
No. 136(T-CL. Z)- '-*ILM-L 
Au tho r anon. 
Remarks: Turkish / Classical. Literature ?/ IX41.297(4f/ 
Edn 1260 (1844-45) / B; l; q. 
/lit. 
_ref. 
/: - UegaTEK-696 8873* 
/camp. rat. /: - BUllqMK-8: 36.3allqIF-9tV. 
kontencs-nocalt- aGli&iCU3 work, one volumet 38 pp. Text included: No. 1231* 
See No. 1.371 for'furt-her Lnformation on the prices and copias 
printad/consumed. 
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No. 137(T-CL. Z)-- c IL". -L HIL. 
Author &MOUs 
lRemarks: Turkish / Classical Literature ?/ &41.297(41/ 
* Edu 1 *1 IZ64 
(1847-4a) / B; L; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CAitot-KT-23; ist3K-111/1331 IstuKT-337. 
/lit. ref. /: - OzageTEK-6963873 0 2243 7720* 
/comv. ref. /: - BulaqtK-12: 21. 
/contents-noteh- Religious work, one. voLum4t 37 pp. 
/N. 3. /: - The date of publication is mentioned by BK and TEX as 
"1263/1849"9 it is u=ertain whether there is another adition which 
di! fars from th-4s, (L. 4. No. 137). 
/arice & covies arinted/consumod/: - 
Work/Edition Coucaruad Prica Capies Priat4d/Co=um4d 
1z39 fRz. tz5471 
.--_: -- - 
1.00-q. 
----- ---------------- 
1233 (CC-1238) 1.00-1. 
No. 126 1: 1260 
ZT'2-1L26j/ 1.00-q. .. 0 1 9, igi 
jk. 1-. 7 
do. jgK-126171 9,371 
9,371 (UM) 
------------- 
No. 1371: 1264 . 62/b 
11 
Note at Thera are four aditions/vorks Listed under this kind of 
title-n&me; the number of printed copies given by MK does not allow I! - 
us, to ascattainth&t it is the total refers toatrf one of these works 
or to all. of them. In the table above, the latter hypothesis is 
assumed. 
Note b: This edition was at the press at the time of the List of 
publication being issued (i. e. 1262/1845-46), and the mumber of 
copies to be printed is given as "1,000". 
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No. 138(A-CW. 5)-- KLtlb CM &I-HISIB. 
Author : Ali &I-3ADUVI, fl. 13th/19th. 
lRemarkst Arabic / Contemporary Writing / PureS. 510/ 
Eda 9 1257 (1841-42) / CaLros hatba c at &I-%Ituh&adLskh; n&. 
/lit. ref. :- Bi&nchiCG-5;,,,; Zenk&rBC-1/l33,,,,; V&aCycqq-4561 
Sarklall-MA-1/542; RLjw; m0MB-475 223* 
/comp. ref. 7: - BýI; qIF-4t8; 3ý1; q: MK-4: 22. 
/COntft1It3-qOtQ/: - A Mathematical Work, One Volume. 
/orice & covies irinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumtd, 
NO. 138 I: 1257 JIF-1260/ 1.00-q. 0.. 
/ ZIO L42.07L/ 
- -1 do. LhK-1-162/ 1.00-q. 500 342 (68.4%) 
Note as Mentioned by IF as "Ilm-i His; bt Mab; dil-i c Ilm-i His; bdan 
etc. " and by MK as **Ilm-L Mab; dl AL-ýis; b ... etC. " 
4, o. 139(T-TW. 5)- Tarjamat 
CIL% al-HISL. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish (French ?)/ Translation Vork / PureS. 510/ 
Edu 1271 (1854-55) / Cairo: hatbacat al-MuhandLskhlna. 1 
/biblioq. ref. /: - CairoFKT-254. 
/contents-noteh- A mathematical work, one volume: 140 pp. 
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, %o. 140(U-CL. O)-- KLt; b 
CM al-KA'-IRIF. 
Author : arlon, 
LRemarks: Unknown / Classical Literature ?/ Cen. 094/ 
Edo to data (before 1262t'184! -46) 
/lit. ref. / :- BallqLK-10: 18. 
/contents-note/i- The precise subject-matter is not known, nor the author. 
/N. B. :- BO (1/118, no. 972) mentions a work of gtner&L history 
"CulLhin Macirif", 
I 
/price & cooies vrinted/consumed/t- 
Vark/EdLtion Concerned PrLca CopLas Printed/Cons=ed (. ) 
t a. d. (14K-1262)a No. 140 ... 984.984 (100%) I 
Nots, a: A privately-contracted publication. 
I 
NO. j4j(U-C'-:. 3)-- CIL2% al-SAF!, IN. 
Author anon. 
-/Remarks: 
Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 30-0/ 
Edn no data (befoce l26Z/lS45.4o) / 3ýLlq. 
/lit. ref. :-B; l; qLIK-7s4O. 
/coma. ref. /: - MtdemNL-32: Zl. 
/contents-noteh- Probably a nautical work. 
_IN. 
B. /: - A work mentioned by NL as "Kit; b el Saphayen, soit traite de 
nautique " is not ascertained to be the same, owing to lack of 
corroborative evidence and information. 
/orice & cooies printed/consumed/t- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cans=ed (",. ) 
No. 141 I: u. d. 
(? IK-1262) a 510 / 510 (100%) 
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Note a: Although the work is listed by MK as a nonýmLlLtary work, 
it is here classified arbitrarily within the subj4ct of social 
science, and is regarded as having been completely consumed owing. 
to the fact that no copies were in store. 
No. 142(A-TV. 5)-- CIL% TAWFLUK al-SAIWIIIL. 
Author BEIt. 4GER ? (tr. Ahmad FIIID, d. 1300/1882-83). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French) / Translation, Work / Pures. 53f/ 
Edn 1 1164 
(1847-48) / B; I; q. 
jbiblioz. -. ef. /: - Al&xMB-XIV/71; CairoFKA-V/217; DorqCO- 190661 
Shurbajl2AM-119408* 
/lit. ref. :- SarkistAMA-11395; jLL&yyjlcK-25 L 
116* 
/contants-note/t- A work on hydraulics, one volumtz 7+4+4+ 
229 pp., with 8 plates. Printing executads Oth lafar 1264/22nd 
January 1848. 
No. 143(A-CL. S)-- ILTIQIT al-AZH; R Ff MAHISIN al-ASHC; A. 
Author i J. HUMBERT (camp. ) 
lRemarks: ArabLc / ClassLcal Literatura / Lit. 892(1)/ 
Edn 1 
1242 (1826-27) / B; I; q. 
/biblioit. ref. /: - BM(CA. B-1/656): 14586. a. 5; CaLroDKM-IIII2O; 
C&LroFKA-IV/206; DornCO-195 102; jhurb&jlqAM-35 112' 
/lLt. ref. :- ReinaudNO-337-38 - HamerCOR-VIII/52126; 22, 
BianchiCC-3533; ZenkarBO-114 6369; V&nDytkjl-477; 
Sarkis=-11/1894-95; Rill; A=-45135* 
/camp. ref. 7: - WLngateCiB-2. 
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/contents-note, /t- Arabic anthoLogy. one volum4t 62 pp. Printing 
executed: 29th Jumid! 11,1242/28th January 1827. 
/N. B. /: - A work is cautioned by (. -. B as "Poem-Death of Lovers" and is 
&iven the date and the place of publication as "1242 A. H. Cairo". 
It is thou&h not ascertained to be the same but is listed here for 
comparison. 
INSH! " &I-"ATTIR. 
Author:: ýasau B. hutsmad &I-"'ATT; A. 1180-1230/1766-1834. 
LRemarks: ArabLc / Contemporary WrLting / Lit. 892/ 
Edn 1 
1243 (1827-28) / Býl; q. 
/biblLot. ref. /: - BM(M-1/6Z5): 14597. c. 4. 
/lit. ref. -. - RaLnaudNO-338,,; HamerCOR-VIII/520,,; BL&nchiCC-3322; 
ZankerBO-1/42 - SarkisMMA-11/13361 RLjw; n, 71B-449 338' 22* 
/contents-note/s- A manual of epLstolary composition, one volume: 157 pp. 
Z. B. /: - The date of publicatLon Ls not precLsely &Lven by most 
. 3ourcas; 
though the year 1826 13 given by BM and B09 the year 1243 A. H. 
is prefarred as there is a seal in the book btaring this date. The 
page-number Ls &Lyon by GOR as "107". 
Edn 1250 (1834-35) BýI; q. 
/bibliog. ref. BM(Sa-1/625)t 14597. c. 2. 
/lit. ref. :- BiatichiCC-42 - ZankarBO-1/42 SarkIsMMA-II/1336; ago 337; 
Ridw; nCtLB-459 94* o 
/comoo ref. /: - MedemNL-33: 8; BowringjE-142: 47,143: 46; 
B; l; qLF-7: 22-23; B; l; qf*K-8: 13. 
/contents-noteh- Another edition, one volume: 148 pp. 
Edu 3 1266 
(1849-50) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. /t- Sark! sMMA-1111336, 
/come. ref. /:. B; 11(LMK-12: 12. 
/COntent3-nOte7: - Another edition, one volume: 140 ppo 
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Edu 4 1270 (1853-54) / CaLros Ma; bacat &I-K; stilll (Castelh). 
Edn 5 lZ75 (1858-59) / BGI; q. 
Edn 6 lZ77 
(1860-61) / Cairo& hatbaýat al-k; stilll (CastellL). 
Edn 7 1278 
(1861-62) Cairo. 
Edna 1238 (1871-7Z) Cairo: MaPa c at al-Wahbl. 
Ed,, g 1297 (1879-80) CaLros ha; ba 
c at . 4uq; af; Ef. Wahbl. 
/orice & cooits orinted/consumed h- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cous=ed (-,. ) 
No. 144 2: 1250 /NL-125S-/ 10.00-q. 
do. LRE-1254/ 10.00-q. ... 
do. 6.00-q. 
do. ZIF-1260/ 4.00-q. / 746 Z74.6%/ 
do. /F*K-126f/ 
------- = ----- 
... 
----- 
1,000 / 11000 (100". ) 
--------------- 
No. 14A 3: 1266 
ff. K-12627ý1 ... 
Note as The work is mentioned as being at the press at the time 
of 1262 A. H., but it is not certain whether this edition referred 
to by ! LK is that published ýater in 1266 A. ý. Owing to the fact 
that no other-editiou is known, it is therefore listed under Edn, 
for comparison. 
Z CAZIZ Afandl. No. l45(T-CW. 8)-- INSHIO-i 
Author c Abd Allih Ef. cAZIZ, fl. 13th/19th. 
LRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lit. 894/ 
Edu 1249 (1833-34) / Alexandria: Maýba c at Sariy Ra's al-TIn. 
/bib1ioit. refj: - BM: 14480. a. l., and 14480. e. 2; CairoFKT-105,143; 
DormCO-19598; IstUKT-836. 
/lit. ref. /: - Bowrin&LE-142: 48; BianchiSa-41 791 BýllqLF-8: 12-13; 
B; l! qMK-7: 30; ZankarBO-I/" Ridw; nCMB-457 6zop ýEK-427 356 84; 5994- 
Icont nts-noteh- An epistolary work compiled by cAziz Ef. in out 
volume: 103 pp. Printing executeds 16th Rab14 1.1249/3rd August 1833. 
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. 
LN. B. /: - Various appellations have been given to the work, such as 
, Iuusha'; t 
c AzIz by LO, TahrTrit CAzIz Afaadl by MT (p. 143) and 
Fulk-I Aziz by TEK. 
lorice & cooies orintedLconsutnedF: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies ftintad/Consumad 
No. 145 L: 1249 
(CC-1258) 16.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 11.00-q. / 659 
do. OIK-1262) I 11.00-q* 1,126 / 821 (72.9%) 
No. 146(T-CL. S)--- INTIS; LB al-MULCIC. 
Author HISMAT Ef., d. 1182/1768-69. 
ZRemarks: Turkish / Classical Viterature / Lit. 894(3). / 
Edn 1 
1257 (1841-42) / Býl; q (see under: No. 052 I). 
/biblioe. ref. /: - BM: 14472. *. 13. 
/lit. ref. /: - TihirOM-11/141; 6zageTEK-28841510 7369279* 
/contents-note/: - A prosa work concerning the fantastic dream of the 
poet (i. e. the author HLshmat Ef. ) relating to the accession of 
Mustaf! 111, printed (in 20 pages) with No. 052,. 
0. 
NO. 147(A-TW. 6)-- c IQD al-JIZ; S F! ADWIYAT al-ýAYAWÄN. 
Author : P. N. HAMONT (tr. YGsuf FIRCA", fl. 13th/19th). 
Jýemarks: Arabic (French) / Tr&U31ation Work / Tech. 636/ 
Edu 1230 (1834-35) Ballq. 
/bibliog. ref. BM(LAB-II/820): 14537. c. 6; DornCO-193 89; 
Shurbajl. (LAM-53 177* 
/lit. ref. /: - Bulaql_F-6: 22; BL; qpK-6: 18-, SarkistIMA-11/1446. 
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/contents-noteh- A work of veterinary pharmacy, one volume: 4+ 82 pp. 
Printing executed: Jum; d; 1,1230/September-October 1834. 
/price & cooies printed/consumed/t- 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned PrLce CapLes PrLnted/Consumed 
No. 11471: 1250 (17-1260) 6. ZO-q. 000 / 185 /18.4zj 
do. (L%K-1262)a 5.00-q. 1,005 / 183 (18. r. ) 
Note a: It is uncertain which mumber of copies LM store is given 
incor-rectly. 
, lo. 148(A-CL. 4)-- Al-le?: %B AN QAWICID al-ICRIB. 
Author Jamil al-Din C Abd All; h Be Y; suf IBN HISHId ale, Ansirl al-, Nahawl, 
708-61/1308-60. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(5f/ 
Edn 1 1253 
(1837-38) B; I; q (see under: No. 432 I). 
IbiblioS. ref. AlexMB-V. b/23-, BM(ýa-1/20): 14593. e. 2; 
DornCO-197 Lis, 
/lit. ref. :- Sark! sMMA-I/Z75; g&-s. II/18. 
/COntent3-note/: - Arabic grammar an inflection, printed with No. 4321. 
Ednz 1264-(1847-48) / B; L; q (see under: No. 432. ). 
/bibIioq. 
-ref. 
/: - DoruCO-L97-98 -116 129; jhurbaJ12AM 398* 
/lit. ref. :- Sark! sMMA-IIZ7.5,1111433. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, printed in No. 432. - 
Edn 3 
1274 (1857-58) / B; I; q. 
Zdn4 1278 (1861-62) / Cairo. 
Edns 1282 (1865-66) / B; l; q. 
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No. 149(A-CL. Z)-- IRSHXD al-SIRT LI-SHARH ; AHIH al-BUKHXRI. 
Author Shihib al-DIn AtZ al-cAbb; s Ahmed B. Muhammad &I-qASTALaNI, 
851-923/1448-1517. 
fRemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature Rel. 297(217 
Edn 1 1267 
(1850-51) / BG1; q. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - IstUKA-1/114; lhurbaj! OAM-131 454* 
Z=lit. r=ef. /: - VanDyckI_Q-128; jAL-s. 1/262o 
/contents-note/: - Commentary on the famous corpus of traditions by 
Muhammad B. 13MaCI1 &L-Bukh; rl (194-256/810-870), printed in 5 volumes 
(ton parts). 
Edn 2 1275 
(1858-. 59) / B; llq. 
Edn 3 1276 
(1859-60) / Cairo. 
Edn 4 1285 
(1868-69) / B; lZq. 
Edn 5 1288 
(1871-72) / Bu-l-aq. 
Edn 6 lZ92 
(1875-76) / B; I; q. 
No. 150(A-TW. 6)- IScZF al-MARDI MIN t'IM MANIFIC al-AcDI. 
Author P. F. SEISSON (tr. cAll Hayba, fl. 13th/19th). 
jRemark3: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 610/ 
Edn 1252 (1836-37) / B; lZq. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - AlexMB-XI/5; BM(. qa-1/263,11/599): 14537. C. 8; 
CairoFKA-VI/4; DornCO-193 go; lhurbaj! _QAM. -60-61202* 
:- BowriugLE-143: 4; BianchiCC-47126; B; l! qjF-5: 11; 
B; l! tKm5: 15; VanDyckla-441; Sark! sMMA-11/1370i ihayy; lQK-14 40; 
RidwZnCMB-464 131' 
/conte=3ýnote/: - A work on the elements of phy3iology, one volume: 
8+ 172 pp. Printing executed: 12th Muharram 1252/29th April 1836. 
LN. B. /: - Mentioned under the title of F1z; l; jiy; by ý2C and OMB. and 
the date of publication is incorrectly given as "1251/1837" by CG. 
RE mentions it as "Phy310lO&iG" (Physiology). 
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/price, & copies orinted/consumed/t- 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cons=ed (%) 
No. 150 I: 1252 
(CC-1258) 10.00-q. ... 0.. 
do. (IF-1260) 10.20-q. ... / 1,06Z 
J-0.7fl- 
do. (Zll(- 12 6 2) a I 10.00-q. 1,510 / 1,079 (71.5%) 
Note a: Mentioned by both IF and MK as "Fisi0jiyya atr-. " 
tqo. 151(T-CW. O)-- ýSHBO FIHRIST MAýRBSA-i MIjFtDA MAýKAMA. JIW! EaNDA VI'IN I 
KUTUBKHINA-DA HAVAD OLIN KITIBLAREA CADADI 1LA, M 
WA SHUHRATLARINI, WA HAR BIRIM9 FVITI BAYIN IDAR. 
Author anon. 
tRemarks: Turkish Contemporary Writing / Gen. 01-31 
Edn 1 c. 
1260 (1844-45) B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(LAB-1/423): 14598. d. 14. 
/content3-noteh- A list of publications printed at or attributed to 
the B51! q printing press, with useful information on the prices of 
works and their Copies still in store at the time of issuing this 
list, one volume: lz pp. 
. 3. :- This is the first of three known lists of publications 
issued by the Egyptian government probably for the purpose of 
promoting book-selling, The date of publication is given by IM as 
"1845". However, several works, such as Nos. 026,, 15219 174 1 and 
379,, mentioned at the end of this list as beini In the process Of 
bein& printedowere eventually published arouna 1ZO A. A. or later; 
in particular work No. 240 I described by the list as bein& near the 
end of its printin&, it was In fact published in 12ol A. A. The 
list therefore seems to have been issued in or tiefore 412tO 
Cf. another two lists No. 098 1 and 
No. 2241 published in 1263 A. n. and 
1266 A. H. respectively. 
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No. 152(A-r.;. 9)-- ITU; l al-MULUK al. ALlBalt 5j-TkqACrLL4 &I-jA, %Ir- IYYIT Fl BIIID 
UROBBI (ITHIF MULOK al-"I; S 31-TIAIKH al-DiBA21TUOR 
SHARLAKIN fs"iJI). 
Author WLllLam Robort30U (tr. Khallfa Bay Mahm; d al-ýUfrl, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Femarks: Ar&bLc (French) / Tr&n3l&tiOU Work / Hist. 94j/ 
* Edu 1 1258-66 
(1842-50) / Ballq. 
/biblioq. ref. :- Ala)CMB-11/5-6; 2hQ; LB-11/525): 1456. L. b. 3-6; 
C&Lro=-V/6; CaLroMA-V/3; OcruCO-184-85 24; ýLhurb&j1.,, 1-A2j-8 5-a6293,325' 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCG-58 ; B; l! qjE-719; B; l; qMK-6t3l-33,1218; 2231 
VanDyckLQ-424; Sark! sM. MA-1/8341 2AL-s. 11/732; ýLhayyll. (LK-2078,2399, 
Rjjw; n(ýMB-477 239* 
/cont-ents-note :- The translation of ULULas Robertson's The HLstory 
of the R*Lgn of the Emperor Charles the ? Lfth, Ln four volumest Ia 16 + 
7+ 15 + 389 + 37 pp., 11 - 269 pp.,. 111. --249 pp., IV - 272 pp. The 
printing of thO fir3t Part WAS finishod on 3cd lafar 1258/16th March 
1842, the s4cond in 1260, the third La 1162 &ad the fourth in 1266. 
/N. B. /: - CCL, SO and OMB only mention the first volume which is generally 
given the title of ltý; f al-ft0k &I-Alibb; * *. * etc., while the 
. remaining three are mentioned under anoth4r title of 
Ittaf KuOk 
al-Zam7m ... ate. (L. a. the Utle Ln brackets above). 
/orice & covies orinted/consumed/: - 
WorklEdLtion Concerned Price 
I 
Copies Printed/Consumed M 
No. 152 I: 1266 














1,009 / 161 (16.0%) 
--------------- 
do. (VK-1262)r- 1,000 
Note a: IF mentions the work as "Itt; f aL-V. ul; k: Firinsizjadau 
c Arabi-ya tarjama Glanmi-sh Tirikhdur" which can only be meant for the 
volume (i. e. the first listed here) published in 1258 A. H., and 
probably refers to the same work mentioned by MK (p. 6, line 31-33) as 
"JuzI Awwal Ith; f al-tiulGk ... etc. " far both sources give it the 
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same price of 21 qirsh 
Vote b: 
-, 
MK (p. 6, line 31-33) also mentions another part as "Juz' 
thid Ithif al-MuI4 ... etc. " which is probably the second volume of 
the work listed here, and it is probably that mentioned by 1F (p. 11, 
line 14) as being in the process of being printed under the description 
of "IthZf hulýk c Arabidur" only. 
Note c: Though MK (p. 12, lint 8) mentions another work as being 
at the press under the description of "Juz' Thiml min Ith; f al-41u0k". 
this probably means the third volume of the work listeý here. 
No. 153(A-CL. 4)-- IZH; & al-ASR; A. 
Author Muhamad B. Bir (or Pir) c All Muh y! al-DIn known as BIRKAWI 
(or Bir&ill), 929-81/1523-73. 
flemarks: Arabic I Classical Literature / Lang. 492(5f/ 
Edn 1241 (1825-26) / B; liq (see under: NO. 237 I). 
/bibliog. r! f. /: - BM(Sa-111727): 14593. d. 29; DornCO-199,41* 
/contents-note A manual of Arabic graminar. 
Edu 2 1247 
(1831-32) B; I; q (see under: No. 2331). 
/bibliost. ref. /: - CairoDKM-LI/76-77; jhurb&jIgAM-47 154* 
Edn 3t 1249 
(1833-34) / BG1; q. 
/lit. ref. :- CAL-s. II/656. 
/contents-note/: - This edition is mentioned by CAL as being printed with 
work No. 166, AL-K; fiya; both of them war* probably contained in a 
grammatical compilation such as work No. 233 I and others. 
Owing to the 
fact that the collection in question is not mentioned, only this work 
(i. e. No. 153 3) is listed here, and marked with two asterisks to 
denote that it contains another work No. 166. 
Edn 4 1235 
(1839-40) / Bal1q. (ses under: No. 2291)- 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlaxMB-V. b/38; B, %(2. kB-11/727): 14594. &. 31. 
. 
Zef. /%- Sarkist'MA-1/72; /lit. akL-s. 11/636. 
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Edn 9 lZ62 (1845-46) B; I; q (see under: No. 164 I). 
/biblioR. ref. BM(jAB-11/727)g 14593. b. 7; CairoDKM-11/76-77; 
CairoFKA-IV/94; ýWKA-11/434; Lhuroaj! 2AII-104 336* 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkisMMA-11/1986. 
Edn 6 1279 
(1862-63) / B; lZq. 
No. 154(A-CJ. 5)-- JAD; LWIL MAWQI" 
r-AQPLAB Al-SVA r-All al-SHUHOR &I-QIBTIYYA. 
Author anon. 
LRemarks: Arabic / Contamporary Writing / PureS. 529/ 
Edn 1240 (1824-25) BýI; q. 
/bibliog. ref. BM(SAB-1/778): 14544. &. J. 
/lit. ref. :- ReinaudNO-339 - HanchiCC-3316; ZenkerBO-1/13210 331 62; 
VanDyckjl-455; Sarkl3MMA-11/2003; Ridw; QLB-448 16* 
/contents-note/: - Almanac, one volume: 14 pp. Printing executed: 
Shaww; .1 1240 / May-June 1825. 
a. B. /: - The date of publication is generally given by sources except 
Bm as '11241 (1825)". Cf. No. 1551. 
NO. 155(A-CW. 5)-- JADIWIL MA! o; Ql" 
rAQRAB al-SICIT r'AL! QADR UI§Aý al-AWQIT PI 
al-SHUHUR al-QIBTIYYA al-SHAMSIYYA. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / PureS. 5; 9/ 
* Edu : 1255 (1839-40) / B; liq. 
/biblioR, ref. /: - CairoFKA-V/238. 
/lit. ref. VanDycklq-251; SarklsMMA-11/2003. 
/comp. ref. BiIlIqMj, -l0. l9; EhurbaJIQAM-90 309' 
/contents-note/: - Almanac, one volume. 
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OAM mentions a work under this title-name but gives the data 
of publication as "1259/1843" and the page-number as "29". This 
edition of 1259 A. H. is only listed here for comparison but not listed 
separately as a different edition. 
/arice & copies printed/cons=ed/s- 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
NO. 155 I: 1255 LMK-12627/a 00. 1,233 / 1,233 (100%) 
Note as A_ privataly-contracted wz. -k 
c Aqrsb S! c a, waich is not 
ascertained to be this work (i. e. No. 155 or the other (No. 154 
published previously in 1240 A. M. 
No. 136(A-TW. 5)-- J; Mlc al-MABXDI' WA-al-CHXYIT Ff FANN AKHDH al-MISLU 
(or: &I-. MISLaT). 
AUthor anon (tr. Mahm; d Pasha. Fahml, d. 1311/1893-94). 
lRemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / PureS. 526-1 





/biblioq. ref. /: - AlexMB-XIV. L/85; CairoFKA-V/209; jhurb&jjoAm. 187 665* 
0 
/contents-note/. - A work on topography, one volume: 114 pp. Printing 
executed: 24th Jum; d; 1,1275/30th December 1858. 
/N-R-/: - There are two different Statements, one is by Sarkis (MHAj, 
vol. 11, p. 1713) who says that the work was published in 1250 A. H., 
the other is by Brockelmann (lkL. z. 11/735) who &ives the date of 
publication as 1290 A. H. but gives no place of publication. Both 
editions are noted here for COMqAri3On OUlY, owing to uncertainty 
and incompletaness of information. 
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No. 157(A-TW. 5)-- JIMI c al-THAMARIT F1 ýISIB al-HUTRALLATHIT. 
Author anon. (tr. Muhamm; d Ef. (al-)BAYYCMI. d. 126811851-52). 
ilremarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Pur*S. 5107/ 
Edn 1264 (1847-48) / B; I; q. 
/biblioR. ref. /t- CairoFKA-V/210; IstUKA-11/3561 jhurbaJI. Q&J-117402' 
/lit. ref. /: - Sark! &MA-1/622; jhayy; lLK-25 1170 
/contents-note/: - A mathematical work on trigonometry, one volumet 
112 pp., with plates, 
LN. B. I: - Mentioned by UKA as being published in Misr. 
. 
QAL. No. 158(T-TW. 6)-- Kitib JAFLR al-AMH I 
Author Charles BOSSUT (tr. Muhammad Ef. Nur al-Din, fl. 13ht/19th). 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 62ý/ 
Edn 1 
1249 (1833-34) / B; l; q. 
/biblioz. ref. /: - CairoFKT-252; DornCO-190 650 
/lit. ref. / 
.- BianchiCG-41 78 ; BallqlF-3: 
3-4; Bal; qMK-3s241 
ZenkerBO-1/137 jh&yy; l(&l2 * Ridw; nZB-457 
6zegeTEK-201 
113; 211 83; 2968' 
/comp. ref. t- Bowrin&RE-143s23 
/contents-noteh- On mechanics, one volume: 203 pp., with 10 plates. 
Printed executed: 13t Dh; al-Qa 
c da 1249/12th March 1834. ' 
LN. B. /: - TEK mentions that there are eight plates instead of tan as 
given by ELT which gives the title &3 Uj; l &I-Muw; zana f! Jarr 
al-A, tLh'q; l; while the work is mentioned by 2G, LO, 2! j and QMB as 
Ris; la fl cIlm Jarr al-Athq; l with the translator being given as Adham Bay. 
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/price & copies ori. nted/consumed. /: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printad/COn3umed (%) 
NO. 158 I: lZ49 (CC-1258) 23.00-q. .. # ... 
do. (IF-1260) 20.00-q. ... / 255 224.3.1/ 
do. (e. K-1262) 16.00-q. 1,050 / 253 (24.10. ) 
Note a: RE mentions a work under the description of "Coumlet-ol- 
hendesi, Treatise on Practical Mathematics" which is not ascertained 
to be the same as this work (i. e. No. 118 1) or the work described by 
IF and MK as '*Jar-. -i Athq; l, lann-L Muw; zana-ya DV Lr Turkl &I- 
c IbZra 
Mar. 1h; b Kitlbdur ki JAL/ Jam"ic-L huhandLslara we D&bL; an-i T: bjiy; na 
N; ficdur" and "Jarr-L Athq; l, Fann-i Iuw; tana. ya D; Iir Turkl al- 
c 1b; ra 
Mar.; hZb bir Kititbdur. Jumla Muhaud13 wa T; bjl D; bitlarins, alzamdur" 
respectively. The later work mentioned by IF and MK is probably this 
work, while the formar (i. e. mentioned by E_E) is listed here only for 
comparison. 
NO. 159(A-TW. 5)-- Al-JAWIHIR al-SANIYYA Yl &I-A'MIL &I-KIMIWIYYA. 
Author : Nicolas PERRON (tr. anon). 
/Remarkst Arabic (French) / Translation Work / PureS. 540/ 
* Edu 1 1258-60 
(1842-45) / Ballq. 
/bibliog. ref. s- AlaxhB-XII/5; BM(SAB-11/471): 14546. d. 6-8; 
CairoFKA-V/378; lhurbaj! (LAM-87 300* 
/lit. ref. /t- Býl qLF-5: 23; BGI; (ýIK-5: 25-27-, Sark! sMMA-1/554; 
lhayy; lLK-20 ShattlFAMT-66. 771 
ýf. /: - Sark13MMA-1/614; jhattiFAMT-68. /comp. !e 
/content3-nOte/: - A work on chemistry in thrae volumasi I- 676 pp., 
11 a 494 pp., IIZ - 440 pp., with 18 plates. 
LN. B. I: - Mentioned by BM under the title of Kitlb &I-Kimiy; 
(al-Jaw; hir al-Sauiyy& ... ate). Apart from the work, MMA (vol. It 
p. 614) and FAMT (p. 68) both mention another work on chemistry as 
being in two volumes and published also in 1260 A. H., but under the 
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title of c llm'al-Tahlil fl &I-KImLy;. This latter work is prob&bLy 
the same as this work (i. e. No. 1591 ) in question and is only noted here 
here but not listed elsewhere separately. 
/price &_copies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Coms=ed 
NO. 159 I: 1260 

















do. (, 4K-1262) 35.00-q. f7Off 
Note a: IF only mentions the first part of the work, and gives 
the number of copies still in store and the price for that part, 
while MK mentions all three parts/volumes of this work in question, 
and gives the figure "3,008" as the combined total of printed 
copies for these three as well as the above-cited copies still in 
store for each part. The number/percentage of copies consumed up 
to 1262 A. H. is therefore "1,072 (35.6%)**. 
No. 160(T-CL. Z)-- Al-JAWHAELA al-8A. HIYYA al-AHMADITYA F! SHARH &I-;; A§IYYA 
al-HUHAMMADMA. 
Author Ahmad Ef. Ibn Muhammad Amin al-Istinb; ll known as qlp! ýZIDAq 1133-? / 
1720-7. 
ffemark3: Turkish / Classical Literature / Rel. 297(3f/ 
Edn 1240 (1824-25) / Bal; q. 
/biblioc. ref. /: - CairoFKT-64-65; DornCO-182 V 
/lit. ref. :- ReinaucLNO-336-37,,; HammerCOR-VIII/ 5197; 
BianchLCO-32,,; Ridw; n(hB-4481,; ZackerBO-11 18014724 
dz. egýTEK-2180 Z9881 
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/contents-note/j- Commentary on Muhammad B. BLr Birkawi's(929-81/1523- 
73) I. '&siyyat-n; m& (No. 347), a popular religious catechism, one volumes 
336 pp. Printing executed: Dh; al-ýLjja 1240 / July-August 1825. 
Text included: No. 547, o 
Edn 2 1251 
(1835-36) / 3; 1; q. 
/biblioq. ref. h- CairoFKT-64-65; DoruCO-182 5* 
/lit. ref. /: - hademNL-33: 23; Bowring. RE-142: 57,143: 79. 
/contetits-note/: - Another edition, one volumes 237 pp. 
Mentioned by LO as "Birkawl SharhE". 
Ed= 1256 (1840-41) / BZI; q. 3 
/lit. ref. /: - 'BianchiCG-53,95; Ridw; nCMB-473 202 
/content3-nOteh- Another edition, one volume. 
LN. B. h- Mentioned by LO and CMB as "Birkill jharýl". 
w Edu 4 1261 
(1845) / Bý'I; q. 
/bibliost. ref. :- Alex4B-Vlll. &/19. 
/comp. ref. 7: - B; l; qtK-8*: 18. 
/COnt2nt3-note/s-. Another adLtion. 
/price & copies arinted/consumed/t- 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed M 
No. 1602 : 1251 RL-Mi7e 15.00-q. ... 
do. IFLE-1234/ 14.00-q. 00. 
-------------- 
- -Tb 1261 LMK-1262/ No. 1604 . 20.00-q. 
1 
2,058 (97.2%) 2,118 
Note a: Mentioned by ! LL as "Chark al Bargali fi alm al FsoudLd", 
and by M as "Sharh-el-Bargheouyll or "Shahr il bargilli", both 
30UrCeS. are listed under Edu 2 for comparison. 
Note b: MK mentions the work as "Birkawi Sharýi" and is listed 
under Edn 4 for compar13On. 
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No. 161(A-CL. Z)-- JAWRAaAT al-TAWVID. 
Author Burhin al-Din lbrihlm al-LAQBI, d. 041, '1631. 
iiema&3: Arab ic / Classical Literature / Ral. 297(4f/ 
Edn 1 1241 (1825-26) / Bal; q. 
/lLt. 
-ref. 
: - HammarCOR-VIII/520 161 BL&nchLCG-3319; Unk4rBO-1/584,61 
VanDyckla-33; SarkIsMMA-11/1592; GAL-s. II/436; Ridw; n(E8-449 19* 
/contents-noteh- A tract, in Versa, on the unity of Cod, ia eight 
sheets. PrLn tin&. executeds Jum; d; 1,1241/D4cemb4r 1825-January 1826. 
Edu 2 
1273 (1856-57) / Cairo. 
Edn 3 
1276 (1859-60) / Cairo. 
Edn 4 4 
1279 (1862-63) / Cairo: hatba C at W; dl &I-Nll. 
Edn 5 
1280 (1863-64) / Cairo. 
Edn 6 
1281 (1864-65) / Cairo. 
Edu 7 1287 
(1870-71) / Cairo. 
Edn 8 
1295 (1878) / Cairo. 
Edu 9 
1297 (1879-80) */ Cairo: Matba C at Hasan al-T; khl. 
NO. 162(A-TW. 9)-- Al-JUCHRIFIYYA al-CUIDMIM. 
Author Malthe Conrad Bruun (tr. Rifaca Bay R; fi 
c 
al-TAHTIWI, 1216-90/IBOI-73). 
Remarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work Hist. 9167 
Edn 1 
1254 (1838-39) / B; l! q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(M-1/421): 14565. a. 3; DornCO-186 33* 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiES-51 ; B; l; qlF-7: 5; B; l; qMK-6t25-26; 162' 
ZenkerBO-1/126,019; Sark! sMMA-1/944; R&-s. 11/732; 
ýhayy; l(&1329; Ridwin(rB-469 
-- 169' 
/comp. ref-7: - B; I! qLF-11: 17; B; l; qLK-12: 15. 
/contents-note/: - A translation of Bruun's Gtographie complete at 
univer3elle; only two parts of the work are cited, i. e. the first 
volume (-205 pp. ) and the third (-268 pp. ). 
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/N. 37.: - mn remarks that the translator had rendered it into 
four 
volumes, but only the first and the third were published probably in 
1154 I. H. which is also giv4u as tý14 date of publLcacija by CO to its 
first voL=t under the title of lis; Lat &I-Juihr; fiyya al-cUmLiyya. 
;; hiLe CC, 30 and ZI ca4ations a work (in one voL=4) as beinj pubLIsh4d 
in thAr. year but under the title of jujjr; f. tyy& '"ý=r fr 
without indicating which volume. 
-CkL 
thou&h mentions two pacts of the 
work, one being published at BL; q but without a data and the other Ln 
Cairo in 1254 A. H. in addition to giving the date and pLace of 
publication of its abridgement (L. e. Na. 519) au "3allq 12! 0 A. H. ". 
. ic)wever, - remarks that the Unt vol=& was probabLy printed after %I 
L262/1835-36, and tha third probably aftar 1.162/IS45-46. aut 
. 
(CAB, vol. 1, p. 4ZI) mentions *.., tat those tua parts/votumas were Lm 
published in 18341IZ49-50. while Abu-Lughod (Arab 14discovery, pp. 3Z, 
and 172) meutionsýthe work (in thrat voLumes) as baim; publishod in 
Cairo in 1643/1258-59. 
/orice & cooies arinted/consumed/-. - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printad/Consumed 
NO. 162 I: 1254 
(CC, -1258) 20.00-q. ... 











Not& at The information given by a and MK (p. 6, lines 23-26) 
is probably an the first valume only. Amongst 871 copies still in 
stora mentioned by M%K,, there. are Ill used copies at 18 qirsh each. 
Note b: MK (p. 12, line 15) mentions a work (Kitib Jujhýrifiyya 
I, al; abr; n) as being in the process of being printed, which is not 
ascertained to be the third volume as it has been noted by LK that 
it was probably printed after 126Z. A-H- Also, IF (p. 11, line 17) 
mentions a work (Jujhr! fiy; -yi Kubrl: 
CArabidur) as being at the 
press around 1260 A. H.. the identity of which is also unkLown. 
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No. 163(A-TW. 8)-- Kitlb Tarjamat al-JULIST; N &I-F; RISI. 
Author SheiAh MusILh al-Din SA 
c DI SHURIZI, d. 691/1292 (tr. Jit. r; 'Il B. Y; suf 
known as &I-MUKHALLA c or al-MURALLA c Bey, d. 1851/1266-67). 
lRemarks: Arabic (Persian) / Translation Work / Lit. 892(4). / 
Edn 1 1263 
(1846-47) B; I; q. 
/biblioq. 
--ref. 
AlexMB-IV/24; BM(SA-II/554)t 14582. d. 15; 
CairoDKM-111/591 C&LroFKA-IV/217; IstBK-11/27; IstUKA-11/539; 
13tUKF-157; VGfykCB-10 75* 
/lit. ref. /s- ZenkerBO 11/36 S&rkismMA-11/1719; GAL-s. Il/753; all. - 460; 
§hayy; 19K-25 113* 
/content3-nOtth- Arabic translation of the well-known Persian work 
(No. 104), one volume: 4+ 182 pp. 
No. 164(A-CL. 4)-- Kit'; b JUMLAT al-NAHW. 
-Cc Author Abu Amr Uthman B. CUmar IBN al-U;. JIB, 370-646/1174-1249, at al. 
jamarkst Arabic/ Classical Literature / Lang. 492(5f/ 
Edn, 1262 (1845-46) / B; I; q. 
. 
/bibliol. ref. /: - BM(IAB-II/727): 14593. b. 7; CairoDKM-11/76-77,141- 
42,150-52; CairoFKA-IV/94; Lhurbaj%AM-103-4 355-57' 
/lit. ref. /t- SarkisKMA-II/1986. 
/comp. ref. /: - B; l; qt! K-l2: 11. 
/contents-noteh- A compilation on Arabic grammar, one volume:. 64 pp. 
TeXt3 included: N03.0203,1535 and 1664* 
&. B. /: - Thera are four editions (i. e. Nos. 237,, Z3319 229 1 and 164 1) 
of this kind published during the period of study in addition to 
another edition known to have been published in 1279/1862-63 by BalZq. 
Cf. No. 153 3 which was probably included in one of this kind of works. 
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/price & copies arintedleonsumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printad/Consumed 





-------- - -- ----------- 




5,362 5,342 (99.67. ) 
No. 164 1 1262 DK-1262 250 1 
Note a: RE mentions the work as ". 'ýmltt il mahive" without the 
date and Listed under No. 233, for comparison. 
Note b: It is unknowýn whether the number of copies of printed/ 
consumed is meant for various editions. 
Note c: The work is mentioned as being at the press by MK (p. 12, 
line 11). 
NO. 165(U--CJ. 3)-- JURNL &1-JIHIDIYYA. 
Author : anon. 
/Remarks: Unk=wn / Contemporary Writing / SOCS-350/ 
Edn no data (befora 1262/1845-46) / Ballq. 
/lit. ref. :- Bul; qtK-11: 24. 
/content3-noteh- Administrative publication. 
/prica & copies printed/cons=&d/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cansumod (,. ) 
a. d. (I. -Y. -1262) 1,01Z L, 012 kloo-11. ) 
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No. 166(A-CL. 4)-- Al-KXFIYA. 
Author Ab; eAmr CUthm; a B. 
cUmar 13N al-H; JIB, 570-6ý6/1174-1249. 
LRemarks: Arabic / Classical UtGrature / Lang. 492(51/ 
Edn 1241 (1825-26) / B; l; q (see under: No. 237 d. 
/bibliog. ref. a- Bm(Sa-II/727)z 14593. d. 29; DornCO-199,4,, 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkisRMA-1/72; EAL-s. I/531. 
/contents-note/t- Manual of Arabic gramm&r. 
Edn 2 1247 
(1831-32) B; I; q (see under: No. 233 I). 
Jbibliog. ref. CairoDKM-11/150-52; lhurb&JIOAM-46-47 153* 
/lit. ref. :- CAL-s. 1/531. 
Edn 3 1249 
(1833-34) / B; I; q (see under: No. 153 3)' 
/lit. ref. /: - CAL-s. 11/656. 
Ed% 1255 (1839-40) / B; L; q (see unders No. 2291). 
/bibli0g. ref. /: - AlexMB-V. b/38; BM(SA-11/727)t 14594. a. 31. 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkisrMA-1/72; EAL-s. I/531. 
Edn 5 1262 
(1845-46) B; l; q (see under: No. 164 I). 
/bibliog. ref. BM(CAB-11/727)t 14593. b. 7; CairoDKM-11/150-52. 
CaLroFKA-IV/194; lhurbaj! OAM-103 355* 
Edn 6 
1266 (1849-50) / B; L; q. 
/lit. ref. /-. - GAL. -s. 1/531. 
/contents-note/: - It is uncertain whether this edition is printed 
in a collection or not. 
Edn 7 1279 
(1862w63) / B; liq. 
No. 167(U-CW. 5)-- KALEINDER FÜR DAS JAHR 1831. 
'kuthor anouý 
/gemark3: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / PureS. 52-97 
Edn c. 1831 (1246-47) / Baliq. 
/lit. ref. :- HammarGOR-IX/690 17 
/contents-note7: - Almanac. 
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No. 168(U-CW. 5)-- KALENDER FUR DAS JAHR 1832. 
Author an, )n. 
/Remarks: Unknown /Contemporary Vriting / PureS. 529/ 
Edn c. 1832 (1247-48) / B; I; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - HammerGOR-IX/690 18 
/contents-note/i- Almanac. 
No. 169(A-CL. 8)-- KALILA WA-DIMNA* 
Author BIDPI'! '(tr. O*Abd All; h IBN I-MUQAFFAc, d. 142/759). 
/iemarks: Arabic (Persian) / Classical Literature / Lit. 892(427 
Edn 1 
1249 (1833-34) / B; lZq. 
/biblioR. 
-ref. 
/: - AlexHB-LX/115; CairoDKM-111/305-6; CairoFKA-IV/2951 
_qa 
DornCO-1971,,; jhurbaj! -5 2172* 
/lit. ref. :- Sark13MMA-1/250-51; LAL-s. 1/234. 
/contents-noteh- A popular colledtion of fables, one volumez 109 pp. 
Printing finished: 3rd Jum; d; 11,1249/18th October 1833. 
Edn 2 1251 
(1835-36) / Cairot Maýb& c at Maktab al-l; bjiyya bi-Turra. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - BM(CAB-1/404): 14579. a. 5; CairoDKM-111/305-6; 
13tUKA-1/183; LhurbaJ1_9AM-60199, 
/lit. ref. -- BianchiCG-45 - ZenkGrBO-1/76 ; Sarkl3MMA-11250-51; 141 64 
GAL-s, 1/234; RilwanCMB-462 119* 
/comp. ref. /. - MedemNL-33: 20; 3owrin&RE-142: 63,143&62, - 
B; l; qIF-8: 16; B; 1; OK-7: 33-34. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, one volume: 3+ 109 pp. Printing 
C -- executed: 15th She ban 11 6th December 1835. 
Edn 3 1285 
(1868-69) / Bal2q. 
Edu 1297 (1879-80) / Cairo: hatba c at W; dI al-NI1. 4 
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/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned 
I 
Price Copies Printed/Cons=ed 
No. 169 2: 1251 LNL-lZ53/ 16.20-q. ... 
do. LRE-1254/ 15.50-q. ... 
do. (CG-1258) 17.30-q. ... 
do. fl'F-1266-/ 18.00-q. / 183 L18.37. / 
do. Li7K-1262-/a 18.30-q. 1,000 / 210 (21.07. ) 
Note a: It is unknown to which edition NL, RE, IF and MK are 
referring but all'are listed under Eon 2 for comparison. 
No. 170(A-CL. S)-- KANZ al-ASRIR VA-QAMý' al-ASHRla FI-Ml ýýALA LI-al-MUQADDAM 
IBR; LHIM 
VAWRINI Ff ROM! al-hADI'lN WA-JISR al-INJIBIR. 
Author t anon. 
JRemarks: Arabic / Classical Literatura / Lit. 892(4). / 
Edn 1 c. 
1260 (1844-45) / ML3r. 
/lLt. ref. /: - Sark! SKMA-11/2017. 
/contents-note/s- A literary work being an imaginative story, one 
volumes 95 pp. 
No. 171(A-TW. 6)-- KANZ al-BARÄCA F! MABIDV FANN al-ZIRICA. 
Author z anon (tr. Khalil Ef. Mahmýd, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French) Translation Work / Tech. 636/ 
Edn 1254 (1838-39) / B; I; q. 
/biblioz. ref. 4: - BM(QB-1/854)t 14533. &. l; CairoDKM-XI/110; 
C&LroFKA-V/387; jhurbaJIRAM-61 238' 
:- SarkIsMMA-1/837; jhayy; l(&16 52* 
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/contents-coteh- A catechism on the elements of agriculture, one 
volume: 4+4+ 76 pp., 2 plates. Printing executed: 10th Rajab 
1254129th Septemaer 1638. 
LN. 3. /: - First publication on the subject-mattar of this kind. 
No. 172(A-Co. 9)-- AJ-KMZ al-muKHTIR F! KksliF al-, kRID1 
Author : 
* Edu 1 
RLf; ca Bey Rifi" al, -TAHTIýd, 1216-90/1801-73. 
Jýemarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / Hist. 91f/ 
1250 (1834-35) / Cairo: Matbacat Maktab al-TGbjiyya bi-Turra. 
/bibliot. lmf-/: - AlexMB-III/22; BM('ýAL-11826,11/520): 14565. b. 12; 
CairoDKM-VT/49; CairoFKA-V/118; hurb&jj'2Xj -54 178* 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCC-43 - Zank*rBO-1/126,018; SarkiS". A-1/945; 98, 
Ridw; n. ZB-460 103' 
/comp. rof. t- BGul; qtK-8: 5-6. 
/contents-noteh- A catechism on elementary geography, one volume: 
5+ 143 pp. 
&. B. /: - This is a revised edition based on that published previously 
in M41ta. A work mentioned by SG, LO and MB as "Jughr; fiyya ýajtlira" 
which is probably the same as this work. 
/price &-cooies t)rinted/consumed/: - 
Work/EditLon Concerned Price Copies Printad/Consumed 
No. 172 Is 1250 (CC-1258) 11.00-q. ... 
do. filk-126ja I 
_11.00-q. 
1,000 287 (28.7%) 
Note as The work mentioned by MK 'is under the description of "rubj! 
Madras&-sinda Tabc Olanmish Mukhtasar-L Ju. Shr; fiyya Kitibidur. 
c Arabehadur" and is said to have had 153 used copies (at 6 qir-sh 
each) amought the 713 copies still in store. 
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No. 173(A-rd. 5)-- KASHF al-NIQIB 0-'AN r-IM al-ýIS; B. 
Author anon (tr. Muhammad Ef. al-ShImil, fl. 13th/19th). 
LRemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / PureS. 51o7 
Zdn 1 1266 
(1849-50) / Býl; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKA-V/186; jhurbaj! 
_qAM-l26 434* 
/lit. ref. /: - BGlZqýK-12: 18. 
/contents-note/: - Mathematical work, one volume: 7+6+4+ 82 pp. 
Edn 2 1289 (1872-73) / B; I; q. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 173 1: 1266 
(MK-1262) a - 500 
Note a. MK mentions the work under the same filingýtitle, but as 
being at the press when the list Was issued (i. e. aroud 1262 A. H. ). 
C. No. 174(A-TW. 3)-- KASHF RUMÜZ al-SIRR al-MASON FI TATB-IQ al-HANDASA ALA 
Author t anon (tr. ý; liý MajdI Bey, 1242-98/1826-81 et al) 
jRemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / PureS. 51-0/. 
Edn 13 1260-62 
(1844-46) / Bal; q. 
/bibLiog. reL. /: - AloxMB-XIV. c/31; CairoFKA-V/198; jhurbaJ10AM-99 341' 
/lit. ref. t- Sarkis! LMA 11/1400; Ihayy&IOK-24 nl%- - -- 100' 
leomp. ref. :- BallqIF-Ilsll; Bal; qtjK-12: 14. 
/contents-note/s- Mathematical work in three volumes, the first and 
the second are said by MMA and QAM to have been published in 1260 A. H. 
and 1262 A. H. respectively, while the third was published in 1268 A. H. 
LN. B. I: - The date of publication is only given as "1260-62 A. H. " 
Thus the first two VOlUM43 fall into the period of our study. 
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/orice & copies orinted/consu-med/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 




Note a: Both IF and MK mentions it under the description of 
"Titbiq al-Handasa c ali al-Funan. C Arabildur" and "Jarr al! -Athqil me 
ca 
TatbIq al-Handasa. Juz' Thiul" respectively, and as being at the 
press at the time of 1260 A. H. and 1262 A. H. respectively. 
No. 175(A-CL. S)-- Al-KAW; AIB &I-DURRIYYA F! MADH KHAYR &I-BARIYYA. 
Author Sharaf al-Din Abý cAbd All; h Muhammad B. Sacid known as al-BUSIRI, 
608-696/1211-94. 
LR*amrkss Arabic / Classical Literature / Lit. 892(11/ 
Edn 1256 (1840-41) / B; l; q (see under: No. 439d. 
/lit. ref. :- VanDyckj2-280; GAL-s. I/467. 
/contents-nole/: - A poem in praise of the Prophet Muhammad, well- 
known as QaIldat al-Burda. 
Edn 1260 (1844-45) B; l; q (see under: No. 019 2 
/biblioz. ref. BM(LAB-II/254)t 14573. c. 4. 
/contents-note/t- Another text-odition, printed in No. 0191. 
Edn 1273 (1856-57) / Misr. 3 
Edn 1276 (1859-60) / Misr. 4 
Edn 5S 1293 (1876-77) / Ciiro. 
Edn 1295 (1878) / Cairot Matbacat Has.. &I-T; khl. 6 
Edn t 1296 (1878-79) / Misr: Matba 
c 
at Ab! al-Dhahab. 7 
Edn 1297 (1879-80) / Cairos hatba c at Hasan al-Týkhl. 
Edn 1298 (1880-81) / Cairot Matba c at al-Sayyid c All. 9 
Edn 10 1299 (1881-82) / Cairo. 
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NL'o. 176(T-CL. 8)-- Sijý'QMISA-i NARCISf . 
Author Muhammad NARCISI Ejl-*., 1000-1344/159Z-1634. 
jRemark. s: Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(4)/ 
* Zda 1 1255 
(1839-40) / B; Ilq. 
/bibliolt. ref. /: - BM: 114472. d. 47; CairoFKT-111. 
/lit. ref. /. - BianchiCC-53 - 3; l! qLK-9-39; ZankarBO-1/86 181,735; 
, Iidw; n_TB-471 
dzegeTEK-496 ZZ37 
188; 67781 6778* 
/i--ontent3-no; -e/-- A story book, one volume., 121 + 
75 + 26 + 58 + 49 pp. 
LN. 3.1: - The author is said by C0 and ýMB as being "Abdoullah Elky3". 2, L_ 
ZZ37, no. 6778) mentions the edItion as in "138 + 84. + 
69 1-63 + 446 PP. " which is not ascertained to be the same. 
/pricer & covies prii2ted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
Ho. 176 I: 1253 
(CC-1258) 19.00-q. ... 
do. (MK-1262) aI * .. 1 602 60Z (100%) 
Note as A privately-contracted publication. 
No. l77(A-CW. 3)-- ! S-HILMAT al-C4! WiSH (or &I-JIWISH). 
Author amia. 
fRemarkst Arabic / Contemporar7 Writing / SocS. 3551 
Edn 1244. (1828-29) BLIq. 
/bibliox, ref. DormCO-18850. 
/lit. ref. /t- RainsudNO-340 . 6; HwmerCOR-U/689,; BianchiCC-374,,; 
Zank4rBO-1/133 1506; RId%A, _q"B-453 50* 
/contents-note/t- A military work on the duties of the sergeant in 
four pages. 
LN__. B. I: - CO mentions it as "? Ly; da J; wlsh", while GOR gives no title 
but the description of "Arabischer Tractat vom Uensta der Tschausche" 
which is only mentioned as in four pages without the date of public&tion. 
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No. 178(A-C'vi. 3)- EHIMAT al4NB; SHIYYA. 
Author InOn. 
jRemarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 3551 
* Edu 1 1246 
(1830-31) / 3ý1; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - ReinaudNC-340 - SLanc. hiCC-38 ; ZeakarBO-1/183 431 54 1507, 
jhayy; lj, -31 Ridwangn-454 147 - 57* 
Icor. o. -, ef. /: - : )ornCO-IS849; HammerCOR-IX/689. 
/content3-note/: - A military work on the duties of the corporal, one 
volume. 
LN. B One is mentioned by L-J: - There are two works similar to this. 
COR only with the description of "Arabischer Tractat vom Diensta der 
Corporal&n" (in 11 pages), and the other by CO as, "Bayin Khidamt 
&l-5nb; jhiyy&(S4rvic* du Caporal)" (in 12 pages). The former is 
&Jven the data as, "v. J. 1230 (18Z5)" (probably a misprint of 1230/ 
1835) and the, latter as "Shahr J1 JZ44 A. H. " (- ? ). Neither of them 
are ascertained to be the. same as this work. (i. e. No. 178). 
No. 179(T-C. J. Z)- KHULISAT al-; iAf;. O. 
Author t lbrWi6 Ef. Hanlf known as NISHWI, fl. 13th/19th. 
flemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Ral. 297(917/ 
Zdn 1237 (1841-42) / BýJ; q. 
/bibli ox. ref. /%- 0: 14522. a. 5; CairoFKT-14. 
/lit. 
-r 
z- CAL-s. 1/631; 6zageTEK-1659,8948, 
/comty. ref. /i- 34; qt. K-j0.. 1S. 
/contents-noce/t. A Turkish commentary on 
cly; d B. , Iýsj &L. Yahsubl's 
(1083-1149) Al-Shif; ' fl Tacrif UuqZcr al--Muq; af; (a work on the 
attributes of the Prophet Muhammad) compiled from Arabic commentaries 
by cAll al-Q; r! (d. 1014/1605) and by al-; <haffajl (fl. 
ona voluma: 4+ 747 pp. 
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/N. B. /: - CAL gives the date of pubLication as 1256 A. M. Mentioned. 
by TEK as "'; ifa-i ; erif Tercýmesi JH-ulasat 51-Vefa fi ferh if-fifa7/'. 
/price & copies, printed/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 
- -ra No. 179 1: 1257 
LMK-1262/ ... 404 404 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication is mentioned by MK as 
"Kit; b Sharh al-Shif; " which is not ascertained to be the same but 
is listed here for comparison. 
No. 180(T-CJ. 6)-- EHUMBARA JADWALI. 
Author s anon. 
JRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary writing / Tech. 623/ 
Edn 13 1239 
(1823-24) / BL; q. 
/biblioz, ref. /: - CairoFKT-285-86; DornCO-188 47' 
/lit. ref. :- ReinaudNO-34150; HammerGOR-VII 1/5193; 
BL&nchiCG-3l ZankerBO-I/136 Ridw; nZB-446 3; 1102; 3' 
/contents-noteh- Tablas of distances for projectiles, one volume: 
274 pp. Printing executed: Rabic 11,1239/December 1823ýJanuary 1824* 
Edn 2 no date 
(between 1830/1245-46 and 1842/1257-58) / Býliq. 
/bibliost, ref. :- BMs 14497. &. 5. 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCG-60 ZenkerBO-1/136 RidwanTB-479 - 240; 1102; 249* 
/comp. lef. -/s- Býl; qIF-2: 7-8; B; I; OK-2: 18-19. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, one volume. 
jLN. B. /: - No data of publication is given to this edition which is 
nevertheless mentioned by CC as the second edition and as being 
pubLished after 1830. BM mentions an edition which is without date 
and is therefore listed here. 
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/orice & copies printed/consumed -/- :- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 180 2: a. d. (CG-1258) 16.00-q. 
do. /FF-lZ66-/ 16.20-q. ... / 172 568.87-7 
do. /M-K-1262, /- 16.20-q. Z50 / -202 (80.8%) 
, lo. 181(T-CL. 8)-- EeXBNXMA-i WAYSI. 
Author : 
* Edn I 
Uways Ibn Muýammad known as WAYS!, 969-1037/1561-1628. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(4f/ 
1252 (1836-37) / BGI; q. 
/biblioq. ref. s- DornCO-184 z2* 
/lit. ref. /: - BowringLE-143: 14,144: 13; BianchiCC-47-48 132; 
B; l; qLIK-9: l6; ZankerBO-1/165 ; RidwinLMB-46 5,37; dze&eTEK-477 1355 6533* 
/comp. ref. :- MidemNL-34: 2. 
/contents-note/: - An account of the great revolutions in the world's 
history, present in the form of a dream, one volume: 37 pp. Printing 
executed: 1st Dh; al-Qa C da 1252/7th Februray 1837. 
/E. B. /s- Mentioned by EL as "Hicayat Ouissi'* which is probably the 
same as this work. 
/price & copies Printed/consumed/; - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 181 1252 LN7L-1253-/ 6.00-q. 
do. (RE-1254) 5.00-q. 
do. (CG-1258) 3.00-q. ... 
do. (MK-1262)a ... 513 513 (100%) 
Note as A privately. -contracted publication., 
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NO. 182(A-CL. 8)-- KITXB F! FANN al-KITIS WA-al-IN-SHl'. 
Author anon. 
ZRemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature ?/ LLt. 892/ 
Edn 1 1259 
(1843-44) / Misr ? 
/biblioR. ref. /t- DornCO-195 990 
Fc-omp. ref. /: - DornCO-195 100* 
/contents-note/: - A work on writing and epistlolograp&y, 
one volume: 157 pp. 
LN. B. /: - The place of publication is not ascertained by LO who places 
a question-mark after the placa-aame "Misr". In addition, there is 
another edition (&130 in 175 pages) mentioned by SO (p. 195, a. 100) 
without the date and the place of publication. 
No. 183(A-TW. 5)-- Ta c fib KITIB Cal-Mdcallim Urird/ F1 &I-MAcblN al-NIFI"A 
'IYISH al-KHALi'IQ. LI-TADBIR MA" 
Author:: Cyprien Prosper-FIRARD(tr. Rif; c& Be)r Rific al-T. AHT. IWI, d. 1290/1873). 
LRemarkst Arabic (French) / Translation Work / PureS. 54f9l 
Edn 1248 (1832-33) / B; L; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AloxMB-XII/4; BM(Sa-1/418,11/520): 14533. d. 1; 
CairoFKA-V/377; DornCO-194 - IstUKA-1/186; lhurbajl. 2AM--50 95,163* 
/lit. ref. t- BianchiCC-40 - Bul&qLF-4s2O; B; I; cjtK-4t32; 720 
ZenkerBO-t/1321,, 6; VanDyckla-409; Sark! sMMA-1/945,946; 
Ihayy; lLK-10 ; Ridw; n. 21B-456 13 0 17' 
/comp. 
__ref. 
/: - MedemNL-, 32: 19-20,33tl7; Bowrin&LE-144: 6. 
/contents-note/; - A work on mineralogy, one volume: 47 pp. Printing 
executed: Shaww; I 1248/February-darch 1833. 
/N. B. /: - Mentioned by CC 10, law MB and MMA under the title of 
R13Lat al-Ma adin which is noted by QK as the same A3 this work and 
is given the name "Al-Macidin al-N; fica" instead. But MMA regards 
them as being two different works, one mentioned as Ris; lat al-. Mar-; din 
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(vol. I, p. 945) and the other as AI-4ia c Idin &I-Nlfi ca li-TadbIr 
Mac; yish al-Khal; yiq (vol. 1, p. 946). The former is given by him 
the date of publication "1284 A. H. ". 
/price & copies printed/consume! L/'t- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 183 1: 121+8 
fNL-1253 11.00-q. ... 
do. rRE-125g L.;, - 10.00-qo ... 
do. (CC-1258) 5.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 3.00-q. 211 f4*2.27 ,7 
do. (MK-1262) I 3.00-q. 1 500 233 (46.6%) 
Note a: NL mentions it as "KLtab el h1din, soit traita da 
mineralogie en arabs"; in addition a work is mentioned by Madam 
33s17) as "Kattab Maaden el chaigar, en arabs" (12 qirsh each) which 
has not been identified and is listed here only for comparison. RE 
may mistake the language as Turkish with the title of Kittab 
il madden, if the work in question is indeed the same as this work 
(i. e. No. 183 I). 
No. 184(A-TW. 6)-- KITIB Fl QAWVID al-UICL &I-TIBBIYYA. 
Author ; Francesco VACCA (tr. anon. ). 
fR-emarks: ArabLc (lt&lL&n ?)/ TrauslatLan Work / Tech. 6107 
* Edu 1 1242 
(1826-27) / B; Iiq. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlexhB-XI/36; CairoFKA-VI/29; DornCO-190-9170; 
ShurbajI2. AM-35 113* 
/-117 -re-f. 7: - ReinaudNO-33935 HamerCOR-VIII/521 23; 
BianchiCG-3321; ZankerBO-1/154,260; S&rkISKMA-11/1438,1992; 
Ihayy; ILK-9 Ridw! n. 2MB-"9. j; 1hattIFAMT-139. 6; 
/como. ref-b- MedemNL-33t2B; B; l; cOK-5: 19-20. 
/contents-not-e-7: - A translation of an elementary work on medical 
sciences, two volumes: I- 130 pp., 11 - 107 pp. Printing executed: 
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Rabi c II, 1242/November-Docember 1826. 
Lý. B. lz- NL mentions a work as "Kittab el Tib" (in two volumes) which 
is not ascertained to be the same. 
/price & copies printed/consum_ed/': - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed M 
- -aý No. 184 1: 1242 IMK-1262/ 10.00-q. 2,735 1,710 (62.5%) 
Note a: MK mentions a work under the following description of 
"IkI JuzPdan Murakkab TLbb Utib! 00b, Har bir Jus'nuff Bah; sl 
yamninda hashr; ý 'Uldi. &hi wajh Ozaradur, " in which the price (i. e. 
10 qirlh) is given for each part; it is also not ascertained to be 
the same as this work (i. e. No. 184). 
No. 185(A-TW. 6)-- KITIB Fl SINVAT SIBIGHAT al-HARIR. 
Author MACQUER (tr. Don Raphail da Monachis, 1758-1831). 
JRemark3: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 6677 
Edn 1238 (1822-23) / Bal; q. 
/biblioq. ref. /: - AlaxMB-XII/9; BM(SAB-11/8)t 14546. d. 1; 
DornCO-19494; 13tUKA-11/327; Lhurbaj! (LAM-3198. 
/lit. ref. /: - RainaudNO-340 - HammarGOR-VIII/5192; BianchiCG-312; 39' 
ZonkerBO-II/109 1356; VanDyckla-340; Sarkl3MMA41/896; 
Ridw; n_TB-446,; jhayy! lQK -83* 
/contents-noteh- An Arabic translation of Macquer's "L'Art da I& 
Tainture an Soia", on dyeing , one volume: 16 + 118 pp. Printing 
finished: 26 Dh; al-qa c da 1238/4th August 1823. 
a. B. /: -, Amongst one of the first books printad/publi3hed by the 
41; q 
during the fir3t year of operation. 
2 
125Z (1836-37) / B; llq. 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCC-47 - ZenkerBO-1/154 Sark! sMMA-1/896; 125,1259; 
Ihayy; l K-8 RidwanOMB-464 
_qK 3; -- 130* 
. jK 
/comp. ref. 
_/: - tledemNL-33: 
10; Bowrin&U-143t8.1440; BL; qr -8: 12. 
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/contents-note/: - Another (second) edition, printed under the title 
of Qanun &I-Sibalha. 
LN. 3. /t- Mentioned by NL as "Kanoun al Sebiga", &ad by RE as "Kitab 
oul Sabaz& (The Art of Dyeing)" (p. 143, line 8) or &a '"Kanoseb s4bbagh" 
(p. 144, line 5). 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price COPi43 Printed/COn3um*d 
No. 185 1252 JNL-1251/ 11.00-q. ... 
do. IRE-1254/ 11.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1258) 10.20-q. ... 
do. IMK-126f/ 9.00-q. 500 277 (55.4%) 
No. 186(A-TW. 5)- KIT; B al-JABR WA-41-MUQIBALA al-MUKAhMALA. 
Author : M. MAYER d'Almbert (tr. Muhammad Ef. BAYYGMI, d. 1268/1851-52). 
ffRemarks: Arabic (French) Translation Work / PureS. 5107/ 
Edn 1256 (1840-41) BG1; q. 
Jbibliog. ref. BM(CAB-11/59): 14544. d. 6; ILN-CXVI/294; 
CairoFKA-V/213; jhurbaJI(LAM-79 271' 
/lit. ref. %- BianchiCG-56 - BýlaqLF-4: 11-14; BulaqLIK-4: 23-25; iiG. 208, 
ZankerBO-1/132 - VanDyckjj-455; S&rk! sMMA-1/622; 10651 
Ahayy; IQK-18 64 ; Ridw; nCMB-474 215, 
/content3-nOte/: - A ma, thematical work described &s "traita ilementaire 
d'algibre", one volumes 12 + 571 pp. 
/price & copies PrInted/consumed/t- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Con3umed (%) 
No. 186 1; 1256 
(CC-1258) 45.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 32.00-q. ... / 276 
f54.57.7 
do. (MK-1262) 1 I 32.00-q. 506 / 350 (69.2%) 
- 
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No. 187(u-cw. 3). - KIT; B &I-MUSHTARAWIT. 
Author : anon. 
ZRemarkst Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 35_1/ 
Edn 1 no date 
(before 1262/1845-46) / B; I; q. 
/lit. ref. ': - B; L; qt! K-1j: 19. 
/contents-note/: - Administrative publication. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cons=ed (%) 
No. 187 I: n. d. 
(MK-LZ62) ... 50 
50 (100%) 
NLo. 188(U-CW. 7)-- KITIB al-MOZIKA. 
Author anon. 
LRemark3: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / Art3.780/ 
Edn no date (before 1262/1845-46) / Bal; q. 
/lit. ; -e-f. /: - B; l; tK-lls33. 
/contents-note t- It is unknown whether this is a work on music or 
& 3COVS. 
=U-B- :- Cf. above pp. 
/price & copies printed/consum d/: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (-,. ) 
No. 188 1tn. d. 
(M-1262) 843 / 843 (100%) 
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No. 189(U-CL. O)-- KITIB-L SH; L4! -ZIDA. 
Author : ane. 12 . 
LRemarksi Unknown / Classical Literature Can. 094/ 
Edn no date (before 1262/1845-46) / 3ý1; q. 
/lLt. 
_ref. 
/: - 3; 1; qtK-10117. 
/como. raf. l: - Bk: qIF-7: 12. 
/contents-noteh- The identity of this work is not ascertained; it 
is only tentatively classifLed. as a classical work and listed under 
the DDC's notation of "094" as a result of its subject-matter being 
unknown. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/1- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (T) 
No. 189 1: n. d. 
fl*F-12ýf/ 10.00-q. f4'17 
do. (MK-1262)a 0.. 1,018 1,018 (1007. ) 
Note a: Mentioned by IMK as a privattly-contractad publication 
which is not ascertained to be the same work described by LF as 
"Sh; n-i-Z; da, Hikmat KLt; bIfur. Turkchadur. " The latter also gives 
the number of copies still in store as "41", this could suggest 
that it is probably an official publication rather than a privately- 
contracted work. Therefore, it is listed here as a work for comparison. 
No. 190(U-CL. O)-- KITIB &I-SHUBBIN. 
Author anon. 
LRemarks: Unknown / ClassLcal LLterature ?/ Gen. 094/ 
Edn I no 
date (before 1262/1845-46) / BýI; q. 
/lit. ref. :-B; I; tK-10: 20. 
/contents-note/: - A privately-coutracted publication, the work in 
question is not identified. 
/price & cooies orinted/consumed/: - 
Vork/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (",. ) 
No. 190 1: n. d. 
(,, Y, -1262) ... 1,221 
/ 1,221 (100%) 
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NO. 191(A-CL. 4)-- KULLIYYIT ABI &I. BAQX'. 
Author Ayyjb B. M; 31 ABO &I-3ACI' #I-KAFFAWI, 1023-94/1619-83. 
iRemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(31/ 
Edn 1 1253 
(1837-38) / B; I; q. 
/biblioit. ref. /z- AIWIB-V. f. /22; BM(SL3-1/215): 14589. d. 14; 
CairoDY11-11/31; CairoFKA-IV/180; Darn-CO-199,01 IstUKA-1/1741 
Shurbajl(ýM-65 V ef k 3969* ___ 219; 
yU 
/lit. ref. t- IedemNL-31: 13-14; Bowringa-143%1,14401 
BianchiCC-49 1491 ZenkerBO-1/Z141707; VanDycka-330; 
Sarkis, "A-1/294; EAL-z. 11/603-4; Ridw; nCtOB-467 0- 154* 
/contents-note/t- An encyclop&4dia of scientific terms, one volume: 
I+ 430 pp. Printing executads 7th Rabic 1,1253/11th June 1637. 
/N. B., /s- The data of publication is given by LKM as "125Z A. H. " 
Edn 2 1255 
(1839-40) / BGL; q. 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiC. 1-52 Zank&rBO-1/214 j,. kL-z. 11/603-4; 1731 1708; 
Ridw; nCKB-470 ' 180* 
/comp. ref. /t- B; l; qtjK-9%21. 
/content3-nOteh- Another edition, one volume. 
Edn 3 
1281 (1864-65) / B; Ilq. 
/price & cooies orinted/tonsumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned 
I 
Price Copies Printed/Consumed M 
No. 191 I: 1253 







No. 191 2s 1255 
(CC-1238) 65.00-q. 0.0 ... 
do. jpK-12.627' 1,007 1,007 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication. 
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No. 192(T-rd. 6)-- Tarjamat Kn, 'DZ &L-SIHHA. 
Author : AntcLne B. CLOT Bey (tr. hustaf; Rasml &I-Jarkast, fl. 13th/19th). .0 
jRem&rk3: Turkish (Arabic) / Translation '. ork / Tech. 610/ 
Edn 1 
1261 (1845) / 3al; q. 
/biblioit. ref. :- Cairot-KT-266. 
/lit. ref. /: - Shayy; 10K-24,,,; Iha;; IFAI,. T-134; die&*TEK-181920630* 
/comv. ref-h- 3al; qZF-6s9-11; Zal; qmý-5: 30-31. 
/contents-noteh- A translation of a medical work made from the 
Arabic version (i. e. No. 193) previously pubLished in 1260 A. H., one 
volume: 21 + 429 pp. 
/orice & cooies orintediconsumed 
Work/Editiou Coucarmed Price Copits Printad/Consumed 
No. 193 1: 1260 11.00. q. f4 , o7 
do. JF-12667 12.00-q. /T967 
do. i:, IK-1262/ ll. ZO-q. L3121 
------- ---- - -------- 
'110.192 1261 
-b /, IIK-1262/ ZO. 20-q. Z49.1/ 
Note &: There are two si=ilar works mentioned by IF under the N 
description of lt-itib al-Tibb al-iha c bl: SLhhat ghusZsinda KlZt 
BaykuR Tallif ltdlkl Tibb Kitibldur" and "CUtlo &I-Tibb &I-iha c bl. 
Kadh3lik DL; ar?, ; ibldur. Xaf cI c1madur. 'Arabldur" respectively. 
The langua&e of the former is not ; iven, while the latter is ; iven 
as in Arabic and is probably the same as that Arabic medical work 
mentioned by -X under the description of "Liw; KOt Baykul, Sihhat 
Khusýsinda Ta'llf ayladIkI TLbb-L Sha c b! Kit; bIdur. iahml Ash&L, we 
c Ammaya . ufld bir Kitlbdur". These three works are all listed 
under the work No. 193 i 
for comparison. 
Note b: Under the same description of the afore-tuentioned Arabic 
medical work, hK also =entions another wor! L in Turkish which is 
listad under this work (i. e. No.. 192, ) for comparison and is probatly 
the sane as that mentioned by jZ: kp. 6,1.11) as t. h4 Turkish version 
of the Arabic work mentioned by the same source in the above note a. 
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Although this lattar-source (i. e. IF) does not live any information 
on the price and copies still in store of tho Turkish version 
except for mentioning it as being under translation at tne time 
(i. e. IZ60 A. H. ), however. hK lives the figare "1,009" as the 
combined total of printed copies for both versions (i. e. No. 192, and 
1.40-1931). Thus the number/parcentaga of copies consumed for them 
are "ZOO (19. S-,. )" up to 1262 A. H. 
No. 193(A-r. J. 6)-- KUNOZ al-SIHRA WA-YAWXQIT &I-MINHA. 
Author Antc ine B. CLOT Bey ( tr. Muhammad al-LH; Xjc1, d. 1877/IZ94-95). 
JQ. emarks: Arabic (French) Translation Work / T4ch. 61 
Edu 1 1260 
(1844-45) B; llq. 
/biblioz. ref. AlexMB-XI/37; BK(Sa-t/453,11/367)t 14537. c. 17; 
Z-; =1117; IstUKA-1/198. 
/lit. ref. :- jhayy; lLK-ZZqj. 
/como. ref. /: - 3; l; qZz-6: 9-l1; B; ILM-5: 30-31. 
-/contents-note/: - A, translation of Clot B4y's popular medical manuaLs 
one volume: 22 + 379 pp. 
LN. Bjs- Sao No. 192 (i. e. its Turkish version made from the work) 
for further information on the prices and the copies printad/consumed. 
lhayy; l (M p. 57) also mentions that the work was printed in 1,000 
copies and was reprinted ai, 2ud time in 1265 A. H. at 3; 1; q. However, 
this second edition is not listed as a different edition but only noted 
here, for no extant copy is available or attastad by the afore-centioned 
author who in addition remarks that the third and the fourth editions 
were published in 1271 A. H. and 1296 A. H. but without the knowledge 
of another edition between these two as we list, here as "Edu 3" 
Un 
2 
1271 (1834-55) Bulaq. 
Edu 
3 
1280 (1863-64) 3ý11q. 
Edý% 1296 (1878-79) 3; 1; q. 
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No. 194(A-TW. 5)-- Al-LA' Ll' al-BAHIYYA El al-HANDASA al-WA§FIYYA. 
Author anon (tr. lbr; hlm Ef. Ramadin &I-Misr!, fl. 7.1th/19th). 
LRemarks: Arabic (French) Translation Work / PureS. 510/ 
Edn 1261 (1845) / BL; q. 
/biblioz. 
__refo/: - 
AlextiB-XIV. 032; Bri(SAB-1/739): 14544. d. 29; 
CairoFKA-V/208; DornCO- 18740; LhurbaJ12AM-10Z 
351' 
/lit. 1MA 1/15; jhayy; lOK-24 
_Ief. 
/: - Sarkisrtit 103* 
/contents-note/t. On descriptive &eometry, one volumet 4+ 176 pp., 
with 40 plates. Printin& executedt Jum; d; 1,1261/hay-Juna 1845. 
/N. B. /: - CO and QAK remark that this work is the first volume, it is 
not ascertained whether the second volume was published or not. 
No. 195(TI-CW. 3)-- LX'IHA c AN TADIWUL al- c UMLA al-KISRIM MIMJLA &I-KHAYRIYYA 
WA-al-SA c DIYYA WA-al-RAB c IYYA WA-KADH; LIK al-CUMLA al-FIDDIYYA 
al-IST; NBOLIYYA. 
Author anon. 
IRemarks: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 351/ 
Edn 1255 (1839-40) / BGllq. 
/lit. ref. :- Ridwinl'MB-253. 
/contents-note/: - Administrative publication. 
No. 196(T-CW. 6)-- tj'IUA Ff BAYIN SIYLAT al-FILIýA. 
Author anon. 
jRemark3: Turk13h-Arabic (Turkish) / Contemporary writing / Tech. 63-0/ 
Edn 1265 (1848-49) B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. C&LroFKT-296; jhurbajI_qAM-123 423' 
/contents-noteh- Administrative publication on the matter of 
agriculture, one volume: 41 pp. (Turkish) + 43 pp. kArabic). 
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No. 197(T-CW. 3)-- U'IUA F! BAYýN '. Ag: eAYXRIFAT al-tIUSTAßäDIMIN FI tlAgÄLIe 
al-RUKNA al-MISRUYA 
c ALI USOL hUSTAHSANA. 
Author : anon. 
jRemarks: Turkish-Arabic / Contemporary Writin& / SocS. 35-1/ 
Edo 1': 
1260 (1844-45) B; I; q. 
/biblioz. ref. CairoFKT-2961 jhurb&jI_qAM-98 336' 
/comp. ref. /: - B; I; qt! K-l1: l3. 
/contents-note/: - Administrative publication, one volume: 8+8 pp. 
LN. B. I: - Mentioned by MK as "L; 'i"t &I-§ay; rif" which is not 
ascertained to be the same but listed here for comparison. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed M 
No. 19 71: 1260 LMK-1262/ 1,523 / 1,523 (100%) 
No. 198(T-CW. 3)-- Lkl. ýA Ff LHUýOý &1-AWRIQ &I-MUTA 
c ALLIQA BI-RU'YAT al--MAýýIý 
C- c 
al-KHAYRIYYA WA-DA AWI al-RA IYYA ALA al-WAJH &I-Il'IQ Ff 
KIFFAT al-DAWX'IR al-H14RIM. 
Author anon. 
JRemarks: Turkish-Arabic (Turkish Contemporary Writing / SocS. 351/ 
Edn 1 1259 
(1843-44) / B; llq. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKT-297; lhurbajiOAM-93 320* 
/contents-noteh- Administrative publication, one volume: 20 pp. 
(Turkish) + 18 pp. (Arabic). 
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c No. 199(U-CW. 3)-- L! 'IHA KHA SA Bl- ADAM TAIKHIR al-ACHL F! al-DAWLIN. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 351/ 
Edn 1 1257 
(1841-42) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - RilwInTMB-252. 
/contents-noteh- Administrative publication. 
NO. 200(U-CW. 3)-- LI'IHA KHISSA BI-MADIFLIS al-MUBTADIOA. 
Author anon. 
jemark3: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 350 
Edn no date (before 1265/1848-49) / B; l: q. 
/lit. ref. :- Riaw; nTMB-252. 
/comp. ref. /: - B; l: qMK711: 15. 
/contents-note/: - Administrative publication. 
LN. B. /: - MK mentions a work as "Q; n; n al-Mad; ris" which is not 
ascertained to be the same. 
/price & copies Printed/con3umed/: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price COpie3 Printed/COn3umed (%) 
No. 200 I: n. 
d. ffIK-1262/ ... 315 315 
(100%) 
No. 201(U-CW. 3)-- 1.; VIHA KHLSA BI-QAYD al-MAWLID WA-al-WAFAYIT. 
Author : anon. 
lRemarkst Unknown / Contemporary writing / SocS. 35-1/ 
Edn 1256 (1840-41) / B; Ilq. 
:- RiOwinTMB-253. 
/comp. ref. 7: - BOliqU-11: 23. 
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/contents-note/: - Administrative publication. 
/price & copies printed/consumed :- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cons=ed 
,a No. 201 1: 1256 
/MK-12ý2/ ... 4,050 4,050 (100%) 
Note a: Mentioning a work as "Ll'hat al-Wil; da" which is not 
ascertained to the same. 
No. 202(A-CW. 3)- CA'IHA MUSH C-cc 
_TAMILA 
ALA AMALIYYA UMOM al-KUHANDISIN al-MA'YiURIN 
BI-MUIIýA4A WA-IJR;. ' al-CAMALIYYAT al-HANDASIYYA BI-al-AQWM 
WA-GHAYRIHX. 
Author : anon. 
/Remark3: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 3511 
Edn 1261 (1845) / B; I; q. 
/bibliog. 
-ref. 
/-- CairoFKA-VI/186; jhurbajIOAM-l03 352* 
/lit. ref. :- SarkisLMA-11/2018. 
/comp. ref. /': - BýI; qt! K-11: 32. 
/contents-note/: - Administrave publication, one volume: 23 pp. 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Con3umed (7. ) 
No. 202 I: 1261 /7,, K-12627/-a ... 74 74 
(100%) 
Note a: Mentioning a work as"Ll; ihat c Amaliyyat al-Muhandisin". 
335 
Nc. Z03(T-C'J. 3)-- Al-LI'lHA al-MUTIA c ALLIQ 31-KHAD; 6IT al-KUSTAKHDAII&IN 
VA, IIUTAýA=QITM, k. 
Author anon. 
jaemarks: Turkish-Arabic (Turkish) / Contemporarj7 'Writing / SocS. 351/ 
Edn, 1260 (1844-45) Ballq. 
lbiblioR. ref. CairoFKT-Z97; jhurbajl_qAK-98 337' 
/contents-nota Admini3tratiVe publication, one volume: ; ý3 pp. (Turkish) 
4.3 pp. (Turk13h) + 40 pp. (Arabic). 
No. 204(A-C'W. O)- LI'IýA. T JAM%YYAT al. -MiSalyyjL. 
Author almolme 
. 
LRemarks: Arabic / Contemporary 'Writing / Cau. 060/ 
Zdn 1262 (1845-46) / Cairo: Matbacat Jam c Lyyat al-41acirif al-Misriyya. 
jbibliog. ref. /: - 
. 
Shurbaj i(LAH7108 372* 
/contents-note/: - A regulation probably published by a literary 
organization k=va as the Egyptian Society set up around 1835, 
printed La one volume: 8 pp. 
_/N. 
B. /: - This is the first known Arabic work printed by a non-Egyptian 
owned press during the reign of Muhammad 
c Alr according to extant 
evidence. Cf. above pp. 
, 4, o. 205(U-CW. 3)- LA'IHAT al-t4AJLIS. 
Author 
jRemark3s Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 351/ 
Edn no data (before 1262/1845-46) / B; 1; 4. 
/lit. ref. /: - B%; ctK-11: 37. 
/-con-tent3-noteh- Administrative publication. 
/orice & cooies Printed/consjMajdj: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies printad/consumed k,. i 
No. 2051: a. d. (MK-1262) 500 500 (100%) 
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No. 206(T-TW. 6)-- LX'IUAT MAWÄcfD al-MUHDIMÄT F! QAWICID MUHLMMIXT al-JIHXDIYYA. 
Author anon. 
LRemarks: Turkish (French) / Translation work / Tech. 623/ 
Edn 1255 (1839-40) / BL; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCG-52 - ZenkerBO-1/138 1741 1134; 
Shayy; l(&35 Ridw; n(ýMB-470 178 181* 
/Comp. ref. /: - RidwanTMB-253. 
/contents-note/: - A work described as "Des approvisiennements et des 
munitions de guerre", one volume. 
j2L-B-/z- A work mentioned by TMB as "LPLhat Qaw; 
cid al-Muhimm; t f! 
Qaw; cid Muhimm; t al-Jih; diyya, which is probably the same. 
/price & copies printed/consumed :- 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/COn3umed 
No. 206 Is t255 
(CC-1258) 15.30-q. ... 
No. 207(U-CW. 3)-- LI'IPT al-'tliUr'! WANA. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 3517 
Edn 1 no 
date (before 126211845-46) / BL; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - Ridw&nTMB-Z94-95. 
/comp. ref. /': - B; I; qMK-11.12. 
/contents-n&te/: - Administrative publication. 
/N. B. /: - Both TMB and MK mention the work under the same appellation, 
though no precise data/year of the work is known, it was probably 
published around 1261 A. H. as cited in the document referred to by I'MBo 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 01. ) 
No. 2071: n. d. AK-126i-l 1,717 / 1,717 (100%) 
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X, o. 208(T-Ca'. 3)-- U'IHAT 'ý%'IZLlt al-MASILIR F! BAY; S hUJWT al-MUSTAKHDL%IIN F! al-HUK7U8A 
al-SH"I; TYY, A. 
Author an0n. 
jemark3: Turkish-Arabic (Turkish) / Contempocary Writing SocS. 35fl 
Edn, IZ53 (1837-38) / Bal1q. 
/bibliox. ref. /: - CairofKT-297; IstUKA-11/349-, IstUKT-5Z1; 
Shurbaji2AM-65 Z200 
/lit.. Zef. /: - 6zageTEK-113813465' 
1comp. ref. /: - HeyworthHE-208; RivIinAP-79,85,243,313,345. 
/contents-note/%- Administrative publication, one volume: 43 pp. 
(Turkish text) + 40 pp. (the Arabic translation). 
/N. 3. /: - Mentioned by UKT as '14-uunu Umum! hisir" (LiL 43 pages), 
by UKA as 'Nisirin umumi idaresi hakkinda Z1 maddedan ... et. " 
- 
(La 40 
pages), and by TEK as 'tlisir Kanun-i Umumisi'o 43 + 40 pp. ). It 
is uncertain whether this work is the same as "Q; nýn al-SLyisat-a; ma" 
which is mentioned b7 Heyworth-:, unne (History of education, p. ZC&) 
and by FLivlin (A; ricultural Policy, pp. 79,83,243,313 and 343) 
as 4eia& published in Rabi 1, IZ53/june 1837. 
NLo. 209(T-CJ. 6)-- Lil JHAT- SIYISAT al-FII: UiA. 
Author anon. 
firemark3: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Tech. 6327/ 
Edn I IZ45 
(1829-30) / Bal1q. 
/bibliOR. ref. /: - AlexMB-XIII/9; CairoFKT-Z96. 
/lit. ref. t- aainaudNO-340 ; HammerC-OR-LX/690 381 11* 
Ridw; nMB-454 ; dzageýTEK-1139 61 13474' 
/contents-note t- A work of agricultural instructions and regulations, 
one volume: 96 pp. 
LN. B. /: - COR and CMB remark that it is the Turkish: version of work 
No. 210, while the title of this work mentioned differently by FKT as 
"LIILýa-yi F! 'iha fl SLy; sat al-Fil" wa-San c at al-Zir'a 
c a", by NO as 
as "Code agricole" and by TEK as "Hisirda. Ziraat ve Sulama, Hakkinda 
Layiha. " Cf. No. 210 and also No. 347, note a. 
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I'VAT ZIRV'AT al-FALLIH WA-TADBIR AHKIII al-SIYISA BI-QASD No. 210(A-C'd. 6)-- LA 
al-NAJL4. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / Tech. 630/ 
Edn 1 
1245 (1829-30) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. j: - BM(SAB-1/504): 14533. a. 4; CairoFKA-VI/185; 
DornCO-194 93; jhurbaj 
I-IA-M-74414V 
/lit. ref. /: - ReinaudNO-340 - HammarGOR-VIII/522 ZankerBO-11/76 371 32; 938; 
VanDyck, Ia-440; SarkisMMA-11/2018; Ridw; n. ZB-454 60* 
/comp. ref. /: - MedemNL-33: 18. 
/contents-noteh- Agricultural instructions and regulations , one volume; 
76 pp. Printing executed: 30th Rajab 1245/25th January 1830. 
/N. B. /: - Mentioned by GOR and BO as "Ll'ihat al-Fall; h li-Ta 
c ilm 
al-Ziraca al-Najiý", but only as "Code agricole" by NO. 
Edn 2 1258 
(1842-43) / B; L; q. 
/biblioR, ref. /: - BM(IAB-1/504): 14533. a. 5; CairoDIOI-VI/111; 
CairoFKA-VI/185; Lhurbaj! 2AM-84 
- 288, 
/lit. ref. /: - VanDyckl2-440; Sark! sMMA-11/2018. 
/comp. ref. /: - BianchiCG-57 ; B; l; q. LF-8: 23; 3ZI; qMK-7: 35-36; 2131 
ZonkerBO-1/157 lbrahimLES-1/338; Ridw; n(LMB-476 1Z95; 229 
/contents-noteh- Another edition, one volume: 76 pp. (or 74 pp. as 
noted by BM). 
IN. B. /: - DIOI gives the year 1257 A. H. as the date of publication. 
While a work is mentioned by SC, 10, LES and QMB under the title of 
0 des re QInun al-Zir; ca and described as "Traite gles de Vagriculture, 
ou Code agricole applique a IvEgypte". This latter is not ascertained 
to be the same work, it is listed here for comparison in spite of the 
date being given as "1257 (1842)". 
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/price & copies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 210 1: 1245 
-------- 
fNRL-12537/'L 





No. 2102: 1258 ZC-G-125§7/ 4.00-q. ... 







No. 361 1; 1255 
/EC-1258/ 4.30-q. 
do. fl'F-12607/ 5.00-q. fl-8377 
do. JpK-126277 5.00-q. f247 
Note &: NL mentions a work as "Kettab el Zeral en arabe". 
Note b: Both IF and MK mentions two works under the titles of 
"QZn-un al-Urica al-Mitriyya ... ate. " and "Q; uýn-i Zirl'at 
Or; p; " 
respectively, for which are given the copies in store as above in the 
table. Only the figure "12,654" is given by MK as the combined total 
of printed copies for both works. The number/percentage of copies 
consumed is therefore "119967 (94.6%)" up to the year of 1260 A. R., and 
is 1112,129 (95.9%)" up to 1262 A. H. MK also notes that there are 13 
Used copies of No. 210 at 1.11 qir3h each. 
NO. 211(, A-CL. 9)-- LATI'IF AKHBÄR al-UWAL 
H-MAN TAgARRAFA F! MISR MIN ARBIB 
al-DUWAL. 
Author : Muhammad B. 
cAbd al-Mu c t! al-ISH! d. 1060/1650. 
LRemarks: Arabic / Classical Litarature / Hist. 9607/ 
* Edn 1: 1251 
(1835-36) / Cairo. 
/lit. ref. /: - CAL-s. II/407. 
/-contents-note`/-. - History of E&ypt, also known as Tari_kh al-Istaqi. 
Edn 2 
1276 (1859-60) / Cairo. 
Edn 3 1286 
(1869-70) / Cairo. 
Edn4 1296 (1878-79) / Cairo. 
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No. 212(T-CL. 8)-- LATX'IF-L KHWLA NASa al-DIN AFANDI. 
Author anon. 
/iemarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(4f/ 
Edu 1254 (1838-39) B; llq. 
/bibliox. ref. CairoFKT-298. 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCC-50-5115,; ZenkerBO-1/86 734; 
Ridw; n, LMB-468 165; 
UegeýTEK-964116.4, 
/contentsmnote/. - Tales of Khw; ja NaIr al-Din, one volume: 40 pp. 
Edn 1257 (1841-42) 3ý1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. CaLroFKT-298. 
/lit. ref. /: - 5zegeTEK-964 11624* 
/comp. ref. :-B; l; qtK-9: 26. 
/contents-noteh- Another-edition, one volume: 40 pp. 
/price & ýopies printed/consumed/: -. 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printad/Consumed M 
NS. 2121: 1254 (CCr-1258) 
No. 21 : 1257 /EK-1262/ 22 
4.00-q. 
... 1,418 1,418 (100%) 
1 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication which is not 
ascertained to be Edn I or Edn., 
No. 213(A-r4.5)-- Al-LIZIM. MIN al-HANDASA al-WASFIYYA- 
Author DUCHESNE (tr. Muýammad Ef. al-BAYY&II, d. 1268/1851-52). 
LRemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / PureS. 5101 
Edn 1252 (1836-17) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(LAB-11/100): 14544.. d. 4.; DornCO-18739' 
/lit. ref. /: - MedemNL-31.20; Bowrin&LE-143: 20-21,59; BiauchiCC-46122; 
3; 1; qF-4-. 2-3; B; llqýK-4: 16; VanDyckl2-455; SarkIsMMA-1/622; 
Ridw; nZB-463 Ihayy; 10K-14 127; 37* 
fc-o-nEents-note7: - A work on descriptive geometry, one volume:. 4 + 79 pp., 
79 pp., with IS plates. 
341 
/N. B. /: - Although BM gives the above filing-title and the page-number, 
it mentions the date of publication as "1837 7" with reservation; 
while CO gives no date but the page-number as "79" under the title 
of "Kitib al-Handasa al-Wasfiyya". The latter title-name is also 
given by other sources. However, both MMA and OK mention that the 
work was also published in two volumes in 1263 A. H. in hi; r. Owing 
to uncertainty, this latter edition is not listed separately but only 
noted here for comparison. 
/price & copies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/COn3umed (%) 
No. 213 I: 1252 
(NL-1253) 6.20-q. 
do. (RE-1254) 6.00-q. 
do. (CC-IZ58) 5.12-q. 
do. (IF-1260) 4.00-q. ... 109 L10.97. / 
do. (MK-1262) I 4.00-q. 1,000 136 (13.6%) 
No. 214(T-C'J. 6)-- LUGM RISILASL 
Author :- ýU3&YU Rifql al-Tamini, fl. 13th/19th. 
LRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing I Tech. 623/ 
Edu 1241 (1825-26) / B; Iiq. 
/lit, ref, :ý BLanchiCG-33 - B; IlqtK-3: 31-32; ZankerBO-1/36 18,1107; 
lhayyllg! j-30 Ridw; nQMB-448,0. 138; - A. 0 
/contents-note/; - A treatise on mines, one volume. 
/N. B. /: - This work is said to have been the first to be printed with 
Irabic types made in E&Ypt. 
/price & cooies print d/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 






209 / 179 (85.6%) 
--------------- 
500 Z87 (57.4%) 
Note a: There are two bindings mentioned by k,, K, one with plates 
and the other without. 
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LUGHIRI=. 
Author ; a=ia. 
LRemarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / PureS. 5127/ 
Edul 1230 (1834-35) / B; Ilq. 
/bibliqst. 
-ref. 
/: - DoruCO: -187 43' 
/lit. ref. /: - Bawrin&! E-14308; BianchiCC-4291; B; l; qLF-3: 23; 
BLIqtK-4: 15; ZankarBO-1/131,055; V"Dyckl2-453; Sark! SMMA-11/2003. 
RidwinOMB-459 
-b- 96* 
/contents-noteh- Described as "Tables des Logarithmes", one volume: 
271 pp. Printing executeds. Jumldl 11,1250 /Oct* bar-November 1834. 
/orica & conies orinted/consumedi: -^ 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consuaed (%) 
N60.215 I: 1250 (CC-1258) 12.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 10.00-q. -00 ./1,419 JML. j 
do. (MK-1262) I 10.00-q. 2,018 / 1,454 (72. rm) 
klo. 216(A-CL. 5)-- Al-LUMA 
Author - Shihib al-DIn Aba al-CAbbZs Ah-mad B. huhamad IBN al-KI'M al-Farad. r, 
753-815/1352-141Z. 
. 
LRemark3*. Arabic / Classical Litaratura PureS. 510/ 
* Edu 1 1241 
(1825-Z6) / BýI; q. 
/bibliog. ref. :- CairoFKA-V/186; DornCO-187 V; Ihurbaj! OAM-33 105; 
Vef, ykC3-. 16 149 
/lit. ref. :- aainau&40-339,9; BianchiCC-34-3529; ZankerBO-11132,059; 
VanDycqa-Z39; Sark! OMA-1/270; Ridw; nCHB-450 
- 290 
/contents-note :-A work on calculation, one volume: 18 pp.. Printing 
executed: She c bin 12411harch-April JSZ6. 
Edu 2 no 
data (after 1830/1245-46, before 184Z/IZ57-58) / B%; q. 
/lit. ref. BLanchiCC-60 ZankerBO-1/13Z Ridwin(r. B-478 231; 1060; Z40* 
BulacLIF-4: 21,, BulacLMK-4: 33-34. 
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/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cons=ed (7. ) 
No. 216 : n. d. LIF-1260/ z 
do. ZMK-lZk2/ I 
1.00-q. 
1.00-q. 
... / 891 /89.1.7 
1,000 / 900 (90.0%) 
No. 217(T-CW. 8)-- LUTFIYYA-i WAHBI. 
Author al-Sayyid Muýammad Ef. WahbI known as SUNBUL-Z. XDA, d. 1224/1809. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lit. 894(117 
Edn 1253 (1837-38) / B; liq (see under: No. 073 I). 
/lit. ref. /: - RieuCTM-145; Uze&eTEK-977 11761* 
/contents-noteh- An imitation of YZ3uf N; bl's (1622-1712) Kh riyya 
(a moral poem), printed (in 61 pages) with No. 0731. 
No. 218(A-TW. 5)-- MABIDII al-HANDASA. 
Author anon (tr. Rifica Rific' al-TAHTIWIJ, 1216-90/1801-73). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French) Translation Work / PureS. 5107 
Edn 1258 (1842-43) / Bal1q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Ale)dIBmXIV. c/32; CairoFKA-V/198; DornCO-187 42ý 
Shurbaj! OAM-93 321' 
/lit. ref. :- Bal; qIF-4: 17; Bal; qýK-4: 27-29; IAL. s. 11/732; 
Ihayy; l K-11 
. g- 20* 
/contents-n :-A mathematical work, one volume: 13 +6+ 125 pp. 
Printing executed: 10th ShawwIl 1258/14th November 1842. 
/N. B. /: - The date of publication is given by FKA and QAM as ''1259 A. H. ''. 
In addition, (LK (p. 11, No. 20) lists the first edition as being 
published in 1249/1833-34, and remarks that the second and third 
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editions were published in 1258 A. H. and 1270 A. H. respectively. It 
is owing to uncertainty that the edition of 1249 A. H. iS not l13ted 
as a printed edition. Cf. also ShayyilTT-132. 
Edn 2 1270 
(1853-54) / Cairo: Matba c at al-Muhandiskh; na. 
Edu 3 
1291 (1874-75) / B; l; q. 
/price & copies Printed/consumedh- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 218 2: 1258 
(IF-1260) 12.00-q. ... / 302 L30.2%/ 
do. (FIK-1262)a I 12.00-q. 1,001 / 639 (63.8%) 
Note a: Mentioned by IF and MK as "Mukhtasar-i Handasa ... etc. " 
No. 219(T-r4.5)-- Tarjamat MABXDI' al-iLWDASA. 
Author : 
* Edu 1 
anon. (tr. Muýammad 
clImat, fl. 13th/19th). 
IRemarks: Turkish (Arabic) / Translation Work / PureS. 51f/ 
1259 (1843-44) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKT-254. 
/lit. ref. BulaqlF-4: 15-16; B; l! qLIK-4: 27-29; ihayyalgK-21 83* 
/contents-noteh- A mathematical work translated from the Arabic 
translation (No. 218), one volume: 133 pp., with plates. 
LN. B. /: - Mentioned by (LK as Tarjamat Mab; dil al- 
c Ul; m. 
/price & copies printed/consumed 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copýes Printed/Consumed M 
No. 219 1259 (IF-1260) 12.00-q. ... 27 L 2.7.7 
do. (IIK-1262 )a 1_12.00-q. 1 1,003 102 (10.2%) 
Note a: Both IF and MK. mention it as "Mukhtasar-i Handasa ... etc.,., 
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No. 220(A-TW. 6)-- MABLAGH al-BAR4 F! CILM al-JARRýH. 
Author Louis J.. BEGIN (tr. Yýhaan; 
CAIIHOR!, fl. 13th/19th). 
ZR-emarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 61f/ 
Edn 1251 (1835-36) / B; l; q. 
/biblioz. ref. /: - AlexMB-XI/39; BM(2a-11350,11/806): 14537. c. 7; 
CairoFKA-VI/32; Dor-ýCO-192 81; ýhurbaj! OAM-60 200, 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkisMIIA-II/1390; . 
2h&yyZl_QK-13 - ShattlFAMT-107. 321 
/contents-note/: ý A medical work on surgery, one volume: 17 + 17 + 
552 pp. Printing finished: 5th She 
c b; n 1251/26th November 1836. 
/N. B. /: - According to BM, the number of printed copies is given as 
"1,000". FAMT mentions this work as being published in Cairo in 
1254 A. H. It is uncertain whether this latter is another edition or 
a M13take. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Con3umed 
No. 220 1251 (BM-1251) a ... 1,000 
Note &: The date of the source- reference referring to the information 
on copies printed is given as "1251 A. H. " when the work was published. 
No. 221(T-CW. 9)-- Al-MADKHAL Ff al-JUGHRIFIYX. 
Author Medhal (7). 
LRemarks: Turkish / Contefi. porary Writing / Hist. 910/ 
Edn 1 1247 
(1831-32) / B; llq. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - BDI: 14448. a. 21. 
/contents-no-teM- An introduction to geography, one volume: 88 pp., 
with 8 plates. 
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NO. 222(A-CW. 4)-- Al-MAFýTIH al-DURRIYYA F! ITHBIT al-QAWXNIN al-DARIYYA. 
, '. uthor Mustafi B. Abi Bakr al-Slw; sl al-Rýml known as HAYFAT (or K4AYRAT) 
d. 1240/1824-25. 
ffemark3: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / Lang. 491(5j/ 
Edn 1 
1242 (1826-27) B; I; q (see under: No. 528 1). 
/bibliox. ref. DornCO-198 140* 
/lit. ref. :- ReinaudNO-335 12 ; HammerGOR-VIII/521 22; 
BianchiCr. -35 ZankerBO-1/43 jhayy; l(&30 ; Ridwln_qMB-45 132* 32; 348; 141 
/contents-notehý A grammar of the Persian language, printed with 
No. 528 1 in 19 pages. 
LN. 3.1: - Regarded by OK as a translation but the language from which 
it Was translated is unknown to him. mentioned by CC and QMB as 
miftlý al-Durriyya ... etc. 
Edn 1255 (1839-40) / Bý . 1; q (3ee under: No. 528 2)' 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Bt4(. SAB-111400): 14586. c. 2(2) and 14469. e. 18(2); 
CairoFKT-98; IstUKA-11/494. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, printed (in 19 pages) with No. 5282- 
/N. B. :- The page-number is given by BM as "17", and the place of 
publication by UKA as "Misr. " BM also mentions the title as 
Al--Maf; tih Csij al-Durriyya f! Ithb; t ... etc. 
No. 223(T-CW. 9)-- MAHXSIN al-XTHIR WA-HAQX'IQ al-AKHBAR. 
Author Ahmad Ef. WISIF, d. 1221/1806. 
LRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Hist. 95-6/ 
Edn 1 1243 
(1827-28) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. :- RainaudhQ-335-3e,,; HA-arGOR-VIII/522 31; 
BLanchiCG-35 ZenkerBO-11114 Ridwin, 2MB-451 34; 939; 36 
6zegeTEK-2005 
22519* 
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/contents-note/: - Ottoman chronicle, also known as T; rlkhýL W; fif, of 
the period 1166 - 87/1752-73, two volumes: I- 265 pp., II - 251 pp. 
Printing executed: jumid! 1,1243/November-December 1827. Text 
included; No. 499,. 
Edn 2 1246 
(1830-31) / B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlexMB-II/120; CairoFKT-232-33; DornCO-184 20' 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCC-39 63; ZenkerBO-1/114 939; lbrahimLES-11/306; 
Ridw; nOMB-455 68; OzegeTEK- 200522519* 
/comp. ref. /: ý MedemNLý32: 34; Bowrin&, LEý142: 339 143: 51; Bulaq. LFm8: 20; 
B; j; q! LK-9: 14. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, tWO VOlUMe3: I- 14 + Z10 pp., 
II -7+ 190 pp. Printing executed: Jumid! 11,1246/November-December 1830. 
. 
tN. B. /: - FKT mention3 the page-number &3 1= 210 pp. and Il - 190 pp., 
and &ives the date as 1240 A. H. which is probably a Mistake; if not, 
it may be meant for another edition. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cons=ed 
No. 223 2: 1246 /NL-1253/ 38.00-q. 
do. - -a IRE-1254/ 37.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1258) 29.00-q. ... 



























No. 223 2: 1246 /MK-12ý2/ 5.00-q. 2,792 2,756 (98.77. ) J 
Note a: It is uncertain whether the edition mentioned by NL and RE 
is referring to Edn 2 under which they are listed for comparison, 
despite the prices given by them being higher than that edition whose 
prici is given by CG as 29 qir3hs. - 
Note b: The work mentioned by both IF and MK is listed under Edn 
for comparison. However, MK further mentions the work as being 
offerred for sale in different bindings (1) Kimil, (2) nisf, and (3) A- 
(3) rubc' (used copies only). Their prices and copies printed/consumed 
are separately given as shown in the above table. Amongst the 573 
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copies still in store given by FIK for the binding of kýmil (probably 
the whole set of two volumes), there are 22 used copies at 22 qirsh 
each. 
Note c: The price and copies printed/consumed given by LIK refers 
to the binding of nisf (probably any one of the two volumes). There 
are also 16 used copies (amongst the 26 copies in store) at 7 qirsh 
each. 
Note d: The information given here by MK refers to the binding of 
rubc (i. e. for the used copies of either the half part of the first 
volume of the second as noted by MK), and the number of copies still 
in 3to; e is given by MK as "20" for the first volume and "16" for 
the second. 
No. 224(T-CW. O)-- MAHRUSA-DA KPIN KITXBKH; NA-L %IRA-DA MAWJOD DLXN KITIBLARUN 
MIQDIR WA FI'XTLARI ... etc. 
Author anon. 
LRemarks: Turkish Contemporary Writing / Gen. 01-5/ 
Edn c. 1262 (1845-46) 8%1q. 
/biblioz. ef. /: - BM(ýýAB-1/423): 14598. f. 9. 
/contents-note/: - A list of publications printedipublished by the 
B; l; q printing house containing not only prices of books and the 
copies still in storeq, but also printed copies. 12 pages. 
LN. B. I: - This is the second known publication-list of this kind. 
However, there is only one work (i. e. No. 407 I 
). published in 126Z A. H., 
which is listed in the list (on page 11); Most works noted in it were 
published before that year in addition to several works mentioned as 
being in the process of being printed at the time of issuing this List. 
These works at the press were either published in IZ62 A. H., such as 
Nos. 15Z 
I and 
445,, or appeared one or more years later, such as Nos. 
11619 51919 1031,38Z, and Z33,. It seems that the list Was issued 
in or before 1Z6Z A.. H. to supersede the previous list (i. e. No. 151 
published around 1260 A. H. ) with further notification of prices, copies 
still in store and, more important, the copies printed. These two 
liSt3 have been carefully evaluated and Used as a primary source. 
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NO. 225(A-r. J. 6)-- NAMA c al--CHURAR F! SIYISAT al-BAQAR. 
Au;!: or : Joseph ROBINET (tr. 
c Atiya U., fl. 13th/19th). 
LRemarks: Arabic (French) / Trauslation: 'Work I Tech. 636/ 
Edn I IZ64 (1847-48) / Býliq. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Ale: diB-XI/39; IstUKA-11/536; 2hurbaj! (LAM-119409' 
Sark! sMMA-II/1339,1752; Ihayy; 12K-Z5 115* 
/contents-noteh- On veterinary sciences, one volume: 16 + 268 pp. 
N "6(A-CL. 4)-- MAJMÜC o. U 
Author Ahmad B. CA11 B. Mascýd, fl. 8th/14th et al. 
rRemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(4f/ 
Edn 1 1247 
(1831-32) / B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. :- Bh(ýLB-1/159): 14593. c. 4. 
/comp. ref. /: - HammerCOR-69014-,, ' 
/contents-note/: - Grammatical compilation on morphology, one volume: 
34-+ 14 + 16 + 10 + 40 + 10 pp. Printing executed: 9th ShacbIn 1247/ 
13th January 1832. Text iacluded: Nos. 012 31 032 3,25041 2514 , 4404 and 514 4* 
/N. B. /: - Two works described by GOR as "Crammatikalische Tractate". 
Without title place or data of publication. It is possible that one 
of them is this work and the other is work No. 233,. Cf. No. 2391 for 
the information on copies printed. 
No. 227(A-CL. 4)-- MAJMGO Ff CILM al-TAýRIF. 
Author Ahmad B. '7A11 B. Masc; d, fl. 8th/14th et al. 
/lEemark3: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(4). 7 
Edn 1264 (1847-48) / B; llq. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - BM(SA-1/159): 14593. d. 6. 
/contents-note/: - Grammatical compilation on morphology, one volume. 
Printing finished: Muqarram 1264/Decamber 1847-January 18&a. Text 
included: Nos. 01Z 79 03 27, Z5099 2519,440 7 and 5148. 
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No. 228(T-TW. 3)-- MA. DIUA'-A-i FANN al-BAHRIYYA. 
Author Antoine (tr. Ouhrrmad Mustafi, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarkst Turkish (French) / Translation work / SocS. 3557 
Edn 1 1254 
(1838-39) / BL! q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - IstUKA-55. 
/lit. ref. /: - 6ze&eTEK-1051 12539' 
/contents-noteh- A military work, five parts. - I- 14 +4+ 92 pp., 
II - 47 pp., III - 98 pp., IV - 175 pp., V- 158 pp., with 10 plates. 
IN. B. /: - UKT mentions the number of parts/volumes as three only. 
No. 229(A-CL. 4)-- MAJHrICA (Fl al-NAýW). 
Author Aba OAmr cUthmin B. OUmar IBN al-ý; JIB, 570-646/1174-1249 et al. 
jRemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(51/ 
Edn 1 
1255 (1839-40) 1 Býl; q. 
/biblio . __ref. 
/: - AlexMB-V. b/38; BM(ýAB-11/727): 14594. a. 31. 
/comp. ref. /: - BýI&ItK-8: 34. 
/contents-noteh- Compilation of works on Arabic grammar, one volume: 
55 +7 pp., with marginal notes. Texts included: Nos. 020,, 1534 and 166 3' 
IN. B. h. Cf. No. 164 I 
for the information on copies printed. 
NO. 230(A-CL. 4)-- MAJACA F! al-gARF. 
Author Aýmad B. cAll B. Masr-; d, fl. 8th/14th at al. 
/Femarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(4f/' 
** Edn 1: 1244 
(1828-29) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. 7-f. /:. Cairo aIV/15; - IturbajlOAM-4Z-43 ea 135-40* 
/lit. ref. /: - ReinaudNO-3347; HammerCOR-VIII/52235; 
BLanchiCCr-37 Sark! sMMA-11/1977-78; RidwinZB-453 41-47* 39-45; 
/cont - ents-notel: - Compilation of works on Arabic morphology, one 
volume: 106 pp. Texts included: Nos. OIZ,, 032,, 250 21 251 21 4031p 
440Z9 and 514 
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/N. B. /: - Cf. Ho. Z39 I 
for further information on copies printed. 
The texts included Illave been cent-loo. ed variously and some sources, 
such as NO, ýLa, CG' and MB do not give precise t-I tles to some texts. 
%c ýZo. 231(A-CL. 4)-- MA210 Ä F! al-SAM. 
Author Ahmad B. a All 3. Mas"'ad, fl. 8th/14th at al. 
/remarki: Arabic / Classical Literature I Lang. 492(4 
Edu IZ62 (1845-46) / B; Ilq. 
/bibli CairoFKA-IV/12-L3; Shurb. &JiOAM-104-105 338-63' 
/lit. rat. Sarkr3MMA-11/1977-78. 
/comp. 
_raf. 
/: - OzegaTEK- 22114903' 
/contents-aoteh- Compilation of works on Arabic morphologyt one 
, rojume: 40 +, $ + lo + 31 +a+? 
+ 14 pp. Texts included: Nos. OlZ6# 
0326, Z508,2518,403Z, 4406, and 514 7* 
C1. No. Z391 for information on copies printed. It is 
uncertain whether the edition mentioned by 
TEK as being published 
In "IZ61 (1845)" and In "31 + 14 + 15 -1- 40 -t- 9 op. " is the same 
as this workledition 
(I. e. No. 231, ). 
,; o. 23Z(A-CL. 4)-- MAJMÜCA F! al-gARF- 
Authcr Ahmed B. 
cAll B. has"'ýd, fl. 8th/14th, at al. 
/Remark3t Arabic / ClaS31caI Literature / Lang. 492(4)/ 
Edn I 
IZ67 (1850-51) / 3ý11q. 
/biblioq. ref. /: - CairoFKA-IV/12-13; §hurbaJICAM-129-31 446-51' 
/! it. ref. -. - VanDyckIO-311; Sark! --tiMA-11/1977-78. 
/content3-note : ý-- Compilation of works on Arabic morphology, one 
volume: 40 +8+ 10 + 32 +8+ 14 pp. TeXt3 included: Nos. 012, p 
032 , 250 251 440 
(or 403 ), and 514 
a Id, to, a3 9* 
/N. B. :- After this year* there are similar compilations published 
in IZ68/1351m3Z, 1269/185Z-53,14'SO/1363-64,12S211663m669 
1298/laso-al, and 1299/1881-az respectively. 
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nýo. 233(A-CL., 4)-- HAMICA L'IUQADDIM&A MASHHÜRA F! al-NAtU. 
Author : Ab; cAmr cUthmin B. cUmar IBN al-: i; JIB, 570.. 64611174-'. 1 `49, at al. 
5emarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(5f/ 
Edn I: 1247 (1831-32) / B; Ilq. 
/biblioz. ref. /%- CairoDO-11176-77,142,150-52; LhurbajI(LAM-46-47, Z. 
/co=p. ref. /: - HammerCORm690.4-15; Bowrin&RE-143: 773V 
/contents-noteh- A compilation on Arabic grammar, one volume. 
Texts included: Nos. 021,, 1532, and 166,. 
IN. 3.1: - C QA*M mentions that the work "Al- Awamil fi al-N&ýW" by the 
author 'ý! uhnmmad B. Bir C All known as al-31rkall or al-Birkawl" 
(i. e. the work No. 020) is one of the three texts included in the 
collection instead of NO. 021. C. O. NO. 164 I for the information 
on ? ricas and copies printed/consumed, also No. ZZ5 I for the 
, ra=atical works mentioned by Goa. noting of two Z
No. 234(A-CL. 4)-- MAJMOCA ýARFIYYA. 
C 'ýd, Author Ahmad 3. All B. Masc fl. 8th/14th, at al. 
LRemarks: Arabic / Clas3ical Litarature / Lang. 492(41/ 
Edn 1246 (1830-31) B; I; q. 
/biblioR. ref. DornCO-197 126' 
/contents-noteh- Compilation of works on Arabic morphology, one 
volume. Printing executed: 15th ýafar 1246/5th August 1830. Texts 
includet.: Nos. 001,, 2503 , 25 13 , 44031 and 5143* 
LN 
. 
L. 3. /: - Cf. No. 239 1 
for information on copies printed. 
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No. 235(T-CW. 5)-- MAJMOCAT al-MUHANDISIN. 
Author Husayn Rifq! al-Tam; nl, fl. 13th/19th. 
IRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / PureS. 510/ 
Edn 1240 (1824-25) B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. AlexVB-XIV. c/34; DornCO-187 36' 
/lit. 
_. 
Eef. /: - Hamm4rGORmVIII/5ZO1,; BianchiCG-3213; 
ZenkarBO-1/136 1098; Rijw; nLMB-448 13* 
/content3-note/: - On geometry, one volume: 26Z pp., with 15 plates. 
Printing executed: Jum; di 11,1240/January-February 1825. 
Edn 2 1247 




/lit.. ref. :- BianchiCG-39 - ZenkerBO-1/137 aidw; n(LMB-455 641 69; 
5zegeTEK-1058-59 
12620' 
/comp. ref. /: - IedemNL-31: 22-23; Bowringg-143: 24,14308; 
B; l; qlF-3: 21-22; Bal; q! LK74: 13-14. 
/contnets-note/: - Another edition, one vol=e: 199 pp., with 15 plates. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/t- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumod (%) 
No. 235 2: 1247 /A-12ýf/ 30.00-q. ... 
do. IRE-1254/ 30.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1Z58) 26.00-q. ... 
do. 21.00-q. 4,331 /78.97, / 
7, a do. IMK-1262 21.00-q. 5,490 4,425 (80.6%)l 
Note at There are 28 used copies (18.20 qirsh each) amongst 1065 
copies still in store mentioned by MK. 
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No. 236(A-CL. 4)-- MA-R-15CAT al-MUQADDIIIIT. 
Author Ahmed B. C All B. Masc; d, fl. 8th/14th, at al. 
LRemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(4). / 
Edn 1231 (1835-36) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - DornCO-197 - Shurbaj! QAM-57 1271 - 188-9' 
/lit. ref. :- Bowrin&LE-143: 7.143: 78. 
/contents-noteh- A compilation of works on Arabic morphology, one 
volume. Printing executed: Jum; d; 1,1251/Au&ust-September 1835. 
Texts included: N03.012 41 03240 2505,25 16 and 514,. 
/N. B. /: - Cf. No. 239 I for the information on prices and copies 
printed/consumed. 
-C No. 237(A-CL. 4)-- MAXMU AT al-KUQADDMAT Fl al-NAHW. 
Author Ab; O*Amr 
cUthm; 
n B. 
cUmar IBN al-HAJIB, 570-646/1174-1249, et al. 
rRemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(5f/ 
Edn 1 
1241 (1825-26) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(ýAB-11/727): 14593. d. 29; DoruCO-199141* 
/comp. ref. /: - ReinaudliO-33511, Riow; nLeB-451 33' 
/contents-noteh- A grammatical compilation, one volume: 63pp. 
Printing executed: Safar 1241/September-October 1825. 
Texts included: Nos. 0201,153 1 and 166 V 
/N. B. 
-/: - 
A work mentioned by NO as "Traite sur la philosophie du 
langage" (in poem) and the date of publication as "1241 (1826)", which 
is nevertheless noted by OMB as "Kitib fl al-Lu&ha" and the date as 
"1422 (1826)". It is not certain whether the work referred to by ýO 
and QMB is the same as this work (i. e. No. 2371). Cf. No. 164, for the 
information on prices and copies printed/consumed. 
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No. 238(A-CL. 4)-- MAJMUOAT MUTON al-SARF. 
Author Aýmad B. c All B. Masc; d, fl. 8th/14th at al. 
jemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature Lang. 492(4f/ 
Edn 1 1240 
(1824-25) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog, ref. /: - BM(ýABmI/159)l 14593. c. 3. 
/lit. ref. :- SarkishMA-II/1978. 
/comp. ref. /-- ReinaudNO-334 - BianchiCC-3315; Ridw; n LtýB-44815. 81 g 
/contents-note t- A compilation of works on Arabic morphology, one 
volume: 8+ 120 pp. Printing executed: 15ht She c bin 1240/4th April 
1825. Texts included: Nos. 0121,0321,2501,2511,421, and 514,. 
LN. B. I: - Compiled by ýasan al- 
c Att; r. MMA mentions that it includes 
the text, Al-Sh; fiya f! al Tafrif (i. e. No. 421 1 
). which is not 
ascertained to be the same one mentioned by BM without the title and 
author but only described as "a short treatise explanatory of some 
verbal forms". This is the first known extant edition of its kind. 
Although there are two editions mentioned by Brockelmann (EýL-s. 11/657) 
as being published in 1207/1792-93 and 1226/1811-12 respectively, their 
existence seems doubtful and should be treated with caution, cf. above 
pp. See No. 239 1 for the information on prices and copies printed/ 
Consumed. INO mentions a work as "Ouvrage grammatical arabo" with 
marginal notes, while CC and QMB mention a work under the title of 
Ris; lat al-Sarf me ca Haw; shin with the description of "ouvrage 
grammatical arabe, accompagne do &losses marginales". The date of 
publication is given by ILO to the former as "1241 (1825)", and by ýG 
and QMB to the latter as "1240 (1825)". 
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No. 239(A-CL. 4)-- MAJÄMOCAT RASÄ'IL F! al-sARF. 
Author Ahmad B. c All B. MascZd, fl. 8th/14th et al. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(4). / 
** Edu 1 1257 
(1841-42) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(LAB-1/159): 14593. c. 8. 
/lit. ref. /3- BLanchLCG-57z, z; ZenkerBO-1/22,,,; V&nDyck. M-310; 
RidwinOMB-476 228* 
/comp. ref. /: - BulaqjF-9%11; BulaqtK-8: 29. 
/contents-note/: - On Arabic morphology, one volume (six parts): 
32 +8 +- 15 +8+ 40 +8 pp. Printing executed: Ramadla 1257/october- 
November 1841. TGXt3 included; Nos. 012,, 0325p 250 61 251 71 440 5 and 514 6' 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 236 1: 1251 
fRE-12547/lk 





No. 239 1: 1257 
(CC-1258) 6.00-q. ... 
do. LIF-12601 5.00-q. ... / 8,985 /93.8,7/ 
-rb do. LMK-1262/ 5.00-q. 9,576 / 9,319 (97.3%) 
-j 
Note a: The work/edition mentioned by RE is listed under No. 2361 
(published in 1251 A. H. ) for comparison. 
Note bs The number of printed copies given by MK actually includes 
the combined total of two works, one being the work in question, and 
the other No. 5141. The number of copies in store is nevertheless 
given by MK for the former as "100" and for the latter as "157", 
while given by IF as "426" for the former (i. e. No. 239 I) and as "165" 
for the latter (i. e. No. 5141). The number/percentage of copies 
consumed up to 1Z60 A. H. as shown in the above table is calculated 
from the figures given by IF in two different places in the same 
source (i. e. B; l; qLF p. 9, line 11, and B; l; qLF ., 
p. 9, line 15) 
instead of in one place as given by ýK. The price one qir3h is given 
by both IF and MK to the work No. 514,. 
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c No. 240(T-Cd. S)-- MAJML5'rAT al- ULDII al-PIYXQIYYA. 
Author : al-U; jj Isolq Ef. ý; fif, fl. 13th/19th. 
J'Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / PureS. 510/ 
Edn 1257-61 (1841-45) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(14451. d. 3); CairoFKT-256. 
/lit. 
_Eef. 
/: - BG1; qIF-11.12-13, B; l; qtK-4: 6-l0; 6ze&eTEK-1057 12606* 
/contents-note/: - Mathematical works in four volumes: I-7+ 479 pp. 
(with 5 plates), 11 6+3+ 459 pp. (with 18 plates), III -8+ 573 pp. 
(with 15 plates), IV 9+ 491 pp. (with 7 plates)'. 
/price & copies printed/consumed, /: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/COn3UMed 























Note a: The price and copies still in store for each part of the 
four volumes are given by MK as shown in the above table. The figure 
"1,000" is however given as the combined total of printed copies of 
the four parts/volumes. The number and percentage of copies consumed 
is therefore "6 (0.6%)". IF mentions the work as being near the end 
of its printing when the list Was issued around 1260 A. H. 
NO. 241(T-CL. Z)-- MANIQIB-i AWLIYI-yi MIýR- 
Author (tr. SIM Ef. al-Kulshan7i, fl. 
/Remarks: Turkish (Arabic) / Classical Literature ?/ Rel. 297(9 
Edn 1262 (1845-46) / 3ý1; q. 
/biblioz. ref. /: - Bli(14406. a. 4); CairoFKT-276; IstBK-III/266; 
IstUKT-713. 
/lit. ref. /: - O**ze&eTEK-1103 13100' 
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/contents-noteh- A translation of huwaffaq al-DIn AbG Muhammad c Abd 
al-Rahm; n B. a*! I--FaqTh 
CUthm; n B. Ab! al-Hazm Hakki B. Taj al-Din Ab! 
al- CAbbis B. Sharaf al-Din Muhammad al-Sh; ficl al-Khazraj! al-Ans; rl's 
(fl. 771/1369) Murshid al-Zuww; r il; QubZr al-Abr; r, biographies of 
the Muslim saints of Egypt, one volume: 151 pp. 
, LN. B. /: - Mentioned by FKT under the title of Tarjuman al-Shuhad; 
'. 
No. 242(U-CW. 3)-- MANSHOR LI-L4ASHXYIKH 'WA-HUKall al-AKHTAT al-al-I c TINP Ff JAM 
al-qUTN WA-WIQýYAT. UtLýOLIHI MIN al-TALAF. 
Author : anon. 
lRemarks: Unknova / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 351/ 
Edn 1 
1243 (1827-28) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - RidwanTMB-253. 
/contents-note/. - Administrative publication. 
No. 243(U-CW. 3)--- MANSHUR LI-MASHXYIKH WA-HMCX; h al-AKHTIT BI-ITTIBIC al'-r-ADXLA 
Ff FASL al-KHUSCMXT BAYNA al-MUZARI IN. 
Author : anon. 
jRemark3: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 35-1/ 
* Edn 1 1243 
(1827-28) / 
/lit. ref. :- Ridw; nMB-253. 
/contents-note/: - Administrative publication. 
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No. 244(U-CW. 3)-- MANSHUR LI-MUDIR al-AQWh KH7k§§ BI-MANC al-SHUBB; N al-MUJANNADIN 
MIN TASHWIH ANFUSIHIM F! TAR-IQIHDI ILA al-JUNDIYYA WA-BI-al-TANBIH 
OALI MAN YAJMA-U MINHUM BI-ANNA MAN YUS-HAWWIHU NAFSAHY SA-YA'UUUU 
SA-YUJIIA cU MINHUH BI-ANNA MAN YUSHXvIWIHU NAFSAHU SA-YU'KHADHU 
BADALAHU c ADADAN MIN al-SHUBB; N MIN CIOILATIHI 'WA-YURSALU HUWA 
ILI al-BAHRIYYA TULA HAYATIHI. 
Author : anon. 
/Remark3: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 35f/ 
* Edu 1 1248 
(1832-33) / Býllq. 
/lit. ref. :- Ridw; nITIB-253. 
/contents-note/: - Admiai3tratiV6 publication, 13sued on 20th _Shaww; 
l 
1248/12th March 1833. 
NO. Z45(U-CW. 3)-- MANSHUR LI-1-TASHWIQ al-ZIRICA- (sic) WA-MANc' HURUB al-FAIIJUIN. 
Author : anon. 
IRemarks: Unknown / Contemporary Writizzg / SocS. 351/ 
Edn 1242 (1826-27) / B; I; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - RidwanTNB-253. 
/contents-noteh- Administrative publication. 
No. 246(A-TW. S)-- Al-44AQXLA al-UL;. Ff al-HANDASA. 
Author ADRAM Bey, Ibrihim (tr. Muhammad Ef. 
c Ismat, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Femarks: Arabic (Turkish) Translation Work / PureS. 516-/ 
Edn 1252 (1836-37) / B; I; q. 
/lit. 
_Lef. 
/: - BianchiCG-47 131; ZenkerBO-I/13 
21057; jhayy; l(LK-l4 36; 
UjwýnqhB-464 136' 
/contents-note/: - A work on geometry, one volume. 
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LN. B. /: - The work is noted by QK as being translated from the Turkish 
translation of a French work. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Con3umed 
No. 246 I: 1252 
(CC-lZ58) 2.30-q. 
No. 247(T-TW. 5)--MAQXLIT al-HANDASA. 
Author : anon (tr. Ibr; hlm ADHAM Bey, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / PureS. 510/ 
Edn 1252 (1836-37) / B; llq. 
/lit. 
-ref. 
/: - BianchiCC-47127; B; l! qLF-4: 6-7; B; l; qtK-4: 20-2l; 
ZenkerBO-1/137 Ihayy; 10K-13 Rldw; n, (LIMB-464 1115; 35; - 132* 
/contents-note/: - A mathematical work, one volume. 
/price & copies Printed/con3umed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies.. Printed/Consumed M 
No. 247 1: 1252 
(CC-1258) 6.36-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 2. Z6-q. / 279 /27.91, / 
do. (MK-1262) 2.26-q. 1,000 / 256 (25.6%) 
Note a: It is uncertain whether the figure mentioned by MK or 
that by IF is correct. 
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No. 248(T-CL. 8)-- vLAQXLIT-i 1.7,11CIL ýAQQL 
Author Ism! c 11 ýaqql, d. 1137/1724-25. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 89f/ 
Edn 1 1257 
(1841-42) / B; I; q (see under: No. 053 I). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - IstBK-III/75; IstUKT-257. 
/lit. ref. /: - OzegeýTEK-1000119.6' 
/contents-noteh- A prose work printed with the author's poetical 
work (No. 053 1) in 55 pages. 
No. 249(A-CL. 8)-- Al-? IAQIMXT al-ýARIRIYYA. 
Author al-Q;, sim B. 
c All al-ýARIRI, 446-. 516/1054-1122. 
ZRemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature I LLt. 892(4). / 
Zda 1266 (1849-50) / Bý'I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoMi-III/370-73; CairoFKA-IV/328-29; 
Vefykr, 
_3-9 51 ; 
LhurbaJigmi-128 441* 
/lit. ref. /: - ZenkerBO-II/46 605; Sark! sMMA-1/749; ýLAL-s. I/487. 
/contents-noteh- A literary work in prose and verse, one volume: 
12 + 419 pp. 
Edn 1272 (1855-56) / Bal; q. 
Edn 1277 (1860-61) / Cairo: Maýbacat al-K; 3till! (Castelli). 3 
Edn4 1279 (1862-63) / Cairo. 
Edn 1284 (1867-68) / B; llq. , 
EdU 1288 (1871-72) / B; l; q. 6 
Edn7 1299 (1881-82) / Cairot Matba 
c at Sharaf. 
Edn 1299 (1881-82) / Cairo: MaSbacat &I-Kistilli (Castelli). 
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No. 250(A-CL. 4)-- Al-MAQSDD F! al-TASRIF. 
Author Abý HanIfa al-Nu c min Ibn Thibit, d. 150/767 ? 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(4, )7 
Edn 1 1240 
(1824-25) / B; l; q (see under: No. 238 1). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(Sý2-1/159): 14593. c. 3. 
/lit. ref. :- SarkisMMA-11/1978. 
/contents-noteh- Treatise on the conjugation of verbs. 
Edn 2 1244 
(1828-Z9) B; l; q (see under: No. 230 I)o 
/bibliog. ref. CairoDI01-11/69-70; CairoFKA-IV/15,18; 
DornCO-198 IhurbajiOAM-42 1371 137' 
/lit. ref. /: - HammerCOR-VIII/52Z 35 ; Sark! sMMA-1/304,11/1977-78; 
GAL-s. II/657. 
Edn 3 1246 
(1830-31) B; llq (see under: No. 234 I). 
/bibliog. ref. DornCO-197 126' 
Edn 1247 (1831-32)'/ B; lýq (see under: No. 226 I). 4 
/biblioe. ref. [: - BM(SAB-1/159): 14593. c. 4. 
Edn 5 1251 
(1835-36) B; I; q (see under: No. 236 I). 
/bibliog. ref. :- DornCO-197 127; lhurbaj! (LAM-57 188, 
Edn 6 1257 
(1841-42) BLIq (see under: No. Z39 I). 
/bibliog. ref. BM(M-1/159)-. 14593. c. 8. 
/lit. ref. /: - VanDyckja-310. 
Edn 7 1260 
(1844-45) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. :- GAL-s. II/657. 
LN. B-/-- This edition (Edn7)ttoge ther with Edn, are mentioned by GAL 
as being published in a 'tagm; 
oa" with Muýammad Birkawl's (d. 98111573) 
commentary. 
Edn 1262 (1845-46) / B; llq (see under; No. 231 1). 
/biblior-. ref. /: - CairoFKA-IV/12-13; LhurbajlQAM-104 359' 
:- SarklsLFIA-11/1977-78. 
Edn 9 
1264 (1847-48) / B; I; q (see under: No. 2271). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Bli(SAB-11159): 14593. d. 6 
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Edn 10 : 1267 
(1850-51) / Býllq (see under: No. 232 P. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoDRi-11/67-70; CairoFKA-IV/12-13; 
Shur baj! OAM-104 359 
/lit. ref. /; - VanDyckl2-311; Sark13MMA-II/1977-78. 
Ednjj : 1268 (1851-52) / B; l; q. 
Edn 12 : 1269 (1852-53) / B; I; q. 
gdn 13 : 1278 (1861-62) / B; l; q. 
EdnJ4 : 1280 (1863-64) / Býllq. 
Edn, 5 : 1282 (1865-66) / B; liq. 
Edn 16 ; 
1298 (1880-81) / Cairos Matba c at Sharaf. 
Edn 17 
1299 (1881-82) / Cairo: Maýbarat-al-Wahbl. 
No. 251(A-CL. 4)-- MARIH &I-ARW; di. 
Author Ahmad B. c All B. MasoUd, fl. Sth/14th. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(4). / 
Edn 1 1240 
(1824-25) / B; I; q (sea iinder: No. 2381) 
/bibliog. ref. /: 6 BM(CAB-1/159): 14593. c. 3. 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkisMMA-11/1978; ýLAL-11/24, s. II/14. 
/contents-note/: - Arabic grammar. 
Edu 2 1244 
(1828-29) B; l; q (see under: No. 230. ). 
/bibliog. ref. BN-1/375; CairoDKM-11/67-68; CairoFKA-IV/15,17; 
DornCO-197 125 ShurbaJ12AM-42 135' 
/lit. ref. j: - ReinaudNO-334 I; HammerGOR-VIII/522 35 BianchiCG-36 39; 
ZenkerBO-1/20; Sark! sMMA-1/374,11/1977-78; 2AL-s. Il/14; 
Ridw; nQ LB-452 W 
Edn 3 1246 
(1830m3l) / B; l; q (see under: No. 234 1). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - DornCO-197 126* 
Edn 4 124: 7 
(1831-32) Bal; q (see under: No. 2261). 
/bib BM(ýLB-11159): 14593. c. 4. 
/lit. ref. /: - CAL-s. II/14. 
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Edn 5 1249 
(1833-34) / B; liq. 
/lit. ref. /: - GAL-s. 11/14. 
/N. B. 
`/: - 
It is unknown whether this edition is contained in a 
grammatical compilation as others are. 
Edn 6 1251 
(1835-36) B; l; q (see under: No. 236 I). 
/bibliog. ref. DornCO-197 127* 
Edn 7 1257 
(1841-42) B; l; q (see under: No. 239 I). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(ýEAB-1/159): 14593. c. 8. 
/lit. ref. VanDyckIa-310; SarkisMMA-1/374; EAL-s. 11114. 
Edn 8 
1262 (1845-46) B; l; q (see under: No. 231 1). 
/bibliost. ref. CairoDIGI-II/67-68; CairoFKA-IV/12-13; 
Shurbaj! QAM-104 358* 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkisMMA-11/1977-78; EAL-s. 11/14. 
Edn 9 1264 
(1847-48) / B; Iiq. (see under: No. Z27, ). 
/bibliog. ref., /: - BM(SAB-1/159)t 14593. d. 6. 
/lit. ref. :- SarkisLMMA-1/374. 
Edn 10 1267 
(1850-51) B; l; q (see under: No. 232 I). 
/biblioR. ref. CairoDKM 11/67-68; CairoFKA-IV/12-13; 
Shurbaj! OAM-129 446* 
/lit. ref. :- SarkisMMA-11/1977-78; VanDyckjQ-311. 
Edn 11 1268 
(1851--52) / B; l; q. 
Edn 12 : 1269 
(1852-53) / BL; q. 
Edn 13 : 1276 
(1859-60) / B; I; q. 
Edn 14 : 1280 
(1863-64) / B; l; q. 
Edn 15 : 1282 
(1865-66) / B; Iiq. 
Edn 1298 (1880-81) / Cairo: Matba c at Sharaf. 16 
Edn 1299 (1881-82) / Cairo: Matbacat al-Wahbl. 17 
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lio. 252(T-CL. O)- MA AT-NMA. 
Author lbr; hlm Haqql Ardurýml, d. 1195/1780-81. 
lemark3: Turkish / ClassicaL Litarature / G*n. 03 fl 
Edn 1 1251 
(1835-36) / 3; 1; q. 
/biblioS. ref. /: - Cairot-KT-300-1; DornCO-199 - IstUKT-253. 146, 
/lit. ref. :- hademNL-32: 12-13; Bowriti&LE-142.74-73,144tZl; 
BianchiCC-45 - ZenkerBO-1/214 ' EýL-Z. II/592; 109,1709' 
Ridw; nOMB-461,,,; 6zageTEK- 1OZ512259* 
/contents-note/: - A work on various subjects, one volume: 23 + 563 pp. 
Edn z 1255 
(1839-40) / 3; 1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /t- AlaxMB7XVII/206; CairoFKT-300-1. 
/lit. Lef. /: - BianchiCC. -52-53 175; Zenker3o-l 
/2141709; 
Ridw; n(LhS-470182; UegeýTEK-1025122 
. 59. 
/contents-etate Another edition, one volume: Z3 + 563 pp. 
Edn 3 1257 (1841-42) B; I; q. 
/lit. ref. /: -- RieuCTII-LI5-, 6zageTEK-1025,2259, 
/comt). ref. /: - B; L; qgK-9-10. 
/content3-note Another edition, an* volume: Z3 + 564 pp. 
Edn 1280 (1865-66) Cairot Matbacat CAW al-ashm; n &I-aushdi. 4 
/price & copies printad/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 










No. 252 3: 1257 M-12627 ... 1,954 1,954 (1007. ) 
Note a: A privataiy-contracted publication, and it 13 not known 
to which adition(s) the information given by ! LK 13 referring here. 
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No. Z53(A-TW. 9)-- A141AS; BIH al-t'IUNIRJL F1 TAWIRIKH al-QURON al-AKHIRA. 
Author Felix Ragon (tr. Hanaf! Hind B. 13MIC11, fl. 13th/19th). 
jRemark3: Arabic (French) / Tran3lation Work / Hist. 90-9/ 
Edn 1 1266 
(1849-50) / B; l! q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(LAB-1/613,11/501): 14549. e. 12; IstUKA-II/529; 
Shurbajl_q. AM-127 438* 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkisMMA-1/800; BulaqtLK-12: 13. 
/contents-note/: - A translation of Ragon's "Histoire generale des 
temps modernes", one volumet 7+ 608 pp. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 253 1: 1266 (eK-1262 )a 500 
Note a: The work mentioned by IIK under the title of Tarikh 
al-Quriih al-AUIra is said to be at the press in 126Z A. H. 
NO. Z54(A-CL. Z)-- MAS4RIQ al-ASHWAQ. 
Author : 'Sham3 al, Dln Ahmad B. lbr; hlm B. Muhammad B. al-NAHHL al-DIMASHQI, 
d. 814/1411. 
LRemark3z Arabic / Classical Literature / Rel. 297(31/ 
* Edn 1 1242 
(1826-27) / B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(SAB-1/168): 14519. b. 1, and 14519. b. 2; 
CairoFKA-11/175-76; DornCO-1839; Lhurbaj! OAM-36115, 
/lit. ref. :- ReinaudNIO-33721; HammerCOR-VIII/52124; BLanchiCC-34,6; 
ZenkerBO-11174-7514,1; VanDyckla-159-, SarkistIMA-11/1848; 
ah-s. Il/83; Rilw; nMB-45026. 
C 
_/content3-noteh. 
- Abridgement of the work, Mashari al-Ashwaq ila 
Masiri c al- cUshsh; q wa-Muthir al-Char; m Ll! : ); r &I-lsl; m, on the merits 
and duties of Jihad (or sacred war), one volume: 244 pp. Printing 
finished: 30th Jumid! It 1242/30th December 1826. 
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No. 255(A-TW. 9)-- MATXLIC SHINAS al-SIYAR F! WAQZ'I: KARLÜS Z31C7/ al-TH; NI CASHAR. 
Author : Frangois M. Arouet de VOLTAIRE (tr. huhammad Ef. Mustaf; known as 
al-BAYYV, fl. 13th/19th). 
jRem&rk3: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Hist. 948/ 
Edn 1 1257 (1841-42) / Býl; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlexMB-11/128; Bri(SAB-1/320,444,11/353): 14561. b. 7; 
CairoDKM-V/349; CairaFKA-V/152; DornCO-18525; 13tBK-11/92; 
IstUKA-11/580-81; jhurbajI2AM-84 289, 
/lit. 
_Lef. 
/: - BianchiCC-58,,,; Bul; qLF-7: 6-7; B; l; qLIK-6: Z7-ZB; 
ZenkerBO-1/102 
853; VanDyckla-408,424; Sark! SMMA-II/1696; 
IhayyilZ-20 ; Ridw; nOMB-477 74 238* 
/contents-note/1- A translation of F. Voltaire's H13toira de Charles 
XII, Roi de Suade, one volume: 2+4+ 278 pp. Printing finished: 
I 
lst Rajab 1257/19th August 1841. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 




... 8 /1.6,7/ 
506 47 (9.3%) 
No. 256(P-CL. 8)-- MATYAWI'-Yi MACNAWI. 
Author Ibn Bah; I al-Din JAJLjL al-DIN RON11,604-72/1207-73. 
/Remarks: Persian Classical Literature / Lit. 891(lf/ 
Edu 1 
'1251 (1835-36) / B; l; q (see under: No. 095 I). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(jPB-423): 14787. k. 12; DornCO-195 103* 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCC-45 Rilwan_qMB-462 113 118' 
/contents-noteh- A well-known poetical work by the famous Persian 
poet Jal; 1 al-Din R; mI, printed with a Turkish paraphase and 
commentary (No. 095, ) in six volumes: I- Z4 + 341 +I pp., 11 - 296 pp., 
III - 416 pp., IV - 459 pp., V- 458 pp., VI - 554 pp. 
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Edn 2 1268 
(1851-52) / 
jbiblioR. --r-f. /: - Bn(ýPB-423): 14787. k. 3; CairoFKT-419. 
/lit. ref. :- GibbHOP-IV/81; 6ze&eTEK-1118 13263' 
/comp. ref. /: - Býl; qtlK-12: 30. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, printed with the Turkish translation 
(No. 257 1) and with the seventh apocryphal volume appended, seven parts 
(in three vol=es): pt. I- 16 +8+ 155 pp., pt. 11 -4+ 139 pp., 
pt. III -4+ 184 pp., pt. IV -6+ 147 +1 pp., pt. V-4+ 171 +1 pp., 
pt. V-4+ 171 +I pp., pt. Via 2+2+187+1 Pp., pt. Vila 6+68 pp. 
Edn IZ89 (187Z-73) / Cairo: hatba c at al-Wahbl. 3 
/price & copies printed /consTnedlh- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
- -a No. 256 2.1268 &K-1262/ 400 
Note a: It is uncertain whether the work mentioned by MK as being 
printed at K. 26il Pasha's expense and as being at the press is the 
same as this work/edition in question. 
NO. Z57(T-CL. 8)-- Tarjama-L MATHNAWI-yi MA NAWI. 
Author : ial; l alýDln Rýwl* 604ý72/1207ý73 (tr. Sulaym; u NAýIFI Ef., 
d. 1151/1738-39). 
fRemarks: Turkish (Persian) / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(l f 
Edn 1 1268 
(1851-52) / BLZq (see under: No. 256Z)* 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(SPB-423): 14787. k. 3; CairoFKT-419. 
/lit. ref. /: - GibbHOP-IV/81; 6ze&eTEK-1118 13263* 
/contents-noteh- A Turkish translation of Jal; l al-Din R; ml'3 Well- 
Ic known poetical work known as Mathnawi-yi Me nawi (No. Z56) with a 
spurious seventh book translated by a certain 13Ma il Farrukhi 
(d. 1256/1840-41), printed with the Persian text. 
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NO. Z58(A-CL. Z)-- Al-tlA! w: IQIF FT 
cILIJ al-KAL111. 
Author c Adud al-Din 
cAbd al-Rahmin al-IJI, d. 756/1355. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Rel. Z97(4f/ 
Edn 1 
1841 (1256-57) / B; l; q (see under: No. 486 
/lit---r-e-r-j: - Van. Dyckýlg-200; SarklaMMA-1/679-80. 
/content. s-note/: - A work on the principles of theology, printed with 
No. 4861. 
No. 259(T-CL. 2)-- Al-KAWQUFITI. 
Author MAWqUFITI Muhammad Ef., d. 1065/1654-55. 
ffemarks: Turkish (Arabic) / Classical Literature / Rel. 297(327/ 
Edn 1 IZ54 
(1838-39) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCG-51 - ZenkerBO-1/178 1641 - 1451; 
GAL-11/432, z. 11/570; Ridwa'n(Z! B-469 171; ozegeTEK-1261 14796' 
/contents-note/: - A translation of Ibr; hlm al-"labl's (d. 956/1549) 
MultaqZ al-Abhur (NooZ81), a manual of Hanaf! law, with commentary by 
the translator, two volumes: I-2+ 356 pp., 11 m2+ 314 pp. 
Edn 2 1256 
(1840-41) B; l; q. 





/Comp. ; ; qMK-9: 27. 
_Lef. 
/: - Bul 
/content3-note/: - Another edition, two Volumes: 12+ 369 pp., 
11 -2+ 327 ppo 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed((%) 
NO. 259 I: 1254 
(CG-1258) 
------------- 




I ... 1 
... 
--------------- 
1,151 / 1,151 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication. 
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No. 260(T--CW. 5)-- XAYL-i SHAMS. 
Author anon. 
/1, Temark-3: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / PuraS. 52f/ 
Edn I no date 
(before IZ60/1844-45) / B; lZq. 
/lit. rdf. /: - 3ý1! qLF-3: 19. 
/comp. ref. / - B; l; qtK-4: Z6. 
/contents-note :- Almanac. 
/N. 3-7: - It is uncertain whether the work mentioned by ý, M as "Mayl 
al-IShams" (without giving the language) is the same as this work 
referred to by IF. 
/-Price & cooies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 0'. ) 
No. 260 I -. a. d. (IF-1260) 1.30-q. Lýj 
do. RIK-12627 ... 500 
500 (100%) 
No te a: It is uncertain whether the work mentioned by ýK as 
, ýMayL &I-Shams" (without ; ivia& the Lan&ua&a) is the 3=0 &3 this 
work (i. e. NO. Z60 I) mentioned by IF. It is owin; to this uncertainty 
that the number and percentage of copies Consumed UP to lZbO A-d- 
is not given but the number of copies still In store at that Point 
which Ls given in squara-bracket3. iowever, ýX Lives no price and 
no copies in store but the printed COpiQ3; the work was prooably 
all consumed (i. e. sold and/or distributed). 
No. 261(T-CL. I)- HIFT4 al-JANNA. 
Author anon. 
jemarks: Turkish / Classical Literature ?/ Ral. 297(3f/ 
Un 1265 (1848-49) Bal! 4. 
/bibliog. ref. CairoFKT-77. 
/contents-noteh- A religious work, also known as 
c Ilm 41 al--MazraqlI' 
fI FurU-c aL-Hanafiyya, one volume: 114 pp. 
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No. 262(A-r. 4.6)-- IIIKINIQI, anna fi. e. 7 'mi JARR al-ýTHQXL. 
Author TERQUEX (tr. eluýammad Ef. BATYUNII, d. 1268/1851-52 and Ahmad Ef. T! 'il, 
fl. 13th/19th). 
/iemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work Tech. 62o7 
rdn 1 1257 
(1841-42) / Cairo: ha; ba c at al4luhand13khina. 
/lit. ref7.: - BianchiCC-59 - ZenkerBO-1/133 nDyckla-456; 2271 1068; Va 
SarkistiMA-1/392,622; jhayy! l. Qjj-18 RidwinZB-475220* 68; 
/contents-note/: - A work described as " Traite de la Mecanique", 
one volume. 
No. 263(A-CL. Z)-- Al-MILAL WA-al-NIHAL. 
Author Muhammad Ab; al-Fath al-SHAHRASTANI, 469-548/1077-1153. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Rel. 297(5f/ 
Edn 1 1261 
(1845) 1 B; lZq. 
/lit. ref. /: -. GAL-z. 1/551. 
/contents-note/: - A work on various religious sects and philosophical 
schools. 
Edn IZ63 (1846-47) / Hisr. 2 
/biblioR. ref. /: - I 3tBK, -I/220; IstUKA-11/364. 
/lit. ref. /: - VanDyckj2-174; E&-s. I/76Z-63. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, two volumes. Text included: No. 2641. 
LN. B. I: - The place of publication is given by IQ and UKA as hifr; 2K 
further mentions it as Nisir, inaniye M. " to indicate the name of the 
press which is not exactly known, whether an official printing 
establishment or a private one. It can only be tentatively classified 
as a publication by a private printing establishment. GAL mentions 
the place of publication as B; l; q which is the press-name 
generally given to its Turkish version (i. e. No. 2640. It is also 
uncertain whether this latter work is contained in this work as treated 
here. 
Edn3 1288 (1871-72) I'lisr. 
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No. Z64(T-CL. 2)-- Tarjaipat kitib al-MILAL 'IA-al-NIP. L. 
Author Muhammad Ab; al-Fath al-SHAPIWTIN19 469m548/1077-1153. (tr. Muhammad 
B. Mustaf! al-Rýml, d. 10 70/1659-60). 
LRemarks: Turkish (Arabic) / Classical Literature / Rel. 297(5 
Edn., 1263 (1846-47) B; Ilq (see under: No. Z632). 
/bibliog. rer. Cairo&-KT-21, 
:-A Turkish translation of the work on various religious 
sects known as Al-MILAL wa-al-NIHAL (No. 263). one volume: 4+ 150 pp. 
jLN. B-/: - CPH mentions that it was printed in Cairo and T"-: '< gives the 
place of publication as 'Kabire Matbaatu Misr ul-mahrusa" which is 
likely to be the 3; 1; q press. 3ut it is uncertained whether it is 
contained in work No. Z63 z which is also published in the same year 
in two vol=es, as it is regarded so here. 
NO. 265(A-TW. 6)--. A1-iiINHA F! SIYXSAT HIFZ al-SIHHA. 
Author BERNARD (tr. Ceorges Vidal d'Alep, fl. 130/19th). 
LRemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation 'Work / Tac-h. 6107 
Edn 1 1249 
(1833-34) / B; llq. 
/bibliost. ref. /: - AlexMB-XI/48; 3MQLB-1/359): 14537. d. 4; LN: -XI/579, 
CXVI/301; CairoFKA-VI/43; DornCO-190 67; lhurbaj! OAM-53 174* 
BianchiCC-40 - tenkerBO-1/155 SarklaMMA-11/1469; 741 - 1265; 
LhayyZlQS-10 11 ; Ridwin(EB-457 jha5ý! FAMT-114. 111 19 79; - 
/comp. ref. /: - B; I; q. LF-5: 3-4; B; l; qtK-5: 5-6. 
/contents-note/: - A work on hygienics, one vol=e: 4+ 11 + 404 pp. 
Printing executeds Ramaj; n 1249/January-February 1834. 
/N. B. /: - The work is mentioned by. CO as "Q; n; n al-; iýba al-'MU3amm! 
bi-al-Hinha fl Siy; sat al-Sihýa%and by SC, LO, IN, K and OMB as 
"Qlu; u al-Uhha", The date of publication is however given as 
"1248 k. H. " by 20,2N (vol. 116, p. 301) and LK. 
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/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned PrPrinted Copies Printed/Con3umed 
No. 265 1249 (CC-1258) 40.00-q. ... 




ff. K-126.1/ 25.00-q. 1,003 / 725 (72.27. ) 
Note as. IF describes a work as "Q; n; n-i Sihhat-. Uukam; -ya 
cc 
knuta alliq bir Kitlb-i Kathir &I-Mau; fi dur. Kitab-i nadhkur Muh. afafa- 
Abd; u ich; n Uukamidan Ihayrl-ya dakhT Luz; mll 01; b, N; fcl CZnmdur. 
c Arabldur" which is probably the same as the work described by 111K as 
"Kitib-i lladhk; r Sihhat Muh1fazasindan Bahth Tdar. Aýib; dan bashqa 
har ; qýmaq bilina. Niaiicdur". The copies still in store is given by 
MK as "192 new copies at 25 qirsh each" and "86 Used Copies at 19 
qirsh each", while is only given by LF as "96 copies at 19 qir3h each" 
which is probably meant for the used copies. In this case, the copies 
and percentage of consumed copies up tp 1260 A. H. is higher than that 
up to 1262 A. H. 
NO. 266(A-TW. 5)- Al-tMlNeA al-LADUNIYYA F! al-HANDASA al-WASFIYYA. 
Author anon. (tr. Ibr; h1m Ef. Ramad; n al-Misri, fl. 13th/19th). 
jemark3: Arabic (French ?) Translation Work / PureS. 5lo7/ 
Edn 1269 (1852-53) / Cairo: Matba 
c 
at al., 4uhandiskhlna. 1 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKA-V/208. 
/lit. ref. :- SarkisMMA-1/15. 
/contents-noteh- A mathematical work in one volume (or the first part). 
LN. 3-1: - It is not ascertained that this work is the 
first pajrt of 
work No. 080 1. 
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No. 267(A-TW. 6)-- Al-IHINýA LI-TILIB QBON al-qlUýA. 
Author Louis F. CROGNIER (tr. Muhammad Ef. c Abd al-Fatt; h, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Temarks: Arabic (French) Translation Work / Tach. 6367 
Edn 1 1Z62 
(1845-46) B; l; q. 
/biblioz. ref. BH(CAB-1/591,11/297): 14537. d. 14; CairoFKA-VI/44; 
Shurbaj! QAM-109 374' 
/lit. ref. :- SarkistiMA-II/1677; IhayyalOK-24 106' 
/content s-note/: - On veterinary hygiene, one volume: 16 + 262 pp. 
/N. B. /: - The title is given by a as Qln; n aln-SLhha, and by KNA and 
CLK as Q; n; n al-ýSihha al-Bayýariyya. 
No. 268(A-TW. 5)-- Al-MINýA al-ZAHRIYYA Ff al-ACLM; L al-JABRIYYA. 
Author . anon. (tr. Muhammad Mustafl, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French), / Translation Work / PureS. 516/ 
Edn 1267 (1850-51) Cairo: Matba"at al-huhandiskhlna. 
/bibliog. ref. Shurbajl_q. AK-134 463* 
/content3-nOte/: - An algebraic work, one volume: 155 PP. 
/N. B. /: - This is the first part of two, the second part being published 
in 1269 A. H. by the same printing-preS3; and the latter's page-number 
is given as "7 pp. + pp. 155-627" by jhurbaj! ((jAM-l46 508 
), with the 
following translators: ýIliý MajdI. c Aý; 'Hasan and Muhammad Mustaf;. 
The second part is also mentioned by Cai-ro(FKA-V/215-16). However, 
another work is mentioned under the same title-name and is probably 
a different work, cf. No. 269,. 
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No. Z69(A-TW. 5)-- Al-MINýA al-ZAHRIYYA F1 al-Aclla al-JABRIYYA. 
Author anon. (tr. %ir Ef. Sacd, fl. 13th/19th. at al. ). 
/Kemark3: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / PureS. 5167 
Edn 1 1269 
(1852-53) Cairo: Matba c at al-Muhandiskhýna. 
/bibliog. r AlexMB-XIV. bIZ5; CairoFKA-V/215-16; lhurbaj! QAM-146 509' 
/contents-noteh- A mathematical work, one volume: 195 pp. 
IN. B. I: - This work is mentioned as being trnaslated by 
c1mir Sacd, 
Muhammad Mustafi and Ibrihim al-3ayylc; and QAM also remarks that 
the work is given the title-name "Al-Kaw; kib al-Durriyya f! al-A 
c 
M; l 
al-JabrTyya" in the preface. Cf. No. 2681. 
Edn 1278 (1861-62) / Misr. 
2 
No. Z70(T-CL. Z)-- MINHL al-FUQARIO. 
Author Sheikh Ism; oll B. Aýmad al-Anqarawl, d. 1041/1633-32. 
lRemarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / Rel. 297(8f/ 
Edn 1 
1256 (1840-41) B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. CairoFKT-49. 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCG-56 - 202 
BulacjýKý10: 12; ZeckerBOý1/1631340; 
VanDyck. 12-500; Sark! sMMA-1/494; Ridw; ngtB-474 6ze&eTEK-1137 209; 13675* 
/contents-noteh- A, work on mysticism, one volume: 278 + 27 pp. 
Texts included: No. 125,. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 270 I: 1256 
(CC-1258) 45.00-q. . 00 ... 
do.. (MK-1262) a ... 403 403 
(100"1. )
Note a: A privately-contracted publication. 
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No. 271(A-CW. 4)-- MINHAT al-KARIM al-WAHHXB WA-FATH ANIB al-NAHW LI-1-TULL; B. 
Author Ahmad al-Najjirl al-Dimy; tl al-Hifniwi, fl. 13th/19th. 
ZR-emarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / Lang. 492(517/ 
Edn 1249 (1833-34) / Bal; q (see under: No. 435 2)* 
/lit. ref. :- SarkisMMA-1/401. 
/content3-nOte/: - On Arabic grammar. 
/N. B. /: - Mentioned by MMA as being printed on the margin of work No. 435 2* 
Edn 1282 (1865-66) / Misr. 2 
Edn 3 1291 
(1874m75) / Ballq. 
Edn 4 1292 
(1875-76) / Cairo. 
No. 272(T-CL. 9)-- MIR'XT al-K! 'INIT. 
Author Muhammad Ef. Ibn Ahmad B. Muhammad lbu Ramadan known as NISHINJI-71DA, 
d. 1031/1621-22. 
fR'emark3: Turkish / Classical Literature / Hist. 90f/' 
Edn 1 1257 
(1841-42) / B; 1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKT-234. 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCG-60 - B; l; qMK-10: 23; ZenkerBO-1/119 232' 997; 
Ridw; n_QMB-478 UegeTEK-1165 241; 13767* 
/contant3-noteh- A work of general history brought down to the close 
Of the SUlt&U SU1&yMiU'3 reign (974/1566ý67). two volumes: 
I- 10 + 399 pp., 11 - 20 + 158 + 203 + 28 pp. 
Edn 2 1269 
(1852-53) / BýI: q. 
/price & copies printed/consuined 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 272 1: 1257 
(CC-1258) 285.00. q. 
do. (M-1262 )a 604 604 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication. 
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No. 273(A-CL. 2)-- NIRIXT al-UýUL IU MIRQýT &I-4U§5L. 
Author Muhammad B. Farlm; z known as MULL! KHUSRAW, d. 885/1480. 
LRemark3: Arabic / Classical Literature /-Rel. 297(3). / 
Edn 1258 (1842-43) 41; q. (see under No. 111 1). 
/biblioz. ref. CairoFKA-11/244. 
/ILt. ref. :- GAL-s. 11/317. 
/contents-noteh- A commentary on the author's own work. 
Mirq; t al-Wus; l, on the principles of Jurisprudence, according to the 
Hanad school, printed with No. 1101. 
Edn 2 1262 
(1845-46) /. B; liq (see under: No. 111 2). 
/biblioR. ref. /: - CaLroFKA-111244. 
Edn 3 1289 
(1872--73) / CaLro. 
NO. Z74(A-CL. 4)-- Al-MISBIH al-MUNIR F! GHARIB aL-ýHARH al-KABIR. 
Author Ahmad B. Muhammad al-Fayyý=!, d. 770/1368. 
JRemarksi Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 4927 
Edn 1267-(1850-51) / Býllq. 
/lit. ref. /: - CAL-s. II/20, z. 11/31. 
/contents-note :-A commentary on the language of Sharh al-Wajiz 
(or, Fath al- c AzIz f! sharh al-Wajlz), 
c Abd al-Karim B. Muhammad 
al_a; ficI's (d. 623/1226) commentary on Kitib al-Wajlz (a manual of 
Sh; fir'! on fiqh) by Muhammad B. Muhammad al-Ghazzill (450-505/1059-1111). 
Edn 2 
1278 (1861-62) / Cairo. 
Edn 3 
1281 (1864-65) / B; l; q. 
Edn 4 
1289 (1872-73) / B; I; q. 
Edn 5 
1293 (1876-77) / B; l; q. 
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No. 275(A-TW. 6)-- 'NISHY-IT al-U'IDHIN FI IM al-AQRAB; DHIN. 
Author Phillipe LEBAS (tr. huhammad Ef. c Abd al-Fatt: h, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work Tech. 63f/ 
Edn 1 1254 
(1838-39) / B; lZq. 
IbiblioR. ref. /: - Shurbaj! OAM-71 240* 
/contents-noteh- A veterinary pharmacopasia, one volumes 8+ 130 +7 pp. 
Zda 2 1260 
(1844-45) / B; l! q. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - BM(aL-I/941): 14537. b. 6; CairoFKA-VI/40; 
Shurbaj! (LAM-98 339*_ 
/lit. ref. :- SarkisMMA-11/1677; ihayyal2K-2290, 
/comp. ref. /: - B; l: qtK-6: 19. 
/content3-noteh- Another edition, one volume: 10 + 130 pp., with 16 platts. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 275 2: 1260 
§IK-12kf/74" 6.00-q. 735 /, 511 (69.5%) 
Note a: MK mentions the work under the description of Aqrabidhl-yi 
Banari. 
No. 276(T-CL. Z)-- 14U"ZiALIT RISILASI. 
Author ýamza Ef. al-Darandall, fl. 
LRemarks: Turkish / Classical Literature ?/ Rel. 297(3). / 
Edu 1264 (1847-48) B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. CairoFKT-7Z; IstBK-III/214; IstUKT-338. 
/content3-note/: - A religious work, one volume: 22 pp. 
/7.77ý - Mentioned by FKT under the title of "aisila Hamza Afand! 
al-Darandall fl al-Mu amalat", whili BK mentions a work as 
"Risale-i itikadiye" (probably meant for Ris; la-yi Ic tiq; diyya) 
also in 22 pages. 
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No. 277(A-CL. 4)-- MUJIB al-NIDI' III SHARH QATR Al-NADX. 
Author c AfIf al-Din 
c Abd Allih B. Ahmed B. cAll al-F; XIHI al-Makki al-Shifiol 
al-Nahwi, 899-972/1493-1564. 
jRemark3: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(5). / 
Edn 1253 (1837-38) / B; liq (see under: No. 432 I). 
/lit. ref. /: - GAL-11/23. 
/contents-noteh- Commentary on c Abd All; h ibn Y53Uf Ibn HijCam's 
(708-61/1308-60) work of Arabic grammar known as Qaýr al-Nad; wa-Ball 
al-Sad;. 
Edn 2 1264 
(1847-48) / B; llq (see under: No. 4322). 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkisMMA-1111433. 
Edn 1281 (1864-65) / Cairo: Matbacat Muhammad Sh; hln. 3 
Edn 4 1292 
(1875-76) / Cairo. 
No. 278(A-TW. 6)--ý MUKHTAeAR r»Ilh 1-tt! KZNIKX. 
Author anon. (tr. Aýmad Ef. F; 'id, d. 1300/1882-83). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 6207 
Edn 1260 (1844-45) Cairo: Matbacat al-ttuhand13kh; na. 1 
/bibliog. ref. AlexMB-XIV. &174. 
/lit. ref. :- Shayyal(LK-23 RidwanTMB-361-6Z. 96; 
/contents-noteh- A work on mechanics, one volume: ? 
_/NB. 
/: - The page-number is probably incorrectly printed as 
"29 pp. " 
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NL'o. 279(A-TW. 9)-- NUKHTASAR TWAIIAT MASHIHIRI qUDA, 'Il' al-FALLIFA. 
Author FranSois da Salignae de la Mothe Fenelon (tr. Abd Allih B. Husayn 
al-; 4LsrI, fl. 13th/19th). 
jRemark3: Arabic (French) / Translation 'W'ork Hist. 9211 
Edn 1252 (1836-37) B; Iiq. 
/bibliog. ref. Alex: 10-11/123; B'h(gAB-11/569-70): 14560. b. 20; 
. 
LN-1/32; CairoFKA-V/143; IlstUKA-1/214-15; lhurbaj! OAM-632, Z, 
/lit. ref. :- VanDyckjl-ZOS; SarkishMA-11/IZ94-95. 
/como. ref. /-. - AlwdB-11/36; CairoDICI-V/100; Dor--CO-184,,; 
Vtfykql- 13117; Medem. NL-31: 19; BowringI. E-143: 66; BLanchiCO-471,4; 
Bal; qjF-8.17; B; l; qýK-7: 5-6; ZenkerBO- 1/99836; VanDycqa-409,424; 
SarklsttMA-1/945; IhayyilOK-15 , Udwin! jMB-463 42; 129 
/content3-note :-A translation of Fenelon's Abregs des vies des 
anciens philosaphes, one volume: 186 pp. Printing executed: 19th 
ashawwal 1252/27th January 1837. 
There is a work mentioned either under the title of 
T! rIkh al-Fal; safa al-Y; n; niyyln by LB (vol. 11, p. 36), ELM, SO, 
LO (p. 424) and OK, or under that of T3x! kh qudam! ' al-Falisafa by 
CC, I& LIK IB or that of KLtIb Qudamlo' al-Fal; safa by , M, Sj and Q11 
BO and 'MMA (Vol. -I, p. 945). These titles probably refer to the same 
work as noted by CC, and which is probably the same as this work but 
It', and ', -MA list it as a different work. 
/orice & copies orinted/consumed/: - 
work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
M No. 279 1252 /NL-1253/ 15.00-q. ... 
do. LRE-1254/ 15.00-q. ... 
- -b do. /CG-1238/ 28.00-q. 
do. /FF-12607/ gooo-q. / z35 iT3.477 
do. /RK-126j/ 8 OO-q. 1,006 / 252 (25.0%) 
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Note a: NL mentions the work as "jkie'tab phalasphi, soit livre de 
philosophie". 
Note b: 'It is uncertain whether the price is given correctly by CG. 
No. 280(A-r, i. 6)-- MUKHTASAR YASHTMIILU eAU NUBDRA F! UJÜL al-FALSAFA al-TABICIYYA 
WA-NUBDRA Fi al-TASHRIH al-t; tvim WA-NUBDRA FI al-TASHRIH al--eIARDI. 
Author : Aatoine B. CLOT Bey (tr. lbr; hlm Bey alv. NABARIWI, d. 1279/1862-63)- 
/Remarks: ArabLe (French) / TranslatLon Work / Tech. 61-0/ 
Edn 1253 (1837-38) / Ballq. 
/biblioe. ref. /: - AlexMB-XI/40,49; BR(SAB-1/454): 14546. d. 3; 
CairoFKA-VI/39,45; DornCO-192-93.4; IstUKA-I/198; 
ShurbajIqA%L1-67-68 225-27* 
/lit.. Lef. /: - BianchiCG-48 - B; lIqIF-5: 14-15; Býl; qtK-5: 17; 1401 - 
ZenkerBOPI/156 1,77; VanDyckla-441; SarklsrMA-II/1837; 
Shayy; 10K-15 ; Ridwin B-466 jhaýýIFAMT-52,117. 44-46 -T 147; - 
/contents-note :-A medical work containing three treatises in one 
vol=e: 76 pp. Printing finished: 7th Rajab 1253/7th October 1837. 
/N. B. /: -, The titles of the three treatises included in this work may 
be mentioned separately, they and their page-number are: (1) Nubdhda 
f! Us; 1 al-Falsafa al-Tabi c iyya, pp. 1-11; (2) Nubdha f! Us; I 
al-Tashih al-olmm, pp. 14--55; and (3) Nubdha fl al-Tashrih al-Maradl, 
pp. 58-76. 
/price & copies printed/consumedl-- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 280 1253 (CC-1260) 8.20-q. 
do. (IF-1260) 7.00-q. ... / 443 /43.9%7 
do. (MK-1262) 7.00-q. 1,008 / 515 (51.1%) 
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No. 281(A-CL. Z)-- MULTAQ! al-ABHUR. 
Author Burh; n al-Din Ibr; hIm B. Muhammad B. Ibrihim al-HALABI, d. 956/1549. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Rel. 297(3f/ 
Edn lZ63 (1846-47) / BýI; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKA-111/135-36; jhurbIJ10AM-114 391' 
/lit. ref. /: - ZenkerBO-11/90 1127; VanDyckjl-145; Sark! sMMA-1/13. 
/contents-noteh- A manual of ýanafl law, one volume: 18 + 42Z pp. 
No. 282(T-CW. 8)-- MUNSHA'! T-i CIKIF. 
Author Muhammad Pasha "IKIF, 1202-64/1787-1848. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lit. 894/ 
Edn 1262 (1845-46) / Bal; q. 
/biblioz. ref. /: - CairoFKT-105. 
/lit. ref. :- Býl; qd&-10: 34; 8zege=-1264 14828' 
/contents-noteh- Literary writings with the author's poetical works, 
one volume: 164 + 40 pp. Text included: No. 0411. 
/price & copies printed/consumed :- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 282 1: 1262 
(MK-1262)a 
... 600 / 600 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication. 
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No. 283(T-CW. 8)-- MUNSHA'! T-L RIFCAT AFANDI. 
Author al-ýajj Abý Bakr Ef. RIF c AT, d. 183011245-46. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lit. 894/ 
Edn 1 1254 
(1838-39) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Ale)&IB-IV/145; CairoFKT-146. 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCG-53 - Býl; qt. K-9: 34; ZenkerBO-II/27 1791 366; 
Ridw; n. QV. B-471 6zegeýTEK-1263 186; 14824* 
/contentsýnote/: - Epistolary and poetical work, one volume: 183 + 
52 + 25 pp. Text included: No. 0681. 
/price & copies printed/consumed :- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 283 I: 1254 
(CC-1258) 31.00-q. ... 
do. (MK-1262)a .... 308 308 (1007. ) 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication mentioned by this 
source under the name of Nash'at Rif C at. 
No. 284(A-TW. 6)-- MUNTAHÄ al-ACHRID F! c IUI SHIFX' al-Aelä! D. 
Author T. DUVIGNEAU ? (tr. Yuhann; OANHORI, fl. 13th/19th). 
/iemarks: Arabic (French Translation Work / Tech. 610/ 
Edn 1 
1250 (1834-35)/ 3; 1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. h- AlexMB-XI/48; BM(SAB-1/498,11/806): 14537. d. 2; 
BN-III/357, CXVI/301; CairoFKA-VI/43; DornCO-191 76; lhurbaj! _QAM-55 181* 
/lit. ref. :- ZenkerBO-11/74 VanDycýIq-440-41; SarkisMMA-11/1390; 916; 
Lhayy; lLK-12 22' jhaýý'IFAKT-10,83,139. 
/contents-noteh- The elements of pathology, two parts: I- 11 +6+ 
444 pp., 11 -8+ 263 pp., with eight plates. Printing finished: 
10th Rabic 1.1250/17th July 1834. 
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/N. B. /: - The author is said by ! Li to be Duvigneau, a professor of 
pathology at the school oý madicine at Abý Za 
c bal, %ho based the work 
on L. R. Roche and L. J. San3on'3 Nouveaux elemen3 de pathologie 
medico-chirurgicale; while BN &ives the author as Antoine Laurent 
Jesse Bayle. (LK also notes that the author (i. e. Duvi&neau ) rendered 
it from French (i. e. by Sanson) into Italian, and then Yuýann; '-Aqýrl 
translated it into Arabic but eventually c All Hayba and hubammad 
al-Hir; wl proof-read it from the French original. 
No. 285(A-TW. 6)-- MUNTAHX al-BARIH Fl clUl al-JAaRli. 
Author : BERNES ? (tr. Yýsuf FIR 
c AWN, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks; Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 6361 
Edu 1 1256 
(1840-41) / B; liq. 
/bibliost. ref. /: - AlexMB-XI/48; BM(LAB-1/359): 14537. d. 7; 
CairoFKA-VI/143; DornCO-193 , jhurbajI2AM-8l 871 277' 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCG-56 B; l; qjFý5: 21; B; l; qt. K-6: 5; 206; 
ZankerBO-1/157 1290; VanDyckla-439; SarklsPIMA41/14469 1752; 
Ridw; nMB-474 AhayyýlalK-17 213; 60-61' 
/contents-note/: - A work on the external diseases of cattlev it is 
also called Kit; b al-Amr; d al-Zlhira, one vloume: 8+4+ 260 pp. 
Printing executed: Rajab 1256/August-September 1840. 
LN. B. I: - The date of publication is mentioned by MMA as "1255-56 A. H. 
". 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 285 I: 1256 
(CG-IZ58) 20.00-q. 
do. (IF-1260) 13.00-q. ... io2 
/16.27.7 
do. (MK-1262) 13.00-q. 504 129 (25.6%) 
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No. 286(T-CL. 9)-- FUNTAKHABIT-i AWLIYI CHALABI. 
Author Awliy; Chalab! B. Muhammad Zilll, 1019-94/1611-82. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / H13t. 9567 
Edn 1264 (1847-48) / BG1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKT-236; IstUKT-203-4. 
/1-it. ref. /: - 
dzegeTEK-1269 
14879* 
/contents-note/-. - Historical account, one volume: 4+ 140 pp. 
No. 287(T-CL. 8)-- MUNTAKHABIT-i MIR NAZIF. 
Author al-Amir Ahmed Bey Nazif. 
IRemarks: Turkish / Classical LIterature / Lit. 894/ 
Edn 1 1261 
(1845) / B; Jlq. 
/bibliog. ref-h- AlexHBýIV/158; BM-1447Z. g. 25; CairoFKT-156. 
/lit. ref. /: - B; I! qMK-11: 7; Uze&eTEK-lZ70 14890' 
/content3-note/: - Poetical Works compiled by alftAmIr ADmad Bey 
Waz1f, one volume: 135 + 336 pp. e 
c /N. B., /: - The title is mentioned by LKT as Mir'at al-Shu arV min 
Ish'Ir ShucarP alýRým, while FKT and BN both give the page-number 
as "336". 
/price & copies printed/con3umed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 287 I: 1261 
(11, K-126 )a ... 300 / 300 
(1007. ) 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication. 
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C., No. 288(A-IC'4.5)-- MU IBA LI-S= SHAMSIYYA. 
. ya al-Hakim, 
fl. 13th/19th. Auhtor Yah 
i-Remarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / PureS. 5297/ 
Edu 1249 (1833-34) / BalZq. 
/lit. ref. /: - Sarkis?. MA-11/1944. 
/contents-note/: - A calendar work, one volume: 73 pp. 
Cf. No. 289 for the information OU, COPiC3 printed. I 
No. 289(jk-Cvl. 5)-- MU c RIBA, LI-SANA SHAkISIYYA. 
Author Yah 
. 
y! al-Hakim, fl. 13th/19th. 
/Femarks: Arabic I Contemporary Writin& / PureS. 5297 
Edu 12! 0 (1834-35) / Býljq. 
/bibliog. ref. /%- BM(SA-1/509)z 14544. a. 4. 
/Como. - ref. /: - B; l; qtK-8%l6. 
/contents-noteh- A calendar work, one volume: 80 pp. Printin& 
executed;: 13t Dh; al-Qacda 1250/13t March 1835. 
/orice & cooies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned" Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
- -a 
ZIN0.289 1250 /MK-12k2/ 4,786 4,786 (100%) 
Note a: It is uncertain whether the work mentioned by MK as 
Al-Shamsiyya is a treatise on logic known as al-Ris; lat al-S4amsiyya 
or a calender work like this work in question (i. e. No. 289). How*ver, 
no edition of the former has been mentioned as being published, 
therefore, the work mentioned by MK is arbitrarily listed under 
this work for comparison. 
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! '. O. Z90(A-C'J. 5)-- -It; aT. BAT SANA. SHANST. M. 
Author Yaýy! al-Hakim, fl. 13th/19th. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Contemporary ;; riting / PureS. 32ý-/ 
Edn 1 
IZ41 (1825-Z6) / 3; 1; q. 
/lit. ref. :- 3ianchiCC-33 17; ZankarSO-1/13 21061; - VanDycka-453; 
Sa6clseMA-1111944; Ridw; na"-448 
/contents-note/: - A calendar work, one, volumes 47 pp. 
Na. Z91(A-rw'. 5)- k"IMILQLATHIT hUSTAWLYA 'WA-KL-&AWT. YYA. 
Author a=u. (tr. Al=ad Da_ýhala, or Dagala, fl. 13th/19th). 
lRemark3: Arabic (rrench) / Translation 'w'orV. / PureS. 310/ 
IZ37 (1! 41-4Z) / Cairo: ',, Iatba c at al-Muhandiskhina. 
rei. /: - BianchiCa-59=; ZenkarSO- VanDyckýj 111331069; _2. 
-4561 
Sark! &MA-11336; Ridw; nCMB-473Z 8; 
jhayyaIQK-l9 
I- 70* 
/C*nteUt3-nQte t: - A mathematicaL work described as "Trigonemet--ie 
ractili&ua et spherique", ona vol=e. 
, No. Z92(T-TW. 3)---NL*AFAR ',; A BULfTftl. 
Author : anon. 
LRamark. s-. Turkish (French) / Translation 11. iork / SocS. 35.1/ 
Edn 1254 (1838-39) / B%1q. 
/lit. ref. :- 3ianchiCC-5015z; ZankerSO-1/138,1.,,; jhayy; lCK-34 173; 
RidwInOMB-467 
- 159! 
/contents-noteh- A military work described as "Soldat at Compagnia", 
one volume. U. Na. Z93, ! or further iafoc--ation. 
/orice & copies orintad/consumed/1- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 292,: 1234 (CS-1258ý1 18.00-q. 
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No. Z93(A-rJ. 3)-- NAFAR WA BULrM. 
Author anon. 
/iemarks: Arabic (Turkish ?)/ Translation Work / socs. 3557 
Edn 1256 (1840-41) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. /I. - BianchiCC-55 ZankerBO-1/133 Ridwan! &B-473200. 193; 1074; 
/contents-note/: - A military work described as "Soldat at compagnia, 
exercice de Vinfanterie", one volume. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/-. - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
NO-Z93 IZ56 (CC-1258) 15.10-q. 
-------- ------------ 











1-7 177 1 
. Note a: U; j , aaUtiOI23 under the description Nafar we BuOk 
Ta'71im-alma-s-I two work39 one is in , %rabic and is 
listed under No. 445 
for comparison, the other La Turkish and is listed under No. 477 I 
for 
comparison. The price and the number of Copies still in store for each 
of them are Ziven as in the above table, in addition to the fi&ura 
"IZ, 338" is &iven as the combined total of printed copies for both. 
Therefore, the number and percentage of copies consumed are "10,963 
(38.9%)" for these two works mentioned by , i,. klso, there are 75 used 
copies (at 6. ZZ qirsh each) aLaong the 558 trabic copies still in store, 
and 39 used copies (at 4 qirsh each) awong the 717 Turkish copies 
still in store respectively. 
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No. 294(U-CW. 3)-- NAFAR WA BULUK TA c Lh-l-NINA SINA MUTACALLIQ EHATA' 
SAWýB RIS; IASIDUR. 
Author anon. 
lRemarks: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 353/ 
Edn no date (before 1262/1845-46) / Býl; q. 
/1177 -ref. /: - Býl; qtK-2: 31. 
/contents-note/: - A military work. 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 294 n. d. (MK-1262) 0.13-q. 1,000 36 (3.6%) 
_J 
No. 295(T-CL. 1)-- Tarjamat NAHJ al-SULUK F! SIYLAT al-MULOK. 
Author cc- Abd al-Rahm; n B. Naar B. Abd Allih al-Shayzari, d. 589/1193 
(tr. Ahmad Nahifl, fl. 
/iemark3: Turkish (Arabic) / Classical Work Phi. 1727/ 
Edn 1257 (1841-42) / BG1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /s- 13tUK_T-16. 
/lit. ref. /: - BGl! qMK-l0: 27; 6ze&ýTEK-1316 15332' 
ZankerBO-11/82 - VanDyck, 12-3871 Sark! sMMA-II/1277; 1025, 
CAL-1/461, z. 1/603; Ridw; nIZIB-476 225' 
/contents-noteh- A Turki3ir translation of Nahj al-Suluk fi SLyasat 
al4lul; k, a work on politics, one volume: 153 pp. 
Ljj. B. 1: - The title is given by both UKT and TEK as "Nehc U3-SUlu"k 
fi SLyaset Ll-MGluk", while the date is given by the former as 
"1258/1841" (probably a mistaken conversion of year) and by the latter 
as "1257/1841". It is uncertain whether the Arabic text was also 
published with the translation as some sources (i. e. BO,, 10, MA, CAL, 
and (rB) mention that the text was published in 1841, but without 
referring to the Turkish translation. These latter sources are only 
- 390 - 
listed here for comparison. 
EdnZ lZ7Z (1855-56) / 3; 1; q. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 
No. Z95 1: IZ57 
(NK-1262 )a ... 404 404 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication. 
No. 296(T-CW. 2)-- NAHJAT al-MANIZIL. 
Author Muhammad AdIb B. Muhammad, d. 1216/1801-2. 
/Remarks: Turkish Contemporary Writing Rel. 297(3f/ 
Edn 1250 (1834-35) BýI; q. 
/bibiog. ref. CairoFKT-78-79. 
/lit. ref. /: - ZenkerBO-I/182 - bzegeTEK-1316 14911 15333* 
/comp. ref. /: - BianchiCG-43 ; B; l; cjtK-8: 39; Ridw; nLMB-460101. 96 
/contents-noteh- On pilgrimage, one volume: Z56 + 14 pp. 
/N. B. /: - BO mentions this work as "Nahjat al-, \, an; zil ou Man; 31k al-ýajj"; 
while CC an(k MB only mention the latter work (i. e. Man; sik al-ýajj) 
of the same author as being published in "1250 (1835)" and remark that 
both works/texts were previously published in Istanbul in 1232/1817 
under the double title of these two works. However, Van Lyck (12, p. 415) 
gives the number of pages for the 1232 A. H. edition of Istanbul as "256" 
for the former and "271" for the latter. 
Edn 1252 (1836-37) B; llq. 
/lit. ref. /: - OzegeTEK-1316 15333' 
/contents-not-M- Another edition, one volume: 256 + 14 pp. 
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Edn 3 1256 
(1840-41) BL! q. 
/lit. rei. /: - Oze,, eTEK-1316 15333* 
/comp. ref. :- BulaqtiK-8: 39. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, one volume: 256 + 14pp. 
/price & copies printed consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 




- -b No. 296 3: 1256 IMK-1262/ 11 ... 
-- 
I 
1,507 1,507 (1007. ) 
Note a: It is uncertain whether the price given by CC is incorrect. 
Note b: MK mentions the work as "Hanisik al-ýajj" which is also 
not ascertained to mean this work (i. e. No. 296 3) or the work under 
that title-name only as it was noted by CC. 
No. 297(P-CL. 2)-- NASX'IH al-FIRISIYYA. 
Author anon. 
LRemark3. Persian / Classical Litarature ?/ Rel. 297(6). / 
Edn 1 1266 
(1849-50) / BL; q. 
/biblioR. ref. /; - CairoFKT-431. 
c /contents-note/: - A work on the 3ubject matter of " ilm al-mawicif"t 
one volume: 36 pp. 
Edn 1286 (1869-70) / Cairo: Matba c at al-. Mad; r13. 2 
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No. 298(A-CL. 4)-- NATIgli al-AFKXR F! SHARe lýHXA al-ASRXR* 
Author Mustaf: B. Hamza known as Ata-11 (fl. 11th/17th). 
/Remarks; Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(5). / 
Edn 1266 (1849-50) B; llq. 
/bibliog. ref. CairoDKM-II/170; CairoFKA-IV/117; 
13tUKA-111434-35,495; ShurbajIgAM-128 442' 
/lit. ref. :- VanDyck. 12-308; SarkistiMA-11/1750-51; CAL-s. 11/656. 
/contents-noteh- Commentary on Muhammad Birkawl'3 (929-81/15Z3-73) 
Izh; r al-Asr; r (Arabic &rA---r), one volume: 208 pp. 
No. Z99(T-CL. 8)-- NKv;! DIR al-ITHXR. 
Author:: comp. Jawdat Ahmad -f., d. 1247/1831-32. 
/Femarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / Lit. 894(11/- 
Edn 1 
1256 (1840-41) a; liq. 
/biblioz. ref. BH: 1447Z. g. 16; CairoFKT-161; VefykCB-58 651' 
/lit. ref. /': - 41; qMK-10: 22; Rilw; nOMB-476 ZZ4; 
Uze&eTEK-132015381* 
/contents-note :- Anthology of poetical works by various poets, 
one volume: 179 pp. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
- -a No. 299 1: 1256 
IMK-1262/ ... 704 
(100%) 704 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication. 
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No. 300(A-TW. 9)-- NAZI al-LAOILI' F! al-SULCK FI-KAN HAYAMA FARANS! WA-NAN 
QXBALAHM r-AL! MIýR vIIN al-RUOK. 
Author anon. (tr. and comp. c Abd All; h ABU al-SUOUD, 1236-95/1820-78). 
FRemark3: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Hist. 94ý4j 
Edn 1 1257 
(1841-4Z) B; l; q. 
/biblioR. ref. BM(ýA. B-1/111): 14549. e. 6; BN-1/86; CairoDKK-V/393-94; 
CairoFKA-V/168; DornCO-185,6; ýLhurbaj! OAM-85,92, 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCG-58 - B; l; qlF-7: 8; B; I; qMK-6: Z9-30; 2211 
ZenkerBO-1/101-2 851 ; VanDyckla-425-26; lbrahimLES-1/9,247,11/254; 
Sark! sMMA-. 11315; 2ýk-s. II/733; Ihayy; lZ-L9 73; RiOw; nQMB-477 237' 
/contents-noteh- A work on the history of the Kings of France which 
is translated from the French, and appended with a history of the 
sovereigns of Egypt by the translator, one volume: 24 + 351 pp. 
Printing finished: Rab! C 110 1257/hay-June 1841. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed M 





... 21 14.1%/ 
507 45 (8.9%) 
1 
No. 301(A-CW. 4)-- NAMI MATN QATR al-NAU WA-BALL al-SADI. 
Author c Abd al- 
c AzIz (al-)FARGHAL!, d. 1216/1601-2. 
/Femark3: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / Lang. 492(5). / 
Edn 
1 
1253 (1837--38) / BL; q (see under: No. 432 1). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(Sa-J/20): 14593. e. 2. 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkisMMA-1/275; EAL-s. 11/17. 
/contents-note/: - A metrival paraphrase of the Arabic grammar, 
Qatr al-Nad; Wa-Ball al-Sad! (No. 372), printed on the latter's margins. 
- 394 - 
Edn 1264 (1847-48) / Baliq (see under: No. 4322). 
/lit. ref. i': - Sarklsh'LIIA-1/275,1111433. 
Edn 3 1274 
(1857-58) / Bal; q. 
Edn 4 1280 
(1863-64) Cairo. 
Edn 5 128Z 
(1865-66) BýI; q. 
No. 302(A-r. J. 6)-- NUBDHA LATfFA F! TAT"ý al-JUDAal. 
Author Antoine B. CLOT Bay (tr. Ahmad Ef. al-WHIDI, d. 128Z/1865). 
/-Remark3t Arabic (French) Translation 'dark / Tach. 6127/ 
Edn L 125Z 
(1836-37) / MiSr (B; l; q ? ). 
/bibliog. ref. :- BM(SAB-1/162); 14537. b. 10; DoMCO-191 7Z* 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCC-47 - ZankerSO-1/156 UnDyckja-438; 1301 IZ74; 
SarkisKMA-11/1567; ihayy; ILK-14 38; Ridw; n. ZB-464 135; ihatt! FAMT-117. 
/comp. ref. /: - Sarkl3MMA-11937; Shatt! 'FAhT-116. 
0 
/content3-QOte/'. - A medical work on vaccination, one volume: V& +I 
pp. Printing executed: ZSth Dh; al, -ýijja IZSZ/Znd April 1837. 
. 
LN. 3. /: - It is uncertain whether this work is the same as work NO. 399, 
which is mentioned by MMA (voL. 1, p. 937) under the title of Risila ft 
Tat"Tm al-Judarl. as having been published twice in 1250 A. H. and in 
1215Z A. H. respectively. The second edition of the letter work is however 
not listed under No. 399 I but only noted here for compari3on, despite the 
fact that hMA regards these two works No. 302 I and No. 399 I as two different 
publications. Though, FViT also lists two works of this kind: one 
(FAMT, P. 13.7) is under the title of TatcIm al Judarl and dated as 
"125Z. ý. H. "; the other (FAIRT, p. 116) is under the same fLling-title of this 
work. U. e. No. 302 I) but is dated 
"1253 A. H. ", without the place of publication. 
The former is nevertheless listed here as the same as this work, the 
latter is only noted here for comparison as a result of its translator 
also being given differently as "Ibrihrm aL-Nabar; w! " by FAMT. 
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* Edn 1 1259 
(1843-44) / BL; q. 
/biblioit. -. ef. /: - CairoFKA-VI/4ý; ýLhurbaji2LI-93-94322* 
/lit.. Lef. h- VaaDyckjl-451; SarkiskIMA-1/938,11/1567; 
Lhayy! 10K-14 ShattIFAMT-55,117. 
-- 38; -- 
/comp. ref. /; - B; I; qlF-5: 16;. B; liqLK-5: 18. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, one volume; 15 pp. 
IN. 3.1: - The place of publication is given by IMmA as "Milr". 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 







No. 302,: 1259 /IF-1260/ O. ZO-q. ... / 1,432 /'55.6%7 
do. I'LIK-126J/41 loO5-q. 4,022 / 1,537 (38. Z7. ) 
Note a: Both IF and MK mention a work, under the description of 
"Chichak ljyil; maq KitZbi, cArabldur" and "Chichak Ashlilamaq kit; bT" 
respectively, which is not ascertained to be the same as this work 
in question but is listed under Edn, for comparison. The price 
given by LK is probably incorrect if it is the same work (i. e. No. 302). 
No. 303(A-TW. 6)-- Al-NUKHBA al-BAYTARIYYA Fl AWSZF KHAYL al-JIHIDAYYA. 
Author J. B. C. RODET (tr. YZsuf FIRC A110, fl. 13th/19th). 
Remarks: Arabic (French) / Tran3lation 'work / Tech. 6367/ 
Edn 1 1249 
(1833-34) / 3; 13q. 
/bibliog, ref. /: - Bh(CAB-II/526): 14535. b. 1; IstUKA-11/536-37. 
/contents-noteh- A work on military veterinary, one volume: 238 pp. 
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No. 304(A-TW. 5)-- Al-NUKHBA al-UIS; BIYYA LI-1-6ADIRIS al-CASKARIYYA. 
Author anon. (tr. SIM Najd, d. 1298/1880-81). 
5emark3. Arabic. (French) / Translation Work / PureS. 5127/ 
Edn 1269 (1852-53) Cairo: hatba c at al4luhandiskh; na. 
/bibliog, ref. AlexMB-XIV. a/19; CairoFKA-V/191. 
/lit. :- SarkIsMMA-11/1188; ýLhayy; 10K-26124' 
/contents-note/: - A mathematical work. 
No. 305(A-CW. 5)-- Al-NUKHBA al-CIZZIYYA F! TAHDHIB al-USOL al-HANDASIYYA. 
Author CA1! Ef. r'Izzat al4lisrl, d. 1289/1872-73. 
/iemarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / PureS. 5107/ 
Edn 1274 (1857-58) Cairo: Matba c at al-14uhandiskh; na. I 
/biblioz. ref. : -, CairoFKA-V/206; Lhurbaj 12A-M-185657* 
Edn z 1276 (1859-60) B; I; q. 
/contents-n A mathematical work. 
No. 306(T-CW. 4)-- NUKHBA-. i WAHBI. 
Author al-Sayyid Muhammad Ef. 'Wahb! known as SUNBUL-ZIDA, d. 1224/1809. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lang. 494(317/ 
Edn 1246 (1830-31) B; l! q. 
/bibliog. ref. CairoFKT-101-2; DornCO-199 145; VO 
fykLB-70 793' 
/lit. jef. /: - ViedemNL-33: 11; BowringEE-142: 51,144: 4; BianchiCC-39 62; 
ZenkerBO-1/7 Ridw; %TB-455 6ze&eTEK-1335 36; 67; 15544* 
/contents-note/: - A poetic dictionary of Turkish, Persian and Arabic 
languages, one volume: 123 + 15 pp. 
LN. 13.1: - Mentioned by LB as "Nukhba-i Sharý! 
". 
Edn 2 1254 
(1838-39) / B; Ilq. 
/lit. ZenkerBO-1/73, ' 
B; l! qLF-8: 9; BulaqMK-7: 29. 
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/contents-notei: - Another edition. 
, 
'price & copies printed/consuined/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printad/Con3=ed 
No. 306 1: 1246 
(NL-1253) 7.20-q. 







No. 306 : 1254 flF-12ý0 2 4.02-q. / 3,876 /77.2ý7 ... 
M do. LMK-12ý2/ 4.02-q. 5,022 / 3,800 (75.7%) 
Note a: The edition, mentioned by both IF and MK, is listed under 
Edn 2 for comparison rather than under Ednl* 
No. 307(A-TW. 6)-- NUKHBAT al-AMýTHIL F! CILL TASH"WUHIT al-MAF; SIL. 
Author anon. (tr. Ahmad Ef. al-aASHID!, d. 1282/1865). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 610/ 
Edn 1 1263 
(1846-47) / 3; 1; q (see under: No. 405, ). 
/biblioz. ref. /: - Ale)d4B-XI/19-, BU-1/374; CairoFKA-VI/19; 
Shurbaj! OAM-109 376* 
/lit. ref. /: - VanDyckU-451; SarkishMA-1/937-38; ShayyalgK-24,05, 
/contents-noteh- On the diseases of children, printed with No. 383,. 
/N. B. /: - See No. 3831 for further information. 
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c; ýIM. No. 308(A-rJ. 6)-- NUZHAT al-AAM F! al-TASHRIH al- , 0 
Author : anon. (tr. Y; suf FIR 
c AWN, fl. 13th/19th). 
ZRemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation 4ork / Tech. 63ý/ 
Edn 1255 (1839-40) B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. Ale)dB-XI/51; CairofKA-VI/47; jhurbajlqALt, -76 259' 
/lit-. ref. /: - BianchiCC-53 BLaqIF-6: 19; BulaqhK-6: 15; 1831 
ZenkerBO-1/156 Sarklsý&IA-II/1446; ihayy; 12K-16 Ridw; nZia-47 1281; 54; 190* 
/contents-noteh- A medical work de3cribed as "Traite general 
d'anatomie veterinaire, one volume: 4+ 121 pp. 
C. LL. B. /: - Mentioned under the title of Tashrih-i Amma-yi Bayýari 
by g, IF, t& BO and 0 B. .L 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed M) 
No. 308,: 1255 (CC-1258) 6.30-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 5.00-q. ... / 643 J3.8t. 7 
do. (, %K-1262) 5.00-q. 1,008 / 676 (67.1%) 
No. 309(A-TW. 6)-- NUZHAT al-IQBXL F! MUDÄWÄT al-AIFÄL. 
Author anon. (tr. Ahmad al-RASHID!, d. 1282/1865). 
/iemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 61o7 
Edn 1 
1261 (1845) / B; I; q. 
/bibliog. tef. :- BM(CAB-1/162): 14537. d. 13; CairoFKA-VI/46-47; 
Shurbajl_gAM-103 353* 
/lit. ref. :- VanDyck. Ig-451; Sarkl3MMA-11938; jhayyil_q. K-24 102; 
ShattIFAMT-55. 
/comp. ref. /: - BulaqýLk-504-35. 
/contents-noteh- On the diseases of children, one volume: 26 + 840 pp. 
Lý'.. B. 1: - The page-number is given by QAM as "20 + 840. ", and probably 
wrongly by MMA as "84 pp. ". 
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/Drice & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies PrLnted/Consumed M 
- -a No. 309 1261 AIK-1262/ 90.00-q. 501 158 (31.5%) 
Note a: MK mentions the work, under the name of Amr; d-i Nis; wa 
Atfila ... etc., as in two parts of which the number of copies still 
in store is given as "33Z" for the first part (at 40 qirsh each), and 
as "11" for the second part (at 50 qirsh each), in addition to the 
number "501" being given as the total number of copies printed for 
both partso The total cost for the two parts is given here as 90 
qirsh. It is uncertain whether this work (i. e. No. 309 1) consists Of 
these two parts Of the work mentioned by MK, or only part of it. If 
latter is the case, this work is probably the second part, while the 
first part may be that ol No. 026 
No. 310(A-TW. 6)-- NUZHAT al-MAHAFIL Fl MA RIFAT al-KAFISIL. 
Author F. J. J. RIGOT (tr. Muhammad Ef. c Abd al-Fattih, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 6367 
Edn 1257 (1841-42) / B; Iiq. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - AlexMB-XI/31; BM(SAB-11/298,522): 14537. b. 4; 
CairoFKA-VI/47; lhurbaj! 
_QAM-85 Z91* 
/lit. ref. /: - Sark! sMMA-II/1677; ihayy; I(LK-18 65* 
/comp. ref. / I ;- BallqLF-5: 24; Bal; qýK-6: 6. 
/contents-note/: - A work translated from Rigot's "Traite des 
articulations du cheval", one volume: 8+ 80 pp. 
. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed M 
No. 310 1: lZ57 
fIF-126! f/ 3.00-q. ... 20 L4.0%1 
do. /RK-126 ga 3.00-q. 504 41 (8.1". ) 
Note a: Both IF and X mention the work as `Kit; b-i Uaf; sil 
etc. " and "Al-Maf; sil" respectively. 
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NLo. 311(A-lV. 6)-- NUZHAT al-RIYID Ff CM! al-AMPID. 
Author BERNES and LAFARGUE (tr. Y; 3Uf FIR c AWN, fl. 13th/19th). 
/gemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation work / Tech. 6367/ 
Edn 1 1258 (1842-43) B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. BM(LAB-1/360): 14537. d. 10; CairoFKA-VI/47; 
Shurbaj! JJAM-88 303' 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkiskiMA-II/1446; Shayyil_qK-20 76' 
/comp. ref. /: - B; llqýLF-6: 5; B; l; q1K-6: 7. 
/content3-note/: - A work on the internal diseases of cattle, also 
called the name of "kit; b al-Amr; d al-a; tiniyya", one volume: 7+4 
237 pp. 
/price & copies printed/con3=ed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed M 




... / 66 126.0%/ 
254 / 87 (34.37. ) 
No. 312(P-CL. 8)-- PAND-NkIA. 
Author Farld al-DI'a r-ATTIR, 513-617/1119-1220. 
/Remarks: Persian / Classical Literature / Lit. 891(4). / 
Edn 1 
1243 (1827-28) 1 B; l; q. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - CairoFKT-413; DornCO-196 108* 
/lit. 
_. 
Ief. /: - ReinaudNO-338 24; BianchiCG-37 4P ZenkerBO-1/69 576; 
Ridw; n. gEB-453 49' 
/contents-note7: - A literary work on morals, one volume: 43 pp. 
Printing finished: Shacb; n 1243/February-March 1828o 
/N. j3. /: - Mentioned by !0 as being published in "1244(1828)" and in 
48 pp. which is not ascertained to be the same. 
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* Zdn 2 
* Edn 






1253 (1837-38) / 3; 1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. '. - CairoFKT-413; DornCO-196 109* 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCG-49 - ZenkerBOftl/69 RidwanZB-467, 1491 576; 56* 
/comp. ref. /: - IstBK-II/113; MedemNL-33: 9; BowringaE-143: 69. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, one volume: 53 pp. Printing 
finished: Dh; al-Qa c da 1253/January-Februrary 1838. 
/N. B. j: - BK mentions the work as being published in 1251 A. H. which 
is not ascertained to be another edition or a mistake, it is only 
listed here f6r comparison. 
1257 (1841-42) B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. IstBK-11/113. 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCC-57 ; ZenkerBO-1/69 Ridw; nZB-477 Z17 576; 233' 
/camp. ref. /: - B; l; qLF-8: 22; B; l! qLX-7: 39. 
/contentarnote Another edition, one volume: 53 pp. 
1263 (1846-47) B; llq. 
/bibliog. ref. IstBK-II/113. 
/contents-noteh- Another edition, one volume: 54 pp. 
1280 (1863-64) / B; I; q. 
1289 (1872-73) / Alexandria: Matbacat al-watan. 
1291 (1874-75) / B; l; q. 
1292 (1875-76) / B; llq. 
1294 (1877-78) / B; l; q. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price copies Printed/Consumed 





No. 312 3: 1257 
(CG-1258) 4.00-q. ... 
do. LIF-1260/ 4.00-q. / 3,646 L89.57 
do, /MK-1262/ ... 4,072 
/ 4,072 (100%) 
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QALA'ID al-JM4ýN F! FAW. Z'ID al-TAFJUNIN. 
Author Khallfa Bey Iba MahcL: d al-4iLsrl, fl. 13th/l9th. 
5emarks: Arabic-French-Turkish / Contemporary 'Writing / Lang. 492(8 
Edo 1 1266 
(1849-50) B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. CairoFKT-96; IstSK-11/7; 
. 
ahurbaj i_q. AM-126433' 
/lit. ref. /: - Sark! sMMA-1/834; UzegeTEK-800 9940' 
/contents-noteh- A work on the learning of languages (i. e. Arabic, 
French and Turkish), one volume: 2+ 200 + 124 pp. 
No. 314(A-TW. 9)-- QALX'ID al-MAAKHIR F! CHARIB CAWI'ID al-AWX'IL 'w'A-&1-AljXKHIR. 
Author deorps DEPPING (tr. aifVa R; fic al-TAHTAWI-, d. 1290/1873). 00 
jemark3: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Hist-9007 
Edn 1249 (1833-34) misr (B; liq 
/biblioR. ref. AlexMB-11/99; BM(Sa-1/479): 14549. e. 13; 
CairoDK'&, I-V/297; CairaFKA-V/113-14; DornCO-186-87 351 jhurbajI2AM-5l170* 
0 :- MedemNL-33. -16; Bowring. RE-142.62,143: 63; BianchiBO-4177; 
B; I; qIF-8: 10; B; ýJlqtK-7: 7; ZenkerSO-1/98827; Vanoyck! 2-409; 
SarkisKMA-1/945; ihayy; I(LK-11 Ridw; nM-457 16; 82 
/contents-note/: - A translation of Depping's "Aperqu hi3torique sur 
Las moeur3 at coutumes des nations", two parts in one volume: I-2+ 
4+ 105 pp., 11 -Z+ 112 pp., with a small glossary of historical 
and geographical terms of foreign words which appear in the work. 
Printing finished: 13t §h&cban 1249/14th December 1833. 
jLN. B. /: - The place of publication is generally given as "B; Iiq", Only 
CO mentions it &3 
"Hisr". 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 314 I: 1249 
(NL-IZ53) 17.20-q. ... 
do. (RE-1254) 16.50-q. 
do. (CC-1258) 15.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 14.00-q. ... 438 
rS 7. llý/- 
do. (M-IZ62) 14.00-q. 503 463 k92.0%) 
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NLo. 315(T-T*, '. 3)-- Q; N-UN-i AWWAL-i TA c LI-NLA-1 WY. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / SocS. 3557 
Edn 1250 (1634-35) / Cairo: Matba 
c 
at al-Jih; diyya. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - AlexMB-XIV/. hj77; DornCO-188 56' 
/lit. ref. /: - Shayy; IOK-32 158' 
/contents-note/: - A military work, one volume: 191 + 21 pp., with 14 
plates. Printing executed: 5th §afar 1250/17th June 1834. 
&. B. /: - CO mentions the titles as "Ta 
c lIm-n; m; (. cAskarl)", while MB 
mentions it as "Taclimn-ama bi-al-Turk! fl Ta 
c lim al-CAsikir". The 
latter also remarks that this work is the first volume, and the third 
(i. e. N0.479 I) was published in 1252 A. H. without giving any reference 
to the second volume/part. It is not ascertained that this work is 
part of work No. 473. 
Edn,, 1254(1838-39) / B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlexMBmXIV. h/77. 
/lit. ref. /: - LhayyilQK-32 158,34 172' 
/comp. ref. /: - Bal&OK-2: 2Z. 
/contents-noteh- On military matter, one volume: 191 pp., with 14 
plates. Printing executed: 10th Safar 1254/25th April 1838. 
C LN. B. /: - MB mentions it as "Ta lim-nama" only, while ýLk 
(p. 34) mentions 
c- it as "Ta lim-nZmami Piy; da" (first part) but remarks P. 32) 
that this is the second impression. Cf. No. 464 I 
for further information 
on prices and copies printed/consumed. 
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No. 316(T-r. w'. 3)-- QUON-i AUWAL 'JA THXNI-yi SUZRI. 
Author alif (or KANY) Bey, fl. 13th/19th. 
ffenarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / socs. 3557 
Edn IZ51 (1835-36) B; l; q. 
/biblicS. ref. DornCO-lSS-69 37* 
/lit. 
_=f. 
/: - 31anchiCC; -44 104; Bulaqa-2: 18; 3ulaWIK-3: 3; 
ZankerSO-1/1381, Z6; ýLhayy! ICK-33 RidwiuOL%3-46l10q, 163; 
/contents-noteh- A military work on cavalry, one volume: 197 pp. 
printing finished: Shawwil IZ51/January-February 1836. 
tientioned by CO as the first part of a collection of works 
on the subject of cavalry. Although the number of printed copies is 
unknown, the number of C*pie3 Still in Sttra is given by LF as "204. " 
and by %a as "179". Cf. No. 333 I 
for further information on prices 
and copies consumed. 
No. 317(T-r. '. 6)-- QANUN al-BIRUD. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 6237 
Edn 1250 (1834-35) / Cairo: Natba'ý*at Dlw; n al-Jih; diyya. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlexrB-XIV. h/82; CairaFKT-295; Wingate(213-14. 
-ref. /. - BianchiC 
; qjF-3: 5; B; L; (giK-3tZ6; 
_ý41 84 
; Bul 
ZenkerSO-1/137 Ihayy; 10K-3 Ridw; n(JIB-458 1123; 
2160; 
o 89, 
/contents-noteh- A work on pyrotechny, described as "Traite de la 
fabrication de la poudre", one volume: 146 pp., with diagrams. 
IN. B..: - The work is mentioned by FKT as 'lZitib fr Bayin Fana 
c Amal 
c-c 
al-Fashak wa-Isti maluhu fi al-UurZb", by ýLB as "Kitab f! Amal al- 
Khart5sh wa-Isticmlluhu", and by S% only as "Pyrotachny". 
_B 
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/orice & cooies irinted/corisumedl: - 
"Ork/Edition Concerned W 2rice Copie3 Printed/Con3umed (%) 
No. 317 1: 1250 
(CC-lZ38) 14.30-q. ... 
do. M-1260) 6.00-q. ... / Z3 /7.67.7 
do. (MK-1262) 6.00-q. 1 
300 / 67 (13.4: -,. ) 
\o. 318(U-C'-'. 3)-- QXNC-N al-BIRN . 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Unknown / Contemporary 'Writing / Soc. S. 35. L/ 
Edn I no 
date (before 1263/1646-47) / B; l; q. 
:- BL; qtK-11: 34. 
/contents-noteh- Administrative publication. 
jorice & copies 2rinted/consumed/: - 
worklEdition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 318 I: n. d. (11, K-lZ6Z) ... 2,440 / 2,440 
(100%) 
N, o. 319(A-C'J. 3)-- Q; SON DIWIN al-IRIDIT. 
Author anon. 
LRemark3: Arabic-Turkish (Arabic) Contemporary '. iriting / Socs. 35f/ 
Edn 1265 (1848-49) / B; I; q. 
/biblioR. ref., /: - Shurbaj 'OA"'-122421 
/contents-note/: - Administrative publication, one volume: 120 + 
115 pp. 
Arabic text with the Turkish translation. 
/N. B. ): _ Cf. No. 3631 
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No. 3Z0(U-C',; -3)-- Q; 4NON HIKIAT al-MAKIT13. 
Author anon. 
/iemarks: Unknown / Contemporary socs. 3317 
no date (before 1262/1643-46) / 3ý1; q. 
/! it. ref. /: - 3ulaqýK-11: 16. 
/contents-noteh- Administrative publication. 
/orice & cooies orinted/consumedh- 
;; ork/Edition Concerned Price Copies P: inted/Cons=ad (7. ) 
No. 320 n. d. (M-1262) 104 104 (100%) 
No. 321(T-C. '. 6)-- QWN al-JARR; Hlr,. 
Author Muhammad Ef. c At! ' Allih B. Muhammad S; diq known as SHIN-I-ZADA, 
d. 1242118Z6-27. 
LReaarks: Turkish / Contemporary I. riting/ Tech. 610/ 
Edn 1 1244 
(1828-29) / 3ý1; q. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - BM: 1444Z. *. 4; CairoFK- 267; ". ornCO-192 so, 
/lit. ref. :- dze&eTEK-496 6779' 
/comp. ref. /: - RainaudNO-339-40 36 ; HammerGOR-69O 124 BianchiCCr-3750; 
ZankarBO-11159 - aidwInCMB-453 13041 - 53* 
/contents-note/: - A work On surgery, one volume: 134 pp. Printing 
exacutad: Ist Rabic 1,1244/11th September 1828. 
. 
LN. 3. /: - The work is mentioned by CO, FKT and TEK as the fourth part/ 
volume of ShInip-zida'3 five works of medical composition, while the 
description "al-Kit; b al-Ribi c min kutub al-khaM3a al-ShinI Z3da (sic) 
f! al-A"m; l al-Jirlhiyya ... ate. " is given by BM as the title. NO 
gives no title but describes it as "Traite des operations chirurgicales", 
and COR only describes it as "Nochdruck des viertan Buches der i. J. 1820 
zu Constantinopel erschienen Anatomie Schanisade's" without the title 
and the date. It is uncertain whether the work mentioned by _CG_p 
BO and 
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U. 3 as being published in 1246 (1630) and under the title of "Al-Jild 
/sic7/ al-a; bic min Kutub Shin! -Z; da f! rllm al-Tibb" ij the same edition, 
if so, the date is probably wrongly given by them. 
No. 322(U-CJ. 3)-- QINN-i JINI'l. 
Aut"hor anon. 
/Remarks: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 351/ 
Tda 1 1260 
(1844-45) / Býllq. 
/lit. ref. /':. RidwlurMB-251. 
/contents-noteh- Administrative publication.. 
-c a. B. /: - Cited as having been issued in Rabi 11,1260/Aprilhay 1844. 
N'o. 323(T-a. 3)-- Q; N1.4 KH44 BI-TARTIBIT MAJLIS AkOal MULKIYYA. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary 'Writing / SocS. 33.1/ 
1249 (1833-34) / 3ý1; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - RidwanTMB-250. 
/contents-noteh- Administrative publication. 
No. 324(A-C'. J. 3)--- QANGN (or BAYIN) al-KUSHOFIT al-JIRI TAQDLO. UH;. ILI al-RIXIB 
al-CILI MIN al-HUDlRIYYXT ',; A-al-JAW;. B cAN KULL KASHF. 
Author : anon. 
/Remarks: Arabic-Turkish (Arabic) Contemporary Writing / SocS. 351/ 
". dn, 1260 (1844-45) / B: I: q. 
/biblio-R. ref_. /: - CairoFKA-VI/171; jhurbajTlgAM-96 329* 
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/cocio. ref. /: - B; l! 0'. K-11: Z9; Ridwinl%3-251. 
/conterts-noteh- Administrative publication, one volume: Arabic text 
(24 pp. ) + Turkish translation (23 pp. ). 
LN. 3. /: - MB mentions an administrative publication as "Qln-un 
C-c Yashtamilu sla Sayin Tart1b al-Kush; f al-mu t1d -, aqdlmuh! f! SPir 
al-Jihit bi-Mawc1dih! wa-3ayin mi Istan3aba Taqdlmuhu wa-cAdam -, aqdrmihu 
min Dhilik ... etc. which is only listed here for compar13OU. 
/orice & copies orinted/consumed/: - 
'Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
-1 No. 324 1260 /F'. 'K- 12627/ 140 140 (100%) 
Note a: Mentioning a work under the appellation of "Tarth al- 
Kush; fit'l. 
N'0.3Z5(A-CW. 6)-- Q; SON Ll-l-MITILIYýA- OIAýA ASHdL). 
Author : anoti. 
/Femarks: Arabic / Contamporacy Wciting / Tech. 6107 
* Edn, 1256 (1840-41) / B; Liq. 
/lit. 
-ref. 
h. BianchiCa-55 ZankerBO-1/157 Sarkis, ',, ' MA- 1/ 431; 1940 1237; 
Ridw; n Z01; Ridw! nTIB-252. _ZB-473 
/contents-note :-A medical work described as "Traita reglementaira 
pour las h6pitaux", one volume with plates. 
/N. 3. /: - Mentioned by MIMA as "qa'nlýn al-Usbitiliyit" but without the 
date of publication. Cf. No. 377 I and especially No. 
404,. 
/arice & covies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 325 NI: 1256 (CC-LZ. &) 9.05-q. ... 
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c IDUR SANAT 1265 F1 BAYIN TARTIB MACISHIT N, o. 3Z6(T-C'. 4.3)-- QINZ", N al-s'IA 
XSH; T al-3ft 
al-%iUS-A, *%ý".. HDA;. dN 31-al-HIMEMA al-,: IlSRIYYA. 
Author anon. 
5emarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / socs. 3517 
Un 1265 (1848-49) / 3; llq. 
/biblioq. ref. /: - CairoFKT, -293. 
/contents-noteh- Administrative publication, one volume: 1Z pp. 
N, 'o. 327(U-C.;. 3)-- KLt; b QBON al-HU4, ZDISIN. 
Author anon. 
jRemark3: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 351/ 
Edn no date (before 126Z/1845-46) / B; Ilq. 
/lit. ref. /: - B; lZqt. k-1l: 27. 
/contents-note/: - Administrative publication. 
/arice & cooies printed/consumed/: - 
VarklEdition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 
No. 327 n. d. (M-1262) 358 338 (100%) 
No. 328(T-CI, 1.6)-- QINUN MUNTAKHABIT al-FIL4A- 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Tech. 6307 
Edn 1261 (1845) / B211q. 
/bibIfoq. ref. - 
AlexMB-XIII/9. 
/coma. ref. /: - 3ulaqLiK-11: 31; SarkistiMA-11/2013. 
/contents-noteh- A work on agriculture, also known as Siy! 3at al-Fillha. 
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/N. 3. /: - MIMA mentions an Arabic work "Qanun '-Iunta-khbat" (20 + 115 PP-) 
whic! "r camtzins extracted regulations of various kinds pub. ishad from 
1245 A. H. to 1260 A. H. and is listed here only for comparison. 
/arice & copies orinted/consumedt: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (T. ) 
- -a NO. 3281: IZ61 /ItK-126Z/ 
... 3,958 3,958 (10011. ) 
Note a: MK Olontloas the work uuder the same titlo givan by MB but 
jives to lanpage or date. 
No. 329(T-rW'. 3)-- QkXON-L PIYIDA-. Yi DIKHILIYYA. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation ; 4ork / SocS. 3557 
Edn 1251 (1835-36) / Cairo: hatba c at Diwin al-Jihidiyya. 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCG-43-44 ýIiqLF-2: 13; B; l; qtjK-3: ll; 100, B 
ZenkerSO-1/137 jhayy; lLK-33 Ridw; ntýUB-460 dze&eTEK-816 1124 161 105; 1=6* 
/como. ref. /: - Ale: &-B-XIV. hI81; 'dingateCIB-4. 
/contents-noteh- Regulations for the Infantry, one volume: 38 + Z08 + 
12 pp. 
/"*. B. /: - Mentioned by LK as being in one volume(208 pp. +7 plates) 
and the date of publication as being 1250 A. H.; with the title mentioned 
by CGý ! LK, 30 and 'QtIB as DZkhiliyya and by Z as Q; nZn-i D; khiliyya in 
addition to MB and CIB mentions a military work under the titles of 
Q; nZn al-CAsikir &l-JLh! diyy& al-Biy3da and Instruction in tactics 
respectiveli, these latter two works are presumed to be the same as 
this work (i. e. No. 329 I) and are 
listed here for comparison. 
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/-Price & cooles printed/ consumeaF: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 
No. 329 1: IZ51 (cr. -IZ58) 31.00-q. 
do. (IF-1260) ZO. 00-q. j3c77 
do. CiK-126z) -q. Z0.00 427 j 
Note as According to I: K (3.11-14), there are three works (as 
listed under Nos. 329,,, 376 1 and 475 1 respectively 
) printed with a 
combined total of 10,000 copies, and it is remarked that the copies 
left in store for each were "182", "33Z7" and "3088" copies 
respectively. This means that the number of copies consumed for 
these three works is "3403 (34.03-,. )" as against the "10,000" co-pies 
printed. 
No. 330(T-TW. 3)-- QXNUN-i RXBlr* XLIY TA%IMINI BAYL ! ZAR. 
Author anon. 
LRemarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / SoCS. 3531 
Zdn I 
125Z (1836-37) BL! q. 
/bibli6q. ref. Aleýd-O-XIV. h/80. 
/lit. ref. / I :- Shayy; ILK-34 170* 
/contents-noteh- A military work, one volume: 112 pp. + 47 plates. 
Printing executed: 26th huharram IZ52/12th hay 1836. 
IN. B. :- M3 mentions the work as "Al-Qla; n al-albi 
c li-Taclim al-Illy. 
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No. 331(T-TW. 3)-- Q; AN5N, -i RIBle CRTA_ TACLIMI BAY; NINDADua. 
Author : anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Vork / SocS. 353/ 
Edn 1248 (1832-33) / Bal; q (30* under: No. 473 1). 
/biblioR. ref. /: Cairor-KT-292. 
/lit. ref. /: - jhayy; lCK-32 153' 
/contents-noteh- A military work mentioned as being in one volume 
(223 + 48 pp. ). Printing executed: Sha c bin 124a/Dtcamber 1832-January 
1333. 
L, 1.3-/: - FKT mentions that this work is the second part of the work 
Q; nZn-N3ma fT Bayin Ta c llm; t Ortat c As3kir al-3iy; da which is probably 
the same work as No. 473, published in three volumes. However, this 
work is listed by QK as a differeat work from the latter. Cf. No. 4731. 
Edn 2 1250 
(1834-35) / Cairo: Matbacat Diwin al-Jih; diyya. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKT-292. 
/contents-notehm Another edition, one volume. 
/N. 3. /:. It is uncertain whether this edition Was also published in 
the same format as Edu I with the same page-number of 223 + 48 pp. 
Cf. No. 315 I and No. 473,. 
No. 332(T-7.4.3)-- QINON-i PIBI" ORTA TACLNI BAYININDADUR. 
Author anon. 
LRemarks: Turkish (French) / Translation work SocS. 33-5/ 
Edn 
1 
1240 (1824-25) B; I; q. 
/bibliog, ref. CairofKT-292. 





ZankerBO-1/136 jhayy; lQK-30 ; RidwinOMB-447 1104; 136 7* 
/contants-note/: - Military work described as "Scola du bataillon", one 
volume: 231 + 23 pp. Printing executed: Muharram 1240/August-September 
1824. 
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iNo. 333(T-T',;. 3)-- Q! NrN, -i ?! Bl 
c ';; A. KH; MIS *i SUWW. 
Author : K; nl (or Kany) Bey, fl. 13th/19th. 
/Ranark-3: Turkish (French) / TramsLation Work / SacS. 333/ 
Edu 
I 
IZ5Z (1836-37) / 3GL; q. 
/lit. rei. /: - 33iaac. hiCZ-44-43 107 2 
Zenkar80-1 /13812.26; ihiLyy; ICK-33., 4; 
CairoiXT-Z91. 
/cancents-cateh- Ott cav&lry, one vol=4t. Print-Ing finished: 
26th Muharr= 125Z/13th May 1836. 
LN. 3. /: - Mentioned by CO as the third part of a series of works an 
cavalry; he gives no page-number but motes the precise date of 
publication, which however is mentioned by C=ý 10, OMB and CK as 
"1251/1836". In addition, FKT mentions a work (in 112pp. ) under the 
title of Q; nan-N; m&-yi 
c AsZLir-L Suw; riy; n which is said to be the 
third part/volume, the first and second part/volume, of the work being 
PUbl13hed in 1269 A. H. This later work is not ascertained to be the 
same as the woric in question. 
*/lorice & cocies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Prica Copies Printed/Consumed 
NO. 316 I: 1251 
(CC-t258) 16. ZO-q. .... 









No. 339 1: IZ51 









No. 333 I: 1252 (CO-1258) 18.00-q. 0.0 ... 
do. (IF-1260) 15.00-q. Z6-0f/* 
do. (MK-126Z) 15.00-q. ffu7 
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Iota a: The printed copies of each part (i. e. Nos. 316,, 339 1 and 
333. ) of the series on cavalry is not known; the copies La store are 
given by IF and MK respectively and are shown in the above table. 
However, HK gives the figure "11,940" as the combined total of printed 
copies for these three works in question. Therefore, the rtu-oer; 
percenta&e of copies consumed for the three works up to IZ50 ; -H. 
are "10,929 (91.3%. ). 1 and are "10,9E9 (9Z. C-,. )" up to jZtZ ... j. 
N, o. 334(A-rd. 5)-- Al-qWRN al-RIYIDI Ff FANN TAKHTIT al-A. EL-ADI. 
Author anon. (tr. Ibr; hIm Lf. Ramad. In al-Misrl, fl. 13th/19th). 
. 
LRemarks: Arabic (Frenc: h) / Translation Work / PuraS. 5267 
Zdn 1260 (1844-45) B; llq. 
/bibliog. ref. Cairor-KA-V/209; LhurbaJ10AM-97 333 
/lit. ref. :- SarkisMMA-1/15; IhayyalOK-23 97* 
/contents-note :- On topography, one volume: 7+ 255 pp., with 
4 
plates. 
No. 335(A-r. i. 3)-- QIXAN al-SAFARIYYA- 
AUthor : anon. (tr. Itama4; U Ef. 
c Abd al-q; dir, fl. l3th/19th). 
IRemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / SocS. 3537 
Un 1259 (1843-44) / B; l! q. 
/bibliog. ref. :- CairoFKA-VI/169-70; Lhurbaj! OAM-92 318* 
/lit. ref. :- Sark13MMA-1/950; ihayyalLK-36 183' 
/comp. ref. /: - BulaqMK-3: 29; WingataCIB-1. 
/contents-noteh- Probably a military work on campai&ning, one volume: 
148 pp. 
IN. 3.1: - Q4B mentions a work by 
c Abdftel-Kader (probably the same as 
the above-mentioned translator) only under the title of 'Nilitary 
Travelling Expenses" and with the place of publication Cairo. 
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/orice & cooies_7, rinted/consumed7-. - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price 
I 
Copies Printed/Consumed 
- -a No. 335 1259 1', IK-lZ6Z/ 15.00-q. 1,500 997 (66.5%) 
Note a: Mentioning the work as "Qlniln-l Safariyya-yi Jadida c Arabl" 
In addition, IF (p. 11, lin 8) mentions a work (Q! n; u-N; mi-yi 
Safariyya Turkl) as bein& i: the process of being printed, which is 
not ascertained to be the same work. 
No. 336(U-CJ. 3)-- Q; NCNL al-SAYF. 
Author anon. 
LRemark3: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 353/ 
Edu 
I no 
date (before 1262/1845-46) / B; I; q. 
/lit. ref. / I :-B; l; qLK-3: 8. 
/contents-noteh- A military work. 
/arice & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 336 I: a. d. 
(, %K-L26Z) 1,260 / 1, Z60 (100%) 
No. 337(A-C'4.6)-- QINON al-SHAFLIK (or al-CHIFTLIK). 
Author anolm* 
/imark3: Arabic / Contemporary_W, riting / Tech. 6327 
Edn 1 1259 
(1843-44) B; l; q. 




Icomo. ref. :- BýullqIF-8: Z5: BGI; qiK-7: 38. 
/contents-noteh- Agricultural re&ulatiort. -,, -zve volume: 53 pp. 
/orice & covies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concermad Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 337 1259 JIF-1260/ 4.00-q. ... / 637 L90.07. / 
do. /MK-126214L 4.00-q. 708 / 682 (96.3%) 
Note a: U and MK mention the work under the appellation of 
Qlnýn-i Chafilik ... ate. and Qlu; u UrVat al-Chafilik respectively. 
No. 338(A-C-. 3)-- QXNUN TAr'LT. 'i al-'-ASKAR al-JIHIDIYYA al-iliMilT. 
Author anon. 
/iemarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 3557 
Edu 1 
1253 (1837-38) / B; Ilq. 
/biblioz. ref. /: - CairoFKA-VI/169; Lhurbaj1_qAM-65Z17* 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkishbIA-11/ZO12; RidwanOMB-465 - 140* 
/comp. ref. :- Bowrin&! E-143: 26. 
/contents-noteh- A military work, one volume: 87 pp. + 37 plates. 
Printing executed: 4afar 1253/May-Juns 1837. 
_/N3. 
/: - A work mentioned by RE as "Tazlim nami al Mashat (Infantry 
instructor)". 
No. 339(T-TW.. 'o)-- Q; NUN-i THILITH-i SUWIRI. 
Author KIN! (or KAn) Bey. 
/-r%emarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / SocS. 3557 
* Edn 1 1251 
(1835-36) / BL! q. 
/bibliog. rar. /-. - AleX. B-X'j';. h/80; ornCL, -I7G-E957' 
/lit. ref. :- Sianc. hiCC-44105; BÜliqlF-Z. 19; 3G1; qLk-3: 6; 
Zenker20-1/138 ; ihayy; IZ-341 3idw; n 461110. 112b 167; 
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/contents-note/: - A cailitary work concerning the subject of cavalry, 
one volume: Z78 pp. 
/N. B. /: - nentioned by CO as the second part of a Series of works on 
this subject, see No. 018 I 
for further information on prices and 
copies priated/consumed. Though the printed copies of this part is 
not known, the number of copies still in store is given by IF as 
11199" and by ',: K as "177". 
al-TFINI Fl BAYB TA%l, %i! T al-LI-flT F! al--, ýBIYA. 
Au t1ho r anon. 
LIKemarks: Turk'. '3h / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 3551 
* Edu 1 
1264 (1847-48) / B; L: q. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - CairoFKT-292. 
/contents-tiote/: - Military work, one volume. 
Al-QXNÜN al-THLI F! DARS al-r 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Arabic (French) I Translation Work / SocS. 3557 
Edn 1239 (1823-24) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKA-VI/167; DornCO-188 46; lhurbaj! OAM-32 101* 
/lit. ref. :- ReinaudNO-340 - BianchiCC-3Z ; ZankerBO-1/183 420 9 1505; 
Sarkist4MA-11/2011; jhayy! lCK-Z7 RidW; nCIiB-447,. 133; -7 
/contents-noteh- A military work, one volume: 64 pp. Printing 
finished: 30th Rajab 1239/23rd April 1824. 
Edn, 1242 (1826-27) / B; l; q. 
Ait. ref. :- ReinaudNO-340 - HammerCOR-VIII/521,9; Ridw! nqjB-45l,, - 431 - 4- 
/content3-noteh- Another edition, one volume: 103 pp. Printing 
executed: Rabic 11,1242/November-December 1826. 
0 
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N'o. 342(T-C', J. 3)-- Q; LNCN al-TOBJIYYA al-JADID. 
Author anon. 
LFLejaarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 355/ 
Edn IZ57 (18 41-42) / B; Ilq. 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchLC, ^, -58 ZankerSO-1/138 ZZO, 1135; 
. 
Lhayy; LLK-35,80; RidwanOMB-477 Z36* 
Icontent3-noto- :-A military work described as "Reglement pour la 
nouvelle artillerie 'a chaval", one volume. 
/N. 3. /: - Cf. No. 3611. 
No. 343(U-C#1.3)-- QBON tUQOBIT. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Unknown / Contrmporary Writing / SocS. 351/ 
Edn 1265 (1848-49) / Býllq. 
/lit. ref. /: - Ridw; nTMB. 251. 
/contents-notel: - Administrative publication, issued around/on 
16th Rajab IZ65/7th June 1849. 
, 4o. 344(U-CW. 3)-- QANUN- UTHKANI. 
Author anon. 
/iemarks: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 350 
Edn IZC5 (1848-49) / B; llq. 
RLdw7LnTMB-251. 
/contents-note/: - Administrative publication. 
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No. 345(U-C';. 3)-- QANUN 'JAZIFAT al-SAQAT. 
Author anoti. 
/Remarks: Unknown / Contemporary Writin& / SocS. 351/ 
--du no date (before 1262/1845-46) / 3; 1; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - B; I; qLK-11: 35. 
/coatents-noteh- Administrative publication. 
/orice & cooies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Conca=ed Price Copies ? riutad/Consumod (,. ) 
%lo. 345 I: n. d. 
(!! K-1262) 15 15 (100%) 
No. 346(U-Cý;. 3)- QINON al-WIRASH. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 3511 
Edu no date (before 1262/1845-46) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - 3; 11qýK-11: 14. 
/contents-noteh- Administrative publica tioa. 
/arice & cooies orinted/con3umed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 346 1: n. 
d. (M-1262) 210 / 210 (100%) 
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No. 347(T-C'4.6)-- QINEN al-ZISICA. 
Author anon. 
/iemarks: Turkish / Contemporary 'Writing Tech. 630/ 
Edu 12.44 (1638-39) / 3%iq. 
/lit. rei. /: - BianchiCC-50 Zenker30-: /159 &idwinQM3-467,,,. 151 1310; 
/como. ref. /: - Bowringn-143: 15; lbrahimLES-1/338. 
/contents-goteh- A work on agriculture described as "Regles et 
preceptes d'agriculture appliques particuLL4rement 1 1'r-upte", 
one vol=a. 
/N. 3. /: - A work mentioned by RE a3 "Kanoun-el Zaraza (Agricultural 
Almanac)", and by LES as '"Kanoun Ezzera'a. Instruction in Egyptian 
Agriculture"t Cl. No. 210, and No. 3481. 
/orice & cooies orinted/cor. sumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 347 I: 1254 
(CC-1258) 4.00-q. 
No. 348(A-C'ot. 6)-- QANUN &1-ZIRICA (GROPPI) 
jiý/ 
Author anon. 
/lemark3: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / Tech. 6307 
Edn 1255 (1839-40) / 3; 1; q. 
/Ut. ref. :- 3ianchiCG-52 - Bul; qjF-8: 24; B; l; cjtK-7: 37; 1721 
ZankerBO-1/157 1286; 
VanDyckjl-442; lbrahimLES-1/338; 
Sark! sMMA-11/2013; RLdw; nOMBft470 - 179* 
/como. ref. /: - lbrahLmLES-1/338. 
/contents-notah- A work on agriculture, described as "TraLti 
d'agriculture, d'apres, la methoda europeenne", one volume. 
/N. B. /: ft LES mentions a work as "'Kanoun Ezzerala (: nstruction LU 
Egyptian Agriculture)". Cf. No. 210 for fuxther information on 
prices and copies prLnted/cons=ed. 
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N, o. 349(U-C. j. 6)-- QINON ZIRICAT al-TOT. 
Author : anon. 
/Remarks: Unknown / Contemporary 'Vriting / Tech. 530/ 
* Sdn. :: no date (before 1262/1845-46) / 3ý1; q. 
. A. 
/lit. ref. /: - BýL; qmK-11: 36. 
Icontents-noteh- On the subject of agriculture. 
/orice & cooies orinted/consumed/: - 
Vork/Edition Concerned Price Copies Pr-lated/Cons=ad (",. ) 
No.. 349 I: u. 
d. OU-1262) 700 / 700 (100%) 
No. 350(U-CW. 3)-- QINCN-%4; AA. 
Author anon. 
/Femarks: Unknown / Contemporary writing / socs. 35j/ 
Fdn 1251 (1835-36) Cairo: hatbacat al-Qal 
c a. I 
/lit. ref. /: - SabatTT-171. 
/como. ref. /: - Bowrin&! E-143: 37. 
/contents-noteh- Administrative publication. 
This is the only work known to have been published (according 
to s; b; t) in the Citadel. RE also mentions a work as '"Kanoua name 
Moulkie (Code of Civil Administration)" which is not ascertained to 
be the same. 
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No. 351(T-CW. 3)-- QINUN-NIMA-L CAS; KIR-i PIYXDACIN. 
Author : anon. 
IRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writin& / SocS. 355/ 
Edn 1259 (1843-44) / B; l; q. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - BM: 14497. k. 4. 
/contents-noteh- WingateL"IB-15. 
/contents-note/: - A military work, one volume: 208 + 12 pp., 
with 7 plates. 
LN. B. /: - Mentioned by CMB under the title of "Infantry Regulations" 
which is not ascertained to be the same. 
No. 352(T-TW. 3)-- QWN-NkIA-L CASIKIR-i PIY; ZAGIN-i JIH; DIYYA. 
Author anon. (tr. Ahmed Khalll Ef. fl. 13th/19th). 
IRemarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / SocS. 355/ 
Edn 1238 (1822-23) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. :- Shayy; l(&27 131* 
Icomp. ref. /: - Ha=erGOR-VIII/519 4; BianchiCC-3 14; 
ZankerBO-1/183 ; Ridw; ngtB-446 jhayy; ILK-27 1503 4; 130* 
/contents-note/: - A military work, one volume: 198 pp. Printing 
executed: Rajab 1238 / March-April 1823, 
. 
SG, MB and /N. B. /: - Another military work is also mentioned by 22R, 
LK (p. V, n. 130) to have been published on the same date (i. e. Rajab 
1238 A. H. ) but under the title of Q; nýn-N; ma-L Ahmad Afandl. Although 
both works are said to have been reprinted in 1245 A. H., QK list them 
as if they were two different books which seems doubtful. 
Edn 2 1245 
(1829-30) / Býl; q. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - AlexMB-XIV. h/81; CairoFKT-Z90; DornCO-188 51, 
/lit. ref-7: - IhayyilQK-27 131* 
/comP. ref, /: - ReinaudNO-340 40 ; HammerCOR-VIII/52Z 30; BianchiCG-3751; 
ZenkerBO-1/183 1503; lbrahimLES-1/2Z, 42; §hayyiloK-Z7 130 , 
36190; 
RidwInOMB-45454, 
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/contents-note/: - Another edition, one vol=e: 199 pp. Printing 
executed: Shawwil 1245, 'March-April 1830. 
IN. B., I: - Mentioned by CO and MB under the title3 of Qanun-i 
c As; kir-i Piy; dag; n-i Jih; diyya and Q; n; n-N; ma li-ý'As; kir al-Biy; da 
al-Jihidiyya respectively. This work is probably the same as that 
mentioned by EO, CC, BO and QMB under the title of Q; nýn-N; ma-i 
C. Inqiyad wa-Ita at-i ýkskariyya" and also as that mantidned by COR and 
(p. V, n. 130) under the title of "t. ý! nZn-tZma-L Ahmad Afandi". in 
addition, CY, (p. 36, n. 190) mentions a work under this same 
filin&-title and page-number but without the date of publication which 
seems the same. A work mentioned by LES as "Infantry regulation". which 
is not ascertained to be the same, but is listed here for comparison. 
No. 353(T-CW. 3)-- QINUN-N; IIA-; L 
rASXKIR-L PIY; DAGIN-L JIH; DIYYA. 
Author : anon. 
/iemarkst Turkish / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 3557/ 
Edn 1248 (1832-33) / BýI; q. 
/-bibliog. ref. /: - DornCO-188 54* 
/contents-note/: - A military work, one volume: 207 pp. Printing 
executed: Rabic 11,1248/August-September 1832. 
/N. B. /: - Cf. No. 351 1a similar work published in 1259 A. H. 
No. 354(T-TW. 3)-- QXNUN-N; 14A-i 
"'ASIKIR-L SUWIRIYXN-i JIHXDIYYA. 
Author : anon. (tr. 
c Uthmin Nýr al-Dln, d. c. 1832). 
/iemarks: Turkish (French)*/ Translation Work / SocS. 35f/ 
* Edu I 
IZ45 (18Z9-30) / BZ1; q. 
/biblio . ref. /: - CairoFKT-291. 
/lit. ref. :- Ihayy! 10_K-31146* 
/contents-noteh- A military work, one volume: 288 pp. 
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No. 355(T-CW. 3)-- eASýKIR-L TOBJIYIN. 
Author anon. 
/Femarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 355/ -7 
Edn 1 




/contetns-note/-. - A military work, one volume: 294 pp., with 46 plates. 
/N. B.. /: - Mentioned by FKT as the first volume, while the second 
volume was published in lZ73/1856-57 in Z26 pp. +7 plates. 
No. 356(T-T'W. 3)--- QINDN-N; MA-: L BAHRIYYA-L JIHXDIYYA. 
Author : anon. (tr. Ahmad ! jhalII Ef., fl. 13th/19th). 
ZR-emarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / SocS. 355-/ 
Edn 1: 1242 
(1826-27) / B; l; q. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - AlexMB-XIV. h/80; CairoFKT-291; IstUKT-391. 
/lit. ref. :- ReinaudNO-341 ; HammerGOR-VIII/519,; 521 
BianchiCG-36 36; lbrahimLES-1122,11/60; ihayy; 12K-3014,; 
Ridw; nQMB-452 6zeg TEK-81710121* 38; le- 
/comp. ref. /: - Bowrin&IE-143: 34; B; l; qIF-3: 12-13; B; l; qmK-3: 35. 
/contentsýnotehý A military work, described as "Reglemens de 
marine militaire", one volume: 14Z pp., with 4 plates. 
/N. B. /: - Various similar titles are given to the work, RE nevertheless 
mentions a work as "Kanoum el Bahrie (Marine Code)" which is not 
ascertained to be this work or that No. 450 V 
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/price & cot)ies printed/consumedl:. 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 







830 / 350 (42.2%) 













/ Z, OZ8 (98.6%) 




934 /93.47, / 
do. - -a BiK-126z/ 1 
. 
5.00-q. 1,000 / 952 (95. z%) 
Note a: IF and MK both mention three naval works which are 
listed respectively under Nos. 356, p 357 1 and 483 1 for comparison. 
No. 357(T-TW. 3)-- Q; NUN-NkIA-, i BAHRIYYA-. i JIHXDIYYA. 
Author anon. 
L: Remiarks: Turkish (French 7) Translation .; ork ýioc: i. 3537 
Edn 1242 (1826-27) / B%; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - ReinaudNO-341 BianchiCG-36 351 37; Ridw; nTB-452 39* 
/comp. ref. /: - HammerCOR-IX/6903 ; Bowrin&LE-143: 33; B; l! qIF-3: 9; 
B; l; qMK-3: 36. 
/contents-note :-A military work similar to No. 3561, one volume. 
, 
This work is noted as havin; the 3a[U, 3 title and the 
same subjäct as work No. 336 and described a3 "Rgglemens da marine". 
GOR remarks a work as "Kanunnamei bahrijei dschihadije, d. i. das 
kanunname der Flotte; v. j. 1240 (1825); 128 3. in Octav und 4 Tabellen; 
eine zweyte Ausgabe des im VIII. Bande S. 519 unter Nr. 8 aufgefUhrten 
Werkes /i. e. No. 356, tj, which is not ascertained to be the same . Ilowever, 
RE also mentions a work as "Tazlimal Bahrie, Sailors' instructor" which is 
not ascertained to be this work or No. 356 1 or even that of ho. 43 V See 
No. 356 I 
for further information on prices and copies printed/consumed. 
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N, 'o. 358(A-TW. 6)-- QBCNL-NýVIA-i BAYTIRI. 
Author anon. (tr. Y; suf FIR c AWN, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Femarks: Arabic (French ?)/ Translation Work / Tech. 6367/ 
Edn 1 1250 
(1834-35) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - B; l; qF-6: 15; B; l; q! &6: 11. 
/comp. ref. /: - BianchiCG-43 95; ZenkerBO- 1/1591306; aijw; nLMB-460 100* 
/content3-nOte/: - An Arabic translation of the work, "traiti des 
rigles de l'art veterinaire", which was also translated into Turkish 
(No. 359), one volume. 
IN. B. /. - It is uncertain whether this work was translated from the 
French original or from the Turkish version. Cf. No. 3591. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 359 I: 1250 
(CG-1258 )a 3.00-q. . 0. ... 









No. 358 I: 1250 
(IF-1260) 3.00-q. 
do. (MK-1262) 3.00-q. 
Note a: The work is described by CC as "Un volume an turc at an 
arabe ..... Prix: 3 piastres" which is not ascertained to be the price 
for the work with both language texts or for each text, while IF and 
MK list the Turkish and the Arabic text separately and note that each 
text sold for 3 qirsh as well as giving the above-mentionad copies 
still in store. Only the combined total of "500" is given by MK as the 
number of printed copies for both, therefore the COpie3/pereentage 
consumed is "269 (53.8%)" up to the year of 1260 A. H. , and is 
"262 (52.4%)" up to the ye4r of 1262. A. H. 
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No. 359(T-TW. 6)-- BAYTAIRII. 
Author : anon. (tr. Y; suf FIR"A'; N, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 636/ 
Edn 1250 (1834-35) / B; llq. 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCC-4395; BulaqLF-6: 16; BulaqLIK-6: 10; 
ZenkerBO-1/159 Ihayy; l K-12 ; Ridw; n(LtýB-460100. 1306; _L 27 
/contents-noteh- A work on veterinary subject matter, one volume. 
=N. B. /: - See No. 358 I for further information on the prices and copies 
printed/consumed. 
No. 360(T-CW. 3)--QXNON-N! *4A-i DXKHILIYYA-L OAS; AIR al-SUW; RIYB* 
Author anon. 
lRemarks: Turksih / Contemporary Writing ?/ SocS. 355/ 
Edn 1 
1248 (1832-33) B%; q. 
/bibliog. ref. CairoFKT-289; DornCO-18855* 
/lit, ref. /: - 
6zegeTEK-1616 
18496* 
/comp. ref. /%- BowringLz: -143: 29. 
/contents-noteh- A military work, one volume: 228 pp. 
LN. B. /: - CO mentions the work as in one volume(228 pp. ) and as being 
published in Jum; d! 1,1248 / September-October 1832, but under the 
title of Piy; da Q; n; u-N; ma-si. The work mentioned by RS as "Kanoum 
name el Foursem (Cavalry Code)" is listed for comparison and is not 
ascertained to be the same as this work (No. 360 1 
). Cf. No. 475 
(Note a) and No. 329 1 
for the reference of copies printed/consumed and 
price. 
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No. 361(T-CW. 3)-- QINON-NIMA-L DXKHILIYYA-li c ASXKIR al-IOBJIYYA. 
Author anon. 
LRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 35-5/ 
Edn, JZ58 (1842-43) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKT-Z89. 
/contents-noteh- A military work, one volume: 255 pp., with plates. 
Edn 2 1265 
(1848-49) / B; l; qo 
/biblioR. ref. /: - CairoFKT-289. 
/contents-noteh- Another edition, one volume. 
NZ'o. 362(T-CIJ. 3)-- QINUN-N; MA F! BAYAN AMALIYYAT al-JURA WA-al-JUSÜR 
BI-al-AQLI', 11 al-MISRIYYA. 
Author : anon. 
LRemarks: Turksih-Arabic (Turki3h) / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 35f/ 
Edn 1260 (1844-45) / B; l; q. 
/biblioq. ref. /: - CairoFKT-294; jhurbajIQAM-97.,,,,,, 
/lit. ref. :- Shayyal(LK-36184' 
/contents-noteh- Administrative publication, one volume: 22 pp. 
(Turkish text) + 20 pp. (Arabic translation). 
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Fi 3ÄY; Lli KHID2-IIT al-QALr»A 
Author anoti. 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation 'ýiork / Socs-3537 
ýdn 1218 (184Z-43) 3; 1; q. 
/biblio;. ref. Cairor-KT-289. 
/lit. ref. /: - dzegela-817 10113' 
/coma. ref. :- BulaqýLF-LS; BulaqhK-3: 16; ihayyal, "K-35 182, 
/contentsmnote/: - A military work, one voLume: 242 pp. 
/N_. 3. /: - CK mentions an Arabic translation (from French) under the 
same title and with the same page-number, which is not ascertained 
to be a mistake or another work. 
/orice & cooies orinted/consumed 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cons=ed (%) 
No. 363 1258'/YF-12607 15.00-q. / 508 /TO. 8-,. 7 
do. /MK-1262/ 15.00-q. 1,000 / 531 (55.1%) 
Note The work is mentioned by IF & MK under the description 
c of "Qishlaq wa Qila du ... ate. " and '*Qil; 
e wa Qi3hllq... etc-" 
respectively. 
No. 364(T-C. J. 3)-- (ZWIN-NIMA F! BAYZN QUeXgXT al-KCRMTINA 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish-Arabic (Turkish) / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 351/ 
Fda 1 1260 
(1844-45) B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. CairoFKT-294; lhurbaj! RAM-9733, * 
/contents-note/'; - Administrative publication, One volume (Turkish 
text and its Arabic translation): 7+8 pp. 
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No. 365(T-C*w;. 3)-- Q72; ÜN-NIIÄA F! BAYýN TARTIB al-MAWIDD al-gifiR ICR; ZDUH. Z NIN 
DIWkIl al-IR; DiT ". IA-ZAY;. N al-ýiAAXD ALLATI K; NA SIDIR 1ý'RýDUHI 
AN al-MASILIH al-MUTARk-W411; al-DId: LN al-ýIADHKUR. 
Author : anon. 
/Femarks: Turkish-Arabic (Turkish) / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 3517 
Edn 1265 (1848-49) B; l; q. 
/biblioz. ref. CairoFIZT-294; 
. 
1hurbaJIgýti-123 422* 
/contents-note/: - Administrative publication, one volume: 120 pp. 
(Turkish text) + 115 pp. (Arabic translation). 
LLI. B. /: - Cf. No. 3191. 
No. 366(T-rd. 3)-- QLON-NIIA-L SAFARIYYA-L CASIKIR al-BIY; XA al-KHAFIFA. 
Author : anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation 14ork. / Socs-3557 
* Edn 1 1247 
(1831-32) / B; I; q. 
/bibliost. ref. /: - Aleid4B-XjV. h/79, CaLroFKT-289-90. 
/lit. ref. Shayy; 10K-32 132* 
/comp. 
_ 
ref. B; l; qF-3: 17; B; l; qtIK-3: 30. 
iconcents-note/ I :-A military work, one volume: 30 pp., with 3 plates. 
/N. B. /: - MB mentions a work, "RLs; la f! Ta 
c lim al-Biy; da &I-shaflfa"; 
while QK mentions a short treatise (i. e. r13; la 3a ira) as being in . St7 
30 pp. +3 plts., and under the title of c As; kir-i Piy; dag; n-i 
Khafifanu; Safarda Ul; n Farlda Dhamma wa KhidmatlarInI hubin. 
(Cf. No. 017, Pa work with similar title-name) and with the precise 
date of "Jum; d; 1,1247 (October 1831)". 
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/price & copies printed/consumed/.. 
Work/EditLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 
No. 366 1: 1247 ZIF-1260/ 5.00-q. ... / 716 L23.9A/ 
_a do. /MK-12621 5.00-q. 3,000 / 769 (25.6%) 
Note a: MK mentions a work only as "Ris; la-i Khafifa", but IF 
mentions the work as "Q; n; n-nama-i Khaf1fa cAsikir-i Piy; da&; n 
Khaf'1fanu-n ... ate. 
". The work mentioned by IF and 11K is not 
a3Cartained to bw this work or another work No. 4651. 
No. 367(T-CW. 3)-- Q; NCN-N; 14A-L SAFARIYYA-, i CAS; KIR al-JIH! r. IYYA. 
Author : anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 3M-/ 
Edn L46 (1830-31) / B; I; q. 
/bibr-i-OjZ. r4f. /: - CairoFKT-290. 
/lit. ref. :- Oze&eTEK-816,0109. 
/comp. ref. /: - BulaqLF-3: 14-15,16; BulaqtLK-3: 27,28. 
/contents-note/: - A military work, one volume: 160 + 51 pp. (two 
parts), or 160 + 51 + 39 pp. (three parts). 
/N. B. /: - The work is mentioned by LKT as being in two parts, but by 
TEK as in three parts and under the title of "Kanun-L Sefer-L Clhadiye". 
/price & copies rinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 




1,008 747 (74. r. ) 
--------------- 
No. 367 1246 LMK-12627/b I 10.00-q. 2,006 1,853 
(92.3%) 
Note a: There are two works of this kind mentioned by MK, one is 
&iven as "Q; nu-n-i Safariyya-i Jadida". 
Note b: The other work mentioned by KK is under the title of 
"Olnun-L Safariyva-i Qadlm" neither of these can be identified with 
the two similar works mentioned by IF, these two latter works being 
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mentioned as "Q; n; n-n; ma-i Safariyya ... etc. " (IF, p. 3,1.14-15) 
and "Vadh; lik Q; nZn-n; ma-i Safariyya ... etc"- Owing t3 uncertainty, 
these two latter works are not listed in the table. However, the 
former is given the price as "ll qirsh" and the number of copies still 
in store as "216", the latter is as "12 qirsh" and "26 copies in store", 
by IF. 
No. 368(T-CW. 3)--Q; NUN-N; 4'aA-i SAFARIYYA-i 
OASIKIR 
al-JIHIDIYYA. 
Author : anon. 
ZRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 355/ 
* Edn 1: 1266 
(1849-50) / BG1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKT-290. 
/lit. ref. :- OzegeTEK-818 101W 
/comp. ref. /: - WingateOIB-14. 
/contents-note/: m Military work, one volume: 154 pp., with 3 plates. 
. 
LN. B. /: - CIB mentions a work as "Military Ins true tions ". 
No. 369(T-C'4.3)-- QINUN-N; IIA-i SAFARIYYA-i ASIKIR al-SUW; RIYYA al-KHAFIFA. 
Auhtor : anon. 
LRem&rk. s: Turkish / Contemporary Writing I SocS. 355/ 
* Edn 1 
1247 (1831-3Z) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKT-Z90. 
/lit. ref. :- HammerGOR-IX/6909. 
/domp. ref. /: - WingateCIB-15. 
/contents-note/: - A military work, one volume: 75 pp. 
CMB mentions a work as "Cavalry Instructions", which is not 
ascertained to be the same but listed here for comparison. Cf. No. 3671- 
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No. 370(? -C';. S)-- QAýIDA-i SANGL; 
ý4H DA-1 MADH-i 
Author : t: lrz; SANGLIKH KHURASA'N-I, d. 1294/1877. 
_/Remarks: 
Persian / Contemporary Writin& 
* Edn 1 
1261 (1845) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM(CPB-648): 14799. e. 12; CaLroFKT-109. 
/lit. ref. /: - B; l; qqK-11: 18; 3ze&eTEK-1818 20626' 
/contents-noteh- A poem in praise of Smyrna with anonymous Turkish 
paraphrase, one volume: 21 pp. 
/N. B.. /: - This work is said to have been printed at the expense of 
Amin Lf. al-Izmlrl. Mentioned by TEK as "TercZme-i kaside-i Senklah 
Der ', Iledh-i fzmir'*. 
/price & copies orinted/consumed/t- 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 370 I: 1261 
(M-1262 )a ... 403 / 403 (100%) 
Note a: A prilrately-contracted publication. 
No. 371(T-TW. 9)-- QATARINA TXIIIKHI. 
Author CASTERA ? (tr. Jacovaki ARGYROPOULD, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work/ H13t. 9ýf/ 
Edn 1244 (1828-29) / B; I; q. 
/bibliog-. ref. /: - DornCO-186 , VefykQ-86 30 991 
/lit. ref. :- RainaudNO-33617 ; HammergOR-VIII/523 36; BianchiCG-3749 
ZenkerBO-1/117959; jhayyilLK Ridw; ný, "IB-453 
ZzegeTEK-83. ' -97; 52; - 10359' 
/contents-note/: - A history of Russia under the Empress Catherine 11, 
one volume: 7+ 160 pp. Printing executed: Ramaj; n 1244/earch-April 
1829. 
IN. 3.1: - The work is mentioned under various title-names, the above 
filing-title is adopted for both Edn 1 and Edn,. 
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Edn, ) 1246 
(1630-31) B; Ilq. 
/biblicz. ref. BN-14456. h. 25; CairoiKT-IS6; 
VefykCB-86 992 
/lit. ref. /: - BialachiCC-38-39 ; ZenkerBO-1/117 Ridw; nOMB-638 61,960; - 10359* 
/como. -. ef. /: - M. QdemNL-33: Z; Sowrin&ýE-142: 37; B; l; q. LF-6: 3; 
BUIqIK-6: 38. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, one volume: 9+ 225 pp. Printing 
executed: Jumid! 1,1246/October-November 1830. 
/N. 3. /: - ", entioned by 4L as "Tarih ? Letro" which is probably t1he same 
as that described by IF and MK as "T; rlk', %-L ? atria fand Butra) Turk! 
al- CIbIra 00b lUsiyya DawlitinuE Tirlik_h1dur". C3 givesthe data as 
"1247 A. H. ". 
/orice & copies orinted/consumed/. -- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Ptinted/Consumed (7. ) 
No. 371 z: IZ46 
INL-1253/ 16. ZO-q. ... 
do. /RE-1254/ 16.50-q. ... 
do. (Cc-IZ58) 15.00-q. ... 
do. JIF-1262/ 12.00-q. ... / J, IZ6 /42.7Z. / 
do. JMK-IZ6277 12.00-q. 2,638 / 1,391 (52.7%) 
No. 372(A-CL. 4)-ý- QATR al-NAD! WA-BALL &I-SADL 
Author jam; l'al-Din A0,11uhammad 
c Abd Allih B. Y; 3uf B. Ahmad B. cAbd All; h 
B. Hish; m known as IBN HISHAM al-Nlahwl, 708-61/1308-60. 
/Temarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(517 
Edn 1 
1253 (1837-38) B; llq (3eG under: No. 432 1 
). 
/bibliot. ref. Brl(ýAB-1/20): 14593. a. Z; DoruCO-1971,,, 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkisMA-1/275; GAL-s. 11116-i7. 
/contents-note/: - Arabic grammar. 
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dn, 
7 1264 (1847-48) / B; l; q (see under: No. 43Z 2 
I L. biblio-z. ref. /: - Dor-iCC-IS7-98 129* 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkisMA-1/275,11/1433; LAL-s. 11/16-17. 
'ýda 3 
1274 (1857-58) / B; llq. 
Edn 
4 
1278 (IS61-6Z) / Cairo. 
-da 3 IZSZ 
(1863-66) / 3ý1; q. 
Zdn, 1232 (1865-66) / Cairo. 
0 
Edn7 z 1283 (1866-67) / hilr. 
2dn 1298 (188C-81) / Cairo: %atba c at Sharaf. 
N, o. 373(T-r. 1.3)-- QAUICID-i PR31M. 
Author : 
* Edn I 
anon. 
LRemarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / SocS. 355/ 
1251 (1835-36) B; l; q. 
/biblioq. ref. CairoFKT-293; WingateCMB-14. 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCC-45 - B; l! qLF-Z. 22; B; l; qmK-3: 22; 110, 
ZankerBO-11138,128; ýLhayy; l%-33 Ridw; nCtiB-462,15. 165; 
/contents-noteh- A military work, described as "Principe3 de 1'&rt 
militaire ", one volume. 
Lj-B. 1: - Mentioned by FKT as "Q; uýn-N; ma fl Bay; n Uj; l wa-ýaw; 
cid 
Fann al-Harb" and by CI. 3 as "Art of War". 
/orice & copies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 373 1251 (CC-1258) 15.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 10.00-q. ... 313 jo-6-j/ 
do. (IM-1262) 10.00-q. 1,024 398 (38.9%) 
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C '? No. 374(T-TW. 3)- QAUVl"w-NAM-A-i ASAKIR-L BAPIYYA. 
Author : anon. (tr. 
c Uthm; n N; r al-Din, d. c. 1832). 
/Remarks: Turkish (Franch) / Translation Wrok 
* Zda 1 1243 
(1827-28) / B; Ilq. 
/biblioz, ref. :- Cairor-KT-Z78; DornCO-189 6Z* 
/lit. raf. /: - H--arCOR-VIII/522 29; Ihayy; IOK-31 144; 
UzegeTFK-846 
10428* 
/comp. ref. /: - UzepTSk-35Z4977* 
/contents-note/: - A military work on naval matters, one volume: 256 
4 pp. Printing executed: Rajab IZ43/January-February IaZ8. 
/N. B. /: - There is another work mentioned by M (p. 35Z, no. 4977) as 
"Eava'i Sefain-L Cihadiyeden Her Birina Munhasir ol an ... ate. " in 
one volume (-256 +3 pp. ) which is not ascertained to be the same work. 
N, lo. 373(T-TW. 3)- Tarjamat QAWININ al- c AS; AIR al-JIHIDMA. 
Author anon. (tr. Muhammad Ef. 
C Ata*. All; h B. Muhammad S; diq ktown as 
SHINI-ZIDA, d. 1242/1826-27. 
LRemarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / SocS. 353/ 
Edu 1238 (1822-Z3) Bi; l; q. 
/bibli CairoFKT-278. 
/ =ireYM. - jhayy; l(LK-27 129* 
jeontents-noteh- A military work, one volume: 145 pp. 
1N. 3.1: - This is one of the first works printed/publishod in 1238 A. H. 
whatL the Baliq press Wag first in fuLl function. Cf. No. 5481. 
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QAWININ, al. D; XHILZYYA &I-t-: UTACALLIQA 31-MUSHIT -ASýKIIR 
r 
al-JI14DIM. 
Author : &=n. 
/Remarks: Arabic (Turkish) / Translation 'Work / Soc-355/ 
Edu 1250 (1834-35) / Cairo: , 'I. aýbacat Dlw; u al-Jih; diyya. 
/biblioiz. ref. :- 3M(Sa-1/503)s 14546. b. 1; Iharbaji2A 
. 
L11-56 185, 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiC:; -41-4235; 3; 1; qa-2: 14; BL; cMK-3: 12-13; 
ZenkerBO-1/133 Sark! SMMA-11/2014; aidw; uMB-45890. 107Z; 
/como. ref. /: - Bowrin&RS-143: 28. 
/contents-noceh- A regulation for the infantry when on home-services 
one volume: 29 + 144 + 14 pp., with 6 plates. Printing executed: 
Ramad; n 1250/Januarf 1835. 
/NL. 3. /: - 'Mentioned by CC (describing it as aaglement pour les 
manoeuvres de Vinfanterie & Ilintarieur), BO and CM8 under the title 
of D; khiliyya, while RE mentions a work as "Kanoun namg al mashat 
(infantry Code)" which is not ascertained to be the same work (i. e. 
No. 376 I). 
/orice & cooies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerued Prics CopLes Printed/Cons=ad 
No. 376 I: 1250 
(CC-1258) 16.00-q. 
do. (17-1260) 12.00-q. /1,4337 
do. (IA. K-1262)1 10.00-q. /3,327/ 
Note a: Although the number of printed copies of this work 
is not known, _B,,, i men, -. 
'ons that it is printed in 101Z copies 
which seems to contradict the account of the copies still in store 
as mentioned by both IF and e1K. The figure mentioned by 11K, 2,445 
new copies and 882 Used copies (at 5.20 qirsh each) with a total 
number of copies (still in store) is higher than the number given 
by IF . See No. 329 I 
for further information on copies printed and 
consumed. 
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al-JIHHA. 
Author : anon. 
lRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary 'Writing / Tech. 61-0/ 
Zdn 1 1250 (1834-35) / Cairo: Uatba': at Dlw; n al-Ji, i; diyya. 
/biblioz. ref. :- CairoFKT-294-95. 
/como. ref. /: - DornCO-192 78; Bowrin&KZ-14LI6,143: 32; 
BianchiCC-42,,; ZankerSO-11 1591305; ajjw; c! jMS-4 5993' 
/contents-notel: - A medical work, one volume: 131 pp. 
/No. 3. /t- The work mentioned by CO under the title of Tartib-l 
Sihha-L Ma'm; r-i Larina-i D; 'Lr Q; n; n-N,; ma" is probably the same, 
but the number of pages is given as "231", in spite of the data of 
publication being precisely given as "Shawwil 1250/February 1835. 
=: - It is uncertain whether the work mentioned as also bein& 
published in the same year (i. e. 1250 A. H. ) by CC under the title 
of "Tartl'b-i Sihha-i ha'mar-i Larina-i D; 'ir and by . A- 
. 
ýtl B SC, LO, and 1B under that of "Q; n; n lil-Usbit; liya" respectively 
is the same as this work (i. e. No. 377). EO_ gives the 
former work "231" pages and the precise date of publication 
as "Shaww; l IZSO/February 1835", while the latter is describea as 
"Reglement pour les h8pitaux". To avoid overlappin-i, these two 
latter works are noted here but not to be listed separately as a 
different work. In the same case, two works mentioned by as 
"Kanoum el_--spetalia (Hospital Code)" (p. 143,1.32), and as 
Kanoun al Sahha (Treatise on Health)" (p. 143,1.1b) are also 
listed here for comparison owin; to t1le lack of infor-miacion to 
ascertain their identification with each ocher. Cf. '-o. 3251 anc 
No. 4041. 
/price ý copies princed/consumea/: - 
Work/Edition, Concerned Price 
I 
Copies Printad/Conau-meG 
No. 377 1: 12. '0 9.00-q. 
1 
... 
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c ID. al. Tk5H2IH. 
Author Antoine L. J. BAYLZ (tr. Y; hann! cA. NHC?.!, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French) Tr&=31ation Work / Tec. h. 616/ 
Sdn IZ48 (1832-33) / Cairo: ', Ilatba': at Madrasat &I-Tlbb bi-Aba Za c bal. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Al"t: 3-XI/35; Bh(CAB-1/349,11/806): 14337. d. 3; 
LN-111/356, IX1130, CXV11301; CairoFKA-VI/27; CornCO-19Z - 32, 
Shurb&JIOAM-49 161 
/lit. ref. /: - 3'anch'CC-407,, ZankerSC- 11,551264; VanByck! Oft440; 
lbrahimL-! S-11/ZSO; SarklsýZ-IA-11/1390,1567; ihayy; 10K-9 to; 
Ridw; na! B-457 lhaýt-IFVIT-107,117. 
- 78; 
/comv. ref. /: - BowringaE-142: 60,144: 2; 3; 1; qLF-5: 10; B; l; qtK-5: lZ-13. 
/contents-noteh- A work on anatomy, one volume: ZS A- 460 pp. 
Printing executed: Ist Rabir c 11,1248/28th August 1832. 
ZN. B. /: - This work has been generally regarded as the first work 
pubIL3had/printed by the press attached to the School of Medicine at 
Ab; Zacbal. But to judge by the precise data of publication, it 
appeared one month later than another work (i. e. No. 537 printed/ 
publLshed by the printLng-press in question. 
1283 (1806-67) / tiifr. 
/orica & cooies orinted/cotsumed 
Work/Edition Concerned Prica 
-co9i 
as Printed/Cons=ed (7. ) 
, -a No. 378 1248 ff. E-1254/ 23.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1258) 37. ZO-q. ... 
do. fIF-1260r 23.00-q. ... / 845 f84.5-, 7
do. /17K-1262'/- 25.00-q. 1,000 / 872 (37. r,. ) 
Note a: RE mentions it as "Kitab-al-tachrih el bachary (Human 
Anatomy)". (p. 142,1.60) and "Tashri-i-beshere" (p. 144,1. Z)o 
Note b: IF mentions a work as "Tashrrh-i 3asharl Arabidur", which 
is not ascertained to be the same work mentioned by 
7 
as "Tashrih-i 
Khass: yaEl Tarjama Olanmish bir Kitlbdur. " The latter also not&; 
.0- 
that there were 95 Used copies amongst 12S copies in store at 
23 qirtb each. 
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',, '.o. 379(A-r. J. 9)-- QURRAT al-NUZUS '.. A-al- UYOM 31-SIYAR MIX TX.; ASSATA Z-11D. al-QURCNL. 
Author Ovide Chrysanthe Des ', -Iichels (tr. mustaf! Ef. &I-Zarr: bl, il. 13th/19th). 
/, Iemark3: Arabic (French) / Traa3lation Hist. 946-/ 
Edn 1260-62 (1844-46) / BýIlq. 
/biblioz. ref. :- Ale&3-11/98; BM(Ea-11/403, -. 1,81): 14549. e. 7-8; 
CairoDK%-V/Z94; CairoFKA-V/104; IstUKA-11/334; jhurbaj! QAM-108370* 
/lit. 
_Ief. 
/: - 3LIqU-7: 10-11,11: 10; BLI LK-6: 34-35; 
VanDycq. q-4Z3; Sarkis, 'ZIA-1/965; jhayy; IOK-ZZ 
/contents-cor-eh- A translation of Des hichels' "Histoire jOnirale 
du Moyen Age", two volumes: 1- 268 pp., 11 - 359 pp. 
Abu-Lughod (Arab aediscovery, pp. 30,173) mentions the 
work as being published in Cairo in 1840. 
/orice & copies orinted/consumed :- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cons=ed 
a No. 379 I: 1262 
(IF-1260) 16.00-q. 5 11. OZ, / 
do. (,,,,; K-126Z) 
b 
17.00-q. 304 61 (12. r,. ) 
Nota a: IF mentions the first part and remarks (P. 11,1.10) that 
a work (Qurrat al-Nuf; s wa-al- c UY; n. c Arabldur) was in the process Of 
being printed, which is probably the second volume. 
Note b: The Laformation &iven by MK seems to refer to the first 
volume only. 
"o. 380(A-C'. J. Z)-- XADD al--FUHTA; L C- AU al-CUU, al-ZIUKHTIR SHARH TAN"'Ll al-ABSIR. 
Author :%c "ýBIDIN, muhammad Amin S. Uaar known as IBNL 1197-1252/178Z-1836. 
LRemarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writing / R-al. 297(3)/ 
* Edn 1 
1263 (1846-47) / Cairo. 
/lit. ref-. 7: - CAL. s. 111428. 
/contents-noteh- Superco=entary on Huhammad B. 
CAll al-Haskafl's 
(d. 1088/1677) Al-Durr al4iukhtir fl sharh Tanwir al-Absar, 
co=entary on iuhammad B. CAbd Allih al-Timirtishl's (d. 1004/1595) 
c Tanwir al-Absar wa-J; mi al-BLh; r (a handbook of Hanail Law). 
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-dn z IZ7Z 
(1655-56) / 3L; q. 
Edu 3 IZS6 
(1869-70) / B; I; q. 
-dn 4 1299 
(1881-62) / B; I; q. 
N, o. 381(T-CL. Z)-- Tarjamat RASHAHIT 
tAY44 al-HAYIT. 
Author C All 3. Husayu al-Wiciz al-Kishifl, d. 910/1304-5 (tz. ý&uhammad Ma c rU 
3. uhammad Sharif al- Abb; sl, d. 100211593-94). 
/Remarks: Turkish (Persian) / Classical Literature / Rel. Z97(8). / 
Edn lZ56 (1840-41) 341q. 
/biblioq. ref. BM(14458. f. 3); CairoFKT-33; VefftC3-94 1101* 
/lit. ref. s- BianchiCC-56 - BýLlqt. K-10: 10; ZankarBO-1/163 201,1341; 
Iidw; n_qI: B_474 dzegeTSK-1164 208; 16825* 
/contents-noteh- A memoir of the famous saint of Turkestan, the 
sheikh of the Naq! hbandl order, N; 31r al-DIn 
c Ubayd All; h B. 
* 
Maj=; d 
Sh; shl called Khwlja AhrIr (d. 8; 5/1490) and some of his pupils, one 
volume: 420 pp. 
/grice & copies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Priated/Consumed 
No. 381 1256 (CG-lZ518) 54.00-q. 
do. (j%IK-1262) a .... 303 303 (100%) 
Note &: A privately-contracted publication. 
No. 38Z(A-TW. 9)-- Al-aXdD al-AZHAR Ff TIRIKH BUTIUS al-AKBAa. 
Author Frangoisharie Arouet de Voltaire (tr. Ahmad 2f. 
c Ubayd al-TAHTXWI, 
fl. 13th/19th). 
/'iemarks: Arabic (French) / Tran3lation Hist. 947-/ 
Edn 1266 (IS49-50) B%; q. 
ibibliog. r AlexhB-II/72; SM(CAB-1/211,3ZO): 14561. b. 10; 
LN-1/374; CairoCK, 'I-V/204,418; CairoFKA-V/61; jhurbajI3AM-1234ZS* 
- 44Z - 
/li-t- re-f-. 7: - Bal; qMK-12: 10; SarkIsMIMA-1111Z47; Lh3yyZJCX-Z6121' 
/contents-nota/: - A translaticil of Voltaire's "HL.; toi-re de l"Empire 
du Russia sous Pierre le Grand", one volume: a+ 346 pp. 
/N. B. /: - Mentioned by WZI (vol. V, p. Z04) as being published in 
1251 A. H. which is probably a mistake. 
1237 (1870-71) / B; I; q. 
/orice j cooies orinted/consumedh- 
loo'ork/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cons=ed 
NO. 382 I: 1266 (4%K-lZ62)a 300 1 ... 
Yote a: MK mentions the work under the appellation of "rlrrkh 
Rilsiyl", and as being in the press. 
No. 383(A-rwl. 6)-- Al-aAW? A al-BAHIYYA F! MUDWT al-AMRI? al-JILDIYYA. 
Author anon. (tr. Ahnad Ef. al-WHIDI, d. 1282/1865). 
/iemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 6167 
Zdn 1262-63 (1845-46) / B; l! q. 
/bibliog. ref. :- AlaxhB-XI/19; B%(S, ý1-1/162): 14537. d. 15; 
LN-1/374; CairoiMA-71/19; ýLhurbaj'24AM-109375-376* 
/lit. 
-ref. 
/: - VanDyck, 10-451; Sark! sMMA-1/937-38; Ihayy; 10K-24104-5; 
ShattIF&T-55. 
/camp. ref. :- BýllchK_12: 6. 
/contents-note :- On the diseases of the skin, two volumes. 
Text included: No. 307,. 
/N. B. :- The first volume was published in 1262 A. H. and bears this 
title-name, while the second is usually mentioned under the title of 
'ýIukhbat al-Am; thil fl Cll; j Tashawwuh; t al-Ziaf; qil" and given the 
date of publication as 1263 A. H. 
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/orice S cooies nrinted/consumedh- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Con3umed 
Ko. 383 1: 1263 IRK-12627s 500 
Note a: .K mentions a worle as being in the process of being 
printed with the description "Kit; b Aar; j al-Jild wa-Ta-shwlh; t 
&14-af; 31l, which is not ascertained to have included both parts 
(i. e. No. 307 I and No. 383 I). 
Al-RX.; DA al-SUNZUSMA il al-HISIBIT al-ý. UTHALUTHIYYA. 
Author anon. (tr. ý; liý Najd! Bey, 124Z-98/1826-61). 
/lemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation PureS. 5107 
Zdn 1269 (185Z-53) / Cairo: ý. atba 
c at al4whandiskh; na. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - klW&B-XIV. a/l0; ýLhurbaJIOM-144 501* 
/contents-note/-- A mathematical work, one volume: 56 pp., with t-do 
plates. 
Zdn 1270 (8153-54) / Cairo: 'Llatbarat al--ýIuhandiskhina. 
/bibliog. ref. /t- A1Q2&, B-XIV. &/l0; CatroFKA-V/Z11. 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkistiL,, A-11/1188. 
/contents-noteh- Another edition. 
LN. B. /: - It is uncertain whether this edition is the same as Edn 1 
or another part of the work both of them being only mentioned by 21.3, 
while other sources mention either Edn I or the -dn Z, 
- 444 - 
No. 385(A-'rtJ. 5)-- al-ZAH*, %lr[A F! al-HANDASA al-WASFIYYk. 
Author anon. (tr. Ibr; h1a Zf. Ramad; n al-Mifri, fl. l3th/19t1h, and Nan3. ýr 
Ef. c Azm!, fl. 13th/19th). ' 
jlkenark3: Arabic (French) / Tran3altion Work / PureS. 316/ 
'2'dn 1268 (1851 c at al-Muhandiskh; aa. -52) / Cairo: haýba 
/lit. ref. /': - SarkishMA-1/15,11/1804; jhayy; lýK-26 122, 
/contents-note -. - A mathematical work, two volumes. 
/N. B. /: - MII. A mentions that the first voluce was translated by Ibr; hIm 
U. ". amadin and the second by ZlIansUr Ef. C Azml, and the date of 
publication is given as 1269 A. H. But ýK gives the date as "1268(1852)" 
and the number of pages-as "158" (-3 vols. ) of which the volume number 
is probably a misprint. Cf. No. 266 Ia similar publication. 
No. 386(T-CL. 9)-- RXn'? AT al-A3R; R. 
Author c Abd al--CAZIZ Ef. QARA JALABI ZICA. 999-1068/1591-1658. 
LRemark3: Turkish / Classical Literature / Hist. 956/ 
--dn 1248 (1832-33) / B; l; q. - 
/bibliog. ref. /: - B, %. (14456.1n. 9); CairoFKT-205; DornCO-183 13* 
/lit. ref. - BowrintIE-143.50; BianchiCC-39-40, S; JýqIF-7.19-20; 
67; 
B; l; qLK- 7: Zl- Z2; Ze-nkerBO-1/118 Rilw; n_Q. B-456 968; 7Z; 
3zeSeTEK-1435 
16520' 
/contents-note/: - A work of historical writin&, one volume: 6+ 637 pp. 
Printing executed: 'Muharram 1248/,. ay-June 1832. 
/price & cooies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed M 
, ". o. 386 I: 1248 
(: M-1254 )a 38.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1258) 35.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-IZ60) 25.00-q. 'E7.77- ... / 2,355 / 
do. (, -K-126Z) I 25.00-q. 3,479 / 2,481 (71.3%) 
Note a: RE mentions the work as "Uizet'l ibrar". 
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6%A.: -. AT al-A'FiKIYA' 71 
'ItH 
al-elSlYCLUMI. 
Author LAZ. AZCjZ ? (tr. YCsuf FIX c 1=, fl. 13/19th). 
/Twarks; Arabic (French) / Translation *; ork / Tach. 5367 
* --du I IZ56 
(1840-41) / Bal; q. 
/biblioR. ref. :- AlexhB-XI/191 Bft(Sa-1/932): 14537. d. 8; 
CairaFKA-VI/19-. SLrb&j10AM-78 267* 
/lit. ref. :- SianchiCC-56zo5; ZonkerBO-1/157,289; V&nDyckIO-439; 
Sark-IsMA-1111446; ihayy; LQK-17 'Udw; na; B-474 6Z; 21z* 
/como. ref. / 3ý1; q. LF-6tZl-, 3; l; qL. -K_-6: 17. 
/contents-noteh- A woric on the phySiOLO&Y Of domestic ATLiMalS, one 
volume: 8+3+ 13Z pp. 
LW. 3. Z. entioned by C=C LO and ZNB as "? 1'2; 1; j iy; " and by 11 as 
"FIAOjiy; Bayýariyya". Us gives the date of publication as 
"IZ57 (1841)". 
/*rice I& cooies printed/coasumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned 
I 
Price Copies Printed/Con3umed (%) 
Nlo. 387 I: 12.46 
(CC-1258) 10.00-q. . 0. ... 
do. fl*F- 126f/ 8. QO-q. 6L4 /61.4Z.. / 
do. /? iY. -1262/ 8.00-q. 1,000 619 (61.97. ) 
Note a: IF mentions the work as "FLsOjLyya-yi Bayýariyya-yi. 
Arabldur", but KK only mentions it as "? jsj5jLyya". 
al-KUBRI Ff al-'2ý'. AL'-YYIT al-jl, %LIIYYk al-SUMERI. Rok*; OAT al-Z; AJIH 
Author anon. (tr. , -. uha=ad 
Q All Pasha al-OAQLI, 1223-93/1813-77). 
Mvamarks: ArabLc (Franch) / Translation Work / Tech. 6107 
Un 1 
1259 (1643-44) / ; o; Llq. 
/Ziblioq. ref. /: - BLII(2a-11/315): 14537. c. 16; CairoeK, k-VI/20; 
Shurbajlog*. -91 313' 
_attrZ. 
ý. 7. h 7: - Sarklst-ý-A-1/576-, LhayyilQK-21 79; 
/contents-moteh- A work OU MiaOr 3urgical operation3, OnG VOIUMe: 
13 + 10 + 246 pp. 
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Tha page-aumber L3 aLven by jL, ý.. as "13 + Zý r Z46 PP. " 
/price S, cooies ortnted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 395 1250 (IF-1260) 15.00-q. 
do. 
----- 
(, ', K-126Z) 
------ 
13.00-q. 
-- ; ----- 
L73 17/ 
------ --------- 
No. 388 1: 1259 (IF-IZ60) 32.00-q. 
f3 917 1 
... 






Note a: Both IF and MK each mentions two medical works. -The 
formar source mentions them under the description of (1) "Jirihat 
KLtlbl, cArabTdur" and (Z) 
"'Ilm-L JLr1hat Kitibindan Juz*-L Awwal. 
cArabldur", while the latter gives (3) "al-Jirlha al-gubr; z Acmil-L 
Jirahiyya-,! bayin Tdar" and (4) "al-jirlha al-SuQrl", respectively. 
(1) and (3) are Listed under-th13 work (i. e. No. 388 I), while 
(2) and 
(4) Are listed under No. 335 I 
for COMP&ri3On; it is uncertain whether 
(1) is the same as (3) and (2) the same as (4). However, the price 
and copies consumed for each are given and are shown in the above 
table. :K in addition gives the figure "1,927" as the combined total 
of printed copies for works (3) and (4); the number /parcantage of 
consumed Copies for these two works is therefore "1,209 (62.7%)" at 
the time of 1262 A. H.; and will be "1,116 (57.9%)" if both (1) and 
(3) are, indoed Ldentitcal with (2) and (4) respectively as listed hure. 
No. 3S9(A-C. *. 3)-- RAWqAT al-"UMR; N. 
Author : anotl. 
/Remark3: Arabic-French / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 351/ 
Sdn 1252 (1836-37) 
/lit. ref. /: - 3amirN-11/379; SLIMI-IZ; Lhar, . 
y; ITT-s. 44-Z, 6; 
RLIwInVIS-Z90. 
/conte-its-not-97: - , *% work contains many information ana statictics 
on ,. dha=ad c All's institutes of reform and various establishments 
Ln the ftelds of admLn13tration, military, education, econoffiC3, 
industry, agriculture and etc. Although this work is said to 
have been the most important work published in the year "IZ52 (1836)", 
however, no extant copy oj it has ever been found. This work is 
therefore onLy noted here but does not fi&ure in surveys as a 
printed work/edition. 
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La RELIGIC'. -z De*POPOLI CRUNTALl'. 
.;, uthor 0. Carlo 3ILCT-, 
I, fl. 13th/19th. 
jamar'" : Italian T/ Contemporary ý-; riting / Lit. s517 
! 238 US22-23) / ZZ11q. 
/lit. raf. /: - 3roc:, hiCO-11/370-71; ;; b; t=, -t51; Aidw; nr. d-ICO. 
/contents-note/: - A 1OU& Poem Catlin& OU '. USLLM3 to convert to 
Christianity. 
According to Brocchi, this work was composed by a certain 
Italian, Bilotti, who was a teacher at the hadrasat al4tuhandasa of 
B; 1; q, and asked Nlq; l; al-dus; bikl (probably the then director of 
the Bal; q press) to print'-tbe -work. it is uncer-tain whether this 
work was ever printed or not, as'huhammad Q All ordered the work/ 
manuscript to be burned after being informed of the nature of the work 
by Henry Salt, the British Consul General ýn Z; ypt. As a result, 
Muhammad c All issued, on 13th July 1623/3rd QbO al. Qaýda 1238, an 
order to the effect that no person (and particularly a foreigner) could 
have books printed by the 3; 1; q press, unless he first bbtained personal 
approval from him. This order concerning the printin; /publishin& of 
. books is re&arded by certaiu people as the first E; ypcian press-law. 
C' %... above pp. 
M ALA Fi BAYIN MIADINIT al-BAYTARIYYA. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary *., riting / Tach. 636/ 
Un 1250 (1834-35) / Cairo: liatba c at 01win al-JLhIdiyya. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKT-285. 
/contents-noteh- A medical work on-the subject of veterinary, one 
voluine: 16 pp. 
Cf. No. 359 1, 
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I "ILýJ al-JA. "J. 
Author Antoine 3. CLOT Bay (tr. anon 
/S. entarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Tech. 6lo7 
'dn c 1251 (1835-36) Cairo: : Iatba at Llwam al-Jihidiyya. 
/bibliog. ref. CairorYA-VI/IS; ShurbailOA: I-59 196* 
J177'. -ref. /: - BianchiCG-45-46 - ZankarBO-'1136 115,127Z; 
SarkirstI. IIA-II/1367; ihayy; 10K-13 ftiýwinM3-462, 31; 
/como. ref. /: - BýllqL7-3: 9; 
VanZycl, 10-436; 
jha;; lF. A: '. T-117. 
/contents-roteh- A madical work on the t-. ea=ant of icabies, one 
volume: a pp. 
/orice & cooies orinted/consumed/:. 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
', %I. o. 413 I: 1251 
(CC-1238) 0.30-q. ... 
do. . 11? -1260/ O. ZO-q. 312 /Ti. 2:, J/ 
do. L. K-1261/ 0.20-q. 1,000 900 (90.01". ) 
Note a: 3oth IF and MIK mention a work as "Oy; z %Iuc; laja-sina 
d; 'Lr Ris; ladur. cArablidur" and "UyGz Nu 
c 
alaja-sina dilir Risiladur" 
respectively, which is mot ascertained to be the same as this work in 
question. 
No. 393(A-rJ. 6)-- RISILA Fl '-'IL; J al-T! "EM. 
Author Antoine 3. CWT Bey (tr. anon. ). 
/7emarks: Arabic (French) / Translation 'aork / Tlech. 61J 
Zdn 1250 (18-34-35) / Cairjo: ý. atba"-at "Olwin al-Jihidiyya. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Cairo rTA-VI / 18. 
/lit. ref. :- VanOyckIO-438; Sarkist.. I. A. 11/1567; jý, ayy; IQLk-12 23; 
Shatt!? A:. T-116. 
/cOmD. ref. /: - ý-'Cllql?: 5: 1Z; 
/contents-note/: - A medical work on the subject of plague, one voluMe. 
- 449 - 
Sarkis (.. ' I ISIS) mentions another work, under the title 
pf Al-Talw1h il; Asr! r al-Tashrih, from which it is said that Clot 
3ey had extracted certain information. It is uncertain whether this 
latter work is the same as this work (i. e. No. 3931) or another work 
on plape (i. e. No. 4689 1 ), or neither. Althou&h, lists it as if 
it is a different work from both No. 393 I and No. 489,, it is only listed 
here for comparison owin& to uncertainty. 
/arice & cooies orinted/corsu-nedh- 
'Work/Edition Concerned ? rice Copies Printed/cans=ed 
", "o-393 lz5o /B-. iz6j/ a 0.20-q. J sfl 
"Ote a: l: - nentions the work as "Ta-'; n ,uc 
; Lajas! kit; b3p. cA rabldur". 
, I, o. 394(A-r. '. 6)-- RISALA Fl 
elU' al-BAYTXRIYYk. 
Author anon. (tr. Y; suf FIRC. C. -N, fl. 13th/19thY. 
/lemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation ý; ork / Tach. 5367 
Sdn 1 
IZ49 (1833-34) / 3; llq. 
/lit. ref. /7. - BianchiC, 04075; Zenker30-1/135,,,,; VanLyckIC-439; 
SarkISN". A-1111446; ihayy; ICK-11 Aidwana-IB-43730. 17; 
/contents-noteh- A work on veterinary science, described as "Traits 
de Vart v4terinaire", one volume. 
L1,. 3.1: - 3oth Sarkis (tj: A-tI/1466) and Shayy; l (ajj-23,, ) mention 
another edition as being published in 1260 A. H. and regard it as the 
second edition of this work. However, this latter edition may be 
mistaken by Sarkis for work No. 396 I which was published in 1250 A. h. 




ions two editions 
of this work and work No. 396,. 
0 
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'*ILi al-ML. -H &l-3Ai*, qA. kIYYA. 
Au t. or anon. (tr. Y; hanal fl. 13t. h/19th). 
/'Remarlks: Akrabic (Franch) / Translation *; orv. / Tech. 610/ 
Zdn 1250 (IS34-33) / 3ý1; q. 
/lit. -, Pf. /: - 3ianchiCC-42,,; Zacker. ^C-1/135 JZ67; 
VanLycklo-4640; 
SarkIv:,:. A. -II/l390; Ridw; na. 3-459 ýLhaýýiF.! ý. T-107. - 97;; 
/como. ref. /: - , edemNL-32.30; 3owrinqaý71422: 39; B; l; cLIF-6: S; 
3; 1; q; 5: 10. 
/contents-moteh- A medical -dorL described as "Traita de chiruriia", 
one volume. 
k work mentioned by NL as "3&33alit 61 Cheraha, traite 3ur 
la chirurgie'* which is not ascertained to be the same work mentioned 
by R= as "'NLtab-oul-Geraha" (Cm Surgry). Both of them are also Usted 
here for comparison, and cannot be identified with this work (i. e. 
X0.395 1) owing to lack of information. Cf. No. 388 I for further 
information on price and copies printed/con3=ed. 
I, o. 396(A-r. 1.6)-- USaA Ff 
"ILH al-TIBB al-BAYTIRI. 
Author anon. (tr. Yasuf FIR 
c A: Z, fl. 13th/19th). 
L, I. emark3: Arabic (French) / Translation '-'ork / Tach. 636/ 
Zdn 1250 (1834-35) / Sal; q. 
/lit. ref. :- SianchLC-^-43 - Zanker. 'C-1/135 VanLyckl, 0-439; 93' IZ66; 
jhayy; laI-l2 Ridw; v.;, 3-459 ZO - 98, 
/como. ref. /: - 3owrinQZ-l43: Z5; 3; l! q. L: r-6: 13-l4;; B: l; qC. K-6: 9. 
/contents-noteh- A work described as "Traite de medecine vaterinaLro", 
one volume. 
IN. S. :- :2 imentions a WOrk a3 "Sl tebb el 3eitarg (Veterinary ý. edicine)" 
which is not ascertained to be the same, but is listed here for 
comparison. It is uncertain whether this work is the same as work 
No. 394,. 
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/orice & copies printed/consumedh- 
Work/Editiou Concerned p rice COpid3 Printed/Cons=ed 






0o. 396.: 1250 (W-1258) S. 10-q. ... 
do. /IF-IZ60/ 5.08-q. ... 327 /Z3.6,7/ 
do. /MK-1262/ 5.08-q. 750 329 (43.9%) 
Note a: 17 (nentions the work as "Tibb-i 3aypri Xislla ... etc. ", J- 
while .K mantions it as Bay; arirla". 11, is uncertain 
whether the work mentioned by 17 and -A is this work (i. e. :; o. 396 1) 
or another work (Yo. 394 I). 
'I -- RISILA Ff NIDI'l al- 
c 
No. 397(T-C. i. 3) AT AS; Xl. l al-3t7.,; 
L-UYYA al-JADIDA. 
Author anon. 
LRemark3: Turkish / Contamporar, - '; riting / SocS. 355/ 
1 '10 (1834-35) / Cairo: ',. Iatba c at ljlw; n al-Jih; diyya. ! 'dn. 2. 
/biblioz. ref. :- Cairo&-K"-286. 1-1 
/cont). ref. /; - Bowi-ingEE-143: 30 67; BianchiCC-41 83; 3; IiqLIK-2: 33-34; 
ZenkarBO-1/137 Ihayy; 10K-32,, g; RidwinOMB-458,,. 1122; 
/contents-note/: - A military work, one volume: Z3Z pp. 
it is uncertain whether this work is the same as the military 
work mentioned by ý^., 50, ýLK and Z. 3 under the title of "ý1m; nd; rl-yi 
SuwIrl" and by 'ý7 under that of 'I%oummandar el Foursent Cavalýry %; rders". Z, -- 
/arice & copies printed/consumedl: - 
Work/EditLon Concerned Price Copies Pri nted/Cons=ed 
,,. o. 397 1250 
/C., -1251ý1 Z5.00-q. ... 
do. rK-l26g7'1 Z0.00-q. 1,000 74Z (74.2. ) 
a: '. ý. mentions a military work as '%ýuraundln-l Suwlri' '. adlyl 
,, ushtamil bir Kit; b 
Zlab, Suwirl, Libitlarina Luzumi warcur. 
Turkrý; i-dur 
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', 'o. 398(T-T*.;. 3)-- alSILA F! al-i4-ILl'7%HA 
c AZ. ALAZ;. 
Author "L"RUQUZT. 
LRemarks: Turkish (French) / Translation ý; ork / SocS. 350/ 
Eldn, 1242 (1826-27) / 3; 1; q. 
/biblioq. ref. /: - Cairot-K', -ZS5; CornCO-15960' 
/lit. ref. /: - leinaudNO-3413,; SianchiCG-35 30; ZenkerBO-1/135,, 9,; 
: RLdw; nj!: B-&31 30* 
/content3-nOta/: - A work of practical marine manotuver, one volume: 60 pp. 
Printing executed: 4afar lZ4213eptember-Cetto6ar ISZ5. 
This work is described by NC as "Traits do la navi; ation 
pratique". 
'Zdnz 1248 (183Z-33) / 3; 1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. :- DornCO-139,,. 
/comn. raf. /: - 34-anchiCC-61 ZenkerBC-1/136,110; Ridw; n 479Z.,; 243; 
/contents-note, /: - Another edition, one voLume: 60 pp. Printin& 
executed: Jum; di 1, IZ4Z/September-October 1832. 
It is uncertain whether this ZdnZ is the same of Zdn, as both 
mentioned by CC under the same title-name, with the same author and same 
number of pages. A work mentioned byS. ^, 30 and ýNB under the title of 
1isilat al-E. L11ha and described as "Instruction pour la marine" is not 
; iven a data of publication but only noted as bein& published after 
1830. This latter work is not ascertained to be the same as this work 
in question, despite both being written by the same author. 
/arice & coDies printed/consumedh- 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 
No. 396 2: iz4a 
/Zc; -i2587/ 9.00-q. ... 
do. /a-126J71 1.00-q. Z, 055 Z, OIZ (97.9%) 
, -ote a: A ,; oe& mentioned by as 
"'.; nZn where price 
is ; iven as one qir3h, which price seems doubtful, If it is the same 
work as that mentioned by CC. 
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7r Cr. TAT 
Autnor anon. (tr. khmad Lf. al-2ASHIDII, d. 128211865). 
/Famiarks: Arabic (? ranch) I Translation -.; ork / Tec. h. 610/ 
1 '0 (1834-35) / 3ý1; q. Zý 
I 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Cairor-V-1-71117. 
/lit. ref. /: - Sarkls, -'ý%A-1/937; 1ha5ý1F. *IT-35. 
/contents-noteh- A medical work on vaccination, one volume: 14 pp. 
/=, '3.7. -- ': %_A also mentions that there was another edition published 
in 125Z A. H. which is probably the same work listed in the checklist 
under No. 30Z I which is , however, regarded by him as a different work. 
'To. 400(U-C. J. 3)-- RISIIA Ff ', 'A4!. 'IF al-ýUKAM; '. 
. A, uthor anon. 
L'Remark3: Unknown / Contamporary 'ýritiag 
* --dul no data (before 126211845-46) / B; I; q. 
/contents-nocel: - An administrative publicatioa. 
/Drice & cooies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 400 1: n. d. 
(, '. K-1262) ... 145 / 145 (1007. ) 
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.: 0.401(A-r. '. 6)-- RISILA :. IN XLCT BAYGG 
fi. e. CLOT 3..,. y7 KAsae aL-KHILLA 
aI-3! 'iH1YYA M! =al-l &I-SliiHA AwLb &I- CARA3 31-al-URDLNI, 
L, sic 7 aL-;; ANSOa: 31-6Aaa 
c il ', ýziUSUý al---. UTAq. A. T 'A. M 
Author Antoine 3. CLCT Bay (tr. anon. ) 
/Temarks: Arabic (French) / Translation '; ark / Tech. 6ij 
Sdn 1249 (1833-34) / 3ý1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. l: - ZormCC-1917, * 
/contents-noteh- A medical treatise specifically concermin& the 
.. attar of 
"al-ý--,; al-mupq&F. Iti' (malaria), one volurae: p. 24 2 
Printing executed: l5th Aajab 1249/ZSth November 183S. 
N, o. -IsOZ(T-CL. Z)-- Al-aISILA al-t-'UlWiM. ADITYA. 
Author.: YIZIJI-ZIDA Muhammad Ef., d. 855/1451. 
/, Temark3: Turkish / Classical Literature / Rel. 297(41-/ 
Un 1 1252 
(1836-37) / 3ý1; q (see under: No. 091 I). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM.: 144ZO. f. 3. 
/contents-note/: - A reli&ious poem expounding the traditions and 
doctrines of Islam based an, texts from the Qurlu and the Vadith, 
published with D; o. 091,. 
Ednz 1255 (1839-40) / BG1; q (see under: No. 091 2). 
/biblioz. ref. /: - CairoFKT-42. 
/lit. ref. /: - 
6ze&e=T.; 
- -163Z 18669* 
zzdn 3 1238 
(1842-43) / 3ý1; q (see under: No. 091, ). 
/biblioq. ref. /: - BN: 144ZO. f. 2. 
/lit. ref. /: - aieuCM-169. 
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NO. 403(A-CL. 40-- 7USILA r-AL! TAýJLIILF 
Author anon. 
! Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lan&. 492(40/ 
Zdn, 1244 (1-SZS-29) / 3; 1; q (sea under: \o. Z30 
/biblio, z. ref. /: - Cairov"KA-IV/5; Lhurbaji,; AN-43 140' 
/lit. Sarids: 4%A-11/2006. 
/comu. ref. /: - . 1ainaudNO-334 dianchiCG-36 6; 44; 
/conte=s-noce/: - On the conjugation of Arabic verbs. 
. 
/N. 3. /: - 4entioaed by 2. Aý,. as being published (in 11 pages) as part of 
a grammatical compilation, if so, it is probably No. 2301. A work 
mentioned by I-C and CG as "Traita du preterit at de I"Lmparfait" 
(rendered by 2mB as '"N'Ltib al-Tamm wa-al-V. Zqiý") is not ascertained 
to be the same work. 
I'dn 2 1262 
(1845-46) / Baliq (see under: No. 231 1). 
/bibliz. ref. /: - Shurbaj! OA. ', -105 363* 
Edn 3 1267 
(lS50-51) / 351! q (set under: No. 23Z 1) 
/biblioq. ref. /: - Shurbajl2AM-1314,, ' 
Zdn 4 
1268 (1851-5Z) / BGI; q. 
'IIS; Lk XUSTAKHRJWA NU KUW3 QAWLIN al-USEITZLIYZT F! 3AYZN 
al-KHALLIT al-ZiUTA c ULIQA 31-%t*; 4IR al-USBI-&. ZLIYÄ 
! JD IHI. 
Author : anon. 
/, emark3: Turkish / Contemporary 'ý; ritin& / Tech. 6107 T, 
! 'dn 1 
1248 (1832-33) / 411q. 
/biblioe. ref. /: - CairoFKT-285. 
/coma. ref. /: - 3; 1; cý., K-3: 37-38. 
/contents-notel: - k work on hospital regulations, one volume: 25 PP. 
- 456 - 
"'ota a: ': K mentions two works, under the title of "ý; n; a &I-Usbit; liya" N 
and "Qlnýn NI; ir al-UsbitIliya" respectively, which are tiot ascertained 
to*be the same as this work in question and are both listed here onlýr 
for comparison. Cf. also No. 325 I and No. 377 
/orice & cooies 5rinted/consunedh- 
Work/Edition Concerned ? rice Copies ? iruted/Cons=ed 
'10.404 1246 L":. K "162/ 2.20-q. 2,000 89 (4-31. ) 
do. /l. K-12627/ Z. ZO-qo 2,000 106 0.3,. ) 
RWUA 
Author : Antaine 3. CLOT 3ey (tr. anon. ) 
/Clemarks: Arabic (French) / Tran3lation Work / Tsch. 610/ 
* Zdn 1 
1259 (1243-44) / 3ý1; q. 
/biblioT. ref. /: - CairoFrKA-'; 1/19; Lhurbaj! ^CA, %-90 311* 
/lit. ref. /: - Sarki3eUIA-11/1367; Lhayy; 10K-21 30; Lh&St! FA. %, T-1j7. 
/cor. o. ref. /': - 3ý1; qLF-5: 3; 3ý1; qLIK-5: 7. 
/contents-note/: - A medical work, one volume: 13 pp. 
/N. 3. /: - c. entioned by 2tL, under the title of Usila f-I *. ara d al-RUM03. 
-given by rg'. T as "1253 A. H. " which is not ascertai-ned to The date is . 
be either another edition-or a mistake. 
/orice & cooie3 printec/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copie3 Printed/Cons=ed 
No. &05 IZ. 19 /1.7-tz6o/ 0.20-q. 403 /ZS. ',, / - 
do. - 12 6 27/ a 0.20-q. 1,404 306 (36.07. ) 
"oth li and '. K mention a work as "'clumm; -yi .. uharriqanuli ,: ote a: 
Iz; lasina :. utacalliq ',. jikmatdan bir . 1is; 
la-L *, 4; fi: adur. "Arabidur" 
and 'Iiuaimi-yi M. uýarriqanu; 1211asina . utar-alliq bir K; chuk -Aisiladur". 
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RISZLA-i SAL2i SAG t La EI/ - 
Author anon. 
/'Temark3: Turkish / Contemporary ; ritin& 
--dn, no data (before 1262/1643-46) / 3ý1; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - 3uLac4-, K-3: 39. 
/cqnteMt3-aOte/: - A military work, described as Turkchadur. 
1d; b-i c Askar4-yya-ya Huca c alliqdur. " 
/orice & cooies orinted/cocs=edh- 
Work/Edition Concerned Pries Copies Printed/Cous=ed 
No. 4.06 a. d. 4.. 10-q. 500 472 (94.47. ) 
Z'o. 407(T-CL. Z)- Tarjamat USIUT al-SHAYKH KHXLID. 
ý. uthor Diy; l al-Z; 
In Kh; lid &I-3aghdidl, fl.? (tr. Sharif Mmad 3. All, fl.? /. 
/7"Iecarks: Turkish kArabic ?)/ Classical Literature ?/ aal. Z97(3j/- 
* Zdal IZ62 (1845-46) / 3ý11q. 
/biblioe. ref. /: - Ist3K-IIIIt39. 
/lit. ref. /: - 
6zeS%TZK-1S13 
Z057V 
/contants-noteh- A t-. anslation on the 13&q.! hb&mdL order, founded by 
11uha=ad S. Muha=ad 3ahil ai-arn Haqshband al-3ukhjr. 7 (d. 791/1389), 
one vol=e: 56 pp. 




Tarikat-i Uiye-i Uak4 Bendiye-i Halidiya" but noted 
as kein; published under the title of "Tarcýme-L riSale-i Itialidiye 
ballili, Lle". The date og publication is given by TEk as "126Z(1846)" 
but by BK as "IZ63". 
* Zdn z 1265 
(1848-49) / B; llq. 
5ibliwz. 1SUK-1: 11139. 
/lit. ref. :- Z-ze-eT:: K-ISZZ-7 0- -0636- 
/contents-noteh- ýIaother adition, one vOlu=a: 
33 PPI 
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/ =rics I cooles nrintec/consumedh- 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Capies Princad/Cons=4d 
%., o. 407 IZ6Z (1,. K-Izbz) 
1.000 1,000 
My 
C, , Aut-ho-. 'Iust&Zl S. All Bakr al-31wisil'. al-iG=1 'f=cwu gs ijAy"tA-- (or KHAYRAT), 
d. 1240/1824-25. 
/-c. amark3. Turkish / Contamporary 4riting / Lit. 394/ 
Zdul IZ4Z (1526-Z7) / B; Ilq. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Cairor-KT-130; CornCO-1939,; V to fy ýqC . 
LB-6 3739* 
/lit. ref. :- aaiaaudNO-338-39 - Ha=erCOF, -VII'A. 13ZO-Z1 28, is; 
liedemNL-32: 33; 3cwringtL-142: 44,143s45; Siane. hiCC-34 27; SLIcIP-7: 17; 
3; 1; GMK-16: 15; ZankerBO-1/44 S. i du ; nZ 3-&S0 
6za; e-I'ZX-l&64 333; V; 17014* 
/contents-noteh- --pistolary work, one volumer 
I+ 494 pp. 
/V. 3. The -dark is also mentioned as InshZ' 4ayrat. 
Mice i cooies ýrinted/consumedh 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies ? -, intad/Czns=ed 
No. 408 1: IZ42 
(NL-1253) Z 43. CC-q. 
'14) do. (72-1Z. 43.00-q. ... ... 
do. F-IZ50 25.00-q. ... / 1, ZIZ 196. OZ. 
j 
do. (*"K-126z) 1,26Z / 11 -16Z (100-1. ) 
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RUZýS al-CHINVIT FTI H 13 aI-tIU -L4-A 
LLATH 17 
Author anon. (tr. Ahmad -Dazhala or Oaqala, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Iemarks: Arabic (rrench) / Translation '4'ork / PureS. 5107 
Zdn, 1219 (-IZ43-44) / Býliq. 
IStUKA-11251; ihurbajl(; A: -. -91 312' 
/lit. - ShayyalcIK-21,, 
ao 
/co-10. raf. /: - 3ýIL17-4: 15-19; BL; q L. K-4: 30-31; Sarkrssýý:. A-1/386. 
/content3-note :-A work on trigonometry, one volume: 6- 1411 pp. 
1, mentions it as "Hisab &I-i-. uthallathat (., udab al-, ý'haniyat 
e tc. ", while 21; A mentions the work as 4is; b al-ý. uthallath; t but with 
the aumber of pages being given as "115". Cf. No. 291 1a similar 
publication appeared in 1237 A. H. 
/price & copies-orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 
No. 409 I: 1259 
JF-12667 
do. /? K-12627 
10.00-q. 
10.00. q. 
- 30 /3. OZ.. / 
1,004 66 (6.6%) 
Note a: Both IF and MK mention the work as "Hisib-L ,,, uthallath; t. - 
Nuhandiskh; na- i Khid1wiya-da Fir; nsizja-dan 
c Arab! -ya YaRl Tarjama 
; li=i! h ý. arah; b :, uthallathit-i -. ustawiyya KLt; b1dur" and "His; b 
al-i'luthallathit: Z: uhandiskhina- L K'hid1wiya-da. FLrinsizja-dan 
Arabcha-ya Tarjama ; linmish ; Lin . arih; b bir gitibdur. 
,. uthallath; t-i . ustawiyya wa Kurawiyya-ya Shlrildur", respectively. 
RN al-BAYÄ&N H TAFSIR al-4ýUR'ZN. 
Author Haqql al-3rGsawl, 1062-1137/1632-1725. 
0 
/Temarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / lel. 297(1)7 
* 1-dn 1 12543 
(1839-40) / 3Gl; q. 
/bi'Dlio;. ref. :- Cairorl, A-1117,1; IstICZ, ýA-11/2S9; hurbajl,,,, V,. 75 
. 
jh Z ý4 4 
3ianchi; 2-34-53 31312qýK-10: 5; ZenkarDO-11173 190,140 
VanLyckl: l,. -120; Sarkls, *..,. Aftl/441-42; CAL-s. 11/632; ii4w3nOt. 3-472 197; 
Uze&eTZ, ll, -1490'l7083- 
a 
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/contents-note :- Commentary on the Qur'In, three volumes: I- 979 pR., 
11 * 997 pp., III - 141Z pp. 
IN. B. /: - The volume/part number is given variously, either as two 
(by ýG and 30), or as three (by DLA), or as four (by MMA and 2AM), or 
even tan (by UKA). 
1264 (1847-48) / 3; llq. 
Jbibliog. ref. /: - IstUKA-111289. 
ALt. ref. h- Sark! -*MMA-1/441-42; GAL-11/440, z. II1581; 
BzegeýTEK-1490 
17083* 
/contents-noteh- Another edition, three volumesz I-1+ 979 pp. 
LNL. B. /: - Only the first volume's page-number is known, the remaining 
two are probably the same as Edn,. 
1276 (1859-60) / B; Ilq. 
1285 (1868-69) / Cairo. 
1287 (1870-71) / B; I; q. 
/price &-copies printed/consumed/-. - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 410 I: 1235 
(CC-1258) 700.00-q. ... 
do. OAK-126 )a ... 300 300 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication. 
No. 411(U-Cd. 3)-- aUKHýAT Dgv;! WIN &I- c U10M. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Unknown / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 3517 
Zdn 1 no 
date (before 1262/1645-46) 1 Bal1q. 
/lit. ref. /: - B; lýqLK-11: 28. 
/contents-note/: - AdmiUi3trative publication. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies ? rinted/Constured (;. ) 
No. 411 I: n. d. 
(M-1262) ... 40 40 (100%) 
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No. 41Z(U-C'. '. 3)-- IUKHSAT-L DIWIN-i KHIDIIJI. 
Author anon. 
/Femarks: Unknown / Contemporary ;; riting / SocS. 35J 
-dn 1 no date 
(before 1Z62/1845-46) / Býljq. 
/contents-note/: - An administrative publication. 
/orice & cooles nri-nted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concarned Price Copie3 Priat4d/Cons=ed 
No. 412 n. d. (M. K-126Z) a (1001". ) 
No. 413(U-CW. 5)-- ROZ-N; AIIA. 
Author Yahy; al-Haklm, fl. 13th/19th-. 
/Remarks: Unknown Contemporary driting / PureS. 529/ 
Edn, 1253 (1837-38) ? B; l; q. 
/biblioR. ref. :- DornCO-18744- 
/contents-note/s- An almanac, one volume. 
Lt, 1.3. /: - -the date of publication is not ascertained by CO which 
gives, with reservation, the year 1253 A. H. 
SIFIRAT-NLA-L RIFV-A BAG JEYT 
Author Rif; a R; fi" al-TAHTIWI. 1216-90/1801-73 (tr. Rustim Ef. Basim, 
fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: Turkish (Arabic) / Translation '. 'ork / HLst. 9107 
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/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCC; -53-34 ; 3; lIqjZ-7: 3-4; 3ý1; qjK-6: 22-23; 18. 
Zankersc-IlIZ9 ihayy; ICK-17 Ridw; nOZ: B-471 1039; 58; 192; 
3zegeITE: K-1489 17071' 
/contents-note/': - A translation of al-jaýt; wl's travel account during 
Inis stay in Paris as a member of a mission of students, one volume: Z59 pp. 
Mentioned by C. -, 30, 'and q, 3 as "Siylýat-Nlma", by LýET and ý; K 
.c as "-arjamat Siflrat-XtZmaýi Rifa a Bag". and by L-LK as "7, uffa Bay 
.t 
Seyahatnamesi TercUmasi". Cf. No. 4611. 
/orice & cooies 3rinted/consumedh- 
'Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/COU3=ed 
No. 414 I: 1255 (CC-1258) 19.05-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 15.00-q. ... 110 
fz'1.8-6 
do. (U-1262) 15.00-q. 504 148 (29.47. ) 
ýAFF-DIBITIN-i KHIrMTLAaY-NA MUTA"AILIQ KITIBLAADUR. 
Author anon. 
L. Lemark3: Unknown / Contemporary Writing 
* Un I no 
data (before 1262/1845-46) / 4liq. 
/lit. ref. /: - 3ý1; 011K-Z: 32. 
/contents-noteh- A militar-/ work. 
/orice & cooies orinted/con3umedh- 
'Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 415 n. d. (, ', IK-1262) 12,993 12,993 (100%) 
0 
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LI; o. 416(A-CL. 8)-- SAFINAT al-PICHIB WA-DAFINAT &I-TILIB (or al-MUTILIB). 
Author 1;! Lhib nuhammad Pasha, 111)-76/1698-1763. 
/I. Temarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lit. agz(4)7 
E dn 1235 (1839-40) / Bal; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Ala: &. B-XVII/37; Bli(SA-11/358): 14583. c. 4; 
CairaFKA-VI/149-50; IstSK-1/129; IstUKA-11/478. 
BianchiCC-54 - BZlIqMK-10: 5; ZankarSO-1/214 9 187,1710' 1112 3824 
SarkIsIMIA-1/921; CAL-z. 11/558; RidwInCM-472 
- 194* 
/contents-note/: - A well-known prose worit compiled from extzacts of 
many Arabic works on various subjects, on* volume: 8+ 680 pp. 
Printing executed: 18th RabIc 11,1255/lst July 1839. 
Edn z IZ8Z 
(1865-66) / 3ý11q. 
Edu 3 IZ88 
(1871-72) / B; Llq. 
/price & cooies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 416 I: 1255 
(CG-tIZ58) 88.00-q. 
do. (INK-1262)" 500 500 (100%) 
Nota a: A privataly-contractad publication. 
, 4o. 417(T-CL. 8)- Tarjamat SARH al-CINON 
F! SHARH RISILAT IBN ZAYDON. 
C'r 
Author Ibn Xub; ta al-Hisr! Huha=ad, 666-768/IZ37-1366 (tr. Sa id ziuhammad 
JalI'LfendLz; d&, or Qara Khalil Zida, d. 1168/1734-33) 
/Remarks: Turkish (Arabic) / Classical Literatura / Lit. 894/ 
1257 (1841-42) / 3ý1; q. 
/biblicR. ref. /: - CairoFKT-108. 
/contents-noteh- translation of Ibn Nub; ta's Sarh al-': Uy; 'h, 
commentary on Ahmad B. 
c kbd Allih Ibn Zayd; n's (1004-70 A. D. ) 
epistle, one volume: 470 pp. 
=/,: - Cf. GAL. z. 1/324-23 where it is mentioned as an edition of the 
same year but as being published in Istanbul. 
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N, o. 418(A-CL. 2)-- Al-SA*. -7D al-A. 
c =I. 
Author Ab; al-. 11sim Ibrihim B. %uhammad al-Hakim al-S'V-IA-IQA! %DI, fl. 342/953. 
/Femarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Rel. Z97(4f/ 
Zdn 1 1253 (1837-38) / B; llq. 
/bibliog. ref., /: - CairoFKA-11/25; DornCO-182Z; IstE74A-11/284; 
Shurbajl_QAM-64 214* 
/lit. ref. :- BLanchiCC-49 1451 ZankerSO-1/175 14Z7; VanDyckýIO-166; 
SarkistIMA-111064; CAL-1/174,3.1/295, z. 1/183; Ridw; nOMB-467 L52* 
/contents-noteh- A religious work, one volume: 56 pp. Printing 
finished: 17th Rajab 1253/17th October 1837. 
/N. B. /: - See No. 419 1 
for further Lnfdrmation on prices and copies 
printed/consumed. 
No. 419(T-TW. 2)-- Tarjamat Kitib al-SAWID al.. ý c 
Author Ab; al-Q; sim IbrZhIm B. Huhamad al-Hakim al-SAMARQANDI, fl. 342/953 
(tr. c AynI Ef. al-3ulEh7arl, fl. 13th/19th). 
JRemarks: Turkish (Arabic) / Translation Work / Rel. Z97(4f 




/lit. ref. :- CAL-s. I/Z95; Bze&eTEK-90611029* 
/Comp. ref. /: - 3; l; (gIK-9: Z5. 
/contents-note :-A translation of the religious work (No. 418), 
previously published in 1253 A. H., one volume: 72 pp. 
/price & copies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 








NO-4191: 1258 (M-1262)a I ... 1 
708 /7 08 tjoc%) I 
Note a: ý. K mentions a privately-contracted publication under the 
appellation of Kit; b al-Sawid al-Acz. am which is not ascertained to 
be this work (i. e. NO-4191), or the other (No. 418 1 is listed 
unGer this work (No. 4191) for comparison only. 
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No. 4ZO(T, -CL. 4)-- ; Z. %H ul-kRUZ. 
c4 Au tho r Abd al-aahm; tt al-Jk: jp d. 898/1492 (tr. Alzmed Safi Seyyid fl. 7). 
/Remarks: Tuexish (Arabic ?)/ Classical Literature / Lang. 494(6) 
rdn 1267 (1330-51) / B; Llq. 
IU:. ref. /: - 
3zese =r- -L631 18863* 
/contents-noteh- A translation of a work on prosody, one volume: 138 pp. 
Th* author and the translator are mentioned as "Abdurrahman 
Cj=V* and 'Wzmed Safi Seyyid" respect-4vely. Tha "'rmar is probably 
44r al-Oln 
'-. kbd al-; Lai=; n al-. j; mr (817-9e/1414-92), whil& the ! attar's 
identity is not aseartaiaad. 
Xo. 4Zj(A-a. 4)- AI-SHIZIYA Ff 
Author : Ab; 
'-. Amr ': Utým; n B. '-Umar Ibn al. -HIJIB, 570-64611171-1249. 0 
/Wemarks: Arabic. / Classical Literature / Lang. 49Z(417 
Edn L 
IZ40 (ISZ4-25) / Baliq (so* under: No. Z38 I). 
/lit. ref, :- Sark! &AMA-11/1978. 
kontants-note/: - Treati3a an Arabi-a morphology. 
IZ98 (1880-al) / Cairo: hatba. C at Sharaf. du I- 
Zdn3 1299 (1881-42) / Cairat hatba, C, at &I-4ahbl. 
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No. 4ZZ(A-CL. Z)- Al-SHAJkU al-SHARIFA. 
Author : anov- 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature ?/ ael. Z97(9)/ 
-'dnl 1249 
(1833-34) / Bal1q. 
/biblioS. refi: - BM(SA-11/110): 14.560. &. 1; DornCO-183-84.6. 
VanOyckLq-4191 lbrahimLES-tll. 174. 
/cocaqo_jLefo/ - IstUKA-tl/558o 
/contents-note/: - A &*nealogy of the Prophet Muhammad and his family 
appended with a chronology of the Caliphs and the rulers of E&ypt 
from the time of the Prophet down to the accession of the Sultan 
AO Nasr Q; yit Bey (871/1466-67), one volume: 10 sheets (ZZ pages ?) 
Printing executed; 16th Rabl"- 11, IZ49/2nd September 1833. 
IN-=N. B. *- Th& page-a=ber Ls &Lvan by EN as "22". uKA mp_ntions a work 
(; &cars; Paygambarden hisir Halifesi Kaitbay'a Vadar Calen 3ir 
SLIsLle"mfne) as being published in 1243 A. H. in 21 pages which is not 
ascertained as being either another edition or a mistake. Cf. No. 423 I 
for further info=ation. 
No. 4Z3(A-CL. Z)- Al-SWAZIA al-SHARIFA. 
Author anon. 
_/Remarks: 
Arabic Classical Literature I/ ael. Z97(9f/ 
Zdu 1840 (IZ55-56) ? Cairo. 
/biblioz. ref. :- BH(SLB-11/111): 14561. c. ll. 
/comp. ref. /: - 3; 11LI, ý-10: 16,11; 10; QL-z. 11187. 
/contents-noteh- Another publication of the genealogy of huhammad the 
Prophet with a continuation of the chronology of caliphs and of the 
rulers of Egypt down to the rai&u of Sultan 
c Abd al-n%ajld (1253/109-40), 
(1155/1839-40), one volume: 44 pages. 
This work seems to have been published as a continuation 
of work No. 4Z2,: CAL also mentions a similar work under the title of 
"ia'arat an-nasab &3-11arif an-nabawl" with the place of publication 
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bein& given as "Cairo", but gives no date of publication. 
/o: ice & copies orinted/cansumedh- 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 






300 300 (1007. ) 
--------------- 
42Z 1 422 (1007. ) 
Note a: It is nor- Certain whether the work mentioned by mK (p. 11, 
line 10) as "9%itZb &I-2=hajara al-Sharifa" refers to this workledition 
(i. e. No. 4Z3 I) or work *so.: 22, previously published in 1249 A. H. 
Note b: Another work =entioned by ý, LK (p. 10, line 11) as '*M'itib 
al-Nisba al-Sharifa" is not ascertained to be the same but listed 
here for comparison. 
N, 'o.. 'L24(A-CL. Z)-- SHARH fALI B. CABD &I-SAL7al al-TASOLI al-SABRIRI (fl. 
"'AU TUHFAT &I-RUVK; M Ff NUKAT &I-: UliCD (or al-OUQOD) 
Author :c All 3. 
rAbd al-Sal; ct al-TasW al-Sabr; rl, fl. 7 
ýRemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature 7/ Rel. Z97(3)/ 
* --da 1 1256 
(1840-41) / 3; 1; q. 
tlit. ref. /: - CAL-11/264, z. 11/341. 
/contents-note/: - Commentary on Ab; 3&kr 'Whammad 3. Muhammad Ibn 
"Ilim's (d. 829/1426) Tuýfat al-ýukkým 11 Nukat al-"Uc; d wa-al-Ahkim 
(a -manual of'. 'I; lik'i law in verse). 
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LHA,.. i Khilid al-AZHARI (d. 903/1499) 4: Aý al4iUQADDI: u 
1 -. Aju. -Ma; IV. YA. 
Author "hilid B. c Abd Allih 3. Ab! 3akr al-AZURI, d. 905/1499. 
/Temarks: Iribic / Classical L. Itarature / Laa&. 492(317 
Un 1251 (1835-36) / B%Zq. 
/biblizo. ref. /: - BR(. ýA-1/846): 14593. d. 3; Zorn-CO-198132' 
/Iit. ref. /: - GAL-s. 11/33Z-33, z. 111308. 
/contants-notah- Co=entary on Nuharnroad lbu ijurr: m's (d. %3/1323) 
gi-a=atical work known as Al-tltuqaddiza al-ljurrý=iyya (No. 005), 
one vol=a. 47 pp. 
Eda z 1259 
(1843-44) / 3ý1; q. 
/lit. ref. :- CAL-111238, z. 11/308. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition. 
Edu 3 126Z 
(1845-46) Cairo (BGLZq 
/biblioz. ref. BM(EA3-1/846): 14593. b. 9. 
/lit. rei. - :- 
CAL-s. 11133Zw33. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, one vol=&: 54 pp. Printing 
executed: Safar 126Z/January-February 1846. 
/N. B. /: - Although no preS3-naMe is given in the book, in the colophon 
it was mentioned that the book was printed at the "-.; r al-Tib; ca 
al-Bahiyya al-c'xmira" set up by huýa=ad c All in Cairo and under the 
supervision of JU3aYU Ef. Ritib who is known to have been in char&e 
of the Baliq press at that time. Therefore, there seems no doubt that 
the book was printed by B; I; q, in spite of the fact that BM abd GACý- 
give the place of publication only a3 "Cairo". 
Fdn 4 
1265 (1848-49) / 3; 1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlexliB-V. b/19; DoruCO-198 131* 
/lit. ref. /: - GXL-s. 11/332-33. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, one volume: 65 pp. Printing 
executed: 15th Rabli c 1. lZ65125t. h January 1849. 
The place of publication is given by CAL as Cairo, and is not 
mentioned by CO which only gives the above-noted number of pages and 
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a precise date of publication. The various editions of the work are 
mentioned under different appellatiotu; tsometimes it is only mentioned 
as"Sharh al-Shayhh Kh; lid", cf. No. 44Z for the information on prices I 
and copies printed/consumed. 
Zda IZ74 (1657-58) / 3Liq. 
Un. 12SO (1863-64) / B%1q. 
Edn 7 1281 
(1864-65) / Cairo. 
Un IZ84 (1867-68) / BL; q. 
Ung IZ90 (1873-74) / B; Jlq. 
-du 10 : 
lZ95 (1878) / 311; q. 




c 11211 al-cARABITYA. 
Author Kh; lid B. "'Abd All; h B. Ab! Bakr al-AZHARI, d. 905/1499. 
/Femarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lan&. 492(3f/ 
'Zdn, 125Z (1836-37) / 3; 11q. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - BM(CAB-11645): 14393. d. 4. 
/Tit. ref. /-- 3owriu&LE-143: 76; BL&nchiCC,. 46,18; 3ý1; oIF-9: 5; 
SarkIsIMA-11812; GAL-z. 11/34; Ridw; nGi%3-463 - I-z3* 
/contents-note/: - Commentary on the same author's Al-muqaddima 
al-Azhariyya (a work on Arabic &rammar, i. e. No. 023), one volume: 63 pp. 
Priatiu& executedt 21st Zh; al-Q&Oda IZ52/27th February 1837. 
/N. 3. /: - IE (p. 142,1.73) and MK-(p. 8,1. ZIY both also mention 
a work only as "Zzherie (Arabic &rammar)" and "Al-Azhariyya" which 
is probably the same work. 
Edn 2 
1270 (1853-54) / B; l; q. 
Un 3 
1290 (1873-74) 1 B; I; q. 
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/orice 1 cooies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Prica 
I 
Copies Printed/Consumod 
\. Io. 4Z6,: 1232 (U-IZ54) 6.30-q. . 0.1 . 0. 
do. (CC-IZ! 8) 4.00-q. ... 
do. (U-1260) 3.00--q. ... / 983 jý8.877.7 
do. L: r: x-1z6f/- 3.00-q. 2,015 / I'Z53 (6z. = 
SHAM OLL Sayyidiai CALI 3. ABJ. Td%ý 
Ic Au tho r: lluztaq=-Zld&, Sa d &I-Oln Sulaym; n, d. IZ0211788. 
/l, emarks: Turkish / Contemporary 'Writing / Lit. 892(lf/ 
Zdn 1135 (1839-40) Ballq. 
/bibliog. ref. AlaxMB. IV/86; CairofKT-132; IstSK-111/71. 
/lit. ref. / - BianchiCr. -54 . Zankarso-1/53 Van. DyckýM-356; 1861 432; 
CAL-t. 1/39; Ridw; nub3-472 OzogeTEK-L64,618811, 
0 193; 
/contents-note/: - A, commentary on the Dlw; u of c All 3. Ab! Tilib, one 
volumes 3+ 576 pp. 
. 
LN. 3.1: - An edition. of 1253 A. H. is mentioned by LondlO p. 1448). 
No. 4Z8(T-CL. 8)-- SHAaH-L Dl'o;; L%-L HIFTZ-i SHIRIZI. 
Author Býsnawip SCDf, d. c. 1006/1397-98. 
/, Iemarks: Turkish / ClassicaL Literature / L. IC. 291(117 
Edu 1230 (1834-35) / (Alexandria: L%atba 
C 
at Sarly Ra03 al-Tin and) 3%1q. 
/bibliog. rer"77: - AlexhB-V/85; 3h(aB-467): 757. i. Z9-31; 
CairofKT-132; Do=CO-195 104; Vefykql-53. 
/lit. ref. /. - *. -. edemNL-33: 3l; Bowringal-143: 1Z; 3i&nchiCC-43 97; 
RidwInC UzegeTSK-1646 ZenkerBO-1169 573; kI B-46010Z, 18813' 
/contentsmno-te/: - A well-known Turkish commentary 
;n the ? ersian poet 
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ýIfi. '3 divan, printed with the divan (No. 049 in three volumes; 
I-4+ 411 pp., 11 - 455 pp., III = 464 pp. Printing finishea: 24th 
Rabi C II, I 0/30th August IS34. Text included: No. 049,. 
LN. 3. h- ks mentioned in the colophon of the third volume (on p. 464), 
the first volume and the first 120 pages of the sacoad volume were 
printed at the press set up in Alexandria by Uutammad c All under the 
supervision of c Azlz Zf. This c Azlz Ef. is known to have been then 
in charge-of the Matba c at Sarly Raps al-Tin bi-al-Iskandariyya. 
Therefore the press in question seems to have been responsible for 
these parts of the work uader disCUS3ion. The rest of the work was 
printed at Býl; q and 'finally published under this press-name. Cf. 
above pp. and Ridw; q", -. B, p. 
/orice & copies orinted/consumedl: - 
Wark/EdLtion Concerned Price 
I 
Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 







No. 1429(. A, -CL. 4)-- SIUM Shams al-Zin huhammad al-FAYYCI, '! (fl. 8th/14th) 
C AL; 
SHAUTIHID SHUDHUR al-DRAHAB Ff MAcRIFAT KAL; ýi al-cARAB. 
Author Shams al-DIn Muhammad al-FAYYNI, fl. 8th A. H. 
/ýemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(517/ 
Edn 1253 (1837-38) / 3%; q (see under: No. 443 1). 
/biblior,. ref. :- ShurbajiQAM-64 215. 
/contents-note/: - Commentary on Jam; l al-Din Ab; Muhammad Ibn Hish; m's 
work on Arabic grammar known as Shudhýr al-Dhahab fi Ma 
c rifat Kal; m 
al- c Arab (No. 443). 
Zdn 1281 (1864-65) / Cairo. 
Edn 1291 (1874-75) / Cairo: hatbacat al-KZstill'i (Castelli). 
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SURH aUS2,1 al-DIN ai-NAQSHBANDf (d. 1282/1865-66) CALZ 
al-SHAMVIL al-SHARIFk al-TIklIDKI. 
Author Ua3aa Ef. Ibn nuhammad B. Hasan B. huhammad known &3 ýUS; M &I-DIN 
al-NACýSHBANDI', d. 1282/1665-66. 
/Remarks: Turkish. / Contemporary Writing / Ral. 297(92.7 
Edn 1254 (1338-39) B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. BM(M-1/625): 145Z1. c. 10; CairoFKT-17; IstBK-111/378. 
/Tit. -ref. /: - BianchiCC-51 - ZenkerBO-1/175 VanDyckjj-133; 
-- 1631 1428; . 
Sarkl3MMA-1/755; Ridw; nC -469 UzageTEK-1641-4216 113 170; 772* 
/comp. ref. :- 3ý1; qýK-9: 37. 
/content3-noteh- Commentary on Ziuýanmad B. 13i al-Tirmidhl's 
(209-2791824-892) Iham; "il al-Nab! (or al-Nabawiyya), a work on the 
personality and habits of the Prophet Muhammad, one volume: 4+ 328 pp. 
Printing executed: 21st Ramaj; n 1254/8th December 1838. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Concerned Price Copies Printed/COn3umed 





808 808 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-coutracted publication mentioned by NK as 
VILtZb Sharh al-Sham; 'Ll". 
NO. 431(A-CL. 4)-- SHARe IM 
c AQIL (694-769/1294-1367) CAa ALFIYYAT IBN hXLIK. 
cccI Author Abd Allah B. Abd al-aahm; n B. Abd All; h Bah; I al-DIn al-H; shimi IBN 
c AQIL, 694-769/1294-1367. 
Lr, emark3: Arabic / Clas3ical Literature / Lang. 492(ýf/ 
Edn 1251 (1835-36) B; l; q. 
/biblicg. ref. /: - Bh(CAB-111117): 14593. d. 2; IstUKA-11/360. 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkiskjijI_'-A-I/1S7; GkL-s. 1/52Z-23; z. 1/360. 
/contents-note*/: - A conmentary on Abil 
c Abd AIM *,, Iuhamn, ad Van 'hilik's 
(600-72/1202-74) Al-, klfiyya (an Arabic &rammar 
in vierse), one volumes 290 PP. 
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TAnz 125Z (IS36-37) / 3%! q- 
3ýj 7): 14 7! : Qrnczý-19E ref-/: - 11.19, 
ref. :- 3ia=. hiCG-47,,,, Zankar_30-11 Z1,44; Sark! SMMA-1/187; 
CAL-1/298-99; Iijw; nQ, %3-1-6 4133' 
/como. NladamN-L-31.25; Bowrj=&S. -j4Z: 67, L43: 74; 3ClIqj7--;: -IZ; 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, one volume: 289 pp. Text included: 
"o.. '1092. 
T? and MK are Listed hers rather than under Un 3 owtarb ;z 
no extant copy of : ha lartar OcUt-lan ýai=; know-a to have existad. 
-dn 3 
1253 (1837-38) / Bu'; llq. 
/lit. ref. :- CAL-s. 1/5Z3, z. 1/360. 
kontants-noteh- Another edition. 
Tdn 4 
IZ64-63 (1847-4; ) / B; l; q. 
/bibliot. ref. /: - AlextiB-V. b/ZI; IstUKA-tl/360; jhurb&j! OAM-1-18... 
/lit.. Ee3!. h- VanDyckla-303-4; SarkIsMA-1/137-68. 
/content3-nor. a/: - Another edition, one volume: 6+ 298 + 186 pp. 
To-, ct included: No. 0094; ho. 316Z. 
IN. 3-7: - This edition contains a commentary Tatmin al-Faw; 'Id ýL-Sharý 
Abylt al-Shawlhid ... etc. (No. 316) by nuhammad qutta aL- 
C Adawl' 
(d. IZ3111864)o 
Zda IZ79 (186Z-63) / Cairo (Býllq 
zzdn IZSI (1864-65) / 3; llq. 
Idn7 1282 (1865-66) / Cairo: LiaFb& 
c 
at al-4still! (Castalli). 
dn 3 
IZ86 (1869-70) / Baliq. ZZ 
Zdn 9 IZ90 
(1873-74) / 3; 1; q. 
c 
Sda IZ90 
(1873-74) / Cairo: hasba at aL-Kistilli (Castalli). 10 
F-dn 11 
1z91 (1374-75) / Bal1q. 
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Lorica ýt copies printed/consumed/:. 
Work/Edition Concerted Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
,; o. 431 2: lz5z /%yL-1253/ 16. ZO-q. ... 
6 
do. L. M- lz59jT 16.50-q. ... 
do. (C%'I-IZ58) 15-OO-q. ... 
do. /IF-1260/ 15.00-q. ... / 707 Z69.51,. / 
do. /M. 1260 I 13.00-q. 1,017 / 923 (90.8%) 
Note a: The edition mentioned by NL, XS, IF and IiN are all listed 
under Ed= 2 for comparison rather than Zdn3 as a result of no extant 
copy of the latter bein& known. 
. \0.432(A-CL. 4)-- ! LUEýi Abd Allih IBN HISHXM 
(708-61/1308-60) -AL-1 QATR 
al-ILID! WA-BALL al-ýADX. 
Author Jam; l al-Din Ab; ., uhammad 
cAbd All; h 3. Y; suf B. Ahmed B. cAbd All; h 
B. Hish; m known as IBN HISHIM al-Nahwi, 708-6111308-60. 
/-, amarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / LarL;. 492(527/ 
Ed= IZ33 (1837-38) Zal; q. I 
/bibliog. ref. AlexRB-v. b/23; BR(SA-I/ZO): 14593. e. Z. 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCC-49 ; 3L; qLZr-9: 14; B; l; qII'IK-&. 24-, 1411 
ZankerBO-I/Zl SarkIsMMA-IjZ75; GAL-j. 11116-17; ', ILdw; nQhB-466l,,,,. 153; 
/Como. ref. :- %adamNL-31: 16. 
/contents-note/: - Commentary on Qatr al-Nad; wa-Ball al-Sad; (No. 3711), 
a work on Arabic grammar by the same author, one volume: 156 pp. 
PrintLn& executed: 4th Jum; d! 11,125315th September 1837. Texts 
included: Nos. 148,, 27719 3011p 372 1 and 5151. 
:- NL mentions a work as 'Nemoires du Katr en arabe litt8raire" 
which is not ascertained to be the same. 
Edu 1264 (1847-48) / B; I; q. 
/biblioZ. ref. /:. CairoMM_-111131-32; Cai: oc-KA-IV/72; 
7 ShurbajlOAM-115-16 
397' 




ý, du a 
10 
Edn 11 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkismIA-1/275,11/1433; CAL-s. 11/16-17. 
/cont, -nts-noteh- Another edition, one volume: 156 pp. Printing 
c- executed: 3rd Iha ban 1263/17th July 1847. Texts included: Nos: 
148 z, Z7729 30IZp 37Z 2 and 315Z. 
1274 (1857-38) 3; 1; q. 
1278 (1861-62) Cairo. 
128Z (1865-66) B; l; q. 
IZSZ (1865-66) Cairo. 
IZ37 (1870-71) 3; 1; q. 
129Z (1875-76) B; l; q. 
1298 (1880-81) Cairot hatba at &I-Azharl. 
IZ99 (IS81-82) Cairo: Matba at ', iuha=ad hustaf;. 
1299 U881-82) I 3; 1; q. 
hrice & cooies orinted/consumed 
wOrk/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies PrLnted/Consumed M 
No. 432 I: 1253 
(CC-1258) 16.25-q. ... 
do, (17-1260) 13.00-q. 0.. 776 L777.1ý-/ 
doo (M-1262) I 13.00-qo 1,006 915 (91.01". ) 
No. 433(A-CL. 4)-- jHAPýi c Abd All; h IBN HISHXK (708-61/1308-60) rAll SHUDHOR 
c al-DHAHAB PI MA RIFAT KALLI &I- ARAB. 
Author Jam; l al-Din Ab; iiuha=ad 
cAbd All; h 3. Y; suf 3. Ahmad B. cAbd All; h 
3. Hish; m known as IBN HISH&II al-%X. Mhwi, 708-4.1/1308-60. 
LRemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature I Lang. 492(5)/ 
Edn 1 
1253 (1837-38) / BillIq (see under: No. 4431). 
/biblioz. reT. 7: - Ale. -AMB-V. b/22; BM(CAB-1/23): 14594. b. 6; 
CairoD(M-11/127-28; Cairot-KA-IV/68; DornCO-1981.10 ; IstMA-1/18- 
/lit. ref. :- Sarkist.?! A-1/275-, GAL-z. 11/30. 
. 
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/contents-note/: - Commentary on the same author's work of Arabic 
gra=ar, printed wit4 the text (No. 443, ). 
Zdn 1279 (166Z-63) / Cairo: hatba at al-itzharl. 2 
Edn 3 IZ82 
(1865-66) / Býl; q. 
Un. IZS9 (187Z-73) / Cairo. 
-'dn3 lz9z (IS73-76) / BýI; q. 
Fdn IZ94 (lS77-78) / Cairo. 6 
-dn 7 IZ99 
(1881-82) / Cairo: hatbacat Nuha=ad mus taf;. 
No. 434(A-CL. Z)-- SHARý r-All lbu Muý&=ad al-JURJINI (d. 81611413) 
al--MAWXQIF Fl '-'ILI al-KAL; M. 
Author c All B. huhammad al-JURJ; M al-Sayyid al-Sharif, 740-816/1340-1413. 
/lemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Rel. Z97(417 
Edn 1 1841 
(lZ56-57) / BL; q (see. under: No. 486, ). 
/lir. ref. :- VanOyckIO-200; SarklsMIMA-1/679-80. 
/contents-note/: - Commentary on 
c A4ud al-Din al-ljl'3 (d. 75611353) 
Al-hawaqif fi Ilm; al-Kal; m (a work on the principles Of theology). 
Edn IZ61 (1845) / Cairo. 2 
/lit. ref. /: - GAL-s. II/Z89-90. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition. 
Fda 3 1266 (1849-50) / B; l1q. 
/biblioz. ref. /: - Cairor-KA 11/29; IstLI(A-1/153; ShurbailOAM-125 i -r*A ---- 929, 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, one volume: 635 pp. 
/N. 3. /: - It is uncertain whether --dn, and Zdn 3 also includes work 
No. 486 which is included in Edn,. 
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4 
al-ýXQADDL-1A al-IJURRC', IIIYYA. 
Author Hasan. B. 'ýAll al-KAFMA &I-Shifi 
c 1, d. 120211786. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Contemporary ',; ritin& / Lang. 492(5f/ 
Fdu I 124Z 
(1626-27) 3; 1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. CairoMit-11/117-18; Cairor-YA-IV/55; DorMCO-198 1341 
Shurbaj! O&'1-36 114* 
/! it. ref. -. - RainaudNO-335 - i&mmarCOa-Vlll/5Zl,,; BianchiCC-34 10, ,- 24; 
ZarkarBO-1/19 Sarklsk. ýiA-1111-L'63; IGAL-S. U/ 333; RidwZnQM9-449,, * 
. 27; 
/contents-note/: - Commentary on lbu Ajurrum 's (d. 7Z3/13Z3) work on 
Arabic grammar known as Al-ijurr; miyya (No. 005), one volume: 182 pp. 
Printing finished: 30th Jum; d; 1, IZ42/30th December ISZ6. 
/N. B. :- Mentioned by LO as being published "1241 (1826)". 
Edn z 1249 
(1833-34) 1 B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref-/: - Bh(=-1/617): 14593. c. 33; CairoMI-11/117-18; 
DoruCO-198 134; jhurbaj 
I-q-A"-51169- 
/lit. ref. /': - SarkI&MA-1/401,11111163; CAL-11/237-38, s. 11/333. 
/contents-note/-- Another edition, one volume: 166 pp. Printing 
finished: Ramad; n IZ49/January-February 1834. Text included: No. 271 
/T-B. /: - M-MA mentions an edition containirý& on the margin a work by 
Aý=ad al-NL&jj; rl al-Dimy; tl al-HLfn; w'lr (fl. l3th/l9th), known as 
hinhat al-Karim al-Wahh; b wa-Fath Abw; b al-Nahw li-l-Tullib (No. Z71). 
Although this work is also mentioned as being in 166 pages, the date 
of publication is given as "1248 A. H. ". 
Sdu 3 
1252 (1836-37) B; l! q. 
/bibliog, ref. /. -- BM(ý; A-1/617): 14393. c. 7; DornCC-198 OV 
/lit. ref. /: - CAL-s. 11/333. 
/coma. ref-7: - hedemNL-33. -13; BowringLE-143: 17,143: 73. 
/contents-noteh. Another edition, one volume: 166 pp. Printing 
finished: 30th Jumid; 1,125Z/lZth September IS36. 
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Zdu . 16 
idn la : 
Um 19 9 
'dn 11 : 
'.. '962 (1845-46) / Baljq. 
/biblioS. ref. /: - ! 1-. (CA3-1/617): 14393. c. 36. 
flit. ref. :- "-s. 11/333. 
/comp. ref. /: - Bal; qtL-4: 35. 
/czntentsýcatehý Azothtr edition, one volume: 174 pp. pri=tiaj 
executed: 19th labic 11,126Z/16th April 1564. 
1275 (1539-119) C&Lro. 
1: 30 (1,363-64) Cairo: %atbacat &L-7istilll (Castalli). 
1--. 0 (1863-61-0 sal; q. 
1232 (. 1663-66) Sal; q. 
1286 (1369-70) C&Lro: Matbacat Jamciyyat &I-i-iac; ri!. 
1239 (1372-73) Cairo. 
1290 (1873-74) lal; q. 
1290 (1873-74) / CaLros "lacbs c at %uhammad ýIustaf;. 
1291 (1374-73) 3; 1; q. 
1292 (1875-76) 3; 1; q. 
1294 (1377-78) CALro. 
1296 (1378-09) Lifr: aatbacat al-Husayni. 
1297 (1379-60) CaLrot Utba c at &I-4stillt (CastelLL). 
1295 (1880-61) CALros I&fba c at &L-4still! (Castalli). 
1199 (last-az) B; L; q. 
1299 (1881-42) Cairos %&tba c at '; u. h&mw&d ':; ustaf;. 






%. 0.4.333S 123z LFL-113f/ 11.00. q. ... 
do. f. u. i i5t. 7 11.00-q. 
----------- --------- 
NO. 4354: L237 (CC-1258) 10.00-q. ... 
do. JT*F-12667 3.00-q. f, -O 
------------- 
: 0.43551 1252 J. 'k-126g, ... 
5,530 1 5,530 ý1007., 
Note as It is uncertain vhether the figure of copies printed 
mentioned by Uý is meant for the tot&L of various editions up to 
1262 A. M. (i. e. up to Zdn5). 
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:: o. 36(p-C,. 3).. A. t a1-rL a1-jjA1Uz'. 
Author : &CCU. 
Llemarks. Persian / Classical Literature ?I 11-t. 591(l. L/ 
1.134 (IS35-39) 3; 1; q. 
/biblioz. ref. -Uakl3-X. b/22. 
/c-. --teats-not*/: - A Persian cocmentar7 on Jalal al-Oln Rý=Vs 
I"- (NO. 256). (604-72/1207-73) , 1Atlmaw3-yi N&C nAwL 
/X-3-7-- This work and its author is not identified. 
\o. 437(T-CL. Z)-- SHARH IsaVII NI'YW (fl. 7) 
CALI SHARH &I-Shaykh 
CALI 
&I-SADRI 
CALI MATN WASIYYA &I-31RKAWf. 
Author t Ism; 
Irl zz. XIY; z1' fl. 
L, Zec&rkst Turkish / Classical Literature lal. 297-/ 
Ede 
I1 
1251 (1343) / szl; q. 
/MbIloc. ref. /: - C&Lrot-ICT-68. 
/contents-note/t- Commentary on Sheikh 
c All &L-S&dt! &l-Q; n&wl's 
(fl. 1107/1695) com: mentary of W&fLyyat-nam&. a catechism of religious 
work, by Muha=ad 3. Pir 
cAll Birkawl (d. 981/1373), one volume. 
H. S. I- C. f. Zdn2 below which was published in 428 pages. 
Edn 28 1269 
(1352-53) / BZI; q. 
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No. ý6318(A-CL. I)- ; HkM 
c All 3. Sultin . -, uha=ad (d. 1014/1605) 
C, ýý 
Al-SHIFI, BI-TACII? HUCCQ &I-dE; 3TAF! L: -I--q4l 
CIY; D (d. 544/1149). 
Author :c All 3. Sul!; n Nuý&=ad &I--q; ri' al-darawl', d. 1014/1605. 
lRemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Rel. Z977M/ 
1-137 (1541-42) / B; llq. 
'A-s. 1/359; Cairo-rN 
Shurb&JrCAM-63l,, * 
/lit. raf. :- Sarklim'IA-11/792; 
ref. /t- 3; 1! qP*. K-10: 30. 
/contents-noto/: - Commentary an Iyad 3. 
As; &I-Yahsubl's (d. 
treatise an the attzibutes and prerogatives of the 2rophet iuha=ad 
and the abil; atious of the %usl! zs towards him. two vol=es: I- 436 pp., 
11 - 322 pp. 
. 
=. 3. :- dentioned by OAH as being in two parts (one volume). C. 4 
Edo 1264 (1847-48) / Cairo. 
/ILt. ref. /t- =-s. 1/630-3-1, z. I/453-56. 
Iconcencs-cotah- Another edition. 
/price & copies printed/consumedh- 
vorit/E4LcLon Concerned I ? rica i CopLes PrLntad/Consumed 
L ý. K- 126 27' 602 602 (100%) 17 
A privately. contracted publication mentioned by ýý as 
, Kit; b j;! hlyst 
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SHAM 
Autl%or : A. tzaad a!. lba . ustaf! k=wn as LýLl, fl. 1001/1392-93. 
jae=ark3: Turkish Classical Literature / Lit. 59Z(1)7 
- "'da I . 
=6 / 3ý1; q. 
/ti*-. Iioc. -9!. :- Cairor-VT-133. 
ilit. ref. Uanchi=-36 - ZankerSO-1155 vanryck:,. -250; 203' - 4.47; 
XidwlnC"3"7 63; 210; 
lc: =tanl-s-nqt*/: - A Turkish cm "-%a Arz--ic ; oe-- praise 
of the Prophat .. 'uha=ad, prLated wLth the poec (No.;. 75 La one 
vol=e: 125 pp. Taxt i=luded: No. 17. ',. 
I-Drice i covits vrinted/: onsumed/: - 
Work/ULtion Concerned 
T 
Prict Copies Printed/Cousumed 
No. 439 t 1256 (CC-123a) I 
--------------- 
No. 019 11 1260 
&X. 12627' 403 43 (100". ) 
Nato as It is not ascertained wnether the work mentioned by ý. k as 
Sharh &1-. Q&slda 17sic7 &L-aurda refers to this work or to another 
commentary iM Arabic (i. e. Mo. 019). The line of spaced hyphens is 
used hare to denote that this letter work is Listed under No. 019, for 
cmparison as a result of it being published Later than this war; 
(i. e. *10.439 1). 
3HARH MusLih &I. Dli2 Iuf. taf; SURORI (d. 969/1.561) CAI.; 
&L-AMIMA &L-. MLXHT=FA. 
Author I *Iuslih &I-Oln Hustaf; A. She 
c b; n d. 969/1561. 
Litemarksl Arabic Classical Literature / Lang. 492(417/ 
it4tlioi. rot. /: - CairoMr-11/38-59. 
. 
/TLt- To /t- CAL-s. 11/650. 
---T- 
/contents-notdis- Co=eatary an Ar&bLc 4rammar (No. 012). 
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M. B-/: - Nentioned by both sources as bein& published in a collection 
-C (i. e. %&jmu a) which is probably a grammatical compilation like those 
(such as No. 230 1) published many times. As only this text is 
aentioned, the collection in question is therefore not listed 
separately but noted here for reference. 
Edn 2 1244 
(1823-29) B; l; q (see under: No. 2301). 
/bibliog. rof. CairoLiQM-II/56-59; CairoFKA-IV/15. 
/lit. r*f. /: - Sarkls:, IILA-II/1978. 
Un 3 
1246 (1630-31) / B; l; q (see under: NO. 234 I 
Ibibliot. ref. /: - DornCO-197 126' 
Ed% 1247 (1831-32) / B; l; q (see under: No. 226 1 
/biblioS. ref. /i- 14593. c. 4. 
Edo 1257 (1341-42) 1 BZllq (see under: No. 239 I 
). 
/bibLiot. ref. /s- SM( -11159): 14593. c. S. 
Zda 61 
1262 (1845-46) B; I; q (see under: No. Z31 1 
/bibliog. ref. /: - C&LroCKM-11/58-59; CairoFKA-IV/12-13. 
/lit. ref. /t- Sarklst. MA. 11/1978; GAL-s. 11/650. 
Z 1264 (1547-48) / B; l; q (so* under: No. 2271). 
lbiblio;. ref., /s- 14593. d. 6. 
&dnS 1267 (1850-51) / B; L; q (see unders No. 2321) 
/btbILOO1. ref. /: - WroCK. 11-11/58-59; Cairorl(A-IV/12-13. 
/lit. ref. /: - VanDyckla-311; S&rkIeJiA-1j/l97S; aL-s. 11/650. 
Ung 8 1268 (1831-52) 3; 1; q. 
Idn 10 8 1269 (1852-53) B; L; q. 
: do 1 1250 (1363-64) B; I; q. 
Zdn 12 1 L282 
(1665-66) BZI; q. 
Zdn 13 9 1293 
(1660-61) / C&Lro: .; &tb&c&t Sh&raf. 
Zdn : 1299 (1881-82) / Wrot . &ýb&c&t &I-4&hbr. ,, 
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SKARh-i TLWA-i ý. AHBI. 
Author Ahmad Ef. ýAYITI, d. 1229/1813-14. 
LRemarks. Turkish / Contemporary '; ýritin& / Lang.! &94(31-/ 
Zdn 1254 (1338-39) BýI; q. 
/bibliog. Tef. CairorXT-94-95. 
/lit. ref. /: - 
Bze&eM-1674-75 
21223* 
/coop. ref. :- BZ1; c#jý-9: 33. 
/cont*nts-note/: - Comentary on the poetic dictionary of the Persian 
and Turkish languages, Tuhfa-i Wahb! (No. 330), one volume: 499 pp. 
&do 
2 
1271 (1654-53) / B; I; q. 
/price & copies orintea/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price Copies PrLated/Consumed (Z) 
.2 K0.441 It 1251, LM-126.1/ ... 310 310 (100-. ) 
, %at* as A privately-contractad pubLication mentioned under the 
appoll&tlon of 'I(Ltib Uayid". 
%o. f44l(A-CL. f, )-- Al-SKAYKH KHILID Ft CIL4 &I-NAHW. 
Author I Xh; lLd S. 
CAbd All; h B. Ab! B&kr &1-AZHARI, d. 90511499. 
LRemarkS3 Arabic / Cl&ssLc&L Literature / Lang. 492(5). / 
* Edo 11 
1257 (1841-42) / BZL; q. 
/lit. ref. /s- 3L&nchiQg-5721,; ZonkerU-1/221591 Udw; nOMS-476230, 
fcomp. ref. /t- dowrin&U-142s 70.143s 75; SZI; q. LF-9: 8; 3ulacitK-8: 20. 
/contents-ot-eb- A grammatical work, one volumma. 
.. 
ds- Th4 work is describ*d as "Tr&itt do syntaxe &rabe" and is Liwo 
not ascartaLned to be the same as one of the author's two jr&mmstLc&l 
works published during this period, M. No. 45 and No. 126. 
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/orico & covits orintad/cowmed/: - 
Vark/EdLtioa Concerned Prica Copies Printed/Consumed M) 






do. LIF-12601 5.00-q. / 1,568 /77.7: jj 
-b do. LM-LZ62/ 4.00-q. Z, 017 / 1,74Z (66.4%) 
:; ota as Two works are mentioned by ýZ under the title of 
": I-cheh Hated (an Arabic Zrammar)" (p. 1,42,1.70), and "Sheil il 
Tralat" (p. 143, L. 75) respectively. ALthou; h, the former is 
similar to this work the Letter is however transliterated 
by 1bukA (3CM, p. 661) as "Al-Shaykh ! i2j; lLd" and is -iven the 
above-cited price. 
Note bs 3oth 17 and :. k mention a work under the same titLo-nscie 
of "Al-jhayk. h 9h; LLd" which is probably the ssae as this work. 
3i49V1iCK al-OHAHU F! U'XIJIAT &ULZ al-'A&AB. 
cc 
AuLbor 3 J&o; L &L-Din Ab; huhumad Abd Allah 6. Yusuf 3. Abmad B. Abd All; h 
a. Hish; s known as IBN HISM& &LIahwl, 708-61/1306-60. 
jitswarkas Arabic / Classical, Ut4ratur4 / L4n%. 492(31/ 
1da 1133 (1337-36) / B; L; q. 
/bLbLiot. r4t. I- ALG)ZB-V. b/22; 
C&LroMA-tV/681 CornCO-19SL3(); 
ýLhurbajrOAM-64215. 
/ILt. ref, /t- Uanchi=-48 136 ; B; L; qlF-9tl3; 
a; L; cjLk-8tZ5; 
Q-307; SarkisivIA-1/273; S! jý-11/24,, z. 11/30; ZonkerSO-t/22,,,.; V&nDyckl. 
Udw; oMS-465 143* 
/coop. L4fs. /I-. ts4dommL-31W; 3owrin&RZ-I42s69. 
/contentie-notsh- Arabic grammar, one volume: 194 pp. Printing 
4x4cut4ds Jum; d; 1,1253/August-Septemb4c 1337. Texts included: 
Igo&. 4290 03 L and 457L. 
--771- Kentioaad by IL and IE as %404ires du C-%Zscuri and 11-Chouzour 
Crammar). 
Un 1 1179 (IS62-63) I CaLrot hacb&cat &I-Azharl. 2 
Z-dn 31 L232 (LS65-66) / lallq. 
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Un. JZIS9 (JE72-73) Cairo. 
Zdn 129f, (1877-7S) Cairo. 
-da. 1299 
(ISSI-62) / Cairo: . 
c atts at :. uha=ad .. ", tafl. 
1-3rice 1 covies orinted/consu=edh- 
Cancernea Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
1 ý- "3 11' 13 ; -l2, t8) (C: 
I 
IS zo-q. ... 11 ... 
(17-1260) 119.00-q. ... 34Z 
5 do. (3ý-Ilbz) 0 ILOO-q. 1,004 ! 
SfRAT IASP,. L AUAH. 
Author t Ab; Muhammad 
c Abd sl. "&LLk A. HLsh; m known &S. IBN HISH; M &L-3&srl, 
d. 213/534- 
LReMarkil ACAbLC / ClassLc&L Utarature / ael-197(9j. / 
Edo, 1 1259 
/bibliat. ref. /s- C&LroCK. 4-V/224. 
/lit. rei. /l- S^: L-s. 1/2C6. 
/contents-notsh- A bLography of the Prophet 'uhamad. 
The *xLstence of thLs *dLtLon Ls to be further confirmed. 
Un (1373) / 1; 1; q. 
0 
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No. 443 (. SlYýHA il AMPLIKL 
Authlor Hoary NAMXHAM (tr. S& cd Ni C; M, fl. 13th/19th). 
Z'Remarks: Arabic (Franch) / Translation '; ork / Hist. 910/ 
* : dn 1 1262 
(1643-46) / 3ý1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Bh(. ýA-JJ/40): 14365. b. 41; CairoMM-VI/41; 
CairorrMA-V/70; IstLICA-11/34; ihurbaj! O. U-1-107 368' 
/lit. ref. /: - Bulact. K-1Z. 9; jý, ayyalCK-24 103* 
/comp. ref. /: - Sark -'sN. MA-1/1025. 
/contents-note/%- A translation of %arLham's travel book on America, 
one vol=a: 9+ 119 pp., with 5 plates. 
Lý4-3. j: - UKA mentions the place of publication as hisr, while 
mentions a work by the same author and translator haviag the same 
data of publication and the same number of pages, (i. e. one volume: 
119 pp. ), but under the title of SLy; ha Afrlqi7ya which is either 
another work or a mistake. 
jorice SA copies printed/consim-e-M- 
Work/Edition Concarned Price Copies Printed/Cons=ed 
1 Mo. 445 126Z M-1262)a 
I 
... 500 
I Nota a: ',,. K mentions the work as being in the process of being 
printed. 
SIY; ýAT al-; II\D. 
JLuthor Hubert THOROLD (tr. ,,. ustaf! known as al-aAYYIC, fl-13th/19th). 
rRemarlU: Arabic (French) / Translation lv'ork / Hist. 916/ 
'Edn, 1265 (1848-49) / B; llq. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlcCB-ZI118-19; 32%(SA-11/682): 14565. b. 40; 
CairoMM-V1141; Cairok'KA. V/70; jhur5aj1. Q,,, ý. -1zz 416* 
/lit. ref. -. - Sarkis; -; MA-1/19; Lhayyllýýk-26119. 
/contents-note/: - A translation of Thorold's Travels 
in India, ona 
volume: 7+ 163 pp. ' 
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-. -o. 447(T-r. v. 2)-- Tarjama-i SIYAa al-ýALABI. 
Author Burh; n al-Din lbr; hl, *. i B. :, uhammad 3. lbr; hln al-HALABI, d. 956/1549 
(tr. Ahmad r-ISIN, d. 1234/1619). 
jemarks: Turkish (Arabic) / Translation '.; ork / aei. 297(9 
* Edn 1 1248 
(1832-33) / BL! q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CaLroFKT-11; DornCO-184 17; 
IstZk-111/367. 
/lit. ref. /: - MedemNL-33: 6; 3owrin&iL: -142.41,143: 49; BianchiCCý4069; 
B%3qjt, K-l0: l5; ihayy; la-99; Iidw; nL,, IIB-456 74* 
/contents-note/: - A Turkish translation (with a commentary) of 
al-Halabl's Ins; n &I- 
C Uyýn fl STrat al-AmIn &I-i-. a'mZn, a biography of 
the Prophet e. uhammad, which is usually called Al-SIra al-Ralabiyya, 
one volume: 2+8+ 405 pp. Printing finished: 2hu al-ýijja 
1248/April-May 1833. 
/N. B. /: - The work is mentioned by FKT as .... Iklil Y; f; 4 Athar (known as M 
Siyar ýalabl)". The name of the translator is given by ýC, BO and 
as "Sald Ahmad Yalm" but by QMB as "Saold Ahmad OA11". 
* Edn 2 1251 
(1835-36) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - CAL-s. 11/418. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
v; ork/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Comsumed 
No. 447 I: 1248 
(NL-1253) 29.00-q. 
do. (RE-1254) 27.00-qo 
do... (CC-1258) 25.00-q. - 
do. (MK-1262) a -1 1,565 1,565 
(100%)_ 
Note a: The edition mentioned by NL, RE and MK is listed under 
the Edu 
1 rather than 
Edu 
2 of which no extant copies are ascertained 
to exist. This is also a privately-contracted publication. 
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. N'o. 448(T-CL. 2)-- SIYAR-i '. AYSI-. 
Author Uways Ibn"luha=ad known as ". iAYSI, 969-1037/1561-1628. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / Ral. 297(9). / 
* Un I 
IZ43 (1829-30) / BýL; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - Cairor-KT-16; ZornCO-164 la. 
/biblioz. ref. /: - 3owrin&, RLE-l4Z: 40,143: 55; 3ianchiCC-38,,; 3%IqF-7: 18; 
E-7: 20; ZankerSO-1/1179,,; Udw; mOKB-434,,; Uzega=- -313 4467* 
/como. ref. /: - "adembTL-34: 1. 
/contents-nota/: - A work on the Prophet '. -. 'uha=ad's life, to the first 
battle of 3adr in the second year of the Hegira. Gne volume: IZ6 + 
114 pp. Printing executed: Dh; al-Hijja 1245/May-lune 1830. 
/N. B., -. - T7, mentions the work as "Darrat at. Tlc" with the above- 
mentioned page-number. NL mentions a Turkish work as "Siroussi Hicayi". 
/price & copies printea/con3umed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price 
I 
Copies Priated/Consumed M 
"o. 44Z )I: IZ43 LNL-1253/ 25.00-q. 
do. (RE-1254) 2Z. O^. -q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 15.00-q. ... 525 Z65.411 
do. OM-1262) 15.00-q. S03 368 (70.77. ) 
No. 449(U-C'. J. 3)-- SIY, 
7%SAT-gk! A (c 13; 2A OAN qWU 
Author anon. 
/"iemarks: Unk: Lown / Contemporary '-iriting / Socs. 3517 
Edn 1253 (1337-38) / Býllq. 
/contents-note jLn administrative publication, issued in ? ýabl 11, 
lA253/July-i, u; ust 1637. 
/N. 3-J: - Cf. No. 208. 
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No. 450(T-CW. 3)-- SIY! SAT-N";! -lA-. L JUýDMA-L 
Author :c Uthmin Bey N; r al-01n, d. c. 1832. 
jemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 355-/ 
Sdal. : 1242 (1826-27) BýI; q. 
/bibliog. ref. DocnCC-169 IstMT-521; VGfykCB-51. 64; 
/lit. ref. /: - HammerGOR-VIII/522,7; 38; 143' 
BianchiCGm36 Lhayy; l K-31 
Ridw; n, qMB-452 ; bzegeTEK-817 40 10120' 
/contents-note/: - A military work, described as "Code de discipline 
pour les troupes de la marine", one volume: 107 pp. Printing 
executed. Shaww; l 1242/April-ý. Iay 1827. 
LN'o. 45l(T-C. J 3)-- SIYISAT-N; ýIA (yarn! L7i. e. 7 QBON LI-I-ýiANLAKA ai-ýusaIYYA) . 
Author anon. 
LRemarks: Turkish-Arabic / Contemporary Writing / SocS. 3517 
Edni 1257 (1841-42) / 3; 1; qo 
/lit, ref. /: - BianchiCC-57-5821,; VanOyck, 12-503; IbrahimUS-11/237; 
Ridw; nQMB-477. 
/comp. ref. /: - 3; l; (: LK-11: 21; Cairoc-XT-249, 
/contents-note/: - An administrative publication, described as 
"Re&lement des administrations en Egypte", one volume. 
/N, B, :- CG and QMB do not mention the language of this work, while 
IQ and US both mention it as being in Arabic but the date is given 
by M as "1258 A.. H. " The work mentioned by FKT, under the title of 
"Siy; sat-l;; ma-, -i iialakiyya", is &iven as being in Turkish and the 
number of pages as ten buý without the date of publication. 
Furthermore, B%! qIF (p. 11,1.9) mentions the publication of a 
"SLy; sat-n-ama--i Jadida" in Turkish and Arabic as being in the process 
of being printed (i. e. around 1260 A. H. ). This last work seems to be 
different from the work in question (i. e; No. 451 1 ). How&ver, this work 
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is listed here as a bilingual work in consideration of the mature of 
the work as well as the confusion resLItin& from the various sources. 
/price & cooie3 orinted/consumedh- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Con3=ed (7. ) 
No. 451 1: 1257 (CC-1256) 1.08-q. ... 
do. ... 714 714 (100%) 
Note a: MK mentions the work only &3 "Siy; sa't-N! na". 
"o. 452(T-CW'. 4)-- SUBRA-L- SIBYL (or SUBRAT N al-SIBYIN). 
Author : Ahmad Ibn r1ustaf! (ed. ) fl. ? 
/Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lan&. 494(3). / 
Edn 1249 (1333-34) / Býl; q. 
/bibliag. ref. /: - BK: 14489. d. 7; CairoEY. T-93; DornCO-199 144; 
VefykqB! -93 1087* 
/lit. ref. 2owrin&RE-142: 53,143: 62; BianchiCC-40-41 76; 
KlIqLF-7: 16; 3; 1; cjý, K-7: 18-19; ZenkerSO-1/7 - Ridw; n -437 W 81 
UzegeTMC-1609 
18416* 
/contents-note/: - Poetic dictionary of Arabic, Persian and Turkish 
languages, one volume :I+ 52 pp. Printing finished: Rabi 
C 1,1249/ 
Ji4ly-August 1833. 
N. B. :- Described by ?, Z (p. 1429 1.33) as "Soubhei Soubigu, Arabic 
and Turkish vocabulary in verse, for children". The classification 
as contemporary writing is provisional since most works Of this kind 
are contetaporary . 
]price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
lNo. 4521: IZ49 (RL-1254) 6.00-q. 
do. (CC-1258) 5.20-q. ... 
40. (17-1260) 2.10-q. ... / 590 
F29.5%-/ 
do. (t; K-1262) 2olO-q. 2,000 / 733 (36.7%) 
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o. 433(T-CL. 9)-- 
Author : 
e4bd 
al- c Azlz -': I. "O. ARA JALABI-ZIDA, 999-1066/1, '91-1656. 
LReciarks: Turkish / Classical Literatura / Hist. 956/ 
1248 (lE. 32-33) / 3%1q. 
Alex: -; 3-1: 17!; 3M-14436. j;. 3, CAirOFK 1-1609; 
ZormCO-IS4 21; Vef7kC3-80 920* 
/lit. ref. /: - IedemNL-33: 3; 3owringl&. 142: 36,143: 57; 3janr-, hiCC-40 71; 
291S4,6; Ridw3nC,, IB-436 76; 
Oze; eTM-1611 1S436' 
/contents-note/-- Historical work an the Sultan SulaymZn 1, one volume: 
Z30 pp. Printing executed: Ist Jumid; 1,1248/Z6th Septcriber 1832. 
/Drice & copies printed/con3umed/: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Pried Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 
Nlo. 453 1248 (NL-1253) 25.00-q. ... 
do. (RE-1254) 35.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1258) 17.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 13.00-q. -/2,158 Z64.9%/ 
do. ONK-1262) I 13.00-q. 3,326 / 2,26Z (68.0%) 
%-o. 434(A-CL. 1)-- AI-SULLUI 
Author Abd al-c", ahmin 3. ',, uha=ad al-AKHDARI, 920-a2/1514-75. o 
/iemark3. Arabic / Classical Literature / Phi. 16o7 
Edul 1241 (1823-26) B; llq. 
/bibliog. ref. DornCO-183 10* 
/lit. ref. /: - HammerGOR-VIII15ZO 17; BianchiCG-34,,; ZonkerBO-1/58,77; 
V&nLYCIZIO-205; Sark1siaIA-11407; -%Jdw; nC4%B-449 Z5* 
/conterits-noteh- A treatise, in verse, on logic, one volume: 9 sheets. 
Printing executed: 13t J=; d; 11,1241/11th January 1626. 
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14173 (1856; 57) Un z 
Edn 1276 (1659-60) 3* 
I2SO (lS63-64) Cairo. 
Zdn 1231 (1864-63) Cairo. 
Zdn6 lzs2 (lZ65-66) Cairo: I. a. tbacat al-; ý; Stilll (Castalli). 
Zdn7 1295 (1878) / Cairo. 
Zdný 1297 (1679-80) / B; I; q. 
Zdn 9 1297 (1879-80) / 
c Cairo: Matbaat Hasan &I-Tukhl. 
Zdu 1298. (1880-81) / Cairo: Uatba c at Sharaf. 10 
, N0.455(T-CL. Z)-- TADPXI"AAT al-HIKAH Ff TABAQXT &j-t; jiAH. 
Au tho r: 
* -7d nI 
CAbd al-Aftaým; n Ef. Ashraf, fl. 1151/1738-39. 
jemarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / Rel. 297(9f/ 
1252 (1636-37) / Býllq. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - BM: 14429. b. 4; Cairo-r-XT-131; DornCO-163 14; 
13t3K-111/417. 
Ait. e . Lefgh- 
! -I'demIKL-32.6; BowringM-142: 33; BLanchiCC-46 120; 
BýI; qLIK-9: 11; ZenkerBO-1/119 lbrahimLES-1/4; alow; nOIB-463,25. 973; 
bze&eTEK-1850 
20955' 
/contents-noteh- A historical work described as "Biographie et 
Classification des peuples", one volume: 318 pp. Printing executed: 
16th Jumid! 11,1252/26th September 1836. 
The work is mentioned by q, "&B as"hudhakkirat &I-Hikam ... a tc. 
by NL as "Tarih el Oumam, 3oit abr'ge de I'histoire Universelle", and 
by RE as "Tabakatýelýoumam" which 
:s
similar to that mentioned by My 
cf. below note a. 
/orice Sg cooies printec/consumea/: ý 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 
ýlo. 435 1: 
1252 (NL-1233) 20.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1258) 45.00-q. ... 
do. (tK-1262)a ... 508 508 (100%) 
Note &: ", K mentiom the work A3 "Tabaq1t &I-Umam" and referred 
to as a privately-contracted publication. 
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c -UJ; 3. TADI-. %12-, *T ULI al.. kLB13 '. A-&l-JLlc LI-1- AJAB al-' 
Author DII C70 B. c Umar al-ANTýK! al-? arlr, d. 1008/1599. 
/iemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Tech. old-/ 
Zdn I IZ54 
(1638-39) / Usr: matba c at c Abd &I-a; ziq. 
/lit. ref. : - SarkisNMA-1/491; S; b; tTT. L75. 
/contents-notth- A work an the system Of MtdiCina. 
/N. B. /: - The existence of this edition seems rather doubtful. 
Cf. above pp. 
Ida z 1231((1864-65) Cairo. 
Zda 3 1282 
(1863-66) 3; 1; q. 
Zdn IZ94 (1864-65) Cairo. 4 
, 4o. 457(A-CL. 4)-- TADRYIL LATIF MIN RISILAT MDQID al-ADHHIN WA-MDQIZ &I-WASNIN. 
Author Jam; l &I-Din Aba Muhammad '*Abd All; h B. Yas4f B. Ahmad B. 
c Abd All; h 
B. Hish; m known as IBN HISHXM al-Naýwl, 708-61/1308-60. 
jaemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 492(51. / 
_dn 1 1253 
(1837-38) / 3al; q (see under: No. 443 
/biblioc. ref., /:. AloxMB-V. b/ZZ; BM(. SA-1/23): 14594. b. 6. 
CairoEXA-IV/68; DornCO-198,30; jhurbaJ10AM-64 216* 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkisMMA-1/275. 
/contents-noteh- Arabic grammar, printed in No. 4431. 
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TAHDRIB al-CIBZRIT EI iANN' AKHDH 
Author anon. (tr. cumlra, fl. 13th/19th). 
/iemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation ý-'ork / PureS. 52b7 
I'dn 1260 (1844-45) / B; l; q. 
/biblioz. ref. /: - AladiB-XIV. i/85; CairorMA-V/209; jhurbaj jIVI-96 331' 
/lit. ref. /: - Sark13NMA-11/1377; ShayyalCK-2398* 
/COntent. 3-nGte/: - A work on topography, one volumes S+2 -r 127 pp., 
with 14 plates. 
Un z IZ92 (1875-76) / Cairo. 
lt; o.! +59(T-CL. 2)-- TAJALLIYIT CARX`IS al-NUgUe A MINAeSIT elKÄ'i al-FUeÜg. 
Author Abd All; h Ef. al-B; snawl, d. 1054/1644. 
ZRemark3-. Turkish / Classical Literature / Ral. Z97(817/ 
Edn 1 1252 (1836-37) / B; I; q. 
1-bibliog. ref. /: - Bh(. Sa-11/173): 14521. d. 3; Cairar-KT-31; 
r, ortCC-IBZ,; IstSK-11111Z1. 
. 
/-1it-ref-/: - MedemNL-32: 17-18; ZankerBO-11/96,,, 4; Sarkl3kIMA-11177; 
CAL-z. 1/572; ZzegeTEK-1776 20180* 
/contents-note/: - Turkish commentary on Auýyi al-;: In Ibn &I- 
C Arabi's 
(d. 638/IZ40) FusZs &I-Kikam ... etc. (%jo. 100), mystic sayin&irof the 
Patriarchs and Prophets, printed with the text in one vOlum49 
(2 + 594 pp. ) Printin& executed: 25th Dh; al-qa 
C da IZ32/3rd i-: arch 1837. 
IN. 3.1: - M mentions the work as "FUSU3 Tercumesi" but it has not been 
ascertained whether this refers to the text or its translation. 
Cf. No. 099 for further information. 
49 
/orice & copies orinted/cons=*d/: - 
;; ark, '! dLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Con3um. ed 
No. 4519 1: 
1252 (NL-12ý3) 115.00-q. ... 
do. (cz-ina) S2.00-q. ... 
I 
do. 507 ! 07 (! CC-4) I 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication, and mentioned by ýbL, 
!G and NK (as listed in No. 100 under different appellations. 
"o. 460(A-TW. 5)-- TAJRIB MUQAELq. A3 Ei &I-HIS; Z. 
Author anon. 
/lemarks: Arabic (Greek) Translation Work / PureS. 5W 
Edu 1840 (1255-56) ?/B; I; q. 
/bibr-i-oq. ref. /-- BM(LAB-IIj664)t 14544. &. Z. 
/lit. ref. :- ZeakerSO-11/71 - VanDyckLq-457. 889, 
Lcontants-note :-A mathematical work of multiplication tables, one 
volume: 8+ 109 pp. 
/N. 37: - The date is given by LM with reservation, while BO and 12 
do not mention it. 
NO. 461(A-CJ. 9)-- TAKHLIS al-IBRIZ- F! TALKIJIS BIRIZ. 
Author RifV-a R; fi" al-TAHTXWI, 1216-90/1801-73. 
/Remark3: Arabic Contemporary Writin& / Hist-9107 
Zda 1 1250 
(1834-35) / B%1q. 
/biblicg . ref: /: - AlextiB-III/6; 14565. c. l; 
DornCO-186,,; IstBK-11/26; IstL%A-11/533. 
/lit. ref. /-. - ýsademt: L-33: 15; 3owrin&., ýEý14Z: 619 143: 54; 3ianchiCC-42 10; 
3; 1! qU-7: 3-4,10: 14; 3ý11q;. K-6: 24; Zenkerý0-1/126 1017' 11/58 852; 
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Vanoyck! 2-409-, Sarkist, NA 1/943-44; GAL-s. 11/731; RidwanýLL-459 95* 
/contents-notah. An account of th* author's observation of Aestarn 
(i. e. French) society made durin; his stay as a menber of the mission 
of students sent to Paris in 1626 , one volume: 4+ 210 +4 pp. 
/r. 3.7: - This work is regarded as the fi: st travel work of importance 
written by an Arab in the 19th century. its publication was welcomed 
by the gover=ent of Muha=ad c All who ordered Lt to be translated 
into Turkish (cf. No. 414) and to be read by his officials. Cn the 
title-pap, it bears the title of "Hadhih ýUýlat &I-F&qIr il; . 11; h 
-, &C; I; aif; r'a 3&daw'xp alfic* al-Taht; w! ill Diy; r iar; as; &I-viusamm; 
bi-Takhlls al-IbrTz il; Talkhts 31riz wa-al-Dlw; n al-t%afls bi-Ayw; n 
B; rls. " 
Zdn, IZ63 (1848-49) B%; q. 
/bibliog. ref. CairoCk, -VI/17; Cairo'r-&A-V/32-33. LM 
/lit. ref. -- Sark! V., MA-1/943-44; CAL-s. 111731, z. 11/633. 
/contents-nota/: - Another edition, one volume: 236 pp. 
/price & cooies orinted/consumed/%- 
mOrk/Edition Concerned Price Copies. Priated/Cotisumed (7. ) 
No. 461 I: 1210 M-1233) 17.00-q. ... 
do, (RE-IZ34) 16.30-q. 
doo (CC-12! 8) 15.00-q. 
do. (MK-1262)1 1,000 1,000 (100-4) 
4% T-his work seems to have been out of print by 1262 A. H. No te a: 
as the number of copies still in store is not jiven. 
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o. 6Z(A-rJ. 5). - 31L. IC aL-MDA A-a1-LQ3L ?! CLLL a1-.. ITJDA A_Az1ax9 £L-I3' 
1A- a1-AT2L. 
Author Alfred A. L. M. VELPSAU (tr. Ahmad &I-WHIDI, d. IM/IS65). 
LRemarks: Arabic (Fronch) / Translation *,; ork / Tach. 6i07 
'-: dn 1 1258 
(1842-43) : %1q. 
/biblicq. ref. Bh(SA-11/739-40)t 14537. z. 11; CairoFKA-VI/23; 
Shurbaj! W, -66 Z96* 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkiS, "., %A-11938; jh-a g'-ZO ýLhaýt! FU', T-55. . yy; 
l, 713; 
/Como. ref. 
/contents-rote/: - A translation of Velplau's "Traite. complat do Part 
des accouchemýats", one vol=e: 29 + 753 + 14 pp. 
c C. t- 'nentioned by BM as Kit; b al-Wil; da (Ta-li al-Sa ada ... ate) 
with the above-mentioned pa&e-aumber3, while SKA, MMA, FANT and OM 
described it as in two voltzmes. The translator is given by MMA and 
C- FAMT as Ali Hayba idith Ahmed %L-Rashldl being given as thecorrecteur. 
ý2rice & copies ýrinted/consumed/: - 
I Wark/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
'No. 462 IZ38 CM-126fla 45.00-q. 300 Z03 
Note a: Mentioning a work as "'-*Ll; dat Kit; b! ". 
c 
.. o. 463(T-7. J'. 3)-- TA LL-i 
%Iy. 
Author anon. 
/", Iemarksg Turkish (Franch) / Tran3lation '; ork 
Zdn 1255 (1839-40) / Ballq. 1 
/lit. ref. /: - : ianchiC-5Z . Zeaker. 00-1/138 
; lCk-35 1681 1132; 1-hayy 1751 
. tidw; nCMB-469 0- 175 
Icomp. ref-7: - Baliqi; ý-LZO-Z1. 
/content3-note/: - A military work described as "Zxercice do 
Vinfanterie", one volume. 
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c .1 ': 0.464(A-7. i. 3)-- TA U  ", UjY. 
Author : anon. 
/aamarks: Arabic (French) / Translation SocS. 353/ 
* :,; n I :: 1.257 
(1841-42) / 3ý1; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCC-57 Ihayy; lCK-33 IUdw; n!,;, -,, 3-476 216; 181 232, 
/comv. ref. /': - B; llqlZz-2. *Io; 3GI; qi-K-2: 23. 
/contents-note :-A. military work described as "Zcole du regiment pour 
Ilinfanterie", one vol=e. 
Thera are Lhret works nantioned by Lk: as: (1) "Cýadim Alay 
Ta c ll= nimasi", (Z) "11; y Ta c limnimasl Turkjadur Shaki-11 jadid bil: 
kitib ; I; b, bi-al-Jumla Jih; dLyya D; bitlarlma L; zimdur", and (3) "Illy 
Ta c ilmn; MAST: c Arabldur. ll; ylarda B; in; u awl; d-i c Arab Dibitlarina. 
Lizimdur", they are tentatively listed under No. 315,, No. 463 1 and 
No. 464 1 respectively for comparison with their prices and copies 
in 
store &3 shown in the table below. 
/Orice & copiesprinted/consudedh- 
Ia 'ork/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 










%o. 463 1: 1235 






----=- -------- -- 
, To. 464 1: 1257 (CC-125S) 4.20-q. ... 
do. 1Z. 00-q. 
do. j/ /Fk-lzb 12.00-q. jigg/ 
Nota a:. The number "11,099" is given as the combined total of 
printed copies for the three works mentioned by LK, therefore, the 
numberlpercentage of copies consumed for them are "9,205 (82.9%)" up 
to the time of 1262 A. H. 
Note b: IF menti-ons only one work of this kind under the title of 
Ally Ta 11=1. Arabcha 
; 1ýb 11; ylarda 3;! un; n Awl; d-i CArab 
91bitinina Lizimdur.. ' which is also listed under this work (i. e. 
No. 464 I) for comparison. 
However, the work mentioned by 1F and ', 'K 
is probably different from that one mentioned by CC as the prices 
differ. 
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No. 465(T-TW. 3)-- TA%I, 'I-i ': AS; XIR-1 KHAFIFA. 
Author &MOn. 
/Remarks: Turkish (? ranch) / Translation ;; ork / SocS. 3537 
no data (bet-data 1530/1243-46 and 1342/1257-38) / BZI; q. 
/lit. ref. :- BLanchiCC-61 - Uak4rBO-11138 * Shayy; ICK-36 242,11381 187 
', 7idw; nC,, 'IB-479 
0- 251' 
/contents-note/: - A military work described as "123trUCtiOn pour 
llimfanteri4 Legere", one volum4. 
/N. B. :- Cf. No. 366. 
', Io. 466(, A-CJ. 3)-- TA c LIM al-ATF;, L. 
Author Yahy; al-Haklm, fl. 13th/19th. 
lRemarks: Arabic / Contemporary Writin& / SocS. 370/ 
Edu IZ55 (1839-40) / BýI; q. 
/lit. ref. :. BianchiCC-53 - BýJ; qLiK-6: 8-9; ZankarSO-IIZZ2 1781 1789; 
VanDyckla-506; ? Lidw; nO'MB-471 - 1850 
/contents-note :-A work described as "Instruction ou ensei&nement 
primaire", one volume. 
/price & cooies orinted/consumed/; - 
Work/Editiort Concerned Price 
I 
Copies Printed/Cons=ed 
No. 466 1; 1255 
(CC-1238) 8: 30-q. ... 
do. (DR-1262) 6.00-q. 1,706 37 
Note a: There are 293 used copies (at 4.08 qirLh each) amon&st 
1,691 copies still in store. 
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No. 467(T-C,:. 4)-- TA cL al &I-FLISI. 
Author : Ram; l V. fl. 7 
ZReciarks: Turkish / Contemporary I-'riting ?/ Lani. 49-1/ 
IZ66 (IS49-M) / B; I; q. 
/bibLioz. ref. /: - Cairo: -K-1-91. 
/contents-note/: - On Persian lan&uage, one volume: 33 pp. 
-da IZ81 (1664-65) / Cairot %atba c at al-t, 4&d; ris. 
NLo. 46S(A-TT. -I. 3)-- TA'Llkl al-NAFAR WA-al-BULW. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Arabic (Turkish) / Translation .; ork 7 socs. 3557 
Un 1249 (1633-34) / Cairo: %atba c at al-Jih; diyya. 
/lit-_Lef-/%- Shayy; l(YK-32 157* 
/como. ref. /: - 3; 1; qLK-2: Z9-30. 
bcontent3-noteh-- A military work, one volume: 96 pp. + 14 plates 
(with 19 P&&63 of explanation). 
CK remarks that this work is translated from the Turkish 
version (-No. 477 I ?) which 
is also a translation made from French. 
In addition, the work is said to be the first part/volume of a 
military work Ta lIm-N; m&-yi lil-%ush; t. Cf. NooZSII , ýo. 477 I and 
especially NO. Z93 I 
for further information on prices and printed/ 
consumed copies. 
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: *ýo. 469(TA. -W. 3)- TA 
c Ll., -L 
C. ITA. 
Author 4nou. 
Aemarks: Turkish (French) / Translation -; ork / SocS. 355/ 
Zda I L255 
(1839-40) / B; Ilq. 
/lit. ref. /: - UanchiCC- 52169; ZankerBO-1/136,133; ýLhayy; 1.2', -35 176; 
, Udw; nO: -'. B-&69 176* 
/comD. 
/contents-note/: - A military work described as "Exercice de 1-*in! ant4rie 
par cqmpaguia", out volume. U. No. 470 I 
for further information on 
the prices and copies priated/cotLsumed. 
"lo. 470(A-T;:. 3)-- TACLIM al-URTA. N 
Author anou. 
'ork / SocS. 35ý7 /; Iemark. s& Arabic (Turkish) / Translation `4 
Sda 1235 (1339-40) / B; llq. 
/lit. ref. /: - BLanchiCC-5Z ZankerSO-1 1701 
/1331073; i-ha"; 'CK-33177; 
. QLidw; n_qMB-470 177* 
ref. /': - B; lIqLF-2.12; BLIcpK-2.25. 
/contents-noteh- A military work, one volume. 
/oric* & cooies arinted/consumedh- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price copies Printad/Consumed M 
-14o. 469 : IZ55 L 
(Cc-1258) 30.00-q. 
do. 






------ -------- -- 
No. 470 I: 
1255 (CC-1258) 17.00-q. ... 
do. /rF-12607"ý 10.00-q. CmI7 
do. LKK- 12627 15.00-q. 1 /2.2.67j -7 1 
"ate a: Two works of this kind are mentioned by 'K under the title 
of "Shakl-11 Urta Ta lim! ", one is kcabic the other Turkish and are 
listed under No. 470 and N-0.449 1 respectively 
for co; aparison. The 
printed copies of each are not liven, but the number "5, b16" i3q 
however, Ziven as the combined total of printed copies 
for both 
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are also given the copies in store as shown in the above table. The 
num. ber/percentage of copies consumed are therefore "3,491 (bS. 77, )" 
for these two works up to 1262 A. H. according to A. 
Note b: ', Iowever, IF also mentions an Arabic worle as "Urta Ta 
c 11: 11 
c Arabehadur which is listed under this work (i. e. No. 470 1) 
for 
comparison. It is uncertain whether the work mentioned by IF is 
the same as that mentioned by hK, the number/p*rcenta&e of copies 
consumed up to 1260 A. H. are therefore not given except for the copies 
in store (i. e. "302" in number) given in the above table. 
ro. 471(T-r, J. 3)-- TA c Lltl-aT al-r-ASýKIR al-SUIVIRMA cALI al-KHAYL. 
Author:: anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation . iork / SocS. 355/ 
* Edn 1 1264 
(1847-48) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. :- Cairor-KT-281. 
/lit. 
_. 
Ief. /: - Shayy; 'OK-361,6* 
Lcontents-noteh- A military work, one volume: 64 pp., with 4 plates. 
LN. B. /: - Mentioned as "Q; nýn-i Kh; mis, Jildmi Th; ul". 
N. o. 472(T-r. J. 3)-- TA 
c LIMýN; LMAAý. i tASýKIR-i PIY; MAGXN. 
Author anon. (tr. cUthm; n Nýr al-DIn, d. c. 1833 and Ahmad Khalil fl. 13t. h/19th). 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / SocS. 355/ 
Edn U45 (1829-30) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Cairor-KT-280. 
/lit. ref. /: - Shayy; la-3145* 
_/-comp. ref-7: - 
ReLuaudNO-34041- 
/contents-note7: - A military work, one volume: 179 pp. + 20 plates. 
/N,. B. /: - NO mentions a work as "Excercices des troupes" which is not 
ascertained to be the same. 
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t%o.. 1473(T-TV. 3)-- TA c LIN-N; VA- i "A. S; kla-L PlYIDALL4. 
Author anon. 
/Femark3t Turkish (French) / Translation L; ork / Socs-3557 
Edn 1248 (1832-33) / B; llq. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlexMB-X1V. h/8j. 




/contents-noteh- A military work in three volumes: I- 191 pp., + 
14 plates, 11 - 2Z3 pp. + 38 plates, III - 226 pp. + 41 plates. 
Texts included: No. 331,. 
LN. B. I: - MB mentions the work as in three volumes under the title of 
Q; nýu-N; m& li-Tac'llm al-Biy; da wa-al-Urtat wa-al-Zl3y. The above 
filiag-title and the volume and page-aumbat are Siven by CK, while 
FKT mentions a work under the same name as this filing title and as 
being publ13hed in 1248 A. H. but only with the page-number of 191 pp. 
and 14 plates. The work mentioned by EXT is probably the first part/ 
volume of this work (i. e. lo. 473 L ). Lf so, each volume/part of this 
work in question May also have been mentioned in various sources under 
different titles, and La this case, they may be listed separately 
Ln the checklLst as a result of LncompLeta Laformation avaLlabla 
on theLr publLcation, cf. Lo. 315, No. 331 and No. 479 whLch are 
probably the first, second and third volume/part of this work 
(i. e. No. 473 I) respectively. 
'I'o. 474(T-W. 3)-- TAOLL%-N; MA-L cAS; KIR-i Ply AG N ;D 
IN 
Author anon. 
/i, emarks: Turkish (French) / Translation 'mark / SocS. 3537 
Zda 
1 
1256 (1840-41) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKT-281. 
/lit. ref. /: - Shayy; la-35 179* 
/contents-note/t. A military work, one volume: Z54 + 39 ppeg with 43 
plates. 
/N. B. :- : ientioned as "al-, qlaila &I-jLhamLs, JLld-L lbilitb". Cf. !: o. 4o0j. 
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c No. 47S(T-r. 1.3)-- TA CASI'Ll-i jIHXDIYYA. 
Author ; anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation '.. ork / SocS. 3557 
Zdn 1246 (1830-31) / BZ1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoFKT-281. 
/lit. ref. /: - HammerCOR-IX/690,; BianchiCC-38,,; ihayy; lýL, -31151; 
Ridw; n IB-455 
. _qL 65 
/comp. ref. /: - Bowrin&LE: -142: 27; B; I; qLF-2; l6; 3; 1; qLýK-3: 14. 
/contents-note/: - A military work, one volume: 428 pp. 
LN. 3.1: - The work mpntioned by CC and QM3 under the title of Q; n; n-i 
Suwari is regarded by QK as the same work, with the same description 
(i. e. Reglement pour la Cavaleria) and at the same price as given by 
CC. It is uncertain whether several works mentioned under different 
titles by 11 (Tazlim name elFoursem), a (Qini7n-i SuwIrI) and MK 
(DZLhiliyya-i Suw; rl) are the same or not but they are listed here 
for comparison. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Con3tuned 
No. 475 1246 (CC-1258) 18.00-q. 




I Note a: Although the information given by r. K is similar to that 
given by LG and IF, the title ; iven by it (i. e. :, K) is nevertheless 
similar to the work No. 372. As a result of this uncertainty, these 
three sets of information have only tentatively been listed here for 
comparison. Cf- No. 3291 (note a) for further inforniation on the copies 
printed. 
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No. 476(T-CJ. 3)-- TA"LIN-NdUA-ý BATARYA. 
Author anon. 
/iemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writin& ?/ SocS. 355-/ 
Edn 1261 (1845) / Býl; q. 
/biblioz. ref. :- BM: 14497. d. 3; CairoFKT-279. 
/comp. ref. /t- B%; qý-_K-Us19. 
/content3-note/: - A military work, one volume: 97 pp., with 56 plates. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/COn3umed 
No. 476 1261 /M-1262/ a Soo 
Note a: A work (Ta 
c llm-a; ma-i Tubjiyya) is mentioned by ,, K as 
being in the process of being printed. 
11M al-NAFAR WA-al-BULUK). ,. o. 477(T-rJ. 3)-- TAfLIM-N! MA 
(LI-TAC 
Author anon. 
jemarks: Turkish (French) / Translation '4ork / SocS. 3557 
Edo 1 1249 
(1833-34) / Cairo. 
/bib :- AleidiB-XIV. h/78. 
/comp. ref. /: - Bal; qL. K-2: 26-28. 
/contents-note/: - A military work. 
/N. B. ;- According to Shayyal QK(p. 32 n. 157), there is an Arabic 
version (i. e. No. 4b8 1) made from the Turkish translation which 
is 
not ascertained to be this work in question. Cf. No. 466 1 and No. 2921 
and especially No. 293 I for prices and copies printed/consumed. 
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No.. 478(T-r., '. 3)-- TA c Llkl-Nk'. A- i PlYIDACIN. 
Author anon. 
LRemarks: Turkish (French) / Translation ýork / SocS. 35-51 
Edn 1239 (1823-24) B%; q. 
/bibliog. ref. CairoEXT-280. 
/lit. ref., /s- ReinaudNO-34044; BianchiCG-3210; ZonkerBO-1/136 1103; 
Shayy; l2j-27 ; Ridw; ng LIB-44710; Uzegeý ýEl,, -1730 132 1904, 
/comp. ref. /: - HammerCOR-VIII/519 10* 
/contentamnoteh- A military work described as "icole du Untassin", 
one volume: 7+ 194 +6 pp. with plates. Printing executed: Ch; 
al-Q& c da 1239/June-July 1824. 
/N. B. /: - CCR mentions a work (with the description of "TaalLmnamli 
Piadegian, mit 9 Kupfortufaln, 144 seiten in Octav und 22 Seiten 
Erkl1rung der Kupfer") which is not ascertained to be the same work 
in spite of the same date of publication. It is only listed here 
for comparison. 
No. 479(T-TW. 3)-- TA c LIM-NIMA-i PLYIDAGIN. 
Author anon. 
/aemarks: Turkish / Translation work / SocS. 355/ 
Edn 1252 (1836-37) /, I; llq. 
/lLt. ref. /: - Shayy; 12L-34 169* 
/comp. ref. :- Alexý. B-XIV. h/77. 
/contents-note/: - A military work, one volume: 253 pp. + 64 plates. 
/N. B. :- It is uncertain whether this work is the same as the work 
mentioned by ýB as the third part/volume of "Ta 
c lim-n; ma bL-al-Turk! 
f! Taclim al-cAs; kLr" (cf. No. 315). If so, this work in question is 
probably part (i. e. the third volume) of No. 473. 
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No. 480(T-rd. 3)-- TA c Llll-%AMA-ý PIY; DAGIN. 
Author anon. 
jemarks: Turkish / Translation Work ?/ socs. 35J 
Edn 1 1256 (1840-41) B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. DornCO-189 
/contents-note/: - A military work, one volume: 323 + 33 pp. 
/N. B. /: - Mentioned as the first part (i. e. JLld-L Awwal). Cf. No. 474,. 
No. 481(T-TW. 3)-- TA c LIM-NXHA-L PIYXDACINDAN (Q7ANDN-i KHXMIS). 
Author anon. 
LRemark3: Turkish (French) / Translation work / SocS. 35f 
Edn 
1 1240 
(1824-25) / B; l; q. 
/biblioq. ref. /: - AlexmB-XIV. h/77; CairoEKT-281; DornCO-188 ! 48* 
/lit. ref. /: - HammerGOR-VIII/520,2 ; Shayy; lCK-30 137' 
/como. ref. :- ReinaudNO-3414,; BianchiCG- 316; ZenkerBO-1/136,105; 
Shayy; l_Z-27 Ridw; nOMB. "7 135; 6* 
/contentsmnote/: - A military work, described as "Ecole du r'giment at 
evolution de ligne", one volume: 230 pp. Printin& executed: 
Jum; d; 1,1240/December 1624-January 1825. 
=N. B- :- hentioned by LO, SS, BO and QNB as "Il; y Ta 
c lim! ", which is 
probably the same as this work (i. e. No. 481), but listed by a as a 
different work. 
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TAcL! M-z,,: LIA-i SDNGI. 
Author : anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation 4ork / SocS. 355/ 
* Edn 1 1248 
(1832-33) / B; llq. 
/biblioq. ref. /:. BM(14497. b. 15); Cairor-KT-279. 
/lLt. ref. /: - Shayy; I_Z-32 154* 
/comp. ref. /: - BianchiCC-39 ; 3; 1; ql. F-2sll; 3; l; qLiK-3: 9-l0; 661 
ZankerBO-11137,119; jhayy; lZ-32,,,; Ridw; nLýMB-456 
- 71* 
/contents-note :-A mLlitary work on the bayonet, one volume: 24 pp., 
with 21 plates. 
BM mentions the work under the title of "Ta 
Another work, mentioned by CGý, 10. QK (p. 32, no. 155) and QMB under the 
title of "PT Ta c 11m al-Harba wa-al-Mzr; q" and described as 'ýrheorie 
du maniement do la balonnetta at de la lance", is not ascertained to 
be the same. It is only listed here for comparison, despite QK 
regarding it as a different work from this (i. e. No. 482, ) and listing 
them separately in its list under No. 156 and No. 157 respectively. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (%) 
No. 482 1: 1248 L7CG-12587 15.00-q. ... 
do. /IF-1260/ a 13.00-q. ... 
/ 792 f7-2.3t. 7 
do. JMX-12ý2/ I 13.00-q. 1,096 
/ 695 (63.47. ) 
. Note a: 3oth IF and ,K mention a work under the title of 
'*Ta c limnima: 4arba 11a, Eizriq Ta c 11mina -uta 
c alliq Shakl-11 Kitib 
%; b, Suw; riy; na I: Izimdur" and "Harba wa ý. izr; q Ta 
c limlarldur" 
respectively. The later source also remarks that there are two 
bindings, one with plates at 13 qir; _h, 
the other without at 4.20 
qirlh each copy; for the former the number of copies still in store 
is ; iven as "310", and for the latter "91". Although, only the 
figure "1,096" is &iven as the combined total of printed copies for 
both bindings, the number/percentage of copies consumed, up to 1262 A. H. 
according to eik, are "695 03.47. )" which is less than that riven by 
IF at the time of 1260 A. H. 
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Ic No. 483(T-rýý'. 3)-- TA Lhl-LNI-A-L TC? CHIY! N-i JlRXDIYYA-i : ýAHRIYYA. 
. kuthor anon. 
(tr. Ahmad Khallf Cf., fl. 13th/19th). 
5emark3: Turkish (French) / Translation SocS. 3557 
Edn 1242 (1826-27) / B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /; - CairocKT-282; DornCO-189 
03* 
/lit. ref. /: - lbrahimLES-1/22,11/60. 
/comp. ref. /: - ReinaudNO-34 255 ; HammorCOR-VIII/5199; BianchiCC-32 11 






Ridw; nýLMB-447 11' 
/contents-note/: - A military work, one volume: 120 pp. Printing 
executed: Sha 
c b; n IZ4Z/February-March 1627. 
=N,. B :- Described by LES as "Instructions for naval artillery. Both 
NO and COR mention a work under this filing-title, but give no date 
to the work referred to. The former describes it as "Ecole do 
Vartilleris de la marine"; the latter as "Taalimnamei topdschiani 
dschihadieiji bahrije, d. i. Exercierbuch fUr die Artillerie der Flotte, 
aus deta Franz3sischen Uber3etZt, ohne Druckort und Jahreszahl, 25 Seitan 
in Octav". In addition, CG, BO, QK and QMB mention a work under the 
title of Q; n; n-nama-i Týpjiy; n-L Baýriyya-i lih; diyya. The work is 
described as "Traduction des riglemeat3 d0artillerie do la marine 
militaire, ... " whose date of publication is only given by ýL, as 
"Sha c b; n 1242/February 1827". See No. 356 I for further information 
on the prices and copies printed/consumed. 
No. 464(T-'rd. 3)-- TA c Lit*. -NIMA- i TUPCHIYB-i JIH! DIYYA-i 3A&&IYYA. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / SocS. 355/ 
* Edn 1 1246 
(1830-31) / B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /;, AleNt-B-XIV. h. /80; Cairor%T-262; 'DIornCO-188 52-53* 
/! it. ref-7: - Shayy; 11-31 148' 
/Comp. ref. /: - Ham-, nerG-OR-IX/6906_7; &e'demNL-32: 22-23; Sowrin&Eý-143: 36; 
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BianchiCC-38 57-58; B; I; qU-Z. 5-3; Bu'laqtIK-2: 13-16; 
ZerikerBO-1/137 ; Ihayy; ICK-31 Ridw; nOMB-455 1117-18 149-50; - 62-63' 
/contents-note t. A military work, one voLume (four parts): 126 + 119 + 
77 + 175 pp., with 109 plates. Printing finished: 30th Dh; al-Qa 
c da 
1246/12th May 1831. 
IN. 3.1: - MB mentions a work as "Q; n; n-L Ta 
c lrm al-Týbjiyya" which is 
probably the same as this work; while CO mentions two works, one under 
this filing-title and the other under the title of "T; pShT 
Ta c lImn; ma-sinu? i Ashk; 11" which is also remarked by LO as being a 
Turkish work of 109 plates and probably printed in Zgypt. The above- 
mentioned parts/p&ge-number are given by aT; but Z gives the page- 
number as "l volume - 496 pp. " and Lists it as a different work from 
I 
two military publications under the title of "Týbjiyya bi-Ashk; l" 
and "T; bjiyya bi-Chayr kahk; l" respectively. These two latter works 
are &130 mentioned by CC, jj,, MK, BO and LM3 under the same title-names 
with the following prices and copiei printed/consumed as shown in the 
table, and are not ascertained to be the same as this work (i. e. No. 484 
under which they are listed only for comparison owing to similarities. 
In addition, GOR mentions two works: (1) "Taslimnamei topdschijani 
berrije" which is given no date of publication but the page-number is 
given as "120"; and (2) "kanuni rabiL, d. i. Vierter Canon, TaalimanaaieL 
Arabdschijan" which is mentioned as being published in 175 pp. in 
"1246/1831". Both are also listed here for comparison. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Con3umed 
mo. 4841: 1246 ZNTL - 12 5fl 43.00-q. ... 
do. /EC-12587 45.00-q. ... 
do. /fF-126o7 45.00-q. ... / 1,574 /94. (M 
do. /FY. -inja -- - 
45.00-q. 
------ 
1,675 / 1,5S5 (94.64) 
- ------------- 





/, M-1262 17.00-q. 2.400 1,078 (44.9%) 
Note a- The binding with plates. 
Note bi ihe binding without plates. 
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1: 0.4-35(A-CL. 4)-- TAr-LIQ c AL: k Ir-Oa &I-r-X;! hIL LI-1-31RKAWI. 
Author : 4usayn 3. Ahmed Z. AYNI-ZIDA, d. 1167/1754. 
Llemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lan;. 492(5f/ 
7da : 1243 (1827-26) B; l; q (sot under: No. 331 I). 
/biblioc. ref. ShurbajIqA?, -39 128' 
/contents-note/z- Commentary on Urkawl's treatise of Arabic grammar 
known as Al- c Aw; mil al-JadIda (or, al-airkawl), one volume: 138 pp. 
-. his work was probably printed (in 138 pp. ) with work No. 531 
like another edition published in 12G8 A. H. in which these two works 
are included, the latter is from pp, 1 to 95, and the former from 
page 96 to page 214. 
Zda 2 1268 (1851-5Z) / B; I; q (see under: Nio. 5312). 
"o. 436(A-CL. 2)-- TA c LIQIT al-"NGHARI (fl. 2) CALZ HXSHIYAT Huan 3. . -iuhairmad 
al-FANZRI (d. 886/1481) c Aa SHARH : All 3. tluhammad al-JURJ; LXI 
(d. 816/1413) CAU Ei eIli-1 al-KALL (LI-r-Ajud al-Din 
al-IJI, d. 756/1355). 
Author L%-uhammad 3. 
c Abd All; h al-KANGUal, fl. 
LRemarksa Arabic / Classical Literature ?/ 'Qel. Z97(4j/ 
Edn 1 1841 (1256-57) / B; l; q. 
BL&nchLCG-55 - ZenkarBO-1/162 vanDyckla-zoo; 1961 1328; 
Sarklst! MA-1/679-80; 2&-s. II/290; Ridw; nOMB-473 203' 
/contents-note/. - Notes on al-Fan; rl's (d. 886/1481) supercommentary 
on al-jurjini's commentary on al-IJI's Al--ý. aw; qif f! 
cIlci 
al-KalZo 
(a work on the principles of theology), one volume. TeXt3 included: 
6ý0.110 I, No. 25819 NO. 
4341. 
11entioned by St, 3nd QMB as in Turkish. 
/price & cooies arinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned price COPLdS printed COn3umed 
No. 4,8b. 1257 (CC-1258) 120.00-q. ... 
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I T=HIS al-ASHKa. 
Author : Iusayn -f. :,, L! ql al-Tam: nI, fl. 13th/19th. 
J'Remarks: Turkish / Contemporary '. riting Tech. 623/ 
Edn 1239 (1823-24) B; I; q. 
/bibLiog. ref. CairorMT-282; DornCO-187 45* 
/lit. ref. /: - ', tainaudl%0-341, ý, q; 
Hammar=t-VIII/5195; 3ianchiCG-315; 
Zenker3C-11136,100; jhayy; ý ýK-27134; RiOw; ngLjB-4475; OzegeTZK-394 5340' 
/contents-note/: - A work on military engineering, described as 
"Uposition des fi&ures, ou traitds des mines an usage 1 la &uerTe", 
one volume; 80 pp., +7 plates. Printin& executedi Rama4; n 1239P,; ay 1824. 
111.3.7: - The work is mentioned by NO as ". *, lines en usage 1 la ; uerre" 
without the title, the date is given as "1239 (1825)" (probably a 
wrong conversion of the Christian year). 
NZo. 4'88(A-CL. 4)-- TÄNRIN al-TULUB F! eINÄCAT al-1 CI-AB. 
Author Kh; lid B. c Abd Allih B. Ab! Bakr al-AZHARI, d. 905/1499. 
/ýemarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lang. 49Z(5f/ 
-dn 125Z (1836-37) / BýI; q. 
/lit. ref. /-. - CAL-3.1/524. 
/contents-note/:. Commentary on Ibn &Alik'3 (d. 672/1274) Al-Alfiyya 
(Arabic grammar in versa i. e. NO. 009). 
/N. 3. /: - The work is also known as .Uc rab al. Alfiyya which is not 
ascertained to have been printed with other commentaries on the 
text (i. e. No. 009), such as NO. 431. 
idn lZ74 (1857-58) Cairo. 
Sdn 1284 (1667-68) Cairo: Maýba c at al-*4hbl. 3 
:: dn4 IZ89 (1672-73) Cairo. 
Zdn 1292 (lS75-75) Bal1q. 
Edn 1293 (1676-77) / Cairo. 
Sdn JZ99 (1881-82) / Cairo: Natba 
c at Sharaf. 7 
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Fl-R! YAK, 4U44U al-Tir"u-N. 
Author Antoine B. CLCT Say (tr. anon. ) 
L: Iemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Idork / Tech. 610/ 
'. dn 1250 (1834-35) / Cairo: %atha c at "wlw; n &I-Jih; diyya. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Cairor-rKA-VI/11; DornCO-192 jhurbaj A, 77; '1 ýLl- ' 55"46184' 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCC-43 94; ZenkarBO-1/156,, %; VanDyckjq-438; 
SarkisKMA-1111567; jh&yy; lZ-l2 ; Ridw; ngtB-45999; jhaýjl . 116. 24 
komto. ref. /: - MeldemNL-32: 38. 
/contents-aote :-A medical work specially dealing with the matter of 
plague, one volume: 10 pages. Printing finished: Rhu' al-ýLjja 1250/ 
April 1835. 
LN. B. /: - The date of publication is given by MMA and FAMT as "1851" 
which is probably a mistake of 1251 A. H. NL Mentions a work as 
"B&33&lit el Faoun, traiti sur la paste an arabe". 
No. 490(A-CW. 6)-- TANBIHIT TAKHUSSU ai-aAWITIB MIN HLKAMI" al-MAKITIB- 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Contemporary Uriting / Tach. 6101 
Edn 1252 (1836-37) B; llq. 
/bibliog. ref. Shurbaj! (LAM-62207* 
/contents-note/: - A medical work, one volume: 16 pp. 
L=N. B. :- The work is mentioned as being published by Destouches and 
A. B. Clot Bey. 
%L'o. 491(A-TW. 6)-- Al-TANQIH al-WAHID F1 aL-TASHRIH al-KHLS al-JADID. 
Author Jean CRUVEILHIER (tr. Uuhammad Bey al-SHABISI, d. 1894). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French) / Translation ; ork / Tech. 610/ 
Zdn 1266 (1849-50) 3; 13q. 
/bLbliog. ref. Ale)t. B-XI/l3; BM(gAB-1/463): 14337. e. 8; CairorivlýA-VI/11; 
ist'll-k-1/199; ýhurbajLl, ý, r. -1241.2,.,,, 
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/lit. ref. /: - Sarkise., 'IA-1/1096; ýLhayyalý^K-26 h . 
ýUAU-124. 120; 5' at 
"- 
/contents-nota/; - A medical work, throe volumes (-1320 pp. ) 
/N. B. :- EXA mentions a work of one volume under the title of 
Al-TashrIh &1-W'1&33 and the place/date of publication as "Cairo, 
1266/1880". The data is however given by L4: ýj as "1261/IS45". 
c Fl ýXoA ID al-TAýDIR. 
Author Nuhammad 3ey al-SHABLI, d. 1894. 
Llamark3: Arabic / Contemporary Writing Tech. 6i07 
E'dn 1264 (1847-48) 3; 1; q. 
Ibibliog. ref. AlexMB-XI/13; CairoFKA-VI/11-12; jýlurbajlg&1-117 401' 
/lit. ref. :- Sark! &-'.. MA-1/1096; ihayy; 12j-25114; Lhaýý! FLiT-lZ4- 
LcomD. ref. /: - 'SarkIsDiMA-11/1638. 
/contents-note/: - A medical work,, one volume: 13 +6+ 444 pp. 
'-: MA (vol. 11, p. 1638) mentions, apart fram this woxk, another 
Kit; b al-TahdIr as bein& also published in the same year, vith the 
page-number of 444, but by Uuhammad Amin Hakim. This latter work is 
probably the same. 
! N'o. 493(A-TU. l)-- TAWIR a141USHRIQ 31- c ILI al-CANTIQ. 
Author : Cesar Chesnaau du 'Narsais (tr. Khallfa Bey ý! ahmmad al-. ý, isrl, fl. 13t. 11119th). 
jemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation 'ý'ork Phi. 1607/ 
Edu 1 1254 
(lS38-39) B; l; q. 
/biblioe. ref. Ale. ViB-X. Z. L/6; B21, I(SA-1/448,849): 14540. b. 7; 
CairoEKA-VI/52; DornCO-183 l3tMKA-11207; lhurbaj! CAM-69 53' 
/lit. ref. /: - Bianc. hiCC-50 BLIqLF-9: 19; B; 1; %ik-8: 33; 153' 
ZemlterBO-1/163 yekIC-409,487; SarkistaIA-US34,946; 1,3,; Vanr 
&-ayy! lC, K-16 ', Udw! nCMB-467 49; - lbo* 
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/contents-notah- A translation of MarsaLs'3 Logique, one volurne: 7+ 
66 pp. Printing executed. '-. uhar-. = U54%arch-April 1838. 0 
I'N. 3.1: - The work is probably the same as that =antioned by gr., LC, 
IQ (p. 487 ? ), ". MA (vol. 1, p. 946) and ýL3 as Al-4. anSiq but Zivtng 
a different translator's name (Ri!; Ca liflc al-Taht; wI/. kbu-Lu&hod 
(Arab lediscovery, pp. 51, and 171) gives the date of publication as 
"1843" and the title as "Al-i-lulbriq bi c ilm al-4-iantiq". 
/arice & cocies orinted/consumedh- 
ork/EdLtLan Concerned Price Copies 2rinted/Consumed 
N, 0.514 I: 1254 
(CC-1258) 5.50-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 3.20-q. ... 197 
flq-4ý7-j 
do. (MK-1262) 3.20-q. 1,013 248 (24.3%) 
N, o. 494(T-C;. 5)-- TAQWL% SANAT 1254 Hijriyya - 1830 Mil; diyya. 
Author anon. 
IRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Uriting / PuraS. 321/ 
Sdu 1245 (1829-30) / BGI! q. 
/lit. ref. /: - Rainaud%, 10-339 3ianchiCC-38 aidw; nCMB-434 34; 36; 59* 
/como. ref. /: - Ha=arGCR-VIII/523 37' 
/content3-nOte/: - A Turkish calendar, one. volume. 
LN. 3.1: - Nentioned by NO as "Calendar ture pour Vanne'a 1254 da 11hagire", 
and by GCR as "Kalender für da3 Jahr 183V without Ziving the language. 
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Tarjamat TARBIYAT &I-ATFXL. 
Au tho r Antoine 3. CLOT 34y (tr. . ustaf; . 1asm! al-jirkisi, fl. 1301190). 
/i, e--arks: Turkish (Arabic) Translation ýork / Tach. 5107 
Zda 1Z6O (1844-45) / B; I; q. 
Cairor-KT 265-66; 76fyka-94 
1103* 
/lit. ref. /: - ShayyalCK-22 3; 
dz4&4TrEIK-344 
Q59' 1173 13886' 
/co-io. ref. :-B; l; ar. K-5: 36-37. 
/content3-note/: - A Turkish translation, made from the Arabic version 
(N, o. 077), on-childran's diseases, one volume: 8+4+ 135 pp. 
/N. 3.. :- See No. 077 I 
for the Lnf0rM&ti0n OU its prices and copies 
priuced/consumed. 
\, 'o. 496(A-"s, V. 3)-- TACIIS al-AMTHIL BI-TAHDHIB &I-ATFIL. 
Author anon. (tr. c Abd al-Latif Ef., fl. 13th/19th). 
LRemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation :. *ork / SocS. 370/ 
Zdn 1 1263 
(1846-47) / B; I; q. 





Eef. /: - 3; lIcMK-6: l0; Sarkist.? IA-11/1294; LhayyLM-23112, 
ýcontents-note/: - A translation of tales for children, one volume: 
6+ 132 pp. 
/N. 3. h- 3M =entions the date of publicatiou as "1261/1845" which, if 
not a mistake, is probably another edition; otherwise the date is 
&iven wron; ly by othar sourcas. 
/orics I cocies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/EdLtLan Concerned I Price 
No. 496 I. 1263 (M-l2b2), 
1 7. CO-q. 
Copies Printed/Con3umed (-,. ) 
504 301 (59.77. ) 
Nota a: The edition mentioned by . ý- 
is probably referrLn; to an 
edLtLon*publistied before 1262 A. H., if there indeed is another one 
other than that listed in the above as beLn& published in 1263 A. H. 
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'*o.! +97(A-TI. i. g)-- Al-TAcRIAT (or al-TA-, '%13! T) al-LýaFIYA &I-JUCH. CkElyy. k 
(or al-JUCH'. WlY! ). 
Author C. 3RUN (tr. liflVa %; fir' &I-TAHTLI, 1216-90/1801-73). 
7emarks: Arabic (French) / Translation *; ork / Hist. 910/ 
fe Zda 1 
1230 (1834-35) / B; llq. 
/biblioc. ref. /: - 3M(ýA-11/522): 14563. c. Z; DornCO-186 32' 
/lit. ref. /: - VanDyckIC-408; SarklsMMA-1/944; GAL-s. T. 1/732. 
Icomp. ref. /: - MedemNL-31: 18; 3owrin&M-143: 2-3,63. 
/contents-note/: - A work on geography noted by A3 being an 
abridgement of Brun's G'ograohie complete at universelle (cf. No. 162), 
two parts in one volume: I- 28 + 303 pp., 11 - 96 pp. Printing 
fLnished: 13t Rabl" 11,1Z50/7th AUSUSt 1834. 
/N. i3. /: - BM mentions the work under the title of Kit; b &I-Jujhr; fLy; 
(al-Ta c r1f; t al-Sh; fiyya li-Murld al-JuFhr; fiyya), while NL and aE 
mention a work only as "Geograghie arabe" and "Giographie". 
I 
(p. 143,1.65) respectively. The last work mentioned by IRE is also 
not ascertained to be the same as that mentioned under the title or' 
to- . eographia" by M (p. 143,1.2-3) which remarks that it is a 
"Translation of %lichlaut's Geography, by Refasa ZffendL, of the School 
of Languan&es". 
* "-duZ : 1254 (1838-39) / B; Iiq. 
/bibliog. ref. :- AlvdiB-111/6-7; 3M(CAB-11/322): 14563. &. 4, and 
14565. c. 3; Cairot"FKA-V/36, V1113; jhurbaJiOAM-68230* 
/lLt. ref., /: - VanDyckjq-408; SarkistiMA-1/944; ihayyalCK-12 28, 
/contents-noteh- Another edition, 2 parts: ZS + 303 + 96 pp. 
Printin; executed: Ist Rajab JZ54/20th September 1839. 
IN. B. :- Compare this Ldn with 'No. 162; the latter is mentioned z AN as 
the first and the thArd volumes of the translation of Brun's 
GdOgraphie complete et universelle which appeared around 1254 A. H. 
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Larice s. copi*s printed/ consumed :- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price 
I 
Copies Printed/Consumed 
No.: 07 I: IZM 
LN-L-12337 30.00-q. ... 
do. 4C? Z- 12., . 47 Z9.00-q. ... 
TA (ya'al Ci. a-. 7 iciT; B il TARTIB al-'AsZKit). 
Author anon. 
fRemarks: Turkish (French) / Translation ". 4ork / socs - 35f 
* Edn 1 1254 
(1838-39) / B%; q. 
/i-it. r-ef7.: - BLanchiCC-52 - Zankar30-1/138 IhayyilCK-34 167' 1131 174; 
aidwanOMB-469 
0- 174' 
[comp. ref-7: - B; l; diK-3zl9-20. 
Icontents-note :-A military work described as "Zasaignament at 
Orpnisation MLlitaire", one vol=e. 
/price & copies printe 
". ark/EdLtion Concenied Price Copies Printed/Consumad 














NO. 512 I: n. d. (Cr. -1258) 12 . 20-q. ... 
do. ClF-iz6_o7 5.00-q. 154 
,7 
do. jC, R-12627 5.00-q. 250 179 (71.67. ) 
Note a: Thera are two works mentioned by %. K under the title of 
"Shakl-11 Urda Tartib! " and "Shakl-siz Urda Tartibl" respectively. 
One is noted as bein& with plates and is listed under this work 
(i. e. No. 498, ) for comparison; the other is without plates and is 
listed under No. 51Z I for comparison. 
In addition, 17 only mentions 
one work (i. e. Tart!! A Urd;, Turkchadur) which is listed under 
No. 5121. 
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"0.499(-, -C. -*. 9)-- Tl: L-TK4-L AN'J. Ud. 
Author al-Hljj Sa"d Allih Zf. C. 1733-94/1143-1209. 
/'Re=arks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing Hist. 936/ 
! 'dn 
1 124Z 
USZ5-27) / B; Ilq (see under: No. ZZ3 ). 
/lit. ref. /: - atinaudNO-336 16; 
BianchiC, 0-35-3 635; Zenk4rBOmI/114940; 
:, Iidw; nOMB-45Z 
- 37' 
/contents-aote/: - Chronicle of Ottoman Empire from 1173ma3/1759-69; 
only the second part (i. e. pp. 132-265) is said to have been s4en by 
Reinaud (NC, p. 336, n- 16), which is probably printed as part of work 
No. 223,, i. e. Ahmad Wisif's (d. 1221/1806) Mah; sin al-Ith; r wa-Haq; 2Lq 
al-Akhb; r, whose volume (1183-a8/1769-74) is partly from the pen of 
SA cd All; h Ef. Anwar!. Cf. El I -IV/ 
No. 500(T-TW. 9)-- TIRIKH-i BUNIPIRTA. 
Author Napoleon ? (tr. ýasan U., fl. 13th/19th). 
jaemark3: Turkish (French) / Translation '., ork Hist. 940/ 
Edn 
1 
1247 (1831-32) / B; Ilq. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairorXT-185; -wortCO-165 VefykC3-Z6 28, - 990 
/lit. ref. :- HammerGOR-IX/69010; MedemNI-33: 22; 3owrin&jM-143: 52; 
BianchiCC-3965; BLIqj. E-8: 7; 3%; qtLIK-6: 39; ZankerBO-1/117 9631 
11/111 
1391 ; 
Rhayy; lCK-9,; Rjjw; n=I -456 70; 
dza&eM-16 
129* 
/contents-noteh- An account of '., apoleon described as ": Xtrait du 
MI emorial de Sainte-Helene", one volume: 50 pp. Printing executed: 
Jumid; 11, lZ47/November-December 1631. 
3 The title is iven variousLy, and may be &iven As Tirikh / ---7: 
AfrIq; by &L aýd R'"' as a result of the work being mentioned under the 
title of lfrlq; -i Jaz; yirindan S; nta Alana Nim JazIra-dan ... etc. 
(i. e. in and TM). -entioned by 21 as I. ein& in two volumes. 
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/orice & copies princed/consuited/: - 
Work/Edition Concernec 
I 
Price Copies Printad/Consumed 
No. 500 IZ47 (%6'L-1253) 5. ZO-q. ... 
do. 5.30-q. 
do. (CC-12: 8) 4.00-q. 
do. (IF-1260) 3.00-q. a18 /Zo. 9,7 ZV 
I do. (M-1262) a I 3.00-q. 1 2,000 536 (41. S`ý. ) I 
Note as The title is mentioned by 'NL and :M as "Tarih Afrika" and 
"Tarih Affrika" respectively, and probably misprinted by jr: and ý-K 
as ". T! rIkh Amrlq; ". Cf. '40.4451. 
NO. 301(-j-rvi. 9)-- TIELIKH-L ISKANDAR IBN-i FILIPOS. 
Author Flavius ARRIANUS (tr. Jiu; b B;. &ýakl if. known as R; zl-z; da, fl. 13th/19th). 
jemarks: Turkish (French) / Trzaslation '; ork / Hist. 93o7 
7 Edn 1254 (1838-39) 3ý1; q. 
/biblioz. ref. /: - Alcd%B-IIjZ5; Bli-14456.4.15; Cairor-KT-166; 
13tLKT-602. 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCC-50 3ul; qjr: -&: 2.1; BL; qt. K-7: S; 155, 
aidw; nC, MB-468 
- 16Z' 
/contents-note/: - A translation of the work an Alexandria the Great, 
one volume: 263 pp. 
/orice & cooies printed/consumedi: - 
Work/EdLtion Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 3011: 1254 (CC-1236) 17.30-q. 
do. (IF-1260) ILOO-q. 300 /29.7-. 7 
do. (, X-1262) 
I 
12.00-q. 1,010 383 (37.9%)_ 
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No. 502(T-71.9)-- Tarjama-i ', Ia! KH-L ! TILIYI. 
Author Carlo G. G. 30TTA (tr. cAbd All; h . 7f. 
c AZIZ fl. 13th/19th &-ad Hasan 
Lf. fl. 13th/19th). 
. 
LRemarks: Turkish (French) / Translation 'ý; ork / Hist. 945/ 
Edn 1249 (1833-34) / Alexandria& Matba c at Sar; y Ra's &I-Tin. 1 
/bibliog. ref. /: - LK: 14456. h. 24; U-XVI/696; CairoFYT-184; 
DornCO-L85-86,9; VefykLB-86995. 
/lit. ref. /: - MademNL-32: 35; 8owrin&EE-142: 36,14304; 
BianchiCO-41 Bal; qF-8: 14; B; I; qLX-6: 40; ZankerSO-1/116 so; 9671 
Lhayy; lZ-104; Ridw; nOMB-458 dzegeTa-763 - 85; 9568* 
/contents-note/: - A translation of Histoire d'Italie de G. Botta or 
Storiaýd'ltalia dal 1789-1814 by Carlo Botta, two parts in one volume: 
I- 176 +4 pp., 11 - 154 pp. Printin& executed: ýaf&r 1249/June-. Iuly 
1633 (first part) and 17th Jum; d; 1,124912nd October 1833 (second part). 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 502 1: 1249 
(NL-1253) 33.00-q. ... 0.. 
do. (ERE-1254) 32.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1258) 30. OO-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 28.00-q. ... 472 
Z49.371. /
do. (M-1262) I 28.00-q. 958 472 (49.3%) 
\6o. 503(A-7J. 9)-- -.;. RIKH MULDK FARANSI MIN HABDA' viumIRLI 11; al-t". ALIK LENI ehh. 
Author hOUNIIQCRUS ? (tr. Hasan QIsim Ef., fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Idork / Hist. 9407 
Edu 1264 (1347-48) / Býliq. 
/bibliog. ref. -h- 
Aleiq-_; 3-II/40; CairoMti-V/116-17; CairoFKA-V/27; 
ShurbajrgAN-116 399' 
/lit. rei. /: - Ihayy3lCK-25 116* 
/contents-note/: - A translation of French rulers and their history 
in catechism form, one volume: 9+4+ 376 + 69 pp. 
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-304(T-r-; -9)-- Tarjamat 
TLIL(H t. AB'ULZYUM BENA-BIATA. , NO 
Author Napoleon (tr. anon. 2) 
jamarks: Turkish (French) / Translation 'ý; ork / HLst. 9407 
Zdn 1260 (1844-45) / 3; 1; q. 
/biblio;. ref. /: - Cairor-kT-185. 
/lit. ref. /: - dzegeM-901 10976* 
/concent3-noce/: - An account on Napoleon, one volume: 90 pp. 
\o., "05(T-T'W. 9)-- TIRIKH-L N; LOULIYON BUNIPIATA. 
Author Due de Rovi; o (tr. Hasan Sf., fl. 13th/19th). 
/iemarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / Hist. 9407 
Zdn 1249 (1833-34) / Alexandria: Na5bacat Sar; y R&'s al-Tin. 1 
/biblioq. refo/: - CairorrMT-185; OornCC-185,7' 
/lit. ref. /t- z. idemNL-3311; BowringM-142: 35,143153; UancACC-41,2; 
3; 1; qLF-8: 18-19; Bal; qL. K-6: 37; ihayy; ICK-1015; RidwInUM3-43837; 
2514* 
/content3-not-eh- The translation of the first volume of Due da '%ovigo's 
'ý: =Oires". one volume: 331 pp. Printing exacutads Z4th .. uqarram IZ49/ 
13th June IS33. 
/price & copies orinted/consumed/: - 
'Jork/Edition Concerned Price copies Printed/Cons=ed (7. ) 
No. 327 1249 (%,,, L-1253) 33.00-q. lee 
do. ('AZ-12.44) 32.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1238) 20.00-q. 
do. (IF-1250) 15oOO-q. - z5 
f5 
. o7.7 
do, 12 6 2) 1 15.00-q. 504 36 
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e; o. 506(T-C. '. 4)-- Kitib TARJUM.; AN TURK! 
Author : arono 
/lemark3: Turkish-Arabic / Contempocary ý; riting Lang. 494(3) ?/ 
Edn 1253 (1337-38) B; l; q. 
/biblioiz. ref. DornCO-199,4, ' 
/lit. ref. :- Bowringa-143: 10; BianchiCC-49 14,; ZankerBO-1/84,; 
Ridw; nOMB-466,50; dze&aTEK-1811 20565* 
/comp. ref. /: - FademNL-31: 15. 
/contents-note/-- Turki3h-Arabic vocabulary manual# one volumat 71 pp. 
/N. B. /: - NL mentions a work as "Dictionnaira turc at arabe". 
* Edn 2 
1259 (1843-44) / 3; 1; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - dze&eM-1811 20565* 
/contents-noteh- Another edition, one volume: 71 pp. 
Edn 126Z (1845-46) 1 11isr (B; Ilq 3 




/comv. ref. /: - B; lIqLK-9: l9.. 
/content. s-riote/: - Another edition, one volume: 71 pp. 
Edn, 1265 (1848-49) / B; l; q. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - CaLroFKT-90; jhurb&jI AM-121,16* 
/lLt. ref. :- OzageTEK-181120565* 
/contents-note :- Another edition, one volume: 71 pp. 
/orice & copies orinted/consumed %- 
Uork/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
%ý. o. 506 1253 LNL-1253/ 






--- - - , --- 
506 1262 /Rc lz 6Z7 
b 
Ft'. 
0-3: 3,012 3,012 (1007. ) 
Note a: it is uncertain whether the work mentioned by INL is the 
same as this work in question. 
Note b: it is unknown to which edition the information given by 
.. K is referring here, but 
it is mentioned by .K as being a privately 
contracted publication. In addition, there are another two editions 
published After th a period of study; 
one is in 12SO/1863-64, the 
-other in 1263/1666-67. 
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,, o. 307(A-V. 5)-- TAAd3 
Author anon. (tr. Aýmad --f. lVil, fl. 13th/19th). 
Memarks: Arabic (French) / Translation ; ork / Tech. 626-/ 
'--dn, 1257 (1841-4Z) / Cairo: , atbar-at al-,; uhandiskh; na. 
3iaachJ. C, ̂, -39,,,;. Zatkar-0- 1/ 13 21067; 7a,, rycqa-435; 
Sarkist., 4A-11392; ýhayy; ICK-1969; R idwin,, I-, 3-47 3, Z1. 
/contants-noteh- k work described as "Construction des -achinas", 
one volume. 
/N. 3. :- The place o-f publication is ; iven by 30,10, . NA and K as 
B; I; q. 
TAaTlB al-3AýUYU. 
Author : anon. 
ZRamarks: Unknown I Contamporary Soci. 350/ 
Sdn I no 
date (before 1262/1345-46) / B; L; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - B%; qt. K-ll: Z0. 
/contents-noteh- W=imistrative publicationo 
/orice S. cooies orinted/consumedh- 
Work/Edition Concarned Price T -co pies Printad/Consumed M 
N0.508 : a. d. (m-1262) ... 
1 
739 759 (100-,. ) 
0 
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.. o. 509(A-CW. 3)-- TARTIB al-DAWIVIN. 
Au tho r: atlotl. 
I'lemarks: Arabic / Contemporary 1,1riting / SocS. 35-0/ 
Zdn 1252 (1836-37) / B; I; q. 
/lit. ref. -- BianchiCC-48 - ZankerBO-1/177 VanDyck. U-503; 139,1444; 
Sark! sMMA-11/1999; Ri4w; nL. MB-466 146* 
/Como. ref. /: - 3L; qLIK-11: 22. 
/contents-note/: - An administrative publication described as "de 
la formation des consails (dlw; ns)", one volume. 
IN. B. /: - The title is &iven by MMA as "Tartib al-Daw; wla fl al-iluk; ma 
al-%Ii! riyya". The date of publication is mentioned by SC as "1252/ 
1838" and by QMB as "1253/1638". 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
X0.509 1: 1252 (CC-IZ58) 5.00-q. ... 
do. /FX-1262-/a ... 759 
759 (100% 
Note a: The work is mentioned by M, though under the same name I 
Of this filin&-titlet-as being a publication of &overnment laws and 
regulations. It is uncertain whether this latter work is the same 
as this work (i. e. No. 509 I). 
\o. 510(U-C, 4.3)-- TARTIB KHULISAT al-JIHIDIYYA. 
Author anon. 
/ýemarks: Unknown / Contemporary driting / SocS. 3517/ 
Zdn 1 no 
date (before 126211843-46) / 3; 1; q. 
/lit ref. /: - 3; 1; qL. K-11: 18. I I- - 
/contents-note/: - An administrative publication. 
/price & cooies orinted/con-sumedh- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Con3=ed 
140.510 n. d. (&.; K-1262) 
110 110 (1001. ) 
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al-;. UX& 
c A-4IZ 3I-al-JAr-. ýA.;, IYYÄ F! SANAT 12: b3 Ff BAYÄN 
c AýD al-i! AJILJ. 5 A? li IUPYAT TACBI«i LZU al-MAMLAKA al-MISRIYYA. 
Author anon. 
ZRLemark3: Turki3h / Contemporar:, r .; ritin; 
/ SocS. 3317* 
Zdtl IZ43 (1827-23) / 3ý1; q. 
/biblioq. ref. /: - CairoMT-Z46. 
/content3-cota/: - Administrative publication, one volume: 4.22 pp. + 
38 pp. Text included: No. 014,. 
T, %. ITIB-L OUD. 
Author anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation ., ork / SocS. 355/ 
*. Zdn no date (after 1830/1Z45-46 and before 1842/IZ57-58) / B; Ilq. 
/lit. ref. :- UanchiCC-60 . ZankerBO-1/138 jhayyZlLk 239,1136; j-36189; 
iidw; nC;, mB-479 248* 
/como. raf. /: - 3Gl; qIF-2: 15; B; I; qX-3sl9-ZO. 
/contents-noteh- A military work described as "Or&anisation et 
disposition des camps", one volume. 
/N. 3. /: - Cle. No. 498 for furt. her information. 
-TASHRIV al- No. 313(A--, w. 6)-- Kit; b al 
Author Pierre Augustin Beclard (tr. "N *! saw! al-LIAýýWl, fl. l3th/19th). 
/iemark3l Arabic (7reach) / Translation 'Work / Tech. 6107 
Edn 1 1261 
(1845) / 3; 1; q. 
19; lairaFKA-VI/10; /bibliog. ref. /: - 3, ", (. SA-1/349-ý10,753): 14537. c., 




ihayyila-13, Sh ttlz', UiT-109. ref. /: - Sarkisý. MA-11/1349; a.. 'o; 
Icomp. ref. /: - BZllqT-11: 16-, Ballqý. ýK-5: 14. 
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/contents-notah- A. work on anatomy, one volume& 17 +4+ 45Z + 31 pp. 
Printing executed: 6th Sha c bin 1261/! Oth ILU; U3t 1545. 
c /N. B. /: - There is an earlier edition mrationed by Umar Tusun 
(BI, p. 130), lhayy; l (Z, p. 13, n. 30) and lidw; n (r,., B, p. 357) as 
beim; published in IZ! 1/1635-36. The existence of this early edition 
seems based on the sourcs of 31 which remarks that the translator had 
translated it when he was still a student of the educational Mission 
in Paris (i. e. 1832-38). Owing to no extant copy of this early edition 
being available, it is only noted here but not listed separately as 
another printed edition. 
/orice & cooies orinted/con3UMed/: - 
1,; ork, "Edition Concerned Price Copies Printad/Cons=ad 
No. 513 1261 LMK-1262/ a 30.00-q. 691 596 (86.3%) 
Note &: It is uncertain whether the work mentioned by MK as 
Tashrlh-i c Amma-yi Jadld is the same as this work, or that mentioned 
by BL; qLF (as "Tashrlh-L ý-A=;: c Arabldur) as bein& at the press 
around 1260 A. H. 
Al--lASa! F al-r-IZZI. 
'kuthor Izz al-Din Ibr; hIm Ibn 
cAbd al-Wahh; b al-ZAINJINI, fl. 7th/13th. 
ffemarks: Arabic / Classical Liter ature / Lang. 492(4f/- 
Zdn 1240 (1824-23) / 3ý1; q (see under: No. Z38 I 
). 
/bibliot. ref. /: - 14593. c. 3. 
/lit. ref. :- Sarkis, 'UNIA-11/1978; CAL-z. 11/24. 
/contents-note, /: - Treatise on the conjugation of verbs. 
!: 'dn 2 
1244 (1828-29) / B51! q (see under: No. 230 
/biblior,. ref. /: - CairoCKI-1-11/53; Cairor-11, A-IV/15; CornCO-198 135 
Shurbaj 1O. -VI-42 136 . 
/lit. ref. /: - Sarki'sM.. A-11/1977-7 8; ý^tLkL-s. 1/497. 
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Un 3 IZ46 
(1330-31) 3; 13q (see under: No. Z34 I). 
/biblio;. ref. ZornCO-197 126* 
'7dn4, 1247 (IS31-3Z) B; l; q (see under: No. 226 I). 
/bibliog. ref. 14393. c. 4. 
d-, 15 IZ51 (1333-36) B; L; q (see under: No. Z361). 
/biblicz. ref. CairoCk,, -11153; Zo-,, aCO-197IZ7; LhurbajIO.; I. -37 i89* 
/lit. ref. /: - CAL-s. 1/147. 
! 'dn, 1257 (1841-4Z) / 3LIq (see under: '61, o. 239 0 
/bibliog. ref. h- BM(CAB-11159): 14593. c. S. 
/lit. ref. 1: - VamD7c%I. '-3l0. 
/como. ref. 
-/ 
B; 1IqIF-9: 15; 3; 1 ; q, ýK-8: 30, 
-da7 1262 (1645-46) / Baliq (see under: No. 231 I). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - CairoCK? Imll/53; Ax CairoFKA-ZV/12-13; jhurb&jIQ 'l-105360' 
/lit. ref. /: - 3&rk73s, %, IIA-11/l9,7m7 8; CAL-5.11497. 
Zdn 1254 (1847-48) / 3; llq (see under: No. 227 I). 
/biblioz. ref. /: - 3MMU-1/159): 14393. d. 4. 
'da 9 IZ67 
(1850-51) 3ý1! q (see under: No. 232 I). 
/biblioZ. ref. CairoCKIN-11/53; CairoFKA-ZV/12-13; LhurbajI0AM-l30,,, * 
/lit. ref. /: - VanDyckIO-311; SarkIsMIU-11/1977-76; CAL-s.! /497. 
10 ! 
Z68 (1851-52) B; I; q. 
:: dn,, 1269 (1832-33) Bal1q. 
Ida 12 
IZSO (1863-64) 3; 1; q. 
Zdn 13 12S3 
(IS65-66) Cairo: . atba: at a l-Kha yri. 
2'dnl4 129Z (1875-76) B; l; q. 
Zdn iz9a 
(1880-81) 3; 1; q. 
'I'dn . 16 
IZ98 (1880-81) Cairo: Natba c at Sharaf. 
'I'dn 17 
IZ99 (1881-az) Cairo: Natba 
c at alml'ahbl. 
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! prica ý copias printed/consu-ec/. - 
'ý; ork/Zdition Concerned ? rice T Copies 2: inted/Cons=ed 
No. 314 : 1237 j: --IZ6d-/ 1.00-q. i 
do. 1.00-q. 3 
Note a: The price =entioned oy -7., r and 'hK is meact only Zor this 
work/taxt (i. e. Nlo. 114) itself not for the collection in which it 
-423 published with other works/taxts, such as ý: o. 239,. : Pt s 
uncertain whether this work/text was published on its own durin4 
the period of study as noted hare by IF and ý% apart from Lts 
various text-editions (i. e. published as part of gram: 4acical 
compilations). Cf. No. Z39 I 
for further information on printed copies. 
TATZI&IN &I-FAWI'ID BI-SARD ABYIT al-SHNOHID 
'4A-BALL al-JAD! 7. 
Author Jam; l al-Dln Ab; ', Iiuha=ad 
C Abd All; h 3. YGsuf 3. Ahmad B. '*Abd Allih 
B. Hish; m known as IBN HISHAN al-Nahwl, 708-61/1308-60. 
/iemarks: Arabic / Classical Literture / Lang. 492(5f/ 
': dn 1233 (1837-38) / B; l; q (see under: No. 432 I). 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Bh(ý: U-IIZO): 14393. e. Z. 
/lit. ref. /: - Sarkist.,, IA-1/273. 
/contents-noteh- An index of the verses cited in the same author's 
work of Arabic :, rammar Qatr al-lead; wa-3all &I-Sadi (N'o. 37Z). 
UZI 2 1264 
(1847-4E)/ B; I; q (see under: No.!.. Z, ). 
/biblio. g. ref. /:. CairoEVA-IV/72; ýLhurbajl. 398' 
/lit. ref. /: - Sarkisý; MA-1/275. 
Un 1274 (1657-58) / 3L; q. .3 
'dn 4 
1278 (1861-62) / Cairo. 
Un 5 1262 
(1665-66) / BL; q. 
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-16(T '%'IS 31-SHAAý ABYXT 
al-ALz-IYYA. 
Author B. q,, 7, TA al-"ADXal, d. 1281/1564-65. 
/Remarks: Arabic Conte=porary 4'ritin; / Lan;. 49Z(11)/ 
1264-65 (1647-49) BýI; q (see under: No. 431. ). 
/bibliog. ref. :- klev; 3-7. b/21. 
/lit. ref. /: - VanDycl,. 10-303-4; SarklsMMA-1/186; jAL-s.: /3Z4. 
/contents-noteh- Commentary an Ibn %. Ilik's (d. 572/1274) Al-Alfiyya 
(an Arabic Zrammar in verse, No. 009), printed (in 186 pp. ) with 
work No. 431 4* 
Al-TAWDfH LI-ALFIZ al-TASHa! H. 
Author Jean GIRARD ( tr. Y; suf FIR AWINI, fl. 13th/19th). 
/ismarks: Arabic (French) Translation ; ork / Tech. 6367 
Zdnj IZ49 (1833-34) 3; 1; q. 
/biblioc. ref. Ale)CB-XI/14; BM(. ýA-1/580); 14337. d. 1; 
Cairot-KA-VI/12; 10ornCC-193,,; jhurbajrOA. %-50,,,. 
/Ut. ref-h- Bianchi=-41 * VanDyckLj-439; Sark-ist'. MA-11/1446; all 
Shayyil. CK-1118; &idw; nC, %3-438 jha5t7?. QiT-133. SO _. - 
/como. ref. /: - Bowrin&RE-143: 19; 41; qL-6: 17; BLia. k-6: 12-13. 
/contents-noteh- A work of veterinary anatomy, one volume (two parts): 
I- 210 pp., 11 - 17 + 292 pp. Printing finished: Ist Saiar 1249/ 
20th June 1333. 
The work is mentioned by SO as '%itlb al-Tashrih-al-6&ypri 
al-47usamm; bi-al-Tawdih li-Alf; z al-Tashrih and with the above volume/ 
part and page number. RE mentions a work as "Tachrih Beitary, 
comparative Anatomy" which is not ascertained to be the same as this 
work in question. 
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/price S, cooies orintad/consunied/: - 
Wark/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
... o. 54Z 1249 (Cc-jzýs) 3ý. 00-q. 
/lz-iz6o7 I '7.00-q. ... 4oo 173.6i. 7 
do. Y. -IZ627, TI - 
6- 
25.00-q. 1,009 443 (43.9%) 
1 
Note a: It is uncertain whether the work me-.. tioned by =K (as 
Tashrih-L Kh; ss) Is the same as that mentioned under the title 
"Tashrih-L Tibb-i Bayýlrl 'Arabidur". The latter is probably the 
same as this work (No. 317 1). 
TZRTiB-i -'CZ-%- 
Author ',. USt&f; Rashid, fl. ? and hustaf! Bahjat, fl. ? 
/Remarks: Turkish I Contemporary '. ritin& / Tech. 61ý1 
-*e Zdn 1 
1230 (1634-35) / 
/lit. ref. /: - dzegeTEK-IS31 207-46' 
/contents-notah- A work on drugs, one volume: 14 pp. 
Zdn z 125Z 
(1836-37) B; I; q. 
20746* 
/coma. ref. /:. lidw; nT, 4B-Z5Z. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, one volume: 14 pp. 
IN. 3-7: - TMB mentions a work under the title of Tart7. b-N; ma '-. ak_hazin 
al-Hukma-kh; na wa-Makh; zin al-Adwiya which is not ascertained to be 
the same, and is listed here for comparison only. 
* Sdn 3 1256 
(1340-41) / BL; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - dzepTEK-183120746' 
/como. ref7-: - B; I; c#IK-11: 17. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, one vol=e: 14 pp. 
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/orice & copies printed/cons=ed/: - 
II 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 
No. 516 3: IZ56 /FY, -125z7 zo zo (100%) 
Note &: ý. K mentions a work under the description of L; 'iha-yi 
Ajzlkhana which is listed under Ed= 3 for comparisoit. 
MAUT al. T. KTISL il ILI ai-iiish. 
Author anon. (tr. auhammad Zf. BAYYC&%!, d. 1268/1851-3Z. 
LRemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation ork / PureS. 310/ 
Zdn 
1 
1263 (1846-47) / B; l; q. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - Alext. B-XIV. a/6; CairocKA-V/160; jhurbajr, )ýLI-111 363* 
/lit. 
_IeL.. 
/: - SarkisII&IIA-11622; ýhayy; lCK-25 
/comp. ref. /; - 3; l; qLE-lZ: 5. 
/contents-note/: - elathematical work, one volume (two pirts): 400 pp. 
/price & copies orinted/COn3umed/: - 
Work/EdLtilon Concerned Price Copies Printed/Carns=ed (t) 
, 40.319 1.1263 
-a /M-IZI. Z/ 1,000 1 
Note a: The work (Kit; b c Ilm al-dis; b) mentioned by .K was in the 
process of being printad around IZ6Z A. H., and it is not ascertained 
to be the same as this work. 
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c 
No. 5520(A-71.6)- Al--AIBB al- ;. uALL 
EL (tr. tluha=ad Lf. c Abd al-Fatt; h, fl. 13th/19th). Author Pierre VAT  
5emark3: Arabic (French) / Translation 'J'ork Tech. 61J 
Zda 1 
1Z59 (1843-44) 3; 1; q. 
/bibliog. ref. AlexM. 3-XI/26; BM(. Eal-11/298,737): 14537. d. 11. 
/lit. ref. /: - 3ý1; qIF-6: 6; 3ý1; qLK-6: 8; SarkisiMA-11/1677,1752; 
Lhayy; lCK-21 8z, 
/contents-note/: - A work on veterinary sur&ery, one volume: 8+3+ 
+ 214 pp. 
/price & covies orinted/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (7. ) 





... 40 /15.77. / 
254 115 (45.3%) 
',. Io. 521(T-CL. 2)-- Tarjama-ýý TIBYkN. 
Author anon. (tr. ',. uhammad Ef. al-Dabb;. Shl known as TafsIrl Ef., fl. 
/Remarks: Turkish (Arabic) / Classical Literature / Iel. 297(117 
Edn 1257 (1841-42) 3al; q. 
/bibliog. ref. Cairof-KT-6; IstLXT-536. 
/contents-note/: - Commentary on the Qur*; n, two volumes. 
/6.3. h- The page-number oZ this Un I is not known. Although the 
origanal author is uncertain, a certain "Nehmed ýI-tefsiri" is 
mentioned by dzege (M, p. 1825, n. Z0688) who mentions an edition 
published in lZ79/186Z-63 at B%Iq together with the translator's name 
which is given as "Muhammed bin Hamza El-debbag". The translator's 
name is mentioned by FKT as in the above. 
UnZ _IZ59 
(1843-44) / BL; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - AlmMB-VIII. cj7; LM: 14509. d. I, Z; CairgarT. 
6. 
/contents-noFe-/: - Another editLon, two volume: I- 496 pp., 11 - 
399 pp. 
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Zda 3 1Z67 
(1S50-51) 1 Býllq. 
/bibliog. ref. /. - Cairoi-KT-6-7. 
/contents-note/: - Another edition, two-volumes. 
-dm4 1274 (18517-58) 
Zda 5 1Z79 
(IS62-63) 
Z; o. 3ZZ(A-CL. S)-- Al-TIBYIN El SHARý al-D! W; -N al-ý=ANABBI L 7si cj- 
Author Ab; &I-Baq; ' '"Abd Allih B. al-Rusayn B. c Abd All; h al-CUKBARI 
al-Darlr al-Nahwl, 538-616/1143-1219. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lit. 892(lf/' 
1261 (1845) / Býl; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - CAL-s. 1/141-42. 
/contents-noteh- Commentary on the Dlw; n of Ahmad 3. al-Husayn 
al-isutanabb! (905-965). 
/N. Bo/: - In fact, there is another edition which is also mentioned 
by CAL &part from this edition as being p:. blished at 3ý1; q but the 
date is given as "1845". 
: dn 1277 (1860-61) / Bal; q. z 
Edn 1668 (1284-85) / B; llq. 3 
'I'dn4 1ZS7 (1370-71) / B; llq. 
Z: o. 523(T-. rd. 4)-- TIBYk; -i NIFIF DAa TA, %JAUA-i 3U, 0.4; N-i QýTlco 
Author Luhammad Husayn 3. Khalaf al-Tabrizi known as BURILAN, d. after IOGZ/ 
1651-52 (tr. Ahmad Ef. '-! SIM, c. 1168-1234/1755-1619). 
Z'Iemarks. Turkish (Persian) / Translation -iork / Lane. 491(31/ 
Zda 1251 (1835-36) / B%1q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Bt-1(14472. hh. 117); CairokKT-68; '. ornCO-199 L43; 
Is t'-KT- 124. 
0 
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/lit. ref. /: - ýedemt, L-32.26-27; 
I lianchiCC-44 B; l; q, 101 : Ij-8; 40; 
6zeae=-1854 
0- 20997* 
Bowrin,;. ý'.. '-143: 13,144: 7; 
ZankerSC-1/12 - Ridwan, ýLIB-460 69, - 106; 
/contents-note/: - A translation of the Persian dictionary known as 
--c 3urhanýi Qati one volume; 3+ 642 pp. 
Edn 2 1268 
(1851-52) B; 13q. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 523 1: 1251 
(NL-1253) 90.00-q. ... 
do. (RE-1254) 70.00-q. ... 
do. (M-1262 a I ... 1 1,008 1,008 
(100%) 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication. 
,. o. 324(T-CL. 2)-- TRAITE 
De La MLIGION t! USM., ANE. N 
Author : anon. 
/Remarks: Turkish / Classical Literature ?/ Rel. 297/ 
Edn 1243 (1827-28) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. :- RainaudNO-337 20 ; Ridw; njMB-453, j,. 
/contents-note/: - Religious treatise, one volume. 
r-ISIM (& No. 525(T-C. 1.4)-- TUHFA-i ', ANZaIA). 
Author Ahmad Ef. 
'-! s=, c. 1168-1234/1755-1819. 
/aemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writing / Lang. 494(3f/ 
Zdn 1254 (1838-39) B; l; q. 
/bibliog. ref. CairoFKT-89. 
/lit* ref. /: - 3; lZqrý. K-9: 32; ýzegeja-167521231* 
/conp. rer. 7: - BianchiCC- ý2237; ZenkerBO-1173624; aiýw; n, ýZ, 3-476 246* 
/contents-r. ote/: - An imitation of the poetic dictionary by . uýammad 
Ef. ".; ahbl's (known as Sunbul-z3da, d. 1224/1809), Tuhfaýi 'ahbIl 
(No. 530), 
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CC, 30 and 2MB mention a work ("Dlw; n-i Onfim") as being 
published after 1830. This latter work is probably the same as the 
work in question (i. e. 525 as there seems to be no divan of Ahmad 
Clsim published at that time. 
/pz-ice Q copie3 rinreu I conzuraeu I :- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed (",. ) 
No. 525 I: 1254 
(M-1262) ... 310 310 (100%) 
Note a. A privately-contracted publication. 
No. 526(T-TW. 3)-- TUýFA-ý ýIBITIN. 
Author K; nl (or Kany) Bey. 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation Work / SocS. 3557 
Edn 1 
1251 (1835-36) / B; l; q. 
/biblioq. ref. /: - 3M: 14497. b. 3; CairoFKT-233. 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCC-44 106 ; Bul; qLF-2: 
20; B; I; qLiK-3: 21; 
ZenkerBO-1/138 ihayy; lC=K-34 Ridw; n(LZIB-461,1,; 1127; 168; 
dzegeýTQC-1878 
21253* 
/contents-note/: - A manual for officerson the theory of infantry and 
cavalry, one volume: 102 pp., with 7 plates. 
IN. B. :- FKT mentions the work under the title of Tuhfa-i Babi. t; n fl 
c Ilm al-Handasa and with the same page-number ; iven by ; M. It is 
probably the same but with a different title as well as a subject 
which is given by FKT as a work on mathematics. 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
v; ork/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
lo. 326 lZ51 (CC-1238) 11.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 3.00-q. ... Z09 
j-41.7ý. -/ 
do. (kR-1262) 8.00-q. 501 Z99 (59.77. ) 
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No. 527(A-'r, i. 6)-- Al-TUHFA al-F; KHIRA F1 HAVAT al-A 
Author Pierre N. HANION'T (tr. Y; 3uf FIR 
c A; JN, I'l. 13th/19th). 
/Fanarks: Arabic (French) / Translation Work / Tech. 6367 
Edn 1 
1251 (1835-36) / B; l; q. 
/biblig. ref. /: -. BM(SA-1/612); 14537. b. 3; CairoEXA-VI/8; DornCO-193 86; 
. 
jhurbaj1(LAM-56 187' 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCC-46 116 ; ZenkerBO-1/155 1269; VanDyckIa-439; 
SarklaMMA-11/1445; Ihayy; l_Z-13 33; Ridw; nOMB-462 121* 
/contants-note/: m On the external organs of domestic animals, one 
volume: 4+ 147 pp. Printing executed: 1st Rab1c 11,1251127th July 1835. 
LN-B. /: - The date of publication is given by FKA as 1250 A. H., while 
T; Jir p. 57) mentions that the work was published in 1250 A. K. 
It is uncertain whether there is an edition of 1250 A. H. which is not 
listed here as a separate edition but only noted for comparison. 
/price & copies printed/consumedl/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies ? rinted/Consumed 
No. 527 1251 (CC-1258) 6.30-q. ... 
NO. 328(T-CW. 4)-- TUHFA--i KRAMT. 
Author Nustaf; B. Abi Bakr al-ilw; sl al-iGm! known as HAYRAT (or KHAYUT), 
d. JZ40/1824-25. 
5emarks: Turkish / Contemporary 4riting / Lan&. 494(3f/ 
Edn 1 
1Z42 (1826-27) B; I; q. 
/biblicg. ref. BornCO-198 140 ; 
V; fykCB-S2 945* 
/lit. ref. /: - aeinaudNO-335 12; 
HammerGOR-VIII/521 20 ; . edemNL. 
33: 19; 
BowringRE-142: 50,143: 68; ýzegeTM-1876 21Z49* 
/contents-no-t-M- A poetic dictionary of Turkish, Arabic and Rersian 
languages, in verse, one volume: 47 + 19 pp. Printing executed: Ist 
Rabic 11,1242/Znd November 1826. Text included: No. 2221. 
0 
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The work is mentioned under various appellations, and to it 
is appended a work (in 19 pages) olf Persian grammar. . 
i. e. Iýo. 222 1). 
Tdn 2 1255 
(1839-40) B; Ilq. 
/bibliog. ref. - 
BM: 14469. e. 18; CairoflýT-98. 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCG-52 ZenkerBO-1/14 Ridwin 470 171; 83; 178; 
UegeTM-1876 
21249' 
/comp. ref. /: - 3%IqLF-8: 8; Bal; qLK- 7: Z8. 
/contents-noteh- Another edition, one volume: 43 + 17 pp. Text 
included: No. 222,. 
The page-number is given by BN and TEK as "33 pp" and 
"33 + 17 pp" respectively. 
/price & copies printed/consumed, /: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printad/Consumed (%) 







No. 528 2: 1255 
(CC-1258) 6.00-q.. ... 
do. /IF-1260/ Z. 02-q. ... 61 5.9%/ 
do. ZMK-lZkZ/ 2.20-q. 1,039 147 (14.1%) 
Note a: NL mentions the work as "Tauhfie Heirat, en persan"; the 
price seems much too &rest. 
C -S ',, o. 5Z9(T-CL. Z)-- TUýFA-i SALIkIIYYA DAR AQA ID. 
Author Salim Zf., fl.? 
/'R. emarks: Turkish / Classical Literature ?/ Rel. Z97(4f/ 
Edn 1256 (1840-41) / B; l; q. 
/ITt. -re-r. 7: - BianchiCC-56 - B; I; qiýK-10: 13; "7enkerBO-1/181 2041 1487; 
RidwlnQMB-ý74 
- Z11 
/co-,,, p. ref. /: - M: 14472. e. Z3; CairorlT-21; Z`ozegeTEK-1877 Z1251* 
/contents-note/: - A religious work described as "ouvrage sur I'Llnite 
de Dieu", one volume. 
- 539 - 
/, *,. 3. /-. - 
JZ-, and MT both mention the work, with the place-name of 
B; l; q and the page-number of 34 pp., but without the late, which is 
not ascertained to be the same. In addition, TZk also mentions two 
editions; one is -without the date and place of publication, only with 
the page-number of 34 pages, the other, also without the date, but 
with the press-name (BL! q) and number of pages (21 pages). 
/price & copies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 529 1: 1256 
(CG-1258) 5.00-q. ... 
do. (MK-1262)" - 1 200 200 (100%) 
Note a: A privately-contracted publication. 
N'o. 530(T-CW. 4)-- TUýFA-L WAHBI. 
Author al-Sayyid muýammad Ef. Wahbl' known as SUNBUL-ZIDA, d. JZZ4/1809. 
LRemarks: Turkish / Contemporary Writin& / Lan&. 494(3ý/ 
Edn 1 
1245 (18Z9-30) / Bal; q. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - CairoFKT-89-90. 
/lit. ref. :- aeinaudNO-335 - HammerCOR-VIII/522 ; Bowrin&ELE-14Z: 49, 131 34 
143; 67; BianchiCG-38 53; ZenkerBO-1/7 33 ; Ridw; nýLMB-45 -4 56* 
/contents-note/: - A poetic dictionary of the Turkish and Persian 
languages, one volume: 60 pp. Printing executed: Sha 
c b; n lZ45/ 
January- February 1830. 
/N. B. :- Rieu (CII-1, p. 145) mentions that this edition is printed 
with a full commentary upon it written in 1206 A. H. by Aýmad Ef. 
ýayitl (d. 1229/1813-14). 
Edn 2 1254 
(1838-39) / BL; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - SianchiCC-50,56; ZenkerBC-1/7 38; Ri4winjý-468 163' 
/comp. ref. :- BulaqIF-7: 14. 
/contents-note. 7: - Another edition, one voltur. e. 
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*20-31) Bulaq. 3 1257 
(11-1 
/bibliog. ref. Cair('Lr'. 'Tea9-90. 
/contents-notel: - =other edition, one volwaa. 
7'dn, IZ71 (IS. 44-33) 3ý1; q. 
46 
Zdn,; ! Z75 (133a-59) 3ýliq. 
: dn. (1355-66) 3L; q*. 
/nrice & cooies ? rinted/cons=ed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned ? rica 
I 
Copies Printed/Consumed 







No. 330 2: IZ, 114 
(CO-IZ58)a 17.10-q. ... 
do. /IF-126o7 3.00-q. fg-447/ 
Note a: It is not ascertained that the price is given correctly. 
, No. 331(A-CL-4)-- TUHFAT al-IKHWIN. 
Author Nustafa 3. Ibrahim, fl. 12th A. H.. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature / Lan;. 49Z(5)/ 
Zdn 1243 (1827-28) / 3ý1; q. 
/bibliog. zef. /: - Cairorl-11-II/S4; Cai. -or'KA-! V/ZS; jLhurbaj!, ý, A, 1-39, Z6. 
/lit. ref. /: - Sarýkisf'. MA-11/1750; CAL-s. L'1657. 
/contents-roteh- Commentary on ... uhammad Birkawl's 
(d. 9SI/1573) 
Al- c Awýmil al-J'adIda (Arabic Srammar i. e. No. 020), one volume: 107 pp. 
Text included: No. 465 1* 
This edition probaoly contains, Like its -dn z below, 
work No. 485 (another commentary an 3irkawi s Al- Awamil). 
Edn 2 
! 26Z (1651-5Z) / B; L; q. 
/biblio, t. ref. /:. CairoLOMM-11/84; CairoMA-IV/ZS-29; 
Sburbaj! OAM-139 
481' 
Zlit. ref. -- Sarkis.,. MA-11/1750. 
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:: 0.33z(A--Z. *. 6)-- : t7aA-. j Ulzao 
. 'uthor Jaan G'I ILIO r. '.. uh amm adf. 
c Abd al-Fatt3h, . -'I. l3th/l9th). 
Llemarks: Aralbic (.: etch) Translation .. 'ork I Tech. 636/ 
1258 (1S4Z-a3) / 3; 13q. 
14337. b. 3; ýLurýaj-' '-V-'-a6Z94' 
/lit. ref. /: - SarkIsM; ý, IA-II/1676; jhayy , 
; lck-144611 
/como. ref. /: - 3alIqj? -6: 4; 3; l; qMK-5: 4LO; Lhayy; lQK-14,,; 
Ridw; nOMB-4,65 141' 
/contents-note/-- A work on domestic animals, one volume: 7+3+ 219 pp. 
N. B. :- CK and OIMB mention another edition as being published it 
1ZSZ/1836-37. OMB also gives the source of his Lafonnation as from 
c Umar Tý4n's Al-aa c thit al-tllmiyya, p. 63. This early edition is OUly 
noted here for comparison. 
/price & cooies printed/consumed/: - 
Work/Edition Concerned Price 
I 
Copies Printed/Consumed ("'. ) 




513 /51-n. " 
1,000 519 (31.9-1. ) 
Note a: 17 and M mention the work as "Taslarlh-i qadlm 
c Arabldur" 
and "Tashrlh al-, Zadam, /sic/". whic*l is not ascertained to be : he sarne 
as this work (i. e. No. 33Z I). 
T7-iýFAT al-tIYL -'! 
. kuthor 
SM. M. 5 (tr. Y; Suf Fl, % c AýN, fl. 13th/19th). 
LRemark3: Arabic (French) / Tran3latioa .. ork / Tecli. 636/ 
Edul 1253 (1839-40) 34; 1ýq. 
/biblioq. ref. Bm(Sa-1/359-60,11/819): 14537. c. 14; 
Cairo?,, 'A-'; 71/7; ^., ornCO-193,,; jhurbajj_ýý-74,,,. 
/lit. 3ianchiCO-5318,; '. enker. 00-1/1-. 16 - VarZyckl., ýj--39; 1283' 
Sark'Jl's. '.! -l, A-T1/1443; i2jayy3l"ýl,. -16 %dwýnCMS-471 33; 
/comp. ref. /: - 3ulaqj! -6z2O; 
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/contents-notah- ý'. work on veterinary patholo&,,,, one volr. e: 4+ 
4+ 125 pp. Printing executed: Ist %ajab 1233/10th September 1.539. 
/N. B. :- The work is mentioned by CC, BCtand .. 3 urider the title of 
Al-kar; d al-c. L-=a al-Bay5; riyya. 
/, 3rice L cooies j-. intad/consu=ed/: - 
ork/Edition Concerned ? rica 
I 
Copies ? rinted/Consumed 
No. 333 IZ55 (CG-1218) 3.00-q. ... 
do. /lF-iz-5o7 3.00-q. ... IZI /14.0j. 
-/ 
do. /57,12 6 27 5.00-q. 505 148 (29.37. ) 
Note a: IF and .K nention the work as "Amr; ý-l 
'Az=i-yi 
Bayýariyya c Arabldur" and "Amr! 4-i respectively. 
N , *o. 534(T-CL. 2)-- TUVAT al-SHWAN. 
Author Avyub 3.4; s; Ab; al-daq; l al-Kaffawl (d. 109411683). 
jamarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / ael. Z97(317 
Fdn IZ64 (1847-48) B; l; q. 
1 1. _-11114,25 . 
'biblio-z. -. ef. /: - CairoFP: T-72; Is t3K 
/lit. -. ef. /: - GAL-z. 11/604; 3ze&eT--. K-1883 21299, 
/contents-note/: - A reli; ious work, 3+ Z21 + 22 pp. (one voluMG). 
No. 535(T-t) TXA A JA3KH: A. 
. kuthor anon. 
LRemarks; Turkish (French) / Translation ". 'ork I Tech. GZ3/ 
Edn 1251 (1835-36) / Cairo: Matba 
c at rjlw; n al-Jih; diyya. 
/bibliwý. ref. /: - CairovMT-Z95-96. 
I Zq! F-2: 17; BG 1 17; /lit. ref. /:. ia nchiCC-4-4 103; 
ZenkerBG-1/138,125; ýhayyilaý-33162; Ridw; m)MB-461 lor,. 
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/contents-note/: - ;, work concernini the subject of the arsenal, 
described as ": )z l'ar3enal et des -,. UnitiOnS de, juerre", one volume. 
256 pp. 
/orice & cooits orinted/cons=ed/: - 
Work/Edition Coricarned ? rice Copies ? rl. nted/Cons=ed 
No. 535 1251 (C. '-1258) ILZO-q. ... 
do. (IF-IZ60)1 10.00-q. I J687 
do. (M-126z) 10.00-q. 36Z ZZZ (61.37. ) 
Note &-. Both IF and -5C mention the work under the same name as 
this filing-title, but it is uncertain whether the number of copies 
still in store (368) is given wrongly by LF as the figure is higher 
that the printed copies (36Z) given by . X. 
, Nlo. 536(T-CL. 8)-- 141-NIMA- 
A. uthor Sheikh DiyP &I-Din NAKHSH"I, d. 731/1350 (tr. Sir! 
"Abd Allih Zf., 
fl. before 12th A. H. 7). 
/Remarks: Turkish f%PGr31An) / Classical Literature / L. lt. 894(4). / 
* Zdn 1 1253 
(1837-38) / 3ý11q. 
/bibliost. ref. /: - Cai-. oF<T_-108; : OrnCC-196, lzol 
/lit. ref. /: - LedemNL-32: 11; 3owrinjRZ-14Z: 65,144: 12; 
3L&nchiCC-48,,,; ZankerBC-1/86 Ii6w; nCIvB-, 466,, 5* 730; 
/contents-rote/: - A, Turkish translation of Nakhshabl's (d. 7111/1330) 
Tit! -n; ma, based on*.. uhammadQ; dirl's(fl. 17t. 11) revi3i-6n (3! chapters), 
i. e. a collection of 5Z cyclic stories on morality and noble-miadeaness, 
one volume: 205 pp. printing executed; Ist Uu"rram 1253/7th April IS37. 
* --dn 2 
12454 (1338-39) / 3; 1; q. 
/biblicR . ref. h- Cairor-'KT-106* 
/lit. ref. /: - dze&eML-ISS7 21353* 
/contents-tiot, ah- :, nother edition, one 'vol=e: 212 pp. 
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* Zd-a 3 
IZ55 (17.39-40) / BZI! q. 
/lit. f. 1: 
-. 
Le ,- ýzzegeTl-!, -1537 Z1353 
/como. ref. /: - U-laq. - 9: 15. 3, ! ý:. - 
/contnets-noteh- Another edition, one volume: 207 pp. 
Edn 4 
1267 (1850-31) / 3; 13q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Alext. 3-17/24; CairoFKT-108. 
/contents-note/:. Another edition, one volume. 
/price & copies Printed/consumedl: - 
'Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 336 1253 (N 1-1253) 33.00-q. ... ... 
do. (RE-1254) 30.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1258) a 
---------- --- - 
64.00-q. 
------ -------------- -- 
No. 536 3: 1255 /M-12621 ... 1,016 1,016 (100%) 
Note a: The price mentioned by CG is not ascertained as correct. 
Note b: A privately-conttacted publication. I 
No. 537(A-T*d. 6)-- Al- c UJXLA al-TIBBIYYA Fl-U 11 BUDDA MINHU LI-HWAM! " al-JIH. iblYYA. 
Author Antoine B. CLOT Bey (tr. AU&'43tin S. Jibr; 111 al-SAI',; RINNI, 1808-54). 
/iemarks: Arabic (French) / Translation . ýork / Tec. h. 610/ 
Edn 1248 (1632-33) / Cairo: Matbacat Nadra3at al-Tibb bi-Ab! Za c bal. 1 
/biblLog. ref. l: -- Cairor-KA-VI/Z4; DornCO-191,5; ! ý. urbajlr'AM-481,9. 
/lit. ref. /: - Sarkls, ý%A-1/1035,11/1567; ihayyal(, K-10 12* 
/contents-not3h. A work on the Use of medicine for the army, one 
volume: Z4 + 351 pp. Frinting finished: Z3rd Safar 1248/2Z July 1832. 
/N. B., /: - '., 'hether this work is the first book printed by the press 
attached to the School of eedicime is unknowa. It is, hzwever, the 
first book known to have been published by the press in question 
according to the precise date of publication. U1. above pp. 
Edn 2 1256 
(1840-41) / BU11q. 
J: - ZenkarBO-11/74 - VanDycklq-439; ShayyllLK-10 LILL- _r eI 9171 12; 
Shatt! FAMT-117. 
/contents-note/: - Another edLtLo-n, one voL=e: 331 pp. 
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, N: 0.33s(A-CL. 2)-- UM'! al-3AR7A1iIN (F! 
Author Ab; "Abd A113h M. uhammad B. Y; suf al-Husayn! &I-SANDS!, d. 895/1489. 
jemarks: Arabic Classical Literature / Rel. Z97(4f/ 
Zdn IM (1334-33) / B; llq. 
/Ut. ref. /:. Bi&nchiCC-4399; 3uI; qL, -9: I6; 3; llq K-6: 31; tL_ 
ZenkerBO-11175 Ridw; nCIMB-460 1426; 104* 
/contents-notel:. A treatise on the principles of faith, als,: known 
under the title of 
Q Aq1dat Ahl al-Tawhid al-Sughr! or commonly known 
only as Al-Sa. n: siyya, one volume, 
da z lZ71 
(1834-53) Cairoo 
Z3 IZ73 (la56-37) Cairo. Edn 
ýdn IZ76 (1859-60) Nisr. 4 
-dn 3 IZS3 
(1866-67) 3; 1; q. 
Zdn 6 12S8 
(1671-7Z) Cairo. 
-dn IZ97 US79-60) Cairo: Matba c at Hasan al-Týkhlo 7 
/price Z copies printed/consumed/: - 
ý; ork/Edition Concerned 2rice Copies Printed/Cons=ed 
No. 538 I: lZ30 
(CG-1258) 1.00-q. 
do. (IF-126O)a 1.00-q. fl 
do. (.: K-1262) 1.00-q. 1,000 282 (za.., -. ) 
Note a: Zt is unknewn whether the n=ber of copies still in store 
is given correctly by IF. 
al-3AYLN t-U-BUSTIN al-kUHL. 
.;, uthor 
c Abd Allýh 3. '. uhammad 3. 
C; Lnir 3. Sharaf al-DIn al-q; hira al-SHUBRA'.. '19 
1091-1172/IS80-1737. 
/Remarks: Arabic / Classical Literature /Lit. -M(W 
w -dn, c. 1251 (1.335-36) 7 0011q. 
Zbibliost. ref. /:. 14579. b. 9. 
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3; 11q,! ý-6: 7. 
/contents-note /: - Select sayin; s and anecdotes, one vol=. e: 10 pp. 
The data of pdblication is given with reservation by both 
azd 11UL as "IS33 (? )" and "IZ31 (; )" respectively. 
I*dn 1. Z75 (IS38-59) Cairo. 
12'dn IZ8Z (1365-66) Cairo: Matba c at K; still! (Castalli). 
-da 1237 (1870-71) Cairo: Matbacat ;.; adi al-LNII. 
Zdn 3 1286 
(1,1,271.72) Býl; q. 
: dn 6 ! 
Z91 (1574-75) / Misr. 
Edn 7 IZ93 
(1876-77) / Cairo. 
Tdn 1297 (1879-80) / Cairo. 
/orice & copies orinted/consumed/:. 
'ýorlc/Editiotx Concerned Price Copies Printed/Con3=, ed (%) 
a No. 339 IZ51 AX-lZ627 3.00-q. 611 20 (3.37. ) 
Note a: %K mentions the work as "Unw; n al-Bay; n . 91 .; as; yl 
al-BASIT Ff TARJAtUT al-Q IDS al-6Uý! T. 
Author Abý Tihir '. uha=ad 3. Ya q; b al-F! 11UZ! 3; X1,729-Z17113Z9-1413. 
(tr. Ahamd Zf. c. 1166-1234/1755-IS19). 
/Femarks: Turkish (Arabic) / Translation '; ork / Lang. 492(3)/ 
Zdn I 
IZIO (1534-35) 1 B; l1q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - ;, lex. 3-V.! /4; Sm(Sa-11/277): 144Z9.1.1, & 758. K. 8-10; 
Cairor-IýT-67; DornCC-197 124; VefyjýCZ-70800. 
/lit. ref. /: - '--edemt4L-3Z; 23; BowrinaLkE-142: 56,143: 43; BianchiCC-42,,; 
3al; qjZr-7: l3; ealiq L.,,, -7: 16; ZenkerBO-1/6 - Sark! &,, -'. A-II1lZ60,1471; 
91; 
Uze&eTZ! ý-l348,,,,,. CAL. s. 11/234, z. 11/233; Ridw3n. ý, %-B-438 
/contents-noteh- . 1. Turkish translation of týe well-known dictionary 
Al--45r. ts al-iiuhlt al-;; asi; &I-Jimic ... etc., three 
volumes: I- 35 + 943 pp., 11 - 939 pp., III - 973 pp. 
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/N,. 3.7: - It is uncertain whether the edition contains the Arabic text, 
Turkiah translation and coomentary as notad by ýG, LO, LAL and 
However, the Arabic text was published three times during the period 
of 18ZZ-188Z., i. e. in lZ70/1853-54,1ZSI/1864-63 and 1ZS9/1872-73 
respectively. The data of publication is probably &iven wron&ly by 
C3 as "1220", and another edition mentioned by FK': as bein& published 
in "IZ33 A. H. " is probably a mistake for the edition published in 
Istanbul (i. e. 1230-34/1614-18). 
Edn 1272 (IS35-36) / 3; 1; q. 
/orice & conies orinted/cons=ed/: - 
Work/EdLtLon Concerned Price COpie3 ? rLnted/Cons=ed 
N, 0.540 I: 
IZ50 (NL-1253) ZGO. OO-q. 
do. (a=. 1254) Z60.00-q. ... 
do. (CC-1238) 260.00-q. 
do. (IF-1260) Z50.00-qo -/1,735 
f7i. 1-,,. 7 F
do. (ZAK-1262) 250.00-q. 2,441 / 1,334 (75.1%) 
USML al-"OASA. 
Author 3onney C. %STLZ- (trz. Husayn ', Iifql al-Tam; nl, fl. lZth A. a. 7) 
jamarks: Turkish (Znglish ?,, 1 Translation Work / Pure$. nj 
Edn no data (before 1246/1830-31) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCC-32-33 'LLdwanCV3-44S 14; - 14* 
/como. raf. /: - BN-XVI/-',, 6; Reinaud! NC-339 31; HamerCOR-71111/520,,. 
/contents-noteh- A mathematical work described as "-Zlimens de 
geometrie", one volume. 
. 
/'L,. B. /: - The work is mentioned by LG and ZI as bein; published beffore 
the second edition (i. e. below '. dnZ while no data of ; ublication is 
&iven by I-C, IN and COR). 10 only mentions it as "Elemens da 
geometrie", while BN and CC". t both Siva the page-number as "VZ". it is 
101 
uncertain whether they are all rei---rring to the same edition, and only 
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listed here for comparison. 
- Tda z IZ46 (IS30-31) I Sallq. 
/lit. ref. :- BianchiCC. 38., g; ZenkarSC-I/136,, 95; lidwan'. *, 13-43 
30'4' 
/cono. ref., ':. BýL; qj:: -3: 20; 
/contents-rote/: - Ammother-edition, described as the second-edLtl. on, 
one vol=a. 
/orice & cooies Drinted/consumed/: - 
'Work/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Cons=ed 
No. 341 z: 1246 
(CGO-1258) Z6.30-q. ... 11 ... 
do. flF. lz6d-l 20.00-q. ... 1,835 
zg-l. s-. 7 
do. ZIR-126fl 15.00-q. 2,000 1,813 (90.7-,. )_ 
Note a: IF and X mention the work under the description of 
"Tlqlld: lý Kit; bl, Turk! al-o--, b; ra ; 1ýb, . ashh; r 
Olin U4al-i Handasa 
Plitiblarin. dan dur" and "Uf; l-l Handasa ki 
C4: 7 Uqlld13 N; M-11& 
%ashh; r, Kitibdur. Turkchadur" respectively. The number of copies 
in store is iiven by IF and .K as 
"163" and "187" respectively, the 
latter also includes 19 used copies (at 7 qirsh each). 
Kitlb UýOL al-HkNDASA. 
Author : A. M. LZECENDRE ? (tr. lbrihim Bey Adham, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: Turkish (French) / Translation work / PureS. 510/ 
Edn I 
IZ5Z (1636-37) / B; I; q. 
/bibliog. ref. /: - Cairor-KT-253; Dor=CO-187 41' 
/lit. ref. :- BowrinQLE-143.60; BianchiCO-46-47 3 %; qLF-4: 4-5; 1231 
Bal; qMK-4tl7-l8; ZankerBO-1/137 Shayy; IM-13 Xidw! n(LMB-463,,,. 1114; 34; 
Icomo. ref. /: - Bowrin&RE-143: 2Z. 
/contents-note/: - On mathematics, one volume: 4+ 362 pp., with 12 plates. 
20, a and 0,1-13 as "Ris3la f! al-Randasa". 
_/NB. 
/: - Mentioned by jG 
In addition, IZ mentions two mathematical workras (1) "Cusoul Hendesi, 
of Ceometry", (p. 143, line ZZ) and (2) "'Hendisei Athem Bey" 
(pp 143, line 60); both of them are though not ascertained to 
be the 
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same but are list here together for comparison. Cf. No. 541. 
/price ý. copies orinted/consumedh- 
Work/Edition Concerned Price 
I 
Copies Printed/Consumed (10 
No. 342 I: 1252 (RZ-1234) 
a 30.00-q. 
do. (CG-12598) 28.05-q. ... 
do. (IF-1260) 20.00-q. ... 696 169.6%1 
do. (M-1262) 20.00-q. 1,000.704 (70.4%) 
Note a: The price Siven by ZILE referrs to the work tinder the title 
of "Headisk Athem Bey". 
;, o. 543(A-r. i. 3)-- UýOL al-HANDASA- 
Author Adrian M. LZGENDRE (tr. 'uhammad Ef. c Ismat, fl. 13th/19th). 
/Remarks: Arabic (Turkish) Translation Work / PureS. 5107/ 
Zdn 1 1253 
(1639-40) B; I; q. 
/biblioz. ref. AlexiB-XIV. c/26; BM(S: kB-11943): 14344. d. 3; 
EN-CXVI/308; CairoeXA-V/193; LhurbaJI(JAMN-73 249' 
/lit. ref. /: - 3Lanchijt"-55jq7; 3; 1; ýýr-4: 9-10; B; j; %X-4: 19; 
ZenkerSO-V132 1064; VanDyckIO-456; Sarkis.. M. A-11/1331,1681; 
, 
Inayy; lCK-17 RLdw; nQ Sh 
.a 57; jL, 
' B-472 199* 
/contents-note/-. - An Arabic translation of the mathematical work No. 54Z, 
one volume: 4+ Z84 pp., with 13 plates. 
IN. 3.1: - hentioned by CC, BC and QNB as .,, l-Handasa, and by IQ and 
as "KLtIb al-Handasa". Apart from the edition listed below (i. e. Zdn, ), 
: ', MA also mentions an edition as being published in IZS8/1871-72. 
Sdn z 
IZ8Z (1865-66) / B; llq. 
/orice & cooies printed/consumed/: - 
';; ork/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
16. Zo. 543 I: 1255 
(CC-1258) 21.00-q. ... 
do. (IF-12bO )a 25.00-q. ... 44 
/-4.47.7 
do. I 20.00-q. 1,000 156 (15.6%) 
Note a: it is uncertain whether the price is given by 1F correctI7. 
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I USft al-MA-hIF El WAJH TA. SFfF SAWIN DONANHX VA-FANH TAC31R ,; o. 54-'(T 7 
iiARAKITnil. 
Author TRUqUET (anon. ) 
ZRemar! 43: Turkish (French) / Translation . *ork / SocS. 3531 
2: d4n 1242 (1625-27) / B; llq. 
/biblioR. ref. /: - CairoMT-274; Dorr. CO-189,9; V, fykC3-51. 
/lit. ref. :- ReinaudNO-341-42 54; HammerGOR, -VIII1.121,,; 3ianchiCC-3 531; 
B; l; qjF-4: 22; 3ý1; oilý-4: 35; ZankerLO-1/135,089; ýLhlayy; M-30 140; 
': Udw; nQNB-451 ; UzegaýM-1980 31 22318' 
/contents-note/: - A military work, described as "TraitO de l'alivement 
des vaisseaux de Zuerre at de leur3 manoeuvras", one vol=e: 52 pp., 
with 1Z plates. Printing executeds Rabic 1,1242/October-November 1826. 
/price & copies printed/consuned :- 
I 6ork/Edition Concerned Price Copies Printed/Consumed 
No. 544 : 1242 (IF-IZ60) 
.1 
9.00-q. ... 735 Lý9-51.7 
do. (IM-1262) 9.00-q. 821 750 (91.4%) 
VAISSEAU Des PÖZTES. 
Author anon. 
jaemarks: Turkish / Classical Litarature / Lit. 894(11/ 
Edn 1243 (1627-28) / Cairo. 
/lit. ref, :- ZenkerBO-1/74. 
/content3-note/: - An anthology of poetry. 
L-N. 7B. 7-/7: - This work is mentioned by LO- only with the place of 
publication, CaLro, which could suggest that the book was probably not 
printed by the 3; 1; q press or other official printing GstablL3hmentsq 
as Zenker LndLserminately gives the pre33-name of 3aliq to all works 
printed/publLshed by offLcal presses. If so, this is the first book 
known to have been printed/publi3hed by a non-official printini-press 
in --iypt,. but it should 
he treated-with caution as no extant copy can 
be obtained and exa=Lned for confix-mation. 
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EL D' EGYPTZ, UI. VWS TURCS AWU-SSES AU PACHA ACTU  
Author anon. 
Zltemarks: Turkis. h / Contemporary ritin; / Lit. S94(11/ 
-7dn lZ4Z (lSZ5-Z7) / B; l; q. 
/lit. ref. /: - ýIeinaudl-0-333,,; HanmerOOR-IX/G901,; 
3ianchiCC-34Z8; ZenkerBO-1/74 Ridw; W-13-450 625; - 26 
/contents-note/: - Turkish poetry dedicated to -uhammad 
c All Pasha, 
viceroy of ---; ypt, one volume. 
ýN. B. 7: - :. entioned by 20 as bein& published in "1243'(1323)". 
No., '47(T-CL. 2)-- '. v. AýIYYAT-tIZIA. 
Author Nuhammad 3. Bir (Plr)cAll . uhyl al-DIn known as 3IRKAWI 
(or, BIRGILI), 
92; -81/ISZ3-73. 
L%, ý--iarks: Turkish / Classical Literature / -Rel. Z97(3). / 
Edn 1 
1240 (1824-25) / 3ý1; q (see under: No. 160 I). 
_ 
Lr. B /lit. ref. /: - ReinaudNO-336-37,,; 3Lanchi=-321,, Ridw; nC . 448,,. 
/contents-note/: - A religious catechism on the exposition of the 
sunni creed, and the religious and moral obligations of I. uslims, also 
known as 'l13; la--i Birkawl or *. Ialiyyat-i 31rkawl. 
/N. B. /: - This work was probably also published with its commentary 
(i. e. work No. 160) in 1251/1335-36,1256/1640-41 and 1261/1845 
respectively as this edition. 
No. 348(T-T'l. 3)-- WAqAYA-NAMA-i SAFARIYYA. 
Author anon. (tr. %uhammad Ef. cAtV All; h B. Muhammad SIdiq known as 
SHINI-ZIDA, d. 124211826-27). 
jw. arks: Turkish (French) / Translation .. ork / SocS. 3557 
Zdn 1233 (1622-23) / Bal1q. 
/Yj-jt. re-f-. 7: - -lenkerBO-11/1111393 ; ýhayy; l--I,, -Z7,2, '* 
UzegeTEK-2347Z54G5* 
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/contents-note/: - A. r. ilitary wortz. described as "Co6e militaire, 
sur le Code de Frederic 11", one volume. 145 pp. 
/', '. :. -- It is uncertain whet. her this work is the same as work 
No. 3751, or a different work as listed by K in spite of tha 
page-number of both works being given as "145". For ýK mentions 
that the translation of this work was finished in 1220 A. H., and 
was probably published in 1238 A. H. in small size (i. e. qat c 
! ayxhir), while work No. 375 is mentioned by him as having been 
completed with its translation in 1221 A. H., and was also published 
in the same year as this work in question. Mentioned by TEX as 
"Prusya Kirali ikirici? redrik'in Cenerallerine Askeri TalimatV 
No. 549(A,; rvi. 5)-- ZIYCMIZIYYA (ay /T-ej/-- FANN AcM; L al-KHURq al-r-AýýA). 
Author anon. (tr. Ibrihim Ef. Ramad; n al-i%lisrl, fl. 13th/19th). 
/iemark3: Arabic (French) Translation Work / PureS. 52il- 
Edn 1 
1257 (1841-42) / Cairo: Matba0at al-Muhandish; na. 
/lit. ref. /: - BianchiCC-59 226; ZenkerBO-1/157 1293; VanDyckjq-455; 
SarklaMMA-1/15; Lh: ayy; 1. (&l8 ; Ridw; n,. qLýLB-475219. 67 
/contents-note/: - A work de3crilbied as "Traite de Geode-si", one volume. 
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PART II: SECTION C 
TITLES OF WORKS UNIDENTIFIED 
AND NOT LISTED IN THE CHECKLIST 
Some works which are inadequately described cannot be identified with 
any of the established works in the checklist. They are therefore 
given, in alphabetical order according to title in the following list, 
together with all the information found in the sources which are given 
in brackets following each entry. 
1. Cham su en arabe, one volume, 4 piastres (MedemNL-33: 14). 
2. Chark el Moussouf en turc, one volume, ý piastres (MedemNL-34: 3). 
3. Daouaouin cher, en turc (MedemNL-33: 34). 
4. Diouan Chokat, soit Vers en turc (MedemNL-32: 5). 
5. Firi-kna fi elm el phekh, en turc, one volume, 5.20 piastres 
(MedemNL-33: 33). 
6. Habibat el Saadi, soit fables persanes, one volume (MedemNL-32: 8). 
7. Hachet el Halabi fi elm el phekh, en arabe, one volume, 40 piastres 
(MedemNL-33: 31). 
8. Incha Assif Effendi en persan, one volume, 17.20 piastres 
(MedemNL-33: 21). 
9. Kettab Maaden el chegar, en arabe, one volume, 12 piastres 
(MedemNL-33: 17). 
10. Kitab Clott Bey fi elon el tib, en arabe, one volume (MedemNL-33: 26). 
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11. Kitab fi elm el Hag Ouemarahelo, en turc, one vol=e, 
15 piastres (MedemNL-33: 32). 
12. Phesow sherhi, Turkish (Morals), 120 piastres (BowringEE-144: 8). 
13. Rassale fi el Faoun, en arabe, one volume (MýdemNL-33: 27). 
14. Tachrih el Abdan, en arabe, one volume (MedemN_L-33: 24). 
15. Tachrih el Hiouanat, en arabe, one volume (Me--demNL-33: 25). 
16. T; rIjih Irtif; c wa-Inhit; t Dawlat R; ma; (BGliqtLK-l2: 16). 
/R. B. 7 B; l; qtlK (page 12, line 16) mentions this work as being in 
the process of being printed in a print-run of 300 copies (i. e. 
1262/1845-46). It is uncertain whether this is the same as the 
Arabic work Burhýn al-BayZn wa Bay; n al-Burh; n fi Istikm; l wa 
Ikhtil; l Dawlat al-R; 1m; n which is mentioned by Abu-Lughod (Arab 
Rediscovery, pp. 50-51) as having been translated in 1842. 
However, owing to the lack of an extant copy of this work being 
cited, it is only noted here but not listed in the Checklist. 
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PART III 
TABLES OF LITERARY AND STATISTICAL SURVEYS 
(EACH PRECEDED BY NOTES ON THEIR USE) 
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PART III: SECTION A 
TABLES SHOWING THE ANNUAL AND CUMULATIVE OUTPUT 
FOR EACH YEAR ACCORDING TO CATEGORIES OF 
LANGUAGE, WORK-CLASSIFICATION AND SUBJECT, 
EACH TABLE CONTAINING THE TITLES OF 
THE PUBLICATIONS APPEARING THAT YEAR 
There are thirty-one tables, including thirty yearly (Tables 1-30) and 
one, (Table 31) for undated publications, which are arranged in chrono- 
logical order and designed to give a comprehensive annual and cumulative 
survey of works appearing within the period under study, i. e. 1238-67 
(1821-51). In each table,, there are two main parts under the separate 
boxheading of (1) categories of language and work-classiftcation, and 
(2) subjects. The first part is arranged vertically, and will serve 
also as the stub with the languages (i. e. Arabic, Turkish, Persian and 
Unknown), in-the first, column, as the main entry, and the work- 
classifications (i. e., contemporary writing, translation work and 
classical literature), in the second column, as the subdivisions. The 
statistics for these two categories are in the third column and are C31 
aligned with the, related items in the columns of the second part which 
is a break-down of subjects according to the Dewey Decimal Classification's 
(abbreviated as DDC) ten main classes (i. e. generalitieý, philosophy, 
religion, social sciences, language, pure sciences, technology, the arts, 
literature, and history). 
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In these tables, the number of works printed (or output) is 
shown with the annual figure on the left side of the dividing line, i. e. 
a diagonal and cumulative figure on its right, such as %/2" and 
"3/28'* in the example below (cf. P. 558, note a and note b). In cases 
where both annual and cumulative figures are zero, a colon ": " is used. 
Works in Persian and unknown languageswill only be tabulated from the 
sixth and fifth year respectively. As Persian publications are mostly 
classical in terms of work-classification (with one exception, i. e. work 
, 
yo. 370), and most of the publications of unknown language are classified 
as contýmporary. writing (except four works, Nos. 106,1409 189 and 190, 
which are tentatively classified as classical literature), these two 
sectioýis are not subdivided in the first part into the categories of 
contemporary writing, translation work and classical literature, as in 
the cases of Arabic and Turkish, but only entered with the "Persian (CL)" 
for the former and the "Unknown (CW)" for the latter to represent the 
output of works in these two languages. For the sake of saving space, 
a number of abbreviations are employed in the tables of this section 
and others in the third part of the study; they are: "Gen. " (- 
Generalities), "Phil. " (- Philosophy), "Rel. " (- Religion), llsocS. 11 
Social Sciences), "Lang. " (- Language)q "PureS" (- Pure Sciences), 
"Tech. " Technology), "Arts" (- the Arts), "Lit. " (= Literature)# and 
"Hist. " History, including geography), for the subject classification, 
in addition to "Ann. " (- Annual), "W. Cl. " (- Work Classification) and 
others (cf. p. xiL above). 
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Eg. 
TABLE 14-- ANNUAL AND CUMULATIVE OjTPUT OF THE FOU'ITEENTH YEAR (1251/29.4.1635-17.4.1836. ) 
Ann. /Cmulat'. 1 ye Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 



















cw 2/ 19 1/2a 0/3 1/4 0/5 0/1 0/2 0/2 
3/2 0/4 9 0/1 3/21 0/2 
CL 9/31 0/1 c 015 4/16 0/1 4/7 1/1 
Total 14 /* 73 
1: 
0/1 1/7d 0/7 5/ZO 0/7 3/22 4/9 1/5 
C1.1 0 35 0/2 0110 0/4 0/4 0/9 0/3 0/3 
TV 9 45 1/2 6/31 1/2 0/1 1/& 0/5 
CL 5 15, 1/1, - 0/1 2/7 2/4 0/2 
Total 14 95f 1/1 0/1 3/tI 6/41 1/6 0/5 1/13 2/7 0/10 
PcrslartM) 03 0/3 t 
Unknown(C'J) 11 7& 1/5 t 0/2 
cu 33 61 1/4 .1 1/18 1/8 0/11 0/10 0/! 0/5 
TV U, 73 1 1/2 6/35 1/2 0/2 4/2.5 0/7 
CL 14 49 11*4 0/2 2/12 4/16 0/1 6/14 1/3 
- I- 
Tata 1 /IE3 29 
I 
1/1 0/2 4/16 P/53 6/25 0/14 4/35 6/19 1/15 
Note a: The figure "1/2" indicates that in the year 125111835-36 
an Arabic work of contemporary writing on religion was published, 
and up to the end of that year two works (including the one issued 
in that year) had been published in that category. 
Note b: Twenty-eight Arabic translations on different subjects 
had been pubLished by the end of 1251 A. H. of which three were 
Lssued Ln that year. 
Note c: No Arabic work of classical literature on religion was 
published in the year of 1251 A. H., but previously five works of 
this kind had been pubtished. 
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Note d: Up to the end of 1251 A. H., seven Arabic religious works 
(including two works of contemporary writing and five classical 
literature) had been published, of which one was issued in that year. 
Note e: A Turkish classical work on the subject of generalities 
was published for the first time in 1251 A. H. 
Note f: Up to the end of 1251 A. H., ninety-five Turkish works 
(including thirty-four contemporary writings, fourty-five translation 
works and sixteen classical literature) on various sUbjects had been 
? pblished, of which fourteen were issued in the year in question. 
Note g: Seven works of unknown language (either Arabic or Turkish 
in most cases) had been published up to the year 1251 A. H. , of which 
one, was issued in that year. 
Note, h: By the end of 1251 A. H., there were four contemporary 
religious writings of different languages published, of which one 
appeared in that year. 
Note i: Seventy-three translations from various languages and 
on various subjects had been published up to the end of 1251 A. H. l 
of which twelve appeared in that year. 
Note J: Up to the end of 1251 A. H., one hundred and eighty-three 
Arabic-character works of all kinds had been published in Egypt of 
which twenty-nine appeared in that year. 
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TABLE 1-- ANNUAL AND MULATIVE OUTPUT OF 'HE FIRST YEAR (1238/18.9. tSI2-6.9.1823) 
Ann. /CumuLatIve 
I 
Annual and CumulatLve Subjoct UUtpUL 
Lang. -IJ. Cl. Output Gen. Phil. Ral. Socs. Lang. PureS. Tech. Arts LI t. Hist. 
cw 11 9 
TW II 
CL 2 
Total 22 8 
c1d 11 S 
rd 33 2 3/3 t 
CL 
Total 44 1 3 8 4/4 1 
ci 22 1/1 
TW 44 3/3 
CL 9 3 
Total 66 2 3 4/4 1/1 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subjectýmatters of the lst-year publicationss 
1. No. 090(T-CV. 3)-- Fann &I-Harb (military sciences). 
a 
2. No. 352(T-TW. 3)-- Qlnýn-n; ma-i cA&; kir-i Piy; dag; n-i JLh; diyya (do. ) 
3. No. 37S(T-Td. 3)-- Tarjamat Qaw; nIa al- c As; kir &I-lih; dLyya (do. ) 
4. No. 548(T-rd. 3)-- WazZy; -n; ma-i Safari), ya I%rdo. ) 
5. No. 076(A-CW. 4)-- Dizt-ýnario Italiaro a Arabo (Arabic lexicon). 
6. Fo. 185(A-TW. 6)-- KIt; h fl S. Laicat S. 1b;. rhat al-"rlr (chemical technology). 
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TABLE 2-- ANNUAL AND CUMULATIVE OUTruT OF THE SECOND YEAR (1239/7.9.1823-25.8.1624) 
Ann. /Cumulative Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 
Lang. -W. Cl. Output Gen. Phil ReL. socs. Lang. PuraS. Tech. Arts Lit. Hist. 
Cw 01 1 0/1 
0 TW 12 0/1 
CL 11 1 
Total 24 1/1 1/2 0/1 
Cw 23 0/1 2/2 
-4 
TW 14 1/4 
CL I 
Total 48 1 1 1/1 1/5 9 2/2 
Cw 24 s 0/1 0/1 8 2/2 
go .j 
2 TW 2/6 2/5 0/1 C 
4' 2/2 CL 
To taL 6 /12 1/1 2/6 1/2 2/3 
P. B. The code-cumbersv titles, and subjectamatters of the 2ndýyear pubILcationst 




al-ý; l (Islamic theology). 
2. No. 341(A-TW. 3)-- A! -Q; n7un &I-Th; nl fl Dars al- 
c Askarl (military sciences). 
3. No. 478(T-TW. 3). - Ta 
c lim-Cama-i Piy; dag; n (do. ) 
4. No. 005(A-CL. 4)-- AI-Muqaddima &I-Ijurr; mLyya (Arabic grammar). 
5. No. 180(T-C'J. 6)-- 
-Khumbara 
Jadwall (milLtary en&inearing)- 
6. No. 487(T-CW. 6)-- Talkhls al-Ashkil (do. ) 
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TABLE 3-- ANNUAL -AND MULATIVE, OUTPUT OF THE THIRD YEAR (1240/26.8.1624-15.8.1825) 
Ann. /Cumulative 
I 
Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 
Lang. -ul. a. Output Cen. PhLl. Rel. socs. Lang. PureS. Tech. Arts I-Lt. Hist. 
cw 12 0/1 1/1 1 
U Tj 02 2 0/1 1 0/1 
CL 12 8 1/2 1 3 
Total 2/6 0/1 1/3 1/1 0/1 
C1J1 1/4 3 0/1 1/1 0/2 3 
26 2/6 
12 1/2 s 9 
Total 4 /12 1/2 2/7 -0/1 1 0/2 
CW 2/6 0/1 0/1 2/2 0/2 
TW 2/8 2/7 0/1 
C: CL 2/4 3 1/2 1/2 s 3 
Total 6 jjq .I 1/2 2/8 1/3 2/2 0/3 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-matter3 Of the 3rd-year publications: 
1. No. 160(T-CL. 2)-- Al-Jawhara, al-Bahiyya &I-Ah. madiyya fl 
-Sharh. 
&I-Was. i)-ya 
al-Muýammadiyya (Islamic jur13prudencc). 
2. No. 332(T-TW. 3)-- Q; n; n-I R; bic Orta Tacllml Bay; nindadur (military sciences).. 
3. Mo. 48l(T-TW. 3)-- T&cl1m-n; ma-. i Piy; dag; ndan (Q; n; n-L Kh; mLs) (do. ) 
4. No. 238(A-CL. 4)-- rajm; oat KuGzL al-farf (Lrabic morphoLo&y). 
5. %1o. 235(T-CW. 5)-- '. %Iajm; cat al-Muhandisin (mathematics). 
6. No. 154(A-CW. 5)-- JadiwLI I-IawqL" C Aqrab &I-S; ca cal; &I-Shuh; r at-QLb; lyya (almanac). 
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TABLE 4-- ANNUAL ANU CUMULATIVE OUTPUT OF THE FOURTH YEAR (1241/lb. 6.1625-4.8. IB26) 
Ann. /CumulatLve 
I 
Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 
Lang. -W. Cl. Output Cen. Phil. Rel. sacs. Lang. PureS. Tech. Arts LLt. Mot. 
cw 13 1 0/1 1/2 3 
TW 02 0/1 1 0/1 
CL 46 1/3 1/1 
Total 5 /11 1/1 1/1 0/1 1/4 2/3 0111 
cw 26 0/1 1/2 1/3 
T U1 17 W 
CL 01 0/2 t 
Total 3 /13 0/2 1/8 1/2 1/3 
cw 3/9 0/1 0/1 2/4 1/3 
0 TW I/9 1/8 0/1 6 
CL 4/8 1/1 1/3 1/3 1/1 
Total 8 /26 1/1 1/3 1/9 1/4 315 lj4 
N. B. The code-aumber3, tLtles, and 3ubjeCt-MatteC3 Of the 4th-year publLcatLons: 
N*. 454(A-CI.. J)-- Al-Sullam al-Murawnaq (logic). 
2. No. 161(A-CL. Z). - Jawharat al-Tawýjd (Islamic theology). 
3. No. 007(T-TW. 3)-- Al; y T&cL! mina D; 'Ir Ashk; LA Sharh wa Tifsirl (mLlitary sc. ). 
4. No. 237%A-CL. 4)-. Majm; cat &I-. 4uqaddlin; t fl &I-Nahw (Arabic gvwnmar). 
5. No. 107<T-CW. 5)-- Handa3a wa I-lis; ha RLs; lasl (mathenatics). 
6. No. 216(A-CL. 5)-- Al-Luma: fl- &I-1.11s; b (do. ) 
7. No. 290(A-C*vJ. 5)-- tl. u 
c 
ribat Sana Shamsiyya (almanac). 
8. No. 214(T-CW. 6)-- LuAtp RLs; lasl (military engineering). 
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TABLE 5-- ANNUAL A1%D CU24ULATIVE OUTPUT OF TIM FIFTH YEAR (1242/5.8.1826-24.7.1827) 
Ann. /Cumulative 
I 
Annual And Cumulative Subject Output 

















cw 14 1/2 0/2 1 1 3 
rd 24 112 1 1/2 3 3 
.0 
CL 4/ 10 3 0/1 1/2 t 114 0/1 2/2 
Total 7/ 18 3 0/1 1/2 1/2 2/6 0/3 1/2 s 2/2 1 
cw 5/ 11 9 2/2 1/1 0/2 0/3 3 2/2 s 
TW 5/ 12 9 5/12 1 s I 
CL 02 0/2 1 9 9 
Total 10 25 0/2 7/15 1/1 0/2 0/3 2/2 s 
Unknown(CW) 11 1 1/1 9 
cd 7 16 3/4 2/3 0/4 0/3 2/2 3 
TW 7/ 16 9 6/14 3 1/2 s 
CL 4/ 12 0/1 1/4 114 0/1 1 2/2 
1 
Total Is / 44 
t 
0/1 1/4 9/18 3/7 0/5 1/5 4/4 
R. The code-numbersl titles, and subject-matters of the 5thwyear publicationst 
1. No. 254(A-CL. 2)-- 
I 
II&-sh; riq &I_-A-shw; q (Islamic jurisprudence). 
2. No. 245(U-CV. 3)-- Mansh; r IL-1-T&shwlq &I-ZLr; ca ZsLc 7w&-Manc Hurýb al-Fall ; hIn 
(administration). 
3. No. 398(T-TW. 3)-- Ris; La f! Qaw; nln al-MLI; ha 
c Amalan (administration). 
4. No. 0l7(T-CU. 3)-- Asakiri PiadegiauL Chafifenun Sefordo Olan ChLdmetlerini 
MubJu* Risale (military sciences). 
No. 34l(A-r. 4.3)-- Al-Q; n; n al-Th; nl f! Dars al-CAskarl (do. ) 
6. No. 356(T-TV. 3)-- Q; 4n-n; ma-I Bahciyya-i Jih; diyya (do. ) 
7. No. 357(T-r-;. 3)-- Q; n-uu-nlaa-i Baýriyya-i Jih; diyya (do. ) 
8. No. 450(T-CW. 3)-- Siy; 3&t-n; ma-i Jih; dLyya-i BaýrLyya (do. ) 
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TABLE 5-- ContinUed 
9. No. 483(T-TW. 3)-- T& C lim-n; ma-i ... Jih; diyya-i Bahriyya (military sciences). 
*10. No.. '44(T-TW. 3)-- U!; l &I-Mac; rif f! Wajh T"fif Saf; 'In Dýnanm; wa-Fann 
TadbIr Harak; tih; (military sciences). 
ii. No. 440(A-CL. 4)-- Sharh Muslih al-DIn hustaf; Sur; rI (d. 969/1561) Cal; 
al-AmthLla &I-Viukhtalif& (Arabic morphology). 
12. No. 435(A-CW. 4)-- ; 
-harh. 
H. asan B. c All al-KafrM (d. 1202/1766) cal; &L-Muqaddima 
al-IjurrZmiyya (Arabic grammar). 
13. No. 528(T-CW. 4)-- Tuhfa-i Khayrat (Turkish lexicon). 
14. No. 184(A-TW. 6)-- KLt; b fl Q&w; cLd &I-Us; l &I-TLbbLyya (medical sciences). 
15. No. 024<A-CL. 8)-- Badic al-Insh; ' wa-al-Sif; t fI &I-Muk; tab; t wa-&I-Mur; qal; t 
(Arabic epistle). 
16. No. 408(T-CW. 8)-- RlyZI al-Kutab; ' wa-Uiy; 4 al-Udab; ' (Turkish epistle). 
17. Nn. j43(A-CL. 8)-- Iltiq; t al-Athir fl Ifilah; 3in &I-Ashf; r (Arabic poetry). 
0 18. No. 546(T-CW. S)-- V*T3 TurC3 Adresses au Pacha Actual d'E&ypte, Moha=ed 
Ali (Turkish poetry). 
6 
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TABLE 6-- ANNUAL AND CMIULATIVE OUTPUT OF THE SIXTII YEAR (1243/25.7.1827-13.7.1828) 
Ann. /Cumulative 
I 
Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 
Lang. -W. Cl. Output Gen. Phil. 
I 
itel. socs. Lang. Pures. Tech. Arts Lit. HLst. 
cV 15 3 0/2 0/2 t 1/1 
TV 04 0/i 0/2 3 
CL 1 11 t 0/1 0/2 1/5 0/1 1 0/2 
Total 2 20 t 0/1 0/2 0/2 1/7 0/3 0/2 2 1/3 
cw 2 13 1 1/4 0/1 0/2 0/3 0/2 1/1 
TV 1 13 3 1/13 8 3 3 
CL 
- 




5 30 1/3 2,117 0/1 0/2 0/3 2/3 1/1 
Persian(CL) 22 2/2 
Unknown(CW) 23 s 1 2/3 s 
cw 5 21 s 3/7 0/3 0/4 0/3 1/3 1/1 
TV 1 17 1/15 0/2 
a CL 5 17 0/1 1/5 1 1/5 0/1 1 3/5 3 
Total 11 55 0/1 1/5 4/22 118 015 0/5 4/8 1/1 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles. and subject-matters of the 6th-year publicationss 
1. No. 524(T-CL. 2)-- Traiti de la Religion MU3UICIAnC (Islamic religion). 
c 2. No. 242(U-CW. 3)-- Mansh; r li-Mash; yikh wa-liukk; m al-Akht; ý bl-al-I tin&, f! 
Jam C al-Qjtn wa-'vliq; yat Mahs; Lihi min &I-Talaf (administration). 
3. No. 243(U-CW. 3)-- Mitnsh; r IL-, %: ash; yikh wa-Uukkan al-Akhý; ý bl-Ittib; 
c . 1-cAd; l, 
Q.? fl Fasl al-KhU3; M; t Bayna &I-Muz; ri in (do. ) 
4. No. 511(T-CW. 3)-- AI-Tartlb al-M. un c aqib bi-al-Jacfar. iyya fl Sanat 1243 fl Bay; n 
c Aqd al-Maj; lis fl Ru'yat Tadblr tim; r &I-Mamlsks &I-Milriyya (do. ) 
5. No. 374(T-TW. 3)-- Qaw! cId-n"-I "As; kir-L Bahriyya (military sciences). 
6. No. 531(A-CL. 4)-- Tuhfat &I-Ikhw; n (Arabic granmar). 
c 7. No. 144(A-CW. B)-- Insha' al- Aýýar (Arabic epistle). 
8. No. 104(P-CL. B)-- CulLst; n (Persian prose). 
9. No. 312(P-CL. 8)-- Pand-n; ma (rer3tan prose). 
tio. 
No. 545(T-CL. 8)-- Le V&Lsseau des P6eteS 
(Turkish poetry). 
*11. No. 223(T-CW. 9)-- Mah; sLn &I-Ithir wa-Maq; 
'Lq &I-Akhb; r (ottoman history). 
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TABLE 7-- ANNUAL AND CUMULATlVE OUTPUT OF THE SEVENTH YEAR (1244/14.7.1828-2.7.1829) 
Ann. /Cumulative 
I 
Annuai and Cumulative Subject Output 
L&ng. -W. Cl. Output Con. Phil. Rel. socs. Lang. PureS. Tech. Art3 Lit. Mat. 
cw 2 7 9 1/1 1/1 0/2 0/2 
- 
U TW 0 4 8 1 0/2 3 3 0/2 
CL 1 12 2 0/1 0/2 8 1/6 0/1 1 0/2 
Total 3 23 0/1 1/3 1/3 1/8 0/3 9/2 0/3 z 
cw 1 14 3 8 0/4 0/1 0/2 1/4 9 0/2 0/1 
-. 4 
TW 1 14 3 0/13 
CL 0 4 s 0/3 3 3 0/1 1 
Total 2 32 8 0/3 0/17 0/1 0/2 1/4 0/3 1/2 
Perstan(CL) 0 2 s 3 0/2 
Unknown(CW) 0 3 3 t t 0/3 3 1 1 
cw 3 24 1/1 1/8 0/3 0/4 1/4 0/3 0/1 
60 TW 1 0/15 0/2 1/1 
CL 1 18 0/1 0/5 1/6 0/1 3 1 0/5 
Total 5 60T 0/1 1/6 1/23 1/9 0/5 1/6 0/8 1/2 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-matters off the 7th-year pubL4c&tion3: 
1. No. 120(A-CW. 2)-ý- ý; ýshiyat 
oAbd A111h B. Hasan &I-Uskýdlrl (fl. 13th/19th) call.. - 
al- 
c AqPld &I-Nasaflyya (Islamic theology). 
2. No. 177(A-CW. 3)-- Khidmat al-Ch; wlsh (or-al-J; wlsh) (mLlitary scLences). 
3. No. 230(A-CL. 4)-. Majm; ca f! &I-Jarf (Arabic morphology). 
4. No. 321(T-CW. 6)-- Q; n; n al-Jarr; hln ýmedical sciences). 
5. No. 371(T-TW. 9)-- Qatarina T; rIkhT(western history). 
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TABLE 8-- ANNUAL AND CUMULATIVE OUTPUT OF THE ElCH11i YEAR (1245/3.7.1829-21.6.1830) 
Ann. /Cumulative Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 








0/1 0/1 0/2 0/2 1/1 t 0/1 t 
u TW 0 4 0/2 1 0/2 
CL 0 /12 0/1 0/2 3 0/6 0/1 t 0/2 3 
Total 1 /24 0/1 0/3 0/3 0/8 0/3 1/3 0/3 8 
cw 4 /18 1 1/1 0/4 112 1/3 1/5 0/2 0/1 
4W 3 /17 3/16 3 0/1 
CL I /5 1/4 0/1 
Total a /40 2/5 3/20 1/2 1/2 1/5 0/3 0/2 
Perslan(CL) 0 /2 0/2 3 
Unknown(CW) 0 /3 0/3 1 
C7 5 129 1/2 0/8 1/4 1/5 2/6 0/3 0/1 
0 TIVI 3 /21 3/18 0/2 1 0/1 * 
CL 1 /19 0/1 1/6 0/6 0/1 0/5 
. co I w 0I 
Total 9 /69 0/1 2/8 3/26 1/10 1/6 2/8 0/8 0/2 
N. B. The code-numbers, title3v and subject-matters of the 8th-year publications; 
1. No. 083(T-CW. 2)-- Durr-L Yakt; (Islamic Jurisprudence). 
2. No. 448(T-CL. 2)-- Slyar-L WSYSI (Islamic History). 
3. No. 352(T-TId. 3)-- Q; nGn-r; m&-L CA3; kir-L Ply; dag; n-i Jih; dLyya (military scitmes). 
4. No. 354(T-TW. 3)-- Q; nGn-n; ma-i CA3; kir-i Suw; riy; n- L JLh; diyya (do. ) 
5. No. 472(T-TW. 3)-- T& c lim-n; tna-i cAs; kir-L PLy; dar.; n (do. ) 
6. No. 530(T-CW. 4)-- Tuhfa-I Vahbi (Turkish lexicon). 
7. No. 494(-. -CW. 5)-- T&qwlm Sanat 1245 Hijriyya- 1830 hilldiyya (Almanac). 
8. No. 209(T-C*4.6)-- LPlhat SLy; sat &I-FLI; ha (A&riculture). 
9. No. 210(A-CW. 6)-- L; Oihat Zir; cat al-Fall; h wa-Tadbrr Ahkln al-SLylsa bL-Qa. sd 
&I-Najaý (do. ) 
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TABLE 9-- ANNUAL AND CMIULATIVE OUTPUT OF THE NINTH YEAR (1246/22.6.183O-ll. 6ol831) 
Ann. /Cumulative 
I 
Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 
Lang. -W. Cl. Output Gen. Phil Rel. socs. 
I 
Lang. Pur*S. Tech. Arts LLt. HLxt. 
_ 
cw 19 0/1 1/2 0/2 0/2 0/1 1 0/1 
TW 04 0/2 9 0/2 
CL 1 /13 0/1 0/2 1/7 0/1 0/2 
Total 2 /26 (0/1 0/3 1/4 1/9 0/3 0/3 0/3 
cw 3 /21 0/1 1/5 1/3 0/3 0/5 0/2 1/2 
-0 
TW 4 /21 2/18 1/1 1/2 
be 'd 
CL 0/5 0/4 0/1 
Total 7 /47 0/. 1 3/23 V3 1/4 0/5 0/3 2/4 
Per31on(CL) 0/2 0/2 
Unktiown(C'J) 0/3 0/3 
cw 4 /33 t 0/2 2/10 1/5 0/5 0/6 0/3 1/2 
TW 4 /25 2/20 1/1. 0/2 t 1 1/2 
a CL 1 /20 0/1 0/6 1/7 0/1 0/5 
Total 9 /78 0/1 0/8 4/30 2/12 1/7 0/9 0/8 2/4 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-matters of the 9th-year puRications: 
1. No. 178(A-CW. 3)-- Khidmat al-Onb; shiyya (military science). 
2. No. 367(T-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n-n; ma-L Safariyya-i c As; kir &L-Jlh; diyya (do. ) 
3. Ko. 475(T-TW. 3)-- T&clIm-n; m&--L CAS; kiv-L Suw; rly; n-i Jlh; dLyya (do. ) 
4. No. 484(T-T%I. 3)-- T& c lim-n; ma-i T; p. Shiy; n-i Jlh; diyya-i Barriyya (do. ) 
5. No. 234(A-CL. 4)-- Majm; 0a SarfLyya (Arabic morphology). 
6o No. 306(T-CW. 4)-- Nukhba-i W&hb! (Turkish lexLcon)o 
7. No. 54l(T-TW. 5)-- UAL &I-Handasa (mathematics). 
8. No. 371(T-TW. 9)-- Qatarina T; rlkh! (. 4estern history)o 
9. Zlo. 223(T-CW. 9)-- Mah; sin al-Ith; r wa-lf&q; 'iq al-Akhb; r (Ottoman hL3tory). 
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TABLE 10-- ANNUAL AND CUIULATIVE OUTPUT OF THE TUTH YEAR (1247/12.6.1831-30.5.1832) 
Ann. /Cumulativii *1 Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 
Lang. -W. Cl. Output Gen. Phil rel. socs. Lang. 
I 
PureS. Tech. Arts Lit. Hist. 
cw 0 9 0/1 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/1 1 0/1 
TIW 0 4 0/2 0/2 
CL 2 /15 0/1 0/2 1 2/9 0/1 0/2 t 
Total 2 /2a 0/1 0/3 0/4 2/11 0/3 0/3 s 0/3 1 
cw 3 /24 0/1 1/6 013 1/4 0/5 t 0/2 1/3 
TW 2 /23 1/19 3 0/1 1 1/3 
CL 0 /5 0/4 3 1 0/1 
Total 5 /52 0/5 2/25 0/3 1/5 0/5 0/3 2/6 
Persian<CL) 0 /2 3 1 0/2 
Unknown<CW) I /4 0/3 1/1 
cw 4 /37 0/2 1/11 0/5 2/7 0/6 0/3 1/3 
11W 2 /27 1/21 3 0/1 0/2 3 1/3 
CL 2 /22 0/1 0/6 1 2/9 0/1 0/5 
r 
ot z- aL 8 /66 0/1 0/8 2/32 2/14 2/9 0/8 0/8 2/6 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-matters of the 10th-year publications: 
1. No. 366(T-TW. 3)-- q; n; n-n; ma-L Safariyy&-L c As; kir &I-Bly; da &I-Khaflfa (military 
science). 
2. No. 369(T-CW. 3)-- Q; nGn-n; ma-i SafarLyya-i 
c As; ki. r &I-Suw; riyya al-i(haflfa (do. ) 
3. No. 226(A-CL. 4)-- MajmGc fIL cIlm aL-Ta? rlf (Arabic morphology). 
-C 4. No. 233(A-CL. 4)-- Majinu a Nuqaddima Ma_stih; ra fl al-tiah, w (Arabic grammar). 
* S. No. 235(T-CJ. 5)-- Iaj; n; cat &I-l', uhandl3ln (mathematics). 
6. No. 167(U-M'. 5)-- Kalender fUr das Jahr 1831 (almanac). 
7. No. 221(T-CW. 9)-- Al-,. adkhal fl ai-JtiZhr; fiy; (geography). 
8. No. 500(T-rJ. 9)-- T; rlkh-L B; n; p; rts (Wastern history). 
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TABLE 11-- ANNUA AND CMIULATIVE OUTrUT OF THZ ELEVENTH YEAR (1248/31.5.1832-20.5.1833) 
Ann. /Cumulative* 
I 
Annual and Cumulative Subject output 
Lang. -W. Cl. Output Gen. Phil. Rel. socs. Lang. 
I 
PuraS] Tech. Arts Lit. Ifist. 
cIw 09 0/1 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/1 1 0/1 
ri 37 0/2 1/1 2/4 1 
CL I/ 16 0/1 1/3 9 0/9 0/1 1 0/2 
Total 4/ 32 0/1 1/4 0/4 0/11 1/4 2/5 0/3 1 
cw 3/ 27 t 0/1 2/2 0/3 0/4 1/6 0/2 0/3 
TW 4/ 27 3 1/1 3/22 0/1 0/3 
CL 49 1/1 1/5 1 3 0/1 2/2 
Total 11 63 1/1 2/7 5/30 0/3 0/5 1/6 0/3 2/8 
Persian(CL) 02 3 t 1 0/2 9 
Unknown(CW) 26 1/4 1/2 1 s 
C.: 5 42 0/2 3/14 0/5 1/8 1/7 0/3 0/3 
TW 7 34 1/1 3/24 1/21 2/4 1 0/3 
CL 5 27 1/2 2/8 1 0/9 0/1 0/5 2/2 
Total 17 /103 1/2 3/11 6/38 0/14 2/11 3/11 0/8 2/6 
N. S. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-matters of the llth-year publications: 
1. No. 00G(T-CL. l)-- Akhl;, -L 
cAl; '1 (ethic. ). 
c 2. No. 003(A-CL. 2)-- Ahk; m &I-Dal; la al; Tahr1r al-RLs; ia L&l-Q4sh&yriyy. 17 (ISISnic 
mysticism). 
3. No. 038(T-CL. 2)-ft Rhayl-L Sly3r-L Nabawl (Islamic history). 
1 4. No. 447(T-rW. 2)-- rarjania-i Slyar al-lialabi (Islamic history). 
c 5. No. 244(U-CW. 3)-- Mansh; r 1L. HudIr al-Aq; llm Khass bL-Man al-Shubb; n 
&I-Mujannadin min Tashw1h AnfusLhIm ... etc. (adi-ninistration). 
6. No. 398(TýW. 3)-- Ris; la fl Qaw; nIn al-LA13hs c Amalan (do. ) 
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TABLE 11-- Continued 
7. No. 353(T-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n-n; ma-i 
cA3; kir-i Piy; dag; n-L JLh; dLyya (military science). 
8. No. 360(T-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n-n"-i D; khiliyya-i 
cAs; kLr &I-Su4"arLy; n (do. ) 
9. No. 473(T-TW. 3)-- Ta c lIm-n; ma-i 
CAs; kLr-i Plyidag; n (do. ) 
10. No. 482(T-TW. 3)-- Ta c Ilm-n"- .iS; n&I (do. ) 
11. No. 168(U-CW. 5)-- Kal,! nder fUr das Jahr 1832 (almanac). 
cC C- C 12. No. 183(A-TW. 5)-- Ta r1b KLt; b ial-Hu allim Fir; rj/- fl &I-Cis sdLn -al-N&fL a 
li-T&dbIr MAC; y13h &I-Kh&L; Iiq (mineralogy). 
13. No. 378(A-TW. 6)-- Al-Qawl &I-Sarih fl 
cllm 
&I-T&shrih (medical science). 
14. - 
No. 404(T-CW. 6). - Ris; la Mustakhraja mLn Kutub Qaw; nln al-Vsbit; liy; t fl Bay; n 
al-Khad; m; t al-huts 
c 
alliq& bL-N; fLr al-Usbit; lLya wa-S; 'ir 
K-budd; mih; (do. ) 
-1 15. No. 537(A-TW. 6)-- Al-cUj; l, &I-TibbLyya fl-m; 11 budda minhu 
IL-Hukam; ' 
&I-JLh; aiyya (do. ) 
16. No. 386(T-CL. 9)-- Rawdat &I-Abr; r (Ottoman history). 
17. No. 453(T-CL. 9)-- Sulaym; n-n; ma (do. ) 
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TABLE 12-- ANNUAL AND CLMULATIVE OUTPUT OF Tit. TWELFTH YLAR (1249/21.5.1833-9.5.1834) 
Ann. /Cumulat: Lve 
I 
Annual and CumulatLve Subject Output 




Arts LLt. HLst. 
cw 2 11 0/1 0/2 1/3 1/3 0/1 0/1 
U r 7 14 1/3 0/1 5/9 3 1/1 
.0 
CL 4 20 0/1 1/4 2/11 0/1 1 1/3 
Total 13 45 2 0/1 1/5 1/5 3/14 1/5 5/10 1/4 1/! 
cw 3 30 0/1 1/9 1/4 0/4 0/6 1/3 0/3 
.C 'A Tw 4 31 2 1 0/1 1/23 1 0/1 1/1 2/5 
CL 0 9 0/1 0/5 3 1 0/1 0/2 
Total 7 / 70 0/1 0/7 2/32 1/4 0/5 1/7 1/4 2/10 
Persian(CL) I / 3 3 1/3 3 
Unknown(-CW) 0 / 6 0/4 0/2 
cw 5 47 0/2 1/15 2/7 1/9 0/7 114 0/3 
TW 11 45 1 0/1 2/26 0/2 6/10 3/6 
CL 5 32 0/2 1/9 2/11 0/1 2/7 0/2 
Total 21 . 
/124 0/2 1/12 3/41 4/18 1/12 6/17 3/11 3/11 
N. B. The code-numbersq titles, and subject-matters of the 12th-year publications: 
1. No. 422(A-CL. 2)-- Al-Shajara &I-Sharlfa (Islamic history). 
2. No. 323(TýV. 3)-- Q; n; n -Kh; s. -s 
bL-Tartlb; t M&jlis Ah_k; m ',, Iulkiyya (administration). 
3. No. 468(A-r.;. 3)-- Ta c 11m al-Nafar wa-Buluk (military science). 
4. Na. 477(T-TW. 3)-- TaclIm-n; ma (li-Ta c lim al-Nafar wa-al-Buluk) (do. ) 
5. I; o. '. 151(, %-CL. 4)-- Mar; h al-Arw; h (Arabic morphology). 
6. No. 153(A-CL. 4)-- lzh3r &I-A3r; r (Arabic grammar). 
7. No. 435(A-C'J. 4)-- Sharh Ha3an B. c All al-Kafr; wl (d. 1202/3786) 
c &I; al-Muqaddima 
&I-Ijurr; miyya (Arabic grammar). 
8. No. 452(T-CW. 4)-- Subha-i Siby; n (Turk13h lexicon). 
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TABLE 12-- Conttnued 
9. No. 288(A-CW. 5)-- flucriba H-Sana Shamsiyya (almanac). 
10. No. 265(A-IV. 6)-- Al-Minha [I Siy; sat tllfz &I-Sihha (medical science). 
11, No. 401(A-TV. 6)-- RLs; la min Kl; t Bay& IT. e. Clot Bej Kashf 
CL'm; m al-KhIdma 
al-ýLýýiyya 11; qubb; S al-ýLt" Awl; d &I- 
C Arab bi-al-Urduwl 
/; ic-7 al-Man4r U-Barr aL-Sh; m fl Khus; s &I-Ilumm; 
al-Ilutaqattic a (medical science). 
12. h'0.158(T-TW. 6)-- Kit; b Jarr al-Athq; 1 (military engineering). 
13. No. 303(A-IV. 6)-- Al-Nukhba al-Baytariyya fl AW3; f Khayl &I-Jih; diyya (veterinary). 
14. No. 394(A-rd. 6)-- RLs; l& fT cllm &I-Bay5; riyya (do. ) 
15. No. 517(A-TV. 6)-- Al-Tawdlh li-Alf; z al-Tashrlh (do. ) 
16. No. 104(P-CL. 8)-- Cullst; u (Persian prose work). 
17. No. 169(A-CL. 8)-- KaIlla wa-DLmns (Arabic prose work). 
-F. 18. No. 145(T-CW. 8)-- Insh; '-i 
c Azlz Afandl (Turkish epistle). 
19. No. 314(A-TW. 9)-- Qal; lid alvaf; khir fl Charlb 
c Aw; lid al-Aw; gil wa-al-AwakhLr 
(geography). 
20. No. 502(T-rvt. 9)-- Tarjama-i T; rlkh-ilt; lLy; (Western history). 
I 
21. No. 505(T-TW. 9)-- T; rlkh-L N; puliy; n B; n-ap; rta (do. ) 
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TABLE 13-- ANNUAL AND CIMULATIVE OUTPUT OF THE THIRTCENTH YEAR (1250/10.5.1834-28.4.1835) 
Ann. /Cumulative Annual and Cumulative Subject OutNt 
Lan&. -W. Cl. Output Gen. Phil. 
I 




PureS. Tech. Arts 
I 
LLto Mst. 
cw 6 17 0/1 1/3 0/3 2/5 0/1 1/2 2/2 
U TW 11 25 1/4 0/1 9/18 1/2 
CL 2/ 22 0/1 1/5 1112 0/1 0/3 
Total 19 / 64 0/1 1/6 2/7 1/15 2/7 9/19 1/5 3/4 
cli 5/ 35 1/2 1/10 0/4 0/4 3/9 0/3 0/3 
TW 5 36 0/1 2/25 1/1 0/1 21, 3 0/5 
CL 1 10 0/1 0/3 1/2 0/2 
Total 11 / 81 s 0/1 1/8 3/35 1/5 0/5 5/12 3 1/5 0/10 
Perstan(CL) 0/ 3 s 8 0/3 8 
Unknovn(CII) 0/ 6 0/4 0/2 
cw lid 58 1/3 2/17 0/7 2/11 3/10 1/5 2/5 
rd 16. / 61 0/1 3/29 1/1 0/2 11/21 1/7 
V r. CL 3/ 35 0/2 1110 1/12 0/1 1/8 0/2 
0 1 I 
Total 30 /154 
1 
: 0/2 2/14 5/46 2/20 2/14 14131 2/13 3114 
N. 3. The code-numbers, titl439 and 3ubject-mattels of the 13th-year publications: 
*1 1. No. Z96(T-CJ. 2)-- Nahjat &I-Man; zil (Islamic jurisprudence). 
2. No. 538(A-CL. 2)-- Umm al-Bar; hln (f! al- 
c Aq; 'Ld) (Islamic theology). 
* 3. No. 3l5(T-TW. 3)-- Q; nGn-L Awwal-L Ta C lim-n-ama. i ! -!; y (military science). 
* 4. No. 331(T-TW. 3)-- Q; n; n-i R; bic Urta Tocliml Bay; nindadur (do. ) 
-x 5. No. 376(A-Tw. 3)-- Qat.,; nln a! -D; kliiliyya al-huta 
c 
alliq& bi-mush; t c A3; kir 
al-Jih; diyya (do. ) 
-7 6. No. 397(T-C'v1.3)__ ris; ia f! Nidl'; t al-CA3; kLr al-SuZriyya al-Jad1da (do. ) 
7. No. 0l0(A-CW. 3)-- Alif, B; ', T; ' ... etc. 
(education) 
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TABLE 13--Continued 
8. %'o. 540(T-TV. 4)-- Al-Dqiy; n; s &I-B&slt fl T&rjam&t &I-Q; m; s &1-tluhlt (Ar&bic 
lexicon). 
9. No. 112(A-CL. 4)-- U; Ihiyat CAW al--Chafýr &I-L; rl (d. 912/1506) 
C 
al; &I-Faw; id 
a, -Qiy! '1yya of. etc. (Arabic grammar). 
*10. No. 2l5(A-CIJ. 5)-- Lu&h: ar7i-tma (mathematics). 
11. No. 289(A-Cj. 5)-- tiucriba 11-Sana 
-Shamsiyya 
(almanac). 
12. No. 029(A-TW. 6)-- Bat; l; jLyya (yacnI ff. ej RLs; la fl &I-TLbb &I-Basharl (medical 
science). 
13. No. 284(A-TW. 6)-- Nuntah; al-Afhr; d fl ClIm Shif; l &L-Amr; d (do. ) 
1 14. No. 377(T-CW. 6)-- Qaw; nln &I. Sihha (do. ) * oe 
-1 15. No. 393(A-TW. 6)-- RLs; la fr cll; j al-Tac'un (do. ) 
16. No. 395(A-rJ. 6)-- Ris; la fl cllm al-JLr; h &L-Bashariyya (do. ) 
17. No. 399(A-rj. 6)-- RLs; la fl Tatclm &I-Jadarl (do. ) 
C- 18. No. 489(A-TW. 6)-- Tanb1h fl-m; Yakhussu &I-T& un (do. ) 
19. NO. 518(T-C, 1.6)-- Tertib-i Ecza (do. ) 
-1 20. Vo. 3l7(T-W. 6)-- Q; nýn al-BIr; d (military engineering). 
21. N,. 147(A-TW. 6)-- cIqd &I-Jum; n fl Adwiyat al-Hayaw; n (veterinary). 
22. No. 358(A-rd. 6)-- Qýn; n-n; ma-i Bayý; rl (do. ) 
23. No. 359(T-TJ. 6)-- Q; n; n-n"-L Bayý; rl (do. ) 
24. No. 391(T-CW. 6)-- %IsZla fI Bay; n Khad3m; t al-aay! ariyya (do. ) 
25. No. 396(A-TW. 6)-- Ris; la fl r'Ilm al-T. ibb al-Bayý; rl (do. ) 
26. No. 428(T-CL. S)-- Sharh-L Drwin-i Hýfiz-f ShTr; zI (Persian poetry). 
c 27. ro. 144(A-CW. 8)-- Insha' al- A! ý; r (Arabic epistle). 
1,28. r. o. 172(A-C'., '. 9)-- Al-Kanz al-Mukht; r fI Kashf al-Ar; dl wa-al-Bih; r (geography). 
29. No. 497(A-rJ. 9)-- Al-Ta c rif3t (or aL-Ta 
c rlb; t) al-Sh; fiya li-Murld al-Jughr; fiyya 
(or, al-Ju. Ehr; fiy; ) (do. ) 
30. t. o. 461(A-CW. 9)-- Takhlls al-lbriz f! TalkhIs B; rIz (travel). 
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TABLE 14-- ANNUAL AND CU11ULATIVE OUTPUT OF THE FOURTEENT11 YEAR (1251/29.4.1635-17.4.1836) 
Ann. /Cumula t I've 
I 
Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 
























TW 3 / 28 014 0/1 3/21 0/2 
CL 9 31 0/1 0/5 4/16 0/1 4/7 1/1 
Total 14 76 0/1 117 0/7 S/ZO 0/7 3/22 4/9 1/5 
c1d 0 35 0/2 0/10 0/4 0/4 0/9 3 0/3 0/3 
TkI 9 45 1/2 6/31 1/2 0/1 1/4 0/5 
Jd 
CL 5 15 1/1 0/1 2/7 2/4 0/2 
Tot, 1 14 95 1/1 0/1 3/11 6/41 1/6 0/5 1/13 2/7 0/10 
Persian(CL) 0 3 2 0/3 
Unknown(CW) 11 ./ 
7 1/5 t 0/2 1 s 
cw 33 / 61 1/4 1/18 1/8 0/11 0/10 0/5 0/5 
TV 12 / 773 1/2 6/35 1/2 0/2 4/25 0/7 
CL 14 / 49 1/1 012 2/12 4/16 0/1 6/14 1/3 
- 
r 
Toýai 29 /183 1/1 0/2 4/18 7/53 6/26 0/14 4/35 6/19 1/15 
N. B. The code-numbeC3, titles, aud subject-matters of the 14th-year publications: 
I 
1 1.1io. 252(T-CL. O)-- Macrifat-aloa (encyclopaedic work). 
2. No. 089(T-CL. 2)-- Fad; 'Ll &I-Jidid (Islamic jurisprudence). 
*1 3. No. 12l(A-CW. 2)-- Uilyat al-N; jl (do. ) 
4. No. 160(T-CL. 2)-- AI-Jawhara al-Bahlyya al-Ahm&dLyya fl Sharh al-W&sLyya 
&I-4LuhatmnadLyya (do. ) 
1 5. No. 447(T-TW. 2)-- Tarjama-i Slyar al-Halab! (Islamic history). 
-1 6. No. 350(U-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n-n; r. a (administration). 
7. No. 018(T-r, 1.3)-- Ashk; l-i Suwýrl (military science). 
8. No. 316(T-rj. 3)-- Q; n; n-i Awwal wa Th; nl-yi Suw; rj (do. ) 
9. No. 329(T-TW. 3)-- Q; n; n-i Piy; do-i D; khiliyya (do. ) 
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10. No. 339(T-TW. 3)-- Q; n; n-L Th; lith-L Suw; rI (military science). 
11. No. 373(T-TIJ. 3)-- Qaw; cld-L ll&rbLyya (do. ) 
12. No. 526(T-W. 3)-- Tuhfa-i D; bit; n (do. ) 
13. Vo. 523(T-T;:. 4)-- TibyZn-L s4fic Dar Tarj&ma-i Burh; n-L Q; tic (ParsL&n lexLcon)* 
.c 
14. I. o. 236(A-CL. 4, -- M4jmu at al-tluqaddim; t (Arabic motphology). 
15. No. 009(A-Cl. 4)-- Al-Khul; sa &I-Alfiyya (Arabic grammar). 
16. No. 109(A-CW. 4)-- ý; shLyst Hasan al-"Attýr (d. 1250/1834-35) Cal; Sharh K. h; LLd 
al-Azhatl (d. 905/1499) C al; &I-Muqaddima al-Azhariyya (do. ) 
17. IIoo425<A-Cl. 4)-- Sharh Kh; lid &I-Azharl (d. 905/1499) 
C 
al; &L-Kuqaddima 
al-IjurrýnLyya (do. ) 
18. No. 431<A-CL. 4)-- Sharh Ibn CAqIl (d. 769/1367) Cal; Alfiyyat Ibu M; Iik (do. ) 
19. No. 220', A-TW. 6)-- Nabla, &h &I-Bar; h fl 
CIlm 
al-Jarr; h (medical science)o 
o 
1 20. No. 392(A-TW. 6)-- Ris; la fl Cll; j Ll-Jarab (do. ) 
* 21. No. 535(T-TW. 6)-- T; pKh: ana we Jabl-. h; na (military engineering)o 
22. No. 527(A-rj. 6)-- Al-Tuhfa &I-F; khira fl H&yO&t al-A 
c d; P &I-Z; hira (veterinary). 
- 23. No. 095(T-CL. 8)-- F; tih &I-Aby; t (Persian poetry). 
1 24. No. 042(A-CL. 8)-- Dlw; n AmIr &I-ru*minln 
c All B. AbI T; lLb (Arabic poetry). 
25. No. 008(A-CL. 8)-- Alf Layla wa-L&yL& (Ar&bLc prose work). 
26. No. 169(A-CL. S)-- K&III& w&-Dimna (do. ) 
27. No. 539<A-CL. 8)-- cUnw; n al-Day; n wa-Bustin &L-Adhh; n (do. 1 
1 28. No. 126(T-CL. S)-- Hum; yZn-n; ma (TurL13h prose work). 
29. No. 211(A-CL. 9)m- Lat; "Lf A'&hb; r al-Uwal fl-man Tasarrafa fT Misr min Arbib 
&L-Duwal (E&yptL&n h13tOry). 
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TABLE 15-- ANNUAL AND MULATIVE OUTPUT OF THE FliFTEENT11 YEAR (1252/18.4.1836-6.4.1637) 
Ann. /CumulstLve I Annual and CuniulotLve Subject Output 












Arts Lit. t. Nib 
- 
cw 3 / 22 s 0/2 1/4 1/5 0/5 1/2 0/2 0/2 
ri 8 / 36 1 3 0/4 3 2/3 5/26 1/3 
CL 4 / 35 0/1 0/5 4/20 0/1 3 0/7 0/1 
Total 15 / 93 t 0/1 0/7 1/8 5/25 2/9 6/28 3 0/9 1/6 
cw 5 40 1/3 0/10 0/4 0/4 2/11 3 2/5 0/3 
TW 5 50 1 0/2 3/34 0/2 2/3 0/4 8 8 0/5 
CL 5 20 0/1 0/1 3/10 2/6 0/2 
Total 15 /110 0/1 0/1 4/15 3/44 0/6 2/7 2/15 4/11 0/10 
Persian(CL) 0 /3 1 1 0/3 
Unknown(CW) 0 /7 0/5 0/2 s I 
cw 8 / 69 1/5 1/19 1/9 0/11 3/13 2/7 0/5 
I 
g Tw 13 / 86 0/2 3/38 0/2 4/6 5/30 8 1/8 , 
10 r. CL 9 / 56 0/1 0/2 3/15 4/20 0/1 2/16 0/3 
Total 30 /-213 0/1 0/2 4/22 4/57 5/31 4/18 8.43 4/23 1/16 
N. B. The code-numbers, Utles, and subject-atatters of the 15th-year pubILcation3: 
No. 091(T-CL. I)-- Farah &I-P.; h (Islamic theology). 
*1 2. No. 296(T-CJ. 2)-- Nahjat &I-: aan; zLI (Islamic jurisprudence). 
3. No. 455(T-CL. 2)-- Ta_dhkirat &I-Hikam fl Tabaq; t &I-Umam (Islamic history). 
4. No. 459(T-CL. Z)-- Tajalliy; t c Ar; 9i3 &I-. Nus; s f! tUnallit ýikam &I-Ful; l (Islamic 
mysticism). 
5. No. 509(A-Cj. 3)-- Tarth &I-Daw; wln (administration). 
6. No. 330(T-TW. 3)-- Q; ntin-L R; bLc ll; y Tacllalnl Bay; n Idar (military science). 
7. l'o. 333(T-rj. 3)-- q; n; n-i RibLc wa rh3mis-L Suw; rl (do. ) 
8. '., 'o. 479(T-rJ. 3)-- Ta C lln-nlma-i Pty; da&; n (do. ) 
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TABLE 15--Continued 
9. No. 005(A-CL. 4)-- AI-Muqaddims *I-Ijurr; miyya (fl &I-Nahw) (Arabic grammar). 
10. No. 426(A-C'-. 4)-- Sharh Kh; lLd &I-Azharr (d. 905/1499) 
c &I; &1-muqaddims 
&I-Azhariyya fl cIlm &I- c Arabiyya (do. ) 
11. No. 431(A-CL. 4)-- Sharý Ibn cAqII (d. 769/1367) Cal; Alflyyat Ibn ? I.; lLk (do. ) 
12. I-o. 435(A-CW. 4)--. ah3rh Ifasan B. c All al-Kafr; wl (d. 1202/1788) 
c &I; 
al-Muqaddima al-ljurrývnLyya (do. ) 
13. No. 488(A-CL. 4)-- TamrTn &L-T. ull; b fl_S. in; cst 
_&I-Icr; 
b (do. ) 
14. No. 213(k-TW. 5)-- Al-L; zim min &I-Handasa al-Wasflyys (mathematics). 
15. No. 246(A-TW. 5)-- Al-Maq; 1a al-01; fl &I-Ilandass (do. ) 
16. No. 247(T-TW. 5)-- Maq; l; t &I-Handasa (do. ) 
17. No. 542(T-TW. 5)-- Kit; b Us; l &I-Handass (do. ) 
18. No. 002(T-CJ. 6)-- Aýk; m &I-Amr; d (medical science). 
4 
19. No. 086(A-TW. 6)-- Dust; r aL-A 
c 
m; l &I-Aqrab; dhlniyya li-Hukam; l &I-DLy; r 
4I-ML3rlyyA (do. ) 
a 
20. No. 150(A-TW. 6)-- lsc; f &I-Mardi min 
CIlm Man-afLc al-AcdV (do. ) 
21. No. 302(A-7V. 6)-- flubdha Latlfs fl Tatclm &I-Judarl (do. ) 
22. Nb. 490(A-CW. 6)-- Tanblh; t Takhussu al-Raw; tib min Hukam; * &I-Mak; tib (do. ) 
23. Np. 518(T-CW. 6)-- Tertib-i Ecza (do. ) 
24. NO. Oll(A-TW. 6)-- Kit; b c Amal &I-B; r; d (milLtary engineering). 
&hat &L-HarTr (chemical technology). 25. No. 185(A-r4.6)-- KLt; b fl SLn; 4&t Sib; 
26. No. 047(T-CW. S)-- DIw; n-L Ch; lIb (Turkish poetry). 
27. No. 059(T-CL. 8)-- Dlw; n-i Nsfcl (do. ) 
1 26. No. 061(T-CW. 8)-- Dlw3n-i Nash'at Afandl (do. ) 
1 29. No. 181(T-CL. 8)-- Khw; bn; mtk-i 'WaysT (Turkish prose work). 
Ir Qudam; ' &I-Fal; 3ifa (biography) 30. rýo. 279(, %-rJ. 9)-- ',. ukhtasar Tarjamat Nash; h, 
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TABLE 16-- ANNUAL AND CM*, ULATIVE OUTPUT OF T112 SIXTEENTH YEAR (1253/714.1837-26,3.1838) 
Ann. /Cumulative 
I 
Annual and Cuoulative Subject Output 

















Cw 1 1 23 0/2 1/5 0/5 0/5 0/2 3 0/2 0/2 
U ri 1 37 0/4 0/3 1/27 1 0/3 
CL 6 41 f 0/1 1/6 9 5/25 0/1 1 8 0/7 0/1 
Total 6 /101 0/1 1/5 1/) 5/30 0/9 1/29 3 0/9 0/6 
Cw 4 / 44 1/4 1/11 1/5 0/4 0/11 1/6 0/3 
0 
.. 
TW 0 / 50 8 0/2 0/34 0/2 0/3 ; P/4 0/5 
-d 
; 
CL 6 / 26 
1 
0 1 0/1 1/11 5/11 0/2 
Total 10 /120 0111 el/I 2/17 1/45 1/7 0/7 0115 6/17 0/10 
Persian(CL) 1 4 3 1/4 
Unknown(CW) 2 9 t 1 1/6 1/3 t 2 
-4 
Cw 7 / 7& 1 9 116 3/22 1/10 1/12 0/13 9 1/8 0/5 
TW 1 87 S 0/2 0/38 0/2 0/6 1/31 0/8 
CL 13 71 0/1 0/2 2/17 5/25 0/1 S 6/22 0/3 
Total 21 /234 0/1 0/2 3/25 3/60 6/37 1/19 1/44 7/30 0/16 
N. B. The coda-nurbers, title3, and subjectýmatterz of the 16th-year publications: 
1. No. 08J'(T-CW. Z)-- Durr-L Yakt; (Islamic jurisprudence). 
2.1,10.105(T-CL. 2)-- UadTqa al-Su c ad; ' (Islamic history). 
6 3. No. 416(A-CL. 2)-- Al-Saw; d al-A c zam(Islamic theology). 
4. No. 208(T-CW. 3)-- L! 'Lhat Niz; m al-Mas; ILý fl Bay; n %uj; z; t &I-Nust&khdimTn 
f! &I-Huk; ma &I-Sh; h; niyy& (administration). 
S. No. 449(U-CW. 3)-ft Sly; sat-n" (CIb; ra c an Q; n; n JLn; 'I) (do. ) 
c 6. No. 338(A-CW. 3)-- Q; nýn Ta llm al-"A3kar &I-Jih; diyya &I-Mush; t (military science). 
1 7. No. 191(A-CL. 4)-- Kulltyy1t AbI &I-Baqa' (Arabic lexicon). 
S. I%, o. 009(A-CL. &)-- Al-Khul; sa al-Alfiyya (Arabic grammar). 
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TABLE 16-- Continued 
9. No. 431(A-CL. 4).. Sharh Ibn CAqTI (d. 769/1367) Cal; Alflyyat Ibn H; lik (Arabic 
granunar). 
10. No. 432(A-CL. 4)-. Sharh c Abd All; h Ibn HIsh; m (d. 761/1360) Cal; Qatr &I-Mad; 
wa-Ball &I-Sad; (do. ) 
11. No. 443(A-CL. 4). - Shudh; r &I-Dhahab fl Ms 
c r1fat Kal; M 31- 
c Arab (do. ) 
1 12. No. 506(T-CW. 4)-- Kit; b Tarjum; n Turkl wa- c ArabT (Turkish lexicon). 
13. No. 413(U-CLJ. 5)-- Rýz-n; ma (almanac). 
14. No. 280(A-TW. G)-- rukhtalar Yashtamilu c al; Nubdha ft Us; I al-Falsafa 
&L-Tablciyya wa-Nubdha fT &I-Tashrih &I-cimm wa-Nubdha 
fl &I-Tashrlh &I-Hard; (medical science). 
15. No. 312(P-CL. S)-- Pand-n; ma (Persian prose work). 
16. No. 060(T-CL. B)-- Dlwln-L N; OLIT (Turkish poetry). 
1 17. No. 066(T-CW. 8)-- DTw; n-L Partaw (do. ) 
1 18. No. 067<T-CL. $)-- Dlw; n-i R; ghib (do. ) 
1 19. No. 069(T-CL. S)-- Dlw; n-i S; ml (do. ) 
1 20. No. 073(T-CL. 8)-- Dlw; n-L Wshbl (do. ) 
1 21. No. 536(T-CL. S)-- T; tl-n; ma (TurkLsh prose work). a6 
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TAISLE 17-- ANNUAL AND CL4I*ULATIVE OUTPUT OF THE SEVENTEENTH YEAR (1251, /27.3.1838-16.3*1839) 
Ann. /Cumulative 
I 
Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 











Cw 3 / 26 s 2/4 0/5 0/5 0/5 0/2 1/3 0/2 
TW 9 / 46 1/1 3 0/4 1/4 3/30 s 1 4/7 
CL 0 / 41 t 0/1 0/6 0/25 0/1 9 0/7 0/1 
ToLal 12 /113 t 1/2 2/10 0/9 0/30 1/10 3/32 1/10 4/10 
Cw 7 / 51 1/5 0/11 4/9 0/4 1/12 3 1/7 0/3 
-C Tw 5 55 0/2 4/36 0/2 0/3 0/4 1 1/6 
CL 7 33 0/1 0/1 1/12 6/17 0/2 
Total 19 /139 0/1 0/1 2/19 4/49 4/11 0/7 1/16 7/24 1/13 
Persian(CL) 1 /5 1 1 3 1/5 8 
Unknown(CW) 0 /9 0/6 0/3 3 
Cw 10 / 86 3/9 0/22 4/14 0/12 1/14 2/10 0/5 
o Tw 14 /101 1/1 0/2 4/42 0/2 1/7 3/34 3 5/13 I- 
10 CL 79 0/1 0/2 1/18 0/25 0/1 t 7/29 0/3 
1 [ 
Total 32 /266 0/1 1/3 4/29 4/64 4/41 1/20 4/48 t 9/39 5/21 
N. B. The code-number3, titles, and subject-matters of the 17th. year publications: 
1. No. 493(A-TW. 1)-- TanwIr al-Mushriq bi- c Ilm al-Nantiq (logic). 
1 2. No. 119(A-CW. 2)-- ýIlshiyat Ahmad B. Muhammad &I-Taht; wl (d. 1233/1818) 
c &I; 
&I-Durr al-ý; ukht; r fT Sharh TanwIr al-Abs; r (Jurisprudence) 
3. No. 120(A-CW. 2)-- ý; shiyat cAbd All; h B. Hasan &I-Uskud; rl (fl. 13th/19th) 
c 
&I; 
al- c Aq; 'Ld &I-Nasafiyya (theology). 
1 4. No. 259(T-CL. 2)-- Al-M3wq; fZtl (jurisprudence). 
4 5. Jýo. 430(T-U. 2)- Sharh ifus; m al-Dln &I-NaqLhbind! (d. 1282/1665-66) 
c al; 
al-Shami'Ll &I-Sharlfa IL-1-1014 al-TlrmLdhl (Islamic history). 
6. No. 228(T-rd. 3)-- Majm; ca-L Fann &I-dahriyya (mLILtary science). 
7. No. 292(T-W. 3)-- Nafar wa Bul; k (do. ) 
S. No. 315(T-rW. 3)-- Q; nZn-L Awwal-i T#tcllm-nZm&-, i ; I; y (do. ) 
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TABLE 17-- ContLnued 
9. No. 498(T TW. 3)-- Ta c rlf. n; ma (ya c nl fL. e. 7 Kit; b fl Tarilb al-cAs; klr) (do. ) 
10. No. 306(T-L*W. 4)-- Nukbba-i Wahbl (Turkish lexicon). 
11. No. 441(T-CW. 4)-- Sharh-i Tuhfa-i VahbI (do. ) 
1 12. No. 525(T-CW. 4)-- Tuhfa-i Clsirk (manz; ma) (do. ) 
13. No. 530(T-CW. 4)-- Tuhfa-i WahbI (do. ) 
14. No. 022(A-TW. 5)-- Al-Azh; r al-BadIcs fl cIlm &I-Tablca (physics). 
15. No. 016(A-TW. 6)m- Al-ArbLt& &I-Jir; hiyyA (medical science). 
16. No. 171(A-TW. 6)-- Kanz al-Barica fl liab; di' Pann &I-ZLr; ca (agriculture). 
17. No. 347(T-CW. 6)-- Q; n; n &I-Zir; ca (Oo. ) 
18. No. 275(A-TW. 6)-- Mshk; t &I. L; Oidhln fl CIlm al-Aqr&b; dhln (veterinary). 
19. No. 436(P-CL. S)-a Iharh &I-Mathnawl al-SharIf (Persiou poetry). 
ZO. No. 113(A-CJ. S)-- Lf; shiyat liuýazmad ý; dlq al-Arzanj; nl r. uft! -Z; da (do 1223/ 
1808-1809) C ali ... &I, -t; tis; la &I-Samarqandiyya 
(Arabic 
rhetoric). 
; 21. No. 283(T-CW. S)-- Munsha'; t-L Rifcat Afandl (Turkish epistle). 
; 22. '. 'o. 046(T-CL. S)-- Dlw; n-i Fuj; ll (Turkish poetry). 
; 23. l4o. 065(T-CL. 8)-- Dlw; n-L NLy; zl (do. ) 
; 24. No. 101(T-CL. 8)-- Canjlna-i HLkmat (fl &I-Hik; y; t wa-man; qlb Abl 
cAll Ibn 
Sln; wa-Akhlhl Abl *I-U; rLth)(Turklsh prose). 
1 25. No. 126(T-CL. 8)-- Hum; y; n-n; ma (do. ', If 
26. No. 212(T-CL. 8)-- Lat; 'if-L Khwja Nasr &I-Din Afand (do. ) 
27. No. 536(T-CL. 8)-- T; tl-n7ama (do. ) 
26. Nc. 039(A-TW. 9)-- Al-Dir; sa al-Awwaliyya ff al-JuýLhr; fiy; *I-Tablclyya 
(geography). 
29. No. 162(A-rJ. 9)-- Al-Juehrafiyya &I- c UmýoLyya (do. ) 
30. No. 497(A-rJ. 9)-- Al-Tav'rlf; t (or, al-Ta"tib; t) &I-Sh; fLya li-vurld 
al-Ju. ahr; fiyya (or, al-Juohr3fly; ) (do. ) 
31. %o. 031(A-rJ. 9)-- Did; yat al-. Iudam; ' wa-Hid; yat al-liukam;, (ancient history). 
32. Nlo. 501(T-W. 9)-- T3r! kh-i Iskandar Ibn-L Fllip; s (do. ) 
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TACLE 16-- ANNUAL AND CMULATIVE OUTPUT OF TIIE ZICIITEM, 'Tll YZAR (1255/17.3.1839-4.3.1840) 
Ann. /Cumulative 
I 
Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 






PureS. Tech. Arts Ll t. 
I 
Ifist. 
cd 3 29 014 1/6 0/5 1/6 1/3 9 0/3 0/2 
5 51 3 0/1 1/5 1/5 3/33 0/7 
CL 5 46 1 0/1 1/7 3/23 0/1 1/8 0/1 
Total 13 /126 t 0/2 1/11 2/11 3/33 2/12 4/36 8 1/11 0/20 
cw 4 55 t 0/5 0/11 1/10 0/4 0/12 t 3/10 0/3 
TW 4 59 0/2 2/40 0/2 0/3 1/5 t 1/7 
CL 7 40 L/2 0/1 2/14 s 4/21 0/2 
Total 15 /154 1/2 0/1 2/21. 2/51 1/12 0/7 1/17 7/31 1/12 
Persian(CL) 0 /5 s s 0/5 
Unk-nown(C*.; ) 1 / 10 1/7 0/3 
.. 4 
cw a / 94 0/9 2/24 1/15 1/13 1/15 3/13 0/5 
ds 
t0 ri 9 
/110 0/1 0/2 3/45 0/2 1/6 4/38 1/14 
c CL 12 / 91 1/2 0/2 3/21 3/28 0/1 1 5/34 0/3 
Total 29 /295 1/2 0/3 3/32 5/69 4/45 2/22 5/53 8/0 1/22 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-matters of the 18th-year publications: 
1 1. No. 252(T-CL. O)-- Ns c rifat-n3ma (generalities). 
1 2. No. 091(T-CL. 2)-_ Farah. sl_a;. ý (Islamic theology). 
3. No. 135(T-CL. Z)-- c Ilm-i 11; 1 (do. ) 
1 4. No. 410(A-CL. 2)-- "%; h al-Bay; n fl Tafs1r &I-Qur'; n (Quranic studies). 
No. 195(U-CW. 3)-- L; *Lha c an Tad; wuL aL-CUoila al-Misriyya ... etc. (adminLstratLon). 
6. Fo. 463(T-T'v:. 3)-- Ta c llm-L ll; y (military science). 
7. Z. o. 469(T-rJ. 3)-- Ta c Ilm-L Dqa (do. ) 
8. Fo. 470(A-W. 3)-- Ta c lIm al-Orta (do. ) 
9. r. o. 466(A-CW. 3)-- Tacirm al-Atf; l (education). 
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TABLE 18-- Continued 
1 10. No. 191(A-CLA). - KulILyy; t AbI &I-D&qV (Arabic lexicon). 
1 11. No. 115(A-CL. 4)-- I. Gshiyat Ksm; I al-DIn Qara Dad& (d. 975/1567) 
c all ... &I-TasrIf 
al-cIzzl (Arabic morphology). 
12. No. 229(. %-CL. 4)-. Majm; Ca (fI &I-Nahw) (Arabic grammar). 
13. No. 523(T-CW. 4)-- Tuhfa-L Khayrat (Turkish lexicon). 
14. No. 543(A-r. 1.5)-- Us; 1 al-Handasa (mathematics). 
1 15. Nc. 155(A-CW. 5)-- Jad; wil Mawqi Cc Aqrab al-Sic; t 
cal; 'Qadr 111sas at-Awq; t fIL 
al-Shuh; r al-Qibtiyya &I-Shamsiyya (almanac). 
16. No. 206(T-TW. 6)-- L; 'ihat Kaw; cld &I-MuhImm; t fl Qaw; 
cid huhimmit &I-JLh; diyya 
(military engineering). 
17, No. 348tA-CJ, 6)-- Q; n7un &I-Zir; ca (0r; pp; ) fs'i; 7 (agriculture). 
18. NoolO2(A-TU. 6)-- ý7ayat al4lar; m fl Adwiyat al-Asq; m (veterinary). 
19. No. 308(A-TV. 6)-- Nuzhat al-An; m fl al-Tashrlh &I-cimm (do. ) 
20. No. 533(A-rJ. 6)-- Tuhfat al-Rly; d fr Kulliy; t &I-Amr; d (do. ) 
21. r4j. 427(T-CW. 8)-- 
_Sharh 
Dlw; n S&yyidi4 
"All B. Abl TalLb (Arabic poqtry). 
1 22. No. 4lC4A-CL. 8)-- Saflnat &I-R;, ghib wa-Daflnat al-T.; Iib (Arabic prose). 
1 23. ?. Io. 054(T-C'J. 8)-- Dlw; n-L c Izz&t (Turkish poetry). 
4 24. No. 058(T-CL. 8)-- Dlw; n-L N&dlm (do. ) 
Z 25. No. 060(T-CL. 8)-- Dlrw; n-i N; 'Lll (do. ) 
1 26. No. 072tT-C'J. 8)-- Dlw; n-L Sur; rl (do. ) 
1 27. t. o. 176(T-CL. S)-- Kh=. sa-i Nar&Lsl (Turkish prose work). 
1 2S. Fo. 5316(T-CL. 8)-- TGtl-n; m& (do. ) 
29. No. 4j4(T-rV. 9)-- SLf; rat-n;. -n&-i r. Lflc& Bag ZB-ei/' (travai). 
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TABLE 19-- ANNUAL AND CMULATIVE OUTPUT OF TIIE IMICTEENTH YEAR (1256/5.3.1840-22.2.1841) 
Ann. /Cumul&tLve 
I 
Annual and Climulative Subject Output 
Lang. -W. Cl. Output Gen. MI. Rol. SocS. LAag. PurcS. Tech. Acts LLt. Hist. 
cw 2 31 t 1 0/4 0/6 1/6 0/6 1/4 0/3 0/2 
TV 7 58 s 0/1 1/6 2/7 4/37 0/7 
a 
CL 4 / 50 0/1 3/10 1/29 0/1 9 2 0/8 0/1 
Total 13 /139 0/2 3/14 1/12 2/35 2/14 5/41 1 0/11 0/10 
cw 2 57 9 1/6 0/11 0/10 0/4 1/13 8 0/10 0/3 
Tw 2 61 0/2 2/42 0/2 0/3 0/5 t 3 0/7 
CL 9 49 0/2 0/1 5/19 8 4/25 0/2 
Total 13 /167 0/2 G/1 6/27 2/53 0/12 0/7 1/18 t 4/35 0/12 
PersLan(CL) I /6 s I s 1 1/6 8 
Unknown(CW) I / It 1/8 1 0/3 3 1 t 
-0 
cw 5 / 99 s 1/10 1/25 1/16 0/13 2/17 0/13 0/5 
TW 9 /119 0/1 0/2 3/48 0/2 2/10 4/42 8 0/14 
"a CL 14- /105 0/2 0/2 8/29 3 1/29. 0/1 5/S9 0/3 
Total 28 /323 0/2 0/3 9! 41 4/73 2/47 2/24 6/59 1 5/52 0/22 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-matters of the 19th-year publications: 
-1 1. No. 036(A-CL. 2)-- Dal; 'il &I-Khayr; t wa-Shaw; riq &I-Anw; r fl Dhikr &I-Sol; t 
c al; al-Nabl al-Lukhtir (IslamLc religLon-Prayers). 
2. No. 160(T-CL. Z)-- AL-Jawh-tca &I-g&hLyya &I-Ahm&dLyya fl Sharh &I-Wasiyya 
sl-Muýammadiyya (jurisprudence). 
1 3. No. 259(T-CL. Z)-- kl-M&wqGf; tl (do. ) 
1 4. No. 270(T-CL. 2)-- sl*. Lnh; j &I-Fuqar; ' (mysticism). 
*1 3. No. 296(T-CW. 2)-- Nahjat al-Nan; zil (jurisprudence). 
6. No. 424(A-CL. 2)-- Sharh c All B. c Abd &I-Sal; m &I-Tas; Ll &I-Sabr; rl (fl. 
Tuhfat &I-Ifukk; ns fI Nukat &1-cUhGd wa-al-Ahk; m (do. ) 
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TABLE 19-- Continued 
7. No. 529(T-CL. I)-- Tuhfa-i S&Ilmiyya D&r c Aq; 'Ld (theology). 
1 8. No. 381(T-CL. 2)-- Tarjamat Rashah; t CAyn al-! iay; t (inystLcLsm). 
tf 9. No. 423(A-CL. 2)-- AI-Shajara &I-Sharlfa (Islamic hLstory). 
10. No. 201(U-CW. 3)-- L; 'iha Khlssa bi-Q&yd &I-Kaw; lld wa-al-Wafay; t (administration). 
11. No. 293(A-TW. 3)-- Nafar wa Bul; k (military science). 
12. No. 474(T-TW. 3)-- Ta C llm-nZma- i cAs; kir-L Ply; da&; a (do. ) 
13. No. 480(T-IV. 3)-- Ta c Ilm-n"-. i Ply; dag; n (do. ) 
*9 14. No. ll4(A-CW. 4)-- ý; shiyat Huharram Afandl (fl. 13th/19th) 
Cal; &I-Faw; 'Id 
al-Diy; liyya (Arabic grammar). 
1 15. No. 117(A-CL. 4)-. Uýshiyat CAbd &L-Haklm al-Sly; lk; tl (d. 1067/1656) 
cal; 
$. q 
&I-Faw; 'Ld &L-DLy; 'Lyya (do. ) 
16. No. 186(A-TW. 5)-- KIt; b &I-Jabr ws-al-Muq; bal& al-Mukammala (mathematics). 
17. No. 460(A-TV. 5)-- Tajrlb Muqarrab f! &I-His; b (do. ) 
18. No. 075(A-TW. 6)-- ýLy; O al-Nayyirayn fl Mud; w; t al- 
c Aynayn (medical science), 
19. Noo3Z5(A-CW. 6)-- Q; n; n IL-1-U3bLt; lLy; (h. 
c. A, hk; l) (do. ) 
20. t. o. 518(T-CW. 6)-- Tertib-I Ecza (do. ) 
21. No. 537(A-rw. 6)-- Al-"*UJ; Ls &I-Tibbiyya fl-m; I& btidds minhu IL-Hukam; ' 
&I-JLh; diyya (do. ) 
22. Ko. 285(A-rj. 6)-- huntah; &I-Bar; h fl 
cllm 
&I-JarrSh (veterinary). 
23. Eo. 3S7(A-r-1.6)-- Rawdat al-Adhkiy3' fl 
Cllm 
al-FLsiy; l; jiy; (do. ) 
24. No. 049(P-CL. 8)-- Dlw; n-L tl; [Lz (Persian poetry). 
25. No. 439(T-CL. 8)-- ýharh Qasldat &I-Burda (Arabic poetry). 
1 26. No. 046(T-CL. 8)-- Dlw; n-i MAI (TurkLsh poetry). 
1 27. No. 070(T-CL. S)-- blw; n-L Saz; 'I-yi CulshanT (do. ) 
1 28. No. 299(T-CL. S)-- Naw3dir &I-IthSr (do. ) 
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TABLE 20-- AKNUAý AND CUMULATIVC CUTPUT OF THE TWENTIETII YEAR (1257/23.2.1841-11.2.1842) 
Ann. /Cumulative 
I 
Annual and 6mulative Subjoct Output 










cw 3 / 34 0/4 1/7 1/7 1/7 0/4 0/3 0/2 
ri 12 / 70 0/1 1/7 6/13 3/40 2/9 
CL 5 / 55 0/1 3/13 2/31 0/1 0/8 0/1 
Total 20 /159 0/2 3/17 2/14 3/38 7/21 3/44 1 0/11 2/12 
cw 4 / 61 1/7 2/13 0/10 0/4 0/13 1/11 0/3 
A r. 4 0 / 61 1 0/2 0/42 0/2 0/3 0/5 0/7 
CL 13 / 62 1/3 1/2 2/21 1 1 1 8/33 1/3 
Total 17 /184 1/3 1/2 3/30 2/55 0/12 0/7 0/8 9/44 1/13 
Persian(CL) 2 /8 1 1 2/6 s 
Unknown(CW) I / 12 t 1/9 0/3 1 
cd 8 /107 1/11 4/29 1/17 1/14 0/17 1/14 0/5 
0 TW 12 /131 2 OA 0/2 1/49 0/2 6/16 3/45 s 1 2/16 1 
CL 20 /125 1/3 1/3 5/34 2/31 0/1 10/49 1/4 
To W 40 /363 1/3 1/4 6/47 5/78 3/50 7/31 3/62 11/63 3/25 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-matters of the 20th-year publications$ 
1 1. Vo. 25Z(T-CL. O)--[I& c rifat-n; ma (encyclopaedLc work). 
1 2. No. 295(T-CL. l)-- Tarjamat NahJ &I-SuOk fl SLy; s&t al-gul; k (ethics). 
1 3. No. 0Z7(A-CL. Z)-- AI-B&rlqa &I-:. ahm; dLyya fl Sharh al-Tarlqa &141uhammadiyya 
(mysticism) 
1 4. No. 094(T-CL. Z)-- Fathl All al-lat; ljawl (jurisprudence). 
1 5. No. 179(T-CJ. 2)-- Rhul; sat al-Waf; l (Islamic history). 
6. No. 438(A-CL. 2)-- 
_Sharh 
c All B. Sult; n &Iuhammad &I-Q; rl (d. 1014/1605) 
c 
al; 
&I-ShLf; ' bL-Ta c r1f lluq; q 81-4; ustaf; IL-I-Q; dl 
Cly; d (do. 
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TABLE 20-- Continued 
*1 7. No. 486(A-CL. 2)-- Ts c llq; t al-Kan. Sharl (fl. ?)c 41; *.. &I-Maw; qif fl 
ClIal 
&L-Kal; m (theolo&y). 
8. No. 521(T-CL. 2)-- Tarjama-i TIby; n (Quranic studies). 
9. No. 199(U-CW. 3)-- L; 'Lha Kh; ssa bi- c Adam Talkhlr &I-A, c ftl; l fl &I-Dow; wln 
(administration). 
10. No. 451(T-CW. 3)-- Siy; sat-n; ma, ya c al fi. e. 7 q; u; n al-rifriyya (do. ) 
11- '--'0-035(A-C'4-3)-- D; khilLyya (military scienca). 
12. Vo. 342(T-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n al-T; bjiyya &I-Jadld (do. ) 
13. No. 464(A-rJ. 3)-- Ta c lim 11; y (do. ) 
14. No. 239(A-CL. 4)-- Mgjm; c&t Ras; *Ll fl &I-S-arf (Arabic morphology). 
15. No. 435(A-CW. 4)-- St-ach Hassu B. CAII &I-Kafr; wl (d. 1202/1788) 
c &I; 
&I-tluqsddLms &I-Ijurr: mLyya (ArabLc grammar). 
16. No. 442(A-CL. 4)-- Al-Shayth Kjý&Hd fl clim al-NahW (do. ) 
17. No. 122(A-TW. 5)-- ýLs; b &I-Tam; m wa-al-Taf; dul (mathemstLcs). 
18. No. 138(A-CJ. 5)-- KLt; b cIlm &I-His; b (do. ) 
1 19. No. 29l(A-CJ. 5)-- Muthallathat hustawiya wa-Kurawiyya (do. ) 
. 
Ln 
20. No. 549(A-rJ. 5)-- Ziy; d! zLyya, ay fi*. e. 7 Fann Acin; l &I-Rhurut al-cAzlma (geodesy). 
1 21. No. l3l(A-v. 5)-- 1dr; l1k, ay /Lej/ 
411m Harakat waliuw; zanat &I-t: iy; h (physics). 
22. No. 0l5(A-r. J. 3)-- Al-Aqw; I &1411urdLya f! C Ilm Bunyst &I-Kura &I-Ardiyya (geology). 
23. to. 079(1, -n1.5)-- AI-Durr &I-Gwi fl &L-, \ab; t wa-m; f1hi min a I-Khawill 
wa-al-Man3fic (botany). 
1q; 1 -1 24. No. 262(A-r.;. 6)-- %Tk; n1q;, anna /T. eJ/ 
CIlm Jarr al-Ath (engineering). 
11; t (do. ) 1 25. t%o. 507(A-T'-:. 6)-- Tark1b al-A 
26. , 'o. 3l0(A-rJ. 6)w- Nuzhut &I-Nah; fil 11 'Nacrifat (veterituary). 
27. No. l04(P-CL. S)-- Culist3n (Persian prose work). 
2S. No. 3l2(P-CL. S)-- Pand-n: na (do. ) 
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TABLE 20-- Continued 
29. No. 417(T-CL. S)-- Tarjamat Sarh &I. c Uy; n fl Sharh Ris; lat Ibn Zayd; n 
(Arabic epistle). 
1 30. No. 052(T-CL. 8)-- Dlw; n-I IlLshmat (Turkish poetry). 
9 31. No. 053(T-CL. 8)-- Dlw; n-L Ism; C11 Pqql (do. ) 
32. No. 056(T-CL. S)-- Le Diwan de Mohammed EmLn (do. ) 
33. I%Io. 057(T-CL. 8)-- Dlw; n-L N; bI Afandl (do. ) 
# 34. No. 0G2(T-CL. 8)-- Le Diwan do Nasim (do. ) 
f 35. No. 064(T-CL. 8)-- Le DLwan do NtchanL (do. ) 
; 36. Na. 074<T-CW. 8)-- Dlw; n-L W; sif (do. ) 
*1 37. No. 212(T-CL. 8)-- Lat; 'if-L Khwa a I-Dln Afandl (Turkish prose work). _ 
ja Nssr 
a 38. No. 272(T-CL. 9)-- MLr'; t &I-K; 'Ln; t (history). 
39. No. 255(A-TW. 9)-- Mat; IL c Sh ;s &L-SLyar fl Waq; OL 
c K&rl; s fsL 7 &I-Th; nl a-num 
CA3har (Western history). 
40. No. 300(A-rJ. 9)-- Nazm &I-L&'; Ii' fl &I-Sul; k fr-m&n H&k&m& F&r&ns; w&-m&n 
Q; balahum c &1; Misr min sl-ýIul; k (do. ) 
e 
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TABLE 21-- ANNUAL AND CU, *. UL%TIVL OUTPUT OF THE TWCNTv-FlitST YEAR (1258/12.2.1842-31.1.1843) 
Ann. /Cumulative Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 




















cw 2 / 36 0/4 0/7 0/7 0/7 2/6 0/3 0/2 
TW 4 / 74 0/1 0/7 1/14 3/43 1 0/9 
CL I / 56 0/1 1/14 0/31 0/1 1 9 0/8 0/1. 
7 /166 0/2 1/18 0/14 0/38 1/22 5/49 0/11 0/12 
cw 6 / 67 0/7 1/14 0/10 0/4 0/13 5/16 0/3 
0 ri 2 / 63 2 s 1/3 1/43 0/2 0/3 0/5 1 t 0/7 
CL 3 65 0/3 0/2 2/23 1/34 0/3 
Total 11 /195 0/3 0/2 3/33 2/57 0/12 0/7 0/16 1 6/50 0/13 
Parsian(CL) 0 /8 t 0/8 1 
Unknown(CU) 0 / 12 s 0/9 1 0/3 s t I 
cw 8 /115 0/11 1/30 0/17 0/14 2/19 s 3/19 0/5 
TW 6 /137 s 0/1 1/3 1/50 0/2 1/17 3/48 3 2 0/16 
'V 







4/51 2/80 0150 1/32 5/67 6/69 0/25 
4 
B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-matters of the 21st-year publications: 
1 1. No. 078(T-CL. 2)-- T&rjamat Durar &I-Hukk; m f! Sharh Chur&r &I-Ahk; m (jurisprudence). 
1 2. No. 11l(A-CL. 2)-- tGOLyat Sulaym; n &I-IzmIrI (d. 1102/1690) C all I'Ur'; t al-Us; l 
il; Nirq; t al-Wus; l (do. ) 
1 3. I%Io. 091(T-CL. 2)-- Fzrah al-tl; h (theology). 
4 4. Ko. 4l9(T-TII. 2)-- Tarjamat . 
KLt; b &I-SawZd al-A 
c 
xam (do. ) 
5. No. 361(T-Cv. '. 3)-- P; n; n-n3=&-L DSkhLliyya-i 
cAs; kLr &1-T; bjlyya (military science). 
6. No. 363(T-TW. 3)-- ý; n; n-n; ma fl Bay; n KhLd; tn; t %I-Qalca wa-al-QLshl; q (do. ) 
7. No. 218(A-rJ. 5)-- tIab; dL' &I-11'andaso (mathtmuatLcs). 
8. No. 082(A-CJ. G)-- AI-Durr &I-Thamin ft Fann al-Aqr&b; dhTn (medical science). 
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TABLE 21-- Continued 
9. No. 462(A-TW. 6)-- T; lLc sl. Sa'ý; da wa-al-Iqb; l fl 
rllm al-Wil"ads wo-Amr; d 
al-N13; '___wa-al-A. tf; l (miedical scLence). 
10. No. 210(A-CW. 6)-- L; 'Jhat 21ricat &I-Fall; h wa-Tadblr Atk; m 81-SIY; 3a 
bi-Qasd &I-Naj; h (agrlculture). 
11. No. 311(A-rJ. 6)-- Nuzhat &I-Riy; d fT 
ellm &I-Amr; d (yeterLnary). o 
12. Vo. 532(A-TI4.6)-- Tuhfat &I-Q&lam fl Ainr; d sl-Qadam (do. ) 
1 13. No. 040(T-CW. 8)-- Le DLwan d'Aini (Tuckish poetry). 
1 14. No. 043(T-CW. S)-- Dlw; n-L Clrif (do. ) 
9 15. No. 044(T-CW. S)-- Dlw; n-L F; dil Bag ffiýy7 And&r; nl ýdo. ) 
1 16. No. 050(T-CJ. 8)-- Le DLw&n de Halet EffendL (do. ) 
*#. 17. No. 051(T-C%J. 8)-- Dlw; n-L . H&Ilmgir; y Sult; n kdo. ) 
1 18. No. 071(T-CL. 8)-- Le DLwan do Sek&kL (do. ) 
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TABLE 22-- ANNUAL AND CMIULATIVE OUTPUT OF TILL TWENTY-SZCOW) YEAR (1259/1.2.1843-21.1. is44) 
Ann. /Cumulative 
I 
Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 






Arts L. Lt. 
I 
Hist. 
cm 1 / 37 1 s 0/4 0/7 0/7 0/7 1/7 0/3 0/2 
TW 8 / 82 1 0/1 1 1/8 2/16 5/48 0/9 
CL 3 / 59 0/1 1/15 1 1/32 0/1 8 3 1/9 0/1 
Total 12 /178 0/2 1/19 1/15 1/39 2/24 6/55 s 1/12 0/12 
cw 4 71 9 2 0/7 2/16 1/11 0/4 0/13 1/17 0/3 
Tw 2 65 0/3 0/43 0/2 2/5 0/5 0/7 
CL 2 67 0/3 0/2 1/24 1/35 0/3 
Total 8 /203 0/3 0/2 1/34 2/59 1/13 2/9 0/18 2/32 0/13 
PersLan(CL) I /9 t 1 3 1/9 
Unknown(CW) 0 / 12 9 0/9 1 0/3 3 1 1 
cw 5 /120 3 0/11 2/32 1/18 0/14 1/20 1/20 0/5 
TW 10 /147 0/1 0/3 1/51 0/2 4/21 5/53 0/16 
a CL 6 /13i 0/3 0/3 2/39 1 1/32 0/1 1 3/53 0/4 
- w cj 
r 1 
T otal 21 /402 0/3 0/4 2/53 3/83 2/52 4/36 6173 2 4/73 0/25 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles# and subjectýmatters of the 22ndýyear publicationss 
1. IRo. 52l(T-CL. 2)-- Tarjama-i Tiby; tL (Quranic studies). 
2. No. 444(A-CL. 2)-- SIrat Ras; l All; h (IslamLc history). 
3. No. 198(T-CW. 3)-- L; 'ihs fl Khus; s al-Awr; q &I-41utscalliqa bi-Ru'yat al-Mas; llh 
&I-Kh*Yriyya ... etc. 
(administration). 
4. No. 335(A-TU. 3). - Q; n; n &I-Safariyya (military science). 
5. No. 351(T-CW. 3)-- Q; n'un-n. ima-j c As; kLr-i Piy; dag; n (do. ) 
6. No. 425(A-CL. 4)-- Iharh Kh; lLd al-Azharl (d. 903/1499) 
cal; &I-Nuqaddima 
al. ljurrý=Lyya (Arabic gra=ar). 
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TABLE 22-- Continued 
7. No. 506(T-CW. 4)-- KLt; b Tarjum; n TurkI we- C Arabl (Turkish lexicon). 
8. No. 132(A-TW. 5).. If; d. at al-A-dhh; n fl RLy; d. at 
-al-. -S. 
Lby; n (mathematics). 
9. No. 133(T-TW. 5)-- Tarjamat IfIdat &I-AdhhSn fl RLy; dat &I-SLby; n (do. ) 
10. No. 2l9(T-rj. 5)-- Tarjamat hab; W &I-Hand&sa (do. ) 
11. No. 409(A-TW. S)-- Rud; b al-Gh; nty; t fl His; b &I-Nuthall&th; t (do. ) 
12. ro. 004(A-TV. 6)-- Ahsan al-, kfhr; d fl &I-Tashkhls wa-tluc; lajat &I-Amr; d 
(medical science). 
13. Ko. 302(A-rvI. 6)-- Nubdha Latlfa fl Tat"Im &I-Judarl (do. ) 
14. No. 388(A-rsI. G)-- Rawdat al-N&J; h &L-Kubr; fl &I- 
cAmalLyy; t &I. Jir; hiyya 
al-ýu, ghr; (do. ) 
15. No. 405(A-TW. 6)-- RIs; l& N; fL Ca fj Cll; j Amr; d &I-Ifumm; (do. ) 
16. %No. 520(A-TW. 6)-- AI-Tibb al- c Mall (do. ) 
17. No. 337(A-Cj. 6)-- Q; n; a al-Shaf; lik (or. al-ChiftILk) (agriculture). 
13. No. 104<P-CL. 8)-- Culist; n (Persian prose work). 
4- 
+ 19. No. 182(A-CL. 8)- KLtib fl Fann &I-KLt&b wa-al-Inshi' (Arabic epistle). 
# 20. Io'. 048(T-CJ. 8)-- DIw3n-L Gulshan-L Afk; r (Turkish poetry). 
1 21. No. 065(T-CL. S)-- Dlw; n-L KLy; zl (do. ) 
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TME 23-- ANNUAL AND CUIIULATIVE OUTPUT OF THE WENTY-THIRD YI; AR.: (1260/22.1.1844-9.1.1845) 
Ann. /CumulatLve Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 








Pures. Tech. Art* Lit. 
1 
HLst. 
cw 3 40 1 0/4 2/9 0/7 0/7 0/7 1 1/4 0/2 
U TW 9 91 9 0/1 0/8 1 3/19 6/54 0/9 
CL 2 61 9 0/1 0/15 1/33 0/1 3 1/10 0/1 
Total 14 /192 0/2 0/19 2/17 1/40 3/27 6/61 t 2/14 0/12 
cli 6 77 1/1 0/7 4/1.0 0/11 0/4 0/13 8 1/18 0/3 
Tii 2 67 0/3 0/43 0/2 015 1/6 1 1/9 
CL 2 69 0/3 0/2 1/25 1/36 0/3 
total 10 /213 1/4 0/2 1/35 4/63 0/13 0/9 1/19 1 2/54 1/14 
Per31&n(CL) 0 /9 1 0/9 
Unknowrr(CW) 1 / 13 1/10 0/3 3 
-4 
cw 10 /130 1/1 0/11 7/39 0/18 0/14 0/20 2/22 0/5 
is &P 
10 TW 11 /158 0/1 0/3 0/51 0/2 3/24 7/60 s 3 1/17 
CL 4 /139 0/3 0/3 1/1-0 1/33 0/1 2 2/55 0/4 
Total 25 /427 1/4 0/4 1/54 7! 90 1/53 3/39 7/80 t 4/77 1/26 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-4aatters of the 23rd-year publications: 
1. No. 151(T-CW. O)-- Ishb; Fihrist Mahr; 3&-i MLsrd& etc. (bibliographies). 
2. No. l36(T-CL. 2)-- c Ilm-L ý; I (theology). 
3. No. 030(A-CJ. 3)-- Bay; n &I-Maw; dd &Ilatl S; yarx 
c 
anh; al-Isti'dh; n bi-al-Dlw; n o 
&I-KhidIwT m; cAd; al-Daw; wIn (administration). 
c, 4. Iýo. 197(T-Cw. 3)- L; Oiha fl Bay; n Wad jay; rifat al-MustakhdLialn fl has; Iih 
&I-Iluk; me &I-misriyya c &I; Us; l hustahsana (do. ) 
S. No. 203(T-CV. 3)-- Al-L; 'Lha &I-Mutacalliq bL-Kh3dlmýt al-tiustakhdamln 
wa-Nuta c alliq; t1h; (do. ) 
6. No. 322(U-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n-L Jin! 'I (do. ) 
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TABLE 23-- Continued 
7. No. 324(A-CW. 3)-- Q3nýn (or, Bay; n) &I-Kush; f; t &I-J; rl Taqdrmuh; 11; al-Rik; b 
&I-cill min &1"4udlriyylt wa-al-Jaw; b can Kull Kashf (adminix. ) 
S. No. 362(T-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n-n; nis fl Bay; n c AmalLyyat &I-TUrs 
c wa-al-Jus; r 
bL-al-Aq; lrm &I-Misriyys (do. ) 
9. NO-364(T-CW. 3)-- Q3nGn-nýma fl Bay; n Qus3s! t &I-K; rantlns wa-al-Naz; fa (do. ) 
10. No. 250(A-CL. 4)-- Al-', I. tkq!; d fl al-Tasrlf (Arabic morphology). 
It. No. 334(A-TW. S)-- AlmQ; n; n al-Riy; d. l fl Fana T&-khtI. t &I-Ar; dI (topography). 
12. No. 458(A-rJ. 5)-- Tahdhlb &I-cIb; r; t fl Fann Akhdh al-MLs; h; t (do 
13. No. 159(A-TW. 5)-- Al-Jaw; hir &I-S&nLyya fT &I-AcM; l &I-Klm; wiyya (chomistry)o 
14. No. 026(A-TW. 6)-- Bahjst &I-Ruas; l fl Amr; d &I-Nis; ' (medLC&l science). 
15. No. 077(A-TW. 6)-- AI-Durar aI-Chaw; l fl Muc; I&Jat Amr; j &I-A! f; l (do. ) 
16. No. 495(T-rW. 6)-- Tarjamat Tarbiyat &I-Atf; l (do. ) 
17. KunZz &I-SLhha wa-Yaw; qlt &L. HLnha (do. ) . o. 
-1 18. No. 276(A-rJ. 6)-- ',, Iukhtasar fl 
r-Ilm 
&I-i; lk; nlk; (enginstriu&). 
19. No. 025(A-TW. 6)-- Al-gahjs &I-Saniyya fl A4m; r &I-ilayaw; n; t &I-Ahliyya (veterinary). 
20. f-'o. 275(A-TW. 6)-- nishk; t &L-L; 'idhln fl rllm &I-Aqrab; dhla (do. ) 
1 21. No. 019(A--CW. S)-- c AsIdat &I-Shahda (Arabic poetry). 
22. No. 170(A-CL. 8)-- Kanz &I-Asr; r wa-qamc al-Ashr; r fl-; a Hasala IL-al-ill. uqaddam 
lbr; hlm Uawr; nl fl R; m; al-?; ad; vLn wa-JLsr &I-Injib; r 
(Arabic prose work). 
1 23. No. 055(T-CJ. 8)-- Dlw; n-i Layll Kh; nIm (Turkish poetry). 
1 24. No. 063(T-CL. 8)-- Le Dlwan do NesimL (do. ) 
25. No. 504(T-TW. 9)-- Tarjamat Tirikh N; b; liy; n B; n3-blrt& (Western history). 
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Annual and Cumulative SubjeCL Output 









cw 1 41 0/4 1/10 0/7 0/7 0/7 0/4 0/2 
0 r.; 4 95 3 0/1 0/8 1/20 2/56 1/1 0/9 
.0 
CL 3 64 3 0/1 2/17 0/33 0/1 1/11 0/1 
Tdtal 8 /200 0/2 2/21 1/18 0/40 1/28 2/63 1 2/16 0/12 
c1d 3 / 80 0/1 0/7 1/21 0/11 1/5 1/14 3 0/18 0/3 
TV 1 68 8 0/3 0/43 0/2 0/5 1/7 3 0/8 
CL 4 73 0/3 0/2 3/26 1/37 0/3 
Total 8 /221 0/4 0/2 3/38 1/64 0/13 1/10 2/21 1/53 0/14 
Perstan(CL) 2 / 11 t 2/11 t 
Unknown(V) 0 / 13 0/10 0/3 3 
V 4 /134 0/1 0/11 2/41 0/19 1/15 1/21 8 0/22 0/5 
W 5 /163 0/1 0/3 0/51 0/2 1/25 3/63 3 1/1 0/17 
CL 9 /148 0/3 0/3 5/45 8 0/33 0/1 4/59 0/4 
Total 18 /445 0/4 0/4 5/59 2/92 0/53 2/41 4/84 5/82 0/26 
I 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-M&tter3 Of the 24th. year publications: 
1. t? o. 160(T-CL. 2)-- AL-Jawhara &I-Bahiyya al-Ahmadiyya fl *Sharh &I-Wasiyy& 
al-, MuýammsdLyya (jurisprudence). 
2. No. 434(A-CL. 2)-- Sharh 4AIT Ibn Muhammad &1-Juri; nl (d. 816/1413) c&l; 
&I-, 4aw; qif f! c1l. al-Kal; m (theology). 
No. 263(A-CL. Z)-- AI-Milal wa-al-MLhal (IslamLc sects). 
1 4. No. 105(T-CL. Z)-- ýadlqa al-Sucad; ' (Islamic history). 
5. No. 437(T-CL. 2)-- Sharh Ism; c1l NLy;.! (fl. ?)c al; ... Matn Wastyya al-Urkawl 
(Islamic religion). 
6. No. 202(, %-C.!. 3)-- L; 'iha Mushtanila c . 1; c&-ialLyya cUm; m al-Muhand13ln 
. &I-Malmtrln 
bi-Mullhaza ... otc. (admLnistration). 
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TABLE 24-- C6ntLnued 
7. No. 476(T-CJ. 3)-- Ta c lint-nins-i Catarys (military science). 
8. t. Io. 194(A-TW. 5)-- Al-La'; Ii' &I-Bahiyya fT al-Handass &I-Wasfiyya (mathematics). 
9. No. 240(T-C%;. 5)-- I'iajm; rat &I- c UI; m al-Riy; diyya (do. ) 
10. No. 192('. -TW. 6)-- Tarjamat Kun;, & &I-SlhhA (medical science). 
11. tIo. 309(A-TW. 6)-- Nuzhat &I-lqb; l fl Liud; w; t al-Atf; l (do. ) 
12. No. 513(A-TW. 6)-w KLt; b al-Ta3hrlh al-c; xirs (do. ) 
13. No. 328(T-CW. 6)-- Qýn; n Muntakhab; t al-M; ým (agriculture). 
1 14. No. 370(P-CW. 8)-- Qa31d&-j Sangl; kh Dar Hadh-L 12MIr (Persian poetry). 
1 15. No. 104(P-CL. S)-- CUl13t; a (Persian prose work). 
16. %, o. 522(A-CL. 8)-- Al-Tiby; n fl Sharh &I-Dlw; n al-? '. utanabbl Csicll (Arabic poetry). 
17. No. 127(A-TW. 8)-- ýu%n aL-Ikhtir; c ff Shakhs Qsdar &I-Sub; 
c (Arabic prose Work). 
18. Vo. 287(T-CL. 8)-- Huntakhab; t-L Mrr NazIf (Turkish epistle). 
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TABLE 25-- ANNUAL ANU MULATIVE OUTPUT Of THE TWENTY-elFTH YZAK (1262/30.12.1845-19.12.1846) 
Ann. /Cumulative 
I 
Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 













cw 2 43 1/1 0/4 0/10 1/8 0/7 0/7 t 0/4 012 
Tw 4 99 0/1 3 0/8 1/21 1/57 0/1 2/11 
dc CL 4 68 0/1 1/18 3/36 0/1 1 0/11 0/1 
Total 10 /210 1/1 0/2 1/22 0/18 4/44 1/29 1/64 1 0/16 2! 14 
cw 3 83 1/2 0/7 0/21 1/12 0/5 0/14 1/19 0/3 
TW a 68 t 0/3 0/43 0/2 0/5 0/7 9 0/8 
CL. 3 76 0/3 0/2 3/31 9 1 0/37 0/3 
Total 6 /227 1/5 0/2 3/41 0/64 1/14 0/10 0/21 1/56 0/116 
PersLan(CL) 0 / 11 s I s 0/11 1 
Unknown(CW) 0 / 13 9 0/10 0/3 t 
cw 5 /139 2/3 0/11 0/41 2/20 0/15 0/21 1/23 0/5 
0 rVI 4 /167 0/1 0/3 0/51 0/2 1/26 1/64 0/1 2/19 1 
a CL 7 /155 0/3 0/3 4/49 3/36 0/1 3 0/59 0/4 .0 
Total 16 /461 2/6 0/4 4/63 0/92 5/58 1/42 1/85 1/83 2/28 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-matters of the 25th-year publLcationst 
1. No. 224(T-CW. O)-- Nshr; s&-da K; Iin Kit; bkh; na-i c; Aira-da hawj; d 01; n 
Kit; blarý-n tiLqd; r wa Fll; tlarl ... etc. (biblio&raphies). 
2. No. 204(A-Cf. 0)-- L; 'Lhat Jam'ýJyy&t &1-F, &4; rif &I-?. Lsriyya (organization). 
1 3. No. lll(A-CL. 2)-- ý; slhlyat Sulaym; n al-lzmlrf (d. 1102/1690) C &I; I. ir,; t 
al-US; l il; tiLrq; t &I-Wus; l (jurisprudence). 
1 4. Iýo, 092(T-CL. 2)-- Far; 'id &I-Faw; 'Ld fl Bay; n alý c Aq; 'Ld (theology). 
1 5. No. 407(T-CL. 2)-- Tarjamat Ris; lat al-Shayhli Eh--Iid (mysticism). 
6. No. 241(T-CL. 2)-- Ean; qib-i AwlLy; -yi IlLsr (1slamic history). 
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TABLE 25-- Continued 
7. No. 231(A-CL. 4)-- Ilajm; r-a fl al-Sarf (Arabic morphology). 
8. No. 164(A-CL. 4)-- Kit; b Jumlat &I-Nahw (Ar&bLc grammar). 
9. No. 435(A-CW. 4)-- Sharh Hasan Do CAIT al-Kafr; wl (do 1202/1788) 
c &I; 
&I-fluqaddLina al-ljurrýmLyya (do. ) 
10. No. 425(A-CL. 4)-- Sharh Kh; lLd al-Azharl (d. 905/1499) c &I; al-huqaddLms 
al-Ijurrýmiyya (do. ) 
11. No. 506(T-CW. 4)-- KLt; b Tarjum; n Turkl wa- c Arabl (Turkish lexicon) 
12. No. 174(A-TW. 5)-- Kashf RumZz al-SLrr &I-,, IasZn fl Tatblq &I-Handass c 41; 
&I-FunZn (m&them&tLcs). 
13. No. 267(A-TW. 6)-- AI-Minha IL-T; lLb Q; nGn &I-SLhha (veterinary). 
14. No. 282(T-CW. 8)-- ,. Iunsha*; t-i C; kLf (TurkLsh epLstle). 
15. No. 445(A-TW. 9)-- Sly; h& fl Amclk; (travel). 
16. No. 379(A-TW. 9)-- Qurrat &I-Nuf; s wa-al- 
c Uy; n bL-SLyar m; Tswassaý& mLn 
sl-Qurýn (Western history). 
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Annual and C. o. lative Subject Output 
Lan&. -Id. Cl . Outpvt Cený. PhLI. 
I 




Arts -- LLt. FI IL 
US t. 
. 
cw 31 46 0/1 1/5 0/10 0/8 1/6 1/8 0/4 0/2 
TW 5 /104 1 O; l 1/9 1/22 2/59 t 2 0/11 
CL 3/ 71 0/1 3/21 0/36 0/1 9 0/11 0/1 
Total 11 /221 0/1 0/2 4/26 1/19 0/44 2/31 3/67 1/17 0/14 
Cl*l 0 83 0/2 0/7 0/21 0/12 0/5 0/14 0/19 0/3 
TW 0 `68 0/3 0/43 0/2 0/5 017 0/8 
CL 0 76 0/3 0/2 0/31 0/37 0/3 
Total 0 /227 0/5 0/2 0/41 0/64 0/14 0/10 0/21 3 0/56 0/14 
Persian<CL) 1/ 12 1/12 2 
Unknown(CU) 0/ 13 0/10 0/3 3 
cl? 3 /142 0/3 1/12 0/41 0/20 1/16 1/22 2 0/23 0/5 
0 TW 5 /172 0/1 0/3 1/52 0/2 1/27 2/66 1/2 0/19 1 
,a V. CL 4 /159 0/3 0/3 3/52 1 0/36 0/1 1/60 0/4 
Ci 
Total 12 /473 
1 
0/6 0/4 4/67 1/93 0/53 2/44 3/88 2/85 0/28 
N. B. The code-numbers, UtLes, and subject-matter3 of the 26th-yekr publicatLons: 
ý2&yhh-Z; da No. 116(A-CL. 2)-- Uýshiyat Nuhyl aL-Dln huh. ammad B. nus. otaf; 
s 
(d. 950/1543) call Anwh al-Tanzil wa-Asr! r al-Ts'wIl 
(QuranLc studLes). 
2. No. 281(A-CL. 2). - ', '; ultaq; al-Abýur (jurisprudence). 
3. I; o. 380(A-CV. 2)-. Radd al-Muht; r 
cal; 
al-Durr al-flukht; r Sharh Tanwir 
al-Absar (do. 
4, l. o. 2G3(A-CL. 2)-- Al-Vilal wa. sj., Nijaj (IslaaLc sects). 
5. No. 496(A-rJ. 3)-- Ta C rib al-Am-th; l bL-Tah-dlilb &I-A. tf; l (education). 
6. to. 519(A-W. 5)-- Thamarat fl c'Ilm &I-Llis; b (mathesia tics). 
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TABLE 26-- ContLnued 
7. No. 087(A-CW. 5)-. Dust; r (mub; rak) Mucrib 
c 
an Sanat 1263 Hil; lLyya Hijriyya 
CLm 
&I-Nafc fl al-Qutr &I-Misrl ws. Ch4yrthi (almansc). 
S. No. 103(A-CW. 6).. Churar &I-Naj; h fl Acm; I &I-Jarr; h (medical science)- 
9. No. 383(A-TW. 6)-- Al-Rawda al-Bahiyya fj tjud; w; t &l. Amr; d &I-Jildiyya (do. ) 
10. No. l02(A-TV. 6)--. ghay&t al-Kar; m fl Adwiyat &I-Asq; m (vatcrinary). 
11. No. 312(P-CL. 8)-- Pand-n" (Persian pr030 work). 
12. No. 163(A-TW. 3)-- KLt; b Tarjamat &I-Julist; n &I-F; risl (Arabic prose work). 
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Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 



















cw 3 / 49 0/1 1/6 0/10 0/8 1/9 1/9 0/4 0/2 
U TW 4 /106 0/1 0/9 2/24 1/60 9 0/2 1/12 
.0 
-C CL 4 / 75 0/1 2/23 2/38 0/1 0/11 0/1 
Total 11 /232 0/1 0/2 3/29 0/19 2/46 3/34 2/69 0/17 1/15 
cu 1 84 0/2 0/7 1/22 0/12 0/5 0/14 0/19 0/3 
ri 1 69 0/3 1/44 0/2 0/5 0/7 1 0/8 
CL. 4 80 0/3 0/2 3/34 8 1 0/37 1/4 
Total 6 /233 0/5 0/2 3/44 2/66 0/14 0/10 0/21 t 0/56 1/15 
Persian(CL) 0 / 12 s 1 3 1 0/12 
Unknown(Cli) 0 / 13 8 1 1 0/10 0/3 s 
cw 4 /146 0/3 1/13 1/42 0/20 1/17 1/23 0/23 0/5 
a rw 5 /177 3 0/1 0/3 1/53 0/2 2/29 1/67 0/2 1/20 
CL 8 /167 0/3 0/3 5/57 1 2/38 0/1 0/60 1/5 
r 
T : )tal 17 /490 0/6 0/4 6/73 2/95 2/60 3/47 2/90 t 0/85 2/30 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-matters of the 27th-year publicationst 
1 1. No. 4LO(AVL. 2)-- Ray al-Bay; n fl TWO al-Qur'; n (QuranLe studies). 
2. F-o. 276(T-CL. 2)-- lNucl-nalit Ris; lasl (jurLsprudence). 
1. %c. 534(T-CL. 2)-- Tuhfat &I-Sh; h; n (do. ) 
4. No. 085(A-Cj. 2)-- Durrat al-N; 31hln (3amons). 
5. No. 137(T-CL. 2)-- Cllm-i H; l (theology). 
6. No. 438(A-CL. 2)-- Sharý cAll a. Sull; n : WýAnmsd al-qir'3, ' (d. 1014/1605) c. 1; 
al-Shif; ' bL-Ta 
c 
rif Huq; q a! -mustaf; li-l-Q; dl 
Cly; d 
(I. sla. mic hLstory). 
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TABLE 27-- Continued 
7. i. o. 340(T-CW. 3)-- Al-Q34n al-Th; nl fl Hay; n T&Cllm; t al. ll; y; t fl &I-T; bLys 
(military science). 
8. No. 471(T-TV. 3)-- Ta c lTm; t &I-CAs; kir &I-Suw; riyya 
c 
&I; &I-Khayl (do. ) 
9. Vo. 227(A-CL. 4)-- tlajm; - fj c1lin &I-Tasrlt (Arabic morphology). 
10. No. 432(A-CL. 4)-- aharh c Abd All; h Ibn Hish; m (708-761/1308-t360) 
c 
al; 
Qatr al-Nad; wa-Ball &I-Sad; (ArabLc grammar). 
No. 157(A-TW. 5)-- Jlmlý' al-Thamarit fl tiisib &I-muthallathat (mstheinatfts). 
12. No. 0S8(A-CW. 5)-- Dust; r (Mublrak) Nu c rib c an Sanst 1265 Jjil; lLyy& Hijriyya 
C; mm &L-Nafc ff al-Qutr at-HIsrT wa-Chayrihi (almanac). 
13. %, o. l41(A-rj. 5)-- cIlm Taharruk al-Saw; 'Ll (physics). 
14. No. 492(A-CW. 6)-- Al-TanwIr fl Qaw; cld al-TahdTr (medical science). 
15. No. 225(A-r. 1.6)--,, -. &jm&c al-Churar fl SLy; sat aL-Baqsr (veterinary). 
16. No. 503(A-TW. 9)-- T; rlkh rulýk Farans; min Mabda' KuLkihim il; al-tialik 
LuwI FIlTb (Western history). 
17. No. 286(T-CL. 9)-- Muntakhab; t-i Awliy; - Chalabl (Ottoman history). 
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Annual and Cumulative Subject Output 











ci 2 / 51 0/1 t 0/6 1/11 0/8 0/9 0/9 2 0/4 1/3 
ri 1 /109 t 0/1 8 0/9 0/24 0/63 1 0/2 1/13 
CL 2 / 77 9 0/1 0/23 2/40 0/1 1 9 0/11 0/1 
Total 5 /237 0/1 0/2 0/29 1120 2/48 0/34 0/69 0/17 2/0 
cw 6 90 0/2 0/7 4/26 1/13 0/5 1/15 9 0/19 0/3 
Tw 0 69 1 0/3 0/44 0/2 0/5 0/7 0/8 
2 CL . 2 / 82 0/3 0/2 2/36 9 8 0/37 0/4 , 
Total 8 /241 0/5 0/2 2/46 4/70 1/15 0/10 1/22 0/56 0/15 
Persian(CL) 0 / 12 S 1 3 1 0/12 
Unknown(Cj) 2 / 15 2/12 0/3 3 1 .3 
L". 1 10 /156 0/3 0/13 7/49 1/21 0/17 1124 9 0/23 1/6 
TV 1 /176 0/1 0/3 0/53 0/2 0/29 0/67 ZI 0/2 1/21 
,a CL 4 /171 0/3 0/3 2/59 2/40 0/1 0/60 0/5 
Q 
Tota, 15 /505 0/6 0/4 2/75 7/102 3/63 0/47 1/91 1 0/85 2/32 
N. B. The code-numbers, Utles, and subject-matters of the 28th-year publLcations: 
1. No. 261(T-CL. 2)-- tlLft; ý al-Janna (jurLsprudence). 
1 2. No. 407(T-CL. 2)-- Tarjamat Ri3; lAt &I-Shayth Kh7alLd (sufism). 
3. No. 124(T-Q4.3)-- ýu4d-n; ma (administration). 
4. No. 319(A-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n Dlw; n &I-1r; d; t (do. ) 
5. No. 326(T-CW'. 3)-- Q; n; n al-l'. &C; sh; t &I-S; dir Sanat 1265 fl Bay; n Tartlb 
Ma"; sh; t &L-MustakhdamTa bL-81-Huk; ma al-Nizzlyys (do. ) 
6. No. 343(U-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n r-UqGb; t (do. ) 
7. No. 344(U-C', 1.3)-- Q3n; n-i cUtlmt; n'ip (do. ) 
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TABLE 28--Continued 
8. No. 365(T-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n-n; ma fl Bay; n Tartlb &I-Mav; dd sl-ý; 'Lr IcT; Iuh; min 
Dlw; n &I-1r; d; t wa-Bay; n &I-Maw; dd allatl K; na ý; dLr 
Icr; duh3 r-an &I-has; l1h al-tlutshhha il; &L-Dlw; n al-HsdhkZlr 
(administration). 
9. No. 361(T-CU. 3)--Q; n; n-n; ma- i D; khiliyya-i CAS; kir &I-T; bjiyya (military sc. ) 
10. No. 425(A-CL. 4)-- Sharh Kh; LLd al-Azharl (d. 905/1499) c &1; al-Muqaddima 
&I-Xjurr; mLyya (Ar&bLc grammar). 
11. No. 431(A-, ̂ L. 4)-- Shprh Ibn C AqIl (d. 769/1367) Cal; AlfLyyat Ibn K; hk (do. ) 
1 12. Fo. 506(T-CW. 4)-- KLt; b Tarjum; n TurkI we- 
C ArabT (Turkish lexicon) 
13. No. 196<T-CW. 6)-- L; 'ihs fI Day; n Siy; sat &I-Fil; ha (agriculture). 
14. No. 446(A-TW. 9)-- SLy; hat al-Hind (travel). 
15. No. 461(A-CW. 9)-- TakhlIs al-lbrlz fl TalkhIs B; rIz (do. ) 
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Annual and Cumilative Subject Outplut 



















cw I / 54 0/1 0/6 0/11 1/9 0/9 1/10 1/5 0/3 
u V 5 /114 0/1 0/9 1/25 1/61 0/2 3/16 
.0 
CL 5 / 82 0/1 1/24 1 2/42 0/1 3 1 2/13 0/1 
Total 13 /250 0/1 0/2 1/30 0/20 3/51 1/35 2/71 3 3/20 3/20 
cw 5 95 1/3 0/7 2/28 2/15 0/5 0/15 & 0/19 0/3 
TW 0 69 0/3 0/44 0/2 0/5 0/7 t 0/8 
Od 
CL 0 82 0/3 0/2 0/36 0/37 0/4 
Total 5 /246 1/6 0/2 0/46 2/72 2/17 0/10 0/22 0/56 0/15 
Per3lan(CL) 2 / 14 1/1 s I t 1/13 3 
Unknown(LV) 0 / 15 0/12 0/3 1 1 
cw 8 /164 1/4 0/13 2/51 3/24 0/17 1/25 1/24 0/6 
0 Tw 5 /183 1 0/1 0/3 0/53 0/2 1/30 1/68 0/2 3/24 1 
CL 7 /178 0/3 0/3 2/61 1 2/42 0/1 3/63 0/5 
Total 20 /5 251 1/7 0/4 2/77 2/104 5/68 1/48 2/93 4/89 3/35 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-matters of the 29th-yiar publications: 
N; o. 098(T-a'. O)-- Al-Fihrist fl Bay; n Niqd; r wa-Anw.; 
c 
wa-FL'; k &I-Kutub allat! 
K; nat hawj; da fl at-Kutubkh; na &I-K; "ins bL-Jiw; r al-Mahkama 
al-Shar c Lyya &I-[: Lsriyya &I-fiatbu it a bL-hatba 
ca8; 1; q WbHoa. ) 
cC 2. %o. 434(A-CL. 2)-- Sharh All Ibn . uhammad &I-JurjZnl 
(d. 816/1413) ala 
al-Naw; qif fr c Ilm al-Kal; m (theolo. -y). 
3. No. 297(P-CL. 2)-- Nas; 'Lh &I-F; risLyya Uslamic ethics). 
4, No. 355(T-Cjl. 3)-- Q; n; n-n"- i cAs; kir-i T; bjiy; n (militAry science). 
)io. 36#(T-CW. 3)-- qinan-niloa-I S&fariyy. %. i eA4kir ai-iihijiyya cao. ) 
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TABLE 29-- Continued 
6. No. 093(T-CW. 4)-- F; r1sl Takallum Ris; lasl (PersLan lan&ua&e). 
7. No. 467(T-CW. 4)-- T& c ITm al-V; risl (do. ) 
8. No. 313(A-CJ. 4)-- Qal; 'Id &I-Jum; a fl faw; 'Ld &I-Tarjum; n (Arabic lantunt). 
9. No. 166(A-CL. 4)-- Al-K; fiya (Arabic grammar). 
10. No. 296(A-CL. 4)-- Nat; 'Lj aI-Afk; r fl Shath lah; r al-Asr; r (do. ) 
11. No. 173(A-TW. 5)-- Kashf &I-NLq; b c an c Ilm &I-His; b (mathematics). 
12. No. C82(A-CW. 6)-- Durr &I-Thamln fl Fann al-Aqrab; dhIn (medical scl*nce). 
13. No. 4914A-r. J. 6)-- Al-Tanqlh &I-Wahld fl &L-Tashrlh al-Khass &L-Jadld (do. ) 
14. No. 104(P-CL. 6)-- Cullst; n ýPersLan prose work). 
15. No. 144(A-C;;. 8)-- Inshl' &I. 
cAtt; r (Arabic epistle). 
16. No. 249(A-CL. 8)-- Al-liaq; m; t &I-H&rlrLyya (Arabic prose wo?. Q. 
17. No. 118(, k-CL. 8)- U; shLyat CAbd al-liaklm &L-Sly; lk; tl (d. 1067/1656) 
'al; 
&I-Sharh &L--hutawwal ... etc. 
(Arabic rhetoric). 
18. No. 253(A-TW. 9)-- Al-t*. as; blh &I-Munlra fl Taw; rikh al-qur; n 41-Akhlra 
(Western history). 
19. %, o. 152(A-TW. 9)-- Ith; f &I-t. ul; k al-AlLbb; ' bL-Taqaddum &I-Jam 
c iyy; t fl BLI; d 
Dr; bb; ... etc. (Western history). 
20. lo. 3S2(A-TW. 9)-- Al-Rawd al-Azhar fl T; rlkh Butrus al-Akbar (do. ) 
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TA31. C 30-- ANNUAL AND CUIULATIVE OUTPUT OF THE THIRTIETH YEAR (1267/6.11-1850-26.10.1851) 
Ann. /Cumulativ. Annual and Cumul&tLvt Subject Output 











cw 0 / 54 0/1 0/6 0/11 0/9 0/9 0/10 0/5 0/3 
TV 1 /115 0/1 0/9 1/26 0/61 0/2 0/16 
c CL 3 / 85 0/1 1/25 2/44 0/1 0/13 0/1 
T,, tal 4 /254 0/1 0/2 1/31 0/20 2/53 1/36 0/71 0/20 0/20 
cw 1 96 0/3 0/7 0/28 1/16 0/5 0/15 0/19 0/9 
rd 0 69 0/3 0/44 0/2 0/5 0/7 t 0/8 
CL- 3 85 0/3 0/2 1/37 9 1/1 9 1/38 0/4 
Total 4 /250 0/6 O/Z 1/47 0/72 2/19 0/10 0/22 1/57 0/15 
PecsL&n(CL) 0 / 14 0/1 1 0/13 
Unknown(CW) 0 / 15 s 0/12 0/3 a 
C"I 1 /165 0/4 0/13 0/51 1/25 0/17 0/25 0/24 0/6 
rj 1 /184 0/1 0/3 0/53 0/2 1/31 0/66 0/2 0/24 
V CL 6 /134 0/3 0/3 2/63 3/45 0/1 1/64 0/5 
Total 8 /533 0/7 0/4 2/79 0/104 4/72 1/49 0/93 1/90 0/35 
K. B. The code-numbeC3, titles, and subject-matters of the SOth-year publICAtiOr. 3: 
1. No. 5Zl(T-CL. 2)-- Tarjama-i TLby3n (Quranic studies). 
2. No. l49(A-CL. 2)__ Irsh; d al-S; rT IL-Sharh S&hTh al-Bukh; rT (tradition). 
3. ho. 274(A-CL. 4)-- At-Misb; h Al-MunTr fl Charlb al-Sharh &L-Kabrr (Arabic lan&va2t). 
4. No. 232(A-CL. 4)-- tlajm; ca fl al-Sarf (Arabic morphology). 
S. ho. 530(T-C,;. 4)-- Tuhfa-i UahbI (Turkish lexicon). 
6. No. 420(T-CL. 4)-- §erh ul-Aruz (Turkish prosody). 
-1 7. No. 268(A-r%I. 5)-- Al -Nlný& al-Zahciyya ft al-Aým; l al-Jabriyya (ma thema tics). 
I S. No. 536(T-CL. 8)-- T; tI-n3ma (Turkish prose work). 
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TABLE 31-- A-'CUMULATIVE OUTPUT OF VOWS W11HOUT DATE OF FULILICATION APPEARING 
DURING THE PERIOD 1238-1267 (1822-1851) 

















Arts LL t-. 
Tilist. 
Cw 0 54 0/1 0/6 0/11 0/9 0/9 0/10 3 0/5 0/3 
TW 0 /115 1 0/1 1 0/9 t 0/26 0/61 0/2 0/16 
CL 1 / 86 0/1 0/25 0/44 1/2 3 0/13 0/1 
Total 1 /255 oil 0/2 0/31 O/ko 0/53 1/37 0/71 2 0/20 0/20 
Cw 4 /100 0/3 0/7 2/30 0/16 1/6 1/16 s 0/19 0/3 
T1.1 4 73 0/3 2/46 0/2 1/6 1/8 1 0/8 
CL 1 86 0/3 0/2 0/37 3 0/1 1 1/39 0/4 
Total 9 /259 0/6 0! 2 0/47 4/76 0/19 2/12 2/24 1/58 0/15 
PprsL&ii(CL) 0 / 14 0/1 0/13 
Unknown(CW) 27 / 42 
1 
4/4 9 20/32 1/1 0/3 1/1 1/1 1 
Cw 27 /192 0/4 a 0/13 22/73 1/26 1/18 2127 1/1 0/24 016 
Iw 4 /188 0/1 0/3 2/55 0/2 1/32 1/69 0/2 0/24 
CL 6 /190 4/7 0/3 0/63 0/45 1/2 t 1/65 0/5 
Total 37 /570 4/11 0/4 0/79 24/128 1/73 3/52 - 3/96 1/1 1/91 0/35 
N. B. The code-numbers, titles, and subject-matters of works without the data of 
publLcationt 
1. %, Io. 106(U-CL. O)-- ý; fiz KLt; bT '(generalities? ) 
I I- %'o. 140(U-CL. O)-- Kit; b c Ilm &I-Hac; rlf (do. ) 
1 3. No. 189(U-CL. O)-- Kit; b-i Sh; nl. Z; da (do. ) 
1 4. No. 190(U-CL. O)-- Kit; b &I-Shubb; n (do. ) 
5. b; o. 141(U-CW. 3)-- cllm &I-Saf; 'Ln (social sciences). 
6. Vo. 165(U-CW. 3)-- Jurn; l 31-Jih; diyya (administration). 
7. %*. 50S(U-CW'. 3)-- Tartlb al-Bahriyya (administration). 
S. No. 028(T-C61.3)-- Barrtme (org. Comptes Faits) (do. ) 
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9. No. 037(U-CW. 3)-- kheyl-i Q; n; n-n; ma (administration). 
10. No. 187(U-CW. 3)-- Kitab al-tlushtarawst (de. ) 
11. No. 200(U-CW. 3)v- L; 'Iha Kh; sse U-Mad; rls &I-Mvbtadia (do. ) 
12. No. 205(U-CW. 3)- L; 'ihat al-N&JUs (do. ) 
13. No. 207(U-CW. 3)-- L; 'Lhat &14iuc; wan& (do. ) 
14. No. 318(U-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n &I. Blr; n (do. ) 
15. No. 320(U-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n HLkmat &I-t. ak; tLb (do. ) 
16. No. 327(U-, CW. 3)-- KLt; b Q; n; n &L-Hubandisla (do. ) 
0. No. 345(U-CW. 3)-- Q; n; a W&zlf&t &L-S&q&t (do. ) 
18. No. 346(U-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n at-Wirash (do. ) 
19. No. 400(U-CW. 3)-- ais; la ff W&s; 'Lf &I-Huk&m; ' (do. ) 
20. No. 411(U-CW. 3)-- Rukhsat Daw; wln &I- 
c Um; m (do. ) 
21. No. 412(U-CV. 3)-- Rukhs&t-L Dlw; n-L KhLdlwl (do. ) 
22. %, 'o. 510(U-CW. 3)-- Tartlb Khul; sat &1-Jth; dlyya (do. ) 
23. No. 294(U-CU. 3)-- Nsfar wa 3ul; k Tacllm-n; ma SLn& Nuta 
c allLq Khatal wa Saw; b 
Ris; lasrdur (military scLence). 
24. No. 336(U-CW. 3)-- Q; n; n al-Sayf (do. ) 
25. No. 406(T-C6;. 3)-- RLs; la. i SslTm Bag flej/- (do. ) 
26. ', %o. 415(U-CW. 3)-- ýaff- D; bit; n-i Khidmatlarlna Nuta 
c 
alliq Kit; blardur (do. ) 
27. No. 465(T-rW. 3)--'T& c lim-i cAs; kir-i Khaflfa (do. ) 
28. No. 512(T-TW. 3)-- Tartlb-i Ord; <do. ) 
29. No. 099(U-CW. 4)-- FrankuTt Usl; bI Ozara AlfLyya flatnL (language). 
30. No. 216(A-CL. 5)-- Al-Luma c ff &I-IlLs; b (mathematics). 
31. tIo. 54l(T-TW. 5)-- Us; l al-Handasa (do. ) 
32. No. 260(T-C-J-5)-- nayl-i Shans (almanac). 
33.4o. l80(T-CW. 6)-- Khumbsr. 3 Jadwall (milLtary engineering). 
34. No. 097(T-rW'. 6)-- FT Ta 
c 
mir al-AsHý4 (do. ) 
35. No. 349(U-CW. 6)-- Q; n; n Zir; 
r'at 
al-T; t (agriculture). 
36. No. 18, '%(U-CW. 7)-- Kit3b al-: I; zTka (music). 
37. No. 045(T-CT.. 8)-- Dlw; n-i Fitnat Kh; nim (TairkLsh poetry). 
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PART III: SECTION B 
NUMBER-INDEX TO THE SUBJECT-MATTERS OF WORKS 
ARRANGED ACCORDING TO THE MODIFIED SCHEDULE 
OF THE DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION (= DDC)9 
WITH COPIES PRINTED/CONSUMED (L. e. SOLD AND/OR DISTRIBUTED) 
on the lines of modern bibliographies, the Dewey Decimal Cla331fication 
(abbreviated as DDC) is mostly adopted nowadays. However, in the Arab 
and Muslim World, it is often revised and modified to meet the needs Of 
classifying Arabic-character and Islamic works. In this study, changes 
and modifications are also made according to general practice prevailing 
in many Western and Eastern libraries and works dealing specifically 
with the classification of Arabic and Islamic works/publications. 
' The 
following points, should be noted when using the modified schedule (as 
shown in Table 32): 
The revision were based mainly on the revised schedules as given 
c by: Mahmýd al-Shaniti,, MGjaz al-Tasnif al- Ashr! (Cairo, 1970), 
especially for the section concerning the classification of Arabic 
langa uage and literature, and Tehran,.. Book Procetsing-. Centre, Dewey 
. 
Decimal Classification and Relative Index (Devised by Helvil Dewey): 
Islam (Tehran, 1975). Cf. also hidhat Kazim, Dalil al-Maktabat 
(Cairo,. 1954), in addition'to Melvil Dewey, Abridged Dewey Decimal 
Classification and Relative Index, Desvised by Helvil Deweyt Edition 
10 (New York, 1971) and The Eighteenth Editions of the Dewey Decimal 
Classification, ed. by John P. Comaroni (Albany, 1976). 
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The DDC notation (or the first three digits of number) given in 
the DDC's first, second, and third summaries and designating the 
main classes, subclasses, and subsubclasses respectively, have been 
adopted without change in this modified schedule, For instance, 
"000" for "Generalities" and "200" for "Religion" in the case of 
ten main classes; "160" for "Logic" and "510" for "Hathema tics" in 
the case of subclasses; and "297" for "Islam" and "492" for 
of Arabic language" in the case of subsubclasses. Only the 
notations relevant to the subject of the publications discussed in 
this study have been listed in the schedule, i. e. Table 32. These 
are found in the first column of the table. The notations for the 
ten main classes are underlined, those for the subclasses are 
indented, and those for the subsubclasses are further indented. 
Each notation is followed in the second column by a description of 
the subject-matter to which it refersq and then in the third column 
by the code-numbers of works which are classified in the checklist 
under that notation in question. 
(2) Where the original classification of the DDC is accepted but needs 
to be slightly modified, as in the case particularly with the 
further subdivision of Islam and of Arabic, Turkish, and Persian 
language/literature, such modification will be effected by adding 
a bracketed one-digit number to the basic DDC notation, and by 
giving a description of the subject-matter in question, e. g. 
"297" for "Islam" (in the original classification of the DDC), 
but "297(l)" for "Qurvin and related sciences" (in the 
modified scheduleg as shown in page 618 below); 
'%92" for "Arabic" (in the original schedule), but "492(4)" for 
"Arabic morphology or sarf" (in the modified), and so on. 0 
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(3) Where works have been classified here according to a system which 
differs from DDC's notation, the newly-allocated notation together 
with the explanation will be given in parentheses after the 
description of subject-matter which is not subject to the new 
reclassification, e. g. under the notation of 
"920", we find the description of. "Biography (Class Muslim 
biogra phies and genealogy in "297(9)")', ' and under that of 
"094" we find "Books notable for printing (Class here some 
publica. tions with unknown subject-matter)", 
when only explanation is needed. 
(4) In the third column, the code-number of works is followed by the 
date, (or dates if more than one edition) of publication, and is 
numbered in the chronological order according to the appearance of 
its earliest edition; then the number of printed/consumed copies, 
if any, will be given in square-brackets, and each work/edition 
will be marked with symbot(s), i. e. asterisk and/or dagger(s): 
1 
(a) an asterisk "*"t if the work in question had been previously 
published in Istanbul, e. g. in the case of work No. 375 which is 
allocated under the notation "355". and is entered as: 
" 3) No. 375(T-TW. 3): 1238 * to 
(b) a dagger "I", ifthe work or edition is known to have been 
printed at private expense (i. e. a privately-contracted work), 
e. g. work No. 295 under the notation "170". 
2) No. 295(T-CL. 1): 1257 /404/404/ 
I. See above p. xii on the application of symbols asterisk and dagger. 
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and work No. 104 under the notation "891(4)", 
" 1) No. 104(P-CL. 8): 1243 
do. : 1249 
do. 1257 
do. 1259 
do. 1261 5,436/3,3747 
do. 1266 " 
Where the 1261 edition of the work was printed/publi3hed under 
private patronage, while others were probably under that of the 
government (cf. above,. pp. 268-70). 
(c) daggers "I", if the work was printed/published probably under 
private patronage, e. g. work No. 051 under the notation "894(l)", 
" 30) No. 051(T-CW. 8): 1258 " lot 
where the work was reprinted in Egypt probably at private. 
expense. While under "894(4)" work No. 126 is entered as: 
" 1) No. 126(T-CL. 8): 1251 1 
do. 1254-Lý06/8067 1 
@Ts where the 1251 edition of the work is marked with daggers -I 
despite the fact that the 1254 edition is marked with "I", this is 
because the latter is entered with the source-reference "BGlSqMK- 
10: 23" which mentions the work as a privately-contracted publication. 
The use of the daggers "V' in this case is to avoid any error owing 
to the uncertainty arising from incomplete information. 
(d) daggers 4", if the work is regarded as a privately-printed 
work, e. g. work No. 204 under the notation "068", we have: 
" 1) No. 204(A-CW. 0): 1262 t ". 
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TABLE 32-- MIBER-INDEX TO THE SUBJUT-MATIMiS Of WUl" ACCORDING TO A NODIFIED SCHEDULE OF THE 





CcJe-numbers: Dette fi-Itinted/consumed Copies7 
000 ........... GENERALITIES 
010 ........ Bibliographies & Catalogues 
015 ..... Of works frora specific place .. 1) No. 151(T-CW. 0): 1260 
2) No. 224(T-CW. 0): 1262 
3) No. 098(T-CW. 0): 1266 
030 ........ General encyclopsedic works 
039 ..... In other lan&uages ............ 1) No. 252(T-CL. 0): 1251 
do. 1255 
40. 1257 Cl, 954/1.9547 
060 ........ General organizations 
068 ..... In other Ceographical areas ... 1) No. 204(A-Cd. 0): 1262 
070 ........ Journalism 
079 ..... In other geographical areas 
(Class governmental bullatins, 
such as "Jurnal" in "350") 
090 ........ Manuscripts & Book Rarities 
094 ..... Books notable for prirting ... 1) No. 106(U-CL. 0): n. d. L3,05013,0ý01 
(Class here some puolications 2) No. 140(U-CL. 0): n. d. Lý84/984/ 
1 
with unknown subject-inatter) 
3) No. 189(U-CL. 0): n. d, 11,018/1, ois7 
4) No. 190(U-CL. 0): n. d. -1 /Y, 221/1,221/ 
100 ........... PHILOSOPHY 
& R. -LA, cED DISCIPLINES 
1CO ........ Logic ......................... 1) No. 454(A-rL. 1): 1241 
2) No. 493(A-rvi. 1): 1254 fl', 013/24j/- 
170 ........ Ethics 
(Moral plailosophy) ..... 1) 1ýo. 006(T-CL. 1): 1246 
f3,961/2,9927/ 
2) No. 295(T-CL. 1)z 1257 f4_04/40-47 
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TABLE 32-- Continued 









(other than Christianity) 
Islam ........................ 
I Qur'; n & rublated scL*nces 
Tradition (ýadlth) .......... 
Jurisprudence (FLqh and Us; l) 
1) No. 524(T-U. 2): 1243 
2) b; o. 437(T-CL. 2)% 1261 
1) No. 410(A-CL. 2): 1255 1 
do. 1264 300 302 
2) No. 521(T-CL. 2): 1257 
do. : 1259 
do. 8 1267 
3) No. 116(A-CL. 2)t 1263 f5'00150fl 
1) No. 149(A-CL. I)t 1267 
1) No. 160(T-CL. 2): 1240 
do. t 1251 
do. : 1256 
do. s 1261 L2,118/2,058/ 
2) No. 254(A-CL. 2): 1242 
3) No. 083(T-CW. 2): 1245 
do. 1 1253 /3.220/1,949/ 
4) No. 296(T-CW. 2): 1250 *1 
do. : 1252 
1 
do. ; 1256 fl', 507/1,50ý-/ 
5) No. 039(T-CL. 2): 1251 /Y, 000/1, '694-/ 
6) No. 121(A-CW. 2): 1251 fl, 00911,009-1 
7) No. 119(A-CW. 2)t 1254 L7505/5 
8) No. 259(T-CL. 2): 1254 f 
do. : 1256 fl, 151/1. im7 
9) No. 424(A-CL. 2): 1256 
10) No. 094(T-CL. 2)t 1257 f2'03/2q3 :7 
11) No. 07&%'T-CL. 2): 1258 f8'04/8o47 
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TABLE 32-- Continued 
Notations Subject-matters Code-numberst Date LPrinted/Consumed Copl*s7 
297(3) Jurisprudence- continued 12) No. lll(A-CL. 2): 1258 
1 
do. 1 1262 fl, 80011,8RO: 1, 
13) No. 281(A-CL. 2)t 1263 
14) No. 380(A-CW. 2)t 1263 
15) No. 276(T-CL. 2)t 1264 
16) No. 534(T-CL. 2): 1264 
17) No. 261(T-CL. 2)t 1265 
297(4) Theology (K&I; m c Aq; 'Ld) ... 1) No. 134(T-CL. 2)t 1239 
No. 135ýT-CL. 2): 1255 
No. 136(T-CL. 2)t 1260 L79,571/9,5ý17 
No. 137(T-CL. 2): 1264 
2) No. 161(A-CL. Z)s 1241 
3) No. 120(A-CW. 2)t 1244 
do. : 1254 
4) No. 538(A-CL. 2)t 12. *0 fiooo/2427 
5) No. 091(T-CL.; ): 1252 
do. : 1255 
do. : 1258 fl". 11511,11ý7 
6) No. 418(A-CL. 2): 1253 
7) No. 529(T-CL. 2): 1256 C20012001 
8) No. 466(A-CL. 2)t 1257 L7205/20ý7 
9) No. 419(T-W. 2): 1256 f708/70877 
10) No. 434(. k-CL. 2)t 1261 
do. : 1266 
11) No. 092(T-CL. 2)s 1262 f6'00/60o7 
297(5) Islamic sects ................ 1) No. 263(A-CL. 2): 1261. 
do. : 1263 
297(6) Islamic ethLcs ............... 1) No. 297(P-CL. 2): 1266 
297(7) Manners & Customs ............ 1) \Io. 036(A-CL. 2): 1256 
f5*00133j 
2) . o. 065(A-CW. 2)t t, 1264 
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297(8) 1 Suflsm & tlysticLsm ........... 
297(9) Islamic history & bLo&raphLes 
(Including . 1hoso of tha 
Prophet Muhammad, and his 
Followers ate. ) 
1) No. 003(A-CL. 2)1 1248 ý 
2) No. 459(T-CL. Z)i 1252 f507/5q77 
3) No. 270(T-CL. 2): 1256 f403/4aff/ 
4) No. 381(T-CL. 2)t 1256 f303/3037 
5) tio. 027(A-CL. 2)s 1257 fb06/606-/ 
6) No. 407(T-CL. 2)i 1262 - ooon, =7 Ll 
do. 1265 a 
1) No. 448(T-CL. 2)t 1245 L§03/56f/ 
2) No. 038(T-CL. 2)s 1248 L3,110/1,629/ 
3) No. 447(T-TW. 2)t 1248 1 
do. 1251 L1,565/1,56f 1 
4) No. 422(A-CL. 2)z 1249 4 
No. 423(A-CL. 2): 1236 f3001300,422/4227/- 
5) No. 453(T-CL. 2)1 1252 wsms7 
6) %, o. 105(T-CL. 2)t 1253 
1 
do. : 1261 L71,00all, 00671 4 
7) No. 430(T-CW. 2): 1254 L7boa/8q87 I 
6) No. 179(T-"' . 2): 1257 
f4'04/40f/ 1 
9) tio. 438(A-CL. 2): 1257 f6'02/609 
do. . 1264 
1 
10) No. 444(A-CL. 2): 1259 
11) No. 241(T-CL. 2)t 1262 
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ISOCIAL SCIENCES ................ 
Public administration ......... 
(Class here socae unidentified 
works) 
Central governments ........... 
(Class here regulations, laws, 
decrees and proclamations of 
all kinds, except military, 
medical and agricultural ones 
which are listed in "355", 
"610" and "630" tespectiveLy) 
1) NO. 141(U-CW. 3)t n. d. Lý1015107 
1) No. 398(T-TW. 3)t 1142 * 
do. t 1248 f2foo55/2, oiff 
2) No. 509(A-CW. 3)s 1252 f7'59/74197 
3) No. 165(U-CW. 3)t n. d. E1,01211,01fl, 
4) No. 508(U-CW. 3): a. d. f7*59 /75f/ 
1) No. 245(U-C'W. 3): 1242 
2) No. 242(U-CW. 3)s 1243 
3) No. 243(U-CW. 3): 1243 
4) No. 511(T-CW. 3): 1243 
5) No. 028(T-CW. 3): n. d. 
6) No. 244(U-CW. 3): 1248 
7) No. 323(T-CW. 3)t 1249 
8) No. 350(U-CW. 3)s 1251 
9) No. 208(T-C',;. 3)t 1253 
10) No. 449((J-CW. 3)t 1253 
11) No. 195(U-CW. 3): 1255 
12) No. 201(U-CW. 3): 1256 L4,050/4,050/ 
13) No. 199(U-CJ. 3): 1257 
14) No. 451(T-CV. 3): 1257 /7141714/ 
15) No. 198(T-CW. 3): 1259 
15) NO. 030(A-al. 3): 1260 
17) No. 197(T-C, 1.3): 1260 Lý, 52311,5; fl 
Is) No. 203(T-Cd. 3i., 1260 
19) Wo. 322(U-CiJ. 3) t 1260 
20) No. 324(A-Ci. 3): 1260 L140/140/ 
21) I. o. 362(T-CW. 3): 1260 
22) No. 364(T-C.. 3): 1260 
23) No. 202(A-C-4.3): 1261 f74/747 
24) No. 037(U-C4.3): n. d. L-458/458/ 
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Notation$ Subject-matters Code-nuinber3: Date LFrinted/Consumed Copies/ 
35L ... Central goverrnents-- continued 25) No. 187(U-CW. 3)s n. d. 
f5'0156-1 
26) No. 200(U-CW. 3)s n. d. L7315/31ý/ 
27) No. 205(U-CW. 3)t n. d. f5001506_1 
28) No. 207(U-CJ. 3): n. d. Li. 717/1.71.1/ 
29) No. 318(U-CV. 3)t n. d. f2F, 440/2,44d-/ 
30) No. 320(U-CW. 3)t n. d. L7104110fl 
31) No. 327(U-CW. 3)t n. d. J58/35877 
32) No. 345(U-CW. 3): n. d. L71511fl 
33) No. 346(U-CW. 3)s n. d. fZ'10121fl 
34) No. 400(U-CW. 3)s n. d. fi45/i4ff 
35) No. 411(U-CW. 3): n. d. 140/07 
36) No. 412(U-CW. 3): n. d. f8'/87 
37) No. 510(U-CW. 3): n. d. ffio/11277 
38) No. 124(T-C*.. 3): 1265 
39) No. 3L9(A-CvI. 3)t 1265 
40) No. 326(T-CJ. 3)t 1265 
41) No. 343(U-CJ. 3): 1265 
42) No. 344(U-CW. 3)t 1265 
43) N6.365(T-CW. 3): 1265 
355 MilLtary art and 3CIence 1) N-o. 090(T-CW. 3)s 1233 
2) No. 332(T-TV. 3): 1238 
do. *: 1245 
3) No. 375(T-W. 3): 1238 
4) lo. 546(T-r... 3): 1238 
5) No. 341(A-r.. 3)t 1239 
do. ; 1242 
6) No. 47S(T--.. '. 3): 1239 
7) No. 332(T-TW. 3)t 1240 
8) No. 4&1(T-r.. 3): 1240 
9) No. 007(T-rJ. 3): 12411 
10) *N'o. 017(T-C. ý: 3): 1242 
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TABLE 32-- Continued 
Notations Subject-matters Code-numberst Date ZPrinted/Consumed CopieJ 
355 Military art-- continued 11) No. 356(T-TW. 3): 1242 L830/350/ 
12) No. 357(T-TW. 3)s 1242 Z21058/2,02977 
13) No. 450(T-CW. 3): 1242 
14) No. 483(T-TW. 3)s 1242 fl, 000/9527/ 
15) lfo. 544(T-TW. 3): 1242 f8"21/7507 
16) No. 374(T-TW. 3)t 1243 
17) ho. 177<A-CW. 3)s 1244 
18) No. 354(T-TW. 3)s 1245 
19) No. 472(T-TW. 3)t 1245 
20) No;, 178JA-CW. 3)t 1246 
21) No. 367(T-CW. 3)t 1246 f2,006/1,853, 
1,008/7417 
22) No. 475(T-TW. 3)s 1246 
23) No. 48k T- W. 3) s 1246 fl, 67511,585, 
2,400/1,0767 
24) No. 366(T-TW. 3): 1247 fl, 000/76j/' 
25) No. 369(T-CW. 3): 1247 
26) No. 353(T-CW. 3): 1248 
27) No. 360(T-C. 1.3): 1248 
28) No. 473(T-TW. 3)t. 1248 
29) No. 482(T-TW. 3): 1243 fl, 096/69s7 
30) No. 468(A-Til. 3). 1249 
31) No. 477(T-N. 3) s 1249 j_12,338/10,66f/ 
32) No. 315(T-TW. 3): 1250 
do. : 1254 
33) No. 331(T-W. 3)s 1250 
34) No. 376(A-W. 3): 1250 
35) No. 397(T-Ttl. 3): 1250 /_l 9 000/7427/- 
36) No. 018(T-T*J. 3): 1251 LY99/725, 
1,200111rl 
37) No. 316(T-ra. 3): 1251 
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Notatlons Subject-matters Code-numberss bate .. 
CPrinted/Consumed copie-s7 
355 hilitary art-- continued 38) No. 329(T-IV. J)l 1251110,000/3.403/ 
39) No. 339(T-TW. 3): 1251 
40) No. 373(T-TW. 3): 1251 fl*, 0 24/39j7 
41) No. 526(T-TW. 3)t 1251 Z5-01/ 29f/ 
42) No. 330(T. r. 1.3) t L252 
43) No. 333(T-TU. 3): 1252 fl'1,940/10,9497 
44) No. 479(T-TW. 3): 1252 
45) No. 338(A-C;. 3): 1253 
46) No. 228(T-TW. 3)s 1254 
47) No. 292(T-TW. 3)s 1254 
48) No. 49S(T-rb:. 3): 1254 fZ'0615,250/172/7 
49) No. 463(T-W. 3): 1255 
50) No. 469(T-TW. 3): 1255 
'51) No. 470(A-IW. 3)s 1255 ff, 616/3,6ýf/* 
52) No. 293(A-rJ. 3)t 1256 
53) No. 474(T-TV. 3): 1256 
54) No. 480(T-TW. 3)j 1256 
55) Ko. 033(A-cv;. 3)t 1257 fl, 000 /2 277 
56) No. 342(T-CW. 3): 1257 
57) No. 464(A-r-WX: 1251 f&1.099/9,20-5-/ 
58) No. 361(T-O.. 3): 129 
do. 1265 
59) No. 363(T IV. 3): 1256 fl', COOi5517 
60) No. 465(T-W. 3): n. d. 
61) No. 512(T-rd. 3): n. d. 
62) lw. 335<A-7J. 3): 1259 fl", 500/99i-/ 
U) Ko. 3. 'l(T-C'l. 3): 1259 
64) No. 476(T-C. 1.3): 1261 f5-O 0/ -_7 
65) No. 294(U-C*. '. 3): n. d. fl', 000/367 
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Notations Subject-matters Code-numbers: Date LPrinted/Consumed Copi*, E/ 
355 ..... Mlitary art-- continued 66) No. 336(U-C; J. 3): n. d. LI, 260/1.260/ 
67) Noo406(T-CW. 3)z n. d. C500/4717 
68) Noo4l5(U-CW. 3): n. d. 62,993/12.99ff 
69) No-340(T-CW. 3)& 1264 
70) No. 471(T-TW. 3)s 1264 
71) No. 355(T-CW. 3): 1266 
72) No. 368(T-CW. 3): 1266 
370 ... o .... Education 
371 .;... The School ........... oo .... oo 1) NO. 010(A-L"J. J): 1250 
(Class here specific works for 2) Noo466(A-CW. 3)t 1255 L71,706/477/ 
schools as textbooks) 
3) Noo496(T-CJ. 3): 1263 C504130171 
400 ... o ....... LANCUAGE ... o ...... oooo. o ... 0.. 1) No. 099(U-CW. 4)s n. d. 
f6'02? / -! 7 
490 ... oo ... Othar language 
491 ..... Persian ........ o. o. o.. o ...... 1) No. 093(T-CL. 4): 1266 
2) Noo467(T-CL. 4): 1266 
491(3) Persian lexicon 1) No. 523(T-TW. 4): 1251 f17,00811,0017 
492 Arabic o. ... o.... 0 ............ 1) No. 313(A-CW. 4): 1266 
2) No. 274(A. -CL. 4): 1267 
492(3) Arabic lexicon ... 1) No. 076(A-C. 1.4): 1233 
2) 'No. 540 (T- T14.4)t 1250 ff, 441/1,133f/ 
3) Nool9l(A-. CL. 4): 1253 
do, 1255 LI, 007/1,007/ 
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T, UILE 32-- Continued 
Notations Subject-matters Code-numbers. Date LPrinted/Consumed CopL@, EJ 
492 ..... 
irabic-- continued 
492(4) Arabic morphology (Sarf) ..... 1) No. 238(A-CL. 4): 1240 
No. 230(A-CL. 4)1 1244 
No. 234(A-CLo4): 1246 
No. 226<A-CL. 4): 1247 
No. 236(A-CL. 4): 1251 
No. 239(A-CL. 4)s 1257 C9 
p 
576/9,31f/ 
No. 231(A-CL. 4): 1262 
No. 227(A-CL. 4): 1264 
No. 232(A-CL. 4): 1267 
2) No. 440(A-CLA)z 1242 
3) No. 251(A-CL. 4): 1249 
4) No. 113(A-CL. 4)s 1255 L7506/5qý/- 
5) No. 250(A-CL. 4)t 1260 
492(5) Arabic grammar (Nahw) 1) No. 005(A-CL. 4): 1239 
do. : 1252 f6,438/5,4D-/ 
2) No. 237(A-CL. 4): 1241 
No. 233(A-CL. 4): 1247 
No. 229(A-CL. 4). 1.255 fS', 36215,3427 
INo. 164(A-CL. 4): 1262 fz5o/ -7 
3) No. 435(A-! CW. 4)t 12242 
do. : 1249 
do. 1 1252 
do. 3 1257 f5.530/5,536-/ 
do. : 1262 
4) NO. 531(A-CL. 4)i 1243 
5) Ko. 153(A-CL. 4): 1249 
6) Ko. 112(A-CL. 4): 1250 
7) No. 109(A-CJ. 4): 1251 
6) t-0.009(A-CL. 4): 1251 
do. : 1253 L27,01811,032'? 7 
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TABLZ 32-- Continued 
Notations Subject-matters Code-numberst Date LPrintvd/Consumed Copie-s7 
492(5) Arabic grammar- continued 9) Ne. 43l(A-CL. 4)z 1251 
do. 1 1252 
do. S 1233 L1.017/9; 37 
do. : 1263 
10) No. 42.5(A-CL. 4)s 1251 
do. 1259 
doo 1262 
doo 3 1265 
11) Noo4264A-CL. 4): 1252 fZ, 01511,25fl 
12) No. 488(A-CL. 4)s 1252 
13) No. 432(A-Q. 4)1 1253 LALowgiff 
doo 2 1264 
14) No. 443(A-CLA)s 1253 fl, 004/5ý27/ 
15) No. 114(A-CW. 4)t 1256 fl, 012/1.0127 
16) No. 117(A-CL. 4): 1256 f1'. 006/1,0q6-/ 
17) No. 4424A-CL. 4)t 1257 f2', 017/1,742'/- 
18) No. 166(A-CL. 4): 1266 
19) NooM(A-CL. 4): 1266 
494 ..... Turkish 
(Ottoman Turkish) 
494(3) Turkish lexicon ............. 1) No. 528(T-VoOs 1242 
doo *1 1255 fl', 039/14j/ 
2) No. 530(T-CJ. 4)s 1245 * 
do. : 1254 f944? / -7 
do S 1267 
3) No. 306(T-CJ. 4): 1246 
do. 1254 f5,022/3,806/ 
4) No. 452(T-C4.4): 1249 ff, 000/7ýf 
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Turkish lexicon.. continued 
I Prosody and Rhyme 
PURE SCIEFCES 
Mathematics ................... 
(including algebra, arithmetic, 
topology and geometry ate. ) 
Code-numbers% Data L7PrLnted/Consumed copie-s7 
5) No. 506(T-CW. 4)t 1253 
do. 1259 
Ao. 1262 /3,012/3, Olfl 
do. 1265 t 
6) No. 441(T-CWa4)s imi fnonia7 1 
7) No. 525(T-CW. 4): 1254 f3lO/3127 1 
1) No. 420(T-CL. 4)t 1267 
1) %. 0.235(T-CW. 5)9 1240 
do. : 1247 J, 490/4,4ýf/ 
2) No. 107(T-CW. 5): 1241 
3) No. 216(A-CL. 5)s 1241 
do. a. d. imoo/qoo7 
4) No. 541(T-TV. S)s m. d. 
* 
do. 1246 f2, ooo/1,8137 
5) No. 215(A-CJ. 5). 1250 12,01811,45g 
6) No.. 113(A-TW. 5)t 1252 fl', 000/1 3fl' 
7) No. 246(A-TW. S)t 1252 
8) lSo. 247(T-7V. 5): 1252 fl', 000/25ý7 
9) No. 542(T-T. W. 5): 1252 fl', 000/ 70! 7/ 
10) XLo. 543(A-TW. 5): 1255 LA, 000/1567 
11) No. 18&(A-TJ. 5)t 1256 f5-06/35o7 
12) Uo. 460(A-TW. 5): ' 1256 
13) No. 122(A-TW. 5): 1257 
14) No. 136(A-CW. 5)3 1257 LSOO/3427 
15) No. 291(. %-TW. 5)t 1257 
16) No. 218(A-TW. 5): 1258 LA. 001/6397 
17) No. 132(A-TW. 5): 1259 fl', 508/5ý3'7 
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Notations Subj*ct-matter3 Code-numb*M Date LPrinted/Consumed Copies/ 
510 
....... Mathematics- continued 18) N, ). 133(T-rJ. 
5): 1259 
I 
19) No. 219 (T-TIPI. 5)1 1259 J, C03/1027 
20) No. 409(A-W. 5): 1259 fl, ooo/667 
21) No. 194(A-TW. 5): 1261 
22) No. 240(T-CW. 5)t 1261 ff'ooolfl 
23) No. 174(A-W. 5)t 1262 f5'0 0/ -J 
24) No. 519(A-TW. 5): 1263 fx', ooo/ -_7 
25) No. 157(A-TW. 5): 1264 
26) No. 173(A-TW. 5)t 1266 f5-OO/ 7 
27) No. 268(A-TW. 5)t 1267 
520 ....... Astronomy allied sciences .... 1) No. 549(A-TW. 5): 1257 
2) No. 334(A-TW. 5)t 1260 
3) No. 458(A-TW. 5)s 1260 
529 ..... Time (chronology) ............. 1) No. 154(A-CJ. 5): 1240 
(including almanacs, and 2) No. 290(A-C. 1.5)s 1241 
calendars etc. ) 
3) No. 494(T-CJ. 5)s 1245 
4) No. 167(U-CJ. S)t 1247 
5) No. 1680-U. 5): 1248 
6) ho. 288(A-CW. 5): 1249 
7) No. 289(A-CW. 5): 1250 L74,786/4,7s67 
6) No. 413(U-CW. 5)t 1253 
9) No. 155(A-CW. 5): 1255 fl-, 233/1,23L37 
10) No. 260(T-CW. 5)t n. d. f5001500-1 
11) ho. 0fi7(A-C*6;. 5'#z 1263 
12) No. 088(A-CW. 5): 1264 
530 ....... rhysics ........................ 1) NO. 022(A-rJ. S): 1254 
fl. 006/730, 
(includLn; mechanics, and 1.054/ 
mechanics of fluids etc. ) 
2) No. 131(A-W. 5): 1257 
3) N o. 14 2 (A- '161.5) t 1264 
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500 .*... of*.. PUPe SCIEI. 'C--S-- continued 






I Sciences of earth & other worlds 
I Botanic&L sciences ............. 
TECHNCLOCY 
Medical sciences, Medicine 
including human anatomy, hygiene, 
public health, pharmacology, and 
surgery etc. (Class here also 
regulations &nd laws of medical 
M&ttCr3) 
2) No. 159(A-rd. 5): 1260 f3, oos/i, o? j7 
1) No. 015(A-TW. 5): 1257 C604/07 
1) No. 079(A-TW. S)t 1257 Zl-, 003/35f/ 
1) No. 184(A-TJ. 6): 1242 
2) No. 321(T-Cld. 6)t 1244 * 
3) No. 378(A-TW. 6): 1248 fl', 000/87ff 
4) No. 404(T-C,;. 6)z 1248 f2'. 000/106, 
2,000/k9: / 
3) No. 537(A-TW. 6)s 1248 
do. 1 1256 
6) No. 265(A-TW. 6): 1241; fl, 003/72f/ 
7) No. 401(A-W. 6): 1249 
8) No. 029(A-r. J. 6): 1250 ff, 037/6687 
V) ho. 284(A-TW. 6)s 1250 
10) No. 377(T-CW. 6): 1250 
11) No. 393(A-T&W. 6): 1250 C554? 1 -j- 
12) bio. 395(A! -rj. 6): 1250 
13) No. 399(A-Tti. 6): 1250 
14) 14o. 489(A-T-J. 6)t 1250 
15) NO. 516(T-CJ. 6): 1250 
do. : 1252 
do. : 1236 Z'70/227 
16) No. 220(4-714.6): 1251 fl', 0001 -j 
17) ho. 392(A-71J. 6): iz5t fi. ono/qo6/ 
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Notations Subject-matters Code-numberst Data iPrLnted/Consumed Cý p 147 
11- 
610 0 ....... I Nedical 3cLances-- continued 18) No. 002(T-CW. 6): 1252 
19) No. 086(A-TW. 6)t 1252 fl', 506/1,19f/ 
20) NO. 150(A-TW. 6): 1252 fl, 51011,07fl 
21) No. 302(A-TW. 6)t 1252 
do. 1 1259 ff, 022/1,5ýf/ 
22) No. 490(AftCW. 6)t 1252 
23) No. 28()(A-TW. 6): 1253 ffltoos/slf/ 
24) No. 016(A-TW. 6)s 1254 L71,009/4oo7 
25) No. 075(A-W. 6): 1256 ffl, 00013ýf4l 
26) No. 325(A-CW. 6): 1256 
27) No. 082(A-Ci. 6): 1238 f1667/ -j 
do. : 1266 
28) No. 462(A-r. 4.6): 1258 f300 / 2p f3l 
29) No. 004(A-TW. 6)s 1259 fl, 000167fi 
30) No. 386(A-TW. 6)t 1259 fl, 927/1,20fl 
31) No. 405(A-TW. 6)1 1259 fl, 404/50f/ 
32) No. 026(A-rJ. 6)s 1260 
33) No. 077(A-W. 6): 112bo L71,004/lq2-/ 
34) No. 495(T-Tl.. 6)_: 1260 
35) No. 193(A-T;;. 6): 1260 
36) No. 192(T-r.:. 6) t 1261 fl-, ooq/zoo7 
37) Vo. 309(A-r. '. 6) s 1261 
f5o i/i5, R7 
38) No. 513(A-TW. 6): 126i fb9l/59j/- 
39) No. 103(. %ýCj. 6): 1263 fl'. 008/564, 
5oo/ ft-7 
40) NO. 333(A-W. 6) t 1263 f5001 -_7 
41) No. 492(A-V1.6): 1264 
42) No. 491 6) t 1266 
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Notations Subject-matters 
lCode-numbers: 






EnZineoring & allied operations 
Military & nautical on&ineering 
Agriculture & related tech. 
(Class here also regulations, 
instructions and laws of 
agricultural matters) 
1) No. 262(A-rj. 6)1 1257 
2) No. 507(A-TW. 6): 1257 
3) No. 278(A-TW. 6): 1260 
1) No. 180(T-0.6)i 1239 
do. i n. d. f25o/zo27 
2) No. 467(T-C'J. 6): 1239 * 
3) No. 214(T-"W. 6): 1241 f209/179, 
500/2 C71 
4) No. 158IT-rd. 6)t 1249 fl'O 05012ýfl 
5) No. 317(T-TV. 6)s 1250 Lý001ýfl' 
6) No. 535(T-TW. 6): 1251 f36z/z227 
7) No. Oll(A-TW. 6): 1252 
8) No. 206(T-TW. 6): 1255 
9) No. 097(T-rd. 6)t n. d. fl', 004/364-/ 
1) No. 209(T-C.:. 6)t 1245 




3) No. 171(A-rJ. 6): 1254 
4) No. 347(T-C. 1.6): 1254 
5) No. 348(A-C.. 6)t 1255 
6) No. 337(A-C. 1.6)l 12e, 9 f7'08/6827 
7) No. 328(T-C;:. 6): 1261 f3,918/3,956-/ 
S) Nc. A9(U-0.1.6): n. d. f7'Ofj/70LJ-/ 
9) to. 196 (T-CW. 6): 1265 
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Animal husbandry ............. 
(fncluding veterinary 3cLences 
Amalcal. & related technologies 
1) No. 303(A-TW. 6): 1249 
2) tio. 394(A-TV. 6)s 1249 
3) No. 517(A-TW. 6): 1249 fl, 009/4437 
4) No. 147(A-TW. 6)t 1250 fl. 005118fl, 
5) No. 358(T-TW. 6): 1250 C500/26f/ 
6) No. 359(A-TW. 6): 1250 
7) No. 391(T-CW. 6)i 1250 
6) No. 396 (A-r. 4.6): 1250 f75O/3227 
9) No. 527(A-ro:. 6) t 1251 
10) No. 275(A-TU. 6)? 1254 
do. 1 1260 fbwit7 
Ll) No. 102(A-TW. 6): L253 
do. s 1263 LY02/2527 
M No. 308(A-TW. 6)t 1255 fl, 008/6767 
13) No. 533(A-TW. 6): 1255 f5'05/148-/ 
14) No. 285(A-TW. 6): 1256 f5-04/1297 
15) No. 387(A-Ti. 6): 1256 fl', 000/619-/ 
16) No. 310(A-TW. 6)s 1251 f504/ý17/ 
17) No. 311(A-Tlv'. 6)t 1256 f254/67-/ 
18) NO. 532(A-W. 6): 1259 LT., 000151fl 
19) No. 520(, k-T6'. 6) & 1259 f254/107 
20) No. 025(A-W. 6): 1260 f3OO/3oo7 
21) No. 267(A r.. 6): 1262 
22) No. 225(, k-TW. 6): 1264 
do. 1252 f5, oc/27f/ 
THE ARTS 
Music, includinG scores ctc. I) ho. I. E. F. (U-CJ. 7): n. d. L8743/84-37 
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800 ........... LITERATURE 
890 ........ Literature of other langua&es 
891 ..... Persian 
891(l) Persian poetry .............. 1) No.. 428(T-CL. S)t 1250 
2) No. 095(T-CL. 8)t 12A L71,079/8ý77 
3) No. 436(P-CLA)t 1254 
4) ho. 049(P-CL. 8): 1256 L303/303/ 




I PersLan prose works 
Arabic ....................... 
(Class here epistolary works) 
I Arabic poetry ............... 
1) No. 104(P-M. 3): 1243 
do. 1 1249 
do. 1257 
do. 1259 
do. 1 1261 LfT, 4363,37.471 
do. 1 1266 
2) No. 312(P-CL. 8): 1243 
do. : 1253 
do. : 1257 L4,072/4, C72/ 
do. : 1263 
1). No. 024(A-CL. 6)3 1242 L2,000/1,936/ 
2) lio. 144(A-0-48): 1243 
do. t 1250 Lý, 00011.0q. 0: 17 
do. : 1266 1250/ 
3) No. 182(A-CL. 8): 1259 ý 
1) No. 143(A-CL. S)t 1242 
2) No. 042(A-CL. B)t 1251 il, 714/1,714/ 
3) N&o. 427(T-C.. 8): 1255 
4) No. 439(T-CL. S): 1256 
5) No. 019(A-C*.;. 8): 1200 /Z03/403-/ 
1 
6) No. 522(A-CL. S)t 1261 
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Arabic prose works .......... 1) ro. 169(A-CL. B)t 1249 
do. 1251 LI. 000/210/ 
2) NO. 008(A-CL. 6): 1251 fl, ooon, ocý6-7 
3) No. 539 Ck-CL. 8) 1 2251 ft, II/ 227 
4) No. 416(A-CL. 8)t 1255 f5-OO/59OF/ 1 
51 No. 170(A-CL. 3): 1260 t 
6) No. 127(A-TW. 3)t 1261 f504/1; f/ 
7) No. 163(A-r.. 8) 1 1263 
8) No. 249(A-CL. 8)t 1266 
Arabic rhetoric ............. 
Turkish ..................... 
(CI&3s here epistolary works) 
I Turkish poetry .............. 
1)'No. 113(A-CW. S)t 1254 
2) Nlo. 116(A-CL. 8)t 1266 
1) '4, 'o. 408(T-CW. 8). - 1242 fl-, 262/1,26ff/ 
2) No. 145(T-CW. S)t 1249 fl', 126/6; 17/ 
3) No. 263<T-CW. 8): IZ54 f3c)a/3o87 
4) No. 417(T-CL. 8): 1257 
5) No. 287(T-CL. 8): 1261 f3'001306-1 4 
6) No. 282(T-C*J. 8). 1262 L7600/60f/ ' 
1) No. 546(T-CW. 8): 124.2 
2) No. 545(T. CL. 8)s 1243 
3) No. 047(T-C. 4.8)t 1252 f3061507 
4) No. 059(T-CL. 8): 1252 f5'06/50f/- 
5) NO. OWT-CW. 8): 1252 /YO5/50f/ 
6) No. 060(T-CL. S)s 1253 1 
do. 1255 f305/3057/ 
7) t; o. 066(T-CW. 8): 1253 /320/520/ 
8) No. 067(T-CL. 8): 1253 fl. 01011, Olfl 
9) No. 069(T-CL. S): 1253 fl, SC9/1, ý'047 
10) ho. 073(T-CL. 8): 1253 f4l/4f/' 
1 
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894(l) Turkish poetry-- continued 11) No. 046(T-CL. 8): 1254 1 
do. 1256 L415/4117 
12) No. 065(T-CL. 8)t 1254 1 
do. t 1259 fSO 4 0ý47 
13) No. 054(T-CW. 8)t 1253 f5'00/5007 
14) No. 058(T-CL. 8): 1255 f710/7107 
15) No. 072(T-CL. S)t 1255 f307/3q77 
16) No. 070(T-CL. 8)t 1256 t 
17) No. 299(T-CL. 8)t 1256 C704170g 
18) No. 045(T-CL. 8): a. d. f5, O 7/5 qfl 
19) No. 052(T-CLA)s 1257 f4'50/067 
20) No. 053(T-CL. 8)s 1257 f3001300_1 
21) No. 056(T-CL. 8): 1237 1 
22) No. 057(T-CL. 8)s 1237 L7304/30! ý/' 
23) No. 062(T-CL. 8)t 1257 
24) No. 064(T-CL. 8): 1257 
25) No. 074(T-CW. 8): 1257 fl*, 004/1, OOA7/ 
26) No. 040(T-CJ. 8): 1258 # 
27) N; o. 043(T-CW. 8): 1218 /3031303/ 
28) No. 044(T-CU. 8): 1258 f4O4/404-/ 
29) No. 050(T-CLI. S)s 1258 4 
30) No. 051(T-CV. 8): 1258 *4 
31) No. 071(T-CL. 8)i 1256 
32) No. 048(T-V. 8): 1259 
f300/3007 33) No. 055(T-CJ. 8): 1260 
34) No. 063(T-CL. S)t 1260 
894(4) Turkish prose works ....... o. I ', %'o. 126(T-CL. 8): 1251 
do. : 1254 f8'06/60f/ 
2) No. 181(T-CL. 8)t 1252 f5'13/513F/ 
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Turkish prose- continued 
I Gl.; OGrAPHY & HISTORY ............ 
I Ceneral pography, travel 
3) No. 536(T-CL. B)s 1253 1 
do. : 1254 l 
do. 1255 J. 016/1, otA7 
do. 1267 1 
4) NO. 101(T-CL. S)s 1254 Lý14/61, i7 
5) No. 212(T-CL. 8): 1254 *1 
do. 1257 ff, 418/1,4is7 
6) No. 176(T-CL. 8): 1255 1602/602/ 
1) No. 314(A-TW. 9): 1249 f5*03/46f/ 
2) No. 272(T-CL. 9): 1257 f604/60! 7/ 
3) Vo. 253(A-TV. 9)t 1266 f5001 -_7 
1) No. 221(T-CW. 9): 1247 
2) No. 17', '(A-CJ. 9)s 1250 L71,000124f/ 
3) No. 461(A-CW. 9): 1250 fLooo/i, =7 
do. s 1265 
4) No. 497(A-ra. 9): 1250 
do. t 1254 
5) No. 039(A-TW. 9)t 1254 fl', 000/341-/ 
6) No. 162(A-TW. 9): 1254 f5,043/4,172, 
i, ooo/ 
7) No. 414(T-TW. 9): 1255 /, '04/14f/* 
8) No. 445(A-rJ. 9)t 1262 f5'00/ -! fl 
9) No. 446(A-W. 9)s 1265 
920 ........ Biography ..................... 
1) No. 279(A-W. 9)i 1252 fl, 006/2527 
(ClaSS ". U31im biographics and 
genealogy in "297(9)") 
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10_0 
........... CFOC*, tAPIIY &I, IISTWY-- continued 
930 ........ Ceneral history of ancient 
world 
940 ........ I Ceneral history of Europe 
950 ........ 
I General history of Asia 
956 ..... Ottoman Turkey history 
960 ........ 
I General history of Africa 
962 ..... 
I HLstory of Caypt ............. 
1) No. 031(A-TW. 9): 1254 LI, 008/32ý6/ 
No. 501(T-W. 9): 1254 fl, 010138il 
1) No. 371(T-rJ. 9): 1244 
do. 1246 fl, 638/1,31t7 
2) %, ()-500(T-rd. 9): 1247 ZZ, 00018! fl 
3) No. 502(T-TW. 9): 1249 1-958/472/ 
4) No. 505(T-TW. 9)s L249 L-504/38/ 
5) No. 255(A-TW. 9)s 1257 f5'06/ýf/- 
6) No. 300(A-rd. 9)s 1257 55 o7/ 417 
7) No. 504(T-Tv. 9)i 1260 
8) No. 379(A-TV. 9)1 1262 f50416fl 
9) No. 503(A-rd. 9): 1264 
10) No. 152(A-rJ. 9)1 1266 Zl-, 009/43, 
1,009/161. 
iooo/ -, -7 
11) No. 382(A-TV. 9): 1266 f5'00/ mfl 
1) No. 223(T-CJ. 91t 1243 * 
do. 1246 f2,972/2,399, 
2,972/2,943 
2,792/2,756/ 
2) No. 366(T-CL. 9): 1248 C3,479/2,48i7 
3) ',: o. 453(T-CL. 9): 1248 f3.326/2,262-/ 
4) No. 286<T-CL. 9): 1264 
1) No. 211(A-CL. 9): 1251 
ý 
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PART III: SECTION C 
CATEGORIES OF WORKS AND COPIES PRINTED/CONSUMED ACCORDING TO THE 
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS ISSUED BY THE EGYPTIAN GOVERMENT IN 1262 A. H. 
Table 33 shows the works as found in the list of publications issued by 
the Egyptian government in the mid-1840's. In this list, a total of 
289 works (and 405,075 printed copies) are listed, which include 272 
works (395,375 printed copies) mentioned as having been produced up to 
that time (c. 1262/1845-46), and 17 works (9,700 copies) in the process 
of being printed. 
1 Among the 272 works already published, 78 works 
(in 56,408 copies) are also mentioned as being privately-contracted 
works. and there are given the number of copies printed for each work; 
while the rest (i. e. 194 works and in 338,867 copies) are mostly 
produced under the auspices of the government, they are listed under 
several categories as tabulated below and the majority of them are 
1) The total number of printed copie3 W&S added up wrongly in the 
list as "405,074" (see Bu-*la'qhK, p. 12). This same figure is also 
founded in al-Waq; 'ir- al-Milriyya (No. 46) dated 16th Muharram 1263 
0 
(4th January 1847), which mentions that there were "302,843" 
printed copies of books produced under the auspices of the 
government, while "102,231" were printed at private expense; see 
SabatTT, p. 179 and above, p-. 133. 
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given with both the total number of copies printed and the copies left 
in store at the time. Therefore, when there is no indication of copies 
being still in store, it is presumed that the work has been completely 
sold out or distributed, particularly Ln the case Of privately-contracted 
works. In the table, percentages are expressed in terms of total, i. e. 
the figure(s) for each category as against the cumulative total for all 
categories, except for percentages of copies consuaied which are against 
the total number of copies printed (i. e. the number in the fourth column 
.. 
against that in the third). 
TABLE 33-- CATEGORIES OF WORKS AND COPIES PRINTED/CONSUMED ACCORDING TO 
THE 1262/1845-46 LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 
Categories 4orks (7. ) Copies Printed CopiesCon3umed 
Listed Number N un. bar 
officially-sponsored works 
Military works ............... 43 
(15. S"e. ) 102.374 (25.3%) 70,569 (68.919) 
Mathematical works ..... 19 ( 7.0%) 23,455 5.8%) 13,423 (57.21. ) 
Medical works ................ 26 (9 -57. ) 30,693 7.6'. *) 16,435 3 3.6.. ) 
Veterinary works ............. 16 ( 5.97. ) 9*6ý 30 Z. 4',. ) 4,614 4b. 911. ) 
Literary works 47 ( 17.37. ) 96,186 24. Z-,. ) 72,324 7 3. 
Graortar & religious works etc. 17 ( 6.3-,. ) 53,405 13.27. ) 47,547 (S9.0",. ) 
Laws LS, regulations etc . ...... 26 ( 9.51'e) 21,022 5.27. ) 2-1,022 ( 100%) 
.; ubtotal of officially- 194 ( 71.37. ) 336,967 (85.71". ) 245,937 (72.5%) 
sponsored works 
Privately-contracted works 78 (25.7%) 56,408 (14.37. ) 56,408 1007. ) 
Total of II. Jorks Printed Z72 ( 1001. ) 395,375 ( 100%) 
I 
Up to 1262 A. H. 
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PART III: SECTION D 
THE OUTPUT OF EGYPTIAN PRINTING PRESSES DURING 
THE PERIOD OF STUDY, 11'238-lZ67 
(1822-ý-. 1851) - 
The 570 works which appeared in Egypt in the period 1238-67 (1822-51) 
have been tabulated here (i. e. Table 34) according to the press-. names 
under which they were given in sources or printer's imprints. However, 
there are thirty-seven undated works which all figure as being printed 
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PART III: SECTION E 
THE OUTPUT OF TURKISH WORKS WITHIN THE DOMAINS OF THE 
OTTOMAN EMPIRE BETWEEN 1238/1822-23 AND 1267/1850-51 
According to Jale Baysal (MOteferrikaldan Birinci Melrutiyete Kadar 
Osmanli TUrklerinin Bastiklari Kitaplar, Istanbul, 1968), there are 
^166 Turkish works which appeared within the domains of the Ottoman 
Empire between 1238/1822-23 and 1267/1850-51. These works (probably 
including those produced in Egypt) are tabulated by her annually 
according to subjects. In order to make a comparison of the printing 
and publishing activities between Egypt and elsewhere in the Empire 
(mainly Istanbul), they are further arranged according to the Dewey 
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PART III: SECTION F 
ANNUAL AND DECADAL SURVEY OF PUBLICATIONS 
There are three main kinds of survey conducted here: 
(1) according to languages, for which there are three tables, 36,37, 
and 38; 
(2) according to work-classiftcations, for which there are nine tables, 
39,40, and 41 (for the total output), 42,43, and 44 (for Arabic), 
and 45,46, a-nd 47 (for Turkish); 
(3) according to subjectsq for which there are also nine tables, 48, 
49, and 50 (for the total output), 51,52, and 53 (for Arabic), 
54,55, and 56'(for Turkish), 
Tables 36,39,42,459 489 51, and 54 are designed to allow 
the reader to survey the output annually and decadally during the period 
1238-1257 (1822-1851) in respect of the three categories of languages, 
work-classifications, and subjects. 
Tables 37,40,43,46,49,52, and 54 are designed to allow 
the reader to survey the, proportion (i. e. the number and percentage) of 
publications according to language, work-classification and subject 
output within each of the three decades under study. 
Tables 38,41,44,47,50,53, and 56 will allow the reader 
to survey the decadal proportion of each language, work-classification, 
and subject output in the period under discussion. 
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TABLE 36-- ANNUAL A14D DECADAL LANCUACL OUTPUT 
Ist Decade 2nd Decade 3rd Decade 
1238-47 (1822-32) 
- - 
1248-57 (1832-42) 1258-67 (1842-51) 
Date A. T. 
F 
PT U. Date A. T. P. Date A. T. P. U. 
1238 24 1248 4 11 2 1258 7 11 
1239 24 1249 13 71 1259 12 a1 
1240 24 1250 19 11 1 1260 14 10 1 
1241 53 1251 14 14 1 1261 882 
1242 7 10 1 1252 15 15 1262 10 6 
1243 2522 1253 8 10 12 1263 11 1 
1244 32 1254 12 19 1 1264 11 6 
1245 18 1255 13 15 1 1265 582 
1246 27 1256 13 13 11 1266 13 52 









8 Total 95 
1 
66 6 3 
TABLE 37-- LANGUAGE OUTPUT (PERCENTAGE) OF EACH DECADE 
Language 1st Decade 2nd Decade 3rd Decade No Date Total 
Arabic ...... 28 (32.67. ) 131 (47.3%) 95 (55.9%) 1 ( 2.7%) 255 (44.71. ) 
Turkish ..... 52 
(60.5%) 132 (47.6%) 66 (38.8%) 9 (24.3%) 259 (45.4'1. ) 
Persian ..... 2 ( 2.37. ) 6 ( 2.2%) 6 ( 3.5%) 14 2.51. ) 
Unknown ..... 4 ( 4.6%) 
- 
8 ( 2.97. ) 3 ( 1.8%) 27 (73.0%) 42 7.4%) 
Total 86 ( 100%) 277 (1 00%) 
1 
170 ( 100%) 37 ( 100%) 570 1007. ) 
TABLE 38-- DECADAL OUTPUT (PERCENTAGE) OF EACH LANGUAGE 
Decade Arabic Turkish Persian Unknown Total 
1st Decade 28 (11.0%) 52 (20.1%) 2 (14.2%) 4 ( 9.5%) 86 (15.1%) 
2nd Decade 131 (51.4%) 132 (50.9%) 6 (42.9%) 8 (19.0%) 277 (48.6%) 
3rd Decade 95 (37.2%) 66 (25.5%) 6 (42.9%) 3 ( 7.2%) 170 (29.8%) 
No Date ..... 1 ( 0.4%) 9 ( 3.5%) 
27 (64.3%) 37 ( 6.5%) 
Total 
F 
15 575 (7100%) 259 ( 100%) 14 1007. ) 42 ( 100%) 
1 
570 ( 100%) 
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TABLE 39-- ANNUAL AND DECADAL OUTPu, r OF WCPK-CLASSIFICATIUNS (TOTAW 
tat Decade 2nd Decade 3rd Decade 
1238-47 (1822-32) 1248--57 (1832-42) 1258-67 (1842-51) 
Date Cw Tw CL Date Cw Tw 
I 
CL Date CW TW 
1238 24 1248 575 1258 864 
1239 222 1249 5 11 5 1259 5 10 6 
1240 222 1250 it 16 3 1260 10 11 4 
1241 314 1251 3 12 14 1261 459 
1242 774 1252 8 13 9 1262 547 
1243 515 1253 71 13 1263 354 
1244 311 1254 10 14 8 1264 45a 
1245 531 1255 89 12 1265 10 14 
1246 441 1256 59 14 1266 857 
1247 422 1257 8 12 20 1267 116 
Total 37 
1 




Total 58 53 
1 
59 
TABLE 40-- OUTPUT (PERCENTAGE) OF WORK-CLASSIFICATION OF EACH DECADE (TOTAL) 
work-Cl. lst Decade 2nd Decade 3rd Uecade No Date TotaL 
Cw .......... 37 (43.0%) 70 
(25.3%) 58 (34.1%) 27 (73.0%) 192 (33.77. ) 
Tw .......... 27 
(31.4%) 104 (37.5%) 53 (31.2%) 4 (10.8%) 188 (33.0%) 
CL ... o.. 00.. 22 (25o6%) 103 





277 1007. ) 1 170 ( 100%) 1 37 ( 100%) 570 ( 100%) 
TABLE 41-- DECADAL OUTPUT (PERCENTAGE) OF EACH WORK-CLASSIFICATION (TOTAL) 
Decade Cw TW CL Total 
1st Decade ....... 37 
(19.3%) 27 (14.47. ) 22 (11.6%) 86 (15.17. ) 
2nd Decade ....... 70 
(36.4%) 104 (55.3%) 103 (54.2%) 277 (48.67. ) 
3rd Decade ....... 58 
(30.2%) 53 (28.2%) 59 (31.1%) 170 (29.8%) 
No Date .......... 
27 (14.1%) 4 ( 2.1%) 6 ( 3.1%) 37 ( 6.5%) 
Total 19Z ( 1007. ) 188 ( 100%) 190 ( 100%) 
1 
570 ( 1007. ) 
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TABLE 42-- ANNUAL AND DECADAL OUTPUT OF WORK-CLASSIFICATIONS (ARABIC) 
lst Decade 2nd Decade 3rd Decade 
1238-47 (1822-32) 1248-57 (1832-42) 1258-67 (1842-51) 








CL Date Cw TW CL 
1238 11 1248 31 1258 241 
1239 11 1249 274 1259 183 
1240 11 1250 6 11 2 1260 392 
1241 14 1251 239 1261 143 
1242 124 1252 384 1262 244 
1243 11 1253 116 1263 353 
1244 21 1254 39 1264 344 
1245 1 1255 355 1265 212 
1246 11 1256 274 1266 355 
1247 2 1257 3 12 5 1267 13 





TABLE 43-- OUTPUT (PERCENTACE) OF ARABIC WORK-CLASSIFICATION OF EACH DECADE 
Work-Cl. lst Decade 2nd Decade 3rd Decade No Date Total 
Cw .......... 9 
(32.1%) 25 (19.17. ) 20 (21.07. ) 54 (21.2%) 
v .......... 4 
(14.3%) 66 (50.4%) 45 (47.4%) 115 (45.1%) 
CL .......... 15 
(53.6%) 40 (30.5%) 30 (31.6%) 1( 100%) 86 (33.7%) 
Total 28 ( 100%) 
1 
131 ( 100%) 
1 
95 ( 100%) 1( 100%) 255 ( 100%) 
TABLE 44-- DECADAL OUTPUT (PERCENTAGE) OF ARABIC WOW-CLASSIFICATIONS 
Decade Cw TW CL Total 
1st Decade ....... 9 
(16.7%) 4 ( 3.5%) 15 (17.4%) 28 (11.0%) 
2nd Decade ....... 25 
(46.3%) 66 (57.4%) 40 (46.5%) 131 (51.4%) 
3rd Decade ....... 20 
(37.0%) 45 (39.1%) 30 (34.9%) 95 (37.2%) 
No Date .......... 
1 ( 1.2%) 1 0.4%) 
Total 54 100%) 115 100%) 86 ( 1007. ) 255 100%) 
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TABLE 45-- ANNUAL AND DECADAL OUTPUT OF WORK-CLASSIFICATlONS (TURKISH) 
Ist Decade 2nd Decade 3rd Decade 
1238-47 (1822-32) 1248-57 (1832-42) 1258-67 (1842-51) 
. -- 





-, - I 
FV CL Date Cw 
FTW 7r-L 
1238 13 1248 344 1258 623 
1239 211 1249 34 1259 422 
1240 121 1250 551 1260 622 
1241 21 1251 95 1261 314 
1242 55 1252 555 1262 33 
1243 212 1253 46 1263 
1244 11 1254 757 1264 114 
1245 431 1255 447 1265 62 
1246 34 1256 2 2.9 1266 5 
1247 32 1257 4 13 1267 13 





TABLE 46-- OUTPUT (PERCENTAGE) OF TURKISH WORK-CLASSIFICATIONS OF EACH DECADE 
Work-Cl. 13t Decade 2nd Decade 3rd Decade No Date Total 
CW .......... 24 
(46.27. ) 37 (28.07. ) 35 (53-07. ) 4 (44.4%) 100 (38.6%) 
TW .......... 
23 (44.2%) 38 (28.8%) 8 (12.1%) 4 (44.47. ) 73 (28.27. ) 
CL .......... 5(9.6%) 





132 ( 100%) 
1 
66 ( 100%) 9( 100%) 259 ( 100%) 
TABLE 47-- DECADAL OUTPUT (PERCENTAGE) OF TURKISH WORK-CLASSIF1CATIONS 
Decade Cw TW CL Total 
1st Decade ....... 24 
(24.0%) 23 (31.5%) 5 ( 5.8%) 52 (20.0%) 
2nd Decade ....... 37 
(37.0%) 38 (52.0%) 57 ý66.37. ) 132 (51.0%) 
3rd Decade ....... 35 (35.0%) 8 
(11.0%) 23 (26.7%) 66 (25.5%) 
No Date .......... 
4 ( 4.0%) 4 ( 5.5%) 1 ( 1.2%) 9 3.5%) 
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